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PREFACE

Four years ago the US-Yugoslav Joint Board on Scientific and
Technological Cooperation agreed to undertake a series of three
international invitational conferences to report significant advances
achieved over the past decade on various aspects of earthquakes through
research by scholars in a number of countries and to identify gaps still
remaining to be studied. The first of these conferences was held at
Ohrid, Yugoslavh, in September 1979. Organized by Dr. Jakim Petrovski
and Prof. Clarence R. Allen this Research Conference on Intra
continental Earthquakes dealt with geological and seismological aspects
of earthquakes emphasizing prediction. The second event, the
International Research Conference on Earthquake Engineering, was
organized by Dr. Jakim Petrovski and Prof. Jack G. Bouwkamp and
concerned the analysis, design and construction of earthquake resistant
structures. It took place in Skopje. Yugoslavia, in June and July 1980.
The third and final conference in the series, the Social and Economic
Aspects of Earthquakes and Planning to Mitigate Their Impacts, was held
in Bled, Yugoslavia, in June and July 1981. The host organization was
the Institute for Testing and Research in Materials and Structures of
Ljubljana. The papers in this volume were prepared for this third
conference. All three meetings were sponsored by the National Science
Foundation and the Council of Yugoslav Association of Self-Managed
Communities of Interest for Scientific Research under the auspices of
the US-Yugoslav Joint Board on Scientific and Technological Cooperation.

The concept behind the third conference was to assemble a broad
spectrum of social scientists--economists, sociologists, geographers.
pol itica1 scientists-publ ic administrators, arid city and regional
planners, together wi th earthquake engi neers--from vari ous parts of the
world who were all engaged in research on earthqlAakes and other natural
disasters to share their results, exchange their findings, and display
areas in which further study is needed. The invitational conference was
attended by 57 scholars and officials from 12 countries including:
Belgium, Canada, France, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States, West Germany, and Yugoslavia. A wide
range of discipl ines was represented by the authors of the 43 papers
which were present~d and 2 others which were submitted by persons unable
at the last moment to attend.

The fact that the Institute for Testing and Research in Materials
and Structures was des i gnated the host organi zat ion constituted
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recognition of the contribution of its founder and former director, Prof.
Viktor Turnsek. The conference was in a sense a celebration of the
contributions to the field of this very productive and distinguished
engineer who was among the founders of earthquake engineering research in
Yugoslavia. The paper he presented at this meeting was the last of a
very long series of reports of research results because he died the
following month in August 1981. It is to his memory that this volume is
dedicated.

Many individuals contributed to the organization of the conference,
the intellectual stimulation and smooth conduct of the meeting, anci the
preparation of the proceedings. The authors of the papers and the
participants at the conference, who are listed in appendices,
established the co"tent which was the essence of the meeting. The U.S.
and Yugoslav COI1IIlittees helped shape the program and conduct it. The
U. S. COIIITIittee consi~ted of Dr. Will iam A. Anderson, Prof. Jerome W.
Milliman, Mr. Stanley Scott, Prof. Ralph H. Turner, anft Dean Myer R.
Wolfe. The Yugoslav COIIIl1ittee consisted of Prof. Sergej Bubnov, Dean
Vl adimir Frankovi~. Mr. Vladimir Braco Mu~ i~, Dr. Jak im Petrovsk i, and
Dr. Stane Saksida. The Chairman of the US-Yugoslav Joint Board on
Scientific and Technological Cooperation, Dr. Muris Osmanagic, took a
personal interest in the conference. Various officials of tne National
Science Foundation played critical roles. Dr. Charles Zalar, Program
Manager, Division of International Programs and a member of the Joint
Board was directly responsible that the conference took place. Dr.
William A. Anderson provided counsel, advice. and necessary additional
financial support. Dr. Michael P. Gaus, who has spent a decade
developing US-Yugoslav cooperative research on earthquakes, developed the
idea for the conference.

Many of the staff of the Institute for Testing and Research in
Materials and Structures assisted ;n various ways. They include: Miha
Tomalevi~, Ludvik 8ona~, Darija Podbev!ek, Janez Kutnar, and Martin
Ozimek. The conference was arranged by the staff of the Congress and
Cultural (.ent~r: Maya Bajze1j, Darija Tomanic, Marko Hik1ic!', and Jote
Odar. At '.ornell University Ellen Weeks did the bibliographic research
for the .J,·oceedings, Beverly Buckley handled correspondence and
administrative matters, and Jen Gage prepared the manuscript.

We are very grateful to all who contributed in any way.

Joze Vilintin
Barclay G. Jones

Co-Chairmen
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FOREWORD

Almost any attempt to organize so voluminous and heterogeneous a
set of papers as that which follows is bound to be arbitrary. Arraying
the papers or placing them in some order implies a categorization. and
such classHications are rarely satisfactory. In the first place. most
of the papers will span several of the categories that have been
devised. The question then arises whether a paper deals chiefly with
one category or another. In the second place, many different dimensions
emerge. These include the nationality of the author and the
organizations. institutions. and research traditions in that country;
the scientific discipline of the author and the perspectives this may
give to the approach to the subject; the particular phase or phases of a
disaster situation the author treats; case studies or specific disasters
from which the research has been drawn; and a number of others. Again,
the papers are likely to transcend those particular bounds and exhibit
cOI'II1IOna lities across nat iona lities. disciplines. cases. etc. Were it
possible to organize the papers in n dimensional space such as can occur
in various multivariate techniques 11ke factor analysis. one might be
able to juxtapose papers appropriately to each other. However, language
is linear and unidimensional. Spoken language presents material in an
illlllutable tenlporal sequence. Written or printed language necessitates
the same constraint but with the important exception that it can be
violated. The reader is free to reorder the material to suit various
interests af'!d purposes. The reader can begin in the middle of the
manuscript. move backwards or forwards. select and an~it at will.
Editors do not have this privilege and must impose an order of sOlIe
kind.

The system of organization that has been chosen is a traditional
one in the field relating roughly to the temporal sequence of a
disaster. Concerns with the predisaster situation are dealt with first,
followed by the event itself and the emergency situation attending it.
and finally the post-disaster period is treated. Thus a fOnl of
symmetry between the organization of the material and the nature of the
event is imposed. Since most events are recurring ones. the post
disa!:ter period becomes by necessity a predisaster situation. Many of
the papers that follow will span a number of these phases of the event.
It was necessary to select that point in the continuUII that st8lld to
constitute the IIIOst pertinent contribution of the paper. Many of the
authors may be disconcerted at the ways their papers have been
classified .and placed. Readers. too. .ay not agree with the choices
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that have been made. The editors can only hope that the order may
provide the reader with some direction in selecting the material of
greatest interest and that some of the juxtapositions that have been
made will provide new insights.

The first section contains three of the presentations that were
made at the opening session of the conference. Mrs. Zupancic Vicar
speaking on behalf of the host country gives a lucid description of the
organization that has evolved in Yugoslavia to deal with earthquakes and
other disasters. It is interestin~ to comp\fe her statement with papers
by Music. Bubnov, Zelenkov. Oro~en Adami~. Stukelj, Ladava, Kirijas and
Turnsek which together provide one of the most complete dhcussions of
disaster organization in Yugoslavia that is available in the literature.

Or. Zalar sets the context for the conference in terms of the long
tradition of US-Yugoslav cooperative research on earthquakes and relates
the subject matter of the conference to the full range of research
efforts that have been carried out. Dr. Anderson describes briefly
social science research on earthquakes in the United States. the
necessary international dimension of it, and the necessity for the
international exchange of research findings.

Hazard. risk and vulnerability to earthquakes and other natural
disasters are characteristics of human populations in space and time and
of the social systems they comprise. They relate. therefore, to the
pre-event situation. The second section deals with these in particular
WilYS. Hazard has usually been considered an attribute of the physical
environment at a point in space. However, Hewitt and Baker raise
questions about whether or not changes induced in physical environments
by their social occupancy may not change their hazard characteristics.
While Baker does not deal with earthquakes there are interesting
parallels with the type of disaster he treats. Risk and vulnerability
are high correlates of other attributes of social systems. Pelanda
deals with this relationship specifically and other papers expand on it
in different ways. particularly Ribari~. Quarantelli, Geipel.
Cattarinussi. Cavazzani, and others.

The third section contains papers which deal specifically with
hazard assessment. risk analysis, and vulnerability determination. The
perspective is primarily in terms of the man-made environment of
structures and buildings in a locale. Karnik defines the terms and
displays the relationships. Lapajne generalizes on these concepts in
developing it procedure for the assessment of acceptable seismic risk and
in deVising a scheme for managing risk. Fournier d'Albe discusses the
difficulty of assessing the seismic risk of existing buildings.
Wangsadinata suggests the use of the intended structural lifetime of
buildings and relating this to the sei~ic hazard of their locations in
determining structural design. Tur~sek addresses the problem of
increasing the seismic resistance of existing Luilding stocks which will
comprise the majority of the structures in any impacted area. The
importance of this problem is referred to later by Bubnov and other
writers deal ing with specific cases such as Ge1pel and Orolen Adami~.
Jones proposes a method for estimating the building stock in a region
and determining the structures at risk. Such estimates relate to needs
implicit in Karnik. Milliman and Schulze. The usefu1~ess of such
estimates in post-event situations is noted by Orozen Adamic and others.
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Anticipating the econOilic effect of an earthquake and determining
whether the costs of preventive measures are justified is the subject of
the papers in the fourth section. Milliman proposes char.ging current
models of regional economic analysis to -.ke the- useful for estimating
iq»act. Schulze devises analytical procedures to assess the costs of
imposing seismic building codes and establishing whether the benefits to
be obtained from them are greater or less. The necessity of having
advance estimates of the economic impact of an earthquake is dealt with
explicitly or touched upon by Parr, lelenkov, Bubnov and others.

The actual attitudes towards risk held by individuals inhabiting
areas subject to hazard mayor may not resemble assumptions of rational
models that have been devised. Consequently behavior may not conform to
expectations. Various analyses of attitudes towards risk are the
subjects of the papers in the fifth section. Turner and Palm survey
populations in hazardous locations which have not been subject to recent
disasters. They explore their awareness and perception of the hazard
and the ways if; which this influences their behavior. Akimoto and
Chandessais deal ~ith actual situations. Akimoto studies the effects of
predictions of aftt:rshocks following an actu&l earthquake. Chandessais
studies the effect~ of a false alarm of an earthquake due to a
mechanical malfuncti~n of the alarm system. Saarinen studies the
bellavior of people in response to warnings about an impending volcanic
eruption.

Reducing the vulnerabqity of social and economic systems is the
subject of the next two s~tions. Governmental responsibility for
vulnerability reduction is the subject of the papers in section six.
Given the evidence presented previously that individuals subject to
hazards that recur sporadically at long intervals tend to discount risk
unduly in their behavior, the necessity for responsible leadership is
more apparent. Scott discusses the necessity for this leadership and
the difficulty in developing it at the regional and local level drawing
specifically on experiences in California. He points out the
difficulties in absorbing technical information into public policy.
Olson describes the leadership that has been provided by the State of
California and generalizes from it. He notes that disasters are useful
in developing policy response. Wyner surveys officials and reports the
variability in willingness on the part of local leaders to assume
responsibilities. Earthquakes are not issues that generate sustained
political support: dedicated officials and professionals are necessary.
Governmental roles in other countries are dealt with in papers in other
sections by Alrasjid. Stukelj. Bubnov, Ak imoto. Geipel, Cattarinussi.
Cavazzani. and others.

Urban and regional planning. covered in section seven. is an
instrument for reducing vulnerability. It has not been extensively used
for various reasons. Mulic discusses this in general and gives examples
of post-earthquake reconstruction planning that has had as one of its
objectives the reduction of vulnerability citing cases in Yugoslavia.
Two of these cases are covered by lelenkov. Wolfe outlines the ways in
which planning can be used to reduce the vulnerability of urban systems.
He uses examples of pre-event planning from California. Germen
indicates the potential role of planning is not being realized in
reducing vulnerability and suggests a failure of interdisciplinary
cOlMlUnication is a major cause. COIIPare Scott. Kirijas outlines the
information that planners must take into consideration in planning if
they are to make urban areas less vulnerable.
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Education and information are instruments for both reducing
vulnerability of social systems and managing emergencies when disasters
occur. The eighth section contains two papers that deal with this.
Battisti describes a post-event situation and a decision to d~velop an
educational program that will lead to vulnerability reduction and make
emergency behavior more appropriate in subsequent events. The situation
he describes deals with a population similar to that studied by
Chan~ssais and comparisons are interesting. In another section, Ladava
and Stukelj describe response situations in which some education had
taken place before the event, and it is useful to compare their reports
with Battisti. Scanlon develops a model of the predicted response of
the media in an emergency situation. It;s interesting to compare
Akimoto and Saarinen who report actual emergency behavior of reporters.
Dynes refers to the social function of information.

The management of emergencies is the subject of papers in the ninth
section. Dynes discusses alternative models of planning for managing
emergencies. Comparison of his preferred emergent human resources model
with th~ operation of various systems in emergencies as reported by
Ladava, Stulkelj, Cavazzani and others is il1uminating. He also covers
the function of information in emergencies: see Akimoto and Scanlon.
Bighinatti makes a plea for non-proliferation of international disaster
relief mechanisms and indicates that a system which responds to specific
requests from the impacted region will result in more appropriate
response. Lechat deals with managing the very serious health problems
that can arise in an emergency and also points out the dangers of well
intentioned but entirely inappropriate response.

Post-disaster response is the subject of four papers in section
ten. Alrasjid describes the earthquake disaster mitigation program in
jndonesia with greatest emphasis on the post-disaster response phase.
~tukelj describes the contrasting system that exists in Yugoslavia:
comeare Lechat and Battisti. Ladava displays the organization outl ined
by Stukelj more directly in the context of its actual operation after an
earthquake. Cavazzani reports some of the problems in the Italian
response mechan i sm wh i ch were revealed in the earthquake in Southern
Italy in 1980. It is interesting to compare this account with Battisti
'.nd the Northern Italian situation described by Cattarinussi and Geipel.

Measuring the impact of an earthquake or other disaster on a social
and economic system is difficult and complex. Tl1is is the topic of a
nUlJi)er of quite different types of papers in section eleven. Ribarfc
sugge~ts that the impact of an earthquake is an attribute of the
reStces available to it to assist in its recovery. He develops a
scale for making internat'enctl comparisons of the specific destruction
of earthquakes. C()q)are Hewitt. Quarantell i explores what constitutes
a disaster and in doing so details the various kinds of impacts not only
of earthquakes but of a variety of disasters. Compare Baker. Bates
develops a level of livin9 scale for making cross-cultural comparisons
of the relative effects of earthquakes and other disasters. Although
Bates uses data from a specific event, the 1976 Guatemalan earthquake.
the first three papers in this section deal with the subject in general.
The last three papers deal with specific cases and arrive at
generalizations from them. All three draw their material from the 1976
earthquake which struck Northeastern Italy and Northwestern Yugoslavia.
Geipel details the iq»act of the earthquake by describing its effect on
the culture of a social and economic system 1n space. Cattarinussi
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surveys the social and psychological impact. It is interesting to
compare some of his survey results with those of Chandessais. Oralen
Adamic looks at the social and economic impact of the physical
destruction in various communities in Yugoslavia and develops a
composite scale as a measure. He discusses the use of the damage rating
scale mentioned by Bubnov, Turnsek and others.

The final stage of the disaster sequence is that of reconstruction.
Finding ways of financing reconstruction is a critical problem and is
the subject of the papers in section twelve. Decisions on how to
finance reconstruction are an aspect of emergency planning and,
therefore, could be considered as an element of the pre-event phase.
However, the event i tse1f is the u1t imate tes t of the adequacy of the
plan and it is natural to make re-eva1uations in the post-event phase.
Bubnov describes the model currently in use in Yugoslavia. It has
already been pointed out that it is useful to compare his statement with
Zupan~ic Vi~ar, Turn~ek and others. Ze1enkov reviews the Yugoslav
financing system and suggests what amounts to an insurance trust fund
financed by individual tax levies prior to the event rather than the
post-event financing which occurs now. Parr develops a strong argunent
for earthquake insurance drawing on the New Zealand experience.

Experience in the recovery and reconstruction phase is dealt with
in the last three papers that constitute section thirteen. Mader
investigates land use planning after earthquakes using three case
stUdies from California. The purpose of such planning is vulnerability
reduction, and there are, of course, direct reldtionships with the
papers by Mu1i~, Wolfe, Germen and Kirijas. Since the cases describe
governmental behavior, there are interesting comparisons with Scott,
Olson and Wyner and as a concrete reflection of attitudes with Turner
and Palm. While Kreimer treats housing reconstruction, the concern is
in relationship to vulnerability reduction planning and planning to
achieve other social goals particularly in regard to the mangement of
patterns of urban growth in developing countries. Hultiker studies the
impact on families made homeless by a landslide through the
reconstruction process. The process was so lengthy that this becomes a
study of long-term impact, and it is interesting to compare it to the
long-term results obtained by Cattarinussi. Recovery processes were
described in many other papers including Geipel, Alrasjid, Ladava and
others.

These brief descriptions establish that the papers that follow are
rich and varied. Any attempt to do justice to them by summarizing their
content would result in an excessively long introductory essay.
Hopefully, this short exposition of the way in which the papers have
been organized and the actual juxtaposition of the papers themselves
will serve the purpose better than a lengthy rev iew. The papers will
speak for themse1ves . In ed i t i ng the papers, a major at tempt has been
made to clarify the meaning in many instances by changing the phrasing
and the structure of sentences. Uniform use of footnotes and references
has been imposed and much time has been spent checking citations. In
all instances every effort has been made to be faithful to the original
content of the paper. The views expressed represent those of the
authors and not necessarily those of any sponsoring organization.
Errors of content or fact Ire the responsibil ities of the luthors. In
any editorial process, additional errors are inevitably introduced. The
editors sincerely regret any instances of this kind.
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WELCOMING REMARKS
., <t., ~

Marija Zupancic Vicar

Allow me to greet you most cordially on behalf of the Executive Council
of the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia and to wish you great
success in the work you are undertaking. Your previous meetings have
brought a range of fruitful results that have been incorporated in organiz
ations and laws for preventing and mitigating the impacts of natural
disasters such as earthquakes.

Major catastrophic earthquakes that have struck Yugoslavia and
Slovenia have encouraged the working people and citizens of our socialist
self-management society to pay more attention to the problems of preventing
and eliminating the impacts of natural disasters. Various kinds of natural
disasters continually endanger the safety of people and damage resources in
citizens' ownership and social property. Among the natural disasters in the
region of SR Slovenia that have caused high material losses, and in some
cases claimed victims, earthquakes are the most frequent. Two catastrophic
earthquakes occurred in the 16th century, and in 1895 a p~rticularly serious
one nearly razed Ljubljana to the ground. In recent years earthquakes
inflicted heavy damage in the region of Kozjansko in 1974 and the Soca
Valley in 1976.

The working people and citizens, associated into basic and other
organizations of associated labour, in self-managing organizations and
communities, local communities, communes, and republic, have the right and
responsibility to develop systems to reduce vulnerability to natural
disasters and assure that the impact of such disasters should affect as
small a number of the population and as few of their possessions, as well as
social property, as possible. For that purpose organizing and activities
have been undertaken in order, first, to mitigate disasters, in the event of
disasters to rescue lives and property efficiently, and after disasters
have occurred to eliminate their impacts through organization and
solidarity.

Experiences to date, as demonstrated by the reconstruction of
Kozjansko and the 50ca Valley, prove the power and ability of our socialist
self-management society in such extraordinary conditions as major disasters
to enable and assure, through self~anagement, self-organizing, and
socialist solidarity, the mobilization of the initiative and actions of all

-3- Precedng page blank
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affected and all working people and citizens and the organization of their
material, technical. professional. personnel. organizational. and other
forces for mitigating disasters. recovering from their impacts. and
restoring normal living and working conditions in impacted areas.

The solidarity actions in the cases of Kozjansko and the So~a Valley
produced important material, financial, and socio-political results. since
the action was organized in such a way that every working person or citizen
could participate. The solidarity action was quick and effective in meeting
basic needs for living and working. and at the same time a larger solidarity
action for eliminating the impacts of the disasters was carried out.

At present the most important role in activities of defense and
rescuing people and property when earthquakes have occurred has been
undertaken by working people and citizens through their self-protection
activity, headquarters for civil defense and organization of associated
labor. social and other organizations which are directly incorporated into
civil defense.

We must emphasize especially the connection and solidarity between the
citizens and our army. as well as the large contributions and participation
of Yugoslav youth in working on the reconstruction of affected areas after
an earthquake. In such actions thousands of working peorle. members of the
Yugoslav National Army, youths. and citizens cooperated through their
voluntary work.

An important consideration in the efficiency of actions is that they
quickly attend first of all to restore the basic means for living and
conducting social activities of the economy in eliminating impacts of
natural disasters.

The public media significantly contribute with objective and engaged
reporting in providing information about the catastrophe, conditions. and
requirements in impacted areas, measures that have been taken and their
effectiveness. In these ways they promote the success of solidarity actions
for eliminating the impacts of natural disasters.

In the Federated Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia. as well as in
Slovenia, we have since 1963 normatively stipulated principles of
counter-earthquake construction as preventive measures to protect ourselves
from the impacts of earthquakes. Civil engineering and urban legislation
provide the basis for earthquake resistant construction. taking into
consideration all points of view for life safety. rescue procedures. and
measures taken when natural disasters occur (adequate distance between
buildings with respect to height, possibnHies of access of emergency
vehicles, etc.). Special attention is paid to training and equipment of
civil defense units and citizens in general.

A uniform methodology for evaluation of primary losses from disasters
has been developed and adopted to establish the principles o~ republic or
federal solidarity participation. This provides a standaru procedure for
ascertaining impartial evaluation of items. CDIII~eter,t 1)o<l'ies in the
socio-political community decide in which cases in the commu"e or republic
the evaluation of 105s should be carried out.

The responsibilities and liabilities for preventive and defensive
measures against natural and other disasters arc being stipulated in their
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middle-term and annual plans by socio-political connunities, local
cOllmmities, and other organizations of associated labor, as well as
self-managing communities of interest and other self-managing
organizations and communities.

Everyone within the limits of his abilities is liable for financing
preventive measures against disasters in his area. as well as for
ensuring funds for implementing relief when disaster occurs and for
restoration after the disaster. In the case of major natural disasters.
at the republic and federation level, a system of solidarity is formed.
based on social compacts and legal regulations.

The law on forming solidarity funds for eliminating impacts of
natural disasters of 1975 defines the level of the amounts to be paid by
respectively employees. retired people. farmers, and other citizens.
Also, by this law, solidarity week is introduced in which in v~rious ways
solidarity funds are collected (e.g •• one-day's earnings of all employees
employed by the organizations of associated labor. etc.). The 1975
social compact on the manners for usage and management of solidarity
funds for eliminating natural disasters was concluded in order that such
funds are used for the intentions for which they are collected. The
social compact regulates that solidarity funds can be used in a cOlll1lune
only when the loss, ascertained by the uniform methodology for evaulation
of primary losses from disasters. exceeds 3% of social production of the
previous year. In less developed cOlllllunes. as defined by the law. the
criterion is 1.51. On the proposal of the committee of signers of the
social compact, the signers define to what extent and in what rc~iuns the
solidarity funds should be used for eliminating impacts of natural
disa~ters. In the case of major disasters. where elimination exceeds the
possib;'ities of the republic, pursuant to the criteria of the social
compact. concluded by the republics and autonomous provinces in 1974. the
solidarity funds ~f nations and nationalities of Yugoslavia. can be used.

We have introduced an extensive system for ensuring funds for
implementation in cases of natural disasters. But even then we can see
that the funds. collected as stipulated by the law, are not sufficient to
meet the needs of major natural disasters. That is why in such examples
agreements are being concluded for additional pooling of funds in
communes, local communities, basic organizations of associated labor, and
self-managing cOlllllunities of interest.

Post-earthquake reconstruction requires a large and compleK step.
It is not enough that the previous situation before the earthquake be
restored. Something more must be provided to impacted areas through the
solidarity funds and complete engagement of all working people and
citizens. Steps must be taken to ensure the development of the economy.
social activity, infrastructure. and housing. ,'he evaluation of
post-earthquake reconstruction in the areas of Kozjansko and the seta
Valley shows that in that respect we have completely succeeded.

In Short, I have described the operation 'Jf the unique system which
was adopted in our Socialist Republic ~f Slovenia, assigning
responsibilities and liabilities for eliminating the effects of natural
disasters. among which earthquakes are the most frequent.

The Th ird Internat iona1 Conference--Socia1 and Economic Aspects of
Earthquakes and Plannir.g to Eliminate Their Impacts shall undoubtedly
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result in many exchanges of points of view and experiences with new
solutions which should contribute to better organization for eliminating
the impacts of natural disasters of which earthquakes cause heavy material
losses and claim many victims. Once again. I wish you much success in your
work and a pleasant stay in this beautiful part of our country.



OPENING REMARKS

Charles Zalar

Permit me to say a few words on the present and past cooperation
between the United States of America and Yugoslavia in the field of the
earthquake sciences.

In 1963, an earthquake destroyed the capital of the Republic of
Macedonia, Skopje. The city of Skopje was soon rebuilt through the
tenacity of Yugoslav engineers and with the assistance of engineers from
countries allover the world.

This international cooperation marked the beginning of the
establishment of a new institute in Skopje, the Institute for Earthquake
Engineering and Engineering SeiSl1lO10gy, which, in only 16 years, has
developed, under the sagacious leadership of Professors T1berije Kirijas
and Jakim Petrovski, into a world-class scientific institution.

In October 1969, another earthquake severely daJ1laged the Yugoslav
city of Banja Luka. In response to a Yugoslav request for U.S.
participation in a multi-disciplinary research project, a 14-man research
team, representing U.S. government science agencies and universities and
coordinated by Dr. Mic~ael Gaus of the National Science Foundation,
visited Banja Luka, Skopje, and other Yugoslav cities, in February 1971.
A few months later, Dr. Gaus initiated a series of joint U.S.-Yugoslav
research projects in seismology and geophysics, earthquake engineering,
Karst hydrology, and urban planning.

These studies have been conducted by well-Icnown Yug,oslav experts,
such as Professors Kirijas, Petrovski, Hahamovic, Trumit, Zefelj, Ani~i{,
Somborski, and Turnsek, in cooperation with American Prcfessors Bouwkamp
and Wilson of Berkeley, Hudson of Caltech, Yevjevich of Colorado State,
and Jones of Cornell University.1

Some three or four years ago, the National Science Foundation of the
United States of America took the initiative to bring together scientists
and engineers from allover the world for discussiun and extensive study
of earthquake phenomena. It was oniy natural that Yugoslavia was
selected as the gathering place for these scientists.

In 1979, the First International Conference on -Intra-Continental
Earthquakes- was held in Ohrid, Macedonia. and in 1980, the Second
International Conference on -Earthquake Engineering- took place in
Skopje. Both conferences were very successful and resulted in a great
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number of studies which have been or are about to be published. For the
excellent organization of the first two conferences we have primarily to
thank Director Jakim Petrovski and his associates.

The Third International Conference on "Social and Economic Aspects
of Earthquakes and Planning to Mitigate Their Impacts" is being held--as
were the first two conferences--under the auspices of the U.S.-Yugoslav
Joint Board on Scientific and Technological Cooperation, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation of the United States of America and the
Yugoslav Association of Self-Managed Conmunities of Interest for
Scientific Research. The conference has been organized under dual
chairmanship: the indefatigable American Co-Chairman, Professor Barclay
Jones, Director of the Program in Urban and Regional Studies of Cornell
University, and the Yugoslav Co-Chairman and your host, Dr. Jofe
Vilintin, Director of another fine institute, the Institute for Research
and Testing Materials and Structures in Ljubljana.

I have the pleasure to greet on behalf cf the National Science
Foundation the representatives of the Yugoslav government authorities and
of Yugoslav scientific institutions Engineer Marija Zupanei~-Vi~ar, Prof.
Dr. Muris Osmanagit'. Prof. Dr. Sergej Bubnov, and finally. an inter
nationally known expert in the field of the mitigation of natural catas
trophes, the former Rector of the University of Ljubljana and present
President of the Slovenian Academy of Scienres and Arts. my dear friend
Prof. Janez Mil~inski.

And now, I am pleased to extend on behalf of the National Science
Foundation warm greetings to all the participants of this conference, and
wishes not only for fruitful professional discussions but also for a
ple~sant sojourn in this beautiful country.

FOOTNOTES

1. The follOWing series of studies resulted from this initiative:

Prof. V. Yevjevich of the Colorado State Univer"sity and Prof. A.
Trumic of the University of Sarajevo conducted "Analytical and Field
Studies of the Hydrology. Water Resources. Pollution. and Economic
Development of Karst Regions."

Prof. J. Bouwkamp and E. Wilson of the University of California at
Berke1ey and Prof. J. Hahamov i~ of the Un hers i t~ of Sarajevo in
conjunction with other experts from Belgrade (B. lezelj). Zagreb (D.
Ani~l~). and Skopje (J. Petrovski) conducted "Analytical and Full
Scale Studies on the Earthquake Design of Buildings Constructed by
Industrialized Methods and of Four Different Dams."

Prof. D. Hudson of California Institute of Technology and Prof. T.
Kirijas of the Skopje University supervised "The Establishment of a
Buic Instrument Network for Recording Strong Earthquake Motions in
the Six Republics of Yugoslavia."
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Prof. B. Jones of Cornell University and Prof. M. Somborski of the
University of Sarajevo cooperated in a project of -large-Scale
Integration in Urban Planning with Trial Application to the
Banja luka Region.-

At this time, Prof. Bouwk~ is cooperating with Engineer D. An~ic!
of the Institute of Civil Engineering of Croatia, and Engineer V.
Turnrek of the Institute for Research and Testing Materials and
Structures of Slovenia, in studies on -Earthquake Resistant Design
of Buildings.-



OPENING REMARKS

William A. Anderson

As one of the representatives from the National Science
Foundation's Earthquake Hazard Mit1gation Program. let me say that we
ar~ delighted to be in Yugoslavia and to participate in this Third
Interr'ltional Conference. The Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Program
includes engineering and architectural components. as well as a social
science element called Societal Response Research. Societal Response
is the principal program in the UnUed States supporting research on
the social and economic aspects of earthquakes. Researchers from such
disciplines as economics. sociology. political science, geography. law.
and anthropology are supported through the program.

Societal Response was established as a program in the mid-1970s.
It is designed to complement the engineering and related mitigation
research funded by NSF. For example. whi le engineers are developing
knowledge for designing safer structures. social scientists supported
under NSF's Societal Response program are conducting investigations
which will help put more of that knowledge into practice. So<:ial
scientists are informing us how earthquake hazards are viewed by
vulnerable populations. what the barriers to the adoption of building
codes and land use planning measures are. and how these barriers might
be overcome through regulations. incentives. and education. In a
similar way. this Third International Conference. with its emphasis
upon socioeconomic factors. should complement the first two conferences
which dealt with geophysics and earthquake engineering.

Many of the U.S. social scientists participating in this
conference are rece~ving. or have received. support from the Societal
Response program. Thefr work reflects the emphasis placed by Societal
Response on developing knowledge on the social and economic aspects of
mitigation and preparedness. on disaster impacts and responses. and on
hazard and disaster information dissemination.

While the focus of the work supported by Societal Response has
been on problems in the United States. we are also interested in
experiences of other societies. We have even supported researchers to
conduct studies in other countries. For example. Or. Frederick Bates
will be presenting some of the findings of his NSF funded study on the
1976 Guatemala earthquake. We have also supported and participated in
international workshops and conferences. For example. Dr. E. L.
Quarantelli. another porticipant at this conference. was awarded a

Precedng page blank -11-
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grant by NSF to organize a U.S.-Japan Conference on social scienc~

disaster research in the tllfO countries. At this conference. then. as
in our previous international activities. we look forward to both
learning from and sharing our experiences with our colleagues from
Yugoslavia and around the world.



SECTION II

SOCIO-ECOfOtIC ASPECTS OF HAZARDS. RISKS AID VULNERABILITY
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SETTLEMENT AND CHANGE IN 'BASAL ZONE ECOTONES 1
:

AN INTERPRETATION OF THE GEOGRAPHY OF EARTHQUAKE RISKl

Kenneth Hewitt

introductory Remarks: Disaster GeographY

The geography of disaster presents severe problems of
interpretation as of practical response. Not least is the complex way
both discontinuities and continuities of material life are involved.
There is not only the disarray, uncertainty and destab1isation that the
disaster event itself is most widely typified by. Also there is always
a carry-over of some stable features, or definite expectations;
behaviors, struggles to restore an implied 'norm'. that link disaster
strongly to the rest of 1ife. and the on-going patterns of its spatial
organization.

In the present discussion I shall be concerned primarily with
aspects of human geography that do express spatial continuities. asking
how they may exercise an influence upon the location. form and
recurrence of earthquake disaster. Thi s seems to be the functi on of a
human ecology of risk. That is to say. we shall look at the incidence
and features of disasters as they relate to the habitats where they
occur. the human occupancy of those habitats. and larger spatial
continuities of socio-economic organization. little will be said about
the seismic issues or crisis behavior. If so much had not already been
written about them this would lead to an unbalanced approach. But here
we shall look essentially at earth surface features rather than
seismicity; at the phenomena of human settlement and on-going relations
to habitat rather than of crisis.

This is a frankly academic piece of work exploring such data and
ideas as are available. rather than an attempt to gUide policy or
management. It will differ too in the balance of abstraction and
concreteness from so much of the specialized work on seismic risk
[UNESCO, 1978]. I would argue. however. that the matters discussed are
essential parts of the realities of place and people into which
earthquake-triggered disaster intrudes; with which rel ief efforts IllUst
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cope. and with whose features any successful aseismic planning must
ultimately deal.

First. we shall examine some of the geographical relations of the
global distribution of damaging earthquakes in recent decades. This
will be based upon an inventory of some 154 of the largest disasters for
the last thirty years (Figure 1). It has rarely been possible to get
sufficient evidence to flace all examples in terms of the aspects
discussed [Hewitt. 1978. We shall then turn to more detailed
locational. site and internal patterns of individual disasters.

The Global Distribution of Earthquake Disaster

Among the geoecological conditions that seem as significant as
seismicity itself. and important determinants of the variation of risk
within seismic zones. are terrain and climate.

The great majority of destructive earthquakes involve damage zones
partly or wholly within mountainous terrain. In our inventory at least
90 per cent included areas of highly accidented topography. where
available relief exceeds l00Qn. In most instances for which we have
relevant data. the damage zones also stretch over a range of those
marked altitudinal and aspectual differences in climate and vegetation
cover. typical of mountain ecosystems [Hewitt. 197z].

The role of mountain terrain in disaster cannot be reduced simply
to the geophysical coincidence between mountain building and seismicity.
Descriptions of the disasters show clearly how the fonn and degree of
damages reflect the enviromental peculiarities of mountain habitats.
The significance of surface geology. topography and plant cover is
demonstrated by the growing body of work on seismic microloning [Brabb
1979]. The 1974 Himalayan disaster described elsewhere [Hewitt. 19761
is a fairly extreme reflection of the significance of mountain
conditions, but the large role of landslides. of adverse weather and
difficulties of relief and communication in steep-slope terrain are
repeated in many examples. I have discussed elsewhere the detailed ways
mountain conditions shape the spatial patterns within disaster zones. so
that the same problems for sur:vivors, relief efforts and rehabilitation
constantly recur [Hewitt. 1978J.

The relations of globally common earthquake damage to
conditions will hardly surprise anyone familiar with
ecosystems. and the kinds of impacts earthquakes can have.
there is an apparent global relationship to climate that
paradoxical.

About three-quarters of the disasters in our thirty-year inventory
occurred where regional cliMates are semi-arid or seasonally dry
(Table 1, Figure 2. Appendix A). The main exceptions lie in the humid.
mountainous islands of Southeast Asia. Even here, we are dealing mainly
with c11l11ates that are -transitional." usually monsoonal with a marked
seasonality, and with a variability shown by two or more "year
climates.- to use Mizukoshi's terminology U97U.

The Budyko-Lettau Dryness Ratio said to be a more sensitive
indicator of biophysical conditions. tLettatt, 1969] was estimated for
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the disaster areas too (Table 1\. Mountain influences and remoteness
from weather observations 1imit the accuracy of these estimates. but
they do provide a striking indication of the regional association of
most damaging earthquakes with zones of moisture stress.

More specifically, the disasters seem to be associated with zones
of transition in moisture supply; that is. not simply in semi-arid or
sub-humid areas, but whe~e there are relatively marked gradients between
drier and wetter zones. The seasonal precipitation is associated with
seasonal shifting of storm belts. The important fraction of disasters
occurring on or close to sea coasts involves strong gradients of
moisture supply from the coast. inland. The orographic effect upon
precipitation and rain shadows further create sharp moisture gradients
across these areas.

There is an anomalously high concentration of disasters in "humid
mesothermal" climates with a marked sUl1l1ler dry season. Nearly thirty
per cent occurred in Koppen's class Csa. the 'mediterranean' and 'sub
mediterranean' climates [Aschmann. 1973a).

Now. the geography of seismicity itself shows no relationship to
climate, and no known causal connection exists between the two.
Therefore, if the evidence of recent disasters does show a higher
concentration in particular climates. this must have to do with
influences of surface conditions upon the impact of seismic shocks.
That may be in direct physical ways such as the effects of geoecological
conditions upon. say. slope stability. Or they may depend upon the
nature of human settlement. or more likely. the interaction of the two
to produce a greater vulnerability in these habitats.

Evidence of Human Ingredients of the Global Distribution

Wherever one can obtain local details of damage and of pre-disaster
conditions for the earthq~ake areas. invariably they record more or less
drastic. recent and accelerating processes of environmental and social
chan~e. The details are not simple or uniform. I have found no
attempts to systematically record these features of earthquake disaster
lones.

The most cOlllllOn of all observations relate to ·poor construction"
that includes new and old buildings; "traditional" and modern styles.
poor design. poor maintenance. poor siting. What concerns the social
scientist. however. is not just classifying what is damaged and what
survives. We need to identify the processes. or indicators of
processes. governing say. the proliferation of some types of structures
when others might serve.

In the Himalayan disaster described elsewhere [Hewitt. 1976] much
loss of life was due to the collapse of Ntraditional- buildings. But
the few modern structures rarely stood up any better. Meanwhile. there
were styles of -traditional N house or facility that resisted damage best
of all (c.f. photos in Ambraseys. et al.,[ 197$1). More to the point.
so many of the traditional buildings that failed were of relatively
recent construction and in II style distinguished by lack of timber
supports in the walls. There is reason to think this reflects a timber
shortage. That style of building in the past was restricted to
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Table 1

Regional Climatic Relations of Major Earthquake Disasters
(Jan. 1. 1950 - Dec. 31. 1979)

Provisional Site Classifications Using the KMppen System

f,Croun of Cli... te TVD" of Cl1_u !Io. 0 Db.atarl
I

A. Tropical At. tropical wt 9
I railly -, ttopical vet .......00II&1 9,, AM, tropical ...t aIId dry 11

I
29

'B. Dry M, ••at-arid <Iteppe)

i aSh tropical - .ubtropical, .hort lIOi.t
I ....011 12
I

t
aSk aidclh latitud.

aea.er r.inf.ll. _.t in ._r 9
: I avo arid (d•••rt - con.tantly drr)

I l-aUb tropical aDd .ubtropic:al 6

i
a\llt atddle l.titude 4

n
i

IDry ._ar,;C. lI_id vint.r rain
_oth.r-al I Cae

Subtropicel, hot ._r (''Mediterranean'') 33
Cab van _.-r 9

I~winter
14

Cve 1IOl.t. ".IW •.-r 3
Cvb (Cooler thaD ewe) 3

No .rkad dry ....011

Cf. hwaid .ubtropical 4
en. (cooler thao Cfa) 9

7ii

D. Hoaid Dry viRtu
aicrotberMl Dvb 1

No .tktd dn .9UO'A
Dfb hwaid eoatiaental. cool._r 6
Dte cold winter 2

I
9'

Tot.l 143
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Distribution of Budyko-Lettau Dryness Radio for
Major Earthquake Disaster Sites

1950-1979
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temporary SUlllller settlements at higher altitudes, animal shelters and
poorer landless folk. Traditional desiqns that did have timber supports
survived largely intact. The exceptions that I saw were cases where
rotten beams failed, suggest i ng that the timber shortage had prevented
renovations. Then again, the bulk of the losses and damage were due to
slope failure and landslides. In most cases these occurred on recently
deforested slopes. The remaining forested areas showed no evidence of
the many rockfalls and soil slips on bare slopes. It seems fair to say
that not only most of the damage, but the occurrence of a disaster at
all was largely an artifact of recent land-use and socio-economic
changes. The main ingredient of risk turned out to be man-induced
destabilization of slopes fatally connected with impoverishment of
traditional building supplies, when there has been little penetration of
new techniques of sound construction. The single greatest source of
damaging response to earthquake appears, therefore, as deforestation.
In turn, this has surely been associated with progressively larger
influences by outside social changes. They range from the role of
medicine in increased populations or pressures to extend cultivated
land, to economic incentives to expand the size of goat and cattle
herds, and export lumber or firewood to the cities of the plains. One
might just as well classify this as a 'development' or 'deforestation'
disaster!

If Indus Kohistan has unique environmental and social conditions,
similar transformations recur as background in the reports from most of
the mountain area disasters. The literature is full of conments that
suggest enhanced risk, --less often, decreased risk.-- as a result
variously of development or "underdevelopment.- In the latter there is
often a greater transformation of land and people. In one area. rapir.
intensification of 1and use may be the ~ssue; in another decline.
impoverishment. or abandonment and increased out-migration.

Urban i zat i on is a wi de1y reported aspect of damages that ref 1eet
recent land use changes. Some of the more spectacular losses have been
in new multi-story construction. Examples have been described in the
disaster" ~t:

Agadir. Morocco
Hi igala. Japan
Alaska. U.S.A.
Caracas. Venezuela
Bucharest. Rumania
Al Asnam. Algeria

1960
1964
1964
1967
1977
1980

Elsewhere, and more extensive in numbers of structures involVed. we find
new wealth put into renovating older buildings, but in cosmetic ways
that do not help, and may decrease structural safety [Ambraseys. 1976J.
This has been remarked upon in several eastern Mediterranean disaster
areas:

Fruili. Italy
Thessa1on1k1. Greece
Montenegro. Yugoslavia
Al Asnam, Algeria

1976
1978
1979
1980
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But perhaps the most extensive problems and hllllan misery relate to
concentrated destruction in sprawl1ng areas of new. poor housing and
squattments. So often. they are on the poorest sites. whether steep
hillsides. low-lying alluvial land. ravines and bluffs:

San Salvador. El Salvador
lilla. Peru
luzon I. Philippines
Managua. Nicaragua
Guatemala City. Guatemala

1965
1966. 1974
1968
1972
1976

B:Jt an equal or perhaps larger aspect of this problem. 15 where
older sections of cittes ara run-down. often they have become slums that
modernization passes by. Here. even once solid bu11dings are weakened
by neglect and decay to become death traps in relatively moderate
eart',quakes. In so many of the high risk areas of the eastern
Mediterranean lands. for eump1e. one can literally smell the dampness
that betokens decaying masonry. stone. plaster. wooden beams. The
resultlt were seen recently in Kotor. Yugoslavia (1979) and in Naples.
Salerno and the Campagnan mountain towns (1980). Similar problems were
present in:

CUICO. Peru
Ionian Islands towns. Greece
Arequipa. Peru
Skopje. Yugoslavia
Pe10ponnese. Greece
Peru. Ecuador
FruiH. Italy

1950
1953
1960
1963
1965. 1966
1970
1974

It may be noted. too,that if a high proportion of the worst events
in recent years in terms of fatalities and property loss have been
centered on. if not exclusively in. a large city. they do not
necessarily involve the larger earthquakes (Table 2). How far that is a
matter of the location of epicenters. or the kinds of sites the cities
include and how far a problem of the urbanization itself, is not readily
determined frOlll the evidence ava11able. but is a significant question
given the pace of the process.

However. there is a much higher spattal probability that disaster
will occur in the rural and small settleMents that cover so MUch more of
the habitable earth surface. And it is change. development and
devo1ut ton beyond the urban tzed areas that is the MOst wide1y reported
transformation of all.

Rural -decline- or impoverishment. even in the presence of rapidly
expanding populations and total productivity, recur in the landscapes of
the many disasters in the interior of Turkey and Iran. as in Peru,
Ecuador. Colombia Ind Mexico. It was equally apparent in:
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Table 2

Features of Selected Damage to Urban Centers in Mountain
Regions. from Earthqua~es of Moderate Strength

(c.f. Appendix A)

Pl.c. !let. Richter ea.ualU•• Dollar lou
••tt.at••

_to 19~9 6.8 6,000 66 111111011
(Ecuador)

!l As.... 19'4 6.8 1,250
(.u~er1a)

A3.dir 1960 5.6 12,000 500 111111011
(Morucco)

S'tol> j. 1963 5.8 1,200 1500 111111011
(.!Ulollav1a)

Car.c•• 1967 6.5 277 150 1I1111ll1l
(Venezuela)

San Fernando 1971 6.6 64 750 1I1111ll1l
(California)

Mana.... 1972 6.2 5,000 1000 1I1111ll1l
(N1c:araaua)

G.-oaa d. Friu11 1976 6.5 965 2500 1I1111oll
(Italy)
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Assam, India-Tibet
Ionian Islands, Greece
Pindhos Mountains, Greece
Chouf, lebanon
Barce. libya
Kashmir, N.W. India
Peloponnese, Greece
Western Nepal
W. Sicily, Italy
Celebes, Indonesia
Pattan, Pakistan
Fruili, Italy
Irian Ja Ja, Indonesia
Campagna, Italy

1950
1953
1954. 196Q, 1967
1956
1965
1963. 1975
1965, 1966
1966
1968
1969
1974
1976
1976
1980

In terms of our earlier points about mountain habitats, a further
growing form of economic loss involves damaged installations related to
recent accelerating development of resources and facilities in mountain
areas. The Karakoram Highway, still under construction when the 1974
Himalayan disaster occurred. surely absorbed the bulk of the relief
manpower in efforts to restore it for communication to and beyond the
disaster zone. Elsewhere, damages to rail and highway links are
widespread. To them are added destruction of tunnels, water conduits,
dams, pOWt:'" lines, mining and forest operations. COIIIIlOn, but often
given little attention is the fate of steep slope and terraced
agriculture [Hewitt, 1976:1, sometimes in the process of abandonment but
for the most part extending onto less stable areas. Ex,aples of such
damages related to economic and technological developments of mountain
lands were found in:

Assam. India-Tibet
Potesi. Nicaragua
Kern Co., California
Chile
Mindanao, Philippines
Elburz Mountains, Iran
Hegben lake, Montana, U.S.A.
Alaska, U.S.A.
Celebes. Indonesia
Tashkent, U.S.S.R.
Keyna, India
N. Honshu, Japan
Inangahua, New Zealand
Peru
San Fernando Valley,

California, U.S.A.
Hokkaido, Japan
Khulm, Afghanistan
Friuli, Italy
San Juan, Argentina
Montenegro. Yugoslavia
Jiangsu Prov •• China

1950
1951
1952
1958, 1960, 1965, 1971
1955
1957
1959
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1968
1970

1971
1973
1976
1976
1977
1979
1979
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Of particular note. in relation to dryness of the regional
environments are the many occasions when water resource facilities
suffer destruction. Examples range from conduits in Maipo Valley. Chile
(1958) and dams in the San Fernando Valley (1971). or Valparaiso
Province, Chile. (1965); to irrigation ditches widely damaged in the
Indus Kohistan disaster (1974) and Qanats in Iranian examples such as
Turud, (1953) and Tabas e Golshan, (1978).

One final particular of dllllages relates to the great number of
disaster zones that include sea coasts. Tsunamis are a notorious side
effect of seismicity that damage shoreline installations and fisheries.
But of note lately are the nllllber of occas ions when port and harbour
installations have suffered directly from shaking. And so often they
prove to have bee', built upon alluvial deposits or artificial fill. flat
land being so scarce along mountainous coastlines:

Long Beach. California
Aegean Islands. Greece
Chile
Alaska. U.S.A.
Niigata. Japan
Lima-Callao. Peru
Venezuela
N. Honshu, Japan
Manila. Philippines
New Guinea
Hila. Hawaii
Esmeraldas. Ecuador
Montenegro. Yugoslavia
Turnaco. Colombia

1951. 1955
1956
1960
1964
1964
1966. 1974
1967
1968
1968
1970
1973
1976
1979
1979

A much-needed survey is that of the social circumstances of victims
and survivors of these disasters. It is a vexed problem. Clearly. in
most instances it is the relatively poorer, less vocal, powerless
elements of society who suffer the greater casualties. It is equally
obvious that they are most often the occupants of the least safe sites.
of the least cared-for. most cheaply built or dilapidated structures.
and therefore most adversely associated with the kinds of physical
circumstances described above.

Disaster as a S}mptom of Environmental Deterioration

It is hard to generalize about the socia-econOMic details of
earthquake damage. It is not hard to draw a parallel with the eVidence
of environmental change in these habitats. world-wide. And it is
important not to ignore the way in which all social and economic
development that affects risk is becoming tied into and increasingly
shaped by a single international systel that produces convergent
problems [Hewitt. 1982].

We have identified earthquake disaster especially with mountain
regions. There is overwhelming evidence of man-induced change in these
habitats. Most is of kinds that increase the iMPact of earthquake. It
does so directly by affecting such things as slope stability.
Indirectly. the scope of risk is expanded by the rapid pice of
intensified resource use. constructton and extension of cOllllUnications.
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and of political and .ilitary activity into them ~NESCO. 1974]
[Eckholm. 1975J.

At the same time. the processes of environmental deterioration
summed up in Mdesertification" are .cst evident in semi-arid. sub-humid
and seasonally dry lands. rather than the fully arid lands [ U.N •• 1977 J.
Hare [1976] has identified the most serious zones of desertification as
having Dryness Indices in the range 2-7. which would embrace the
regional climates of a good half of our disasters (Figure 2). Degraded
vegetation cover. accelerated erosion. increased run-off and floods are
also processes we could expect to adversely affect earthquake risk.

With the earthquake problem. however. we are not dealing in general
with ei ther semi -arid areas or mountain areas. Most damage zones
i nvo lYe both. The concentrated areas of earthquake di sas ter in the
world 1ie at the intersection. as it were. of somewhat dry lowlands or
coasts and mountain belts, which in most cases are much wetter. Such is
broadly the case for the greatest concentration between the Eastern
Mediterranean and Indus Valley (Figure 1). The concentration of
disasters in Latin America and California exhibit similar gross
relation~ to habitat. They are less obvious in S.E. Asia where humidity
is generally higher. But it is worth noting that. in addition to the
prevalence of mountainous terrain. and seasonal climate. the extensive
processes of deforestation and other harm to vegetation cover are
producing conditions in the landscape t~re that are an~logous in effect
to "desertification" LRanjitsinh. 1979 J LPanabooke. 1977J.

It is. however. the convergence of the distribution of earthquake
disasters upon areas where drier regional climates. and mountain zones
'lleet. that leads us to our next step in their geographical
!nterpretation.

Disaster Sites: Location and Patterns of Damage

It ;s essential now to move from gross geographical patterns, to
the detailed distribution of sites and damage in earthquake disasters.
If surface conditions and human activities play any role in seismic
risk. it is here that we see it .cst clearly realized. including the
importance of climatic relations.

The first thing to note is that detailed field surveys reveal a
more complex and variable picture of earthqu:ke impacts than the
idealized image of tsoseismal lines whose intens\ ty falls off radially
from the epicentral are". The worst damages may be well relllOved from
both the epicenter and reactivated faults. There are cOIIIIOnly IllUltiple
centers or patches of damage of given severity. Within a zone that
contains damages of the highest intensity, we find structures and people
that go unscathed. Not uncOIIIIIOnly there are also isolated patches of
the most severe damage in areas far relaved from the main damage zones.
Rarely is there a spathl coincidence between the different forms of
damage used to define earthquake intensity, be it building performance.
slope failure. surface rupture, or perceived events. In Sill, just as
there is a rather poor correlation between earthquake magnitude and
scales of disaster [Hewitt, 1978, Table 4]. so the geophysical
·footprint" itself is only a very gross indicator of the spatial
arrangement of damages.
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Is it therefore impossible to make any generalizations about damage
patterns, in particular as they might point up relations to human and
geoecologica1 conditions?

Looking first at an obvious dimension, topography, there is a
broadly repetitive type of morphology of damages in most of the
disasters. The "typical" event has the main, concentrated pockets of
greatest destruction and loss of life in mountain foot or foothill
areas, with a "scatter-gun" effect of highly variable damages over a
mountainous hinterland. Sometimes as at Skopje in 1963 or Guatemala
City in 1976, destruction is largely confined to piedmont or
intermontane basin areas. Conversely, in a case like the 1974 Himalayan
disaster, the negligible area of mountain foot features made the
influence of mountainous topography overwhelming in the destruction of
small settlements in crest1ines and in narrow defiles. This disaster
was, nevertheless, identified with the largest settlement affected,
Pattan, which lies on the floor, river terraces and alluvial fans of the
Indus Gorge. Pnd as in many other cases, processes initiated at higher
altitudes and on very steep slopes wrought the main destruction of life
and property at the mountain foot. More commonly, however, we encounter
situations intermediate between these two examples. The 1979
Montenegran Coast, the 1976 Friuli, the 1968 Dasht-y-Bayaz or 1964
Nii9ata disasters were more typical. Most damage was in foothill,
piedmont or intermontane basin areas, but with scattered destruction to
villages, farms, conmunications and other installations in surrounding
mountain areas.

In itself, the identification of highest damages with piedmont
areas is not profound. However, it becomes profoundly important in
relation to human settlement, environmental impacts and the
climageomorphic relations of earthquake disaster.

The mountain foot environments, the areas where steep slopes give
way to gentler ones; where mountain ranges soften into foothills or
plunge to the sea coast, were discussed by the ecologist Schimper 1903,
p. 702 under the term "Basal ZOnes". Except locally or incidentally
little further work has been done on them.

In terms of seismic risk, the outstanding features of the Basal
Zone are those of its heterogeneity, as much as the sharply transition11
or "ecotonal" aspect. Seismic shaking is particularly influenced by
slope, by the mechanical properties of rock and regol ith, by vegetation
cover, and moisture conditions. These largely govern the stability of
slopes and foundations, and the likelihood of surface rupturing.
Variations in them modify the amp 1itude and form of seismic motion at
the surface, or involve very different responses to it. As a landscape,
the Basal Zone is characterized almost everywhere by complicated
interfingering of erosional and depositional environment. That reflects
sharp transitions in the surface fleo1t1gic or geomorphic processes. The
rt:sult is a complex mJ!>liic of seismic conditions. The most favorable
and least favorable are closely juxtaposed. Steep slopes with little or
no superficial deposits pass suddenly onto the thick aprons or fans of
colluvial and alluvial sediments. Steep slopes are particularly
susceptible to landsliding in earthquakes. Alluvium can ~an unstable
foundations and, where finer material is in abundance, the problems of
soil liquification. Similarly, soil moisture and moisture in rock
fissures or the water table greatly affect slope and soil stability.
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Basal Zones have complicated patterns of well-drained, modestly drained
and poorly drained sites. Spring 1ines are cOlllllOn. So are areas of
coarser deposit or steeper slopes that drain and dry out quickly. The
torrential behavior of streams debouching from mountain valleys has a
complicating effect, and one that may vary greatly with season and
weather conditions. Again, the amplitude of seismic shaking tends to be
inCreased both by steepening slopes and certain types of sal ient and
cliffs; but also in the passage from a solid rock medium to deep
alluvium.

It is here that ~~ explanation of much of the complexitiy of damage
patterns in the dis~s,ers lies. Otherwise identical structures fail at
one point and go un~cathed or at least much less damaged at a nearby
one. Poorly designed structures wi 11 survive while nearby, relatively
well-designed ones collapse, presumably because of differences in
foundation materials or the ~litude of shaking. This was apparent,
for instance at Bar and Zel1nilca in the 1979 Yugoslav disaster. There
was massive destruction of modern reinforced concrete port facilities on
the coast, while nearby, many seemingly poorer, dressed-stone and
masonry bui ldings survi,/"tj with often only superficial damage. But the
former were on alluvium and ~ill at the sea's edge, the latter on solid
limestone or well-drained regolith back from the coast. Similar
situations have been described for many parts of the WOrld. We may just
cite reports on the Niigata, 1964; Varto, 1966; Skopje, 1963; and Chile,
1960 earthquakes; LKawasumi, 1968] [Ambraseys and Zapotek, 1968J
[UNESCO, 1963] LWeischet, 1963a and bJ.

The influence of settlement sites in relation to adjacent mountain
slopes or foothi 11s is illustrated again and again in the amount of
damage done by landslides at the mountain foot. This is not confined to
extreme mountain topography as in Assam (1950), in the avalanche at
Yungay, Peru (1970) or the 1974 and 1975 Himalayan disasters and Hindu
Kush disaster (1976). In total. destruction by steep slope processes
when they reach the mountain foot is probably always much greater.
Moreover. the danger of failure of steep slopes is not confined to rock
wa 11 s. Basa1 Zones common ly inc1ude eros i ana1 and tecton i c breaks of
slope in young sediments. The collapse of poorly consolidated materials
where settlements are sited near the crest or at the base of such
slopes. has made up much of the damage iil some of the worst disasters.
Examples include:

Cuzco, Peru
Turud. Iran
Valdivia. Peru
Alaska, U. S.A.
San Salvador
Guatemala City

1950
1953
1960
1964
1965
1976

The geological, topographical and hydrological complexity of the
Basal Zone tends to be reflected in vegetation cover, too. Hardly
anywhere in the regions we are considering, however. is there much
remaining of natural cover. But the transformation of vegetation cover
is likely to exaggerate the rplatfve differences in terrain and surface
materi a15 as they respond to earthquake shaking. It represents one of
the most profound human effects upon these environments.
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Human Settlements of Basal Zone Ecotones

Looking again for a moment at the global distribution of earthquake
disaster. one simple relation to human populations can be stated:
throughout nearly all the areas of cCflc~rated di saster occurrence.
mountain fringe settlement is the pre-eminent form. More clearly than
anything else it links even the humid areas of S.L Asia to the rest;
their populations being mostly in dense settlements near the coasts of
mountainous islands. In the zone of greatest numbers of disasters from
the eastern Mediterranean to the Indus Valley. Basal Zone settlement is
clearly the case. Here. most of the population is typically distributed
in uislands u and more or less continuous ribbons or series of
sett lements wedged between the mountai ns and the sea; in the broader
intermontane valleys; or between the mountains and arid basins of
interior drainage. In the cases of Italy. Greece. Turkey. Iran and
Afghanistan this describes the location of not only the bulk of the
national populations. but of most towns and cities. In other words, it
is not only that earthquake damage is concentrated in the Basal Zone; so
is the bu 1k of human popu 1at i on and wealth at ri sk [C 1arke & Fi sher.
1972 ].

A similar situation applies throughout much of the zones of
concentrated disaster incidence in the American cordilleras, and the
mountainous islands of S.E. Asia.

It is in this feature of mountain fringe settlement that the
significance of climate emerges. In dry or seasonally dry lands
mounta ins are generally favored wi th hi gher prec i pi tat ion and perenn i a1
streams or springs. For sedentary agrarian sodeties or urban
deve Iopment, however, the Bas a1 Zone is where runoff and underground
waters can most effectively be taken advantage of--before they are lost
to the sea. in coastal marshes and swamps. or the saline plains--and
where slope. soil. drainage and climate provide the more congenial
conditions for settlement. Often we are looking at an accommodation to
environment reflecting prevai 1ing economies and technologies going back
some millenia. And if moisture supply is of outstanding importance.
other advantages of piedmont locations are significant, too, such as
exploitation of the mountain pastures and forests, but also of desert
pastoralism, or maritime resources and trade.

In fact. the preconditions for the areas of highest disaster
incidence are the result of certain major patterns of what has been
called "universal history", patterns as significant in their way as that
of the far denser riverine civilizations nearby, where the waters of the
mountains cross the dry plains in major streams.

Few of the areas we are discussing are, in fact, without a long
history of human change as culture after culture found the gentler,
well-watered and wooded slopes of these mountains ideal places for
settlement. But in recent years we have seen a new, accelerating wave
of changes. It is tempting to attribute much of the recent damage to
that.

The detai 15 of site and process associated with damages in the
earthquakes, repeatedly relate to the particular geoecological and
settlement conditions of the piedmont. The major settlements damaged
tend to oe largely or partly on alluvial fans, or the terraces left by
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their dissection. Many lap up against or onto the relatively young,
contorted, shattered and friable rocks that so often form the outer zone
of ~ctive mountain ranges. Settlement nuclei may be on outliers and
spurs of the foothills. along valleys and bluffs whose existence records
the surfac~ outcrop of an active fault. This particular sort of siting
that defines the Basal Zone recurs in accounts of damage from Morocco to
Baluchistan:

Turud, Iran
Ionian Islands, Greece
Orleansvi11e (El Asnaw.), Algeria
Agadir, Morocco
Lars, Iran
Danesfahan, Iran
Barce (A1 Marj), Libya
Skopje, Yugoslavia
Varto, Turkey
Trikalla. Greece
Erzincan, Turkey
Oasht-e-Bayaz, Iran
Gediz, Turkey
Bingol, Turkey
Qir, Iran
Lice, Turkey
Friu1i. Italy
Bandar Abas, Iran
Tabas-e-Go1shan, Iran
Montenegran Coast, Yugoslavia

1953
1953
1954
1960
1960, 1961
1962
1963
1963
1966
1967
1967
1968
1970
1971
1972
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

Most of these events. as noted ear1ier, also had severe pockets of
damage in truly mountainous terrain. where farms and vi 11 ages. highways
and other installations were damaged by the shaking or landslides. But
it is the Basal Zone areas that dominate the reports of damage.

However, that is only one perspective on the story, and certainly
the pessimistic one. It mlJst be balanced by noting, of course. the
great attractions and benefits of these areas and this kind of
settlement. And the record of earthquakes is also one of substantial
survivals, too. Damage tends to be highly localized in form and extent
as we have noted. Specific structures, sitings, land uses and often
enough. socio-economic circumstances are involved. But if there are
many "unpredictable" or unmeasureable things here. if there is large
uncertainty or "chance" in earthquake damage and survival, the
1iterature tends to exaggerate the inevitabil ity of certain damages and
the mere good fortune of survivals.

Here. I think. we must beware of using a geophysical "surrogate"
for risk. In flood hazard work. for example, it is connon to treat the
flood plain, and flood height and frequency over it, as an exact
analogue of risk. I am skeptical of that approach to floods. But such
a simplification is quite unacceptable in earthquake risk. Mapping that
strives to reduce damage zone surveys to an epicentral area and
isoseisma1 lines often seems largely artifice.
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The essential point turns upon human use of and adaptation to Basal
Zone ecotones and, to lesser extent mountainous hinterlands. These are
characterized by singularly heterogeneous conditions. But if the
complex map of damages indicates the scope of the hazard, what of the
equally complex map of survivals, or modest damages?

One could cite the larger municipal area of Kotor in the (1979)
Montenegran Coast disaster, or greater Skopje in 1963. While part of
these cities was the focus of the worst damages and losses--in the
Skopje case almost the only damage--nearby structures and persons
suffered little. The total destruction at Skopje was an extraodinary
example of concentrated damage to a particularly vulnerable urban
neighborhood, sited upon deep, seismically sensitive river alluvium
[Poceski,1969]. Again, the old masonry buildings within the walled
city of Kotor were badly damaged. So was a new glass and concrete hotel
on the torrential stream delta beside it. But extensive new high rise
development, north and south of this, and many smaller homes, survived
with little damage. So did most of the old walls.

Obviously, what concerns us most is the plight of victims and
vulnerable property. But should we not look much more closely at what
survives in disaster zones? May that not record effective, safe siting?
well-designed and maintained structures? sensible and informed local
behavior? Such investigations seem an integral requirement of social
and economic understanding of the sources of earthquake risk. Given the
local complexities and enormous geographical and socio-cultural scope of
earthquake-prone settlement, the hope of determining general rules about
safety in constructions, zoning or emergency measures seems utopian
without it. And one might even suspect that. overall, risk reduction is
most likely to take place if built upon the existing, successful
adjustments of peoples and activities in the disaster-prone areas,
rather than upon first principles developed by infant sciences like
seismic engineering.

ConclUding Remarks

If this exploration has any worth. it must be in the formulation of
the problem of earthquake risk. It situates the problem within the
complex adaptive and adjustment problems of, especially, people
occupying Basal Zone areas. Internally. that involves the safety of
sites. or of particular activities at particular sites. ~n what ~s a
singularly heterogeneous, ecotonal habitat. That must reflect economies
that are primarily oriented to the exploitation of this ecotonal
setting. They may equally depend upon its locational advantages within
surrounding different ecosystems of mountain. lowland or sea.

Seismic risk cannot be expressed in. nor reduced to any ~ or two
variables out of:

1)

i i )

i i 1)

The location and recurrence of larger magnitude
earthquakes.

General seismicity and geotectonic conditions.

·Official· aseismic engineering concepts and codings.



iv)

v)

vi)

vi i)

vii i)

ix)

x)

xi)

xit)
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Terrain.

C1 imate.

Population and settlement patterns.

Land use.

Environmental degradation.

Internal man-habitat relations of disaster zones.

External relations of high risk areas to the larger
space economies of nations and the world.

Wealth. development and reJative access to the most
"advanced" notions of seismotectonics. engineering, or
emergency planning.

Crisis behavior and emergency measures.

The problem lies at the interface of these. and is a campI icated
·space" variously modeled by them all. That does not prevent it being a
characteristic problem of certain distinctive forms of hlMrlan occupancy
of seismic areas.

Since we cannot deal with everything. the strategy my work suggests
is essentially an extension and rethinking of the microzoning approach.
This is already bringing about important modifications in the sense of
seismic risk [USGS. 1979)--although one could see the implications
already in. say. the studies following the 1906 California disaster
[Carnegie Institute. 1908]. But microzoning is sti 11 far too much the
creature of seismology and engineering geology. Slope. active fault
traces. surface and subsurface materi aIs and other phys iea1 factors are
important. But their meaning is quite abstract in the absence of a
sense of the land uses. social conditions. development pressures.
experience and expectation within the communities involved. We can only
hope to ground our work here by studying areas with a history of recent.
damaging earthquakes. And it is essential to do so by mapping.
evaluating and interpreting the socia-economic and ecological background
to what survives as well as what is damaged.

This is the objective of my current research examining the sites
and surroundings of past diSasters in the Eastern Mediterranean and
South west Asia. More generally. if this preliminary sketch of the
geography of earthquake disaster has any validity it suggests we are
dealing with much more than seismic hazard per see The problem needs to
be carefully situated with the complex of conditions involved in the
human ecology of settlement. land use and their transfonmations.
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FOOTNOTE

1. Matedal in this essay forms part of research funded by the Social
Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada, and Wilfrid
Laurier University's Office of Research. Ms. Katherine Miller was
Research Assistant and helped in assembling the background data for
this discussion.
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Appendix A

Dryness Correlates· of 145 Sites of Major Damaging
Earthquakes - 1950-1979: By Region and Country

Date

(1) ~dit.rr.n••n (20)
.ML.. J.an.15, 1968

F.b. 7. 1971

J ..... 15. 1972

May 7. 1976

JU8011.vi.

July 27. 1963

Oct. 26, 1969

"PI'. 15. 1979

A.u,. U. 1953

"PI'. 30. 1954

~r. 20. 1955

Jllly 9. 1956

Mar. 8. 1957

May 26, 1960

JUII. 20. 19711

North Afric:.

Loc:nlon
(provinc:.. c:itY

rell:)n)

W. Sidl.,

TUleani. (AIMllDln..)

~oaa (Adri.tic:

N.!. It.ly (Tuao.l.v.)

S~j.

••nj. Luk.

Dat.ti•• lIont••lro

Ioni... IslaDd......t.nl

Plndho. Nt.. eantr.l

Th••aalt (Volvo.)

"ecUll I.l&Dds(Thera)

Th••••ly (Volvo. r.,lon)

l'lndbo. Mt•• Albellian
bord.r - loallllina

S. '.1CllM'l\M••
(KaplAl'C1l1. )

Th....loaik1

1.5 - 2.()+

1.0

1.0

1.0+

2.0+

.75

.5 - .,

1.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

1.0-2.0

2.0

Itopp.n
Cla••Uie.tion

caa, C.b

Cfb

Ctb-Ct.

e..
eaa(Cfb)

e.a
caa
e..
ea.

c••
eaa

Cth. eta

Cea

Southwe.t Aai. (42)
Turk!! AUI. 13. 1951

J.n. 3. 1'152
Mat'. 18. 1953

m

May 26.

S~t. 9. 1954
Mal'. 17. 1956
F.b. 29. 1960
'eb. 21. 1963
M.ar. 31. 1969

May 26. 1957
Aq. 19. 1966

Orl.......ill•• UIIl'1a
Beirut. Labanor.
Apdir, lIol'ocCO
Barel. Liby.
1.1'••1, Sinai

Penin.ula

(N) caaklri, OIancr.
(I) Ercu~ (llaaankde)
(1lW) Istanboal

(C._kUl.)
(M-C) Bolun••
(E) Varco prO¥.

2.0-3.0
1.5
5.0
4.0-7.0
2.0+

2.0
2.0
1.5

Caa
Caa
ISh
1M.
Caa

Caa
Ctb. Dfe
eea

ca.
Dft. Cfb

* ftoca: I .. ind.bted to 'rof•••or Dieter Renainl of ~0Dl\ for thl .p. of theDryn... Inola. f~ vhic:h our val........ darlwd and to Ma XaU.erlna
MUleI'. ,ndut••tudlllt at VUfrlcl Laurier Unbanity who did thl
d.tail.d preparation of thi. tabl•.
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(Turkey) July 22. 1967 (W AnatoU.) 1.5 c••
Ada\,.luri

July 2", 1'''7 F.~z1"can .,,4 2.0 ctb
TlI"celi "rov••

?'1ar. 211, l'~" (W) A1uchtr 1.0 Csa
~ilr. 211 , 1970 (W) Kuc~hY4 provo 1.5 Csa

(r..dlPo)
Mav 12, 1971 (S. W) lIurdur- 1.5 C.a

Taur"" IIta.

"'''y 22, 1971 (1':) lIin.ol provo 2.1l Cfb
~ept. 6. 1q7~ (F.) Ltce < 1.0- 2.0 nfb - !Sk
Nov. 24, 1976 (r.) Van. t'rov. 1. 5 - 2.0 lIfb - lISk

l.!!.L .'.b. 12. 19~' Turud. F.lburz 'It •• 10.0 1151<
Oct. 11. 19<,6 (S.~\ lIo.tlk. La".c"n 7.0 n~h
July 2. 11157 (N) Ca."l"" Conat 2.0 C~b, Orb
n.c •. 13. 1957 (~) Ce"cr.l 14~raa 1.0 - 5.1l C..b. aSh"ca.
Au•• 16. lCl~~ • !C....nah.h, 7....roa ~.O C.b, aSh

!'tl.
Apr. 25. 19M (51 t.rbt"n. tat 7.0 llSh
June ll. 19"l (5) Lar (Deh Kuyeh) 7.0 llSh
~ept. 1, 111"2 (1'l.W) D."•• fah"" 5.0 - 7.1l C5b (Ofb)
~'ay 1. 196~ (\I) near TurUah ~.O - 3.0 Ofb, lHe

border
Au•• n. 19"11 (~.F.) Khura••" prov. 2.0 - 3.0 I\~k (C"b)J.n. 3, 1'''' U.S.S.II. border. l.O - ...0 aSk (C"b)

Khur..an
Jllly 10. 1970 ('I.E) Khur...." provo 4.0 - 10.0 llSh (Cab)
Attr. 10. 197~ (S) hra prOVo (Chir) 5.0 - 7.0 IlSh (Csb)Har. 21. 1977 (S) 1I.nd.r Abb.. 7.r1 - 10.0 aSh
APr. 6, 1917 (C .n4 S.W) Shakr 2.0 - 3.0 BSh (C.b)

Kord
Dec. 10, 1977 r."..n "rov. (:O:.rand) 5.0 BSh <BWh)
Sept. 16, III 711 (F.) TAbu (Khora..n) 11)." aWl<
Ja". 17, 1979 (F.) Onen (Khuraa"n) 4.0 .\!\k (Cab)
lIov. 14. 1979 (~.E) Q"eft. llol!.nab.d 5.0 llSk

AfIIl.ft1asan
June 8. l'J~·f, Kabul 5.... IISk

PA~1"tn"

!lee. '''. ; <17/. rattan (K~r3knrn.) < 1.11 - '.0 C.b

.!!!!!..!:!.. A.. ~. l~. IClV'I A~an. nrov/AurMa .~ row
July n. lCl~6 "~l!.a, to P4kiatnft l.O IISh

bord...
SeliC. 2. 19(,1 ~a.~ir. V. Hi..laya 2.0 - 3.0 tv (11)
!lee:. 11. 191>7 ~e.tcln r~.at (Koyna) 1.0 II.
Sept '. l'H2 If.W K,,~.ir - .5 - 2.n IIWlt

ltar3korall
Jan. 19. 197~ ltal.l l' - Tlbu bord.r 3.0 ask

"'''.1 J,.. 29. l'l\6 W••te", "epal • 5 - 1.0 tv (M)
("",h.nlt)

!l. n.s.s.".
Apr. ''I - July 19 '.Ihlcent (n. U.bektu"n) 4.0 ISk19"6



() South and Cent••l AMerica ('Z)

M.'!!£! Jul, ZA. 1951

July 4. 1964
Sel'~. 25. 1968

J.n. )(). 1913

Gu.t ....h
"eb. 4. 1976

£1 ~.lyador

May 6. 190,1

~tcara!u.

Au~. 1. 1..51
Dee:. 24. 1972

venezu.l.
AUl!. 4. 1~50

July Jr}. 19'"

~
July 111. 1'511
!lay 24. 1957
July 10. 19#.2
'.b. 9. 1967

'lOY••~. Iq1q
n"c. 11. 191'1

F.c~ Apr. ~. 1~76

Hay U. 19~n

J.1n. 19. 1'1".
Jail. 14. I'M
net. 17. 19M
Oct. 1. 1'11iC)
"'n 11. 197'l
nee:. 9. 1971l

Apr. 25. 1'174
Oct. 1. 1'174

M,ptlna
"0'1'. 23. 1977

Hay 21. 19/i0
!'lar. ·~II. 19"5

Jllly A. 1971
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Guerr.ro atat.
(llex. City)

euerrero
Chiapaa atata

(Guac.bordar)
CoI1M. J.l1ae:o

.t .. t.1l
Pu.bl•• V.rac rut

and Oa..ca acat••

(SE) Tueuapa.
Chi_ea

San Salvador and
environa

Porod (IN)

"'"as-

Lara atat. (Tocuyo)
Caraca. (vid. ar.a)

(IN) lo8Ota. Santander
I_navencu.a
... ColOllbl.
lIutla Dept

(I:.." ..a&,,,.. )'
(N) rt'rctr.,
(W) T....cu. co... t

COl) E...rald..
(_till)

eUltCO

Arequipa
Arequipa
r.dt..... c:oaat
~a. r.hlilfruta
Y\lnttav. r.arll.
Peru fr.cuador

bordor
Ar"ul!,a
Li... C.-t.

SA" Juao ,row.

COfteepctOft Valdivia
Cl!fttral ChU.

(Valparalao)
..ar Val,aratao

S.Uno

2.0

2.0
1.0 - 1.5

1.5

1.0 - Z.I}+

1.5+

.75-1.0

1.0

1.5
1,5+

1.0
2.0

.75

.5

.5
1.0

.5

.5

.5 - 1.5

3.0
7.0
7.11

5/).n
zn./)

1.1l
2.0 - 3.0

7.0
50.1\

7.11 - 10.0

.5 - 1.0
3.0

3.0 - ".0

CV - ISk

CV - ISk
Mo. CVb

Cvb. Cfb

Av. Cvb

Av
All. CIIb

CV
CV
At
CV

A'" (At. CV)
At (A... )

At. 111<I

CII
IIWh
IlIIh
IWh
ClI
CII. IA/h
CII

ISh (ET)

Cab
cab

Call. JVlI
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(4) F.. ..nd Southeast Aata (28)

HonsoUa Dee. 4, 1957 E. Altai !"!ta. 5.0 -> 10 BWlt

~ "'8r. 4, LO~? Ilokltaido, H.!. Konahu .75 - 1.0 OEb
June 1". 19M (~) ~tl...ta, Altita .5 efa
"AV 1(,. 1""" H. Kanahu (Tokachl- .5 - 1.1) DEb (Cfa)

Ol(1)
June 17. 1973 Kokkaido .7S - 1.1}+ :lfb

~ 'lee. n. 10H Yun...n prov n ••• Cwb
JuLy 25. 191'09 5vatov are. L.O llvb. IISlt
,,~y II , 1074 ~zechw4n-Yunnan n.a. Cwb, Cwa
JuLl' 2., 197" Tan~"h"n L.S ef"
July 'I. 10 79 ChiAn!:"u provo L.5 Cf.

(5hanl\haO

~ Oet. 22, 1?51 KuaUen, TAttung .7~ eva
Nov. 25. 19~1 HuAlien ·(e. eoaat) .n Cvo
1.1n. VI, 19M (5) Paiho, Tun~..han .75 evA

Philippines
't;ar. 11. 1955 Hindanao .5 - 1.5 All
Allr,; .. 1, ")1'011 Luzon (HnnUn) < 1.0 All
AUll. 16, 1976 Hindanao .5 - 1.5 All

IndonUla
Oct. 2'1. 19511 Java (111 tar) < 1.0 ,.,
!!sr. H, 1~j\5 Sanana Ia. < 1.0 All

. r.'er3• •••
Feb. 20, 19';7 Java (Malanl) < 1.0 A·
Aup.. 14, 11l"'! Celebea, TUlluan ta 1.0+ Aao
Feb. 24, 19"~ Celebea (Hadjene) < 1.1) Aao

J"n. 9. 197" 1nanG ore4 n.iI. Af
June 2". 1'17'; \~eat Irian Jaya n.4. A!
July 14. 107" ~ali (Serirlt) < 1.1\ Aao
net. 20, lq7~ Irian Jaya n.4. At
Au•• 19, 1977 S. of Sullb_a Ia. < 1.1\ All

New l':ulne.:1
Jan. III, 1'151 Panua (Ht. La_lnston) n.a. A.!
Oct. 31, 11170 Port More.by, Hadana < 1.0 "'"

(5) Afrtea (3)

Uaanda "'..r. 20, 1'1';6 lbIoIenlori foothill. 1.0+ Av

laire lIay III, 19';" north Kivu provo 1.0+ AM

South Afrtea
Sept. 2'1, 1969 Cap., Natal proy. 1.5 - 2.0 ISh, IWh

(II) Non-Medit. F.urop. (I)

!!!!!!!!!.! Mar. 4, 1977 lIuc:har.at 1.0 Cfb, Cfa
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(7) !lonh "-erica ( 15)

California 1'.5.".
"u". l~. 10~\ I.on" lIe.ch n.a. Cab
July 21. 1'1~2 lCern C.,unty ft .... CS.
Au•• '-2. 19~2 lIakerafidd n.a. ClI.
nee. 21, 1'154 Eureka .5 HI Bilk
Jen. 25. 1955 I.on. lI..ct. 4.1l CS•• CSb
Oct. ,~. 1055 ~an "renc18co 1.5 es•• CSb
Itnr. 21. 19~' !Inn 'randsco 1.5 es•• C:;b
A!"r. 4, 19M 1.0. "nr.d•• 1.1l CS•• CSb
Oct. 2. 19"" ~"nta Rooa .75 1:5a. CSb,."". 'I. 1971 Son Fernando 3.11 CS•• CSb
Foh. 21. 1971 Oxnard 2.11 CSa. CSb
Au•• 17. 1978 Santa Barbara 2.1l CSa

Mont.n. Aul. 17. 195. R.h~en LAke n••• BSk

!!!!!!... ".ar. 211. 1964 Anchor.". .5 Dfc

W..hinaton
"pr. 30. 1965 SeeCtle. TaC_ .5 Cfb

(II) Auatr.1ia. Oce.ni. (4)

II... ~ea1end

May 23. 191;11 South t.lnd a••• Cf.

AuetraHe
Oct. 14. 19M (SW) Perth n••• C••

R_aU
Apr. :!6, 1971 8_a11 Ia. n••• Af
ROY. 20. 1975 KU.uea Rift n ••• Af
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LAND DEGRADATION IN KENYA:

ECONOMIC OR SOCIAL CRISIS?

Randa 11 Baker

Introduction

Th is paper exami nes. through the med i um of one project. the nature
of a serious paradox. Why is it that despite a rapid growth in research.
institution building. training and investment--the "development"
packages--we are able to witness an acceleration of environmental
degradation in fields such as irrigation. soil erosion. catchment
destruction and so forth? This study concentrates on one particular
paradox. that of the so-called "desert ificat ion process". The research
dimension of this paradox has been studied elsewhere by the author
[UNESCO. 1979J but in this case a wider perspective is taken. By using
the vehicle of a fairly typical multilateral project in the area of
"desertification" it is possible to reveal the weaknesses of searching
for a solution within an approach which excludes the political economy.
or the system within which problems are defined and decisions taken. The
conventional approach is to treat the enYironmenta1 issue as the problem
and to seek a technical solution. The repeated failure of these
technical solutions is then usually attributed to some form of aberrant
behaY ior such as economic peryers i ty. ignorance. tradit ion or 1ack of
"enVironmental awareness". If we step back one pace and pull the po1icy
and decision-making system itself into the array of variables. then the
enYironmenta1 ·prob1em" fairly rapidly demotes itself into a set of
symptoms of a malaise within the broader issue of the political economy.
This. at least. is the conclusion drawn from the various studies of
"desertification" in the semi-arid areas of the Third World examined by
the author. There is no suggestion that the case presented in this
paper. that of Kenya, provides a uniyersa1 mode explaining the
desertification process: that would be naive in the extreme. However,
it shows conclusively that the technical perspective and the
technological approach are totally inadequate in this case. Those who
would refute the need for a broader approach must take upon themselves
the responsibility of offering an alternative explanation for the paradox
outlined above and the deepening crisis. The old portmanteau of ·social
factors" usually offered tradition as an indepedent variable.

Preceding page blank -43-
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resistance to change, ignorance and so forth - posits a degree of
irrationality which is unacceptable, flies in the face of historical
evidence of change and, in short, tells us more about the people who
offer these explanations than the behavior they are trying to explain.
Geographers have long stressed the essential strength they derive from
bringing physical and human factors together in their frame of analysis
and the case that follows illustrates an urgent need for this synthesis
for, all too often. what is found in reality is a contempt for politics
on the part of the technical specialists and a tendency by the
politicians to look to the technical people to provide both the
palliatives and an aura of legitimate effort directed at solving an
"environmental crisis".

The Origins of the Project

In 1977 the United Nations convened a global conference to consider
the growing problem of desertification. This tended to give
desertification an identity apart though, in effect, it is only another
form of environmental degradation like soil erosion distinguished only by
the fact that the end state tends toward desert-like conditions because
it occurs in marginal and semi-arid regions. The conference agreed that
there was insufficient evidence to attribute desertification to climate
change [UNCOD, 1977] and, instead, identified "mismanagement" as the main
cause of the problem. Mismanagement is a loose term for anything that
leads to a localized, or more general, energy imbalance and a reduction
in the productive capacity of the land. As an explanatory term it is
extremely limited insofar as it explains only why a physical process has
taken place. What is really needed for any remedial approach is to ask
what brought about the human behavior which, in turn, initiated or
accentuated the physical process. This may well have far wider
implications than the simple assemblage of human and physical phenomena
in situ where the manifestations of desertification are seen. However,
the conference went no further than the basic mismanagement thesis,
incorporating such terms as overgrazing, overpopulation, overcultivation,
and so forth. In consequence the conference produced th~ rustomary "Plan
of Action" which, inevitably, was couched in mgement terms:
institutions, laws, land use practices and the lilte. This would then
pave the way for a better system of land management through techno logy
and control. education and awareness. Since it is a principal thesis of
this paper that mismanagement is the manifestation. very often, of a
wider and more fundamental malaise within national political economy,
then a management approach is mere1y tacit li ng symptoms. However, from
the management perspective arose two fairly standard recomendations in
the Plan of Action (Nos. 21 and 22) to "create, where it does not already
exist, a national mechanism to combat desertification and drought" and
"Programmes to combat desertification must be formulated, as far as
possible, to fit with a land use plan established at the national level".

Thus a project of a fairly typical "institution bUilding and
strengthening" type emerged in Kenya as part of a national effort to
apply the Plan of Action. This project forms a useful vehicle for
illustrating how the technocratic approach functions, in this case
seelting to make the official response IIIOre "effective" or "efficient",
In a later section of the paper the perspective is widened beyond the
narrow "management of the environment" view to one in which one asks why
people behave the way they do and how environmental "management" behavior
arises.
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The technocratic approach is a very pervasive one and may be
described as i dent i fyi ng secondary and dependent phenomena as bas ic or
fundamental problems. By so doing those charged with the responsibility
of decision making aVOid, sometimes deliberately, and consequently fail
to deal with, the elements giving rise to the manifestations of
environmental crisis. This is not really surprising when one accepts
that the primary causation often derives from political. social and
economic inequalities. As a result of this failure to tackle real
causes, the only possible consequences are: a worsening of the
environmental crisis; control through increasingly oppressive legislation
or a revolution in the countryside.

Although this critical, and sometimes deliberate. misperception of
the problem operates principally at the national level it tends to be
reinforced at two other levels. On the one hand global conferences. such
as UNCOO, stress the technical or "mismanagement" aspects of the
situation because to do otherwise would be to enter the realms of
pol itics and be seen by many member countries to be touching matters of
internal policy and sovereignty. Furthermore, the position papers and
country studies presented at these gatherings are prepared by national
governments or experts they conmission so that the policy and political
realities are built in implicitly and not considered as something to be
examined as a possible contributory factor to environmental decline in
their own right.

The second reinforcing agent is that of aid. Much criticism is
levelled at the "inappropriateness" of aid [Sitwell, 1980] as a
contributory element in environmental degradation. It is essential to
remember that most aid is requested rather than offered. Consequently
aid responds to problems already defined by the authorities in the
recipient countries so that once more, the social and economic status qu,
becomes implicit. On the donor side there has been a long tradition 0
regarding technology. within a framework of technical assistance, as
being somehow "neutral", or value-free so that if it fails to match the
results achiaved in the donor country that is "someone else's fault".

The purpose of this paper is to examine the framework within which
the question of environmental degradation is identified and responded to.
In the first instance the orthodox response is analyzed to reveal the
consequences of internalizing and accepting as immutable the social,
economic and political status quo and ignoring the historical processes
by which these were created. The study will consider the consequences of
working within such an approach from the point of view of the objectives
which such an approach wi 11 naturally produce. In the second instance
the decision-making structure and its social, economic and political
norms become the central focus of the analysis so that many of the
elements of the "problem" identified in the first level of analysis are
reduced to dependent variables. Once more. the consequences of change at
this more fundamental level will be considered and the issue of
environmental destruction will be seen as part of an evolving historical
process which expands the boundaries of the problem far beyond the
national frontierS of Kenya.

Although Kenya is being used as a case study in this instance the
comparison between the two approaches is one which will be recogniZable
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to researchers in many countries. The fairly general nature of this
conflict of approaches raises serious questions for those in the
environmental sciences who. frequently. see the political economy of the
situation in which they work as something divorced from their technical
expertise (a soil is a 5011 is a soil. etc.) as well as being something
slightly disreputable which interferes with the "scientific objectivity
of their effort". It is critiul that all such people realize and accept
the fact that their efforts cannot be divorced from the political economy
within which they work. Treating soil erosion as a purely physical
problem may well deflect attention away from the real causal processes
within the political economy which will. in turn. perpetuate those
causes. e.g •• short term profit-taking in the charcoal industry or the
marginalization of the peasantry onto poor or steep lands by the inequity
of the land holding system in a situation of virtually no subsistence
alternatives (Honduras. for example). There is nothing to prevent anyone
working in such a situation. but intellectual honesty should. at the very
least. require that the realities are recognized and thought through.
Not only is it foolish to hide behind such expressions as "I'm only doing
a job" or "It's not my place to involve myself in other people'S
political situations." it is frankly quite untrue. Every aid worker is
involved simply by being there and interfering in however small a way.
Neutralism. or the technocratic approach. is inherently conservative
stressing the status guo simply by excluding the political economy as a
causal element.

The Environment and the Loss of Resources

Kenya is sharply divided into two contrasting physical zones. On
the one hand four fifths of the country is classified as marginal. semi
arid or arid (Figure 1 ecological zones IV. V. and VI). In this region
about one fifth of the country's inhabitants reside. The remaining four
fifths of the total population of fifteen million are compressed into the
high-potent 141 areas (eco logica1 zones II and II I of the Central. Rift
Valley and Lake provinces (Figure 2). There is a tendency to extend this
physical division into a typology of environmental degradation so that
losses in productivity and the natural resource base in ecological zones
IV. V. and VI are attributed to "desertification". In the remaining
areas the more traditional categories of "soil erosion" and
"deforestation" are usually identified separately. Although it 1s true
to say that the end state of degradation in these two physical regions
may appear different, to assume that the causal process is different is
quite wrong. Consequently the various projects initiated by Kenya under
the U.N.E.P. aegis to "combat desertification" by institution bul1ding
are in danger of dividing the effort by concentrating on one
manifestation of a wider process. The newly-created Presidential
Commission on Soil Erosion is a further example of this false division,
this time in the high potential areas. So the physical preoccupation is
confounded by an artificial spatial division of process.

The evidence of environmental degradation 1s widespread and often
alarming in Kenya and is usually classified according to the following
categories, although even at the purely physical level they are
intimately linked:
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Soil Erosion. This is very much in evidence on slopes over fifteen
percent, near river banks (despite hws preventing the cultivation of
both these land units) and in the marginal land (Ecological zone IV of
Figure 1) where cropping practices, usually involving maize, have been
taken by recent migrants. Most of tMs erosion is water induced but in
the semi-arid, pastoral zone it is effected by wind after the soil has
been exposed by overgrazi ng. The scars of so11 eros ion are widespread
and the results may be seen in the declining per capita yields of
subs istence food crops returned since 1970. The soil which has been
stripped by water is now threatening one of Kenya's major development
initiatives, the Tana River Irrigation Scheme where accumulations of silt
are reducing the expected life of the dams to a fraction of that planned
in the original cost-benefit analyses. As estimated three million tons
of silt per annum is collecting behind the Gitaru dam whilst the heavy
silt load has been responsible for the closure of hydro-power facilities
as a result of damage to the turbine blades. Some rivers, such as the
Perkera, have ceased to be perennial and are being turned into swampy
terrain.

Deforestation. The gazetted forest reserves of Kenya are estimated
by the Forest Department to cover 3.5 per cent of the national territory.
However, since 1970 some 6,000 hectare,> have been legally excised from
this reserve. There is no figure for illegal encroachments but an
analysis of Landsat imagery in 1980 revealed that the actual area
remaining under forest is now down to 2.5 per cent. Much of this land
serves as catchment protection as it is to be found in the hilly
headwaters of Kenya'S main rivers. It is deforestation in the upper
reaches of the Tana which is largely responsible for the downstream
siltation of the dams. At present the gazetted areas provide only
200,000 cubic meters of wood against the country's e!:timated demand for
30 million cubic meters. There is no control over the taking of wood
from ungazetted woodlands but large-scale stripping from hils and around
settlements in ecological zones IV, V, and VI is clearly evident from air
photo and sate11fte imagery. The Integrated Project on Ari d Lands based
at Mt. Kula1 in northern Kenya noted: "a decline in indigenous wood
cover, a lowering of the water table and the spread of sand. The
clearing of forests on the mountains of north Kenya has destroyed river
regimes and threatened the livelihood of the people."

Overgrazing. The impact of overgrazing in the drier areas is at
such a scale that it shows up clearly on Landsat images, being most
concentrated around watering points and settlements, which are grazed
bare. Possibly the most dramatic consequences are to be found in the
Baringo area where animals are funneled into a narrow zone in passage to
the markets of the south. This, plus the introduction of wholly
inappropriate cultivation has ravaged the land and led to recent.
horrifying gully erosion. In the 1975/76 drought 25 per cent of the
livestock, worth 20 million shillings, died in the Eastern Province.

In Kenya'S famous wildlife parks and reserves the battle against
poachers has reached the level of a minor mil ftary campaign as animals
are hunted for their meat. Throughout the country the uncontrolled
(until October 1980) chopping of trees for charcoal production and export
to Arabia is laying waste to Marginal lands.

In making these observations one is continually aware of the
qualitative nature of the comments which leaves one open to criticisms of
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scare-mongering. exaggeration. and a lack of real evidence. The
situation. however. is recognized in the studies of all interested
ministries. is evident to even the untrained observer and is imprinted on
the time series of Landsat images and written large in the declining
food-crop yield figures for the subsistence sector. That environmental
degradation is clearly recognized as present. serious and accelerating by
the authorities is evidenced by the establishment of new ministries.
departments and commissions. drafting of new legislation and the
initiation of internationally-funded studies to tackle it.

The Conventional or Technocratic Approach

The main elements of this approach are presented in Figure 3 in a
sequential form. A summary of the main characteristics of this approach
would be as follows:

e)

f)

g)

a)
b)

c)
d)

It is ahistorical.
It deals only with symptoms of much worse fundamental causal
processes.
It places environment aboy! people.
It leads to increasing polarization in the economy and the
society penalizing people for actions resulting fr(Jll their own
poverty.
It maintains a facade of technical objectivity and an
appearance of concern.
Those perpetuating the approach have a vested interest in its
use though it is quite possible that they genuinely believe
that they are acting in the Mbest interests· of the country as
a result of the model of development to which they adhere.
In the context of the political economy it presupposes no
change.

In this approach the Menvironmental crisis· is the baseline problem
as defined. and fr(Jll this perspective all other components of the
analysis derive. Fundamentally it is the environment which is sick and
must be cured. The evidence. or symptoms of this malaise are recognized
as widespread and alarming even though the cOlIIponents are not
systematically monitored or the losses regularly quantified. If we start
from this standpoint it is possible not only to trace a sequence of
predi ctab le responses but to predict the l1ke ly consequences of
proceeding within this approach which puts the socia-economic system
under the heading of ceteris paribUS.

The various physical parameters outlined above, soil erosion~
deforestat ion. etc.. are seen as the evidence of a widespread physical
problem. ·Success· or ·failure· in dealing with the problem will tend.
naturally. to' be measured in terms of how far these components of
environmental destruction are brought under control. This is precisely
the enVironmental-management approach outlined earlier in which the focus
is upon control over the use of the natural resource base. Control,
however. may be effected without consideration of the real reasons why
mismanagement resulted in the first place and so the relfef of pressure
on the environment may well be at the cost of increasing pressure on a
partiCUlar part of society. usually the weakest. Those in authority may
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justify their approach by resorting to the argument that they must act as
trustee of the natural resources for generations yet to come and that the
authorities have a duty to protect the environment against what is
genera11y termed "abuse" or "mi smanagement".

In short, the social, economic and technical factors wi 1~ "explain"
the environmental dilenwna rather than the environmental situation being
evidence of a social. economic or political dilemma.

At the center of this framework of explanation in Kenya, as in many
other countries such as Nepal and Guatemala, is placed the issue of
population. This is manifested throughout the press and in government
statements, of which the following are typical:

Kenya will enter the 21st century with about 34
million people.... Most of the problems that will
continue to face this country well into the next century
are closely related to the present high population growth
rate of about four per cent per year - a situation that is
referred to in some circles as the 'Rabbit
Syndrome' ..• such a population growth rate, doubling after
only 17 years, would continue to complicate planning
efforts. quicken the depletion of scarce resources and
undermine economic prospects. It is undesirable ••..
Today the average land holding in the high and medium
agricultural potential areas of Central, Rift Valley,
Nyanza, Western and Coast provinces is about 0.55 hectares
per person. This is likely to drop to about a quarter of
a hectare by the turn of the century. [ J!!iJi: Nation.
November 19. 1980] ------

A conference on desertification in Kenya held in 1977 was told by a
representative of the Ministry of Agriculture that four districts in the
Nyanza area would run out of additional land for subsistence between 1983
and 1995_ The Ministry of Lands and Settlements (as it then was) stated
in 1977 that by the year 2000 the "surplus" rural population, based on an
estimate of available land for subsistence, would De six million: an
almost unimaginable figure. In the marginal lands the growth rate is
estimated, through in~igration at ten times the national figure.

Overpopulation is, of course. a relative term and in this case is a
measure of access to land for subsistence and the provision of
alternative employment opportunities and not just a simple matter of
dividing the total stock of land by the number of rural famil ies. This
is an area to be explored in the secon" part of this paper but here it
wi 11 be sufficient to say that the term "available" land assumes the
present distribution pattern of the land. the present unequal access and
the present mix of cash versus subsistence crops.

The second major "cause" emerging from thi s approach may be subsumed
under the heading of Ignorance, Tradition and Attitudes. This has close
associations with the official thinking about the "population problem"
revealed in the use of the term "Rabbit Syndrome." i.e., mindlessness and
unthinking behavior with no regard for the wider or longer-term
consequences. This is best revealed in terms of the pastoralists who are
blamed for accentuating or even causing desertification, attributed to a
set of cultural attitudes stressing the benefits of accumulation of stock
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numbers for reasons of ·pride. prestige and wealth·. These criteria are
seen as deriving from traditional forces so that ·tradition" alone is the
explar,ation of behavior, 1.e.. it is an independent variable.
Superimpose on this rigid cultural frimeWOrk rapid technological changes
resulting from veterinary and water development, as well as the impact of
human health care, and one has a formula for mindless accumulation and
rangeland destruction. Similarly IIlIch destruction in the high potential
and marginal zones is attributed to "inappropriate practices" (growing
maize in dry areas, vertical strip farming on slopes, etc.). ignorance,
the "sho,·t term mentality of the peasant fanner" and "low levels of
environmental awareness·. Thus the dead hand of the past is, in
conjunction with uncontrolled exogenous technical change, creating a
situation of catastrophe in which elements of the population seem
embarked on a course set towards their own destruct ion and that of IIlIch
of Kenya in the process.

The next causal variable is that of legislation. There are fourteen
acts relating to the environment but in general they are criticized
because they are rarely implemented; they overlap; they contradict one
another; the fine levels were set over twenty years ago and are basically
"colonial" statues. In other words they provide inadequate protection
for the natural resource base at the present time. As the principal
means of effecting control over the environment the legislation is
clearly inadequate at the present time since the situation is so clearly
out of control. Part of the reason for this inadequacy is attributed to
the "low level of environmental Cc :.ciousness" of many politicians (who
make the 1aw and who recent ly threw out the revi sed Forest Act). the
judiciary and those charged with implementing the law in the field.

Within the decision-mak1ii; structure itself certain weaknesses are
recognized but, not unnaturally, these are measured against such
parameters as effectiveness and efficiency rather than general relevance
or appropriateness. Thus emerge such elements as lack of coordination
and integration, the sectoral system versus regional or horizontal
linkages, over-bureaucratization. slowness. etc. The principal
dysfunction is seen as being that between the comprehensive nature of
ecological systems and the divided systems of decision making.

Fina11y there are cOlllllents about the inadequacy of research: the
lack of social research, the lack of coordination between researchers and
decision makers and the export of many research findings.

Given this assemblage of ·causes· it is now possible to derive the
package of "solutions" offered, and see them in a clearly-defined
context. They will be familiar to lIIOst envirol'lllental scientists and
social scientists with aid experience.

The "Rabbit Syndrome· naturally leads to a progrlll of intensified
family planning ainM=d at counteracting ignorance and offering a way out
to families caught in a population trap. For the government fewer people
added to the population each year is. to a great extent, its own way out
of the situation of environmental destruction as it will reduce future
potential increases in the pressures on available land for subsistence.
It is a solution which enables other solutions to be avoided and
maintains the status qu~. It is, superficially, an attractive approach.
despite the various et ical di l_as, for undeniably fewer people ..st
mean less pressure on the land. However, fewer children can lIean !lOre
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pressure on the poor for reasons outlined in the second part. The family
planning approach is the keystone and thus a central element of a
perspective in which the environment assumes the central position rather
than the disadvantaged people trying to live on and from it. even though
the program appears to focus on the well-being of people.

To tackle Ignorance. Tradition. and ClIltural Attitudes the natural
solution appears to lie with education. This last term is rarely
clarified in terms of what values the education seeks to inculcate. The
best one can detect is something entitled environmental education which
seeks to disseminate concepts and practices appropriate to putting the
use of natural resources onto a sustainable basis. This involves
sweeping away old and outmoded attitudes leading to destructive behavior
so that people (since one is countering "ignorance") become aware of the
consequences of their actions. If they are educated in this regard, then
the leg islat ion (toughened and smartened up) wi 11 have every exuse to
deal firmly with them if they carryon in the old manner. The old ways
must go. whether they be manifested in tribal institutions (banned in
Kenya in the sunrner of 1980) or the "cattle compleK". In their place
will come new concepts of resource management and a stronger national
consciousness and national economy. The lack of environmental awareness
will be offset by an Environment Enhancement and Protection Bill due to
be presented to the Kenya Assembly this (1980/81) session. This will set
basic standards and establish a legal framework to give the government
authority to act as trustee of the environment through the enactment of
Environmental Impact Assessment procedures. Films. television, radio and
other media presentations will instill the message of environmental
awareness at a basic level throughout the country.

Inadequate legislation is overcome by drafting new laws and creating
strengthened bodies to see that these laws are enforced. Recently there
has been a spate of attempted new legislation and more is in the pipeline
(a new Water Act for example). These revised. toughened and coordinated
acts will provide a legislative basis to ensure adequate protection for
the environment against the people who are currently abusing it.
Significantly these new acts are meeting considerable opposition 1n the
National Assembly and the Forest Act. as revised. was rejected totally.
Such behavior is explained by a need to "educate the politicians in the
context of conservation", i.e•• ignorance again.

The institutional reforms, wherein the author's project was born.
seek. like their legislative counterparts. to give the authorities a more
effective vehicle for "environmental management" through improved
bureaucratic efficiency. innovathe and integrative marginal adjustments
such as cOimissions. regional initiatives. interministerial programs (the
Arid and Semi-Arid Land Program) and so forth. This is almost entirely
an efficiency exercise to avoid duplication. sharpen the spatial variable
in planning or. at best. to allow a level of integration reflecting the
way factors interrelate in an ecological system. The project with which
the author was concerned identified. therefore:

i) desertification as a separate process; and
ii} desertification as a process amenable to an institutional

solution or. at least. requiring a specific institutional
response.
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It is true that much can be done to make present decision making and
implementation structures more effective or integrative but their
effectiveness can only be relative to the way the problem they are
handling has been defined. It i5: rather like building a car which can
only be driven in reverse. Everything functions, it looks right but when
driven it injures people and increases the distance to one's destination
as it is being used incorrectly. The pedestrians get hurt but there are
various remedies to patch up the broken pieces. Soon, however, 1t wi 11
cease to function as the strain is too great.

An Alternative Approach

Here the political economy becomes a variable alongside all the
technical and institutional elements outlined in the previous approach.
In the case of Kenya this allows us a new level of explanation which will
render most of the causal elements of Approach I to become dependp-;+
variables, i.e., the "problem" is not a physical one, only the symptoms
are physical. It must be stressed that the development of this level of
eXjllanation offered below is specific to Kenya. though the seeking of
solutions and explanations at this level is more universal. So, even if
no universal model of explanation emerges, the case for a wider basis of
explanation for environmental degradation is convincing.

The explanation of what is occurring in the Kenyan environment n(»ll
derives from an historical process which has passed through several
phases to produce the economy and society of Kenya today. It is this
political econ~ which offers us the causes for the environmental
malaise.

Kenya has gone through not only the colonial experience involving
the sudden intrusion of imperialism and a colonial administration and an
attendant set of social, political. and cultural values of a pervasive
nature, but also has experienced a particular form of settler colonialism
setting a precedent for dividing the country into the camps: the
conmercial crop. large farm areas and the over-crowded native reserves
with tMir subsistence crops. This peculiar form of political economy
associated with a system quite incontestably based on a notion of
inequality made the transition to independence with little structural
modification except that the large landownfng class was, to SOll'.e extent,
indigenfsed. This gives us the root of the problem as we are now able to
redefine it: grossly unequal access to land fn a sftuation of almost no
alternative forms of security and in an economy geared to a model of
development based on modernization, fueled by foreign exchange, blocked
off in the towns and paid for by cash crops grown by a rising capitalist
class.

During colonial times Kenya was clearly divided into the ·Scheduled
Areas" and the ·native reserves ": in the former. only Europeans were
permitted to hold land and gain title on either freehold or 999-year
leases. The reserves, into which the bulk of the rural population were
confined by legislation, were rapidly overcrowded and the land, perforce,
was allocated almost exclusively to subsistence crops. The overcrowded
reserves were. in turn, a convenient source of cheap labor to subsidize
the cash crop sector in what came tD be called the ·White Highlands·.
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The initial apportionment of land along these lines was itself based on a
particular coming together of events which needs to be understood if the
contemporary "environmental problem" is to be comprehended.

The colonial government arrived in Kenya in the wake of two
devastating events resulting from the European intrusion: the Masai
herds were almost wiped out by the virus of Rinderpest entering from
German East Africa whilst the Kikuyu were struck down by an epidemic of
smallpox. This left a large amount of good land apparently unused. By
alienating this land. first to a variety of remittance men and fading
artistocrats still wedded to the concept that the only respectable source
of income was from land. and later to demobilized soldiers. a pattern of
differentiation along class. spatial. and initially. racial lines wac;
clearly drawn. This exclusive zone of white privileges was delimited in
1906 and extended until the Carter COlll11ission boundaries were fixed by
law in 1938/39 [van Zwanenberg. 1972. p. 71 creating the dichotomy of two
Kenyas which was to prove very pervasive. At its peak the colonial
government had allocated land along the following lines: 14,000 square
miles for European settlement. 52.000 square mlles for African farming,
10.000 square mi les for forest and lakes and 149.000 square mi les of
"Crown Land" which included virtually all the communal grazing of the
pastoral nomads (though vast tracts of Masai dry-season range was sold
off in the laikipia area for European ranching).

By allocating 14,000 square miles. virtually all of it in the
highest potential category, to 3,500 European farmers and planters and
only 52,000 square miles of land to 4 million Africans (1948) the safety
value for expansion was screwed down. The options were: labor for the
European farms in the White Highlands; seek employment outside the
farming sector or try and locate new land within the reserves or squat on
European land. Not surprising1y pressure in the reserves grew rapidly
and. to the colonial authorities the situation appeared in the following
terms: "The humane impulses of the colonitJl government put an end to
those harsh Malthusian factors; tribal wars, disease and famine which.
hithertofore. had maintained a population balance. In due course,
population increase brought about pressure on the land. overcropping and,
in consequence, soil erosion" (Clayton, 1964. p. 143 my italics]. Thus,
soil erosion was seen as a natural phenomenon arising from the good
intentions of colonialism which had led to overpopulation. The fact that
the people had no good land onto which to expand. in itself directly the
result of colonialism also. is conveniently overlooked, even though over
one million acres of the land taken up by Europeans remained totally
underdeveloped as late as 1942 ~an Zwanenberg, 1972, p. 9).

The "causes" of soil erosion were identified by the Agriculture
Department [Clayton, 1964. p. 11] as "population growth. the breakdown of
shifting cultivation, the inheritance system, primitive farming methods
and the absence of rotat i on of manur ing. " So it was large ly a techn i ca1
problem arising from a basic human process (uncontrolled breeding) to
which was added a cultural dimension necessary to explain what, to
European eyes, appeared perverse and irrational behavior:

Farmers are well known for their conservatism. The
African agriculturalist is no exception and is very
tenacious of the customs and methods practiced by the
forefathers ••. the poor farming methods and soil-depleting
practices prevalent among peasant cultivators stem from
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ignorance, custom. and lethargy•.• the main obstacle to be
overcome is the native's lack of understanding of the need
for the prevention of soil erosion [Clayton, quoting
Agriculture Department. Nairobi].

Somehow the African had fai led, because of the dead hand of his own
tradition and culture acting as independent variables. to respond in
other than a purely mechanical way to the benefits of co1oniali~m. The
agriculturalists were now seen as agents of salvation able to rescue the
African from himself, with a package of technical remedies. The
authorities, meaning the colonial government, were, interestingly. seen
by the agriculturalists as a reactionary element because, it was stated:
to ... in relation to the development of (African) agriculture, the
administration have, on the whole, been conservative, seeking to maintain
the status ~ with regard to the social framework" (Clayton, 1964,
p. 41J. In retrospect this seems an astonishing stance when one
considers the wholesale intervention which had been carried out by the
authorit ies in order to become an "authority" in the first place:
"pacification". new rulers. appointment of chiefs. taxes, apportionment
of land. missionary activity. etc.... Leys described this stance as
follows:

On the other hand there was another sense in which
the 'peasant' mode of production would continue
indefinitely, so long as the capitalist mode of production
rem~ined dominant. They would be required to absorb an
increasing proportion of the adult population, and to
continue to make available cheap labor and cheap produce.
For this reason it seems useful to continue to keep them
in view as modes of production still distinct from
capitalism [Leys. c. 1976. p. 175].

What the authorities were anxious to maintain was the status quo
post bellum: white supremacy. a cheap labor pool, the export crop
economy. Africans were discouraged from. and in some areas forbidden.
the cultivation of perennial cash crops because of their "lack of
knowledge and the threat of disease to the European crop". Annual cash
crops. particularly maize. were also discouraged on African farms as they
did "nothing to solve the serious problem of depletion of soil fertility
which is facing the native reserves. On the contrary (this) aggravates
it by increasing the produce surplus to family needs which is sold out of
the reserves. Nothing is returned to the soil to make up for this annual
drain of plant foods." Before the last war the thrust by the
agricultural officers was to introduce mixed farming and soil-conserving
practices and the fact that very little response was elicited from the
African farmers was attributable to "the native's lack of understanding
of the need for the prevention of soil erosion". Indeed, attempts to
introduce some "conservation" measures met with widespread civil
disobedience. passive resistance and. occasior311y, hostility. The
Wakamba, for instance. marched on Government House in 1938 as a protest
against compulsory destock1ng "which was being attempted as a means of
combating severe soil erosion conditions". In 1946 they threw themselves
in front of tractors terracing their land. The reaction of the
Agriculture Department was predictable when one bears in mind their
conceptualization of the "problem": ..... unless some pressure is applied
to urge improved methods and practices, and unless such pressure is
continuously applied... it will not be possible to save the ferti le areas
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of Kenya from deterioration •..without the application of compulsion under
legislation to enforce improved agricultural practices" [Clayton, citing
Agriculture Department 1940's]. The education role was yielding to the
policing function.

Thus the position was polarizing rapidly and the gulf was indicated
by a remark made Ly the Agriculture Department some years later when the
back of the resistance had been broken by force. They wrote: "Things
have improved greatly•.. the agricultural officer is no longer regarded as
a person deputed by government to spy out good land". That the people
should suspect this after the alienation of over 8.5 millien acres was
not too surprising. They felt that the trickery of a concept of land
ownerShip had been foisted on them by ,i government which indulged in
several punitive military missions at a disastrous time in their history.

Thl! confl ict developed inexorably towards violence and frustration
which e"upted in the so-called "Mau-Mau" disturbances between 1952 and
1955. The authorities had noted before the uprising that: "Many
(agricultural) leaders are reluctant to initiate changes which may lead
they know not where and, quite possibly, cause pol itical trouble at the
same time. More specifically they shrink from the heavy responsibility
of encouraging the growth of a landless class." Yet when trouble came
the author it ies managed to perceive the event as, somehow, unconnected
with anger. frustration and lack of access to resources. Clayton (p. 43)
notes that the conservation work had to be suspended during the "civil
war" as though the events of the early 1950's had little direct
connection with the action of the authorities in creating and
perpetuating the gross inequalities over access to land. After all the
Agriculture Department was an arm of that same government which had taken
the land in the first place.

The superior military power of the colonial authorities, in
conjuncti~n with those Africans who openly supported the colonial status
guo or what it might yield th~m eventually, broke the organized
resistance of the "Mau-Mau". After that it was easier to impose the
technical changes as the political, or wider, battle had been won and the
colonial system had prevailed. Not surprisingly the agricultural
authorit~es saw the events of Mau-Mau from their own perspective as "a
'blessing in disguise' for, without it, large-scale financial help from
the British government and whole-hearted support from the Administration
would have been unl ikely". Thus developed the Swynnerton Plan which,
through consolidation, mixed farming, cash cropping and farm planning was
to produce freeholders and yoeman farmers with estab 1i shed minimllll cash
incomes and good farming practices. This, however, would take care only
of a proportion of the farmers as the planned farms were considerably
larger than many of the holdings in existence. However, this emerging
propert ied group would have a vested interest in stabil ity and
continuity. No provision, however, was made for the millions to ceme,
but the land had now been protected against the people: that was the
shape of things to come. There was no way the consol idated holdings
could absorb even the existing landless.

As the country moved towards independence in 1963 a powerful
landowning African community began to emerge clearly as the inheritors of
colonial rule. Those lIIIithout land, but with adequate cash resources,
could acquire land from the newly-created freehold market. At
independence aid funds were made available to buyout those Whites who
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wished to leave and the way in which these funds were disbursed set the
pattern for a continuing marginalization of a large proportion of the
rural population. In essense the transition to independence was made
with the minimum of structural change so that, to a considerable extent.
the inequa 1it ies of the colonial land holding pattern were transferred
into Afriran hands. As Leys has observed: " •.• the policies pursued in
the 1960's ensured that ••• there would be a structure of agrarian
interests and an institutional apparatus strong enough to resist
pressures for radical change" [Leys. c. 1975. p. 65]. Although various
settlement schemes eventually absorbed around 400.000 Africans on small
and medium-sized plots around the periphery of the former European areas.
a growing proportion of land was passing into the hands of the "credit
worthy". an emerging powerful class with an interest in perpetuating the
colonial divisions. In 1965 the distribution was 28 per cent capital
outlay for farm purchase by cooperatives. 33 per cent by partnerships, 24
per cent by companies and 14 per cent by individuals. After this date
the e~has;s was placed increasingly on the more "credit-worthy" as
small-sca le settlers and cooperat ives defaulted heavily on thei r loans
and shifted from cash to food crops. So by 1978 the large farms in
African and European hands now occupied 266 mi 11 ion hectares, and the
small farms, with a population of 10.3 million persons (0.25 ha/head)
3.45 million hectares. (About 7~ of the holdings occupy 35% of the
land.) The average size of the large holdings is 700 hectares and 30 per
cent of the small farms are below 1 hectare. The large hrms produce
approximately 55 per cent of value of Kenya's gross marketed farm output.
Although no figure exists for landless people outside alternative
employment 99,000 holdings are classified as having no cash income
whatsoever. The number of large holdings. especially below 400 hectares.
is growing. Over the period 1961-5 to 1976 there has been a steady
decline in the index of food production per head: 1961-5 = lOO~ 1972 =
92; 1973 =88; 1974 =86; 1975 = 86; 1977 =85 [FAO, 1977. p. A-11l.

It is now possible to reconstruct the diagram illustrated above as
Figure 3. so that we redefine the "problem" in the context of the
political economy (Figure 5). The central issues now emerge as: unequal
access to land resources; the 'foreign-exchange/in.,ort based model of
development·; a lack of alternative forms of security other than land,
and; no real alternatives to land-d~grading activities for a growing
number of rural poor. In other words the problem is the model of
development which rewards private accumulation and allows a proportion of
the population to fallout of the bottom end of t~e system.

The "enviroMlental crisis" thus can be recognized as a symptom of
this deeper malaise and people replace objects as the focus of concern.
The export cash crop sector continues as the mainstay of development
along with tourism (though it has been suggested by the tourist
authorities at a recent conference in Mombasa that Kenya actually loses
money in this sector). The earnings from cash crop exports provide the
foreign exchange to maintain the urban economy with its high propensity
to import: between 1970 and 1978 Kenya's bill for imported fuel rose
from 15 million K pounds to 118 million K pounds and the cost of imported
foodstUffs rose from 9 million K pounds in 1970 to 21 million K pounds in
1978. At a time when the country's Visible balance of trade deficit has
grown from 64 million K pounds (1970) to 304 million K pounds (1978) the
response of those promoting this model of developrlent is to retrench
(grow sugar f~r fuel alcohol, grow more and different industrial crops).
thus resisting pressures to put more land under subsistence crops. At
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the same time statutory marketing boards for staples keep the price down
to the urban population and tax the rural poor even qore.

In this context access to land is the only form of security open to
the growing cOlmIunity of the rural poor for there are no pensions, no
social security and a diminishing ratio of jobs to people. As settlement
is now over as a po li cy (i ndeed the department has been abo 1i shed wi th
the changes of January 1980) and few peasants have the capital or
security to purchase land, they have little option other than to move
onto hi llslopes, into forests and out into the dry lanes. What is seen
even by those involved in it as collective madness and desperation is
still individually rational and unavoidable. Similarly livestock keepers
see no other security than accumulation of herds, a practice encouraged
by urban investors who now run investment stock in the care of
pastoral ists. Ranching may solve the problem for a few but that, along
with encroachments by cultivators (Baringo) and large-scale wheat farmers
(Narok), merely compounds the problem for those who remain.

In these circumstances it is not surprising that many flout the law;
they have no realistic alternative. Similarly it is not surprising that
most of the laws are never enacted; it is quite unrealistic to use
coercion against people who have no viable alternatives open to them.
These same people, perforce, look upon children as their only security in
old age and the more one has, the better eventual prospect whatever the
inmediate cost. As women cannot inherit land and are less 1ike1y to
secure paying jobs, the need is for male offspring so this, too,
accentuates the pressures for large families. This process of breeding
security may now be observed operating in the context of a desperate
gamble whereby parents are realizing capital by selling land, cattle,
etc., in order to pay school fees to broaden their options. Since the
wealth is blocked off in the cities, education is seen as the key with
which to enter this privileged realm. Seen in this context the family
planning approach is an irrelevance; worse, it is a threat as has been
seen in the resistance shown under similar circumstances in India. Its
value can only be to the successful who may secure their future in other
ways.

"Tougher and more comprehensive" legislation favored by several
ministries becomes an instrument of oppression in these circumstances.
legislation exists. or should exist, to protect the environment from
willful abuse by those fully aware of their actions when acceptable
alternatives are open to them. Otherwise it adds to the burdens and
hopelessness of the rural poor who may not be expected to tolerate it in
docility for long.

So as matters stand good land is sold in a last-ditch stand to break
out of the rural poverty trap. Those who sell move to the margins and
fuel the destruction; those who buy consolidate their hold on the
resources for production. or simply realize the wish of many of the
"successful" in Kenya for a place in the country or even somewhere to be
buried. Thus the two Kenyas drift apart. Clearly no amount of
institutional tinkering through commissions, integrated programs,
Ministries of the Environment and the like can do anything to change the
basic cause of the problem, although a 1ittle time may be purchased by
demonstrating conservationist ways of actually using hills lopes,
riverbanks, and so forth without damage, as is said to be done in China.
Only a radical reappraisal of basic policy: the model of developalent;
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offers any hope at all. There must be real alternatives for those
degrading the environment.

There are several potential alternatives which merit consideration.
One is to permit a considerably larger proportion of the rural population
than hitherto to participate directly in the cash crop economy using
cooperative production methods and by reallocating land from the larger
holdings. There is reluctance on the part of the authorities to accept
this as the record of cooperatives has been bad in Kenya. But if the
real rewards for labor were forthcoming and if more of the budget could
be redirected to production at this level rather than in subsidizing the
urban economy and encouraging the accumulation of capital at a higher
level, then some alternative form of security for the poorest element may
emerge based on cash. Naturally those who have cornered the market will
be less than happy with an arrangement which must incorporate some form
of land redistribution. However, the option on their property may have a
very limited life anyway if action is not taken. The fact that the
ostrich is a Kenyan bird should not influence policy making.

During the 1960's and early 1970's those in a position of privilege
were able to avoid direct confrontation with those being locked into the
lower end of an unequal relationship by offering some land on the
settlement schemes, through the development of irrigation schemes and by
the various Tripartite Agreements which required employers to increase
their labor force by 10% regardless of need. Now things are different
for there are no more settlement schemes, employers cannot go on
absorbing staff indefinitely, the government is reluctant to tax its
allies (40% of those assessed for income tax do not pay) in order to
expand the bureaucracy and there is a limit to the amount of irrigable
land. Education is, as often as not, a path to frustration. One
remaining potential safety value is the Asian holding in the wholesale
and retail sectors which is a steady target for sniping with regard to
"Africanizat ion".

The incorporation of a greater proportion of agriculturalists into
the cash crop economy is not, of course. without difficulties. It might
tend to weaken the capacity of the poorer sections of the rural
population to with~tand seasons of poor harvest. due to the historically
well-established telldency for cash crop production to occupy higher
quality soils. Then there are the familiar international market
disadvantages of reliance on export crops; for example widely fluctuating
prices. instability of incomes at the producer level. and tendency for
prices in real terms to decline in the long term. This first alternative
would only indeed make sense within the continued thrust of the present
development model.

A second alternative would be to abandon the export-crop/foreign
exchange model of development favoring plantations. perennial crops and
luxury products. Thus priority would be given to the basic subsistence
security of the mass of the population. Th1s would. of course. bring the
cities to their knees illlllediately and render most non-fann enlP1o)llent
redundant as the means to pay salaries would disappear. Only a Chinese
-back to the land- approach could deal such a transformation.

Ideally some combination is required which allows for either an
industrial crop based smdllho1ding prOViding a sufficient income to allow
tann families to buy food crops from the surpluses of other fal"llers



concentrating on the production of basic staples, or mixed holdings.
Perhaps then an alternative form of security will exist which will
eliminate the need for large families. All this would require
considerable planning and control but at least it would be working
towards a more positive future for all, especially as virtually all
Kenyans equate land with security. To some this may appear like the
Swynnerton Plan allover again, but it must be remembered that that plan
was conceived within a framework of accepted gross inequality and even
recognized that many would be left "outs ide". Any future change would
have to be enacted within the context of greater equity, a focus on the
really poor and a new sense of opportunity for the hopeless.

As Leys pointed out in the conclusion to his study, Underdevelopment
in Kenya. such a reformist approach. like that being propounded by the
1.[.0. with regard to unemployment [LL.O.. 1972] may be naive and
totally unrealistic. Is it remotely conceivable that a power structure
will set about dismantling, through land reform and a greater emphasis on
self-rel iant models of development, the very system which gives it its
power, priVilege and status? Like the I.L.O. study, this broad
evaluation can draw attention to the seemingly inevitable conflict
inherent in the present contrac:litions but then a profound process of
cognitive dissonance somehow always allows those in power to retreat into
an alternative explanation of evidence and avoid the unthinkable.

And so we return to where we started, comparing the technocratic and
the broader approaches. Clearly, even by its own measures the
technocratic approach is fail ing as the "environmental crisis" deepens
and even global conferences fail to make any real impact. By its own
measures also the political economy of Kenya serves its masters well as
the gulf between rich and poor widens even though the national economic
weakenesses of the large-farm/export crop sector are even more glaring
than they were in colonial times, for the cost is carried by others. At
present the approach of the authorities represents an elaborate mechanism
for rearranging the ways of avoiding the real issues under the guise of
environmental protection and its attendant allies. But this will have to
face far greater presures as the range of palliative measures diminishes.

Frequently those in the technical fields actually resent or resist
more profound explanations of the causation of physical phenomena with
derisory accusations of "politics· or simply that they cannot be held
responsible for what non-scientists do to abuse their skills and advice.
Worst of all is the statement that they are "simply doing a job and doing
it well." Indeed the technocratic approach, rather like neo-c1assica1
economics, is I)ften seen by its practitioners as being apolitical. In
fact, it operates on the premise that the politica~ economy as a variable
is held constant. There can be no hope of real improvement until it is
clearly recognized that there is a political economy of soil erosion.
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DISASTER AND SOCIOSYSTEMIC VULNERABILITy l

Carlo Pelanda

The aims of this paper are to suggest a preliminary sociological
definition of vulnerability to disasters. to discuss this notion in
relation to different levels of sociosystemic complexity. and. only for
heuristic purposes. to present a tentative and synthetic conceptual
scheme for the assessment of the overall vulnerability of a social
(sub)system.

If one seeks an understanding of what happens at the interface
between extreme physical phenomena and social systems. it is necessary to
look at the relationship between the context of ·'normality" and the
processes of disaster. From the point of view of disaster research. the
pre-impact type of social organization could be considered in terms of
its degree of vulnerabll ity. in relation to different types and
intensities of potentially destructive events. In conceptual terms. it
would be relatively simple to assume a direct linkage between the pre-and
post-disaster structural state. and the behavior of a social (sub)system.
But very little is known about the quality. the quantity and the type of
this relationship. In other words. we could state that pre-disaster
social vulnerability plays a crucial role in determining the range of
destruction and the aftermath of social dynamics. but we do not know. or
we know only roughly. what type of vulnerability plays what role.

Current social science does not have lIanageable models of societal
dynamics. In particular. there is a lack of knowledge about the critical
thresholds which determine the loss of the system's structural stability.
Even though we must accept temporarily the general state of the art. in
disaster research. we cannot maintain too high an indeterminacy in
understanding and defining what is the sociosystemic vulnerability to
disaster. This is particularly crucial when we advance the hypothesis
that the post-disaster society is an extension of the pre-disaster one.

In the following sections of this paper we will try to give some
starting points for the matter under discussion. In Section 1 we will
present a new synthetic definition of both disaster and sociosystellic
vulnerability. In Sections 2. 3. and 4 we will identify three levels-
the typological. specific. and general--of social vulnerability to
disasters. In section 5 we will pr~pose a hypothetical and tentative
scheme in which the degree of structural indetenMinacy predicts the
overall degree of vulnerability to disasters of a social (sub)systelll.

Prececing page blank -67-
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The discussion will be at a relatively abstract level. But we believe
that our point of view can be a heuristic and preliminary tool for
finding the most powerful and simplest indicator of social vulnerability,
for later application in disaster minimization strategies.

1. Definitions of Disaster and Vulnerability from a Sociological Point
of View

The conceptual need to define vulnerability depends on whether or
not one believes in the utility of a synthetic concept for assessing the
probabil ity of a social (sub)system losing viability under given
conditions, and/or the probability of generating these conditions. For
the purposes of this paper we need to consider the definition of disaster
before deal ing with the conceptual and terminological identlfication of
the notion of social vulnerability.

In the literature, definitions of disaster of a "social nature have
clearly and fortunately replaced the very early referents in almost
solely physical terms" [Quarantelli and Dynes, 1977, p.24].
Nevertheless, the major part of the sociological definitions of disaster
focus only on the description of social and environmental effects of an
impact. i.e .• when disaster strikes. In these definitions, disaster is
viewed as an event concentrated in time and space in which the normal
structural arrangements of a social (sub)system are suddenly destroyed,
and the fulfillment of all or some of the essential social functions are
prevented [see: £ndelmann, 1952] [Form an\~ Nosow. 1958] [Fritz, 1961J
[Cisin and Clark, 1962] [Skeet, 197~. Other authors define disasters as
collective stress situations which render expected conditions and goals
unattainable to the degree customarily considered essential by the social
units [see: Killian, 1954] [Loomis, 1962] [Gillin, 19623 [Barton, 1970].
Only a few definitions try to relate the notion of disaster to the
collapse of the already existent capacity of the routine social
structures. In other words, a disaster is defined as a situation in
which the social demands exceed the organizational capabilities and
precautions which had hitherto been culturally accepted as adequate [see:
Dynes, Quarantell1 and Kreps, 1972J lTurner, 1978J; [see also Sjoberg,
1962] [Western. 1972].

In spite of ',nany variations in existing sociological definitions of
disaster, the ca~ses which generate disasters, i.e .• the reasons why
disaster occurs, are cOlllllOflly left undetermined. In other words, the
disaster social situation is arbitrari ly separated from, or not
explicitly connected to, the pre-disaster one. This could mean that a
certain degree of ·neutrality· of the pre-disaster type of normality is
assumed.

In the last two decades researchers have produced many findings
stressing the relevance of pre-disaster social conditions on post
disaster effects. On the other hand, the causes of a disaster have been
considered partially external to the "normal" structural state of a
social (sub)system. This view could be SUlllllarized as the "principle of
limited responsibility" of tile social structure in generating disaster
situations. On the contrary we beHeve in the principle of the ·total
responsibility" of the sociostructural organization in generating the
pre-conditions of every type of disaster, even when a natural agent is
involved. In hUlllan systems there is always a social or a
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sociotechnological cause for everl sort of destruction and the
effectiveness of the response to it ~ee Battisti, 1980] [DiSopra, 1980].
When, for example, a large scale earthquake occurs, the level of
destruction depends on the capacity of the physical structures to absorb
the massive release of energy. But this capacity is totally pre
determined socially, economically, and technologically.

In the case of technological disaster-agents, it has been shown that
"the community preparedness necessitates social change. not mere
technological upgrading ll [Quarantell i and Tierney, 1979, p. 10]. We
could generalize this to all types of disaster, that is, a IItechnical
investigation alone is insufficient to provide a full understanding of
the origins of disasters and that a socia-technical approach must be
employed" [Turner, 1979, p. 57]. Similarly, in the case of natural
disasters we could also apply the principle that disasters always arise
from an absence of some kind of knowledge at some point Turner, 1918 •
From this perspective we could interpret all disasters as acts of
ignorance or situations which depend on a lack of rationality. On the
other hand this lack of rationality is a constant in social systems. It
is well described in Simon's principle of IIbounded rationalityll which
asserts that there is always a state of potential ignorance that prevents
the maximization of any human goal [Simon, 1957J.

We must temporarily accept as a constant the incapability to control
and understand perfectly the dynamics which lead to a disaster situation.
But we cannot tolerate a conceptual ambigUity about the context in which
a disaster arises. Any sort of disaster, natural or man-made, dissensus
or consensus type, etc., totally depends on social causes. If we accept
this principle of "total responsibil ityll , then the simplest and most
general definition would state that disaster is the actualization of
social vulnerability.

In the disaster literature there is a lack of clarity about the
interpretation of the term ·vulnerabilityll. In many studies, the notion
of vulnerability is implicitly defined as proneness, risk hazard; or lack
of preparedness, readiness, organization, experience, viability, or low
capability for absorption, normalization; or low elasticity, flexibility,
stability; or high susceptibility, fragility, penetrability. exposure,
etc. Only a few authors try to define explicitly the notion of social
vulnerability. Here we can mention a representative s.ple of their
writings.

"In some sense vulnerability is a concept which stands in a
reciprocal relation to viability. Studies of social VUlnerability should
identify those key structures and processes which, when broken under
assumed or actual stress will decrease the general and specific viability
of society and its institutions ll [Vestenlark, 1968. p. 14]. The
following definition is relatively similar: ·vulnerability defines the
susceptibility of population-at-risk to loss when an event of given
intensity occurs" [Friecllllan, 1975. p. 2].

Disagree.ent is explicitly present in the distinctions IIOng
·vulnerabilityll, IIproneness· and II r isk-. Lewis. for eXlIIPle, try1n9 to
distinguish between proneness and vulnerability states that ·the fOnler
concept refers to the frequency and ..gn1tude of the physical eventsi the
latter describe~ and measures the i~lct of d1~lsters by leans of
statistical and other Illethods· [Lewis, 1979, p. 104]. For other luthors
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the term "proneness" describes the degree of social capacity to absorb or
minimize disasters. whlle "vulnerability" refers to the degree in which a
social {sub)system is at risk to extreme phenomena see for example:
lBurton. Kates and White, 1977]. Westgate and O'Keefe, criticizing the
above point of view, assert that the notion of social vulnerability is a
combination of both of the concepts of proneness and risk. as follows:
"vulnerabil ity is the degree to which a cOOJnunity is at risk from the
occurrence of extreme physical or natural phenomena where risk refers to
th~ pejorative probability of occurrence. and the degree to which socio
economic and socio-political factors affect the conrnunity's capacity to
absorb and recover from extreme phenomena" [1976, p. 65]. A recent W'Jrk
in the area of chemical disasters amplifies the latter approach,
asserting that vulnerability is a characteristic of a community as a
totality and that it is a complex function of both risk and preparedness
[Gabor and Griffith, 1979].

Even though many of t;,ese definitions stress the socia-ecological
,Jality of the term vulnerability, they assume a relative independence
between the probab il i ty of occurrence of a destruct ive event and the
sociological context. From this point of view one could derive by
logical implication that a low or high probability of occurrence of an
extreme phenomenon reduces or increases the level of social
vulnerability. This, in operational terms. could be expressed, for
example, with the formula: VULNERABILITY (disaster risk) = NATURAL
HAZARD RISK x DAMAGE PROBABILITY [U.N.D.R.O •• 1977J. In spite of the
conceptual evidence that the degree of risk cannot be v;e~ed as a factor
which is independent ~rom the sociostructural canted, a distinction is
made "as it serves to illustrate the different strategies cOlMIunity
planners can pursue according to the relative importance of the two sets
of factors in a given situation" [Gabor and Griffith, 1979, p. 325; Gabor
and Pelanda. 1981]. In fact there is a level of applied knowledge in
which. for practical purposes of contingent assessment, the separation of
the notions of risk and the structural state of a social (:.ub)system
could be justified in building both a working definition and combined
indicators of social vulnerability.

Here. for our purposes, the problem is that this latter appro~ch

stays at the level of "functional rational it.y". That is, it is a ser1es
of actio s organized in such a way that they lead to a previously defined
goal with every element in these series of actions receiving a functional
position and role[ Mannheim, 1940]. But for a better understanding of
what social vulnerability and disaster are, we need to operate at a level
of "substantial rationality" Le •• acts of thought from which arises an
intelligent insight into the interrelations of events in a given
situation [Mannhei~, 1940].

In other words, even though at a practical level we could separate
the notio'",s of risk and the social structural state, this point of view.
assuming the relative independence between the pejorative probability of
occurrence of an extreme phenomenon and the sociological context, is
ambiguous for purposes of ~ substantial understanding of the concept of
social vulnerability against disasters. As previously stated, we believe
in the principle af "total responsibility" of the social organh"5tion in
creating the pre-conditions of all the types of social destruction. ~his

means that the approach in which risk and type of sociological context
are both separate and independent factors (predictors) of the dependent
Viri able "social vu lnerabi lity , i.e.:
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RISK

DEGREE OF SOCIAL VULNERABILITY

does not satisfy our principle. On the contrary, we interpret the notion
of social vulnerahility as an independent factor (predictor) of risk,
; .e. :

~ ut SOCIAL VULNERABILITYl------------~~

where risk is defined as the probability of an event occurring multiplied
by the magnitude of the loss.

The latter causal relation satisfies the principle that the type of
organizational state of a social (sub)system generates the pre-conditions
for any sort of destruction, natural or man-made. It also impies that
the sociological notion of vulnerability refers to the structural
situation of a social system. The common sense preliminary assumption is
that the notion of the probabil ity of occurrence of an extreme
environmental event is relevant from the sociological point of view only
when it is an extreme social phenomenon, i.e., when a Hbarrier of
indifference" does not exist. This means that risk depends on a factor
of sociotechnological capacity which is a subcomponent of the degree of
social VUlnerability inside a given societal and/or community system.

From this perspective we need a ·pure" s... ciological concept for
defining the term "social vulnerabil ity". The simplest notion could be
the quantity of sociostructural "domain" (e.g., control) that a social
system (or subsystem or component) has over its internal and external
processes. At an abstract level, the condition of perfect domain is
constituted by the fulfillment of two prerequisities: a) substantial
knowledge of all the events which are possible given the structural state
of the system of interest and b) related sur.cessful construction of
sociotechnological barriers of indifference in opposition to the subset
of possible events whose actualization would directly or indirectly lead
the system below the threshold of minimum viability. At this level of
enerality we could assert that the de ree of social vulnerabflit of a
sub s stem is the uantit of sociostructura non- oma n e.g., non-

contro over ltS lnterna an externa processes. e notion of
VUlnerability is a relativistic concept based on the interests of an
observer. This definition could be applied to the point of view of all
the components placed along the continuum of sociosystemic complexity.

The actualization of any event socially defined as disaster is a
specific property of the sociosystemic non-domain [Pelanda, 1981a]. This
dpproach implies that both man-llade and natural disasters simply assumt'
the same quality of outcomes of ·sociotechnological options·, which are
not sufficient to dominate the enVironmental variability. Furthermore,
one of the implications related to the above definition of social
vulnerabflity is that no extreme physical phenomenon, relevant from the
point of view of human systems, can be considered independent from the
involved sociolt..gical context. Or, better stated, any physical event
characteriz~d by a social impact is direr.tly ·generated- by causes inside
the structural organization of a social (sub)system. Sudden, rare,
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random, unexpected, destructive events are only synonyms of what we do
not know. or of what we are not able or do not want to organize.

In the last section of this paper we will tentatively identify the
main structural determinant of the q: ~ntity of social vulnerability as
defined abo~e. In the following pages we will discuss the problem of how
many types of social vulnerability play what role in localized disasters.

2. Preliminary Identification of Three Levels of Social Vulnerability

To observe Whether or not localized disasters have relevant long
term socio-economic and psychological effects, could be a preliminary way
of finding some eI1ipirical evidence about what and how many types of
social vulnerabil ity playa role in disaster situations. In the social
science disaster literature, at the socioeconomic level, American studies
have produced two recurrent findings.

(1) The first finding is that localized natural disasters do not
generate significant long-term changes in the demo~raphic, economic
and urban dynami cs of impacted cOf'llllun it i es when compared wi th the
pre-disaster ones [Wright et.al, 1979]ilFriesma et.al, 197~
[Aguirre, 1981J. If small changes occur, they tend to be positive
in economic terms and more relevant at a regional level rather than
for single cOlll1lunities inside the geographical area of the disaster
[see: Dacy and Kunreuther, 1969].

(2) The secon~ finding is that localized natural disasters tend to
produce an acceleration of the already pre-existing developed and
underdeveloped trends [Bates et al. , 1963]; [Haas et al., 1977].

At the psycho-social and epidemiological levels, there is a basic
conflict between two subsets of survey findings relating to the long-term
indiVidual effects of natural disasters for a general discussion see:
[Mileti et a1., 1975J [Perry and Lindell, 1978]. The first set asserts
that a natural dis~ster might produce short-term psychological
disturbances, but does not generate significant long-term indiVidual
consequences [see Drayer, 1957.1 [Dohrenwend, 1973] lHall and Landreth,
1975J [Taylor et.al, 1976] [omaha Tornado Project, 1976] [Western and
Milne, 1976) [Sterling et al., 1977] ()4elick, 1978]. Moreover, disasters
do not necessarily produce negative individual effects, but they can have
many flOS i t ive effects on some character 1st ics of the invo1 J social
units [see Barton, 1970] [Turner, 1966] [Drabek, 1976]. In contrast, the
second set suggests that relevant psychological consequences can appear
after a considerable period subsequent to the impact [see Killian, 1954]
[Oemgrath and Wallace, 1957] [Form and Nosow, 1958] and can persist in
the long-run am~ng significant numbers of the disaster victims [see
Wilson, 1962J [Erikson, 1976] [Titchener and Knapp, 1976] [Logue et al ••
1978] lsee also Ahearn, 1979). A variation of this latter finding, based
on community studies focused on the long-term social consequences of the
1976 Friul1 (Italy) earthquake, proposes that both the destruction and
the type of reconstruction tend to produce significant negative effects
only, or mainly, on those victims already characterized by high pre
disaster psychological and/or socioeconomic vulnerability [Tessarin,
1980]; lPelanda, 1981]; [Pascolini, 1981].
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From a societal point of view. and on the basis of the literature we
reviewed. we could hypothesize that in developed western societies, local
natural disasters do not produce any long-term relevant structural
effects. In other words. these types of social systems maintain their
structural stability under localized destruction.

If one is interested in a more formal description of this
observation we could use (only as a parenthetical note in the context of
this paper) the mathematical concept of topological iSOlllOrphism related
to the preservation of a system's structure over time [see Gottinger,
1975]; [Willigan, n.d.J. If we identify (S,X) as a differential dynamic
system, where S is the system's phase space, with some assumed
appropriate topological structure, and X is a vector field made up of a
set of differential equations specified in S. we could define the system
(S,X) to be structurally stable if for some perturbation dX on X the
system (S, X + dX) is topo logically isomorphic to (S, X). Thi sis simply
a description of a system which maintains its qualitative dynamics under
perturbation.

From a macroscopic point of view this should be the situation of the
developed western societies in relation to localized disasters. On the
other hand we do not know anything, or little, about the threshold of
intensity beyond which a local crisis becomes a societal disaster, and
about the permanent effects of localized disasters in both non-western
and non-developed societit!s. Therefore. we can only assume that in
western developed societies there is a general factor of sufficiently low
social vulnerability. wliich malntains the structural stability of the
system when the typological vulnerability, (i.e., the quantity of "non
control" over a particular sort of environmental variation) of a
subsystem actualizes into a local disaster.

Further problems arise ~en we have to asse:os the disaster effects
at the involved subsystem (regional area or cOIIIIIUnity) level. In spite
of many systematic observations which suggest that local natural
disasters do not produce permanent changes on the characteristics of both
the structural dynamics and the social units of the involved subsystem,
we have good reasons to believe that this finding is more appropriate for
low-range disasters, which are easily counterbalanced by the average
capacity of institutional rehabilitation existent in developed western
societies.

On the basis of the above reductively SumMarized findings. and
assuming a relevant level of destruction, we could hy lothesize that there
are differential disaster effects among cCJIIIljnitites inside the same
societal system. and among social units inside the same cORmUnity. These
differential effects are mainly based upon the subsystem's social units
level of pre-disaster specific vUlnerabilitf' i.e.. a pre-disaster
capacity factor related to tfte involved soc a1 unit's probability of
maximizing adaptive behavior under stress. This llleans that the
differential distribution of the specific pre-disaster social. economic,
cultural. organizational. vulnerabilities in the cOllPonents inside the
sociosystemic level of interest, creates the pre-conditions of
differential adaptive or maladaptive post-disaster social dynamics.

But neither these factors of specific vulnerability nor those of
typological vulnerability, which dete".ines the post-illlPact degree of
environmental alteration, are sufficient for exhaustively
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predicting/explaining the type of disaster response of the involved
social units. In fact, in modern societies, no social subsystem is left
alone to cope with mass emergencies [Quarantelli and Tierney, 1979;]
[Stras':>oldo and Pelanda. 1981J. Further. the degree of institutional
rehabilitation (i.e •• the level of actualization of a societal factor of
general vulnerability), can totally modify the only al)parent linear
re' ationsh i p between the part icu lar vu 1nerab 11 it i es ins ide the i nvo1ved
subsystem and its overall degree of adaptive response to the disaster.

A unifying general notion for understanding this complex matter is
the principle of continuity [Quarantelli and Dynes, 1977] which asserts
that the pre-disaster behdvior (or state) is the best predictor of the
post-disaster dynamics. This principle fits our point of view. But for
our purp·j:;es. which are focused on ho~/ the social vulnerabi 1ity at
different levels of the sociosystemic continuum plays its role in
disaster situations, we have to elaborate this point. Until now we have
identified the notion of total sociosystemic vulnerability (i.e .• the
quantity of "non-domain" of a social system over its internal and
external processes) as a conceptual leitmotif. This implies at least
three sublevels of social liu1nerability: ~el'al, at a societallevel,
and specific and tfPo10gical, at the invlDTV~subsystem level. The
hypothesis is that i we knew only one of these levels, or we assess them
separately, we cannot measure the overall vulnerability of a social
subsystem of interest nor pr~dict/exp1ain its post-disaster behavio~
need a simultaneous assessment of at least all these three typps of
social vulnerabi lHy. In other words. the fact of knowing each type of
vu1nerabi lity alone does not allow us to predict/explain the subsystem's
post-disaster social dynamics. Only a threefold simultaneous asses:;ment
could have this property at an acceptable level of reliability.

Before trying to define better these three levels of social
vulnerability and their interrelationship, it will be useful to give a
brief concrete empirical example of the matter under discussion.

3. An Example: The Friuli Earthquake Case

We undertook a questionnaire survey focused on the 1976 Fl"iu1 i
earthquake2 and obta i ned a samp1e of 896 dwe 11ers from 16 damaged and
destroyed cOlllllunities. We gathered data organized in a (recursive)
causal scheme (see Fi~ure 1) in which the rough determinants of the long
term individual (mal)adaptivity to the disaster are represented and
measured Lsee Pelanda and Cattarinussi, 1981] [Cattarinu~si, Moretti afld
Pelanda. 1980J [Strassoldo and Pe1anda, 1981]. Here, because of space
limitation, we can only briefly mention those findings most directly
relevant to the topic of this paper.

In this research. we used reliable indexes of the disaster-victim's
pre-impact socioeconomic (Xl) and psychological (XII) vulnerabilities.
In the causal scheme (Figure 1) the degree of pre-disa~ter psychological
(in)stability is the best direct linear predictor of the long-terRi
psychological state of the disaster involved subjects (X2). The degree
of pre-impact socioeconomic vulnerability (Xl) is not directly related to
the latter index (X2). But, the socioeconomic vulnerability strongly
influences other direct predictors of the dependent index (X2), that is.
the degree of loss of cultural identification (X7), the degree of post
disaster far,i1y economic change (Xs) and the degree of "individual
disaster frustration" (b~sed on a measure of self-esteem change) (Xa).
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Therefore, this type of vulnerability is one of the most crucial
determinants of the long-term level of individual (mal )adaptivity to the
disaster (X2).

Compared with the pre-disaster overall personal state, the relative
majority of the sample does not show changes four years after the impact.
But relevant numbers of individuals, about 20~, show significant symptoms
of maladaptivity. A similar number of disaster victims as well exhibit a
general improvement in their socioeconomic and psychological conditions
when compared with their pre-disaster state. Both changes tend to be
linearly predicted by the degree of pre-disaster socioeconomic and
psychological vulnerability.

In some of the findings derived from the causal schema (Figure 1) we
can see that the levels of pre-disaster economic and psychological
vulnerabil ity are the best linear predictors of the long-term degree of
individual (mal )adaptivity to the disaster. Even though this
relationship is true in the statistical model we built, it does not
imply, on the other hand, that we can exhaustively predict/explain the
individuals' post-disaster situation o~ly knowing their pre-disaster
degrees of specific vulnerabil ity. The statistical significance only
means that there is a part i cu lar tendency in the data. Many except ions
suggest that the continuity between the overall pre- and post-disaster
personal state of individuals is obviously affected by many other
factors.

Before exploring these factors, we need a synthetic and manageable
concept to identify the key dimension of the social units' capability for
absorbing environmental crises. This crucial notion is the individual
capabi 1ity to maintain ~ sense of predictabi lity and cultural coherence
in spi te of both the "di sorder" produced by the destruct ion and the
uncertainly related to the reco~struction process (this general factor is
roughly ca::>tured and measured by the variables X7 and Xs in Figure 1).
While t~is crucial notion is suggested in the model presented in
Figure I, it is cl~arly evident in the context of other parallel
qualitative analyses of the sociological dynamics related to the Friuli
earthquake. The degree of this cultural mediation capability weakens,
for exampl~, the linear relationship between the material objective
disaster-situation (see the weak relation between X6 and X2 in Figure 1)
and the psychological state of the disaster victim.

In synthesis, the general pre-disaster' social state of individuals
is not alone sufficient to explain exhaustively the probability of
maintaining predictability under perturbation, and adaptivity to the
disaster situation. Hundreds of intervening variables are relevant for
the remaining quantity of this type of prediction/explanation. But we
could state that all of them depend on the degree of actualization of
both the tYPf'o~ica' (i.e., all the factors which determine the degree of
environmenta a teration) and the general (i.e., all the factors which
determine the level of institutiona~rehabilitation)vulnerability.

In the Friuli earthquake case, the actualization of the typological
vulnerability (1000 cas~a1t1es, 2800 injured, 70,000 homeless) was
bounded inside the housing system, leaving whole the productive
structure. Moreover, the presence in Friuli of 2/3 of the Italian Army
substituted and counter-balanced the total lack of community preparedness
for emergency management. The general vulnerability, at a societal
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level, actual ized mostly in some intervention delays, but not in the
amount and quality of the financial and organizational resources which
converged onto the disaster area. The bounded actualization of both the
typological and general vulnerability, generated a similarly bounded
actualization of the specific vulnerability of the social units inside
the involved subsystem.

From a general point of view, this means that the overall post
disaster organizational environment remained below the threshold, beyond
which the average capability of the disaster-area social units for
maintaining a sense of cultural coherence and predictability collapses.
On the other hand, and at another level of observation, the partial
actualization of these vulnerabilities was high enough to create a
relevant quantity of randomness in the individual adaptive success. The
quantity of post-disaster environmental in~atenninancy was, and is, high
enough to make unpredictable the degree of adaptation of many social
units if we know only their own degree of pre-disaster social
vu1nerabil ity. For our immediate purposes, this set of necessarily
reductive considerations, is sufficient to make reasonable the hypothesis
that the simultaneous assessment of at least three levels of
vulnerability along the continuum of sociosystemic complexity, is the
minimum pre-condition for getting an acceptable prediction/explanation of
the social dynamics inside a post-disaster subsystem.

Now let us go back again to ~~e general discussion we interrupted to
present some rough empirically-basea illustrations.

4. Role and Interaction of Three Levels of Sociosystemic Vu1nerabfl ity
in Determining the Overall Subsystemis Vulnerability and Disaster
~sponse

When disaster strikes modern societies, the involved social
subsystem is not left alone, but is "rehabilitated" by some larger
system. When we have to deal with the problem of the assessment of
disaster minimization in communities or regional areas. we cannot simply
use measures of local exposure or of social vulnerability inside the area
of interest. We have to identify as many levels of VUlnerability as
there are functional connections among components. subsystems and
systems. For minimum acceptable predictions/explanations at least a
simultaneous assessment of three levels of social vulnerability, defined
as follows, is required.

A. Subsystem of Interest Level.

(1) Typological Vulnerability: refers to all the local
sociotechnological pre-conditio:"ls whose resultant defines the degree of
the social subsystem's indifference to a given intensity of a possible
type of enviromental perturbation. In other words. this term includes
both the technological and social factors which directly define the
probability of avoiding or minimizing a specific tyPe. or a set, of
~ tentially destructive events. The level of emergency planning
preparedness. the degree of res 11 ience of the phys ica1 structures. the
technological capability to assess locally the degree of exposure. the
sociopolitical awareness of risk, etc •• are examples of some of the
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required indicators for assessing the typological vulnerability. Its
degree of actualization directly determines the subsystem's post-impact
degree of environmental alteration.

(2) Specific Vulnerability: is the combined resultant of the
distribution of the cultural, organizational, technological ar:d economic
resources of the subsystem's social units (individuals, families and
organizations). In other words, this is a complex measure of the local
levels of both socioeconomic development and cultural stability. The
degree of specific vulnerabil ity directly influences both the degree of
pre-disaster typological vulnerability and the social units' type of
response when the typological vulnerability actualizes.

,8. Society System Level.

(1) General Vuln~rability: is the societal degree of
socioeconomic, organizational and technologic"l development. The
national society vulnerability indicators refer to: 1) the quantitative
and qualitative availability of economic, organizational, cultural,
normative and technological resources; 2) the degree of functional
connection between the societal system dnd its subsystems; 3) the degree
of functional linkage with the internationa-l oversystem [see OelliZotti.
1981 J; [Strassoldo. 1979]. The degree of general vulnerability directly
influences both the pre-disaster levels of typological and specific
vulnerability and the degree of after-impact institutional
rehabil itat ion.

A~ shown in Figure 2, these types of preliminary analyses imply both
a causal relationship amon9 the three levels of social vulnerability and
their different direct roles after the impact of a localized disaster.
In the disaster situation, the degree of societal general vulnerability
directly influences the subsystem's vulnerabilities. The degree of
specific vulnerabllity amplifies or reduces that Quantity of typological
vulnerability which directly depends on the general state of the societal
system. After impact, the three types of vulnerability playa combined
but differential role in determining the subsystem's overall social
response. Its level of success directly depends on the degrees of: a)
environmental alteration (the actualization of the typological
vulnerability). b) pre-disaster specific vulnerability of the involved
social units and c) institutional rehabil itat ion (the actual ization of
the general vulnerability).

The representation in Figure 2 is made from the point of view of the
involved social subsystem. This approach means that for assessing its
overall vulnerability against possible disasters, we have simultaneously
to use rel iable indicators related to at least all three levels of the
social vu'"erabi1it~ identified abOve. If we know only one or two levels
or if we are no able to combine all of them, the failure to
predict/explain the involved ~ubsystem's disaster related dynamics is
more likely to occur.

The required social science assessment, as shown in Figure 3, could
be described as a three-step process: 1) reduction of the complexity of
the reality by the identification and measurement of a satisfying number
of indicators related to all three levels of sociosystemic vulnerabilitYi
2) employment of multivariate techniques (e.g., factor analysis) for
reducing the complexity of the indicators and finding the latent
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dimensions which synthesize them; 3) combined assessment of the factor
analysis derived indexes. and their causal relationship, to obtain the
degree of overall social vulnerability of a societal subsystem for any
chosen set of unwanted possible events.

This is the minimum we believe that ;s required. But obviously,
after accept ing the idea of the simultaneous employment of indicators
related to all the relevant levels of sociosystemic functional
interconnections, we could use many other techniques. For example, to
perform risk analysis, we could employ the Monte Carlo Method and the
related Network Analysis. or the Delphi procedure, or the Event Tr~e

Analysis. and so forth. We think that the problem of choosing the
technique which better fits the researcher's goal follows, and does not
precede. the problem of being able to pursue a holistic approach.

The point of view expressed here might satisfy a preliminary
introduction to the problem of assessing the degree of the social
subsystem's vulnerabil ity for every given set of perturbing events. but
it is only a rough idea of what is necessary. Among the many
difficulties. one is particularly crucial. In fact, if we could
operationalize our approach, we would find not only difficulties in
dealing with the large number of required indicators. but. above all, the
crucial problem of having to use different criteria of vulnerability per
any chosen level of socio-s)st~ic complexity.

Employing only one caRIllOn criterion for assessing the vulnerability
related-state of all the sociosystemic components of interest would be a
better strategy. But we have to find something which could fit this
goal. In this perspective, our preliminary working hypothesis is that
the degree of (in)determinacy of the structural state of a social
(sub)system could be functiooally reldted to its overall degree of social
vulnerability lPelanda, 1980J.

In the following and final section, we wi 11 try to suggest some
tentative considerations about the hypothetical possibility of employing
an indicator of the degree of sociostructural (in)determinacy. for
assessing the overall level of vulnerability of a s(.\cial (sub)system.
The discussion will be necessarily short and incomplete because of the
tentative and preliminary nature of our untested hypothesis.

5. Sociosystemic Vulnerability and Bounded Indeterminacy: A Tentative
and Preliminary Approach

The problem is to find only one indicator of vulnerability which ca~

be compatible with any structurally relevant component and/or level,
placed along the continuum of sociosystemic complexity. If one believes
in the possible existence of such an indicator, then the preliminary
methodological step is to identify the simplest, theoretically acceptable
dimension which could fit any element of the system(s) under analy~is.

Our point of view is that the degree of (in)detenminacy in the structural
relations among social system, subsystems and components could be
functionally related to their degree of sociologically relevant
vulnerability. A necessarily short general discussion justifying this
tentative approach is required.
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We define a social system as a particular type of cybernetic system
in which all the components are interconnected and have a certain degree
of autonomy (for a general discussion see Buckley, [1968J Katz, [l981H
8y logic, the behavior of any component could be viewed as totally
determined, relatively undetermined, or totally undetermined.

If the behavior of all or many of these components is highly
undetermined, we could say that the structural state of the system is
characterized by high levels of disorder and unpredictability in its
functional connections. The opposite situation could be viewed as a
state in which the behavior of any component is highly determined and
therefore the structure is extremely rigid. A great amount of structural
rigidity implies that there is not sufficient elasticity for absorbing
some possible unexpected event.

Let us assume two systems whose structure is characterized by, in
the first, extreme indeterminac*, and, in the second, extreme
determinacy. In both cases we coul predict that, for different reasons,
there is a similar high level of vulnerability. In the first case this
is because there is a lack of structural control over those social and
environmental processes which potentially can lead the system to a
disaster situation. In the second case, it is because the structural
organization has not sufficient variety (e.g., alternatives) for
adaptively reacting to an unpredicted event.

This abstract consideration implies that there is an optimal level
of indeterminacy in the structure of a system. where a sufficient degree
of variet combined with a hi h but not extreme level of order
determ nacy , max mzes t e pro a y 0 react n9 0 t e actua zat on

of an unpredicted event, by adopting the required inelasticity. We
define this optimal level of indeterminacy as "bounded indeterminacy"
[see: Katz, 1974] [Pelanda, 1980 J. Wt can measure the degree of
indeterminacy of the structure of a given system along a continuum of
indeterminacy-determinacy (i.€.. 0 • max. indeterminacy; 1 • max.
determinacy). We assume that there exists an interval along this
continuum called "bounded indeterminacy". in which the system's structure
maximizes the required levels of both variety and ol'ganization for
minimizing or avoiding all types of potentially destructive events. If
the system's structural state goes beyond the limits of bounded
indeterminacy towards the extremes of both determinacy (rigidity) or
indeterminacy (disorder) then its degree of vulnerability rises.

Let us give some conceptual examples for clarifying the latter
statement. One of the smallest units of social s~ructure are roles.
They could be viewed as packages of expected and socially enforceable
behavior. Their interaction makes up role systems [Katz. 197~. If we
observe some individuals who are playing social roles, we could find that
the interaction is functional or possible as long as the role-playing
remains within the socially defined limits. If the role-playing goes
beyond these limits in the direction of both extrenle indeterminacy and
determinacy. a dysfunction in the involved social interaction 15 more
likely to occur.

Let us change the level of observation and let us aSSlIlIe, from a
macroscopic point of view, that a social system reproduces its structure
over time. If there is a rigfd (f.e .• highly determfned) reproduction of
the original matrix we could say that such a social syste- is at a steady
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state. and it does not increase its levels of variety. organization.
development. If the process of reproduction generates a neM structure
which is highly different from the former one we could say, roughly
speaking, that the social system has lost its structural stability at a
certain point over time. In both cases, we could predict an extremely
high level of social vulnerability. In the first case. this could be
because of the rigidity in the structural dynamics. In the second case.
this would be because of too high an uncertainty in the social processes.
Only a bounded change from the former structural state makes a social
system able to increase its levels of organization and variety.
maintaining at the same time its already established structural
stabilHy. Irl other words if a structural change occurs within the
limits of bounded indeterminacy we assume that it maximizes the
organizational resources for coping with all the events which could 1edd
the system below the threshold of minimum viability.

In general terms, if we observe the behavior of an organization we
could find that both extreme determinacy (e.g •• centralization, rigid
hierarchy) and indeterminacy in the structural connectio'ls among
components produce some dysfunction. The situation in which any
component has a relatively high but structurally bounded degree of
freedom maximizes the probability of avoiding or minimizing the
organizational collapse under unexpected tasks.

The function of a limited degree of indeterminacy in the structure
of systems is well known in both the daily experiences of engineers and
planners and in the scientific worK undertaken with systems. In the
latter sector. particularly, the recent evolution of all the scientific
disciplines shows a great interest about the role of indeterminacy in the
life of both man-made and natural systems. We can only mention some
examples incidentally in the context of this paper.

How a system maintains or increases order in its interaction with
environmental variations is an iq»ortant question in many disciplines.
Von Foerster l1960 J. criticizing Schrodinger's [1945,) principle of the
"order based on order" observed that a self-organizing system does not
feed only upon order and formulated the principle of "order based on
disorder" (i.e .• noise. indeterminacy). One of the basic findings in the
first developments in the science of cybernetics was an assertion that as
an automaton increases its romp1exity, a cert,in quantity of
indeterminacy (e.g •• redundance and delocalization of both the functions
and the components) is required for maximizing its probability of
adaptation to a perturbation [see: Von Neumann. 1956.1 [Winograd, 1963]
[Cowan, 1965J. This latter consideration is at a certain degree relattd
to the Ashby [1958] law of Mrequisite varietyM. Atlan [1972J.
generalizing a finding which Eigen [1972] obtained in biochemistry,
formulates the principle of "noise (i.e •• indeterminacy) as a principle
of self-organizatlon". It states that a certain degree of indeterminacy
in the structural processes of a self-organizing system is a required
pre-condition for transforming a perturbing event by generating an
increasing level of organization. complexity and variety. Closer to our
purposes. a sociological hypothesis suggests that

... indeterminacy needs to be, and can be, explicitly incorporated
into theories that describe the structure of systems. (We do ',) by
propos i ng that there ex i sts a phenomenon of bounded i ndetermi nacy
within many systems. The boundedness, i.e., the limits within which
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development. If the process of reproduction geMrates a new structure
which is highly different from the former one we could say. roughly
spel\king. that the social system has lost its structural stability at a
certain point over time. In both cases. we could predict an extremely
high level of social vulnerability. In the first case, this could be
because of the rigidity in the structural dynamics. In the second case,
this would be because of too high an uncertainty in the social processes.
Only a bounded change from the former structural state makes a social
system able to increase its levels of organization and variety,
maintaining at the same time its already estab1 ished structural
stabil ity. In other words if a structural change occurs within the
limits of bounded indeterminacy we assume that it maximizes the
organizational resources for coping with all the events which could lead
the system below the threshold of minimum via~i1ity.

In general terms. if we observe the behav,l)r of an organization we
could find that both extreme determinacy (e.g., centralization, rigid
hierarchy) and indeterminacy in the structuf al connections among
components produce some dysfunction. The situation in which any
component has a relatively high but structurally bounded degree of
freedom maximizes the probability of avoiding or minimizing the
organizational collapse under unexpected tasks.

The function of a limited degree of indeterminacy in the structure
of systems is well known in both the daily experiences of engineers and
planners and in the scientific work undertaken with systems. In the
latter sector. particularly, the recent evolution of all the scientific
disciplines shows a great interest about the role of indeterminacy in the
1ife of both man-made and natural systems. We can only mention some
examples incidentally in the context of this paper.

How a system maintains or increases order in its interaction with
environmental variations is an iq>ortant question in many disciplines.
Von Foerster L1960 J. criticizing Schrodinger's [1945.1 principle of the
"order based on order" observed that a self-organizing system does not
feed only upon order and formulated the principle of ·order based on
disorder" (i.e•• noise. indeterminacy). One of the basic findings in the
first developments in the science of cybernetics was an assertion that as
an automaton increases its complexity. a certain quantity of
indeterminacy (e.g •• redundance and deloca1ization of both the functions
and the components) is required for maximizing its probability of
adaptation to a perturbation [see: Von Neumann. 1956J [Winograd. 1963]
[Cowan, 1965J. This latter consideration is at a certain degree related
to the Ashby [1958] law of "requisite variety". Atlan [1972J.
generalizing a finding which Eigen [1972] obtained in biochemistry.
formulates the principle of "noise (i.e., indeterminacy) as a principle
of self-organization". It states that a certain degree of indeterminacy
in the structural processes of a self-organizing system is a required
pre-condition for transforming a perturbing event by generating an
increasing level of organization. complexity and variety. Closer to our
purposes, a sociological hypothesis suggests that

••• indeterminacy needs to be, and can be, explicitly incorporated
into theories that describe the structure of systems. (We do it) by
proposi ng that there exists a phenomenon of bounded i ndetermi nacy
within many systems. The boundedness. i.e •• the limits within which
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there exists indeterminacy. can be specified precisely whi le at the
same time. accepting the unspecificability of what lies within these
limits· LKatz. 1979. p. 394].

Going back to the specific topic of this t>aper. from our point of
view the probability that a perturbing event (i.e .• disaster. threat)
will activate a process of increasing organization in the involved social
(sub)system is the key dimension which defines its overall degree of
social VUlnerability. Our hypothesis is that a social (sub)system's
state in which all the structurally relevant components are operating
within the limits of bounded indeterminacy maximizes this probability.

The main assumption of this approach is that such a structural state
is the optimal pre-condition for having the maximum availability of the
required organizational resources for coping with all potentially
destructive events.

To synthesize we believe that:

A) There is a theoretically justifiable possibility for measuring
the degree of (in)determinacy of all the chosen structurally
relevant components of a social (sub)system.

B) The probability of both maintaining order and increasing
organization inside a social (sub)system under perturbation.
could be seen as a function of the degree of (in)determinacy in
which it and its components operate during the "normality"
phase.

If we assume a continuum 0 - 1 along which we can measure the
degrees of both social vulnerability and structural (in)determinacy, then
our hypothe'iis;ould be represented as shown in Figure 4. According to
our pretimi.1ary and rough conceptualization, we assume that the overall
vulnerabilft.' of a social (sub)system and its components is at a relative
minimum when their structural dynamics operate within the limits of
bounded (in)d':':'~rminacy (see Figure 4). Such a structural state
maximizes the (sub)system's and components' probability of absorbing a
perturbation (or threat) by generating positive social change and
increasing organization variety. The related statement we propose to
subject to falsification asserts that: if the dynamics of all the
structurally relevant sociosptemic components operate within the 1imits
of "bounded indeterminacr.' then the overall degree of social
vulnerability is at a relat ve minimum.

Going back to the starting point of this section. we bel ieve that
the degree of sociosystemic (in)determinacy could be the best single
dimension or indicator of upper level. for assessing the overall
structural vulnerability of a social (sub)system. for any type of
possible disaster. This is a tentative and only a conceptu... ly based
approach. In future work we will try to falsify this preliminary
hypothesis. Meanwhile. we believe that it might serve as a heuristic
tool for developing t:olistic and concretely manageable methodologies of
sociostructural VUlnerability analysis. To find the most powerful and
simplest indicator of social vulnerability is one of the main preliminary
goals for applying disaster minimization strategies.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Funds for this work were provided partly by the Italian National
Research Council, and its assistance is appreciated, but
responsibility for the content is solely that of the author. This
pape; was written while the author was a visiting professor at the
Disa~ter Research C~nter, The Ohio State University. Professor E.L.
Quarantelli. the Center's Di~ector, is thanked for his help and for
the advice he offered on preliminary drafts of the paper. The
author is -~so very appreciative of the finf! work b', Ruth Orr in
typing the Jraft and the final version of the paper.

2. Four years after the impact, less than 501 of the houses have been
rebuilt, while about 40.0l0 disaster victims still live in a
temporary housing system. The disaster area communities show
differential trends. Thos! already developing in the pre-impact
period have had an acceleration of their economic and urban
improvemert dynamics, ",hi le those already marginal ized (e.g.,
mountain conmunities) have tended to increase their degeneration or
to maintain a steady under-developed state. For the sociolo9ical1y
relevant history of the Friuli earthquake, see Geipel l1977J,
Strassoldo and Cattarinussi [1978J, ro. Strassoldo. L1979], Tel1ia
[1979J.
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PROBLEMS OF EARTHQUAKE HAZARD ASSESSMENT

AND VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

Vit Karnik

Introduction

According to recently adopted definitions, II seismic hazard ll _ans
the probability that a certain ground motion parameter will not be
exceeded at a site within a specific period of time. "Vulnerability" is
the degree of loss to a given element at risk, resulting from the
occurence of a natural phenomenon, and is expressed on a scale from 0 to
1. The word "risk ll is then used to denote the expected, probable loss in
terms of number of lives lost, danage to property or disruption of
economic activity. Thus, risk depends on hazard, vulnerability and
elements at risk. The definitions were formulated bJt a group of experts
convened in Geneva by UNDRO in July 1979 [UHDRO , 19BOJ.

The knowledge of seismic risk is a determining factor in preventing
or mitigating the disastrous effects of earthquakes. Equally detenlining
is the awareness of risk, that is the perception by the public and the
authorities of its social and economic implications. Such awareness will
ease the problem of defining locally acceptable levels of risk, which are
in themselves determining factors for the successful application of
detailed land-use measures and site planning as well as the fonnulation
and implementation of appropriate building codes. Hazard and
vulnerabl1ity analyses comprise the key inputs to risk assessment. The
purpose of the present paper is therefore to revie. the lIethodology of
hazard and vulnerabi l1ty assessments and the accuracy of the infoMlation
provided.

Methods of Seismic Hazard Assess~t

The present lllethods of seismic hazard assesslllent are based on the
following operations:

1. Definition of potential earthquake source regions in tentS of
their boundaries and of the average earthquake activity which
is defined by the Magnitude (or intensity)-frequency
relationship

H (M) • ae-BM

and by the upper threShold Magnitude (or intensity) "-ax
truncating the" (M) distribution.
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2. Determination of the attenuation function for the selected
ground motion parameter X, that is

f (X) • Xaone-bO
o

where 0 is epicentral distance and a, nand bare
coefficients.

3. Formulation of a statistical model defining the probability of
occurrence of a certain ground motion parameter at a site
during a period of interest. The calculation of the
probability function is based on the cumulative distribution
of ground motion parameters resulting from the earthquake
activity in all surrounding source regions.

The mathematical formulae describing different statistical
approaches can be found in the literature. Most methods consider
earthquake occurrence as a random Poisson process with a constant annual
rate. A detailed scheme of individual steps is reproduced in Figure 1.
The described procedure has several weak points. It is first of all very
difficult to estimate the earthquake potential of a certain volume of the
Earth's crust or upper mantle.

The source regions are delineated by using mainly evidence from
past earthquakes and assuming simple correlations between tectonic
features and the origin of earthquakes. The N (M) distribution always
represents an averaged observation without taking into account
fluctuations in seismicity.

Most estimates of Mmax are still based more on personal jud~ent

than on a defined algorithm. The assumption of a random character of
earthquake occurrence greatly simplifies the whole earthquake-generating
process; however, it seems to be valid. at least for large events.

The attenuation functions are again taken in an averaged form.
disregarding the azimuthal or regional variations observed in the change
of the parameter with distance and magnitude of the event.

All these Siflplifications, reflecting the level of knowledge.
result in substantia' inaccuracy of the calculated probabilities or other
parameters. There are ways to improve accuracy. e.g. by installing
temporary networks of stations monitoring various geodynamic phenomena,
by detailed geological mapping. by field and laboratory experiments,
etc. i however. such detai led investigations are made only when seismic
hazard is being estimated for critical structures or installations (large
dams, power plants). Standard seismic hazard maps on the sr.ale 1:1
million or 1:500.000 are always based on simplified IllOdels of earthquake
occurrence and earthquake effects and provide average data which may be
modified by corrections for local conditions. These corrections can be
quite significant. e.g. in terms of macroseismic intensity. the range may
be + Z degrees of the scale. or factor four for accelerations, etc. Such
varTations must be taken 1nto account when rev1ew hazard maps are used
for economic considerations.
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Vulnerabil ity

As mentioned above, vulnerabi 1ity means the degree of loss to a
given element at risk, such as buildings, population. public utilities,
industry, etc. As a result of strong ground motion generated by an
earthquake. bUildings are damaged to various extents, people are injured
or killed, bridges may collapse. pipelines may be interrupted. etc.
Every element is vulnerable to a different extent according to its
sensitiVity to vibrations or secondary effects. The vulnerability of an
element can be expressed by the percentage by which its function would
decrease due to a certain level of hazard.

Information on vulnerabi lity is relatively rare and less clearly
defined than information on seismic hazard. We can use some observations
on vulnerabi lity contained in the description of macroseismic scales.
First of all, each scale introduces several basic types of structures,
and degrees of intensity are assessed according to the exter.t of damage
on individual structural types. For instance, the MSK-64 scale [Willmore
and Karnik, 1970] uses three categories of structures:

A. Buildings of fieldstone, rural structures, adooe (clay) houses

B. Brick buildings, large block constructions. half-timbered
structures, structures of hewn blocks of stone

C. Precast concrete skeleton constructions, precast large panel
constructions, well-built wooden structures

The classification of damage in the scale is as follows:

Classification of Damage

0: no damage

1: slight damage (fine cracks in plaster, fall of small pieces of
plaster)

2: moderate damage (small cracks in walls, fall of fairly large
pieces of plaster, particles slip off, cracks in chimneys,
parts of ch1mneys fall down)

3: heavy damage (large and deep cracks in walls, fall of
chimneys)

4: destruction (gaps in walls. parts of buildings may collapse,
separate parts of buildings become disconnected. inner walls
and filled-1n walls collapse)

5: total collapse of buildings

Table 1 gives a rough estimate of loss 1n value due to various
degrees of damage. Values above 3~ can be considered as too high for
economic repair and can therefore be classified as a 1~ loss. The
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relationship between the degree of damage to a basic type of structure
and the grade of intensity is shown in Table 2, which completes the
information in the scale.

'Table 1

Loss of Value Due to Degree of Damage

Damage category, MSK-64 scale

%Loss in value of buildings

1

2

234 5

10 30 80 100

Table 2

Grade of Intensity, 'Type of Structure, and Degree of Damage

MSK-64 Type of Structure
Intensity A B C

V 95-0 100-0 100-0
5-1

VI 45-0 95-0 100-0
50-1 5-1
5-2

VII 10-1 15-0 50-0
35-2 35-1 50-1
50-3 50-2
5-4

VIII 10-2 10-1 10-0
35-3 35-2 35-1
50-4 50-3 50-2
5-5 5-4 5-3

IX 15-3 10-2 10-1
35-4 35-3 35-2
50-5 50-4 50-3

5-5 5-4

X 25-4 15-3 10-2
75-5 35-4 35-3

50-5 50-4
5-5

XI 100-5 25-4 50-4
75-5 50-5
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There have been proposals for further subdivision of structural
types to accOl1lllOdate. e.g., the tall bui ldings now very comnon in new
settlements. pipelines. earthquake-resistant constructions. etc. Other
proposals have been made to introduce five classes of quantity of damaged
structures instead of the three now in use (few = 5%, many: 50%. most =
75%). So far, these proposals have not been accepted.

By combining the above information. we can draw simple vulnerability
functions for the three categories of buildings. They may be used in
risk estimates when the rough subdivision of buildings is sufficient.
For more detailed studies, vulnerabil ity functions for individual
elements must still be elaborated.

Simple vulnerability functions can be calculated by using the
description of a category of damage if we estimate the probable loss in
value (in %) of a str~cture, e.g. damage category 3 means an approximate
30% loss in value of the building and category 5 means total destruction
(i.e. 100%). Each intensity grade on the macroseismic scale is defined
by describing how many buildings of. say. category A were damaged to the
extent corresponding to damage category 1. 2. 3.... In the description
of the scale. percentages corresponding to the express 40ns "few," "many."
and "most" are specified; however. it is necessary to complete the
figures for each intensity grade and type of structure to get a 100%
total. Such an attempt is presented in Table 2. Now. by combining the
loss in value (Table 1) witt. the above pt::"centages. one can obtain the
estimated degree of loss (damage) inflicted on buildings in categories A.
Band C (Table 3). If we consider a 100~ loss in value already for
damage category 4. which is Quite justified, the figures in Table 3 will
be higher for I 2'.. VIII.

Table 3

loss in Value by Buiding Category for Various Intensities

Categor·y of Macroseismic Intensity
Building V VI VI! VIII IX X XI

A 0.001 0.015 0.227 0.565 0.825 (0.950) (1.000)

B 0 0.001 0.057 0.227 0.565 (0.825) (0.950)

C 0 0 0.010 0.072 0.227 (0.565) (0.900)

This exercise can be repeat~d under different criteria of damage,
loss in value and type of building. Hl*ever. the resulting vulnerability
values could be used in some preliminary econrmic analyses. particularly
if the hazard assessment has been made in terms of macroseismic
intensity.
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Conclusions

Hazard and vulnerability values are needed for social and economic
analyses within development programs. The present state of the art
permits only preliminary estimates of the social and ecoromic impact of
earthquake disasters. An improvement could be made by expanding data on
the vulnerability of different elements at risk and by developing
standard methodologies of hazard, vulnerability and risk assessment.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS Of SEISMIC RISK

Janez Lapajne

ABSTRACT

An attempt has been made to outline some general procedures for
risk management and for the assessment of an acceptable risk level,
taking into account scientific, engineering, economic, social and
political aspects. The proposed method relies on accepted definitions
of seismic hazard, vulnerability and risk. The procedure is first of
all meant for the earthquake resistant design of capital engineering
structures, like dams and nLiclear power plants, but can be adapted also
for physical planning and other purposes.

IntrOduction

Increasing technological complexity of engineering structures
incorporated in a sensitive socioeconomic environment calls for rational
evaluation of earthquake or seismic risk. The most important anrl most
crucial result of seismic risk analysis is the detenninat~~:': of the
acceptable risk for the purpose of earthquake resistant desig~.

There is no unique procedure for the estimation of seismic risk.
In the narrower sense. the object of seismic risk analysis is to
describe the nature of possible future ground shaking, that is to assess
the seismic hazard. This is actually only the first stage of seismic
risk assessment, nevertheless, it is often the only one.

In order to assess the seismic risk. in addition to the information
on seismic hazard, data on elements at risk and their vulnerability are
required. Once all this information has been prepared, the
dete~ination of the acceptable risk is chiefly an economic, social. and
pol itical subject. Concerning the economic part of the problem, an
appropriate opti~ization technique would be highly desirable.

Seismic Hazard, Vulnerability and Risk

In engineering seismology and earthquake engineering literature,
there is, or at least has been in general, ambiguity regardi ng the use
of some terms. In order to avoid misunderstanding, definitions of terms
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proposed by UNORO have been used in this paper. These terms are seismic
hazard. seismic risk and ~pecific seismic risk, vulnerability, and
elements at risk.

The dis tri but ion of the hazard is gi ven by its probab i 11 ty of
exceedance P(Y ~ x) or the probability density function p(x) ; -(dP/dx).
where X is a random variable or a set of random variables defining some
earthquake parameter or grour.d motion parameter, and x its value.

Methods for the evaluation of seismic hazard seem to be reasonably
adequate in spite of some deficiencies of basic data both in Quantity
and quality. The general form of (P(X > x) for different time periods
is given in Figure 1. -
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Figure 1

Seismic Hazard Functions

t • Design Period
xmax ~ Maximum Possible Value of X
~ Direction of Engineering Judgment
---i> Direction of Investor's Policy
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As mentioned above, usually seismic risk analysis stops at the
assessment of seismic hazard. In this simplified pr~~~dure. the problem
of the determination of the acceptable seismic r~sk ·,s transferred to
the problem of the determi nat ion of the "moderate earthquake" or the
"operating basis earthquake" (high probability of occurrence) and the
"extreme earthquake" or the "safe shutdown earthquake" (low probabil ity
of occurrence). With regard to some more or less (un)justified
engineering judgment of "acceptable hazard" in the economic lifetime
period the design (ground motion) parameters are determined.

Often some SUbjective reasons (investment policy. unfavourable
financial situation, investors' goals, local ~otives) create policy
formulation of "acceptable costs" and "acceptdb Ie design parameters."
The usual final decision lies somewhere belw~en the above mentioned
engineering judgment and investors' policy.

v

Q'--~I111!:::_------------
·0

Figure 2

Vulnerability Function

To assess the possible degree of loss (that is the specific risk)
and its absolute value (the risk) of an element at risk. the
vulnerability of this element has to be taken into account. Neglecting
the randomness of the properties of elements at risk and vagueness in
vulnerability estimation. a simplified profile of a vulnerability
function Vex) is rather similar to the one represented in Figure 2.



Specific risk R/E is
vu 1nerabil i ty:
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determined by convolution o~ hazard and

(1) R /x,...ax
_ = V{x)p{x)dx
E x

o

where E represents element at risk (some property of that element, e.g.
its monetary equivalent or number) and R means corresponding risk.
Expected losses are given by the risk:

(2)

Taking into account all important elements at risk. the first
approximation of the total expected losses will be:

(3)
n n {~max

•E Ri = .[ Ei Vi (x)p(x)d)(
1==1 1=1

Xo

A more complete solution should involve mutual dependence of
individual elements at risk. Total risk of a group of interrelated
elements at risk will be generally higher than a simple sum of partial
risks:

(4)
n
l: R(Ei)

i=l

Elements at risk are. in the case of an adverse seismic event.
interconnected by some positive feedback loops.

Acceptable Seismic Risk

Let us define economically acceptable seismic risk of an
engineering structure (dam. nuclear power plant, etc.) on the basi of
the minimum of a sun of earthquake resistant construction costs and
expected losses during earthquakes.

Expected losses include direct structural damage and production
losses (standstill losses) on the one hand and indirect damage and
losses in the natural, economic, social, cultural, and political
environment (local, regional, interregional •••• ) on the other, caused
by the above direct damage and losses.

Considering in (4) only those elealents at risk, which could be
inflicted by the damage of the structure under consideration and taking
into account only those interrelated effectJ which are caused by
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mentioned structural damage and production losses, the total economic
risk could ta written as:

(5) Rn : RSD + RpL + [R( t j Ej } - l: j R(E j )]

Writing the term in the square brackets as ~RE' we obtain:

(6) RTf = RSO + Rpl + .'IRE

where

means total expected economic losses • total economic risk,

means expected structural damage = structural risk.

means expected production losses = production risk,

means expected damage and losses related to RSD and RpL • indirect
environmental risk.

It is usefu 1 to separate some subgroups of tJ. R. A reasonable
procedure is to distinguish expected damage and lostes at the local
scale from the expected losses at the regional (interregional, national)
scale. In this sense we can write the expression (6) as:

(7)

where:

~REL means expected damage and losses in the local environment •
indirect local environmental risk,

llRER means expected damage and losses in the regional (interregional.
national) environment = indirect regional environmental. risk.

In (5), (6) and (7) only those elements at risk have to be taken
into account ~nich are economically evaluable. The vulnerability of any
element at risk in (5), (6) or (7) depends on the vulnerability of the
abovementioned structure. From (2) and (3) we can see that the risk is
a function of x~, the maxillhlll value of parameter X at which an element
at risk is sti 11 completely safe. For our structure this value is
practically equal to the corresponding earthquake resistant design
parameter. It is evident that:

(8)

where:

Xoj means Xo of an arbitrary ~lement at risk.

~oS means design parameter or Xo of the structure.

Let the design parMeter take all values of the variable X. Next
suppose we know risk functions RC;:-(x), Rpdx). ~R[dl(), and ARER(X), x
mean 1"9 all possib le val ues of the des i gn par-eter. The general
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profiles of Rl(x) = RSO(x), R2(X) = RSO(x) + Rpdx), R3(x) = RSO(x) +
Rpdx) + AREL(X), and R4 = RSO(x) + Rpd x) + llREdx) + liRER(X) are
represented by curves in Figure 3.

Let the earthquake resistant construction costs be represented as a
function of design parameter values x in a general and simplified form
in Figure 4. An eventual change in type of construction at some x would
very likely alter the course of the curve in Figure 4 abruptly. For the
sake of simplicity a smoothed curve is presented.

Summing risk and cost functions from Figure 3 and Figure 4, we get
cost-risk functions or cost-loss functions represented graphically in
Figure 5.

Economically acceptable seisrn i ; risk can be defined as;

(9) RAE = ~(xmin(C+R))

Taking into account more elements at risk, min(C+R) moves to the
right. An economically acceptable risk depends upon the decision maker.
An investor's acceptable risk might be related to min(C+Rl) or to
min(C+~2)' Local society might accept min(C+R3), while regional or
nation~l policy should be based on min(C+R4).

In the above procedure only the economic component at risk has been
treated. How can one deal with elements at risk which are not
economically assessable or have an economically questionable equivalent,
the most important and most typical ~~ng them being population?

Expected life losses and injuries can be assessed using equations
(1) and (2), with E expressing the number of inhabitants in a
potentially affected area. In the same manner as for other elements at
risk a population function can be found. Since the risk level is given
in number of expected victims and not in a monetary equivalent,
population risk function cannot be directly used in calculation of cost
loss function. It would be ethically undcceptable to make a
transformation of a population risk function to some monetary equivalent
risk function for the sake of simplicity of acceptable risk level
assessment.

It is natural to treat the population at risk (and maybe some other
elements at risk with an inestimable value. e.g. cultural and historical
monuments) apart from economically evaluable elements. As with the
risks associated with other activities of every-day life. people have to
live wit'" certain seismic risk. Therefore, the decision about the
acceptable public or social seismic risk level is the right and
obligation of the population at risk. Some minimum requirements on
social seismic risk level should be at least regUlated at the national
level and given in earthquake resistant design and safety codes.

No matter how the population at risk is included in the procedure,
the care for public safety will very likely push min(C+R) and the
corresponding design parmeter to higher values. Taking into account
the requirements for public safety and care for some other unevaluable
elements at risk, the total acceptable seismic risk will be:

(10)
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.-
Figure 3

Risk Functions for a Given Design Period

c

1-
Figure 4

Cost Function
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Figure 6 represent s genera lout1ines of the proposed risk
management procedure. Only from the assessed acceptable risk can we get
an idea about what an acceptable hazard might be. and not! priori, as
it is often done.

Up to now. the structure has been taken as a whole. Since a
capital engineering structure is a system of substructures. different
earthquake resistant design criteria can be used for different
components. In this sense the concepts of "moderate" and "extreme"
earthquakes could be applied. However. a design parameter level
approach might be preferable. It has to be emphasized that various
design parameter levels do not necessarily result in different risk
levels (but there are of course different hazard levels). and eventual
dissillli lar risk levels do not generally have the same succession of
values as the corresponding de~ign parameters (as it is in the case of
hazard) •

Figure 5

Cost-Loss Functions for a Given Design Period
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Conclusions

In the procedure for the assessment of acceptable seismic risk just
described, some questionable suppositions, approximations and
simplifications have been made, some of them are already present in the
accepted concepts of hazard, vulnerability and risk.

It has not been mentioned that the basic information on
vulnerability, on mutual dependence of individual elements at risk, and
on cost functions is rather poor and unreliable. Even the definitions
of those Quantities are not entirely clear. Also the concept of
expected losses over a given lifetime period may not be entirely
satisfactory.

Nevertheless, once the concepts and definitions of basic Quantities
and their interrelationships have been clarified and more rel iable and
more plentiful information has been accumulated, the proposed method
might find a practical use in seismic risk management.
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THE PROBLEM OF ASSESSING SEISMIC RISK TO EXISTING BUILDINGS

E.M. Fournier dlAlbe

The new UNDP/iJNESCO project entitled "Earthquake Risk Reduction in
the Balkan Region," in which Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, Turkey and
Yugoslavia are taking part, has first of all to develop methods for
evaluating the risk to buildings and structures. This is not easy to do
for existing buildings, particularly the older ones.

The proportion of its value lost by any building on the occurrence
of earthquake ground motion of intensity I is, by definition, equal to
its vulnerability V to ground motion of that intensity (using here the
definitions adopted ~y UNORO and UNESCO). The risk to the building over
a given period of time is given by the equation

fmax
R = E x J VI·PI·dl

o

where PI is the probability of earthquake ground motion of intensity I
occurrilTg at the site of the bUilding during the given period of time,
and E is the value of the building. The specific risk to the building is
simply the value of the integral.

The use of the above equation to assess risk presents very
different problems, depending on whether one is concerned with new
buildings or with old ones.

By new buildings, I mean those for which one has detailed
structural plans and for which it is possible to calculate the
vulnerability, using the results of laboratory tests and the accumulated
knowledge of the relations between the dynamical properties of structures
and their vulnerability to ground motion. Then, if information is
avai lable on the seismic hazard in terms of the relevant parameters of
ground motion (i .e., peak acceleration, peak particle velocity, power
spectrum, etc.), one may use the above equation to calculate the specific
risk and, if desired, the absolute risk in terms of value.

On the other hand, it is impossible to apply this equation to the
many old bUildings whose dynamical properties can neither be measured nor
inferred with accuracy and whose vulnerability therefore remains unknown.
Furthermore, unless an earthquake has occurred in the area very recently,
no information is likely to be available on seismic hazard expressed in
tenms of the physical parameters of ground motton.

-113-
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The situation is. however, not quite so desperate as it may appear at
first sight. Records of earthquake damage have been kept for many centuries
throughout the Balkan region. and the information contained in these
records has been compiled. analysed and published in the form of catalogues
and isoseismal maps. In the latter. the degree of damage has been
transposed into an "intensity" on one or the other of the comnonly-used
macrose1smic scales (i.e., Hercall i-Cancani-Sieberg (MCS). Modified
Mercalli (MM). Medvedev-Sponheuer-Karnik (MSK»). A sufficient amount of
information exists in this form for it to be treated statistically.
However. this information is not. properly speaking, information on seismic
hazard. It may be taken as such only insofar as it is borne in mind that
"intensity" on any macroseismic scale subsumes a standard vulnerability for
all buildings in each of a small numer (not more than three) of general
buil di"g types.

In fact, maps in which seismic hazard is expressed as expected
intensity on a macroseismic scale are actually maps of specific risk rather
than of hazard.

But specific risk is precisely what we would like to assess.
Economists and planners need not, therefore. despair if the seismologists
to whom they turn for advice lack precise data on seismic hazard and vulner·
abil ity. In order to obtain an approximate evaluation of the risk to
existing buildings, it is not absolutely necessary to know whether
earthquakes are caused by convection in the upper mantle of the earth or by
ancient heroes turning in their graves. Data on the "intensity" of past
earthquakes are almost certain to be availabk wherever a significant
seismic hazard exists, and such data may be used directly to derive an
approximate assessment of risk.

A word of caution must nevertheless be added. The analysis of macro
seismic data on intensity will not make possible the evaluation of the risk
to any individual building but only that of the average risk to buildings in
the broad categories speCified in whichever scale has been used to express
intensity.



RISK CRITERIA AS A RATIONAL BASIS FOR SEISMIC RESISTANCE

OF STRUCTURES Of DIFFERENT GRADES1

Wiratman Wangsadinata

lntroduction

Economic growth of a country involves continuous rapid development
in the various sectors of the construction industry. The housing sector
creates particular problems in developing coLtntries. as the demand for
mass housing is very great. the majority who are in need of this housing
are the low-income people and their budgets are very 1imited. To meet
the demand for low-cost mass housing in the shortest possible time. it
may be a matter of government policy to imp lement hous i n9 schemes in
which various grades of housing are considered based on their
durabi 11ty, thus on their building cost. The useful lifetime of those
buildings may vary from as little as 10 years to perhaps 30 years.
depending on the type and grade of building material used. When these
buildings are located in seismic areas. they should be seismic
resistant. The problem. therefore. is how to determine the seismic
design loads for these buildings. because the normal seismic loading
stipulated in building codes is not intended for the design of buildings
of different grades. A rational basis is to provide the building
appropriate strength and stiffness. so that no matter what its lifetime
(whether short or long) it will have a uniform risk with respect to
onset of structural damage and with respect to incipient failure. This
paper will discuss these two different risks and how to implement them
in design.

Risk Criteria

Seismic activities are natural events which recur from time to
time. like a few other natural phenomena such as river floods. seismic
events are stochastic processes which can be represented by a
mathematical model of a given physical system that changes in accordance
with the laws of probability. Therefore. by knowing the seismic history
of a region obtained from observations or records made over a
sufficiently long period of time in the past. the return periods of the
various seismic intensities in that region can be assessed by applying
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the laws of mathematical statistics. It is obvious that low seismic
intensities will reappear more frequently than high ones.

In connection with the recurring nature of seismic intensities. it
is only logical that it is not economic to design a structure to remain
undamaged when subjected to a seismic intensHy with a return period
much longer than the useful lifetime of the structure. A rational basis
for seismic resistant design of structures is therefore a two stage
process. the objective of which is first. to provide the structure
sufficient strength and stiffness to resist moderate earthquakes so that
the risk of occurrence of unrepairable structural damage in its useful
lifetime is acceptably low. and second. to ensure that the risk of
collapse leading to loss of human lives in its useful lifetime in a
severe earthquake is as well acceptably low. A moderate earthquake can
be def i ned as one wh ich has a high probab i1 tty of occurrence in the
useful lifetime of the structure. whil~ a severe 'earthquake is one
having a low probabil ity of occurrence. The first of these objectives
can be achieved by setting the seismic design load at an appropriate
level. the second objective can be achieved by providing the structure
proper detai ling so as to ensure proper ductile behavior in the post
elastic range.

Suppose that for a certain seismic region the mean return period of
the various seismic intensitites have been assessed properly. based on
the available seismic historic data. Mean return period and annual risk
are reciprocally related. so that

(I ) R "1AT

where RA is the annual risk and T is the mean return period of the
considered intensity. The annual risk can thus be defined as the
probabil ity that. in any given year, that intensity wi 11 be equaled or
exceeded. Risks in certain time periods corresponding to various
lifetimes of structures can be derived from the annual risks. Assuming
that risks in successive years are independent, the following
relationship applies:

(c)

where RN is the risk in a time period of N years. Thus. within the
context of this paper risk ;s a mathematically defined quantity, which
implies the probability of occurrence of an undesirable event in a
certain period of time.

A philosophical. economical. and political question to be answered
now is how much risk is allowable for the occurrence of unrepairable
structural damage in the useful lifetime of a structure. and how IllUch
risk is tolerable for the occurrence of structural collapse causing loss
of human lives in the same period of time. One may argue about the
various factors governing the selection of the above risk levels, but
the author is of the opinion that for the occurrence of unrepairable
structura1 damage. the probabil ity IllUst not be more than once in the
useful lifetime. This means that the return period of the onset of
structural damage must at least be equal to the useful lifetime itself.
and based on equat ions (1) and (2) th i s imp li es a risk of about 60s.
With regard to incipient collapse of the structure in its useful
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lifetime. the risk must certainly be smaller. and in this connection the
author is of the opinion that it is not unreasonable to accept 20S for
this risk. Based on equations (1) and (2) the return periods of seismic
intensities associated with 60S risk for the onset of structural damage
and 20~ risk for incipient failure in any seismic region are shown on
Table 1 for various lifetimes of structures.

Table 1

Return Periods of Seismic Intensities to be
Considered in Structural Design

Structural
1ifetime

(year)

Return period of seismic intensities
(year)

60% risk for onset 20~ risk for in-
of structural damaQe dotent failure

10

15

20

25
30

40
50

10

15

20

25

30
40
50

40
60
80

100
120

160

200

Seismic Behavior of Structures

Load-Deflection Diagram

The seismic behavior of a structure can be represented by a load
deflection diagram. indicating the relationship between the seismic base
shear acting on the structure and the corresponding deflection. If a
structure is so strongly designed that it behaves fully elastic and thus
remains undamaged up to the point of near collapse. its load-deflection
diagram will be a straight line as shown in Figure l(a). In this figure
Ql is the base shear acting on the structure at the state of near
collapse. and dl is the corresponding maximum deflection. As mentioned
previously it is not economically feasible to design a structure that
way. and a rational basis for design is to set the seismic design load
at an appropriate level. so as to ensure that the structure will not be
damaged in small to moderate earthquakes. and reliance is further placed
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on the structure performing in a ductile manner in a severe but
infrequent earthquake. c!issipating the earthquake energy and limiting
the base shear that acts on the structure. The load-deflection diagram
of such a structure can be rer~e~~nted by a biltnear flat top diagram as
shown in Figure l(b). At th~ ~~~~e of near collapse the maximum
deflection dl is approximately the same as for the full elastic system.
however the base shear induced in the structure is 1imited to only 04.
Points 2. 3. and 4 are successive potnts on the diagram corresponding to
the base shear 02 considered in design. base shear Q3 at first yield.
and base shear 04 at the onset of structural damage. at which
significant yielding in the structure starts to develop. Up to point 4
the structure behaves practically elastic. so that deflections d2. d3.
and d4 are directly proportional to their corresponding base shear.

Ci1 ~, - - - - - - -- '"l 1
II

/ J
I I

/ I 1, :~: !L
~ / I

d" Q4.. 0 I I0 "w .r::. '/ IS~ II) ~4 12:; ~: ~lit .. I d2 ~2.. G]w IVI 0
«' ID Q2 IIII

I
I

0 d, 0 dl

Dei lect ion Deflection
(a ) (b)

Figure 1

load-deflection Diagram
of Structures

These base shears are in turn directly proportional to the corresponding
earthquake intensities. Beyond point 4 deflections by increased
earthquake intensities will continue to occur at a constant base shear
Q4 until the maximum defiection dl is reached at a state of near
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collapse. The ratio f1 = d1/d4 is a measure of the ductility of the
structure. From the known value of this ratio the intensity of the
earthquake that causes the state of near collapse of the ductile
structure can be calculated by proportionality.

For a specific type of structure designed according to a specific
code, points 1 up to 5 on the 10ad·def1ection diagram shown on Figure
1(b) are known, assessed analytically or experimentally, so that the
earthquake intensity at the onset of structural damage and at the state
of near collapse can be calculated by proportionality from the base
shears Q4 and Q1. The seismic risk criteria then require that the risk
for the occurrence of base shear Q4 in the useful lifetime of the
structure must not exceed 60%, and the risk for the occurrence of base
shear Q1 must not exceed 2OS.

The ratio f1 depends on the type of structure and the material
used. From the study of all possible combinations of types of structure
and material used, it had been found that a minimum value of f1 • 3.5
could be expected to be present in a properly designed and constructed
building structure, regardless of its type and the material used.

From the known value of f2 = d4 / d2 the level of the design
seismic base shear Q2 can readily be calculated. This ratio depends on
the over design of the structure due to code requirements. and on the
type of structure in terms of capabil1ty to absorb increases in base
shear and in lateral deflection beyond field yield. to cause plastic
deformations in a significant number of structural elements. From the
study of several possible combinations of recognized bui lding codes and
structural types in the determination of the strength and stiffness of a
structure, it had been found that the average value of f2 • 3.0 could be
expected to be present in a structure. regardless of its type and the
material used.

Response Spectra

The strict meaning of a response spectrum in earthquake
engineering is a plot of the maximlM1l elastic response to a specified
earthquake excitation for all possible single degree-of.freedom systems.
The abscissa of the spectrum is the undamped natural period of the
system and the ordinate the maximum elastic response. Knowing the
accelerogram of the specified earthquake excitation. spectra can be
obtained by solving the differential equation of motion of a damped
single degree-of. freedom system using the well-known Duhamel's integral.
Of particular interest is the maximum acceleration response spectrllll.
because it is directly related to the maximum inertial forces induced in
the system. It is obvious that for natural periods approaching zero.
the maximum response acceleration is approaching the maximum ground
acceleration.

It is apparent that in a certain seismic zone the response
spectra of different earthquakes recorded in that zone are fairly
similar to each other, so that it is possible to plot average response
spectra for that zone. By further modification and simplification.
those average response spectra can be transformed into several plots
indicating the maximum base shear coefficients for all possible
elastically responding normally damped building structures in that zone.
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Each plot corresponds to a selected maximum ground acceleration
expectable in that zone. or to a selected mean return period of ground
acceleration in that zone. The maximum base shear coefficient is the
rat io of the maximum base shear acting on the elastic structure to the
total weight of the structure. Normally damped structures are those
having fractions of critical damping in the order of 5%. The abscissa
of such design response spectra is the undamped fundamental natural
period of the structure and the ordinate the maximum base shear
coefficient. For natural periods approaching zero. the maximum base
shear coefficient approaches the maximum seismic coefficient. which is
the maximum ground acceleration expressed in 'g' (= gravity

u 0.' 1000 yr.
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Figure 2

Typical Design Response Spectloa for
a Seismic Zone in Indone~ia

acceleration). To take into account the influence of local subsoil
conditions on the response spectra. such design response spectra may be
plotted for various subsoil classifications, for eXaIlIPle for hard and
for soft subsoils. Design response spectra are sometimes included in
seismic codes, so that they are suitable for use in seismic resistant
design of structures based on risk criteria proposed in this paper.
Ex.les of such design spectra typically defined for each of the
seismic Zones of Indonesia are shown on Figure 2, in which each spectrum
is idealized as a trilinear d~a9ram.
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The appHcation of design response spectra as shown on Figure 2
in seismic resistant design based on risk criteria will be explained
with the followiny example. Suppose a structure with a useful lifetime
of 30 years is to be designed. From Table 1 it can be seen that to meet
the two levels of risk, the return period of seismic intensity producing
onset of structural damage may not be less than 30 years, and that
producing incipient collapse may not be less than 120 years. Calculate
or estimate first the undamped fundamental natural period of the
structure. Find from the design response spectra the base shear
coefficient C30 corresponding to the seismic intensity having 30 years
return period, if necessary applying proper interpolation. Estimate an
appropriate value for the f1 factor (e.g. f1 = 3.5), so that the base
shear coefficient at incipient failure in an elastic structure is f1
C30. Find from the design response spectra the return period of this
base shear coefficient, if necessary again a~plyin9 proper
interpolation. If it is found that the return period of f1 C30 is at
least equal to 120 years, the minimum required risk level for incipient
collapse is satisfied. If it is not satisfied, find from the design
response spectra first the base shear coefflcient C120 in an elastic
structure corresponding to the seismic intensity having a 120 year
return period. The base shear coefficient at the onset of structural
damage which automatically will satisfy the minimum risk level of 20S is
then C30 = C120 I fl. Having found the proper C30 value, estimate
further an appropriate value for the f2 factor (e.g. f2 = 3.0), SO that
the design base shear coefficient C2 = C30 I f2 is readily available.
From the base shear coefficient the design base shear can be calculated
directly, and folloWing standard code procedures the distribution of the
design base shear to obtain the design horizontal seismic loads acting
at each of the floor levels can be determined.

From the above discussion it is apparent that it is very
important to establish proper seismic zoning, each zone characterized by
the various return periods of seismic intensities expressed in the form
of design response spectra.

Seismic Zoning

Determination of Return Periods of Seismic Intensities

As previously mentioned, the return period of seismic intensities
can be assessed analytically from the historic seismic data by applying
the laws of mathematical statistics. An empirical expression for the
annual cumulative frequency of earthquakes in a source area having
magnitude Mequal or greater than a certain lower bound magnitude mo as
found by Gutenberg and Richter, is of an exponential form as follows:

a' - b m
(3 j N (M .?. mo) • 10 0

where a' and b are constants statistically evaluated from the histl'rir.
seismic data of the source area. Assuming earthquake magnitude Mat t~~

source and distance R from the source to the considered site are
continuous random variables which influence intensity I of the site, an~

considering that sources may occur anywhere within a source area, the
total probability that intensity i is equaled or exceeded at the site
can be expressed by the following double integral:
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(4)

in which: P I ~ i ,. the total probability that
intensity i is equaled or exceedE'J at the
site;

p I ~ i 1m and r I = the conditional probabil ity that
intensity i is equaled or exceeded at the
site given m and r;

= density function on magnitude;

= density function on source distance;

= lower bound magnitude below which it is
not of engineering importance;

= upper bound magnitude, which is the
max imllll magn i tude that can be expected to
occur in the source area;

= distance to the nearest boundary of the
source area;

= distance to the farthest boundary of the
source area.

The above functions are all derived from earthquake statistics,
except the density function on source distance, which is the spatial
relation between the source and the considered site. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to discuss these functions in more detail, therefore
the reader is further referred to the related references listed at the
end of this paper. It can merely be stated here. that the evaluation of
the above double integral requires a very complicated mathematical
calculation, for which the aid of computers is a requisite.

Having obtained the total probability that intensity i is equaled
or exceeded at the site. the total annual number of that intensity that
is being equaled or exceeded at the site is thus:

(5) NA = N (M ~mo) P [I~i]

Assuming further that earthquake events occur as Poisson
arrivals, the annual risk that intensity i is equaled or exceeded at the
site can then be expressed:

(6)

and the corresponding return period can be obtained from equation (1).

Determination of Seismic Zones

Applying the preViously discussed theory, seismic intensities in
the form of ground accelerations can be calculated at any site for which
the return period is given. If for a given return period ground
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accelerations are calculated at a sufficient number of sites in a
region, an isoseismal map of the region can be plotted, showing contours
of equal ground acceleration. Such isoseismal maps can be prepared for
various selected return periods. From those isoseismal maps it is
apparent that for a certain return period expectable ground
accelerations vary from site to site. which means that seismic risk is
not uniformly distributed over the region. By selecting appropriate
contour intervals. distinct zones of differing seismic risk can be
identified. Those intervals are then the various seismic zones. It
should be noted, that it does not matter very much, whether for the
determination of seismic zones contour maps with short or wah long
return periods are considered. Whichever map is used to delineate the
boundaries of the seismic lones, the relative risks of the zones remain
approximately the same.

Determination of Design Response Spectra

In regions where practically no instrumental records of
earthquake motions are available, so that no response spectra are known,
it is not easy to derive average response spectra. Comparative studies
in seismicity and local geology with other regions of known spectra are
required to arrive at the most appropriate design response spectra for
such regions.

The s)mplification of a design response spectrum into a trilinear
diagram as shown in Figure 2 is just a matter of choice. Other
simplifications may also be considered, for example a simplification
into a continuous S-curve (as defined in the latest Japanese seismic
COde) or a hyperbola with a horizontal part for short periods (as
defined in ATC-3). Because of the averaging of so many parameters, any
such simplification seems to be equally justified.

Application in Indonesia

lsoseismal Maps

Return periods of earthquakes have been calculated for many sites
throughout Indonesia, applying the previously discussed theory. Those
sites were mostly the big cities, where important industrial, utility
and other public bUildings were being constructed, or locations of
important projects which required strict seismic resistance such as
darns, power stations, etc. In regions where the construction industry
is in rapid development, isoseismal maps have been prepared. A typical
example is shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, which show isoseis~al maps for
the West Java region prepared by the author. The maps have been plotted
for ground acceleriltions with return periods of successively 20 years,
100 years and 500 years.

lsoseismal maps for the whole Indonesian territory had been
prepared by the Directorate of Hydraulic Engineering, Directorate of
Water Resources Development, Ministry of Public Works, based on the same
principles. Also other agencies have prepared similar maps. with
slightly different approaches.
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Seismic Zoning

Based on the study of isoseismal maps, distinct seismic zones in
the Indonesian territory have been identified. By selecting appropriate
contour lines for the zone boundaries, 6 seismic zones have been
determined in which the probabi 1ity of occurrence of seismic events is
approximately uniform, as shown in Figure 6. This seismic zoning map of
Indonesia has been prepared as part of a project called l'Indonesian
Earthquake Study", conducted under a bil atera1 aid agreement between the
Government of Indonesia and that of New Zealand. This project has been
going on since 1976 with a final aim of establishing a comprehensive

Table 2

Soft Soil Designation

Description

Cohesive soil with an average
undrained shear strength not
exceedi ng 50 kPa

Any site where the overlying
soils are either cohesive with
an average undrained shear
strength not exceeding 100 kPa
or a very dense granular material

Cohesive soil with an average
undrained shear strength not
exceeding 200 kPa

Very dense cemented granular soil

Depth exceeding (m)

6

9

12

20

....

seismic code for Indonesia. A joint te~ of Indonesian and New Zealand
experts has been involved in this project, resulting in the formulation
of the above seismic zoning map of Indonesia. The 6 seismic zones are
numbered in decreasing order of seismicity. Zone 1 where Central Irian
Jaya and North Maluku are situated is the most severe seismic area of
Indonesia, while Zone 6 where West Kalimantan is located is the most
stable part.
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Design Response Spectra

Another result of the Indonesia-New Zealand project has been the
formulation of design response spectra for each of the 6 seismic zones
of Indonesia. These are shown together on Figure 7, where they are
shown for seismic intensities with return periods of successively 20,
200 and 1000 years, each plotted for hard and for soft subsoils. A
structure is considered as being on a soft subsoil, if it is located on
soil deposits exceeding the depths indicated in Table 2.

The establishment of the above des ign response spectra has been
the result of an extensive study of all available response spectra of
earthquakes recorded allover the world. Studies have been conducted on
the influence of the magnitude. focal distance and site geology on the
shape of the response spectra. Based on these studies it has been found
that for each seismic zone it was not unreasonable to simplify the
design response spectra into the trilinear diagrams as shown.

FOOTNOTES

1. The term "seismic risk" is used in this paper as originally
proposed by Cornell, McGuire and others. which implies the
probability of exceedence of a seismic quantity. Following the
UNDRO definition, this should be termed "seismic hazard," and
accordingly the associated map should be termed "Seismic Hazard
Maps" instead of "Isoseismal Maps".
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EARTHQUAKES AS A SOCIAl PROBLEM

Viktor Turnsek

The very fact that a conference dealing with the social, economic.
and planning aspects of earthquakes is taking place indicates that it is
considered that the residential and other buildings used by society for
its activities existing today and perhaps still under construction are
not safe against earthquakes.

The majority of countries which lie in regions where strong
earthquakes may occur have their own codes concerning the construct ion
of buildings in seismic regions. However. experience obtained from
recent earthquakes since 1960. as well as the fact that intensive
research is now going on in many countries of the world with the aim of
providing seismically safe structures. indicates that the technical
regulations of the past were not able. at least in sufficient measure.
to assure the safety of buildings. This is the CAse even though these
regulations are based on the principle that in the event of strong
earthquakes serious damage may occur to buildings, but their collapse
should be prevented.

The conclusions of the building group of the He, which met in
Belgrade in Apri 1 1978 and dealt with problems concerning earthquakes.
proposed that the regulations be amended with respect to the calculation
of resistance and the estimation of the strength of an earthquake acting
on a building. This indicates the unsuitability of the older
regulations. The conclusions include the following passage: ·Countries
and regional organizations must make maximum efforts that for the design
of structures in seismic regions the limit-state method of design be
used. At the same time dates must be fixed by which time transition is
to talte place from calculations on the basis of permissible stresses to
calculations on the basis of limit-state design." An additional
conclusion was: "For determining the degree of intensity of earthquakes
the MSK-64 scale should be used both in the preparation of seismic maps
as well as when detenmining the extent of damage.·

If account is not taken of the results of recent rese~rch, which
has indicated solutions which would be in general econCJllically
acceptable. then it must be considered that "buildings of the past- will
still abound--buildings which can neither be abandoned, nor

Prececing page blank -133-
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strengthened. Thus the fact remains that for the foreseeable future
strong earthquakes are still going to be natural catastrophies.

In relat ion to the conference subject matter, we should like to
present:
- an estimate of the seismic resistance of residential brick masonry

and stone masonry buildings, which we had the opportunity to
determine in the earthquake-stricken regions of Yugoslavia, and

- an indication of the possibilities provided by mortar of higher
quality and by horizontal reinforcenent.

As our contribution to the conference we should like to present the
experience we have acquired with repair work carried out in connection
with earthquakes which have occurred in Yugoslavia over the last twenty
years, and to present some general ideas concerning the approach to
repair work.

An Estimate of the Seismic Resistance of Masonry Buildings

<Oefinition and estimation of the seismic resistance of masonry buildings

The shear resistance of a masonry building is defined by the shear
failure (collapse) of certain walls, which can be designated as the
"relevant walls". Thus the relevant walls are those walls which
determine the failure mechanism of the bUilding. If it is borne in mind
that the distribution of lateral load. as defined by the Base Shear
Coefficient. onto individual walls (or groups of walls) is in proportion
to their stiffnesses, then the relevant walls are those walls which are
relatively the stiffest and of which there are a larger number. When
the resistance of these walls. and their deformability (or "ductility").
is eXhausted, failure occurs. The wall or whole group of walls loses
its vertical-load carrying capacity, and collapse of the whole story
occurs if there is no possibility for the transfer of the vertical load
onto other vertical load-bearing elements.

The safety factor of a building for seismic loads thus depends on
the safety factor of the relevant wall or group of walls:

rhe shear resistance Of] Uhe cross-sectional area]<I) the relevant wall (!) of the walls orthogonal
to the direction of the
seismic shock

v .. -------------------------

[

he total inertial forcj (;\ ~he factor of increaSing

J([) acting in the story \!I or decreasing of the load
acting on the relevant
walls

If the elements of the above equation are expressed in mathematical
symbols, then the parametric form of the condition of seismic resistance
of the bUilding is obtained (Figures 1, 2, 3):

I 1 '
~ .. n. n ('k) • n (1) . n (Ih ' Iv) .. 1
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The resistance of the building. expressed by means of the Base Shear
Coefficient. V.K •• is obtained by iteration.

Estimate of the seismic resistance of brick masonry buildings

Pre-World War I buildings. built of "German format" bricks of
dimensions 25x12x6 em. as well as buildings built of modular brick
blocks of dimensions 30x20x20 em. have been taken into consideration as
widespread typical brick masonry buildings. Table 1 shows calculations
for ceramic blocks and high qual ity mortar. and as an alternative the
same walls reinforced with horizontally placed stirrups.

a. Analysis of existing brick masonry buildings (Rows 1, 2. and 3 in
Table 1)

An insight into the seismic resistance of existing brick masonry
bUildings has been made possible by parametric analysis, the wall
element tests so far carried out in the laboratory, surveys of wall
layouts of actual buildings (though for only a smaller number of
bUildings) and an estimate of the method of construction used.

The influence of the parameter of wall layout on seismic resistance
can be seen from the table in Figure 3. The value of this parameter
n(Zh. Zy) can fall from an ideal value of 100% to a very small percent.
Such is the case with the so-called "tunnel construction". where all the
load-bearing walls are oriented in one direction. Such buildings are
demolished by an earthquake shock acting at right angles to the plane of
the walls, as examples at Skopje have shown. The fashion of tunnel
construction (in reinforced concrete construction. too). as well as
complicated. unsymmetrical wall layout plans which cause torsional
loadings. results in the inclusion of a certain number of seismically
unstable masonry buildings among our existing buildings.

In the analysis presented in Table 1. relatively favorable wall
layout plans have been assumed. as is the case with a large nllllber of
older bUildings. From Table 1 the influence of wall thickness. which in
the case of older buildings increased with increasing building height.
can be seen. In the ground floor wall thickness was a lIinimum of 45 cm
before World War I, after 1930 it was 38 em. and after 1960. when
modular measurements were introduced. 30 em. at which time the
requirement that cement-lime mortar be used for the construction of
masonry bUildings in seismic regions was also introduced into the
technical regulations.

In the first row of Table 1 the suburban dwelling houses owned by
moderate income inhabitants have been analyzed. These are mainly single
story bui ldings with an occupied attic and walls not tied together at
ground-floor ceiling level. In the Skopje and Banja Luka earthquakes
failure of such buildings built of poor quality bricks and mortar
occurred. consequently statistics of fai lures and d.age indicated the
false generalization that "brick masonry is not a suitable building
material for seismic regions".
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The safety factor of a building depends on the safety factor of one
of the relevant walls. As the rflevant walls ar~ denoted those walls
which define the failure ~chanism of the building. according to their
relatively greater stiffness and larger number.

~
he total inertial force] ffihe factor of increasing or ]

(2) acting in the story • @ decreasinq of the load acting
n the relevant wall

v =

<D rhe resistance of the
Levehnt wa 11 ]

I'l'\ IThe cross-sectional area of J
• ~ the ~lalls standing in the

direction of the seismic force

(il

Substituting for the expressions in the above equation with the para
meters and S~bols listed in the appendix. the following equation for V
can be obta ined:

v

a> e~ f tot n y h (I .. ~TI G> [w)

The vertical bearing stress in the relevant wall oar can be expressed
as follows:

(2)
<l, Ftot n f

(3)

Substituting this expression into Eq. (1) we obtain:

If Eg. (3) is squared and solved for the number of stories n. then the
follOWing expression is obtained:

(4)

Figure I

Parametric Analysis of the Seismic Resistance
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n(f) • _--=-__

:~I 0.06 I 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 I 0.40 I:~ I 0.10

"

0.400 .43

I
.50 .:x. .b~ .ll .79

:~~ I0.500 .38 .44 .50 .60 .67 .75
0.600 .33 .40 .45 .56 .63 .71 .77 ,

I 0.700 .30 .36 .42 .52 .58 .68 .74 i

i I I I 20 MP/mZ I
\ 1 k i

1.0 I 1.5 2 5 10 '5 25
t

(n{1k ) I .20 I .30 .40 1 2 3 i 4 5 I

z •
v

q,
1 + TJir

q
1+~,h'f

~ 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.\5 0.\0
Zv

1 \.00 .83 .68 I .54 .42 .31 .23 .15 .11
0.80 .85 .70 :: I .47 .37 .28 .21 .14 .10
0.60 .70 .60 .41 .33 .25 .19 .13 .09
0.40 .57 .49 .42 .35 .28 .23 .17 .12 .08

Figure 3

Values of the Coefficients of the Parametric functions
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It also follows from Table 1 that carefully designed and built older
masonry bUildings built of solid bricks, but using lime-sand mortar, as
well as newer buildings built using modular brick blocks and the
reQui red cement-l ime mortar. can \lIithstand earthquake shock s of
intensity VIII on the MSK-64 scale.

b. Brick masonry prospects in view of new thermoinsulation requirements
(Rows 4a and 4b in Table 1)

The trend towards the greater competitiveness of brick construction
for res i:1tntial buildings has resulted in the building of brick wans
out of nodular brick blocks with a thickness of 30 cm in the ground
floor. rhe reduced thermoinsulation due to the reduced thickness of
such walls has been partly compensated for by perforating the blocks.
However, much greater thermoinsulation is required by today's energy
crisis, which is not possible to obtain by increasing wall thickness,
and 50 it would appear on ttl:! face of it that the great advantage of
brick has been lost.

A step forward could be taken by reducing the thickness of brick
bearing walls to 20 or 25 em and simultaneous ly adding a layer of
thermo insulation. In this case another problem arises, that of
providin~ sufficient load-carrying capacity, and, in particular. seismic
resistance. The results of tests carried out on some walls have shown
that by the use of high-quality mortar it is possible to increase
substantially the shear resi~tance of brick walls. The analysis shown
in Table 1 indicates in general a substantial increase in the seismic
resistance of buildings in comparison with the method of construction so
far used, so that in all cases resistance to earthquakes of intensity IX
is achieved.

The supposed drawback of using mortar with a compressive strength of
over 100 kp/cm2 is that walls built using such a mortar would be
brittle, i.e. without ductility. Proof that this is not the case
follows from the measured values of the deformational characteristics of
walls of groups II, III, V and VI, as is shown in Table 2.

Estimate of the seismic resistance of stone masonry buildings

In Yugoslavia most stone masonry buildings are in the countryside.
Stone was used as almost the exclusive building material up to the end
of the last century.

In cities and urban areas, stor.e masonry bUildings represent
ethnological. cultural and historical monuments of extreme value. which
must be preserved in the future.

The resistance of such buildings to seismic forces, defined by the
shear strength of a stone masonry wall is sometimes extremely low.
Fortunately, the resistance can be substantially increased by means of
cement injections. Taking into account other favorable characteristics
of stone masonry bUildings--greater thickness of walls. favorable
structural layout--the cement injections represent a cheap solution
during revitalization when the seismic resistance of buildings must be
improved, which does not require additional structural elements and does
not change the building aesthetically.
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The constructional characteristics of stone masonry walls of
various categories, as determined during the test, were as follows:

Cat. I. Two-faced stone walls whose cavities are filled with poor
qua1ity 1ime mortar made of clayey sand and earth. These wa 11 s
were unp1astered. The walls of old dwellings in the Kozjansko,
Soca Valley and Friu1i regions are of this type.

Table 2

Estimated Seismic Resistance of Stone Masonry Buildings

Tens i1 e Shear modulus Ductility
strength G 6ma/co

on

kp!Cm2
Mp!cm2 -

Walls of group II 1.7 4.3 3.2

" " " III 2.6 4.0 3.9
.. " /I V 4.7 9.4 3.4
.. /I II VI 3.0 4.7 3.3

Cat. II. Two-faced walls built of quarried stone whose cavities are
filled with stone, fra~nts and lime-mortar containing clean sand
as aggregate. These walls are unplastered. The dwellings of the
Montenegran Littoral are built with such walls.

Cat. III. Two-faced walls built of roughly-hewn quarried stone. whose
cavities are filled with stone fragments and lime-mortar containing
clean sand as aggregate. These walls were plastered using cement
lime-sand mortar. The public buildings (schools) of the
Montenegran Littoral are built with such walls.

Cat. IV. Two-faced walls built of quarried stone (A.B) and of rounded
riverbed stone (C.D). both fi lled with stone fragments. plastered
and grouted. As was seen from the surfaces where fractures
occurred. the larger part of the grout mixture was taken up by the
inner part of .the wall, which had thus turned into good.
·prepaeked- concrete.
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In Table 3 the calculations for buildings with basic and cement-grouted
walls have been presented.

Experience and Suggestions in Connection with Repair Work

After the occurrence of an earthquake the most urgent task is
providing aid to the survivors: rescuing people from under the
wreckage, supplying medical aid to the injured, and arranging emergency
sheHer and med; ca1 protect ion, and other simi 1ar measures. However,
soon Questions arise as to what should be done with the damaged
buildings.

These Questions are not only of a technical nature. but can also be
primarily of a socia-political nature. and it is to them that particular
attention has been paid in this contribution.

Decisions to demolish or repair

Already during clearing up operations after an earthquake. i.e. the
removal of wreckage and the demolition of badly-damaged buildings.
strictly political questions can arise. This was the case in the
Slovene ethnic region in Friuli. where the population, with the support
of Italian progressive intellectual and political forces in Friuli. put
up physical resistance to demolition work. which had been taken on by
various enterpri ses and organizations completely from a profit-making
point of view.

On the first inspection of buildings. when the removal of wreckage
is to take place. the rule should be followed that the demolition should
take place of only those buildings or parts of buildings which threaten
the safety of passersby. Otherwise the final decision of whether or not
a building should be demolished should be delayed until a damage
assessment has been made. or until proposals for repair and
strengthening have been made. In any case it should be delayed
sufficiently so that the user of the building can make a conscious and
free decision.

Damage assessment principles

When assessing damage it is not appropriate to use as a basis the
insurance practice by means of which the value of the building when new
is assessed and then depreciated over the period of its existence. If
such a method were used, 1n the case of old bui ldings absurdly low
values would be obtained. particularly in economically backward areas.

The only estimate of damage caused by an earthquake which is really
appropriate is the restitutional value. This represents the financial
means which will be needed to restore to the buildings their full usable
value. This means that in the case of a future earthquake whose
strength has been estimated a residential building must be safe, which
means that it may be damaged but must not collapse.

If it is not expected that an earthquake will occur in the future
with a greater intensity than the one which has already occurred. and if
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a building has not been damaged to such an extent as to indicate that
the building had started to collapse, then it is sufficient if the
resistance of the damaged elements is restored to its original level.

Categorization of damaged bUildings

An assessment of the extent and degree of damage should be obtained
by means of damage categorization. A categorization scheme can be
prepared by the group of experts who have inspected the earthQuake
stricken region. The categories consist of: 1) practically undamaged
bui ldings, II) bui ldings with damage to non-structural elements
(footings, chimneys, partition walls), 111) buildings with damage to
the vertical load-bearing elements:

a) with less serious but defined damage and
b) with more serious but also defined damage to the vertical and

horizontal load-bearing elements.

and IV) buildings to be demolished with reasons given. This work,
which includes obtaining data on the number of stories and the floor
area, should be carried out by one group. If the damage assessment work
is to be distributed among several groups, care has to be taken that a
uniform coordinated approach to this work is followed. Categorization
is carried out by inspecting each building individually. If mistakes
are made during categorization it is always possible to correct them
when re.,air work is started. However, categorization is the basis for
the assessment of damage, its extent, and the distribution of seismic
intensity over the earthquake-stricken region.

Financial evaluation of damage

A financial evaluation of the damage caused by an earthquake can be
obtained by means of characteristic examples of the larger number of
buildings in each category. The actual restitutional value for a
building in any particular category is obtained on the basis of a
uniform specification of work, which' Jrepared by a group of experts,
taking into account calculated prices .,repared by independent quantity
estimators.

The other method of financial evaluation of dalllage consists of the
use of a damage assessment questionnaire, which includes all possible
repair work. and into which the necessary quantities are entered in
physical units. Prices are, as before, calculated by several quantity
estimators, and after coordination and final acceptance of the uniform
prices the quantities obtained for individual bUildings are multiplied
with this uniform price, so that the restitutional value of an
individual building is obtained.

We have used both methods in pract ice in the past. The second
method can be used if only a small number of buildings are involved.
However such a price provides no substitute for the actual restitutional
value which is obtained when the repair plans are completed and other
data about the quality of materials and other conditions of construction
are obtained. The computer print out should certainly not be used as a
document proving the right to assistance or loans. It should be
considered only as an element of calculation, which is what this method
of estimation really provides.
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The financial estimate of damage, with documentation concerning the
completed categorization of damage as well as documentation about the
characteristic buildings on the basis of which the calculation of
restitutional costs was made, is a document by means of which
applications for solidarity assistance and its distribution to the
various locations of the earthquake-stricken region can be justified.
It must be carefully stored for future reference.

If the restitutional value is used as the basis for damage
assessment, and repair work is carried out on this basis, then it is
evident that the earthquake-stricken region will, particularly if it was
a less-developed one where the largest damage usually occurs, make
considerable progress in its development after the repair work has been
carried out. As residential living conditions will essentially improve,
this wi 11 create an improvement in economic conditions, too. This is
logical, as investments in the standard of living result in an increase
in the region's social productivity.

The programming and design of repair work

In p'rinciple. when carrying out damage assessment the method by
which a building IS to be repaired should be determined. So far this
has not been so in the majority of cases. On the other hand rebuilding
and replacement work. which was considered when making damage
asses~ents, did not represent lower costs than the proposed methods of
repair based on laboratory tests and repair work carried out on this
basis. In our opinion, in all cases laboratory tests of repairs to
load-bearing elements should be included in the designs and calculations
of repaired buildings. These tests indicate the existing quality of the
elements. which provides an estimate of the intensity of the earthquake.
and also the increase in resistance which is obtained by using a chosen
method of repair. Thus by means of laboratory tests of elements the
intensity of the earthquake can be estimated ~rom actual buildings, as
well as the effect achieved by the repair work. This also forms the
basis for an assessment of the correctness of the design.

The carrying out of repair work

For the repair and simultaneous strengthening of stone masonry
walls it has been shown by lab tests that cement grouting is very
satisfactory. However, there has been considerable resistance to cement
grouting from those who were starting to carry out repair work, as for
instance in the So~a Valley Region, where youth groups with local
technical leaders with the necessary experience were employed. When
carrying out repair work in regions where individual bui Idings are very
scattered such resistance is understandable, as larger building
enterprises cannot take on such work, but nevertheless the necessity of
cement grouting should be insisted upon and teams capable of carrying
out this work should be organized. In Friulf, where two successive
strong earthquakes occurred. the experience obtained with respect to the
effectiveness of methods of repair was the same as that obtained in the
So~a Valley Region. The conclusions were formulated in the publication
of Assessorato dei Lavori Pubblici 1976, Regione Autonoma Friuli-Venezia
Giulia, which read as follows: -More than clear proof of this was
provided by the behavior of already repaired buildings in the following
September earthquake. Whereas superficial repairs and those
unaccompanied by antiseismic strengthening frequently failed and caused
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the irreparable destruction of buildings, those in which repair work had
been carried out technically correctly performed satisfactorily and
protected buildings from repeated heavy damage.-

When carrying out repair work using methods which are not yet well
known in individual regions, and in those cases in which the repair work
will not be carried out by larger building enterprises. it is
recommended that demonstration building sites and training be organized
for working groups which will carry out the repair work.



ESTIMATES OF BUILDING STOCKS AS A BASIS FOR DETERMINING RISK1

Barclay G. Jones

In the event of earthquakes and other natural disasters, it is
extremely useful to have as rapidly as possible approximate estimates of
the total number of buildings at risk. Strong regularities and
relationship!. characterize social systems which should make it possible
to arrive at satisfactory estimates even with minimal information about
the social system which has been affected. These regularities can be
derived deductively from a knowledge of the nature of social systems, and
a model of the relationships between the number and types of buildings
and other characteristics of the system can be created. Empirical
investigations can then calibrate the parameters of the model to
determine within narrow ranges what the numerical relationships are
likely to be. Then with minimal information about a social system
subject to a disastrous event, rapid estimates can be made concerning the
number of buildings at risk.

The most important concern in earthquakes and other disasters is loss
of human 1ife and physical injury. Consequently, various tabulations of
major earthquakes frequent ly use as a threshhold criterion some stated
number of deaths or some magnitude of shock. Frequently, events of high
magnitude are excluded from the list, if they did not result in any loss
of life. The second most important concern is with human deprivation and
suffering as d consequence of the loss of buildings, structures, and
artifacts. Earthquakes and other disasters are usually reported in terms
of the number of individuals or households wno were made homeless or who
were left without shelter. In this regard homelessness or loss of
shelter is used as a surrogate for the destruction of buildings and their
contents. In addition to dwellings themselves, this implies clothing,
furniture, utensils, stores of food, linkages to vital services such as
water supply, waste water disposal. electricity, telephone, gas and other
fuels. Not only are survivors without shelter from the elements. they
are without heat, light, food, means of cooking, water for drinking and
personal hygiene, bedding, and clothing. Homelessness also is used to
imply the loss of other kinds of buildings although these are sometimes
stated explicitly. The most important are places of .ark. and again the
loss is not merely that of the structures themselves, but of the tools,
machinery, equipment and inventories that were associated with these
buildings. Having estimates of the number of buildings at risk can
assist pre-event disaster preparedness planning and planning for disaster
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relief and reconstruction efforts. In the emergency period inmediately
after an event, such estimates can be useful in assessing the extent of
the damagp. and determining the severity of the event. Rapidly developed
estimates can aid relief efforts by determining rough quantities of
material that need to be provided. In the reconstruction phase after an
event, such estimates can give a first indication of what will be
necessary to restore the social system to its previous state.

Est imates of building stocks even if they were quite rough would be
extremely useful in a variety of ways in pre-event planning. Measures
taken to reduce vulnerability often involve the adoption of seismic
building codes or other similar ordinances. These frequently take
cognizance of the existing building stock at the time the ordinance was
passed and specify that these structures must be brought into conformity
with the code within some stipulated period of time. There is almost
never any indication of the number of buildings involved nor of the
constructio~ effort that would be necessary to accomplish this objective.
Disaster preparedness planning could use estimates of building stocks by
determining in advance rough numbers of bui ldings by small geographical
areas subject to various kinds of natural disasters. This would aid in
planning evacuation procedures and determining the number of alternate
and temporary shelters and facilities that would be needed.

In the case of a disastrous event, damage assessment is usually
undertaken at an early stage. Criteria for external assistance is often
based on some proportion of the pre-existing stock that was lost. Such
measures are used to express economic value of loc;ses as a .atio of gross
regional product. This relationship is frequently the basis for
determining whether or not a stricken area is entitled to external
assistance or could be expected to cope with the situation with internal
resources. In the weeks that follow, careful counts of structures
suffering various degrees of damage are carried out. However, there ;s
almost always no information regarding the total number of structures
that existed before the event. Damage assessment procedures could be
facilitated by estimates of existing building stocks. In the emergency
following a disaster, relief efforts must be mounted with great speed.
To be efficient, they require rapid estimates of the magnitude of
destruction. The degree of mobilization of external resources and the
logistics necessary to deliver them to the stricken region must be
determined very quickly. Estimates of existing building stocks that
could be made rapidly and easily would greatly assist this process. The
earthquake which struck Campania-Basilicata in 1980 blocked roads with
rubb le because all the hi ghways went from town to town and through each
settlement rather than around them. Consequently, it was several days
before it was possible to penetrate into the center of the region and
determine how great the magnitude of the destruction really was. With
rapid estimates of the number of buildings, the type of construction, and
the magnitude of the shock, it should have been possible to make a first
estimate within a matter of hours.

For example, UNDRO uses three categories of bui ldings in the MSK-64
scale and six grades of damage. Relationships have been establ ished
between intensity of shock and percent of structures of different
categories suffering various degrees of damage. Percent loss of value of
structure is related to degree of damage also [United Nations, 198OJ. In
a short period after an earthquake, the intensity of the shock and the
area impacted at various degrees would be known. Estimates could rapidly
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be made of the building stock in the impacted area and assumptions based
on familiarity with the region could be used to develop a distribution of
bui 1dings by category. Degrees of damage could then be calculated. A
rough estimate of economic loss could be determined as a first
approximation. As reports come from the field providing further
information, the estimates could be successively revised and refined.

Reconstruction efforts must always await detailed damage estimates
made by experts over a period of weeks. However, initial reconstruction
planning can proceed immediately based on information derived from
building stock estimates that would serve as a first approximation.

Since the stock of bui 1dings in an area has tremendous economic and
social importance, and since information about stocks and their
characteristics is so useful in disaster situations, it is extraordinary
that so little information about them is readily available. Most
countries in the world make no attempt to enumerate buildings, let alone
gather information about their Characteristics. In the United States. no
federal agencies gather systematic and complete information about
buildings. Some countries with highly centralized governments make
serious efforts, but often the quality of the data is variable.
Information about housing is normally gathered in most countries.
However, relationships between housing units and residential bUilding~

and residential structures and total building stocks are not available.
At the state, provincial. or regional level in most countries the
situation is usually worse. Frequently. most information exists at the
local level. However. the completeness and quality of data vary
extremely from one locality to another. The data are usually gathered
for a specific purpose such as the assessment of taxes and other levies
so that there are strong incentives for avoidance resulting in
underenumeration. Further, the quality of the data will not vary
randomly but systematically with certain types of structures
disproportionately undercounted compared with others. Categories of
buildings not relevant to the purpose of the count. such as untaxed
propert i es. may be omi tted ent i re ly. Moreover. these data are usually
stored locally and may have been destroyed or made inaccessible by the
disaster. In any event, attempting to seek out the data and assemble
them from a large number of local ities would consume so much time and
effort as to obviate the purpose of making the estimates.

What is necessary is a means of making rapid estimates with tolerable
degrees of accuracy that would justify the effort and cost of making them
for pre-disaster. emergency, and post-disaster purposes. Fortunately.
social systems are characterized by many regularities which persist with
fairly stable rates of change over long periods of time. 3 Since this is
the case. it is possible to make estimates about unknown characteristics
of human societies on the basis of other characteristics for which data
are readily available. Once the relationships have been determined
either through several instances of enumeration or sampling procedures,
models can be developed which permit making estillates about current or
past phenomena in situations in which the desired information is not
known for one reason or another. Forecasting and predicting which is so
essential to decision-making both in public and private sectors are based
upon these procedures. Economic forecasts generally involve establishing
stable relationships between individuals and artifacts and use
projections of numbers of individuals and various demographic and social
characteristics that they have. The dependent variable in
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economic forecasts is usually some product. good or service. and often a
physical artifact. The independent variables often include p0pulation
and demographic characteristics. Forecasts for services, such as
telephone usage. are the basis for decisions about capital equipment.
such as coaxial cables and switching equipment. Housing market analysis
which is concerned with forecasting the demand for additional housing
units in future periods is one of the techniques that comes as close to
making estimates of building stocks from other charactcri~tics of social
systems as anything currently in practice.

The problem is to devise a rapid. simple means of arriving at
plausible estimates of the magnitude and characteristics of the building
stock in a given place ot a given point in time using some sort of
informatlon about the social system that is readi ly avai lable. Perhaps
the single piece of information that exists for most places at most
points in time is the size of the resident population. If a relationship
between the p0pulation and the building stock can be established. this
would serve the present need. The purpose of buildings is to shelter the
activities of people. However. the relationship between population and
buildings will be different in different social systems. We can expect
the relationship to vary with the demographic structure of the
population, the level of social organization, the level of technology.
the age of the social system, the types of activities that are carried
on. and the level of income the population receives. Whether or not the
system is developing or declining will be important. The size of the
population. the degree of concentration or dispersion, the density of
settlement will all cause variation. However. it is reasonable to start
with a basic model which posits fundamental relationships and permit
later refinements to elaborate upon it. Univariate models are convenient
starting places and are often all that is necessary. Multi-variate
models can develop as other modifying relationships are explored and
factors found to be relevant. Additional variables often make morlels
more specific to particular times and places. Forecast accuracy is
gained by the sacrifice of generality.

A v~ry simple model can be developed. Because of its high level of
aggregation and lack of complexity, it may yield better estimates than
more elaborate ones. The model states as a fundamental precept that
buildings are some function of population.

(1) B = f (P)

The build ing stock wi 11 have accrued through an accret ionary process and
will reflect relationships that prevailed at various periods in the
community's history. The building stock is recognized as an aggregate of
survivals of increments to the stock from previous periods.

The relationship between bUildings and population will vary with
population size, density, and the magnitude of the agglomer: ions or
centers of concentration. Larger bUi ldings tend to be found in places
that have larger populations. This is a sufficiently important
modification of the initial premise that it should be stated as a
corollary that the population-building ratio is some function of the
population.

(2) P = g(P)
B
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As the population grows. increments to the building stock will reflect
the population-building ratios characteristic of the new scales of
population. The relationship at any point in time will again be an
aggregate of structures surviving from previous periods characterized by
different ratios. The change in the population-building ratio will
probably vary with population size. It will probably be low for small
populations then rise and subsequently fall as population continues to
grow as shown schematically in Figure 1. For very small populations.
bui ldings represent inordinately large per capita capital expenditures
and require very high levels of saving and investment. Consequently. the
buildings are modest and very intensively used. As the society becomes
larger, more complex, and more productive. buildings and other
constructions become relatively cheaper and more plentiful. As
populations continue to grow in size and social complexity, larger
agglomerations of population are assenOled, 1arger buildings are
constructed. and the population-building ratio probably rises.

The way in which building stocks vary with population is not direct
and simple but reflects extremely complex relationships. They are shown
schematically in Figure 2. The changing slope of the curve as population
grows reflects changes in building technology and changes in transport
technology. When population delines in a city or a region, the building
stock does not normally contract as rapidly. The building stock in many
communities which suffered in the Montenegran earthquake of 1979 had been
erected to shelter the activities of. much larger populations tha~

remained at that time. A classic example is the picturesque vi 11age of
Perast near Kotor. This Village had substantially larger populations in
the 17th and 18th century than it has at present. It contains a number
of large and imposing structures. the maintenance and repair of which
have been beyond the capacity of the population for many years.

Buildings are not of uniform size measured either in floor area,
height. or volume. A building stock wi 11 be characterized by some sort
of size distribution. It is implicit in the relationships already stated
that the distribution of buildings by size class intervals will be a
function of the population. The relative frequency distribution of the
number of bUildings by area can be stated as some function of the number
of buildings.

(3) (AI' AZ' ••• An) .. h(B)

Changes in the number of buildings necessarily imply a change in the
shape of the frequency distribution. As the number of buildings
increases (as a function of population), bUildings with larger areas can
be expected to be built, and the distribution should move to the right.
Once again. the stock of buildings at any point in time is an aggregate
of the distributions characterizing survivors from previous periods.

The distribution is bounded on the left by zero and has no effective
bound on the right. Therefore. a frequency distribution can be expected
which is skewed to the right as shown in Figure 3. For simplicity, it is
assumed the distribution conforms reasonably to the log normal. 4 Changes
over time can be described easily. The mean of the distribution will
increase with increasing size of population. The size of the largest
building will increase and the variance of the distribution will increase
also reflecting greater skewness. Such a change is shown on log normal
probability graph paper in Figure 4. The lower curve tl represents the
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first point in time and the upper curve t2 represents the second. The
upper curve has a larger mean, a greater variance. a lar~er intercept.
and therefore a bigger largest building, and the building stock contained
by it has a greater total floor area.

Similar conditions prevail with respect to the height distribution of
buildings. The relative frequency distribution of the number of
buildings by height will also be some function of the number of
builc!ings.

(4) Hn) • i(8)

-o
,..-,

,...

-
~

~
Floor Area 5,ze Class Intervals

Figure 3

Schematic Distribution of Buildi"9s by
Floor Area Size Class Intervals

If buildings are classed by the number of stories, a similar distribution
skewed to the right can be anticipated. Constraints of technology and
cost will affect this distribution more than the one for floor area. A
similar log normal distributiJn as for area will exist but with somewhat
different parameters. Floor area and height are not independent of each
other. Class intervals for floor area and height can be cross-tabulated
in matrix form. Given the skewed distributions assumed above. the means
of height, and the means of area will vary systematically in some such
fashion as that shown in Figure 5. The resulting distribution with these
assumptions is a bi-variate log normal distribution similar to the one
shown schematically in Figure 6 l Yule and Kendall, 195~.

The accretionary process by which building stock accumulates that has
been referred to repeatedly is portrayed schematically in Figure 1. In
Period I, NI buildings are built, Dl of which Ire destroyed through fire,
flood, demolition, and other Cl)uses, and 51 survive to the next period.
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University, 1976. p. 14.
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In Period 2. there is a great deal of construction activity. N2' but also
much destruction. 02. which falls proportionately on buildings from both
Periods 1 and 2. In Period 3. there is moderate building activity and
considerable destruction. The way the diagram is drawn the building
stock actually contracts in Period 3 as more buildings are demolished
than constructed. Periods in which there is little demonstration of
capability for growth of the bullding stock or actual contraction of it
may also be characterized by little capability for maintenance.
Buildings in poor repair are more vulnerable to earthquakes and other
kinds of disasters. other things being equal. This experience was
clearly demonstrated in both the Friuli and Montenegran earthquakes. Not
only did destruction vary from urban center to urban center depending
upon economic growth or decline, but also from center city to fringes in
relation to levels of income and capacity for new building activity. The
bottom diagram represents the situation at the end of Period 5. The
surviving building stock. 51 + 52 + 53 + 54 + Ss. is constituted of
strata of bUildings from each of the periods of the community's history.
The dotted lines and shaded area depict buildings that have been built at
various points over time and the periods in which they were destroyed.
The building accretion process is portrayed as a cohort survival model
and can be expressed in terms of a matrix algebra formulation [Copur.
1976J. [Rogers. 1971J.

A very simple deductive model has been developed which specifies a
number of characteristics of building stocks as plausible relations of
social systems. The model is descriptive and macro-behavioral. Such
models provide little in the way of explanation or understanding of
phenomena and make few contributions to the body of theory. However.
these kinds of models are often extremely useful for making estimates and
forecasts with reasonable degrees of accuracy.5 Obviously. the model can
be elaborated to include buildings of different types by use and
occupancy as well as other features. However. at this stage of
development. such disaggregation is inappropriate.

An empirical test of the model was carried out to determine whether
or not the relationships that were posited could be observed. 6 Existing
sets of data had to be used. and information was found for populations
and buildings for a number of cities at different points in time. Simple
regression analysis of five sets of city building stocks as a function of
population was carried out. and the results are shown in Table 1 and the
scatter diagrams displayed in Figures 8 and 9. The estimated and actual
buildings using the equations are compared in Appendix Tables A.l through
A.5. The difference is expressed as a percent of the estimate which
accentuates the estimating errors. For the most part the estimated
buildings are relatively close to the actual number.

Regression analysis was also carried out on the population-building
ratio as a function of population using the logarithm of population. The
results shown in Table 2 have. as expected. much lower coefficients of
determination. The scatter diagrams show strong relationships but
considerable variation from one city to another. The equations derived
from this anlaysis were used to make estimates of popu1ation~building

ratios for hypothetical city sizes as shown in Table 3. While there is a
considerable range in the ratios depending on the equation used. there is
greater convergence for the large samples of cities and the more recent
years. The ratios in Table 3 can be used to make rough estimates of
building stocks for analytical purposes. They were the basis for
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estimating the percent of the building stock in Bucharest destroyed in
the Romanian earthquake of 1977. 7

Size data for bui ldings by area and height that can be tabulated
separately and cross-tabulated are very difficult to find. A good data
set that had been subjected to a great deal of refinement and elimination
of errors was obtained for a large percentage of the total building stock
of the five boroughs that comprise New York City totalling about SOO,OOO
buildings. S Distribution by class interval for areas is shown in
Table 4, and the obvious skewness of the distribution was anticipated by
the model. The distributions for total bulldings are more regular than
those for residential buildings and non-residential structures.

Similar ~esults were obtained from an analysis of the height
distribution of buildings shown in Table 5. The tabulation conforms to
expectations. Log normal probability plots were made for residential and
non-residential structures for both area and height separately. These
are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Analyzed in this fashion residential
structures show less conformity to expectations both for area and for
height. It seems apparent that residential structures are a
heterogeneous set that combine two separate populations: single family,
duplex, and garden apartment units and large apartments and condominiums.

Floor area and height were cross-tabulated and the resulting
distribution was much as anticipated by the model. The results are shown
in numbers of structures in Tab Ie 6 and by re1at fve frequency
distribut ion in Table 7. The distributions were more skewed than was
anticipated. One of the surprising findings was that 77% of the
bulldings in the five boroughs were less than three stories tall and
contained 4,000 square feet or less. This is not the usual image that
one has of New York City.

Empirical regularities and persisting relationships between
populations and building stocks were assumed and a deductive model was
constructed. Empirical tests carried out on the few sets of data that
were readily available explored these regularities and estimated the
parameters of the relationships. The basic tenets of the model were
confirmed. Obviously, substantial additional research is necessary to
refine the model and produce equations that would provide reliable
estimates in a number of different kinds of situations.

It is clearly possible to develop techniques for making rapid,
inexpensive estimates of building stocks in areas subject to earthquakes
and other natural disasters. Such estimates would be extremely useful in
pre-event situations by determining the magnitude of the task of reducing
vulnerability and retrofitting and in planning to mitigate the effects of
earthquakes. Using the United Nations method described earlier with more
accurate information on the percent distribution of buildings by
category, it would be possible to use the building stock estimates to
make fairly refined forecasts of the probable pconomic loss from
earthquakes of various magnitudes for any region. In emergency
situations, such estimates would be useful to arrive at first
approximations of the magnitude of the situation with which one is
confronted. In post-event recovery periods, the estimates could be
compared to damage assessments to obtain some concept of the re lat ive
effect of the disaster on the i~acted region. The estimates would also
serve to permit beginning recovery planning sooner after the event and
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hopefully shorten the period of deprivation and suffering of the
populations subjected to the disaster. Such techniques are not conceived
as a replacement or a substitute for existing processes and procedures
dea1i n9 with dis as ter preparedness, emergency re1i ef, damage as sessment ,
or reconstruction planning. Instead they are offered as a means of
assisting and facilitating these processes and in Sl) doing, mitigating
the effects of earthquakes and other disasters on social and economic
systems.

FOOTNOTES

1. Sane of the research reported in th i s paper was supported by the
National Science Fondation through Grant Number GI-43867.

2. For a detailed description of difficulties which limit the usefulness
of the U.S. Census of Housing for estimating residential structures
let alone total buildings, see Hibbs [1978] •

subject in
Empirical

techniques

One of the first works to call explicit attention to the
spatial analysis is the section entitled "Some
Regulariti~~" in Isard r 1956J. An early compilation of
for dE:;.. ,-ibing these regularities is Isard [196()J .

4. The observat ion that various skewed distributions can be usefully
applied to different kinds of urban phenomena goes back more than 50
years. There are a number of historical reviews of this literature.
A classic article in the urban literature which has had much
influence is that by Simon [1957]. A basic work on the log normal
distribution is by Aitchison and Brown ri9S7].

3.

5. The usefulness of models of this kind is argued and a comparison with
micro-behavioral models is made in Jones [19711 •

6. The research results reported here were first presented and described
in greater detail in Jones, M~nson, Mulford, and Chain (1976] •

7. With apparently reliable reports on the number of buildings damaged
and destroyed and census information on the population, it was
possible to use the technique described here to estimate that only
two to three percent of the buildings in Bucharest had been destroyed
or severely damaged in the earthquake of March 4, 1970 [Jones and
Avgar, 1977].

8. The original source of the data was the Real Property Assessment File
of the Real Property Assessment Department of the City of New York
Finance Administration. This file and the Multi-Structure Parcel
Records File were acquired through the Tri-State Regional Planning
Commission which had spent a considerable amount of time updating and
refining the basfe data. The data were unpublished and are available
only on tape.
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APPENDIX A

Table 1

Estimated Buildings Compared with Actual:
~olumb;a (19 Cities). 1951

'.1' c..c
DUfer...c. Dtff.renu

1I1IIIlIe1' of Iut1diD.. ••e"••• Aceual ta of
City Populatt_ Accual E8tbat.d uad IaU..tH E8tiMu

IIolOt& D. E. 648324 82044 82921 877 1.06
t1ed.U1a 1~811l9 52456 46405 -60~1 -13.0"
cau 2841116 34398 37091 2693 7.26
'an_auilla 279627 34444 36517 2073 S.6a
carta'.... 12&811 1S222 11543 2321 13.23
l1_loa1•• 126201 16206 11207 1001 5.12
Ilucar_a- 112252 146]2 154.51 119 5.30
n.a.... 98695 13215 13745 460 3.34
C!icuta 95150 15742 13299 -2443 -la.31
Paleo 81103 11671 11531 -147 -1.2'
Monelria 770~7 11152 110n -131 -1.19
Neiva 50494 7910 7618 -231 -3.01
s."ta Marea 47354 7179 72111 104 1.43
Popay." 1010808 6234 6963 729 10.46
QuiltdO 16~~' 6484 5924 -560 -9.45
Villavice"cio 113"2 10411 551' 1032 11.71
Tunja 27402 8486 4772 -3714 -71.84
1l1ohac:ha 13061 3004 2968 -36 -1.22
L.tlcia 3493 570 1763 1193 67.66

Total 2546180 345613 lU~99 -14

Cley

Bocce. D. E.
Pledel11n
cali
llarrauu1l1a
cartallnl
IIKara......
Kanhal••
CUe:uta
lbal'"
Ilone.l'la
Pa.to
Sallta IIan.
:Ie iva
Popayia
'[u,.ja
V1l1...ica"c10
Qulltdo
IUohacM
Lette1a

Total.

Table 2

Estimated BU~ldingS Compared with Actual:
Columbia (19 Cities). 1964

,... CeDt
DUf.r.r ~. Diff.naco

R~r of lu11d1D" I.t....a Actual 1. of
Po;nalat1oa Actual Z.U_tet! aDd Enbatd £au_ca

U68101 181166 190919 9753 5.11
71211117 106941 95923 -llOlll -11.49
fI119t9 89416 791101 -9625 -1%.06
498'301 68659 113121 -55Jl1 -1.77
241015 31307 32n3 1206 3.71
22914. 2923. 31040 1802 5.80
22191& .2&206 JOI04 58911 19.,59
175'336 21760 24540 -4220 -17.20
163661 22334 23145 III 3.50
1263%9 11709 111685 -t4 -0.11
1128711 15876 1707. 1202 7.04
104471 14346 16074 lUI 10.75
89190 13531 14320 719 5.51
76568 11305 U1U 1436 11.21
68905 11621 11125 204 1.73
58430 11595 10574 1979 18.72
42926 7370 11122 1352 15.50
31897 7110 7404 224 3.03
4013 2060 4073 2011 49.43

5226169 692630 692604 -26

Sourc.: k ..clay~. Jou., DOea14 M. Ma_. Jam E. lklfori..... Man A.
ebata, n. bcwaUoe of '" U41y Stoeg 1M Tba1r ChaI'ac:t.T1aUCS
la IJT.... Are.l: AD lmr••t;r2Uoa of EM1r1cel !nalutU...
Itl'.a4:a. In YOI'It: Pr0ll'_ 111 1lr1lIa .. lealoaal Stud,..•• Cornell
U~....1t)', 1916. p. n ... 52.
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APPENDIX A

Table 3

Estimated BUildings Compared with Actual:
Turkey (4 Cities), 1970

Per Cent
Ditference Ilifference

Nulllber of Bullding9 Between Actual is of
CHy ropulation Actual tst1l11atltd and Est In.ated Estimate

Istanbul 2132407 230244 2305101 297 0.13
Ankara 1236H2 117464 Un98 18334 13.50
Iznli r 520832 87986 60181 -27805 -46.20
Adana 347454 52208 41853 -10355 -24.74
Bursa 2n9S3 49409 34295 -15114 -44.07
Gaziantep 227652 34051 29189 -4862 -16.66
Esk.1sehi r 216373 36387 27997 -8390 -29.97
Konya 200464 33110 26315 -6795 -25.82
Kayser! 160985 23772 22142 -1630 -1.36
Diyarhaklr 149%6 1495) 20935 5982 28.57
Sa..sun 134061 18227 19296 1069 5.54
Sivas 133979 17324 19287 1963 10.18
l.rzurum 133444 18845 19230 385 ~.oo

Halatya 128841 14924 18744 3820 20.38
KocaeU 120694 18288 17883 -405 -2.27
Ice1 112982 14852 17067 2215 12.98
tlazig 107364 13944 1(47) 2529 15.35
Sakarya 10128] 16475 15831 -644 -4.07
Urfa 100654 14023 In64 1741 11.04
Antalya 95616 20232 15232 -5000 -32.83
Kir1kkale 91658 12297 14813 2516 16.99
Bal1kesir 85004 15863 14110 -1753 -12.43
Den l& 11 82372 15656 13832 -1824 -13.19
Trabzon 8019S llS94 1366S 2071 15.15
Zonguldak 17135 9833 13278 3445 25.94
Tarsus 74510 12019 13000 921 7.CJ9
Mani.s. 72276 13888 1276'4 -1124 -8.80
Hatay 66520 10959 12156 1197 9.85
Karabiik 64999 8933 11995 3062 2~.53
Edirne H806 10675 10812 n: 1.27
Akh1sar 48796 13459 10282 -3177 -30.90
Van 46751 7265 10066 2801 27.83
Nazi 11 J. 4US9 10601 9898 -703 -7.11
Kilis 43438 9677 9716 39 0.40
Salih11 34478 7818 8769 951 10.84
Kirseh1r 33173 6022 8631 2609 30.23
Adiyaman 31263 5392 8429 3037 36.03
Aksaray 30138 5704 8310 2606 31.36
ltastalftOnu 29338 6560 8225 1665 20.25
EU&li 26904 3817 8179 4~62 53.33
Y..o:d1:'11 2l!109 4796 8095 3299 40.'~
Tire 28018 8913 80S6 -827 -10.23
Lu1eburln 27808 4771 8064 329: 40.83
.olu 26944 4269 7972 3103 46.105
Kozan 26097 5816 7883 2067 26.22
Nevseh1.r 2568S 5511 7839 Zl28 29.10
Eclrcait 24115 Sn7 7613 1916 24.97
Bltlis 20824 3279 7325 4046 ~5.24

Total 1964869 1061922 10S7918 -It

Source: 8ar~lay G. Jones, Donald M. Manson. John-E. Mulford, and Hark A. Chain, !h!
Estimation of Bullr.ing Stock.s and Their Characteristics in Urban Areas: An
Investigation of Empirical Regularities. Ithaca, New York: Program in Urban
and Regional Studies. Cornell Univeraity, 1976. p. 53.
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APPENDIX A

Table 4

Estimated BUildings Compared with Actual:
Turkey (14 Cities), 1927

Par Cent
Differ••,,:. DHfn..ce

.....t of luUtlinp I.t__ Aet..a1 i. of
City Popu1atlOtl Aetua1 laU..te4 uell.U_teel ~U..t.

bunbul 729457 U4374 12641. 2044 1.62
tz.ir 153845 3816S 29790 -un -Z'.l1
Attll.ara 747114 19525 16n. -3007 -1'.20
"'r•• 61451 17639 14280 -nSf -23.52
Ituny. 47496 12919 Un7 -982 ....%3
£dirne 34669 9524 9784 260 Z.66
!rzuru. 31457 11984 9145 -2719 -29.63
Diyarball.1r 30709 5760 9U9 3359 36.14
Kay.ert 10134 1009. 9023 -10n -11.92
Urt. Z9911 55'4 1986 339% 37.75
Siva. 284'8 6467 1741 2272 25.97
TrabEoo 24634 6348 S099 USl 11.61
Antall.ya 23550 5146 7917 2171 35.00
hnilr. 2260 650 10343 3693 15.03

Total U02162 274202 214107 5

Table 5

Estimated Buildings Compared with Actual:
Turkey (14 Cities), 1970

Pu Cnt
Difference DiU.nnce

Nuabu of Builellnp I.tv••n Actual is of
City Population Aetua1 Eat1Mutl aDd E.t1..tatl !attuta

Istanbul 2132401 230Z44 227656 -2588 -l.14
""kata 1236152 11'''64 134931 17474 12.95
lzalr 520832 17916 60938 -27048 -44.3'
luna 275953 49409 35605 -UI04 -3'.77
Kuny. 200464 33110 27796 -5314 -19.12
Kay••ri 160915 23772 23712 -'" -0.25
DiyarbSll.ir 149566 14953 22531 ,~ 33.63
Siva. 133979 17324 20918 3594 17.18
EnurUII 133444 ~aa., zOin 2011 '.67
Ucfa 100654 14023 17471 3441 19.71
Tra"'OIl I07U 11594 15416 3122 2/0.19
Mtall.ya 66520 10959 UU, 2910 n.JI
EcI1rn. 531106 10675 12624 1949 15.44
.&nill. 10038 2131 1096 5965 73.61

Total 5255595 642." 642503 14

Sourc.: lareiay C. Jon•• , Doaald K. ~ll, JOhll I. !tIlfol'e1. alltl llark A. ';haln. The
htiaat100 of BuUd1Il' Stock. __ Thair Character-i.tic. in U'l'baa Mas: b
Inv,nl,atlol1 of teptrical IMulv1tl.,. Ithaca,'''' York: 'rop_ in U'l'bA
and ...iOllal Studt,•• Conau UIl1vft'1~1, 1976. p. 54.
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MODELING REGIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

OF EARTHQUAKES

Jerome W. Milliman

The Objective of the Paper

Existing earthquake economic damage estimates are based primarily
upon property losses in the affected region. To structural damages are
added damages to the contents of buildings. damages to public facilities.
and sums are added for lives lost and injuries sustained. No estimates
are made of direct and indirect regional inr-orne and eqJloyment losses.
No attempt is made to estimate probable response patterns of the regional
economy to the damage disruption and the expected path of economic
recovery.

The purpose of this paper is to examine various types of regional
economic models for their suitability of measuring economic i.acts of
earthquakes from a regional point of vIew. It also reports on a research
project sponsored by the National Science Foundation1 to develop an
econometric model for the Charleston. South Carolina region to measure
regional economic responses to earthquakes and to earthquake predictions.
This model will link Process Analysis Models (PAM) with a regional econo
metric model which will make 1t possible to allow for substitution of
inputs and outputs as well as the adoption of new technology in the
recovery period. Traditional regional economic models are designed to
deal primarily with changes in aggregate demand. In situations of
catastrophic change where resource supply side constraints dominate. the
problem 1s to model inadequate aggregate supply side aspects rather than
the usual problems of changes in aggregate demand.

Unt 11 we have better procedures for est imat ing reg iona1 econOllli c
impacts and regional costs of adjustment for consumers. producers and
government. we will be on uncertain ground in evaluating the benefits and
costs of alternative ways to mitigate earthquake hazards. The
performance of the regional economy is at the heart of the matter. How
will the regional econo~ respond to earthquakes and to possible
pred ict ions1
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Modeling Economic Consequences of an Earthquake

The economic consequences of an earthquake are primarily a function
of the following variables:

1. the severity and duration of the earthquake;
2. the geology of the affected area;
3. the number and location of structures within the affected area;
4. the nature of the construction within the affected area;
5. the number and distribution of people within the affected area at

the time the earthquake occurs;
6. the effectiveness of short run response in preventing secondary

effects;
7. the nature and vulnerability of economic linkages; and
8. the speed and effectiveness of rehabilitation.

Furthermore, an earthquake wi 11 have distribut iona1 consequences
will be a function of the folloWing:
the extent to which losses are insured;
the extent to which private philanthropy and government assistance
become available following the earthquake; and
the extent to which the value of existing assets is altered as a
result of changed market conditions.

The social losses as a result of an earthquake include the
following:

1. deaths;
2. injuries;
3. psychological trauma;
4. social dislocation;
5. property damage; and
6. disruption of economic activity.

OnlY the last two classes of loss, property damage and disruption
of economic activity readily lend themselves to quantification in
monetary terms. Therefore, as a first approximation of the benefits of
mitigation we will concentrate on these two types of loss, while
recognizing that we may not be accounting for all losses averted by a
warning.

At the same time, it has been pointed out [Mill iman, 1975,
p. 1]] that caution must be taken to avoid double counting in measuring
property damages and reduction of econOlllic activity. The value of any
asset is the present value of the future stream of services which that
asset is expected to produce. If the asset is a "productive" asset, then
its destruction could be counted as the loss of producers surplus which
results from the loss of production, or as the loss of the value of the
asset, but not both.

On,: of the central concerns of public officials is the fear that
the earthquake prediction itself may cause economic disruption. It
should be recognized that some economic relocation from areas at risk and
some economic losses in the market value of properties at risk are to be
expected. Policy maker~ should not be surprised at market discounting of
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expected f"ture losses. Transfer of vulnerable activities to other areas
may be a rational adjustment. By contrast investment in strengthening
structures and other types of investment with~n the region could prove an
economical way to reduce losses.

In a perfectly coq>etitive market, each firm is independent of any
other firm or household. and the loss of the production of anyone firm
would have no noticeable impact upon any other firm. In such a case, the
loss of aggregate economic activity is exactly equal to the loss in value
of the productive asset. For an urban economy, however, the analysis is
complicated by the existence of many specialized and interdependent
ac t iv it ies. The loss of output from one act iv ity can affect the output
of other activities.

Furthermore. the higll degree of specialization in., 11 es that the
value produced by a productive asset in its specialized use is
considerably greater than the value produced in its best alternative use.
In an urban setting. the disruption of certain activities is likely to
force many resources into alternative uses. and the cost of doing so is
1ikely to be very high. In such a case, the direct loss of value of
assets is no longer a good measure of the tota1 soc ia1 costs incurred.
and what ;s needed is some measure of the total reduction in economic
activity. ------

To analyze these interdependencies in the face of an economic
change. it will be necessary to develop a regional economic model. Such
a model must be able to predict the level of economic activity in the
event of an earthquake, both with and without warning.

This model must focus on the supply side constraints which are
likely to arise in the event of a catastrophe, such as an earthquake.
Much of the current regional modeling involves analysis based on the
Keynesian model. The concern of these models is with the maintenance of
an adequate ievel of aggregate demand and the assull1Jtion is that no
supply side constraints are binding. In the event of a catastrophe.
however. this is not likely to be the case. Supply constraints are
likely to become paramount. Also. from recent experience in the
United States. insurance payments. capital inflows. and private and
public philanthropy will combine to assure a more than adequate level of
aggregate demand. In the case of the Alaska Earthquake of 1964, Federal
assistance and loans alone provided 115~ of property damages {Dacy and
Kunreuther. p. 88 l. In the San Fernando earthquake of 1971. Federal
loans and grants combined with insurance l)ayments amounted to 1021 of
tangible damages ~unroe and Carew. Table 15].

It is true that even when the entire amount of losses in the region
is offset in tggregate. there will be effects on the distribution of
wealth as well as distributive effects on the structure of activities.
The former wi 11 depend upon the nature of the reimbursement. e.g.. the
mix of insurance and government direct grant and subsidized loan
payments. as has been demonstrated by Kunreuther [1968, 1974. 197~. The
latter will depend upon the spatial distribution of activities and of
damages. Certain activities may be concentrated in high risk areas. such
as landfill sites. Dr may tend to be situated in older. more vulnerable
buildings. This problem of spatial distribution of damages can be
treated in a rough aggregate manner. The problem of wealth distribution
is less tractible because the structure of cOIIIPensation Is cOlllP'ex and
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not very predictible. As a first approximation in the prototype model.
it will be necessary to assume that wealth redistribution will be neutral
with respect to resource use decisions, and hence to the overall level of
economic act ivity which is generated and the nature of the adjustments.
At the same time it is recognized that, in addit ion to equity Quest ions.
redistribution of wealth can. in effect, alter the adjustment process
because capital markets are not frictionless and individual preferences
for investment and personal consumption expenditures will vary.

Regional Models and Supply-Side Constraints

Regional models which have attempted to incorporate supply side
constraints currently fall into two categories: input-output analysis
and econometric models. The input-output models specify a fixed
coefficient production function based on current ratios of inputs and
outputs in various sectors. Econometric regional models attempt to allow
for substitution in the input and output ratios, bas'ng their estimates
of the elasticities of substitution upon historical data. However, these
efforts are often incomplete because these models usually fail to model
supply-side sectors exp1icity.

Both types of model suffer other deficiencies, which have been
treat.ed in the literature. One problem is that the observations upon
which the models are based may be in disequilibria. Another problem is
that the mcde1s cannot deal with new technology for which there are no
observations. Perhaps the most serious problem current models suffer. at
least in the present context. is their inability to deal with changes of
great magnitude. These models are fairly effective in predicting in the
face of small changes. because they are empirically based on past
observations which generally involve small changes at the margin.
Observations involving catastrophic change are rare, yet it is in
precisely that type of situation that reliable prediction is most needed.

An exaJl1l1e of an effort to apply current techniques in regional
modeling to catastrophic change may be found in an attempt that was made
to use input-output analysis in estimating losses from an earthquake
r Cochrane, 1974]. The ana 1ys is is 1imite~ because it assumes that each
industry will continue to produce the same output mix and will be
constrained to the same input ratios as before the catastrophe. Changes
in input constraints simply result in a commensurate reduction in output.
with ""J possibility of input substitution. The recovery process is seen
as the elimination of the input constraint. at which point the industry
returns to its former level of activity. with its former product and
input mix.

The imposition of the assumption that the economy is so inf1exl~le

results in a severe overstatement of the ec,.nomic consequences or an
earthquake in the region. Furthermore. the assumption of constant
product miX probably leads to overestimation of the length of the
recovery period. It is reasonable that a catastrophic event would change
the level of demand for many outputs and that industries would respond to
the changed demand by shifting its product mix to favor outputs which are
useful in the recovery. Thus. the input-output analysis in the context
of catastropt'·c change is unsatisfactory in the static analysis and even
less satisfactory in dealing with the dynamic process of recovery and
adjustment prior to events in case of prediction. To the best of our
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knowledge, no one has successfully developed models designed to deal with
these problems of catastrophic change in the regional economy.

We propose to develop such a model for the Charleston,
South Carolina area. This area has been selected for a number of
reasons. It has a long history of seismic activity, including the
earthquake of 1886 which took over 60 lives. It is located in the center
of an are.! classified as Zone 3 (the highe~t category of earthquake
risk), and was listed as one of the 13 high hazard areas in the
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977 PL 95-124, sec. 2(1) •

Charleston was felt to be an ideal and important area for study
because of its history of seismic activity and high risk of being subject
to another major earthquake, its simi 1arity to other eastern, U.S. high
risk areas which have not been studied. the vulnerability of the area to
destruction and economic disruption. and its strategic national defense
role.

The Prc~osed Modeling Framework

The methodology being developed is an extension of existing
regional models in several respects and will concentrate upon
catastrophic change from the outset. Careful attention is paid to
modeling the spatial distribution of the following supply side aspects of
the regional economy over time:

- demographic factors;
- financial and capital flows;
- housing and construction;
- transportation network (railroads, highways and bridges); and
- water, sewer, gas, and electrical systems.

The methodology will specify how these sectors are interrelated,
both spatially and chronologically with the rest of the economic system
and how they will be affected by the catastrophic event and by an
accurate prediction of the event. The timing of these effects. both
before and after the event, and the dynamic adjustment process of the
economy are crucial and will, he given careful consideration.

The following are illustrative examples of the types of spatial and
chronological interrelations for a silllJ1ation of a catastrophic event
with no prediction that wi 11 be incorporated into the regional model:
(1) The housing stock will be specified spatially. Then a catastrophic
event that severs the sewerage system to a particular area would become a
constraint that would limit housing construction in that area until the
sewer system was restored. (2) location specific manufacturing may have
railroads as a predisaster least cost shipping alternative. A
catastrophic event could be assl.IIIed that cut both rai 1 and truck routes
initially, thus halting all output. Overtime. the truck routes may be
restored prior to rail and thus allow some resumption of manufacturing
activity before rail service is fully restored.

The major limitation of conventional regional models in the context
of analYZing catastrophic changes is that they generally rely on
historical observations. For events that cause major structural changes,
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this is clearly untenable. To solve this problem. the methodology will
utilize the multiple equation summarization of process analysis models
(MESPAM) technique for the areas where there are major structural
changes.

The MESPAM approach involves the specification of alternative
technologies for a particular economic and geographic sector that exists
or that will exist in the future. Data on the input requirements and the
outputs of these technologies are obtained from engineering studies.
rather than historical observation. These technologies are collected
into a process analysis model ("AM) and the optimal processes can be
solved f Jr. under various assUl;ll>tions. by tradit ional linear programming
techniques for situations un~er certainty or by various nonlinear
programming techniques that aliow the incorporation of uncertainty.

The difficulty with process analysis models is they are usually far
too large and unwieldy to be incorporc.ted in a regional economic model.
This has led to the summarization of these models by continuous equations
estimated on the basis of data generated by the models. The technique
has recently been applied in several areas (see the papers by Griffin
[ 1979 j or Smith and Vaughan [19781) and has many advantages as well as
disadvantages (see the papers by Maddala and Roberts 119791 (19801).
However, for dealing with catastrophic changes. it would appear to solve
some of the very difficult problems associated with conventional.
historically based models.

The demand side equations can be modeled in a conventional manner
us ing time series observations. The primary 1inkages in the model among
the various sectors are illustrdted in Figure 1.

The common practice would be to simulate the expected employment.
wages. and capital invested which would in turn generate employment,
income and government expenditure/tax base multipliers. Since regional
models assume that sectors such as utilities and transportation are
perfectly elastic in supply. the multipliers generated will be unbounded
by any capacity constraints. Such a procedure is clearly inadequate for
estimating the effects of an external shock such as an earthquake with
and without the impl~mentation of mitigation measures. Some
infrastructure would be destroyed. and the recovery would be constrained
on the basis of both capacity and the timing of reconstruction.
Furthermore. the structure of the sectoral linkages within the model
would also change.

Therefore. the proposed modeling framework will incorporate these
supply considerations along with the recent extensions of traditional
models. The model will be c~osed of six equation blocks: economic.
demogr ...phic. finance-construction. government. resource. and
transportation.

Estimation of the economic block will be based on the traditional
economic base approach. External demands will drive local export
industries. which in turn are linked to ancillary locally oriented
sectors. Personal income will be affected by employment. wage rates. and
non local public and private transfers.

The economic block is in turn linked to population. finance and the
government block in the traditional manner. Economic activity will
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determine savings flows and lending activity in conjunction with national
credit markets. Goverment revenues and noncapital expenditures will
also be estimated as part of the conventional component of the model.

The remaining blocks wi 11 be estimated using MESPAM techniques.
These include transportation, resources, and housing. It is important to
recognize that this methodology will provide information on spatial as
well as the chronological characteristics of these sectors. Therefore,
not only wi 11 supply side constraints be linked with the conventional
sectors, but they will also be multidimensional.

Each process analysis model Cdn be Quite large by itself and even
when there are only a few processes, these models are difficult to
incorporate into a regional economic simulation model. One solution is
to summarize these models by continuous equations. Then the continuous
equations can be used in the regional model and the simulation process is
much eas i er.

As an example, consider a manufacturing process that ships by rail.
The level of economic activity wi 11 depend on costs of production and
shipping as well as other factors. Historical observation will not
identify the substitution of truck or other transportation for rail under
conditions of extreme price changes as rail has always been the least
cost alternative. In a process analysis model (PAM), one may specify the
alternative processes (transportation systems) avaflable using
technological data. Then a wide variety of input and output prices are
generated and the PAM so lved several times to create PAM data (a1so
termed pseudo data by Klein and Griffin). The PAM data are summarized by
the fitt i ng of continuous equations generally by least squares (termed
multiple equation sunmarization of proc~ss analysis models: (MESPAM).
Thus. large PAM can be approximated by a few continuous equations that
will reflect the substitution of truck for rail under extreme, by
historical standards, conditions.

At this time we are unable to identify the specific hazard
mitigation alternatives that are avail~ble. One reason is that the
extent of possible or 1ikely damages by specific sites has not been
completely determined. Once the hazards have been identified, we wi 11
develop alternative mitigation programs that might be undertaken in the
event of a prediction. Preliminary discussions with potential user
groups suggest that the potential mitigation alternatives can be
adequately characterized by two or three major alternatives.

As with the estimates of damages from an earthquake. we will
utilize engineering information to determine the input and output
requirements for the alternative hazard mitigation technologies. The
question of whether these mitigation steps will be undertaken is a
challenging one. We plan to take two approaches. The first is to ask
the user groups which steps, 1n their opinion, would be undertaken given
a believable forecast of an earthquake. The second wi 11 be to identify
the costs and benefits of the alternative steps that could be taken,
under the assumptions of a particular model simulation, (e.g., interest
rates, external demands, etc.) and to assume that the most economical
steps wf1l be undertaken. Concomitant with this effort will be the
assessment of the changes in damages that could be expected with ~ach

mitigation alternative.
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The sUl1l1larizing equations derived from the process analysis models
will then be combined with the econometric and definitional equations for
the remaining sectors to create the regional economic simulation model.

Simulation of the Model

Finally we plan to develop three major si.... lations with variations
on the third. The first simulation will be a baseline forecast of
economic activity in the Charleston area with no major structural changes
and no earthquake.

This is the usual type of forecasting procedure for regional
simulation models. We will take data from forecasts of macro models of
the U.S. for the national demand variables and generate an appropriate
forecast. This forecast will be analyzed for '':.s reasonableness and
stability and may lead to revision of the MESPAM equations in the model
if the forecast displays unreasonable properties.

The second simulation will be one where an unanticipated earthquake
occurSi that is, where no mitigation steps are taken prior to the earth
quake. The catastrophic event wi 11 change prices and costs as well as
generate a number of constraints, phased out over tille, and capital
losses.

The third simulation will be one where a prediction is assumed with
a given lead time prominent geologists feel is reasonable and the most
reasonable mitigation steps are taken for the major, critical sectors in
the model. A nuntJer of variations on the third simulation should be
quite easy to run.

Summary

The major research reports of the National Acad~ of Science
dealing with the socio-economic effects of earthquake prediction [ 1975,
1978 ) have stressed that the economic consequences of earthquake hazard
mitigation ....st be \'iewed within the context of an overall regional
econom;c system. How might the regional economy respond to an
unanticipated disaster? For comparison, how might the same econ~

respond to a prediction of an impending earthquake? Finally, we need to
simulate the economic effects of aIternat he hazard mit igation programs
within the context of a regional economy. With the exception of the
preliminary effort by Cochrane [1974], the regional economic approach has
not been developed and utilized.

The major benefits of successful completion of this research
project will be four-fold: (1) the lIIOdel will constitute a pioneering
effort to examine the economic effects of earthquake prediction within
the context of a demand and supply based regional economic fraMeWOrk; (2)
the potential benefits of a simulation model whtch can be used by
officials to evaluate alternative earthquake mitigation policies will be
assessed; (3) the model should advance regional economic analysts by tts
linkfng of Process Analysis Models to a regional economic system; and (4)
wfth l1lOdfffcatfon, the model can be used to examine the regional and
economic effects of hazard mitigation poltcies for other natural
disasters and catastrophic changes.
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With regard to the first consequence. it is expected that the
methodology developed can be applied to other earthquake prone areas in
the United States where the regional economic system is at risk.
Moreover. the lessons learned from this effort can serve as a base for
il11>roved regional approaches in the future. In addition. this type of
model can serve as an alternative to current regional models which are
not satisfactory in dealing with other kinds of catastrophic change. For
example. we would expect that with appropriate modification, this
approach could be applied to hurricane or nuclear hazard mitigation
evaluation.

Second. we believe that the regional economic simulation model
should prove to be quite useful for pol icy makers. Efforts wi 11 be made
to introduce 1oca1 pub1ic planners to the kinds of uses to wh ich the
model output could be applied.

Finally. the Process Analysis Models employed have been previously
used only for single industries. The problems of how to link such models
to other industries within the context of an overall regional model have
not received attention. We expect some new results in this regard during
this research effort.

FOOTNOTE

1. A Model for Measuring Regional Economic Res~onses to Earthquakes and
to Earthquake Predictions. NSF Grant PFR 80-19 26 by Roberts. Milliman.
El1son. and Wallace, University of South Carolina, Columbia. South
Carolina.
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THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF SEISMIC BUILDING Coo£S1

William D. Schulze. David S. Brookshire

John Tschirhart. Ronda k. Hageman

Introduction

Perhaps the most developed institutional structure for employing
earthquake hazards information is use of building codes. Communities in
earthquake prone areas typically adopt the provisions of the Uniform
Building Code pertaining to earthquake resistant structures. Such
building codes have been developed in great part on the basis of ground
shaking information. Thus, one of the principal benefits of earthquake
hazard mitigation programs is embodied in building codes which reduce
property damage and risk to human life from earthquakes.

In estimating benefits of any program which reduces risk to human
life, great care must be taken in relating dollar values to safety.
ThUS, our first task undertaken in the next section is to explain just
how safety programs can be valued in terms of a ~riori llIeasures of the
value hous~holds place on reduced risk to Ti e. Note then. that
economists try to obtain information on how individuals value their own
safety. 1.e. • how much they are willi ng to pay to li ve and work under
safer conditions, not how much a particular person'S life is worth in
dollar terms. an objectionable and now discarded concept.

Section 3, building on Section 2. then develops the economic
theoretical basis for a~sessing the benefits and costs of bUilding codes
including reduced property losses. Economic analysis is based on
expectations. Thus, for example. if the odds of an event which would
destroy five percent of the real estate in Los Angeles County are one in
one hundred per year. then annual expected losses are E(L) • 1/100 ••05
• (value of real estate in L.A. County).2 If building codes would

reduce damage by 10 percent then ar,ual benefits of building codes (from
this source) would be .1 • E(L).

Calculations of the sort described in Section 3 are illPOssible
without some estimate of probabil ity of. at least. major events in the
study area. Los Angeles County. It is the purpose of Section 4 to
examine the available evidence on event probabilities and likely damlges
to structures. New evidence on the history of the San Andreas fault is
employed to provide data for an analysis using statistical failure
theory. This analysis suggests that the annual odds of a large event
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may now be about 1.2 percent. It is argued that. in terms of expected
levels of ground shaking. a large event on the San Andreas in southern
California is now the dominant fraction of the overall earthquake risk
in Los Angeles County.

The probability analysis of Section 4 is then applied in Sections 5
and 6 in order to quantify the benefits of building codes. These
sections present preliminary order of magnitude estimates of the
annualized expected benefits of reduced damage to structures and
increased safety, respectively. from current tuilding codes. These
estimates are made for Los Angeles County only to demonstrate the
methodology, using a great number of simplifjing assumptions, relying
mainly on the NOAA study of 1973 [NOAA. 1973]. However, our preliminary
benefit results, when compared to costs which are developed in Section
7, suggest that the net benefits of building codes may be substantial
and that current codes probably can be justified on the basis of
benefit-cost analysis. Section 8 contains qualifications and a sunmary
of our results.

Valuing Safety

The benefits associated with reduced loss of life can be defined as
the value to individuals of reducing risk of death from an earthquake.
Mishan [1971] was the first to note--at least in the context of benefit
cost analysis--that benefits of reduced risk could be defined
independently of any notion of the "value of life". Rather. individuals
require compensaHon to accept small risks voluntarily and such
compensation can be observed and analyzed using econometric modeling in
market situations--e.g .• riskier jobs pay higher wages--and applied as a
measure of the benefits of reduced risk (see for example. Thaler and
Rosen [19751. and Schulze and Kneese [forthcoming]).

Thus. Mishan distingUished between the concept of the marginal
value of safety. which is perhaps ethically acceptable. and earlier
efforts to value human life based on lost productivity which have now
been universally rejected by economists both on theoretical and ethical
grounds. Thaler and Rosen made the initial estimates of the value of
safety as detenmined from wage differentials between jobs varying in the
level of job associated with risk of death. Unfortunately. however,
their study dealt with a high risk class of individuals. The Thaler and
Rosen estimate suggests that in current dollars a small reduction in
risk over a large nullber of individuals which saves one life is worth
about 5340.000. In another study. Blomquist [1977] examines seat belt
use and suggests that the figure might be $260,000. However. this
estimate may be biased downward because individuals seem to have biased
perceptions of risk which involve an eler~nt of personal control such as
driving an automobile. Finally, Smith and Oeyak 11975]. based on work
relating industrial wages to job related riSk. have suggested that for a
more typical population and for job related risks the figure may be
about one million dollars. Clearly the .arginal value of safety is not
precisely known. and perhaps will never be since attitudes and risk
preferences presumably can change over time. between groups. and can
even vary in different situations. I-bfever, these estimates provide a
range of values with which to make order of magnitude estilllltes of the
marginal value of safety. Detailed studies can reveal the value of
reduced risk in spe~ial circumstances such as hazard mitigation.
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The theoretical basis of the marginal value of safety concept can
be shown briefly as follows: assume that an individual has a utility
function U(W), where utility is an increasing function of wealt~, W. If
the risk of death in any period is, IT , expected utility in that period
is (l-TI)U(W). If we hold expected utility constant, we have (l-IT)U(W) •
constant, and the total differential of this equation is:

(1) -U(W)d IT + (l-IT)U' (W)dW • 0

where the prime denotes differentiation. Holding utility constant then
impl ies that the increase in wealth or income necessary to offset an
increase in risk is:

(2) dW/dIT,. U/(U'(l-TI».

This is the compensating variation measure of the cost to an individual
attributable to an increased risk of death or the marginal value of
safety. 3

Methodological Bas' for Valuing Building Codes

Focusing on reduced property losses and on safety benefits
resulting from building codes, we can derive the individual's
Willingness to pay for codes by using the following notation:

Let PE

R

W

L

C

U

and E(U)

annual probability of a large earth,!uakej
,. initial risk of death for the individual;
,. additional risk of de~th if a large earthquake occurs;
,. individual's wealth;
= losses in the individual's wealth (property ~osses) if an

earthquake occurs;
,. index of the stringency of earthquake resistive building

codes;
,. utility, a strictly concave function of wealth;
= expected utility.

The individual is assumed to maximize expected utility which is

(3) E(U) • (l-PE) (l-ITO)U(W) + PE(I-nO-RIU(W-L)

or the sum of expected utility if no event occurs (I-pEl (l-no)U(W) plus
expected uttl ity if an event does occur PEe l-nO-R)U(W-l). Note in the
latter state of the world, risk of death is increased by R and wealth is
decreased by L, property losses. Codes wi 11 presumably reduce both
property losses and risk of earthquake related d~ath, so it is plausible
to assume that Rand L are both decreasing functions of C, R(C) and L(C)
respectively where R'(C), L'(C) < O. Taking PE and n° and E(U) as
fixed, we can obtain a compensating variation measure of the Willingness
to pay for codes by totally differentiating Eq. (3) and solving for
dW/dC where we assume R • R(e) and L • L(C). This yields:
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The term in square brackets (a) is simply the marginal value of
safety (defined in the previous section as u/(l- ::O)U'). but now adjusted
for two states of ~the world, one in which no event occurs and expected
utfl ity is (1-IIO)·U where 0 =U(W) and the other in which an event does
occur and expected uti lity is (1- lI°-R)U where U :: U(W-L). Thus, where
we denote the margina 1 value of safety as HVS and define the reduct ion
in risk to life from codes as 6R, replacing -dR/dC. we can approximate
the benefits of safety from codes to the individual as PE • MVS • llR
based on Eq. (4).

The term (b) in square brackets in Eq. (4) can be shown to be
approximately equal to unity if Rand L are small [Brookshire. et al .•
p. 1111. Thus, where we define III as the reduction in property losses
attributable to building codes if an earthquake occurs, replacing
-dl/dC. benefits from this source are approximately PE • 6L from
Eq. (4).

Thu!>, the value to an inljividual of an earthquake bui lding code
program can be approximated as

(5 )

where

PE
HVS

t.R

and t.l

: annual probability of an earthquake;

: marginal value of safety;

= reduction in risk of death to the individual;

= reduction in property losses.

In summary, the benefits associated with adopting and enforcing
earthquake resistive building codes result from the fact that earthquake
resistive buildings will sustain less damages in the event of an
earthquake compared to conventional-not-earthquake-resistive buildings.
and as a result, fewer lives will be lost as well.

The Probability and Expected Damages of a San Andreas Earthquake

The odds and the detailed effects on private property (bui ldings)
of a large earthquake in the los Angeles area are described in this
section.

Probability of Earthquake Events Affecting Los Angeles County

Two types of events might be of particular concern for the study
area of los Angeles County. First, locally damaging events such as the
Long Beach or San Fernando earthquakes appear to have an annual
probability of at least 1/100, perhaps as high as 1/50 based on the
classic article of event probabilities by Allen et a1. [1965]. Second,
a large event on the San Andreas (slightly above magnitude 8) would have
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an average ~round shat ing intensity of Modified Merca11 i VII over the
entire CO·";llty ( see NOAA. (19731) and may have a probability of about
1/145 per year. Sieh [19781 has estimated that large events occur on
the San Andreas fault in Southern California with an average recurrence
interval of about 145 years based on excavations of late Holocene marsh
deposits at Pallet Creek. The rest of this section focuses on better
estimating the latter probability of a large event on the San Andreas in
Southern California. using Sieh's information on the recent history of
the fault.

Figure 1 shows approximate dates of probab1e 1arge events on the
San Andreas taken from Sieh [1978] but updated to include a newly
discovered event occurring about 1600 A.D. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of the 9 intervals between the 10 events that Sieh has
identified.4 This distribution strongly suggests that statistical
failure theory as typically applied to aircraft wings. automotive tires.
and manufactured parts might be appropriate. This statistical approach
to mechanical or structural failures from stress, strain and wearing out
uses the Weibull distribution which is a cumulative distribution of the
form

( 6)
B

F(t) z 1 _ e- at

where F is the cumulative fraction in a given sample which has failed up
to time t, from time zero. The rate at which failure occurs, f(t). is
given by the prl'bability density function which is just the time
derivative of Eq. (6).

(7) f(t) dF B-1 _atB
Z at z ast e

Note that if B > 1 then the cUllUlative distribution given in Eq. (6) is
II 5II shaped and asymptot ica11y approaches one and the probab 11 tty dens ity
function is bell shaped and asymptotically approaches zero. If we
consider large earthquakes on the San Andreas fault in Southern
California to be failures. we can take the interval between large
earthquakes to be the length of time. t, until failure occurs. Thus. we
can plot the cumulative data from Sieh in 25 year intervals as shown in
Figure 3. For the nine recorded intervals between failures
(earthquakes). zero out of nine (0/9) occurred up to 50 years after the
last event. one out of nine (1/9) occurred prior to 100 years and so on.
Twenty-five year intervals were chosen to reflect SOMe of the
uncertainty over the precise date of historic earthquake events.
figure 3 could be constructed on one year intervals which would. of
course. exaggerate the precision of Siehls dating techniques.
Similarly, 50 year intervals might be too wide. reducing the nUIIDer of
observations for analysis below the number of intervals.
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The Nine Intervals Between Events
are Distributed as Follows

The geological record
indicates that 10 events
have occurred since 500
A.D.; on average, once
each 145 years.

Only one event (of nine)
has likely occurred
within 100 years after
the previous event and
only three events (of
nine) have occurred
between 150-250 years
after the previous
events. Five (of nine)
events have likely
occurred between 100 and
150 years after the
previous events.

The last large event on
the San Andreas fault in
Southern California was
the Fort Tejon Earthquake
of 1857. 123 years ago.
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A Weibull cumulative distribution can be fitted to the nine
observations Bshown in Figure J as follows: the function.
F(t) • 1 -e-Clt • can be linearized for application of linear regression
by rearranging terms and taking natural logs of both sides so

(8)
1 B

1n 1-F( t) :: at

Taking natural logs again gives
1

(9) lnln l-F{t) :: ln a + 6 In t

which is linear on the right-hand side. Linear regression yields the
following equation fitted to the data of Figure 3:

,~

' ••E1M '/9.,
71'1",.....,..,

'1111... '"lIe'o•• ~"
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-
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~

I I
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Figure 3

Cumulative Data 'in 25 Year Interval s

(10)
1

lnln 1-F(t) :: -27.57 + 5.45 ln t
( -8. 19) (7. 60 )

F • 57.69 OF • 7

Thus. estimates for a and Bare:

(I • e-27 •57 and B. 5.45.

The equation is highly significant statistically. Each coefficient is
significant at the 99 percent level as shown by the t-statistics io
parenthesis below the estimated coefficients in Eq. (10). The high RZ
indicates that a large percentage of the variation in the dependent
variable is explained by the postulated distribution, and the F
statistic indicates that the entire relationship is significant at the
99 percent level as well.
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Given these estimates of a and B. the resulting estimated
probability density function can be plotted agai'lst one based on the
actual data. and this is shown for comparison in Figure 4. Starting in
the year 1857. just after the Fort Tejon earthquake. the probability of
an event is about :Tfor the year 1980. 123 years in the future.
However. given that no event has occurred up to 1980. standing in 1980
(aT*). Bayes' Theorem implies that the probability of an event is

(11) p(T*):I f(T*)
T*f

oo

f(t)dt
For the Weibull distribution. p(T*) takes the form:

(12) p(T*) :I ClB(T*)8-1.
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Figure 4

Probability Estimation Based on the Historical
Record of Major Events

so the probability of an event occurring in the year T*. given no prior
event since year zero. rises at the B-1 or 4.45 power over time. This
relationship is shown in Figure 5 and implies that in 1980 the annual
odds of a large earthquake on the San Andreas in Southern California are
about 1.2 percent; by the year 2000, if no event has occurred. the odds
will have risen to 2.3 percent. Using the same approach, the odds of an
event~ the next thirty years are about 45S.

In su_ary. ~iven (1) that economic analysis utilizes an expected
value approachj (2) that this analysis indicates current odds of a large
event on the )an Andreas to be about 1.2 percent; and (3) that a large
event impl ies average ground shaking over all of Los Angeles County of
MM VII (see NOAA, 11973]), we focus on ana lys is of a pass ib le large
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event on the San Andreas throu9hout the remainder of the study.
However, in expected value terms (expected loss in property and life)
other events similar to the Long Beach or San Fernando events will, of
course, contribute significantly (but to a smaller degree) to expected
damages.

Finally, it should be noted that, based on a Weibull analysis
similar to the one conducted here and on subjective estillates of the
increased risk of an event given geophysical ana-alies in the area of
the San Andreas fault in Southern California, a recent report by the
Federal Emergency Managelllent Agency [1980] has estilllted the odds of a
large event as being from 2 percent to 5 percent this year (See Table 1.
-Major California Earthquakes,- p. 15 '. We thus use as a high esti..te
of risk the 5 percent figure in our analysis •

.......
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Figure 5

Probability of an Event in T*, Given no
Event Occurs Before T*

Property DaMage from Ground Shaking

Given an understanding of the odds of a large event. expected value
of losses can be calculated if property losses are known. This section
develops information on property losses.

The expected d-age to single f.ily dwellings in I lIIjor
earthquake includes d.ages to ho.e foundation, interior Ind exterior
finishes. and _asonry chi..eys. The extent of these d_ges. if they
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occur, wi 11 depend upon the type of structure and finish of the home as
well as its age, and upon the intensity of ground shaking.

Figure 6 shows estimates of expected damage to single family
dwe 11 i ngs; that is, for each Mod i fied Merca 11 i intens Hy 1eve 1 we can
estimate the percentage of home value that would be damaged. These
percentages have been calculated for new and old homes with chimneys and
without chimneys, the lowest occurring in new and old homes without
chimneys, and the highest occurring in old homes with chimneys (Figure 6
was derived from co~uter codes developed by Rinehart, Algermissen and
Gibbons [1976J).

For commercial buildings (all structures except single family
homes) damages are shown in Figure 7 (this figure is adopted from
Algermissen. Steinbrugge and Lagorio [1978]). Note that potential
damage is much higher than for single fami ly dwell ings, especially for
unreinforced masonry, brick, or stone structures. Although such
structures may no longer be built under current codes, a significant
number of older bui ldings of this type survive in Los Angeles County,
most built prior to the 1930-1940 period.

These relationships are used in the next section to develop
property losses.

Benefits from Reduced Property Losses

Increasingly stringent earthquake resistive building codes have
been adopted and enforced in California. following the 1933 Long Beach
earthquake which killed over 100 people and resulted in 40-50 mi Ilion
do 11 ars in property damage (NOAA, 1973, pp. 56-58]. Therefore. the year
1933 has been adopted as the divid ing time for "old" versus "new"
buildings. The "old" building des igration refers to those structures
built before 1933. assumed here t~ b~ built before the implementation of
earthquake resistive codes ~nd therefore, to be less earthquake
resistant than "new- bui ldings bui It after 1933 under earthquake
resistant codes (although in some cases, pre- and post-1940 data are
used as an approximation in order to utilize census data).

Besides age, buildings are also differentiated by type, since
earthquakes result in ground shaking and the magnitude of damages
sustained by bui ldings varies with respect to type of structure. (For
example. taller and unreinforced structures suffer heavier damages in an
earthquake, other things befng equal [see Figures 6 and 7].) To
incorporate this factor into the analysis, a distinr:tion has been mad£'
between single family dwell;ngs (SFO), which are one or two stories and
primarily wood frame structures. and commercial-industrial (C) buildings
which are three or more stories and generally constructed of building
materials other than wood. Multiple family dwellings are also included
in the C category. Furthermore. since single family dwelling units with
fireplaces and chimneys are damaged more extensively in earthquakes,
other things being equal (Figure 6). the percentage of single fanlny
dwelling units (old and new) with chimneys has been estimated and
incorporated into the analysis. SUIlIlIarizing the foregoing discussion.
the estimation of benefits assocfated with property loss reduction can
be formulated as:
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where:

.' LSFO = (value of SFD) . WSFO . !DSFD

fI LC = (value of C) . We • !l0C

where:

r'OSFD = change in fraction of damages sustained by single
family dwelling units attributed to the incorporation of
earthquake resistive building codes, taking into account
the percentage of ~nits (old and new) with chimneys

= change in fraction of damages sustained by
commercial-industrial bUildings (including multi-family
dwe 11 i ngs) attr ibuted to the i ncorporat ion of the
earthquake resistive bUilding codes

= value of new commercial-industrial buildings plus
multi-family dwelling units as a proportion of the value
of total (old and new) cOl1lllercial-industrial buildings
(including multi-family dwellings)

WSFD = value of new single family dwelling units as a
proportion of the value of total (old and new) single
family dwelling units.

Based on the information in Figures 6 and 7, for an area-wide
average ground shaking intensity of VII, ",OSFO is estimated at 3.5
percent of bui lding replacf:fIlent cost, and LIDe is about 5 percent. These
estimates of ",DSFO and ~OC are probably conservative because the
relationship between fraction damaged and ground shaking intensities
becomes nonl inear for high ground shaking levels. The fractions of
replacement value damaged are applied to the valuations of private and
coomercial properties made by the Los Angeles County Assessor's Office
of $45.9 billion and $80.46 bilH~n respectively. These valuations are
weighted by WSFO and We, .74 and .83 respectively, which reflect the
proportion of tl1,. capital stock that is "new" (post-1933). This
proportion is estimated by using a "new"l"old" (pre-1933) building
inventory of dwell ing units conducted by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency in Los Angeles.

Utilizing the available data, the reduction in financial losses (or
savings) to the cOlIIIlUnity due to reduced property damages in bui ldings
built under earthquake resistive codes would amount to some $4.51
billion in 1980, in the event of a major earthquake on the San Andreas
faUlt. If one takes the probabi· ity of such an event this year to be
1.2 percent from the Weibull analysis of Section 4, the expected value
of this savings is $54 million per year. ]f one uses the higher FEMA
estimate of 5 percent, the benefit is $226 million per year.
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Benefits from Increased Safety

Because structures are made safer when they are built according to
earthquake resistive building codes (i.e •• property damage is reduced).
fewer lives will be lost and less injury will occur in the event of a
major earthquake. The benefit to the community in terms of the reduced
risk to life can be approximated using the following formulation:

where:

MVS =

where:

the marginal value of safety reflecting lives saved
!iDSFD= (rOSFD '~ • WSFD)· Population

SFD

!iDe
(rOe' DOC' We" Population

j
o SFO

°r SFO
°r C

.. risk of death per 100.000 population in single family

.. risk of death per 100.000 population in commercial
structures (including multi-famil¥ dwellings) without
earthquake resistive building codes)

= damage to single family dwellings. as a percent of
replacement cost. in a major earthquake; J .. O. without
earthquake resistive codes; J • 1. with earthquake
res ist ive codes

.. damage to canmercial structures (including multi-f.f1y
dwellings). as a percent of replacement cost. in a major
earthquake; J .. O. without earthquake resistive codes; j
= 1 with earthquake resistive codes
° 1

• 0 SFO - 0 SFO

° 1
• 0 C - 0 C

.. weights to reflect new buildings as proportion of the
totals (as previously defined).

The risk of death in an earthquake varies with the tiNe of
occurrence during the day. depending on where large seglllents of the
population are at those times. Expected n_ers of deaths have been
estimated for a major event on the San Andreas fault occurrin9 at either
2:30 a.m•• 2:00 p.II•• and 4:30 p.m. [NOAA. 1973. pp. 151-169 J. Many of
the deaths at the 4:30 p.m. hour would be caused by freeway collapse
during the rush hour. a factor not accounted for by building codes. The
estimate of likely deaths at the early morn1ng hour (32.14/100.000)
reflects the fact that the lIajortty of the population 1n Los Angeles
County would be in single f.ily dwel11ngs which are IIOstly safe wood
frue structures (although about one-third of the population is 1n
higher risk multi-fam11y dwell ings). However. the expected death rate
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is much higher in the afternoon (143.65/100.000), when it is asst.rned
that only 40 percent of the population would be subject to the lower
risk in dwell ings and 60 percent of the popula·~ jon would be found in
more hazardous commercial areas.

These risk of death factors are apportioned between single family
dwellings and coomercial structures (including multi-family dwellings)
for the 2:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. hours. Then. a weighted average risk
for any hour can be estimated; in this analysis, the 2:30a.m. risk is
assumed to be relevant for 16 hours and the 2:00 p.m. risk is assl.ll1ed
relevant for the remaining 8-hour work day to arrive at a conservative
weighted average for risk of death if a major event occurs.

In order to estimate the reduced risk (or improvement in safety)
due to earthquake resistive building codes, the average risk to life is
apportioned between risk in old buildings built before codes were in
effect and risk in new buildings. This is accomplished by utilizing
information about the proportion of new single femily dwellings and new
commercial buildings to old dwellings and buildings. Assuming thh
approximates the proportion of the population in new/old structures.
risk of death in new and old structures is derived.S The property
damage estimates in Figures 6 and 7 indicate a 53 percent improvement
with earthquake resistive building codes in new versus old single family
dwell ings. and a 45.5 percent improvement for cOlllllercial structures.
Assuming that deaths associated with structure damage decrease
proportionately with reductions in damage. then RSFO can be estimat~d

to be 10.98 lives saved/l00,OOO population in the new single family
dwellings due to the implementation of earthquake resistive bUilding
codes in about three-fourths (WSfO = .74) of total single family
dwellings. Likewise. RC is estimated to be 31.74 lives saved/100.000
in new comnercial structures due to codes in 83 percent of the total
current stock of commercial buildings (We = .83).

Applying these risk factors to a 1980 population estimate of 7.1631
million people in Los Angeles County. the expected savings in life due
to earthquake resistive building codes used in structures is about 3,060
deaths avoided. Using a marginal value of safety factor of $340.000-1
million per life saved [Thaler and Rosen, 1975, and Smith and Deyak,
1975], the safety benefit in terms of lives saved due to codes is some
$1.041 billion at the lower bound, and some $3.06 billion at the upper
bound. Multiplying by an assumed probability of an event thh year of
1.2 percent. the expected value of safety due to codes in 1980 ranges
from $12.5 million to $37 million. If one uses the higher 5 percent
probability of an event. safety benefits range from $52 million to $154
million.

The Costs of Earthquake Resistive Building Codes

In general, earthquake resistive building codes require such
precautionary measures as extra bracing between the structure frame
(either cross-bracing or sheathing of the inner walls), extra bolting
and carrying through of the studs of the structure to its foundation,
and extra care and reinforcement in chimney and fireplace construction.
In split-level dwellings, extra costs are associated with the
requirement of extra wide walls on the garage in the lower level to
reduce the possibility of collapse. These types of code designations
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are required not only for earthquake resistance but also for wind
resistant design of dwellings and commerc141 structures.

Efforts directed toward obtaining the impact of the earthquake
resistive building codes on building cost did not succeed in locating
any pUblished or quotable estimations of associated costs. Thus. a
range of cost estimates obtained from discussions with experts in
earthquake resistive bui lding design are used in this analysis. An
approximation of 2-3 percent of construction costs is associated with
adherence to earthquake resistive building codes in single family
dwellings. and 3-5 percent in commercial structures. It should be
noted. however. that these costs are not only for earthquake resistance.
but also for wind resistance in structures.

Annual extra costs of construction can be derived by applying a
real rate of interest of 2-1/2 percent to total costs.6 Use of this
real rate is identical to 9 percent over the life of a home or
commercial loan. Therefore. the cost. to Los Angeles County for
construction of earthquake and wind resistant buildings as an annualized
cost is formulated as:

Annualized Cost = CRF • [(Total Construction Costs of SfD) • ~CSFD

• WSFO + (Total Construction Costs of C) • ~CC • Wc ]

CRF • i/{l-[l/(l+i)TJ}. Capital Recovery Factor
i = the real rate of interest paid (above the inflation

rate) on mortgage loans

T = length of loan (taken to be 30 years)

~CSFD = the percentage increase in the construction cost of
single family dwellings due to the incorporation of
earthquake resistive building codes

~C or the percentage increase in the construction cost of
cOlllllercial-industrial structures (including multi
family dwellings) due to the incorporation of
earthquake resistive building codes

WSFO• We .. weights to reflect new buildings as a proportion of
the totals (as previously defined).

Total construction costs of s1ng1e family dwellings and of
commercial-industrial structures (and multi-family dwellings) are
approximated by the total values of single fam11y dwellings and of
commercial structures (and multi-family dwellings). specified as $45.09
bi 11 ion and $80.46 bill ion respectively. Weightirl9 these values to
reflect the proportion of -new- structures which are assumed to be built
according to code specifications (74 percent of 111 single f ..11y
dwe11 1ngs and 83 percent of connerc1a1 structures). the range of totll
costs paid out per year by the cOIIlIUnity is estimated to be $127.6
million to $207.4 mtllion due to the incorporation of both earthquake
resistive and wind resistive building codes. ----...
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Obviously. most costs could be attributed to wind resistance and
incremental costs of earthquake resistance would be a minor fraction of
the $127.6-$207.4 million range for annual joint costs. The proper way
to treat this problem from an econ~lc-theoretical perspective is not to
apportion costs, but rather to calculate the sum of the benefits from
earthquake and wind resistant structures. We will. rather. on !
completely arbitrary basis, allocate half of the costs calculated above
to earthquake annual cost of earthquake bui lding codes. Thus, as an
order of magnitude approximation. we estimate the annual cost of
earthquake building codes to fall in a range of 163.8 million - $103.7
million for los Angeles County.

Conclusions and Caveats

The results from analYZing the post-1933 implementation of
earthquake resistive building codes in los Angeles County are summarized
below in the estimates of expected property and safety benefits compared
to increased construction costs:

Expected Value of Benefits in 1980
=$67 million to $91 million for a 1.2 percent probability. and
S278 million to $380 million for a 5 percent probability of an
event

Annualized Costs in 1980
=$64 million to S104 million

It is important to note that benefits are biased downward for
several reasons. Some important components of benefits that have not
been included due to the difficulty of estimation are the expected value
of savings due to codes from the possibility of a San Fernando or long
Beach type event, expected benefits from the lessening in emergency
operations requirements due to safer structures built under' cod~s, lind
expected savings from the decreased economic disruption that wr,~ld occur
from faster restoration of damaged bUildings. Furthermore, though costs
due to earthquake resistive building codes are estimated as a fraction
of the costs of both earthquake and wind resistant structure design, the
benefits estimation covers benefits in an earthquake only and does not
account for benefits due to wind resistance for comparative purposes.
Finally, a comparison of benefits and costs should not be undertaken for
one year on an annualized basis; rather, discounted present values over
a11 future probabi l1st ic states of the world should be used as the
conceptual basis.

In summary, the comparison presented between the approximations of
expected value of total benefits due to earthquake resistive codes in
1980 and the annual costs associated with adhering to codes in building
construction reveals that benefits tend to overlap but mostly exceed
costs in los Angeles County at the present time. For the reasons stated
above, this comparison of annual benefits and costs may be viewed only
as a qualified justification for the incorporation of earthquake
resistive building codes into structure dei.,ign. (For a complete report
on this research see Brookshire et al.[ 198U).)
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FOOTNOTES

1. David Brookshire and John Tschirhart are Associate Professors of
Economics at the University of Wyoming, and Ronda Hageman is
Assistant Professor of Economics at San Diego State University.
The res~arch presented here .as supported by a grant from the U.S.
Geological Survey. We would like to thank Rich Bernknopf, John
Schefter, Bill Watson, Rob Wesson, Bob Wallace, Bill Brown, Walter
Hays, Chris Rojahn, Robert Yerkes, S. T. Algermissen, Reza Pazand
and Bi11 Weirick.

2. As a first approximation, we ignore risk aversion in this example.

3. iIIe ignore bequeathment in this simple model which, ho.ever, does
\jive characteristics to the marginal value of safety which are
consistent with existing empirical studies.

4. No~e that the distribution shown in Figure 2 for recurrence
intervals shows no evidence of bimodality as claimed by Sieh in his
1978 article. This is the result of including the newly discovered
event at about 1600 A.D. which effectively adds two intervals to
the 100-150 year column and takes one interval away from the 200
250 year column, thus giving the distribution shown, rather than
the bimodal distribution implicit in Sieh's earlier speculative
argument of bimodality.

5. See Brookshire, et a1., Appendix B, for details on the methodology
used to estimate risk of death if no earthquake resistive bUilding
codes existed.

6. The historical real annual rate of interest paid on mortgage loans
has been about 2.5 percent.
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DISASTER SUBCULTURES IN EARTHQUAKE COUNTRY:

BETWEEN EARTHQUAKES IN SOUTHERN CAlIFORNIA

Ra1ph H. Turner

From his investigations of hurricanes along the United States coast
on the Gulf of Nexico, Harry Moore 11964] concluded that a region
subjected frequently to the same disaster agent develops a disaster
culture. which ·serves to define situations and thereby to determine to a
large degree the sorts of actions persons and institutions and
communities will take ~en they find themselves in the stressful
situationN (pp. 212-213). The disaster culture includes ·those
adjustments. actual and potential, social, psychological and physical.
which are used by residents of such areas in their efforts to cope with
disasters which have struck or which tradition indicates may strike in
the future· (p. 195). Paradoxically, the disaster subculture (or more
correctly, subculture themes) served both to define an appropriate
emotional response to hurricanes, consisting of an often self-destructive
pride in one's ability to face the danger. and rational elements that
facilitated suriva1. Similarly, anthropologists (e.g., Cove ag7~) have
pointed out that cultural IIlYths are often the repository for disaster
survival lore. In a cOlllPrehensive and systematic elaboration of the
disaster subculture concept. Wenger and Weller 11973] and Wenger 11978]
stress both organizational anc ~u~jective subculture components. and both
adaptive and maladaptive aspects.

In the course of investigating community response to earthquake
threat. fo1j~~ng announceller:t by the U.S. Geological Survey of a vast
uplift along the San Andrea~ fault that might be the precursor to a great
earthquake in the Los Angeles region. we asked whether there was evidence
of earthquake disaster themes in the regional subcu lture of southern
California. Our data include a series of sample surveys of adults in
Los Angeles from early 1977 to early 1979, a detailed record of newspaper
and other Media coverage, and reports on selected organizational and
grass roots responses ITurner et a1., 1979J.

Wenger and We 11er [1973] and Wenger [19781 have suggested three
conditions that are crucial for deve1op18nt of disaster subcultural
theres. Southern Ca11forn'ja earthquakes fit one of these conditions in
prrJducing Nsalient conseqliential d.-age,- that cuts -across class and
status lines in the ca.unlty.· Whtle earthqUake illlPact is repetitive,
which is another of the proposed crucial considerations. disastrous
quakes are relatively infrequent. And the seasonal periocUctty that
facilitates develo~nt of tornado, hurricane. and flood subculture

-207- Precedng page ~..
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themes is altogether lacking. But more frequent small tremors serve as
reminders. And a collt>ination of historical circumstances has conspired
to give California a distinctive identity as "earthquake country."

The third condition, that "subcultures appear more likely to develop
if the focal agent allows for some period of forewarning" (Wenger,
1978, p. 411, is definitely not met, except in preparations for

aftershocks. For two reasons, the absence of forewarning may not have
impeded subcultural development. First, survival knowledge for use
during and irrmediately after a '1uake is widely diffused. Ninety seven
percent of our respondents know they should not get near a window during
a Quake, 90 percent that they should avoid elevators in tall buildings,
88 percent that an inside doorway or hall is a relatively safe place, 84
percent that it is usually best to stay where you are until the shaking
stops, 81 percent that it is relatively safe beneath a sturdy tab le, 75
percent that one should not telephone police or fire departments for
instructions in the quake aftermath, and 66 percent that it is not wise
to hurry outdoors. Many southern Californians have learned a repertoire
of adaptations to be put into effect at the onset of the quake.

Second, belief in earthquake signs by which the individual can tell
for himself that an earthquake is coming is prevalent, and was already
we 11 documented at the time of the 1933 Long Beach earthquake
[McWilliams, 19331. Seventy-two percent of our respondents would take
seriously an earthquake forecast based on an epidemic of unusual animal
behavior, 49 percent would take seriously their own strong premonition or
a forecast issued by an amateur student of earthquakes, and 26 pecent the
observat ion of supposed "earthquake weather." Thus folk lore may
incorporate belief in a period of forewarning when objective evidence
provides no such assurance.

Further consideration led to the hypothesis that subcultural themes
should be most sharply developed in clusters of neighborhoods where a
recognized1y hazardous condition increases the risk from an earthquake or
where the destructive i""act of an earthquake has been acutely
experienced in recent years. The main purpose of the paper is to examine
this hypothesis, using the interviews taken in Los Angeles County during
January, February, and March, 1977.

Vulnerability Zones

In order to test the hypothesis that distinctive subcultural themes
will develop in zones where inhabitants are especially vulnerable in case
of an earthquake, we identified census tracts containing the largest
proportions of buildings constructed before building codes were revised
to incorporate seismic safety requirements in 1934 (n = 542), tracts
falling within the potential inundation zones below dams as officially
mapped for the California Office of Emergency Services (n = 125). and
tracts SUbjected to both kinds of risk (n = 199). Respondents in each of
these three vulnerability zones were compared with respondents from a
control sample of respondents living in less vulnerable parts of Los
Angeles county \n • 503). Whenever a vulnerability zone differed
significantly frnm the control zone with respect to age, occupational
socioeconomic S"Qtus, educational attainment. household income, or ethnic
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cOf11)osition. these variables were controllpd by the use of analysis of
covariance or other appropriate statistical procedure. Comparisons were
ma~e on over 60 variables. including personal characteristics. attitudes
and beliefs about earthquakes and earthquake survival. patterns of

Table 1

Significant Differences Between Three Special Samples and Control
Sample. with Effects of Age. Social Stratum. and Ethnic1ty Removed
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cOlllllUnication concerning earthquakes and earthquake threat. awareness of
earthquake hazards facing southern California at the ti.. of the
investigation. and participation in and support for earthquake hazard
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reducing action. Differences that were statistically significant a:-e
summarized in Table 1. and a complete listing of comparisons made can be
found elsewhere lTurner. et a1 .• 1980. pp. 14-15].

Residents of the inundation zone differed significantly from the
control area population on only three variables. In the absence of a
clear pattern. these small differences must be attributed to chance.

While residents of the old buildings ~ differ from the control
sample on relatively few variables. the number of highly significant
differences warrants their being taken seriously. Residents are less
likely to claim personal invulnerability to earthquakes. They are no
more 1ike1y to mention "residents of old buildings" when asked to name
gro~ps of people in special danger. but they are more likely to include
themselves in this group when they mention it. (This difference may be a
function of the large Black population in the zone.) More of them think
there is an earthquake fault near where they live. Although they are
personally no better prepared for an earthquake by our inventory of
sixteen measures. they more often attribute such precautions as having a
first aid kit to concern over the earthquake danger and more often say
they still plan to take further earthquake measures. They have no more
suggestions for government earthquake preparedness actions. but they are
more likely to suggest emergency preparedness and less likely to suggest
such hazard mitigating approaches as improving the structural safety of
buildings and conducting more scientific research. And they express a
;nore positive evaluation of government efforts to prepare for a damaging
earthquake.

Unlike residents of the inundation zone, these peopl~ ~o show
awareness of their own vulnerable situation. Although this awareness has
apparent ly not made them more attent i ve to news of future earthquakes.
and has not moved them to concrete acts of personal and household
preparedness. it may have contributed to a greater sense that one ought
to be preparing. It is plausible to interpret their disproportionate
attribution of actions to the earthquake prospect. and the insistence
that they still plan to take additional steps to the operation of some
neighborhood social norm of earthquake preparedness. It is surprising
that people living in and among the County's most earthquake-vulnerable
bUt 1dings are no more supportive of government expenditure to strengthen
unsafe bUildings and even less likely to suggest that government attempt
to improve building safety. Possibly living in and among old buildings
of doubtful seismic safety gives residents a sense that Obstacles to
correcting these conditions are insurmountable or that demolishing many
of these buildings constitutes an unacceptable threat to community life.
Hence they think more of what to do after the inevitable happens than of
how to minimize its impact.

Residents in the combined hazard zone differ from the control sample
in more respects than residents in the" old bui ldings zone do. Like
inundation zone residents. they exhibit no distinctive awareness of the
risk of dam failure. Like old building zone inhabitants. they more often
count themselves as being among those especially at risk because of
living in old buildings. Bllt irrespective of their individual sense of
vulnerability. the distinctive plight of old building residents is more
salient for them. Like old-building zone residents. they incline toward
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emergency preparedness rather than enhanc1 ng the structural safety of
buildings when suggesting government action.

Combined hazard zone residents differ from the control sllllPle in
several additional respects. They are especially favorable toward
science. have greater faith in the eventual scientific prediction of
earthquakes, but also in unusual animal behavior as an earthquake sign,
and they register great~:" support for government spending to i~rove

earthquake prediction and warning systems. They have engaged in more
discussion of earthquakes around the world, of the problem of old
build'ngs. and of the possibility of -moving out,- and they are a_Jre of
a wider range of groups subject to special risk in an earthquake. There
are no differences in persona~ preparedness, or in ascription or
intention as th~re was for the sample from the old buildings zone. But
they do have more suggest ions ~:or government act ion and express more
support for government expenditure to sUliport earthquake hazard
reduction.

These differences between the latter zones are better explained on
the basis of the sociologically and historically distinctive natural
areas represented. COIlIbined-hazards zone tracts are concentrated on the
accessible lower slopes of the several ranges of hills that divide the
County, which attracted a high-status population during earlier
generations but are by-paSSed for newer and higher locations today. The
distinguiShed past of these neighborhoods probably contributes to a more
sophisticated awareness and more -community,- as indicated by the
prevalence of discussion, in spite of COMParable educational and economic
levels and risk from old buildings.

San Fernando Earthquake Damage Zone

Except for a sma11 corner of the 01 d-DU ild i ngs zone affected by the
1933 earthquake, our vulnerability zones have not suffered severe
earthqu~~e damage within the lifeti. of even the oldest residents.
Vulnerability is thus hypothetical rather than based on collectively
remembered experience. Our San Fernando Earthquake zone, consisting of
tracts where the greatest d.-age occurea in the 1971 earthquake and where
the entire population was evacuated for several days until danger that
the Van Norman Dam NOuld collapse had been alleviated, provides a
contrast. A1though the earthquake was strongl y fe 1t and mi nor dilRlge
occurred throughout the County, severe d~ge, loss of life, and
evacuation affected only a restricted area.

The s~le from this zone is not significantly different frOll the
control s~le on any of the control variables except ethn1city. Since
it 1s overwhelmingly Wh1te Anglo, we controlled ethn1c1ty by cOlllParing
only the 182 White Anglos (out of 200) in the San Fernando earthquake
zone with the 348 (out of 503) in the control saIlIple. The nUlllber of
significant differences is 511II11. Residents in the zone report -ore
intense experience with earthquakes and .are have personally experienced
earthquake damage or injury, or have friends or relatives who haye.
There is a weak tendency for zone residents to glean earthquake
information from a wider range of ..d1a sources, suggest1ng sensitization
to the topic, but it 1s not converted 1nto the -are act1Ye discussion of
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earthquake topics. Residents are slightly more disposed to include
themselves in groups disproportionately at risk from earthquakes. Like
residents in the old-bui lding zone, they are no better prepared for an
earthquake as individuals and households, but they more frequently say
that they still plan to take steps they have not yet completed and they
are more likely to attribute whatever preparedness they have achieved to
the prospect of an earthquake. Like residents in the combined-hazard
lone, they have more ideas for government action and more strongly
support government expenditure for earthquake prediction and the
development of better warning systems. And like residents in both
vulnerabi 1ity zones, they are more 1ikely to suggest emergency
preparedness in making suggestions for government action.

With the San Fernando earthquake zone sample we can answer a further
question that helps to deal more precisely with the concept of earthquake
subculture. Do San Fernando residents hold distinctive attitudes because
as individuals they remember the personal trauma of the 1971 earthquake?
Or has the earthquake memory been kept alive through institutionalization
and as neighborhood lore, affecting newcomers to the zone equally with
those who e)(perienced the trauma personally? This is an application of
the more general question of whether a category of persons share
attitudes because they are all affected similarly by a common life
situation, or because the attitudes are transmitted as part or--i
subcu lture LTurner, 1958 J. If only the res idents who 1ived in the
earthquake damage and evacuation zones in 1971 hold the distinctive
attitudes. we should hardly be justified in speaking of a subculture or
subcultural themes. On the other hand, attitudes generated by the
earthquake experience in individuals may have been diffused and
communicated to newcomers to the zone, and kept vital by emergent symbols
and discussion.

As a preliminary step, we divided the San Fernando Earthquake zone
sample into three categories: those who had lived in the same
neighborhood at the time of the earthquake and who named the San Fernando
quake when asked for the most recent damaging earthquake they had
experienced; those who had lived in the neighborhood less than six years
and did not mention experiencing the San Fernando earthquake; and an
ambiguous category of people who had lived in the neighborhood less than
six years but mentioned experiencing the earthquake. The observed
patterns of differences and similarities suggested that both life
situation and subculture processes were at work, producing different
reactions.

A more definitive test required that we combine the intrazonal and
extrazonal comparisons in a single analysis. In order to avoid
excessively small numbers of cases in the cells of the table, we created
a simplified fourfold table that could be subjected to a two-way analysis
of variance. On one dimension we separated residents in the two lones.
On the other dimension we separated respondents who had experienced
property damage or injury in an earthquake personally or through close
friends or relatives from respondents who reported no such experience.
Analysis and interpretation were simplified by the finding that there
were no interaction effects. Findings are summarized in Table 2.
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The f act that the independent measure of i ntens i ty of earthquake
experience distinguishes between persons with personal experience of
earthquake trauma and those who have not had such experience, whi le
failing to distinguish between residents and nonresidents provides
valldation for the method of analytic separation we are making. The
suburban nature of the San Fernando zone is emphasized by the difference
in organizational ties.

Table 2

Effects of location and Personal Experience of
Earthquake Damage: Two-way Analysis of Variance
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Gleaning information about earthquake matters from a wider range of
media sources, being more aware of the uplift (Palmdale Bulge) and its
tJotential significance, and being able to offer more suggestions for
government action all follow the pattern that suggests the effect of
having personally experienced earthquake trauma rather than the effects
of subculture. Although three variables supply a scant basis for
generalizing. they do suggest a common manifestation of sensitization to
the earthquake hazard or special interest in the topic.
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Another three variables fit the subculture-effects pattern. Stating
the intention to make additional earthquake preparations. supporting
government expenditure for prediction research and improving warning
systems. and perceiving oneself as belonging to a group especially at
risk distinguish San Fernando earthquake zone residents irrespective of
whether they have personally experienced earthquake loss. These items
convey a more normative orientation, that the government should act and
that individuals ought to be prepared. while being in a special risk
group provides some of the justification for the normative element.

One item, the tendency to ascribe personal preparedness measures
already taken to a concern over future earthquakes, shows significant
effects of both personal experience and subculture. On a strictly post
hoc basis this response seems plausibly to combine the element of
sensitization to earthquake conc~rns with the normative element of an
obligation to prepare for an earthquake.

For most items, the two analyses produced the same outcomes. Two
items dropped out in this more definitive anlaysis and one was diagnosed
differently.

We do not find evidence in these data of a comprehensive or potent
disaster subculture localized in the zones of the 1971 earthquake damage
and evacuation. We are left with very few differences between the people
in these zones and elsewhere. Nevertheless, some plausible evidence for
a modest but noticeable subculture effect has been adduced. The absence
of heightened levels of interpersonal discussion seems to rule out the
most effective mechanism for establishment and maintenance of disaster
subculture themes. But the fact that the items providing ultimate
support for the subculture hypothesis seem to incorporate a normative
orientation toward earthquake preparedness lends plausibility to the
conclusion that truly subcultural elements have been uncovered.

Conclusions

In reviewing these findings, we must first emphasize that an
impressive array of important variables show no differences between the
special zones and the control sample. There are no differences ~n

awareness of the threatening uplift (Palmdale Bulge), number of
predictive announcements remembered or taken seriously, extent of fear
and concern aoout earthquakes, sense of increased concern during the
preceding year. or level of personal and household earthquake
preparedness. If these attitudes. cognitions, and actions are affected
by subcultural themes, they are not localized according to lones of
differential vulnerability and traumatic earthquake experience.

There is little consistency in the findings for the three zones of
old bui ldings. combined hazard, and San Fernando earthquake. Only a
disproportionate tendency to suggest improving search and rescue and
other post-disaster response capabilities characterizes all three zones.
While it is eminently plausible that a heightened sense of personal
vulnerability could lead to greater concern with what happens when an
earthquake strikes. a single variable is a slender reed on which to
support a broad generalization.
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Besides the evidence of distinctively shared attitudes and
responses. we need a credible account of how the attitudes and responses
are diffused through the population. if we are to accept the conclusion
that there are localized subcultural variations according to disaster
vulnerability and experience. Three kinds of evidence are available in
this connection. First. certain characteristics can be plausibly
interpreted as indicators of normative pressure. The sense that one
ought to be doing more than one is. and the practice of ascribing
commonplace prudence to the earthquake threat are both plausible symptoms
of weak but nevertheless real social pressures. such as would be expected
if subcultural process were at work. Second, interpersonal discussion
among family. friends. neighbors. and co-workers should be a crucial
medium for subcultural diffusion. But only the combined hazard
population differs in this respect. Nevertheless. each of the three
populations satisfies one of these first two criteria.

The third kind of evidence concerns the possible use of the mass
media as an agent of subcultural diffusion. Content analysis of the
widely read valle~ News revealed disproportionate emphasis on the need to
prepare for a uture quake and on organizational and governmental
preparedness. but not on personal preparedness. Thus the community
newspaper may have contributed to the slight evidence of earthquake
subcultural themes in the San Fernando earthquake zone.

There is another formulation that might fit our data more adequately
than the formulation concerning zonal subcultures. A culture may be
thought of as a mix of exemplary patterns and prescdptions. resources.
and a map. Customs. values. mores and similar elements are familiar
examples of exemplary patterns and prescriptions. Resources are the
tools, includ:ng strategies and techniques. that are available for coping
with a wide range of situations. As a map. the culture identifies figure
and ground in the world of experience and identifies the special
significance of objects. places. and experiences. The important feature
of a map is that it alerts the reader to respond differently under
different circumstances.

The concept of culture as a map is important because it allows us to
explore the possibility that the different responses we find in different
zones are the manifestations of a common culture whose carriers are
responding to the various ways in which the zones are identified on the
master map. We may have been on a false course in thinking of
distinctive zonal subculture. The all-enco~assing map would enable us
to deal with the anomaly that residents in two zones seem to be under
normative pressure to prepare their households for an earthquake. but
report only average levels of discussion of earthquake topics with their
family. friends. and co-workers. The social pressure might arise from
the fact that something about their local situation is singled out on the
map supplied by the larger regional subculture. It would also enable us
to deal with the fact that feeling oneself to be a member of an
especially vulnerable group does not imply any disproportionate awareness
of especially vulnerable groups--even of the group in which significant
numbers include themselves.

From this point of view there may be an earthquake awareness theme
in the regional subculture of southern California. This subculture is
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not restricted to any zone within southern California. but is shared
throughout the County and environs. Awareness of the vulnerabi lity of
old buildings is prevalent throughout the County. without being much more
prevalent in neighborhoods where such buildings are clustered than in the
County at large. The memory of the San Fernando earthquake is similarly
stamped in the cultural tradition of the County and is not restricted to
the damage zone. Old brick buildings and the San fernando damage zone
are starred on the cultural map. so people who frequent the appropriate
areas feel that they are in special danger and feel that they ought to be
doing something to protect themselves from the earthquake threat.

This conception provides a more plausible explanation for some of
our findings than the concept of zonal subcultures or subcultural themes.
Combined "lith the idea of natural area subcultures and ethnic or racial
subcultures through which the earthquake threat is given distinctive
slants. it may explain most of our findings. However, insofar as there
are institutional mechanisms such as the San Fernando Valley News that
foster an earthquaKe awareness that is rooted in the unique and recent
earthquake history of the area. the idea of a distinctive earthquake
theme contributing a SUbcultural dist~nctiveness to the San Fernando
earthquake impact zone may continue to enlarge our understanding.
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PUBLIC RESPONSE TO MANDATED EARTHQUAKE

HAZARD DISCLOSURE BY REAl ESTATE AGENTS

Risa Palm

Among the legislative responses to the damaging Sylmar earthquake in
California (1971) was the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone Act. In
addition to requiring the delineation of zones encompassing potentially
and recently active fault traces, an amendment to the act (1975) required
that prospective b~yers of property within the surface fault rupture zone
be informed of this potential hazard. The responsibility for disclosure
was placed iJn the real estate agent, unless the sale was consumated
without an agent. The response of the California Association of Realtors
(the professional and lobbying organization representin9 approximately
half of the licensed real estate agents in California) was that the
legislation would "not only insure that buyers and potential buyers of
property are aware that their land may be subject to fault displacement,
but also to actually reduce projected geologic losses· through the
banning or modification of construction itself I Gillies. 1976, p. 2 I.
Few complaints of non-disclosure were registered with the Department of
Real Est!te which has the power to issue or revoke real estate licenses,
[L iberator, 19791, and it was assumed that the legislation was
trasmitt~ng "complex hydrologic, seismic, and other geological
information ••• to real-estate buyers before the sale IKockelman, 1980, p.
71). In addition, analysis of house price trends in Los Angeles seemed
to show that the legislation had "created a restructuring of demand for
housing," resulting in a systemattc drop in house prices within the zones
[Brookshire and Schulze, 1980, p. 67).

What is interesting about this legislation to the non-Californian is
the question of whether such practices are effective means of
disseminating natural hazards inforution to the general public. The
policy issue is whether legislation requiring disclosure by real estate
agents of natural or human-made hazards associated with the residential
environment should be adopted elsewhere. This question is of importance
because of the interest shown in mandating disclosure by real estate
agents in other states (such as efforts in Texas to disclose storm surge
hazard areas) and by federal agencies (such as the current HUO
regUlations requiring the disclosure of proximity to a nuclear weapons
plant). Such legislation may be considered or even adopted with only
vague notions about the effects it does or does not have on the
homebuying public.

Precedng page blank -219-
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In addition to the policy issue, the legislation poses an
interesting theoretical Question: does the mere provision of
environmental information result in a measurable change in the behavior
of homebuyers? To posit an affirmative answer to this theoretical
question requires a review of previous research on the conversion of
information into behavioral responses,

The adjustment of individuals and societies to natural hazards has
been linked to theories of decision-making. such as the maximization of
expected utility, bounded rationality and the principle of "satisficing."
and probabilistic information processing by human beings (such as
over-generalization from a small number of cases, inaccurate perceptions
of randomness. misperceptions of correlation and causality. and the use
of the "anchoring and adjustment" heuristic problems of varying
availability in information. and problems of integrating information
obtained from multiple sources [Slovic. KUOl'euther and White, 19741. In
addition, it has been suggested that research within social psychology
and communications on "fear appeals" are directly related to responses to
natural hazards [McClelland. 1981], In this section, the relationships
between response to disclosure of surface fault rupture zones and two of
these research themes is suggested.

Research within the framework of "expected utnay theory" [Von
Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947] and its less deterministic and
rationalistic variants provides a set of expectations which can be
applied to the response of homebuyers to mandated hazards disclosure. In
brief. this framework postulates that under conditions of uncertainty,
the decision to take or to avoid risk can be understood as utility
functions derived from combining the sets of possible outcomes with the
probabilities that various outcomes will occur. People are assumed to be
risk-averse, preferring a known but smaller pay-off or loss to the
possibility of either a large loss or a large pay-off. However. in the
case of response to low probability events such as natural disasters.
several studies have observed risk-taking behavior (or seemingly convex
utility functions). This anomaly may be explained by the existence of a
probability threshold below which risks are not taken into account
[Kunreuther. 1978; Slavic, et al., 1977J. or the possibility that
homebuyers do not have full and accurate information about factors such
as fixed losses and pay-offs essential to decision-making resulting in
risk behavior [Kunreuther. et al., 1978]. In addition. since the home
purchase decision is made in the context of a larger set of decisions, it
is possible that while portions of the total decision may not fit the
utility maximization model, the overall decision does; in other words.
environmental uncertainties may not be amenable to analysh apart from
the total set of constraints and utilities influencing the household
[Pashigian, et al •• 1966]. This complex decision environment suggests
the need to understand the context of the decision, particularly where
probabilities and outcomes are uncertain [Schoemaker and Kunreuther.
1979; ~!ershey and Schoemaker, 1980].

A second general approach to the issue of information provision and
behavior change analyzes the impact of the communications process
[Zimbardo and Ebbesen. 1970; McGuire. 1968). Studies of manipulative or
persuasive COllllllnication suggest that a given source (the real estate
agent) has more impact on the receiver (the homebuyer) if he/she has high
credibility. Such credibility is a function of both buyer perceptions of
the expertise of the agent. and the extent to which the buyers trust that
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the agent is providing unbiased infol"tllat1on. In addition. the agent has
more influence if the information and opinions expressed by the agent are
already shared by the buyers.

Other research suggests that att i tude change by the hOlllebuyer is
maximized if conclusions from the information are unambiguous. if
recOl1lllendations for action are explicit and feasible, and if buyers'
att i tudes towards the recommended act ions are congruent wi th the
recOlllllended behavior changes. External attitudes or beliefs may also
affect response to information. In the case of homebuyers, the
perception that there are no alternative locations free frOll earthquake
hazards or the belief that there is little an individual can do to
prevent death. injury, or damage from Nan act of God- if one is fated to
experience a natural disaster would interfere with avoidance or
mitig~tion behavior.

Finally. the information disclosed must be instrumental to the goals
of the homebuyer. The existence of surface fault rupture zones would
have to be important to the buyer in his attempt to attain housing goal~

such as a safe and secure property. If other goals are more important in
the home purchase decision. such as location in a homogeneous and
high-prestige neighborhood as an expression of social status [Perrin.
1977], then information on environmental hazards may be considered to be
of little importance.

In short, behavioral response to hazards infonmation can be expected
only under very special conditions [Saarinen, 1979;J lWyner and Mann,
1978~; tsaar1nen and McPherson, 1977 J. Baumann [1980 1 suggests that the
optilllJm conditions for a message to be heeded are that: first. the
information is made personal to the homebuyer; second, information on
r1sks. costs. and benefits be made very specific; third. information
should be clear and unamiguous; fourth. mitigation measures should be
precisely prescribed; fifth. information IIlIst originate from a credible
source; silth, social reinforcement of the infOrMation should be
present; seventh. IllIltiple and supporting messages should be provided;
eighth. fear appeal or positive action appeal should be used
appropriately b3sed on an understanding of the intended audience; and
last, previous attitudes, values, and beliefs must be considered in
designing the message.

This brief review suggests that the relationship between the
provision of information and behavior change is extremely complex. Yet
legislative decisions have been INde as if the relationship were sillPle
and straightforward. and conclusions about IHrket responses have been
drawn as if mandated disclosure were obviously and unequivocally l1nked
to the prov ts ion of eRV i ronmenta1 infol"tllat ion [Brooksh i re and Schu1ze •
1980]. To bring into focus the relationship investigated. one can
hypothesize the set of circUIIlstances which would lead the buyer to a
measurable response. A measurable response is defined as (1) the
avoidance of the purchase of a house in the special studies zone, or (2)
an attempt to bargain with the seller for a reduced price in exchange for
the buyer's assumption of environmental risks--a form of self-insurance,
or (3) the adoption of mitigation Measures after the buyer has lOved into
the house. The circumstances necessary for a measurable response
include: (1) the buyer must be IIOtivlted to listen to the
disclosure--e~rthquakehazards lUst be viewed by the buyer as signiftcant
i~ the attainment of housing goals; (2) information about the zones .ust
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be accurate and unambiguous--the real estate agents must know the house
is in the zone, mu~t know the definition of the term "special studies
lone," and must transmit the importance of this information; and (3) the
buyer must believe that ;t is possible to lessen the risk by either
forgoing purchase of a house in a special studies zone or by adoptin9
mitigation measures. Evidence of buyer response would include (1)
statements by buyers that disclosure resulted in an attempt to negotiate
more favorable sales terms, their avoidance of the zones in favor of
similar nearby areas, or their adoption of mitigation measures, (2)
statements by real estate agents that they had had clients dissuaded from
purchasing homes within the zones as a result of the disclosure, or (3)
houses within the zones should cOflllland lower sell ing prices than houses
with comparable characteristics in similar ne:ghborhoods outside the
lones.

The San Francisco Bay area was the setting for a survey of
homebuyers and real estate agents. as well as a study of housing market
activHy. Two areas were selected for homebuyer and real estate agent
surveys: Berkeley and central Contra Costa County. A third was included
for analysis of market trends: southern Alameda County. These areas are
not a representative sample of residences in all California special
studies zones. and therefore the surveys and statistical analyses should
be lnterpreted only as case studies of housing submarkets which may
differ markedly from other portions of California. The Berkeley and
central Contra Costa County special studies zones lie Within housing
submarkets f Palm. 1979]. and are generally inhabited by White,
upper-middlE-class households in single-family detached dwellings. Their
most notable contrast is that they are located on different fault traces,
and that there is far more visible damage from fault creep in Berkeley
than in Contra Costa County.

The Response of Homebuyers to Disclosure

Surveys of recent homebuyers were taken in 1979. All homebuyers who
had purchased properties Within the Berkeley and central Contra Costa
special studies zones within the six months preceeding the interviews,
and a sample of those in areas outside the zones but wUhin three miles
were interviewed.

Respondents within the special studies zones indicated that they
placed a low priority on environmental factors in their purchase
decisions. In a structured question asking the buyers to evaluate
fifteen factors which might have influenced their decision, Nlocation out
of floodplain" and "distance from an active earthquake fault" were
appraised as "not important" or "not considered" in the purchase
decision. A comparison of the responses of buyers in nearby areas
outside the zones showed a similar disregard for environmental
factors--there was no significant difference in attitudes to -distance
from active earthquake fault- 1n the two settings.

Although the survey was done within six months after change of title
was recorded, a majority of the homebuyers were unaware that their house
was within a special studies zone. Households in the zones were asked
·is your present homein a special studies zone?" or "as far as you know
is your hOllle located In a spec ially designated earthquake-prone area as
defined by state or federal law1" or -when you first signed a contract
offering to buy the house you are living In, do you recall the real
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estate agent providing you with a form or an addendum to the contract
indicating anything special or particulal" about the location of the
house?" If the buyers ans.ered all of these Questions negatively. it was
assumed that they did not recall the term. the concept. or the process by
which disclosure took place. Of the 207 respondents. only 94 answered
one of these quest ions affi rmat hely; Berkeley homebuyers were far more
1ikely to be aware their homes were within a zone than those in Contra
Costa County. It is interesting to note that there was no significant
difference in the proportion of recent buyers within and outside the
zones -mo were aware of the term ·special studies zone": mandated
disclosure did not increase the likelihood that residents were familiar
with the designated environmental area within which they lived.

Not surprisingly. most of the within-zone homebuyers said that the
location of the house within a special studies zone made no difference in
their purchase decision. Perhaps more suprising was the fact that a
simi 1ar percentage of res idents outs ide the zones indicated that the
location of the zones made no differences in the home purchase
decision--for both groups in both study areas, the zones affected the
decisions of only a small minority of homebuyers.

When asked whether people living in the zones are more susceptible
to losses from earthquakes compared to those who live elsewhere in the
Bay Area. the majority of the zone residents said the zones made no
difference. On this question. residents of nearby areas differed: they
were more I ikely to believe that liVing near a fault makes one more
susceptible to losses, and were also more pessimistic about the
likelihood of a major damaging earthquake occurring in the area while
they were living there. Despite this. the overwhelming majority of zone
residents feel that zones will affect neither the price or the house of
their ability to sell it when they decide to move again.

Berkeley residents were more likely to purchase earthquake
insurance. but only a small minority in either area indicated they had
earthquake insurance. In addition. there was no significant difference
in the percentage of those within and outside the zones that had
purchased earthquake insurance--in no case did the percentage rise above
38 percent (for the Berkeley special studies zones respondents). and the
lowest percentage was for the within-zone Contra Costa residents--only 2
percent had earthquake insurance.

When res i dents of the zones were asked about the adopt ion of a
series of mitigation measures. most responded that they had not adopted
the measures nor did they intend to do so. In comparison with a random
sample of Los Angleles County residents surveyed by Turner in 1977-78
[Turner et al •• 1979], Bay Area special studies zones residents were less
likely to have instructed children about what to do in an earthquake. to
have established emergency procedures at res i dence. to have made plans
for a reunion after an earthquake. to have such items as a working
battery radio. flashlight. first-aid kit. food. and water particularly
because of an earthquake threat. or to have set neighborhood
responsibility plans. Bay Area special studies zones residents exceeded
the general population of Los Angeles County only in insurance inquiries
and purchase, structural reinforcelIIInts. and the replacetnent of cupboard
latches.
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In short. recent homebuyers whether within the zones or outside the
zones were generally unconcerned with hazards associated with surface
fault rupture. The existence of the zones made little difference in the
home purchase process. even when homebuyers were aware of their
significance. Few had used the zones to attempt to negotiate a lower
price from the sellers (less than 5 percent). only a small minority had
purchased earthquake insurance. and almost no one felt that the location
of the house within the zone would impair its future price or salability.
Disclosure had neither dissuaded buyers from purchasing homes within the
zones, nor encouraged them to adopt mitigation measures after moving in.

Surveys of real estate agents confirmed the views expressed by home
buyers. The survey was 1imited to agents named by the homebuyers as
having helped them in their recent home purchase. This sampling method
was decided upon to ensure that only those agents actively involved in
selling property and presently doing business within the zones would be
contacted, and so that the responses of buyers and real estate agent:
could be matched.

Five notable results emerged from the real estate agent survey.
First. most of the real estate agents could recall that "special studies
zones" refer to earthquake fault areas. although a full 12 percent
incorrectly identified the term (indicated that the special studies zone
was either a floodplain or an area in which transportation surveys would
be taken). Second, most real estate agents used the contract addendum
developed by the California Association of Realtors as the means of
disclosing special studies zone location. This means that disclosure
takes place at the time the purchase contract is signed, after the buyer
is fairly comitted to purchasing that particular property. Third. few
real estate agents had ever had a client decide not to buy a home after
being informed that the property was within a special studies zone. Only
16 percent had ever had such a refusa 1. and on ly 4 percent had more than
three such refusals. Fourth, most real estate agents do not believe that
people who live in special studies zones are more likely to suffer
financial losses or physical injuries in the event of an earthquake
compared to people who 1ive elsewhere in the Bay Area. What this
indicates is that even when real estate agents make the disclosure in
good faith, they are not themselves convinced that what they are
dislosing has any major significance for the safety or economic security
of the buyers. Finally. about 96 percent answered that real estate
agents should be required by law to make the disclosure of special
studies lones. When their answers were probed. they indicated that this
requirement provides them with a form of insurance against future
lawsu;ts if a future major earthquake should damage the properties they
sold.

Real estate agents seemed resigned to the existence of a disclosure
regulation. and although they indicated they would prefer more
information on the meaning of the zones. they accept the contract
addendum as proof that they have not misrepresented "material facts
concerning the transaction" [Smith v. Zak]. The most common disclosure
procedure follows the ideal sales practice: disclosure takes place at
the time it is least likely to jeopardize the sale of the house. Since
few sales were adversely affected by the disclosures. the agents are
relatively content with the existence of the regulation.
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Finally, house price levels for houses witMn, adjacent to, and
outside the special studies zones were analyzed for Berkeley, central
Contra Cos ta County, and a th i rd submarket, southern Alameda County.
Hedonic price indicies [Griliches, 1967 1 were calculated for house price
levels in 1972 (before the dislosure legislation had been passed) and in
1977 (two years after the legislation was in effect). Data on properties
sold in the three study areas were obtained from the appraisal reports of
the Society of Real Estate Appraisers. Equations included data on square
footage of dwelling space, age of the house, quality of the house,
condition of the house, size of the lot, and presence of such elements
contributing to price levels as a swil\llling pool, fireplace, or a "vie-w
lot. II Data on the general economic status of the area (percentage of
professional-managerial employees among residents of the census tract).
and housing stock composition (percentage of single-family dwel1in9 units
in the census tract) were added based on data from the 1970 Census of
Population. It should be stressed that since these three areas were
previously established as separate housing submarkets (Palm, 1979 l.
equations were run for each of the study areas individually rather than
aggregating them into a whole for the metropolitan area. It is believed
that this is an important step to reduce biased estimates which may be
due to submarket variations [Straszheim. 1975].

Location with respect to the special studies zone was coded as a
dummy variable, and three equations were run for each study area for each
year: one for houses within the special studies zone. a second for
houses within one mile of the zone, and a third for houses beyond a mile
of the zone. The research hypotheses were that in 1972 location in the
special studies zone was unrelated to house price (the coefficient should
be near zero), but in 1977 location in the zone should be negatively
related to house price. In addition, it is possible that in 1977,
10cat ion near the zone would have a positive coefficient because of an
increased demand for houses near, but not actually in. the zones.
location outside the zones should continue to have no effect on house
prices.

The results of the set of ordinary least squares equations are
complex (Table 1). The study area which best approximated the research
hypotheses was Contra Costa County. There, the negative effect of the
special studies zones on house price level was strengthened between 1972
and 1977. the effect of adjacent areas was reversed frm negative to
positive between 1972 and 1977. and the effect of distant areas reversed
from a weak negat i ve to a sign i f icant pos i t tve. locat i on in the zones
remained a negative influence on house price throughout the period, but
increased in effect fran -$912 in 1972 to -$4182 by 1977. Most of the
research hypotheses were confinfted in this eXaMPle: although the
within-zone 1972 effect was negattve, the coefficient was not
significantly different from zero at .05; by 1977 this variable had
increased to a significant negative effect. This statistical finding is
somewhat surprising in light of the general lack of awareness of the
existence of special studies zones on the part of recent homebuyers
within and outside the zones. and the lack of salience which proximity to
an earthquake fault had for all homebuyers. However it could be argued
that the small effect of the few buyers concerned with proxiMity to fault
traces might have been sufficient to weaken overall d.and within the
zones, resulting in a decline in prices there.
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In the Berkeley area in which there was generally greater awareness
and concern with proximity to a fault trace, the opposite effect on house
prices is observed. Rather than weakening house prices, location in the
special studies zones seemed to boost prices. Again, "view" and "social
status of the area," as well asQUility and condition of the dwelling
unit were taken into account in the equation. Yet location in the
special studies zone had a positivt! ift1)act on house prices in both 1972
and 1977, increasing the overall price by $2617 in 1972 and $9618 in
1977. Location in nearby areas also had a positive impact on house
prices in both years, and location outside the zones had a statistically
significant negative impact on house prices in both years. Although the
Berkeley equations should not be interpreted as indicating a positive
preference for residence along fault traces, it can be said with some
confidence that the disclosure legislation was not translated into a
weakening of demand or lowering of house prices within the Berkeley
zones.

The results of a third set of equations, for southern Alameda
County, differed from those obtained for Contra Costa and Berkeley.
Location in the special studies zone showed a weak but insignificant
negative relationship with house price, a relationship which became
weaker over the 1972-77 period. Location in adjacent areas had the
opposite effect on house prices than that hypothesized: from a
significant positive effect to a fairly weak negative effect. Location
beyond the zones had no significant effect on house prices in 1972 and a
weak positive effect in 1977.

To sUl1Illarize the results of the hedonic analysis, the submarket
effect was consistent. In areas in which buyers showed most concern for
earthquake fault location, the effect of the zones on prices was
positive; conversely where buyers were least informed or concerned with
the lones, the zones seemed to have a negative effect.

Despite the relatively high overall explanatory power of the
equations (coefficients of determination of .74 for Berkeley, .67 for
central Contra Costa County. and .75 for southern Alameda County in
1970. it is likely that some unspecified variable or set of relationships
affects house price levels. an effect which seems spatially correlated
with the special studies zones. It is suggested that it is not the
zonation itself that has had a positive or negative impact on house
prices, but some other correlated neighborhood characteristics omitted
from the equation.

Discussion

The combination of survey evidence and market behavior prOVides
litt le indication that buyers had responded in any measurable way to
special studies zones disclosure. Several of the reasons for
non-response are derived from theoretical literature linking information
provision with behavior change.

The seemingly risk-taking behavior may be explained by a combination
of threshold effect (the probability of a major damaging earthquake over
a short time-span is too low to be considered a serious threat), and the
likelihood that hOlllebuyers do not have sufficient information concerning
fixed losses and pay-offs. In addition, the home purchase decision
involves a complexity of factors of which environmental hazards play only
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Tlbl. 1

Effects of Locat10n 1n Speci,1 Studies
Zones on House Pric.s

1972 1977
B.U for BtU for

Location price i.put price '.!Met
in dollars In dol1a" Hypoth.s Ized Observed

significance) (sign1f1canc.) effect .ffect

Soutllern ,.,1Mda County

Inzon. .741 ·243 negltiv. non.
( .166) (.807)

Adjacent 807 ·1062 pos1tiv. none
( .030 ( .101)

Outside .422 1121 non. positive
(.234) (.0781 at .10

Mult1pl. r 2 • .74 .75

Berkeley

Inzone 2617 9618 n.gativ. positive
(.000) (.092) at .10

Adjacent 1162 9118 pos1ttve postttv.
(.06l) (.092> at .10

Outside -3121 -1315 IIOne negath.
( .000) {.0041 at .01

Multfpl. r 2 • •84 .7•

C.ntral Contre Costa Country

Inzon. ·912 .4182 ntgIlth. negatht
( .307) ( .000) It .00

Adjacent -473 1500 pos1ttv. polithe
( .620) (.048) It .05

Outstde ·623 1705 none postth.
(.377) (.007) It .01

""'t1p" ,.2 • .55 .57

Ynilb.u used: squan footage of .'11n, unit, lot s1z" condtt1on or
the dwell1ng unit, qlIIl1tl or tile .'11ng untt, 1ge of hous., ·v1.,·
pNIIIIC. of f1repllc" preSIllC. of 1.,.lnll pool, t)'pe of -rtlllge,
ptrtllltagt of profesl1onal IIlCI .nageri.l in ctMUS tnct. percllltage of
s1ngl. f..il)' ea.tlltngs in clnsus trlct.
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a small part; while the overall purchase decision might be evaluated as
maximizing subjective expected utility, the environmental component of
the decision is overwhelmed by other effects.

The failure of the provision of information to result in behavioral
change may be also part ly attributed to the fact that the necessary
conditions for effective persuasive co~nication are not present.
First, the information source (the real estate agent) may not have
suffici~nt credibility. This may result partly from the economic
function of the agent as representing the seller in the house
transaction, and partly from the finding that not all real esate agents
are well informed concerning the meaning and implications of th~ special
studies zones. Second, disclosure is not accompanied by specific
recommendations of purchase avoidance or adoption of mitigation measures;
obviously the disclosure is made with a minimum of flourish. and at no
time does the real estate agent counsel the buyer to forgo the purchase
or to invest in mitigation measures. Finally. the information provided
in the disclosure is probably not perceived as instrumental to the
attainment of the most important of homebuyer's goals. Since one of the
primary factors in the purchase decision is the potential of the house as
an economic investment, and because ::uyers often intend to stay in the
house for only a short period of time. long-term environmental safety is
of little concern. Since it is relatively unlikely that a major damaging
earthquake will occur during the period that the homebuyers are living in
the house they have purchased. they do not hesitate to buy a home in the
special studies zones as long as they beHeve the house has a good
potential resale value. Similarly. homeowners will not adopt costly
mitigation measures, since to the individual these measures are not
cost-effective and will not be recouped in a subsequent house sale.

A related issue is that of the significance of the lones. It is
inJ,lortant to note that although the special studies zones were defined
to outline traces of active faults, they were never intended to include
a11 of the areas suscept ib le to damage from earthquake. Indeed it has
been estimated that the damage from surface fault rupture accounts for
only about 10 percent of the total damage potential associated with
seismic activity: the remainder is related to liquification, shaking. or
ground failure. It is therefore possible that the rare sophisticated
buyer who knows his house is near. but not directly on, a fault trace may
be correct in an assessment that because of the bedrock conditions
underlying the property. location in the special studies zones may be
safer than one on an unstable slope or landfill.

Conclusion

The problem of the utilization of land containing traces of active
faults is not effectively dealt with by the mere discosure of the
ex i stence of surface fau 1t rupture zones to prospect i ve buyers. There
has been little response to mandated disclosure for many reasons,
including the problems of credibility and role conflict on the part of
the information agent (the real estate agent). the emphasis placed on the
house as a financial investment rather than a permanent commitment to
place by buyers. and the belief by buyers (not contradicted by real
estate agents) that there are few real alternatives. When this latter
belief is combined with the existence of a "seller's market" with an
excess of demand over supply, buyers have little choice but to purchase a
home they can afford whenever and wherever it becomes available.
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These findings suggest several legislative needs. First. the state
legislature should consider dealing with the full range of hazards.
natural and human-made. facing residents. If earthquake hazards are
deemed more important than some others. and if the legislature wishes to
take effective action to mitigate these. it must deal with a more
comprehensive definition of earthquake hazards. and reconsider
legislation to better inform residents about the hazards and mitigation
strategies.

Second. the state should devote resources to multiple dissemination
techniques. including public information campaigns concerned not only
with emergency procedures but also with the relative likelihood of damage
to various portions of the built-up urban area. The distribution of
hazards maps in telephone books. public information programs on radio and
television. and the periodic news releases could heighten public
awareness of the spatial differentiation of areas susceptible to damage
from earthquakes and the fact that the mi t igat ion measures can be taken
before a damaging earthquake to reduce loss of life and damage to
property.

Finally. it has been noted that mortgage lenders seem to vary in
their response to earthquake risk. Some banks require earthquake
insurance on all properties within the special studies zones. while
others require no mitigation measures as a condition for originating
loans [Brookshire and Schulze. 1980; 1 [Bank of America. personal
conmunication. 1981 l. In addition. secondary mortgage lenders (such as
the FHLMC) have carefully studied the issue of earthquake insurance
[Kaplan. Smith and Associates. 1981 ]. If financial institutions were to
decide to require homebuyers in particular areas to invest in earthquake
insurance as a condition for a home loan. and if this policy were adopte~

only for mortgages on homes most susceptible to damage from seismic
activity. buyers would be made more aware of the spatial variability of
earthquake hazards.

It is clear that the present disclosure law has had little impact on
individual homebuyers. Policy-makers at the state and federal level
should be aware of the weaknesses inherent in simply assigning the task
of disclosure of environmental hazards to the real estate industry and
then assumi ng that homebuyers Will. as a resu 1t. make more informed
decisions. More positive action by goverment and private industry will
be required if homebuyer decisions are to be more effectively influenced.
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SOME ASPECTS OF EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION IN JAPAN

Ritsuo Akimoto

Introduction

Currently, the major focus of disaster studies in Japan is on
examining the social impact of earthquake prediction, as is demonstrated
by the fact that the Japanese Diet has recently passed legislation (Large
Scale Earthquake Countermeasures Act of 1978) with a view to authorizing
arrangements for minimizing parthquake damage. In this respect, the
Japanese Meteorological Agency already plans to establish a comprehensive
national information network on seismic activity throughout the country
for the purpose of producing "earthquake reports· to facilitate the early
forecasting of major quakes. The importance of research on the socio
psychological impact of prediction may become even greater in the future.
In fact, with the Tokai area in central Japan as the initial target for
the country-wide warning network, several research groups have been
undertaking surveys on the social impact of earthquake prediction in this
area since 1978.

The Large Scale Earthquake Countermeasures Act of 1978 provides that
the area in danger of a damaging earthquake shall be identified, and that
an emergency plan against conceivable disaster shall be drawn up for this
area. Article IX of the Act requires that the Prime Minister shall issue
an earthquake warning and shall order preparations against disaster in
response to a report by the Director-General of the Meteorological Agency
on the danger signa1 of a major earthquake, thus providing the legal
basis for the earthquake warning system.

It is well knc*n that Japan, as compared to other countries, is
highly organized and prepared against disaster and has well-prepared
advance planning. The presence of ct.~nter-disaster plans on various
levels in Japan is well established. The research report of the Disaster
Research Center of the Ohio State University notes well-organized
responses in the emergency period following the N11gata earthquake of
1964 [Dynes, Haas, and Quarantelli, 1964].

This does not, however, mean that the problem has been solved. To
my knowledge, seismologists as well as government agencies can not
specify accurately the time, place, magnitude and probabi 1ity of
occurrence of an earthquake. In addition, there has been no empirical
research on the impact of earthquake prediction. Japan has only recently
begun to emphasize the importance of planning based on earthquake
prediction, and the Act of 1978 was the first step in this direction.
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•
This Act led, first of all, to the installation of earthquake

activity monitoring equipment such as seismographs, stereometers,
clinometers, extensometers and others in the Tokai aea, where d Richter
magnitude of 7 or 8 earthquake is forecast to occur in the near future,
and in the South Kanto region. At present the Meteorological Agency in
Tokyo el~~tronically receives information on earthquakes from this
equipment.

When this monitoring equipment detects extraordinary ground activity
on a dangerous level, the Earthquake Assessment Committee is supposed to
meet illlllediately to analyze and assess the probability of an earthquake.
Consequent ly, the news media, local government bodies, pol ice and fire
departments are to be notified of the opening of the COImlittee meeting
after a lapse of 30 minutes.

There is not much space here to give detai ls of the warning system
in the case of the Tokai area. However, as stated at the beginning of
this paper, it is obvious that the Act of 1978 initiated a new era of
earthquake prediction in Japan. Currently the notable studies by
sociologists as well as social psychologists of the social impact of
earthquake prediction are reported as in progress. Some of the surveys
have produced suggestive findings.

For example, the Institute for Future Technology has studied human
response to the aftershock warning in the case of Izu-Oshima earthquake
of 1978 (Institute for Future Technology, 19801. A research group of the
Institute of Journalism and COlllllunication has also analysed the social
impact of warning in the same case and psychological response to TV news
of the earthquake prediction [Institute of Journalism and COIIITIunication,
1979J.

In this report I shall briefly deal with some current aspects and
problems of earthquake prediction in Japan. The focus will be on an
examination of some of the problems that we face in our research at
present.

-

The Izu-Oshima Earthquake of 1978

The Izu-Oshima earthquake of Richter magnitude 7.0 occurred at 12:24
p.m., Saturday, January 14, 1978. in the wake of a series of smaller
earthquakes wh ich started Friday night. The epicenter was the seabed
about 10 kilometers off the Izu peninsula. The intensity of the quake
was five on the Japanese scale (80-250 gals) in Oshima Island and
Yokohama City and four (25-80 gals) in Tokyo. At 2:00 p.m. in the
afternoon on Saturday, the Meteorological Agency named it the "1978
earthquake off lzu-Oshima".

The main earthquake was followed by numerous aftershocks; a total of
161 tremors, mostly minor ones, occurred in the Kanto region and 156
tremors of these were recorded between 12:30 p.m. Saturday and 5:00 p.m.
Sunday (see Table 1). The earthquake caused tsunamis 35 centimeters high
at the beaches of Oshima Island and 12 centlmers at Tateyama in Chiba
Prefecture. However, there was no report of tsunami damage.
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The damage to transportation routes and other facilities was caused
by landslides. Notable damages to facilities occurred in the eastern
parts of Izu Peninsula and Oshima Island. Landslides disrupted the
National Highway in Izu Peninsula at five places and blocked other main
roads. Train traffic on the Izu-Kyuko rai lway between Ito and Shimoda
was suspended due to damage to the rai ls. Thus, transportation was
seriously affected.

The total casualties in the earthquake were recorded as 13 killed,
14 injured, and 11 others missing as of· 6:00 p.m. January 15, according
to a report of the Prefecture Police Department. The danger of landslide

Tab1e 1

"lain Earthquakes Which Occurred On
January 13 and 14, 1978

Intensity (gals)

Time 80-250 25-80 8-25 2.5 0.8-2.5

January 13
8:28 p.m., Oshima Yokohama

January 14
8:12 a.m., Oshima Yokohama
8: 31 Oshima
9:06 Oshima
9:33 Oshima
9:36 Oshima Tateyama Tokyo
9:38 Oshima
9:45 Oshima Yokohallla Tokyo
9:47 Oshima Tateyama Tokyo NHjima

12:24 p.m. Oshima Tokyo Nagoya M1to Hachi jo
Yokohama Mfsh1ma Chiba Osaka Kobe

Shizuolca Kofu Katsuyama
1 :42 p.m., Oshima Yokohama Sh1zuoka

and rock fall continued until Saturday night. The quake damages were
especially extensive in the town of East Izu. Nearly 1,000 of a total of
5,000 houses in the town were damaged at the time of the major quake;
water supply and telephone conmunications were disrupted follOWing the
main shock.

The earthquake also produced similar situations in the Kawazu and
Inatori area on Saturday. Under these conditions. the Self-Defense Force
transported a tota 1 of 400 tons of drink 1ng water to the above dreas as
landslides had disrupted access to these areas at many points.
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A significant consequence of the shocks was that sludge containing
hydrogen cyanide flowed out of a breached reservoir near the slag dump of
a metal refinery plant 1n Yugash1ma, Izu Peninsula. The sludge went into
one of the rivers in the area and flowed into the Suruga Bay. The
cutflow of sludge from the reservoir was estimated at 100,000 cubic
meters on January 15 and 5,000 cubic meters on the next day. As a
resu1t t the water of Mochikoshi River and Kano River was contaminated
with noxious hydrogen cyanide. The accident t indeed t seemed incidental
to the earthquake. However, as it seemed, its main cause was
attributable not only to the earthquake but also to the weak reservoir
bank.

According to the report by the Disaster HeadqiJarters on January 18,
the damages to public hcil ities were estimated at Yen 11,637 tOOO,ooo
(about $52,9OO t ooo).
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Individual and Organiz!tional Response to Aftershock Warnings

When a disaster occurs suddenly and transcends the range of
preliminary training or planned arrangement, the counter-emergency
activities of public agencies often lose adequate organizational response
and fall into preposterous group behaviors. We can see such an instance
in the case of the Izu-Oshima earthquake.

A careful observation of organizational responses in an emergency
period was made in the research conducted by Prof. R.R. Dynes,
E.L. Quarantelli and J.E. Haas on the Niigata earthquake of June 16, 1964
(Dynes, Haas, and Quarantelli, 1964]. The characteristic of Japanese
administrative structure, as a comparative study of disaster response by
Prof. B.F. McLuckie found, is that it is highly centralized as compared
to its U.S. counterpart (McLuckie, 1975].

The organized activities of cOIlII1Unfty teams under the mobilization
plan of government agencies were evaluated highly. In the case of the
Niigata earthquake, the normal lines of authority and those specified in
disaster plans were effectively operative at the time of emergency in
spite of the large extent of the damages.

This can also be said from the findings in the case of the Izu
Oshima earthquake of 1978. In the cities and towns on Izu Pe"insula
there were few local defense organizations, and they were not well
equipped for emergency service. But once the Prefecture Disaster
Headquarters was organized, as had been provided for in the plan, the
rescue teams, with the aid of the Self-Defense Force, quickly started
action and moved into these areas. They arrived in the damaged areas
without delay, though disrupted highways prevented them from using normal
means of transportation.

The Disast~r Headquarters has a centralized command and could
control all available pUblic and private organizations. And it could
also call on outside organizations for assistance. In this circumstance,
volunteers' activities in the impact area were used only on a limited
bash and there was no organizational competition over relief. Formal
organizations consistently acted as the major source of relief work, and
the activities of voluntary organizations were controlled effectively by
the centralized authority.

Accord i ng to Prof. A. H. Barton's caut i ous connent, however, the
important th i ng to be noted here is that a case such as the emergency
fighting system in Japan might be vulnerable to types of impact not
covered by the working plans [Barton, 19691 In addition, public
agencies do not always perform their expected organizational role.

In the case of the Izu-Oshima earthquake, the warning about
aftershocks from the Prefectural Office produced unpredicted behavior
both on the individual and organizational levels. In this connection, I
wou ld like to concentrate on the prob lem of the socia1 response to the
earthquake warning. The discussion on this point is drawn from the data
in the survey carried out by Institute of Future Technology [Institute
of Future Technology, 1980, pp. 175-255 J. It can be called a typical
case of inadequate organizational response in an eMergency systeM. What
follows is a general description of the case.
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In the afternoon of January 17. the Comnittee of Emergency Disaster
Headquarters released information about the possibility of aftershocks in
the Izu-Oshima area. On the next day. the Shizuoka Prefecture Disaster
Headquarters forwarded the information to public offices and
organizations in the quake-stricken area. The above action was. of
course. in campl iance with what the plan had set forth. However, what
cQI\1)1icated the situation was that the Prefectural Governor officially
announced the information as emergency news to newsmen in his press
interview. Under the extraordinary circumstances, the information was
mistaken for a "disaster warning" and further amplified on the TV and
radio transmission to that effect.

I should cOl1lllent on the early stage of rumor di sseminat i on. It
should be noted here that the inlt ial announcement was too laconic and
that the disaster plan had not been based on a cautious study of the
response behavior to a warning on the parts of individuals and
organizations in transmitting information. Upon receiving the
information, they stepped up its transmission to other organizations and
individual residents. For instance, the LPG Association supplying gas to
Shizuoka Prefecture already had an emergency network. At that time, with
the network given full play. the information was transmitted as a
disaster warning from the LPG Association to other organizations and
factories. But the information was inaccurate and fragmentary.

Residents were confused with the fragmentary information and sought
accurate information. With rumors spreading quickly beyond imagination.
prefectural and municipal office.. were swaq>ed with inquiries about the
warning. By an unofficial record of the Disaster Division of the
Shizuoka Prefectural Government. it received more than five hundred
inquiring calls. The switchboard was overloaded and at times unable to
respond.

Ambiguous information and rumors caused more apprehension among
people than necessary. Some of the large factories tn the Shizuoka area
allowed employees to return home. On the other hand, in a number of
COlllllUnities the leaders of ehoRaikia Associations announced warnings on
their own judgement and called for evacuation. ("Chonaikai Association"
is a kind of local group in Japan and it was traditionally organized as
the civil defense organization on a large-scale level of neighborhood
units.)

figure 1 is a flow chart of the described information on aftershocks
and the purpose of rumor dissemination on January 18. It is obvious that
the cause of confusion in this case occurred from the paper plan itself
without preliminary consideration of disaster warning. It should also be
noted that the announcement of fragmentary informat ion and its
transmission betwe~n organizations was one of the major causes of
confusion [Institute for Future Technology. 1979 pp. 102-1051. The
Disaster Headquarters lacked the capacity to manage unfounded rumors and
to cope adequately with such a situation.

In the above case the flow of information and rumor ran mainly
through the interorganizational communication network which had been
prepared for a time of emergency. The initial warning news was flashed
on TV and radio broadcasting. However. we do not think that the
announcement of fragmentary news by the Prefectural Governor and TV was
the only cause of confusion.
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It can be said that the careless handling of informc\tion by some
organizations on their communication channels made it misleading. A
typical example was the case of the LPG Association. Rumors were
amplified through telephone cOl1lllUnications and distorted through person
to-person verbal communication between and within organizations.

There seem to have been two notab le phases wi th respect to rumor
dissemination--the first being short news flashes on TV and radio
services and the second being careless information services from formal
organization to others. In addition. interpersonal cOlllllunication
amplified inaccurate rumors by verbally passing on a ~hocking warning and
sensational information. This was clearly pointed out by the intensive
survey of the Institute for Future Technology.

Table 2

Percent Hearing Information about Aftershocks

Response

Heard

Not Heard

Percent

39.7t

60.3

Survey Results

As is well known, one of the outstanding characteristics of rumor is
the verbal communication of non-confirmed information from person to
person. Therefore. in a rumor analysis it is necessary to track its
dissemination routes quickly. In this respect, telephone interviews
might be an expedient research method to trace the source of the rumor
and its communication routes though it involves qualitatively uneven
data.

The interviews were made by specially trained telephone operators in
the Dentsu Research Center shortly afte:" the rumor dissemination. In
addition to the above interviews, civic leaders as well as executives of
public organizations were also inmediately interviewed by researchers of
the Institute for Future Technology.
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Tabl e 3

Percent Hearing Rumor Major Earthquake Will
Occur in Shizuoka Area in a Day or Two

Response

Heard

Not Heard

Percent

54.a

45.9

Now let us look at the survey findings and observe the mass
responses to the rumor •. The survey results indicated that 39.7 percent
of the respondents heard the predictive information about the aftershocks
through TV or radio news (see Table 2).

Table 4

Rumored Time of Expected Earthquake

-

Time

Soon (within one or t~ hours)
After two or three hours
4-6 p.m .•
About 6 p.m ••
After 6 p.m .•
This afternoon
This evening
Within the course of the day
In a couple of days
Uncertain
Others

Percent

2.6';
7.8

16.9
4.7
7.0
1.5
4.7
7.8
0.9

33.1
13.0
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On the other hand, as Table 3 shows. 54.1 percent of the respondents
heard about the rumor by telephone or verbal cOlllllunications with fami ly
members, friends. neighbors and others. The residents of the impact area
have a muc~ higher percentage than those of other areas. Especially, in
the Izu area 87 percent of the residents heard about the rumor. This
percentage indicates that the quake area residents have developed highly
anxious feelings because of the disaster. The time of the expected
earthquake in ~umors is shown in Table 4.

Table 5

Source of First Information About Aftershocks

Source of Information

SBS TV (local broadcasting station) news
Other TV and radio news
Announcement by loud-speaker truck (public address)
Emergency broadcast system
Telephone communication with family members
Verbal communication with friends and acquaintances
Telephone cOlllllunication with friends and acquaintances
Verbal communication with family members
Hearsay
Others

Percent

20.3%
16.3

3.5
5.2
4.1

25.0
5.8
8.1

10.5
1.2

As already mentioned. a primary source of information about the
aftershocks was the announcement of the prefectural office which was
transmitted mainly through interpersonal cOl1lllUnication. Table 5 shows
the various sources of information through which it was transmitted.

Observing chronologically the percentage of the people who heard the
warning and readily received it as a rumor at the given time. as Figure 2
shows, rumor dissemination demonstrates an increasing tendency.
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l.OO p •••

3.00 p •••

".00 p.a.

5.00 p •••

6,00 p.a.

7.00 p •••

Percent who helrd .,rnlng

51'

Percent who perceived wlrn!no IS ruaor

Figure 2

Percent who Heard Warning and Perceived it as a Rumor

At 5:24 p.m•• TV and radio news denied the rumor, and a.t 6:00 p.m.
the Director of the General Administration Department of the Shizuoka
Prefectural Government announced accurate and detailed information in his
interview for SBS TV news. Thus, the rUllOr was denied, and a sense of
security returned to people.

Concerning the rumor itself. as Table 6 suggests, IIIOst people took
the fnf~nnation for a warning about the danger of another earthquake.
People who believed the rumor reached as high as 31 percent. When the 39
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Table 6

Reliability of Rumor

Response

Unconditionally believed it
Believed it to some extent
Half in doubt
Oid not believe it mostly
Did not believe it at all

9.6%
21.2
39.2
20.3
9.6

Percent

30.8 70.0

29.0

percent who were half in doubt are added a total of 70 percent bel ieved
the rumor they had heard. These percentages te 11 us much about the
degree of rumor dissemination.

What did people do after hearing the rumors? The answer 1s given in
Table 7. Table 8 indicates levels of anxiety after hearing the rumors.

Table 7

Reaction to the Rumor

Response

Wanted to obtain additional information by
TV or Radio

Prepared emergency items
Talked with family members and neighbors

about what to do
Telephoned to the broadcasting stations or

municipal office to confirm the warning
Returned home quickly
Went out to school to collect children
Evacuated to safe place
Others

Percent

33.1%

34.6
16.3

2.3

6.4
1.7
1.2
4.4
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Table 8

Levels of Anxiety after Hearing the Rumors

Response

Very much worried
Somewhat disturbed
Uncertain
Not disturbed
Not worried at all

Percent

25.6%
30.0
, 3.0
23.1
7.8

As a result. 50 far as the case of the Ilu-Oshima earthquake, there
was no panic nor any kind of deviant mass behavior. A majority of the
residents in the 4uake area showed an extremely low degree of sensitive
behavior in the tace of the rumor. This deserves admiration.

However. more important is that in the Izu-Oshima earthquake
ambiguous information from formal organizations caused confusion and the
cornnunication network for use in the time of an emergency served for
spreading rumors. This suggests that organizational response to the
trans~is5ion of information such as a disaster warning should be based on
cautious judgement.
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A FALSE ALARM AT POZZUOLI. ITALY

Charles A. Chandessais

At the beginning of December. 1971, the French press reported a
panic which followed a false alarm at Pozzuo1i. It was decided to
undertake an inquiry on the behavior which followed this event. Because
of the geological character of the region of Naples where Pozzuo1 i is
situated and because of recent seismic events which have shaken the
Mediterranean basin. it appears that a review of the observed behavior of
ten years ago would still today be of some interest.

The Situation

Pozzuoli is an agglomeration of 70.000 people situated 12 kilometers
from Naples. It is subject to the phenomenon of bradyseism, a term
coined by Arturo Isse1 to designate very slow oscillations of the soil.
At Pozzuo1i the earth slowly subsided between the second century B.C. and
the tenth century A.D. It then rose until the 15th century after which
it subsided gain until 1970 at which point it started to rise again. The
24th of February. 1970. an announcement of the Ministry of Public Works
reported an inversion of the bradyseism characterized by notable
uplift i ng of the earth. Severa1 famil i es were evacuated as a
consequence. On the third of March they decided to evacuate the Rione
Terra Quarter. a decision which resulted in the spontaneous evacuation of
30 to 40.000 people. A relief plan was developed which envisioned the
evacuation of the city in three days but of which the details were not
made public. At the same time. 4 sirens were installed. In case of an
emergency they would function in an intermittent fashion blaring six
times for 20 seconds.

The population of POlzuo1i understood the general situation as well
as the event of 1970 and knew that measures had been taken by the
responsible authorities.

The population is in large part (6~) composed following the Italian
classification of middle class. working class. lower class and
housewives. That is to say individuals of a lower socia-cultural level.
Furthermore. the population had the "neapolitan temperament" or according
to the term of Professor Jacono. the ·southern mental ity" characterized
by feelings of affiliation. of resignation. of futility. and of the
incapacity (or the incompetence) of the authorities to handle the
situation.
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On the fifth of October. 1971. at 9:50 p.m. only one of the four
alarm sirens sta,-ted to blare without interruption for 18 minutes. This
inappropriate signal threw into the street a large portion of the
population. either to flee by the single evacuation route which was
rapidly blocked or to take refuge in an uncovered place such as the beach
or the Piazza della Repubblica. or to search for information at the
police station. It was a political party which went through the streets
with megaphones to calm the population and to urge the authorities to do
the same.

The Studz-

At the end of October of 1971. Professor Jacono of the University of
Naples made avai 1able to us three students who were graduates in social
psychology who had research experience and who spoke French.

The aim of the research was to study:

(1) The disaster subculture of the population of Pozzuoli.
(2) the process of warning.
(3) the responses to it including eventually the manifestations of

panic.

In the course of a conference. these three points were clarified.
It was decided that two investigations would be carried out. One by
means of a closed questionnaire of a stratified random sample. the other
by means of open-ended interviews with a number of persons who knew the
population well to clarify the results of the questionnaire survey and
complete the information gathered by it.

The concept of a disaster subculture has been defined as follows by
Stallings with reference to a society permanently menaced by a certain
type of danger:

A complex organization and technology, along with corresponding
attitudes and values. is present among the residents and
organizations of the city. There is not only an elaborate
pattern for sensitizing the conmunity to a particular kind of
danger but equally as important. there is widespread knowledge
about the appropriate course of action to follow when certain
cues are presented. [Stallings, 1967. p. 18]

To what measure are these characteristics to be found in the
population of Pozzuoli1 This is the first object of the research.

The warning can be envisioned from two points of view:

(1) As a means of exchanging information relevant to an event
presumed to be dangerous.

(2) As an individual process linking the signs of a danger to
behavioral responses.
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The first point of view can be dealt with only very partially. but
some of the information gathered leads one to believe that there is a
very great complexity and a very great variety in its realization.

At the level of the individual process. it is useful to distinguish
between:

(1) The danger signals: non-intentional indices directly linked to
the event. intentional signals encoded (in the present case of
the sirens), non-coded intentional messages which inform,
counsel and reassure.

(2) The psychological function for the elaboration of the conduct:
perception of the signs. interpretation of them. cholce-
possibly unconscious--of a behavior or a sequence of behaviors.

(3) The responses to the perception of the warning signals: first
those of the emotional order such as fear or vigi lance; but
above all because they are more observab1e, the overt
responses:

efficacious behavior of spreading the alarm, combatting
the danger, seeking shelter;
instrumental behavior of which the object is the proper
functioning of the alarm network;
feedback of the messages received (collaLion), accounts of
activities, seeking confirmation or information about the
reality of the danger;
non-adaptive behavior of inhibition or confusion.

Among the inadaptive behavior, special mention must be made of
panic, since by definition it was one of the principal objects of the
study of the event at Pozzuoli. According to Professor Killian, "One
cannot study panic scientifically because this concept is not defined
scientifically." According to Professor Quarantell i the word panic has
been applied to almost everything. Martha Wolfenstein cites six
characteristics of panic mentioned in the 1iterature without being able
to say whether they should all be present or if a single one suffices for
one to be able to say that there was panic. The six characteristics have
been retained in the construction of the questionnaire used at Pozzuolii
to them was added "The feeling of being caught in a trap," and the notion
of a "mad" crowd. The six characteristics are:

intensive subjective terror with or without external
justification;
futile or self-destructive behavior activated by extreme
alarm (which we will call confusion)
contagion of the alarm throughout the group, the signs of
fear on the part of others increasing individual
apprehensions;
precipitous flight of a group of persons far from a danger
which rightly or wrongly appears impossible to combat;
s ituat ion in a group in which the interest of an
individual for his own security excludes concern for
others (blind egotism)i
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situation in a group where in the effort to flee. the
individuals hanm one another (aggression).

This last characteristic is related to the notion of augmented
danger to the primary danger by panic behavior.

The Quest ionnaire constructed to derive from these concepts was
comprised of 25 questions: six questions related to the conditions of
the study. eight to the disaster subculture. eight to behavior and three
to the aggravation of the danger and to the information.

Each one of these 25 synthetic questions (denoted QS) was
complimented by explicative questions (denoted QE) numbering from one to
four for each synthet ic Quest ion. Not all of the quest ions were asked
because they were not adapted to the situation or they were generally
badly formulated and badlY understood or else because they would have
lead to a unanimity of response.

The persons who were interrogated had to respond about what they had
seen and not what they themselves had felt or done.

The stratified random sample surveyed by the questionnaire resulted
in 141 responses. It consisted of 31~ middle-class, students, and
authorities (persons considered of higher status). and 69~ of persons of
more modest circumstances and lower socio-cultural level.

The open-ended interviews were conducted with 24 persons chosen by
nature of their role in Pozzuol i society or for their socia-cultural
level: 14 of them belonged to the public service or political
organizations. These interviews permitted expansion upon, interpretation
of or complementation of the statistical results derived from the
analysis of the responses to the questionnaire.

Results

Preliminary Remarks

(1) As mentioned earlier. the study investigated what the subjects
had witnessed and not their own sentiments or actions:

(2) Not all the questions were asked;

(3) There was very little non·...p.sponse. on the average of 51; the
population of Pozzuoli appeared very concerned. this would seem
to clearly indicate the existencp. of a disaster subculture;

(4) One component of the disaster subculture--the awareness of a
permanent danger--and four kinds of behavior--confusion.
contagion, terror and flight--were considered as present by
more than 3/4 of the persons surveyed.

Less than 1/4 of the population surveyed noticed the
presence of egotism or aggression, of the awareness of
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responses. of information after the alert about the situation
and the behavior to adopt.

(5) The s~i-directed interviews had as their object a content
analysis: 683 items were retained and allocated to 51
categories. Nearly 1/4 of the items (168) are relative to only
three categories: flight, c~nication and canp1aints. and
nearly 1/2 belong to 7 categories, the three preceding ones
plus terror. searching for information. confusion and
assistance to others.

One finds flight. terror. confusion comprising the principal
characteristics of the event both through the survey questionnaire and
the interviews.

Three new elements appear in the interview:

(1) Complaints which were manifested by an aggressiveness
principally verbal against the mayor or the police department;

(2) The search for information necessitated by deficiencies on the
part of the public authorities in the matter as ...ch before as
during the event; deficiencies perceived by the individuals
interrogated;

(3) Assistance to others--principally to relatives and children;
this assistance was manifested principally in the form of
calming explanations. It occurs on the average IlIOre than one
time per interview (1.58).

On the average. an interview contained 28.45 items classifiable into
the 51 categories. It can be noted that the interviews with the public
authorities were the IlIOSt prolix (more than 41 items on the average) and
those with artisans were the least (20 on the average). Equally one can
note that those who cited terror IlIOSt (women. liberal professionals. and
artisans) were also those who mentioned cOlllP'aints least (which were
mentioned principally by the political figures. municipal employees. and
public servants).

The results of the questionnaire will be analyzed below.

A. The Disaster Subculture

AllllOst the entire population (96S) is conscious of a danger and
feels some general anxiety (7OS); but a little less than 1/3 (3OS) are
used to it. Less than 1/2 (401) know the danger signs to which fishermen
above all are the most attentive. It is essentially a question of what
was called above indices (precursors) which are MOst directly associated
with the phenOlllenon: heating of the water, dead fish, elevation of the
level of the sea impeding landing.

As for the signals, the sirens, the population had been informed; it
knew the code (six times for 20 seconds) but did not know under which
conditions the sirens would be used. Certain individuals were skeptical
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in addition with respect to their efficacy, but this 0plnlon appeared to
be based upon political attitude. It will be shown below how this
knowledge of the code of signals is shown to be fragile.

As for the verbal messages, they were made concrete in 1970 by the
invitation to evacuate. The possibility of messages, explanatory and
reassuring, before following the alarm signal was totally ignored as much
by the public servants as by the population.

Almost no one (121) knew the behavior to adopt when they heard the
siren or when the indices appeared. Certainly 1/3 (331) of the
population thought that there existed an organization to face the danger.
Putting the sirens in place was a manifestation of it. "All had been
foreseen on paper ..• the evacuation of all the population had been
foreseen, said the mayor; there had been a secret session of the council
and a secret plan." This ignorance of the conduct to take is a cause of
fear. In the absence of directions one thinks of what one can do and one
organizes oneself. Flight appeared in general the only possible
response. One can state in effect there was a substitution of an
improvised response for an organized response.

The denial of danger appears in several forms: reliance on a higher
authority (in the intervention of Providence) to remove t~e danger, or as
in 1970, a belief in a campaign of intimidation to modify the structure
of Pozzuoli by removing part of the population in order to develop the
city as a touristic site, or habituation to an ancient phenomenon, or
finally the fatalism of the neapolitan temperament.

In brief there exists among the people of Pozzuoli a disaster
subculture marked by the consciousness of danger, by the absence of
information and ambivalence which the subjects clearly indicated. The
causes of these characteristics seemed to be the attitude of the public
authorities, and the very general phenomenon of the denial of danger
reinforced in the present case by the neapolitan character.

B. Behavior and Consequences of the Event

FollOWing the spontaneous and continuous blaring of the siren for 18
minutes contrary to th~ code, a considerable crowd movement was created;
but it didn't constitute a danger as one would fear from panic since it
was possible to mention only one wound to a foot in a fall, several colds
(it was qu He co ld), severa1 heart comp1ai nts due to the ellIOt ion and
several dents to fenders of cars. Two-thirds of the population estimated
that the movement of the crowd did not aggravate the danger.

The population estimated that only a very small proportion had been
informed of the exact nature of the event {l41} and of the procedure to
follow (lOS).

(1) Concerning the alarm, it seems that certain individuals had not
heard the siren. They were told by neighbors about it and left
their houses. It was then that they heard the signal. As for
those that heard the blast of the siren, there were different
interpretations:
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(c)

(d)

(e)
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Some individuals were before their television sets
watching a war film. They confused the real siren with
that of the film.
Others who knew that the siren was supposed to function in
a discontinuous fashion did not pay attention to this
specification of the code either because they were too
surprised or because their attention was focused
elsewhere.
Many people correctly interpretted the signal although
after a moment of hesitation.
Some subjec ts were so exc i ted that they had the ill us i on
of having felt a seismic shock.
Finally certain persons made a decision only after the
siren signal had been completed by official or semi-
official messages.

Those who understood that it was not a question of a true alert did
not leave their homes; there were even those who thought it more
dangerous to leave: "It is panic which kills people," said one subject
who had been interrogated, "that is why I preferred to remain in my
house."

(2) The search for information was the cause for leaving a house
for many people; therefore, this was not a fl ight. They went
for information either to the police or firemen. Others sought
information on the telephone but the lines were rapidly
clogged. The population considered it bad that the police did
not immediately explain that it was a question of a mechanical
malfunction. It was necessary for the leaders of the political
parties to strongly insist with them before they would do it.
Prior to this using their influence with the militants, they
had them transmit calming messages by megaphone.

Thus one sees appearing successively:
(a) the beginning of spontaneous intervention before official

intervention,
(b) the emergence of leaders (in fact, political leaders) and

semi-official attempts at organization,
(c) intervention of public services and criticism of them for

being late.

(3) As concerns emot iona1 conduct we wi 11 resort to the
classifications established by Martha Wolfenstein to
characterize panic.

Almost all (91%) of the persons interrogated stated manifestations
of terror. But this global judgment must be qualified: in effect. if
nearly 213 (60%) estimate that the whole population was affected, others
(16%) estimated that only isolated individuals manifested terror, for
others (19%) only an indeterminate fraction was terrorized. This was
above all, women, chi ldren. the elderly. people of the lowest classes
which were affected. The manifestations of this terror were principally
dynamic--cries (89%), tears (84%), gestures (SO%)--typifying the
neapolitan or southern character. By contrast the conduct of inhibition
(fainting. dumbfoundedness ... ) appeared far IIlOre rare (14%). As for
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pathological conduct (incoherent laughter. hysterical crisis) they were
even more seldom noted (11%).

Contrasting with these manifestations the absence of terror that was
noted by the interrogated subjects was attribued to the true absence of
terror or the spontaneous mastery of it (noted by 69%) or due to the
influence of leaders (noted by 30%).

The manifestations of frenzied egotism are rarely cited (I5%); it
was sometimes a question of abandoning families (9%); the trampling of
fallen persons which is one of the great causes of danger in panics was
not cited a single time. In contrast. aid to others is cited by more
than 1/2 (571) of the persons interrogated: flight together with
families (441). aid to relatives (10%) or to strangers (3%). Aid to
others is cited 38 times in the semi-directed interviews. It appears
above all to have consisted of seeking to reassure and to explain that
the siren had not functioned in conformance with the code. that there was
a malfuJlction or in making an appeal to reason.

Aggression is denied by the very 9reat majority of the subjects
(82%): at the most there are cited (33%) several jostlings that were a
1itt 1e rude. some dent i ng of veh ic le fenders. While phys ica1
aggressiveness is rarely noted. it is in the verbal form that
aggressivenec~ comes to light in resentment. in imputation to the public
service of rl\~gligence or tardiness in their intervention. This provided
the opportunity to strengthen the opposition to the public authorities.

Confusion is recognized by the very great majority (961:). It is
manifested by running in all directions (87%). For a few of the
respondents (4%) confusion aggravated the danger. whi le 12% were not
precise about the manifestation of confusion. In addition. there is
every reason to believe that this was the cause of forgetting the code
for the alert.

Precipitous flight is acknowledged by the majority (83%) of the
persons interrogated. The number of persons involved while certainly
very great is not exactly known: the estimations vary between 20,000 and
40,000.

It is more important to consider the precautions taken. the feeling
of ant ic ipated inminence of danger, and the time necessary to accamp 1i sh
preventative actions. In this occurrence the sentiment of urgency was
foremost. One sought first of all to save one's most precious goods and
one's weakest relatives. In certain cases. individuals had been prepared
for a long time. "sleeping fully clothed ••• keeping one's jewels and one's
money close at hand in a small purse." said one pharmacist.

One notes also frequently an absence of precautions against risks of
injury to health by the great cold on that day: many people left in the
scantiest of clothing. However. numerous others carried out something:
one cited people carrying furniture but the primary precaution for many
was to clothe the children.

The inhabitants of Pozzuoli who had an automobile attempted to leave
the city. but the only evacuation route was rapidly clogged. Others
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searched in the city for an open place--the beach or the Piazza della
Repubblica. Others sought refuge with their relatives. A cafe equally
served as a r!!fuge for those who found themselves there and probably
others while certain customers left it in order to join their fllllilies.
Numerous fleers did not have a clear destination and were prey to a great
confusion.

Finally some went to search information from the police or the
firemen. One can conclude that one must not hold only to the notion of
precipitous flight or even centrifugal movement possibly prepared but
more generally of natural displacements of people, in different
directions and at different speeds.

Conclusion

Fro~ this study one can derive some characteristics of the event and
the reactions that it provoked as well as some methodolgical
considerations.

A) Characteristics of the event:

(1) At Pozzuoli. there certainly exists a disaster subculture
characterized by the belief in a permanent menace more than an
exact knowledge of the risks of bradyseism which is easily
confused with earthquakes. They believe that there exists an
organization for facing the danger but it is unknown and they
remain skeptical in regard to its efficacy.

(2) The action of the public authorities was insufficient. If a
disaster subculture exists. it is spontaneous and it is not
directed by responsible individuals. This abstention as in
many other cases is motivated by the intention to avoid
upsetting people. (Declaration of the Secretary of the Mayor).
The deficiencies of the authorities lead to rancorous
recriminations.

(3) The essential point is the absence of sufficient reliable
information before as well as after the alarm. The information
on the code however simple for the siren was revealed to be
particularly fragi le. It is certain that those who knew the
system for the alert and renenbered it did not have intense
emotional reactions. The ignorance of the lower socio-cultural
elements of the population was a cause for confusion and fear.

This example shows once again the imperative necessity for
information and training of the public in security _atters and
that the ostrich policy is more injurious than efficacious.

B) Methodological Consideration

(1) The concepts whi ch served as the base for the developnent of
the questionnaire revealed to be practical and except in
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particular cases without ambiguity. But they were shown to be
insufficient when one analyzed the semi-directed interviews.
This was necessary to complete the questionnaire. There would.
therefore. be a reasonable framework for further research. The
distinction between synthetic questions and optional
explanatory questions appears to permit a certain flexibility
of use.

Its employment as a rating scale for the conduct of others
more than as a scale for self-evaluation is not the happiest
solution. but taking into account the resources available--a
small number of surveyors, the use of different languages, the
time available--it appears difficult to use it otherwise.

Would the behavior of the POl2uoli population have been the same in
the case of a real danger? In other words, dces the study provide a
valid means of prediction? If it diUicult to reply to this question.
At the same time, it is difficult to ~ay if a different population would
have reacted in the same fashion. The replication of studies of this
type made under standardized conditions wOI!ld permit fruitful comparisons
which would provide guidance to actions to inform and train the pUblic by
responsible authorities.
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WARNING AND RESPONSE TO
THE MOUNT ST. HELENS ERUPTION

Thomas F. Saarinen

The amount of foreknowledge and warning for Mount St. Helens was
probably greater than for any previous geologic hazard in United States
history. The public. and/or responsible officials had a series of
warnings. as information on this volcano passed through successive stages
from a routine research publication to the issuing of a potential hazard
notification, and still later. the initiation of a hazard watch. These
warnings. and the regulations developed as a result of them. did probably
cut down on the death toll of the eruption. However. many people
remained unwarned. or unconvinced of the danger in spite of the great
amount of information disseminated to the public through government
channels as well as intensive media coverage.

The abstract in the slim informative "blue book" of Dwight Crandell
and Donal Mullineaux [1978) opens with the statement: "Mount St. Helens
has been more active and more explosive during the last 4.500 years than
any other volcano in the conterminous United States." In the publication
the past behavior and future probabilities of volcanic eruptions are
succinctly outlined and the areas likely to be affected clearly marked on
maps. In addition. the bulletin includes step-by-step instructions for
identifying the warning signs of an eruption, monitoring the premonitory
events, and actions which should be taken to inform both governmental
agencies and private companies. This publication was a product of an
ongoing United States Geological Survey (henceforth U.S.G.S.) research
program which has focused on hazards appraisals for the volcanos in the
United States portion of the Cascade Range. A report discussing the
Mount St. Helens hazard appraisal appeared in Science as early as 1975
[Crandall. Mullineaux. and Meyer, 1975]. and geologists and some U.S.
Forest Service personnel were aware of the work one or two years earlier.

In recent years as reports on various volcanos reached publication
stage they were forwarded to the Hazards Information Coordinator. and
after evaluation. warnings of potential hazards were issued. This is in
keeping with U.S.G.S. responsibility to provide timely and effective
warnings with respect to geological hazards. It has been doing so since
1977•
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Mount S1. Helens was the eighth hazard warning of the new U. S.G.5.
hazard warning system. On December 20, 1978. a letter was sent to the
governor's representative from the U.S.G.S. notifying federal. state. and
local officials of the potential hazard. The Governor's representative
misinterpreted the notification thinking the eruption was imminent, and a
special meeting involving representatives of many State of Washington
Government departments and U.S.G.S. officials was called in January,
1979, to clarify the situation. Although at the time this was regarded
as an over-reaction. the meeting might. in retrospect, be seen as useful
in alerting state officials to the potential problem. On the other hand.
the U.S.G.S. sprinkling of cold water on the initial reaction may have
tempered the later reaction to the Mount St. Helens eruption.

On March 20, 1980, the first of a series of moderate earthquakes.
measuring about Ma9nitude 4 on the Richter scale was detected on
seismographs operated by the University of Washington in cooperation with
the U.S.G.S.'s earthquake studies program. The seismic activity beneath
and wit)in Mount 51. Helens led to further monitoring and the decision to
initiate a hazard watch for the volcano. Since then the volcanic
activity has stimulated great interest which extends far beyond the area
affected as may be seen in the extensive and continuous coverage in
local. national. and international news. Mount St. Helens clearly
qualifies as a major media event.

Within the State of Washington and the irmtediate vicinity of the
volcano. major efforts were made once again to inform responsible
officials of the potential hazard after the hazard watch was initiated.
The U.S.G.S. shipped 200 copies of the Crandell and Mullineaux report to
Vancouver. Washington. for distribution to appropriate persons. By then
the interest level was so high that thousands of copies of the report
could have been given away had they been available. Many of the U.S.G.S.
geologists were now headquartered in the U.S. Forest Service offices for
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest which covers a major portion of the
park. Thus Vancouver. Washington. became the main information center for
the developing events.

As the monitoring activity for the volcano watch continued, dai ly
news conferences were provided under the leadership of the U.S. Forest
Service. In the immediate aftermath of the eruption these news
conferences were held three times a day and were scenes of great
intensity as the radio. T.V•• and press personnel. who had converged on
Vancouver. grilled the spokesman for the U.S.G.S •• the U.S. Forest
Service, the State Department of Emergency Services. and the sheriffs of
the local counties. demanding clarifications of statements. explanations
of discrepancies. and occasionally answers to unanswerable or
embarrassing questions.

The leadership of the U.S. Forest Service in organizing the dai ly
press conferences is to be cOl'IIIIended. These press conferences saved
harassed officials. responding to the disaster. from the necessity of
confront i ng each of the reporters separate ly. and it prov ided the med i a
people with a single centralized source for news so they could gain an
o\erall perspective on the most recent developments. It also helped keep
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rumors to a mlnlmum level. U.S.G.S. officals were kept busy not only in
explaining probable risks but in discounting imaginary ones such as fears
that watermelon-sized bombs would destroy Morton, that a new bulge was
developing on the south side of the mountain, that the dam of debris at
Spirit Lake might break, that a lava flow might reach the Kelso-Longview
area, or that Mount Margaret is a volcano. Sometimes rumors began with
amateur radio operators who picked up reports from the field and drew
their own conclusions before the data were analyzed and evaluated by
scientists.

The U.S. Forest Service (U.S.F.S.) also took the initiative in
organizing many of the local officials to cooperate in developing the
Mount St. Helens Contingency Plan which laid out the steps to be taken
by each official in the event of an eruption [Osmund, 1980). Several
other agencies developed contingency plans before the major eruption of
May 18th. These included the Washington State Dept. of Emergency
Services, 9th Army Division, Federal Aviation Administration, and the
Washington National Guard.

In addition, as significant changes were noted in the monitoring,
the U.S.G.S. sent letters to the directors of the Department of Emergency
Services. This was done when harmonic earthquake tremors appeared and
when the bulge on the north flank of the mountain developed.

From the foregoing. it is clear that there was a great deal of
warning and discussion about the activity of Mount St. Helens prior to
the major eruption which began at 8:32 a.m. on Sunday, May 18, 1980.
This eruption consisted of a nunber of co~onents. According to the
U.S.G.S. information UPdate 09:00, Tuesday, May 20, 1980:

The first was an initial blast that totally devastated
the forest over a wide swath arcing from the northwest
to the north or northeast s ide of the vo lcano and
extending up to 15 miles from its former summit. The
blast covered the devastated area wi th ash that swept
the ridges, collected in valleys, and flowed down the
local drainages. Although the blast was hot, its
temperature was not high enough to char the fallen or
buried trees. The second component of the event was a
combined pyroclastic flow and landslide that carried
material released by catastrophic failure of the
volcano's north flank across its lower slope and about
18 miles down the Toutle River Valley, burying it to
depths as great at 200 feet. The th i rd component was
a pumiceous pyroclastic flow that funnelled northward
through the breach in the crater formed by the north
slope failure. This deposit raised the outlet of
Spirit Lake by about 200 feet and raised the water
level by 100-150 feet. The lake continues to rise
behind the debris dam.

After the initial rapid series of events, the volcano
continued to erupt an ash column to altitudes of
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50,000 to 60.000 feet and greater for several hours.
generating a plume at high levels in the atmosphere
that has deposited ash more than several inches thick
as far east as central Montana and continues to
deposit detectable amounts of ash into the central
United States.

This dramatic sequence of events was exceedingly destructive. The
s,YImIetrical beauty of Mount St. Helens, sometimes referred to as the
"Fuji of America" was marred by a black gaping crater and the peak was
400 meters shorter.

Preliminary estimates of $2.5 billion damage [Ranier National Bank,
1980J have more recently been succeeded by estimates of short term losses
tu the economy of Washington State on the order of S860 million Hunt and
MacCready. 1980. Over half was forest damage ($450 million) in the
blast zone where some 229.2 square miles were either laid bare, left with
fallen timber marking the direction of the blast. or merely singed. Next
in amount of losses were clean-up costs (S274 million). damaged or
destroyed property (S85 million) mainly roads. bridges. and other federal
and state property in the blasted and flooded areas, and agricultural
losses ($39 million).

Two-thirds of the clean-up costs were concentrated in the immediate
area of the volcano. A major portion was due to the need of dredging of
the Toutle. Cowlitz, and even the Columbia River. On the Columbia River
ocean-going traffic was stopped for about a week. The channels of the
Toutle and Cowlitz Rivers were filled with mud and debris which greatly
limited their capacity and increased the risk of floods.

East of the Cascades the clean-up prob lem was ash removal.
Appreciable amounts of ash fell on four states with the greatest
concentration in certain Eastern Washington counties where expense~

involved in ash removal exceeded the local ability to pay. In these same
areas were concentrated most of the damages to agriculture as well [Cook,
et a1., 1981]. The major losses were to the hay crop. Wheat. apple, and
potato crops were normal or above norma 1. Although the wheat crop was
good, the ash's abrasive qualities caused damage to the mechanical
equipment used in harvesting_

In assessing the preparation for and reaction to these damaging
events, only the most beneficial and worst aspects of the warning system
will be discussed. The major benefits were derived from the etablishment
of a restricted zone which cut down on the fatalities. due to the
eruption, which were the first ever on the continental United States due
to a volcanic eruption. In contrast, the major oversight in the warning
system was the failure to effectively warn the people in the ashfall
areas. In describing these events some of the flavor of the publ ic
reactions will emerge as well as the importance of the perceptions of the
various people in affecting the decisions made.

As a result of the many earthquakes and other physical indications
that Mount St. Helens was bui lding toward an eruption, restricted zones
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were set up around the mountain. As early as March 25 the U.S. Forest
Service set up a red zone closing off the whole mountain above the
timber1 ine. From the moment the road blocks were set up to prevent
people from entering the area. the offica1s experienced great difficulty
in enforcing them. On Apri 1 3. Washington State Governor Dixie Lee Ray
declared a state of emergency which allowed National Guard units to aid
local law officials in keeping the public out. Running the road blocks
became a game. It was easy to find alternative routes in. especially
when enterprising local people began selling maps of the many logging
roads in the area. This same public discounting of the hazard was
documented by Green. Perry. and Lindell [19801 who interviewed residents
of Toutle/Si1verlake and Woodland. small communities close to the
volcano.

It was not only the public which discounted the hazards. The major
lumber companies did as well and were capable of exerting strong
political pressure. When the red and blue zones were finally made
official on April 30th. portions of the red zone boundaries bore a closer
resemblance to divisions between public lands and lumber company property
than to defined geologic hazard zones. All activities were to be banned
from the red zone. Certain activities were allowed in the blue zone
during daylight hours and access there was possible with permission. The
result was that lumbering could continue very close to the western side
of the volcano.

In ~pite of clll these problems. the establishment of restricted
zones did prevent greater loss of life than the 60 or so who are assumed
to have perished as a result of the blast. Even so a bit of luck was
involved. for the death toll would surely have been higher if the major
eruption had occurred on a weekday when lumbering was in full swing
rather than a Sunday. Estimates of how many lives were saved as a result
of the warnings and restrictions vary from a few hundred. the number who
might normally be there on a weekend in May. to as high as 100.000. The
size of these estimates depends on the assumptions of the estimator as to
how many people would have converged on the area to see the volcanic
activity if free access had been allowed.

The interest 1eve1 was high and rema ins so as may be seen in the
growth of a thriving souvenir industry at main roadside sites from which
the mountain is visible. T-shirts. ash. volcanic rock. postcards.
picturebooks. refreshments, and a variety of items made from ash or
volcanic rock were all available. On the first anniversary of the
destructive eruption. celebrations in Toutle. Castle Rock. Si1ver1ake,
and other nearby small towns commemorated the event with parades. prayers
for the dead, and sale of souvenirs [Arizona Daily Star. 19811.

The major oversight of the warning system was the failure to inform
adequately the people in the ashfa1l areas about the problems they could
face. The U.S.G.S. described them clearly in their report but did not
follow through to be sure that the public east of the Cascades was aware
that:
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Tephra eruptions can also result in psychological
stress by b1ockin9 roads and causing people to be
isolated, by causing darkness during daylight hours,
by i ncreas i ng ac i di ty and turb i dity in exposed water
supplies, and by interrupting telephone, radio, and
electrical services. Exposure to one or more of these
stresses may lead to panic even though an individual's
health or life is not directly endangered. Damage to
property results largely from the weight of tephra,
especially if it becomes water soaked. from its
smothering effect, from abrasion, and from corrosion.
Machinery is especially susceptible to the last two
effects. [Crandell and Mullineaux. 1978. p. ell]

The U.S.G. S. scientists, with 1itt1e experience in direct
communication with the public, saw themselves as technical advisors. They
perhaps assumed that their report would be read and people would act
accordingly. The report was sent to key public officals. but there was
1itt le follow-up to see that it had reached all those 'likely to be
affected. One might argue that people who got the information might not
use it anyway, but our results plainly indicate that those who received
the "blue book" were more likely to make some adjustment to the volcanic
hazard than those who did not.

The U.S.G.S. scientists were not at all reluctant to relinquish the
public information role to the U.S. Forest Service officals, who became
heavily involved, since Mount St. Helens was within their jurisdiction.
After the hazard watch was declared, the U.S.G.S. representatives were
kept too busy responding to local demands for information and assessing
the physical nature of the hazard to follow up on warning the public.
The intensity of the demands on them during this period of high
excitement forced them to work up to 20 hours a day for several weeks.
Even with such long hours, they were unable to attend to all the
legitimate requests for their time with which they were inundated.

The U.S. Forest Service had many members who were aware of the
hazard. and they very quickly responded to the increased seismic activity
by closing off the area, setting up a public information office at their
headquarters in Vancouver, Washington, and developing a contingency plan
for an eruption. Their main responsibility was for the forest areas.
These and the areas immediately adjacent corresponded closely to the most
serious geologic hazard zones identified by the U.S.G.S. Thus, they
concentrated their main efforts on what were perceived to be the areas of
most serious danger to life and property, essentially the areas
irrmediately adjacent to the mountain and those in the valleys down which
mud flows and floods were likely to descend. Only two of the some 66 key
contacts among public officials and private industry representatives in
their contingency plan were from the areas east of the Cascades, which
later were covered with ash. Both of these were from Yakima.

The State of Washington Department of Emergency Services was the
agency with the responsibility of warning the public. Unfortunately, it
was a neglected, underfunded agency directed by an inexperienced
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pol itical appointee rather than a hazards professional. It had been
rated as having one of the worst disaster response programs in the
country [The Oregonian, 1980). As a result it did not have the
personnel to conduct independent geological assessments. Rather than
take the initiative, it followed the lead of the Vancouver headquarters.
Although the department sent out information on the volcano's activities
to all its county offices, it did not specify how this information was
relevant to Eastern Washington. When the major eruption took place on
May 18th, the county offices were sti 11 in such a state of disarray that
their warning to the local communities was delayed almost two hours.

The local officials in Eastern Washington who received the reports
on the increasing activity of Mount St. Helens tended to regard them as
irrelevant to their activities. After all, Mount St. Helens was a
distant Cascade peak. As a result the information was not acted upon.
As the as~ cloud approached, many people thought it was a thundercloud or
dust storm and were completely unprepared for a heavy ashfall. (This is
evident ;r eyewitness accounts from Pullman and Ellensburg, Washington
[Oi llman, 1980] [Ressler].) ThUS, roads were soon closed, motorists
stranded, and normal activity came to a standstill. Each community
tended to improvise on its own in handling the emergency situation and in
at least one case all emergency vehicles were soon out of commission due
to dust clogging up the engines. later as the clean-up began, problems
arose related to how to handle the ash. The ash clean-up was complicated
by variations in the physical properties of the ash from place to place
so that it could not be handled in a uniform manner.

Questions and fears developed about medical effects. Children
enjoyed the ease with which they could stir up a dust cloud, but parents
worried about the potential health effects. Similar concerns arose
related to the effects of the ash on vehicles or mechanical equipment or
on crops. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (F.E.M.A.), which
became involved when the federal disaster declaration was made official.
soon developed a series of technical bulletins to answer some of these
questions. but such information would have been even more useful a few
weeks or months earlier.

After the May 18th eruption, people's perceptions of volcanos
changed considerably. The warning system is also more effective than
before. From the predictions based on physical measurements to the
dissemination of data to the public, there is a much improved system.
lumbering is once more taking place, though restricted zones are still in
force. Crews have emergency evaluation plans and are in direct contact
wi th the headquarters from wh i ch warn ings are issued. For some of the
latest eruptions predictions were made several hours in advance, and
people were evacuated efficiently. The major hazard at present is that
of floods for the capacity of the river channels is much less than
normal, and they could become even more clogged as loose ash is carried
down by winter rains.

On a broader level one might hope that the eruption of Mount
St. Helens was useful in dramatizing the fact that Cascade volcanos are
active and could erupt at any time. This could encourage state and local
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communities close to other volcanos to develop contingency plans to
improve the response to the next eruption.
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FORMULATING AND IMPLEMENTING POLICIES
FOR SEISMIC SAFETyl

Stanle) Scott

Reducing earthquake hazards is basically an unresolved problem of
politics and administration. Obviously scientific and engineering
considerations must also figure in seism;c safety, just as science and
engineering play essential roles in most aspects of modern 1ife. But
fulfilling crucial and comparatively neglected requirements for seismic
safety are fundamentally tasks of politics, administration, and
implementation, i.e .• getting policies formulated and adopted, and then
making them work in practice.

Sources of Policy

Recurring earthquakes affecting significant populations anywhere in
the world are by far the best source of information for the sophisticated
and pragmatic understanding that IIK.Ist underlie effective seismic safety
policies. A good deal of such learning from earthquakes involves
seasoned professionals observing the results of earthquakes, and
interpreting their observations to draw informed conclusions on what
actually happened and why it happened, especially when there are
anomalous or unexpected results.

One central goal, of course, is improved unLerstanding of the kinds
of ground behavior and forces at work in earthquakes. and of the
responses of different kinds of structures and materials. Shaking-table
experiments and computer simulations of earthquakes and structural
responses can provide extremely helpful clues, but actual behavior in
damaging earthquakes--which are highly chaotic events, often with
significant unanticipated effects--is the most persuasive and reliable
eVidence on which to build policies. In any event. experimentation and
research, plus observing the results of actual earthquakes, can lead to
better understanding of sesismic phenomena and to improved
"state-of-the-art" architectural and engineering designs. These in turn
can form the basis for sound public policy.

Learning from earthquakes requires IIK.Ich more than simply
photographing surface faulting and building damage, or recording data
collected after an earthquake. Although such information is essential,
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probably most important is the judgment of experienced pr()fessionals who
can interpret the data and make compar hons and contrasts wi th other
earthquakes, recognize significant patterns of damage, reach tentative
cone 1us ions on the pr inc ipa1 causes. and sugges t measures that mi ght
reduce or eliminate such results in the future.

In the process, scientific and engineering research is helpful, even
essential, but is not sufficient by itself. Indeed, central to the
formulation of workable safety strategies are other kinds of information
and communication flowing between (1) the professionals trying to
interpret learning-from-earthquake findings, and (2) individuals who are
concerned with policy formulation and implementation.

Improved conmunication is essential, because the non-technical part
of the pol icy mix is crucial. involving a host of political,
institutional. governmental, and human factors that help determine how
things get done in the pract ical world. It is indeed probably an
oversimplification to suggest that policy has two distinct
sides--technical vs. non-technical or policy oriented--for they are not
so easily distingUishable. For example, the very choice of a technical
or scientific policy component, e.g., an engineering criterion such as a
force resistance requirement, is itself a strategy choice and thus a
policy issue in its own right. In any event, the technical aspects and
the many other aspects of earthquake policy need to be dea1t with in an
integrated manner, a goal not easy to achieve for a number of reasons.

For one thing, there are weaknesses in seismic policymaking. First,
the process of learning from earthquakes is st 111 haphazard, piecemeal,
and lacking in thoroughness. Observers too often concentrate on
substantial descriptions of what they have seen, and give only passing
attention to interpreting the significance of their observations and
drawing conclusions to guide policymakers.

Another weakness relates to communication on seismic safety issues
between earthquake professionals and policymakers. Typically, such
communication is difficult, usually being nonexistent, or at best
spasmodic, especially with hazards that occur infrequently in anyone
region, e.g., earthquakes. Policymakers tend to be mindful of earthquake
hazard for only a relatively short time after an earthquake has affected
areas in their own illlllediate charge. Then their principal attention
shifts back to other pressing matters. Consequently a major failing has
been lack of depth and continuity in policy-level concern with seismic
hazards and their m1tigation. 2

Formulating and Implementing Policies

Policy formulation is a cOlltplicated and rather messy process. When
most successful it should produce measures that can be adopted, wi 11
actually deal with the problems addressed, and should not have undue
·unforseenM consequences. Developing effective strategies to create such
policies takes a judicious mix of expertise and judgment. There must be
(1) expert understanding of the problems confronted, 2) a sensitivity to
political and institutional forces that will influence policy acceptance,
and (3) a realistic sense of "what will work" after a policy has been
adopted, i.e., during implementation and administration.
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Achieving the appropriate mix is difficult enough for almost any
kind of complex problem. but is especially so for seismic safety. The
very infrequency of earthquakes means that seismic safety receives only
sporadic attention from policymakers--this is a major part of the
problem. The top administrative personnel in most organizations--the
people who have been aptly characterized as "the get-it-all-together"
profession [Cleveland. 1979]--are only rarely involved. Instead,
planning and preparation for many kinds of disasters (especially
infrequent events) tend to be relegated to second- or third-string
personnel in both government and industry. Disaster preparedness simply
does not ha~e a high place on the agendas of most top administrators.

Table 1

City/County Administrators' Time
Spent on Disaster Preparedness

Time spent per year
City County Adminis-

Manaoers trative Officers

None 6% 2%

Less than 1 week 72 52

1 to 2 weeks 6 19

More than 2 weeks 11 10

Other 5 17

Total 100~ 100%

Source: California Seismic Safety Commission, Public
Official Attitudes Toward Disaster Preparedness in
California (SSC 79-05, August 9, 1979), Appendices and
background materials, pp. A-18, A-25.

For example, a recent California study found that "three-fourths of the
city managers and over half of the county administrators said they spent
less than one week per year" on disaster preparedness. concluding that it
is "a low-priority business for most government leaders" [Olson. 1980 1

On the scientific and technical side of the personnel equation.
expert attent ion and academic invest igat ions are understandab ly focused
heavily on matters that interest geologists. seismologists. and
research-oriented engineers and architects. While such work has basic.
long-term importance. it often has limited illllllediate application to the
kinds of problems that practicing engineers. architects. builders. an~
policymakers need to address in dealing with earthquake hazards.
Further, many of the more scientifically and technically oriented
researchers may not be well qualified to contribute effectively to the
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unfamiliar process of policy formulation. To sum UP. if disaster-planning
personnel are typically removed from mainstream policymaking and
administration, and if many scientific and technical personnel can make
only limited contributions to policy development. where shall we find the
human resources needed for seismic safety policy formulation?

A Small But Growing Contingent •••

What has emerged tn California and the United States is a rather
small but growing contingent of dedicated people with a wide variety of
backgrounds··-a "self-selected elite"--who have taken a special
professional interest in earthquakes and disaster preparedness. Many are
engineers in the forefront of the state-of-the-art in structural design.
Some are earth scientists, e.g., geologists and seismologists. There are
representatives from a wide scattering of other disciplines, including a
relatively small minority from policy fields (sometime~ called
"generalists").

Even in modest numbers, knowledgeable and determined individuals can
be influential, especially if their ideas are well formulated enough to
be effective during those limited periods when seismic hazard is
temporari ly the center of public attention. i.e., inmediately after an
earthquake, particularly one causing undue or surprising kinds of damage.
Moreover the number of such individuals, as well as the general awareness
of seismic issues. has been increasing in our area. Thus California
observers have noted a reasonably clear progression of interest,
especially since the Alaskan earthquake of 1964, which seems to have been
an important contributor to the upward trend of awareness in the past two
decades in California and the United States. Since then, each successive
damaging earthquake has made its own contribution. While we have
complained that seismic policy and disaster preparedness are still low
among policymakers' priorities. we nevertheless must admit that awareness
and public concern are notably higher now than they were ten or fifteen
years ago.

In Southern California, at least, the level of public support for
governmental action on seismic safety seems unmistakable. Recent studies
in that region by Ralph H. Turner and others [1979J, [1980] found strong
appl"oval of rather stringent seismic policy measures: nearly 90 percent
favored posting warning signs or closing down buildings found unsafe, and
75 to 80 percent favored laws to require the strengthening or abandonment
of hazardous apartments, workplaces, etc. Substalltial sUjPort was also
found for investing large sums of money in safety measures.

Institutionalizing the Efforts

Partly in response to growing interest, there has been some
institutionalizing of policy processes that in earlier times were almost
entirely ad hoc. A classic ad hoc policy response came after the 1933
long Beach earthquake, wh ich demonstrated the extreme vu lnerabili ty of
public school buildings as then designed and constructed. That same year
a shocked Cal1fornia legislature illlllediatt!ly passed the "Field Act,"
aimed at enforcing seismic safety standards for all public schools.
While such ad hoc approaches can occasionally be quite effective, as is
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the Cal ifornia "law on school safety, the result is 1imited-purpose
response to individual earthquake events. This can mean progress on a
few fronts, but also usually means comparative neglect on others.

In a recent move toward greater continuity and comprehensiveness,
the State of California established the State Seismic Safety Conmission
in 1975. The commission is an advisory body on seismic policy, whose 17
members are chosen to represent a cross-section of appropriate
backgrounds and interests. S Itc ,... . a1 role is to set realistic goals
and priorities and to seek e~ methods of iq>lementing them. A
crue i a1 part of its task is ..lent i fy and recOlllllE!nd ways of fi 11 i ng
major gaps in seismic safety programs. This means a continuing overview
of all seismic safety efforts, keeping a watch for hazards that are not
being dealt with adequately.

Other forms of institutionalization could be noted, but since a
comprehensive sU"vey is impossible here, attention will be focused on one
significant example, the work of the Earthquake E~gineering Research
Institute. EERI is a non-profit corporation founded in California on a
small scale in 1949. It has now matured into a major participant in the
study of seismic safety. Beyond its principal activity of holding
conferences and workshops, and publishing an informative bulletin,
another important institute function is sponsoring in~estigations of
destructive earthquakes in various parts of the world [EERI, 1979].

After roughly a decade of experience, EERI is restudying and trying
to improve the methodology of its investigations. Preliminary findings
suggest that while the basic task of collecting data has been handled
reasonabiy well (often under quite adverse circumstances), still largely
missing is the continuity and follow-up needed for deeper exploration of
the pol icy significance of the investigations. In short, interpretation
of the investigations' results needs considerable strengthening to give
effective guidance in public policy formulation.

Several reconrnendations for improvement car. be touched on here.
First, investigation teams can be prepared beforehand with special
bri'.fing on the need for interpretation and policy guidance. Second,
they could participate in debriefings as soon as possible on their
return, and could contribute to workshops exploring the significance of
the findings. especially with respect to the adequacy of current seismic
safety pol icy and practices. T'lird. pol icy oriented observers should be
included in the debriefings and. if possible, on the teams themselves.
Fourth, there could be regular (perhaps annual) follow-up reviews of the
investigations and other recent evidence on earthquake safety, posing
such questions as these: What have we learned in the last two or three
years? How well have we taken advantage of this new knowledge? What
furtt.er investigations are needed? Are policy changes called for? Who
would be responsible? Finally, the results could be disseminated to a
serie!> of audiences, including practitioners and professionals direct1:!
concerned with seismic safety, and other personnel whose activities could
significantly affect seismic safety and hazard reduction.

Reproduced from
best available copy
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What More is Needed?

If the investigative roles of bodies like EERI are greatly
strengthened, they could provide extremely useful guidance for policy
bodies like the California Seismic Safety Commission, developing new
(;vidence from recurring earthquakes to help assess safety levels "nd
policies and recommend new ones. The investigative and policy activities
ought to be closely interrelated and coordinated: they should fit like a
hand in a glove.

Other important contributors should not be neglected. For example,
in the United States, the National Science Foundation funds important
research efforts in the interest of improved seismic safety, and the U.S.
Geological Survey has its own extensive research program. The Federal
Emergency Manage~ent Agency is the key national overview agency concerned
with earthquakes and other disasters. A full list would include a number
of others who contribute. Furthermore, in the final analysis it is
imperative to keep in mind the essential roles of the "regular"
departments of national. regional. ~nd local government. and the managers
and workers in private-sector enterpri ses. They are the ones who wi 11
actually direct and carry out the programs that make things safer in the
future--or fail to do so.

Whatever the institutions involved, a continuing. integrated dynamic
process is needed to ensure that safety inadequacies are regularly
reviewed and improvements formulated and implemented. The process should
monitor and evaluate existing seismic safety policies, and recommend
needed changes. Moreover it is unreal ist ic and unwise simply to pass a
law. revise a code, or adopt an administrative regulation and assume that
the problem addressed wq 1 thus be solved. Some remedi a1 mea:H'res may
fall short, while others may overshoot the mark, proving unduly stringent
or difficult to administer. or causing unanticipated effects that m~ be
counter-productive. An effective process of seismic safety policy
formulation and implementation must be able to identify such failings and
correct them.

This discussion suggests only the barest outline of some performance
standards or goals for policymaking and implementation. How they can best
be achieved, and through what institutional framework, wi 11 depend on
many variables that are likely to differ significantly among regions and
among nations. But it seems clear that a comprehensive pol icy process
calls for permanent national or regional mechanisms having several
responsibilities, including the following:

1. They should bring together the expertise needed to evaluate
scientific and technical information on earthquake ("'mage and seismic
safety. and to interpret the significance of new findings about
seismicity and seismic hazards.

2. They should draw on main-stream expertise in
administration, and management to help devise strategies and
that wi 11 be real istic and workable, and that wi 11 be given
priority among policymakers than has previously been typical.

3. In implementing seismic safety policies. they should work through
several appropriat~ kinds of vehicles, e.g., new legislation;
administrative action by national, regional. or local governlllent;
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programs undertaken by public- or private-sector industries and
comnercia1 enterprises; professional education and training programs:
and action by citizens' organizations and volunteer groups.

4. They should monitor and review the results of these efforts,
identifying old measures t'lat do not work well in practice, and devising
new strategies when needed.

FOOTNOTES

1. This paper is based primarily on experience in the United States,
especially California. With appropriate adaptation, several of the
conclusions are probably also applicable to earthquake policy
formulation and implementation elsewhere. On the other hand, it is
acknowledged that such poliCY processes and their outcomes are
greatly influenced by the physical circumstances (e.g., seismicity
and earthquake history), institutional patterns, prevailing
practices (e.g., engineering and construction), and political
systems in the various countries.

2. Alan J. Wyner [1981], University of California, Santa Barbara, found
a notable lack of concern among local elected officials in
California, most of whom seem content to live with the status quo.
Their philosophy is, in effect, "our current policies are producing
a physical environment that we accept as safe enough, given the
benefits, cost and risks." Wyner points out that in time such
decisions, made "by default," have a greater 1ike1 ikhood of
producing unanticipated and unwanted consequences.·

3. Winifred O. Carter, Professor of Civil Engineering, Utah State
University, cOl1lllented recently on engineering research: "I see a
closed loop in the research community••• the proposals are submitted,
they are funded, the research is carried out, the report is
generated, and it goes on a shelf. There is very little transfer of
that research knowledge to the practicing engineering profession.
It is also my perception that it is very difficult fO glean useful
information from most research reports." [Ward, 1981

4. Turner cautions, however, that strong support "in principal" for
such expend i tures does not mean that earthquake safety equa1sather
pressing needs, like public education, pc ~e protection, pui..1ic
hospitals and health care, all of which out-ranked seismic safety in
the opinion sampled.

5. "•.• the individuals appointed to the commission are intended to
represent the professions ot architecture, planning, fire
protection, public utilities, electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, structural engineering, soils engineering, geology.
seismology, local government, insurance, social services. emergency
~ervices, and the State Legislature •.• " [California Government Code,
sec., 8892.] Fifteen of the 17 members are appointed by the
GO'/ernor, and one is appointed by each of the State Legislature's
two houses, from its own membership.
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THE CALIFORNIA SEISMIC SAFETY COMMISSION. 1975-80:

PUBLIC POLICY AND A PRACTITIONER'S OBSERVATIONS

Robert A. Olson

Introduction

A recent article in a national scientific journal stated that, "The
establishment of this commission is the greatest public accomplishment on
earthquake hazard mitigation in California since the great study of the
1906 earthquake by the State Earthquake Investigation Commission, set up
specially for this purpose." [Bolt, 1978)

After a four year (1970-74) study of the earthquake hazard in
California by the Legislature, the Seismic Safety Conmission was created
as an independent agency in 1974. It was made independent because of the
need to evaluate existing programs; provide coordination of twenty State
agencies operating nearly fifty earthquake safety programs plus those of
local government and related effc,rts of national agencies; and find
practical solutions to unanswered problems of hazard reduction and seek
their implementation. The Commission's primary role. therefore. is the
development and implementation of public policy.

Responsibilities and Objectives of the Commission

Because of the complex nature of earthquake hazard pol icy, the
enabling legislation is very broad. The Commission's respon!>ibilities
include:

- Advising the Governor and Legislature on earthquake programs;
- Reviewing earthquake-related programs financed by the State and

recommending improvements;
- Setting goals and priorities for reducing the earthquake hazard in

the public and private sectors;
- Providing a consistent policy for earthquake-related programs for

agencies at all government levels;
- Proposing needed legislation and reviewing other earthquake-related

legislation;
- Conducting public hearings on earthquake safety issues;
- Helping to coordinate the earthquake safety activities of government

at all levels;
- Recommending program changes for earthquake safety to State and local

agenries and the private sector;
- Requesting State agencies to devise criteria to prOlllOte earthquake

safety;
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- Recommending adding. deleting. or changing State standards when such
actions promote earthquake safety;

- Reviewing construction efforts after damaging earthquakes; and
Gathering. analyzing. and disseminating information. encouraging
research. and sponsoring training.

Annually. the Commission designs a work program for the year. This
work program contains specific tasks aimed at achieving several key
objectives. They are: (1) To insure reasonable seismic safety standards
for new design. construction. and building; (b) To reduce existing earth
quake hazards; (cl To insure optimum preparedness for. response to. and
recovery from earthquakes; (d) To assess and improve the state-of-the
art; and (el To provide legislation. information. and technical
assistance.

In the five and one-half years of the Commission's existence. it
has provided oversight and coordination for many activities; supplied
expert technical assistance to the Legislature. several State agencies.
and many local governments; reviewed in detail several existing programs
and sponsored successful legis lat ion to reduce costs and improve their
operation; focused on key issues needing solutions and working toward
them; forged better working relationships betWEen State agencies and
several national ones; and completed other projects related to codes and
standards for safer construction.

Policy Development: Selected Examples

The role of the Seismic Safety Commission in the development and
implementation of public policy can best be shown by examples of its
work. First, a report to the Governor and Legislature recommending a
comprehens i ve approach to earthquake safety from now through the year
2000 is nearly finished. This report will contain a short-term
improvement program reconmending a level of financing for each existing
or proposed new state earthquake safety program. In addition. the report
will contain a summary of key unresolved polley issues needing a more
thorough examination before tte Commission can recommend what state laws,
regulations, or programs are needed.

Second, over the years the Commission has been very active in
proposing new or amending existing laws. It is seen as the initiator of
most legislation in this field. and currently the Seismic Safety
Commission is sponsoring legislation that will affect the construction of
hospitals. the installation of mobile homes. and public education for
earthquakes. In the past it has worked on laws related to standards for
the rehabilitation of dangerous bUildings. liability for earthquake
prediction. requirements for geologic reports for development, and
others.

A third example is "the vision" presented by the Commission in its
report titled -Goals and Policies for Earthquake Safety in California".
This report has been widely distributed and has as its purpose the
stating of long-term goals and policies that represent the Commission's
views about what should be accomplished in the decades ahead. Next. the
Commission has designed a technique to assess the earthquake hazard of
thousands of buildings owned by the state government (office build;ngs.
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uni vers ; ty and state co llege buildings. hosp i ta1s. prisons. etc.). Th i s
is a major polley development in that it allows budget officials to
compare the hazard and allocate funds for reconstruction based on a
system of priorities.

Fifth. the COlll'l1ission plays a continuing and influential role in
articul~t lng the need for adequate independent review processes related
to the construction of critical facilities. An independent review means
that the design. plans. calculations. and construction processes are
independently evaluated and monitored so that earthquake safety is
enhanced. The Commission does not do the independent reviews. but it has
been i n'itrumenta1 in creat i ng rev iew processes for spec i fic fac i1 i ties.
including Auburn Dam. 1iquid natural gas terminals. and the study of an
existing building housing radioactive materials at a national laboratory.

A new project to design a comprehensive guide for post-earthquake
investigations provides a sixth example. To optimize learning from
future damagi ng earthquakes it is important that topics for whi ch data
are needed be identified and the proper information collected. Although
damaging earthquakes are regularly investigated by various groups. tnere
has not been a consistent. comprehensive, or detailed enough
investigation of most of them. The Commission's guide will attempt to
define the needs and hopefully will guide future investigations so that
research opportunities are not missed.

A final exa~~e is demonstrated by a comprehensive regional earth
quake preparedness project the Conmission has begun in Southern
California. Jointly financed by the state and national governments, it
is an experiment designed to develop and implement a conmon planning
process in an area with five county governments, over one hundred cities,
and numerous special districts, each with its own legal authority and
government. If successful. this planning process could then be used in
simi 1ar metropo 1i tan areas to produce a coord i nated set of preparedness
and response plans for both predicted and unpredicted events.

1975-80: Lessons from Policy Making

The Conmission's deep involvement in the development and
implementation of public policy has covered a wide variety of issues.
some of which have been very controversial and highly politicized. It
seems time ly to assess the major lessons that have been learned from
these experiences.

First, it is critical that political leaders and decision-makers be
supportive of the Commission and its programs. These relationships have
to be carefully developed, and it also requires that the Conmission be
politically sensitive so that its desires are seen as realistic and
politically acceptable. This is an ever-changing element of the
environment; for example, the Governor's Budget for 1979-80 proposed to
abolish the S~ismic Safety Commission, but this effort was soundly
defeated. During the next two years, the Commission's life was extended
for an additional six years, its authority expanded, and a special
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appropriation of $750,000 was made to help finance the special project in
Southern California.

Second, ~lthough the pool of technically qualified people is quite
large in California, the number who can successfully apply that knowledge
to the development of public policy and the politics of implementation is
very small. About four years ago the Commission refused a $1,000,000
appropriation because the state-of-the-art and the number of people
available to do what the Legislature asked were not available. Better to
explain this to the lawmakers than to accept the money and not meet their
expectations. In general, the relationship between technkal expertise
and the policy-making process has been established only recently and is
not well understood by most "earthquake experts". Translating technical
knowledge into public policy causes changes, and they appear in
organizations, educational processes, professional practices,
governmental decisi-:ns and public opinion. Few members of the scientific
and technical co"~nity reali!e that they are involved in a social change
process, and this understanding is a key to having an effective
COOIIIission.

Factors of organizat ion and style provide a third lesson.
Experience gained during the Commission's life indicates that the
expertise and reputation of its membership is critical. To maintain the
degree ~f excellence of the past will be the challenge of the future. It
has also ~roven critical that the COI1IIlission have direct access to the
Legislature and that it maintain an active legislative program sO that
its presence is felt on a continuing basis. Moreover, the quality of the
work done by the Commission must be of the highest order. In many cases
there is sufficient substantive controversy, and it is important that the
quality of work not be debatable so that decision-makers are not placed
in a position of judging the competence of an "expert" Commission.

A fourth lesson is that the expectations of the people who voted to
create the Commission see their expectations fulfilled. The concept of
the Commission was to provide a focus for leadership and initiative as
well as an organilation to which problems can be referred. The
Commission has performed these roles and, therefore, is seen as
fulfilling its mandate by those who periodically review its work and
provide its money.

Fifth, because it is concerned with general policy and is both
adVisory and independent, it has been able to avoid competition with
regulatory or operating agencies--those that have specific technical
programs or regulatory functions. This has helped insulate the
COIlIl1ission from bureaucratic infighting. In fact, the COl'IIIlission has
helped play an integrative role by helping organizations work together on
common problems.

The Commission's independent review of existing programs has taught
the sixth lesson. Not only have substantive changes been made as a
result of these evaluations, but it has put people on notice that their
efforts may be stUdied, and, if found wanting. the law or organizations
may be changed. Consequently, the operating agencies keep a careful eye
on the Commission.
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Seventh. the COl1II1ission also serves as a link between the
scientific, technical. and earthquake research communities and the
application of knowledge for public safety. Thus. the Commission is seen
as an active agent for change through which knowledge can be partially
implemented. For example, the COI1Illission regularly receives research
studies that might have policy implications and periodically hears
directly from researchers about their projects and recommendations. Much
of this information finds its way into the Commission's work program, or
in some cases these same people are asked to serve on committees to help
the Commission.

Although during this period there have been several moderate
damaging earthquakes in California (Oroville, 1975; WilHts, 1977; Santa
Barbara. 1978; El Centro, 1979; Coyote Lake, 1979; Livermore, 1980;
Westmorland, 1981). none has been significant enough to raise the
earthquake safety issue on the political agenda sufficiently to see
enactment of the bold and innovative initiatives that followed the 1971
San Fernando earthquake. This eighth lesson suggests that in the absence
of relatively majrr damaging events progress will be made on an
incremental basis, and it will be harder to mobilize support for some
proposals. Nevertheless, the Seismic Safety Commission has in its
"memory" a long 1ist of desired legislative proposals and executive
changes it would like to see implemented. With a little work, the right
opportunity, and support these desires could become rea1itie~.

History provides a ninth lesson. In planning the Commission,
serious debates took place about its cOMPosition. At one extreme it was
proposed that the Commission be solely a technical body because, it was
argued, only experts in the field could properly perform the roles the
COl1IIIission was expected to play. On the other hand, there was strong
argument that the Commission should be composed of generalists familiar
with, but not expert in, the earthquake problem, and that they should be
advised on a continuing basis by a technical advisory ::OfIII1ittee. This
view was based on the bel ief that the Commission should pay primary
attention to the governmental structure and political processes in
Cal ifornia state government. Predictably, a compromise was reached and
the law establishing the Conmission represents a balance between
technica1 representatives and generalists. look ing back on five years
experience, it appears that this was not only a reasonable compromise but
has turned out to be very effective. One need only listen to the
Commission's discussions to appreciate the variety of viewpoint3 and the
wide range of considerations that are taken into account.

The final lesson from five years' experience is that the Commission
can be effective although it 1s only an adVisory body. Initially, it was
debated whether the Commission could be effective without having
regulatory powers or operating responsibilities since most formal
organizations believe they must have either or both to be effective. In
a practia1 sense, given the political environment at the time (1974), an
advisory commission was all that was acceptable. Tht absence of
regulatory or operating responsibility has given the C~mMission an
unusual amount of freedom to explore, in the depth needed, policy issues
which it feels are important and to decide what actions are warranted.
Should it have been given regulatory or operating responsibilities,
undoubtedly the Commission would have been preoccupied with the
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performance of these responsibilities and probably neglected the research
and discussion of fundamental policy needs. By skillfully using the
techniques it has available. the Comission has shown that it can be a
very effective organization in promoting earthquake safety without having
a great deal of formal power.

Sure ly there are other lessons that CiJn be learned from the past
five years. The Commission's unique role in earthquake safety in
California would make it a valuable case study. What would be learned
could help guide the planning and operation of similar policy oriented
programs elsewhere.

The Commission's Environment: Factors Influencing Policy

There is little knowledge about factors which facilitate or impede
earthquake safety policy development. Those who share the responsibility
for the translation of knowledge into public policy would benefit greatly
from a more thorough understanding of the forces involved.

From a practitioner's perspective. a number of factors seem to ~e

influential in promoting earthquake safety. First. the occurrence of
significant earthquakes presents opportunities for public action. This
is due to heightened interest and the consequent motivation of public
officials. Political bodies face many pressures and crises in normal
times. and it is easy to understand why problems related to earthquake
safety receive relatively low attention during the interim.

A second factor are the activities of advocate organizations and
opinion leaders. They offer ideas. proposals. support, and the influence
necessary to help achieve seismic safety objectives. Legislators.
members of city councils and boards of supervisors. and private sector
leaders who have some expertise in the subject play key roles in
developing new public policy.

A more recent factor supporting improved seismic safety is the
awareness of environmental quality. The concerns about air and water
qual ity. resources conservation. growth management. and simi lar problems
have supported increased attention to environmental safety. especially
when it is related to natural hazards.

The rapidity of cOlllllUn;cations is a fourth major factor. Damage
information COlll1lUnicated to the American public as a result of
earthquakes in Nicaragua, Guatemala. Turkey. Italy. Romanh. Iran, the
Philippines. and many other countries has meant that viewers and readers
can understand the effects of disastrous earthquakes almost immediately.

A fifth influence has been increased financial and human resources
devoted to earthquake safety. The results of this investment primarily
by the government are that the earthquake prob1ern is better understood.
knowledge of its impHcations has entered the field of practitioners.
college and uniYersity curricula have expanded to include courses dealing
partially or entirely with earthquake hazards and expanded research
programs have been undertak~n witt'lin. or financed by. government and
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other organizations. This has produced a larger cOllllllnity of
knowledgeable people. answers--or at least approaches to answers--to
problems that need study; and support of 'jome action programs, such as
the creation of the California Seismic Safety Commission.

A last and relatively new factor that may be facilitating improved
seismic safety pol icy is the publ icity surrounding earthquake prediction
research. As noted ear lier, the greatest advancements in earthquake
safety seem to be in response t~ the larger damaging earthquakes. The
emergence of earthquake predicticn as a major research effort in the
United States and elsewhere ha~ provided the subject with continuing
popularity. Although the public may get confused about the state-of-the
art, the validity of specific predictions. and the reliability of certain
sources of i nformat ion they are cont inua11y reminded that the earthquake
threat is present and that people are working on ways possibly to predict
such events.

It is also fairly easy to identify some factors that appear to impede
the development of seismic safety policy. First, the absence of damaging
earthquakes has an effect on the receptivity of decision making bodies to
enact or support new programs. Closely related is the problem of other
priorities that demand attention. Policy-making is a very dynamic
process. and to a large degree it ten::1" to be somewhat crisis oriented.
The California Legislature, for example, has been concerned recently with
property tax reform, public school financing, medical malpractice
insurance, and other major issues. Should a big earthquake occur. one
effect would be to change its priorities. and more attention would be
given to earthquake safety. This was clearly demonstrated following the
1971 San Fernando earthquake. A further difficulty has been the
inability to define the threat in precise enough terms so that people
perceive that there is a high probability that they will be affected.
This seems to be a strong factor. However. the development of a reliable
and effect ive predict ion system wi 11 almost certainly erode its
influence.

Another problem which has impeded further policy actions has been
the somewhat negative reaction to some programs. This has required their
defense, particularly as the time between earthquakes becomes longer.
People have spent time going back to California's Legislature to defend
the standards for school construction enacted after the 1933 earthquake,
and since the 1971 earthquake there have been such occasions with regard
to programs initiated following that event. Under these circumstances,
1t is hard to initiate new measures. A last influential factor has been
the inability to demonstrate clearly the effectiveness of many exhiting
programs. Partly this is a function of the relative infrequency of
damaging earthquakes. It is only in recent years. for eXlft1)le, that
enough data have accumulated about the actual behavior of public school
buildings built since 1934 according to the Field Act to know that the
program is basically sound.

In sum. it has been traditional 1n sUl'llllarizing the history of
policy to follow a chronological sequence, usually beginning with the
development of local codes following the 1925 Santa Barbara earthquake.
Depending upon the observer's viewpoint. this leads to Observations such
as. "Look at how much we have been able to do, particularly 1n the recent
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past." or "Look at how 1it1e ~ ~",ve learned and applied from past
earthquakes".

However. when this chronology is separated from the dates of major
policy developments. there is an interesting dichotomy. After some of
the larger magnitude earthquakes in California there have been major
policy changes. but this discussion must also account for the occurrence
of other significant damaging earthquakes where nothing of policy
significance happened. except perhaps for relatively minor "tink.ering".
The question is "Why not7". No major policy changes followed the 1906
San Francisco "fire." the 1952 Kern County eal thquakes, the earthquakes
in Eureka. California and Dixie valley, Nevada in 1954. the 1957 Daly
City earthquake, the 1969 Santa Rosa earthquake, and the 1975 Orovi lle
earthquake.

The presence or absence of the above f ac tors wh i ch f ac i1 i tate or
impede the development of seismic safety policy may help account for the
different responses to historic damaging earthquakes. A valuable
research project, carefully done, and tested against the public records
of previous earthquakes. might show that certain combinations have
produced actions. Their absence might help explain inaction.

Future Policy Issues

Some major policy issues which wi 11 continue to be on the agenda
for the future include sustaining an effort to reduce hazards from non
earthquake resistant buildings; the social, economic. and policy implica
tions of earthquake prediction; concern about the safety of critical
facilities and services and the role of government in setting siting and
design standards for them; assess'ng the role of the Uniform Building
Code as a basis for minimum standards and the quality of enforcement; and
the increasing need to integrate the activities of local, state and
national agencies to achieve earthquake safety.

Increasing emphasis must be placed on more effectively using
knowledge and speeding up the process of translating it into effective
programs. Organizations such as the Seismic Safety COlIWTIission may take
on added significance by acting as a link bet~en the knowledge community
and governing authorities. There will continue to be a strong need for
policy oriented research to help answer some of the difficult questions
related to the design, acceptance, and administration of public programs.

Conclusion

Concern about the earthquake hazard wi 11 continue in California.
especially when noted scientists are quoted as saying:

In anticipating the next big California earthquake of
magnitude 7 or higher. we must conclude that time is running
out. The e\' i dence strong 1y suggests that such an event must
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now be considered inrninent. Until recently there has been a
tendency to think of such an occurrence in terms of lithe next
10 or 20 years". But now, for several reasons. we can no
longer keep pushing this "time window· into the future. In
short. present evidence that a large earthquake is imMinent in
California is much stronger now than 30 years ago--or even 10
years ago. [Bolt and Jahns, 1979).

To a significant degree it will be the focus on public policy and
its implementation that will lessen the risk. In all likelihood.
progress will be made incrementally, and understanding the policy-making
process is central to taking the constructive steps required to achieve a
higher level of safety. One should probably not look for qajor
breakthroughs until a major damaging earthquake strikes. Rather, a
cumulative record of significant policy achievement should be sought.
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IMPLEMENTING SEISMIC SAFETY POLICY:

THE CASE Of LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN CALIFORNIA

Alan J. Wyner

Accomplishing seismic safety policy objectives requires the successful
implementation of action oriented programs. Whlle there remains some
disagreement about specific relationships between earthquake generated
forces and the subsequent performance of certain structures. there is no
disputing the general proposition that the severity of damage and the extent
of human loss from an earthquake is affected by the way in which seismic
safety policies are implemented prior to the event. It is evident from a
growing body of academic literature that public pol icy implementation is
almost always problenmatic.l Mere adoption of public policies does not
guarantee the consUl'llllation of the envisioned goals. Many intervening
factors stand ready to block. delay. or detour implementation efforts.
Seismic safety policies are as prone to these implementation problems as any
other public policy. Indeed, it is at least arguable that seismic safety
policies are more susceptible than many other policies.

This paper focuses on some important aspects of efforts to implement
seismic safety policies in California. The process by which seismic safety
policies are adopted, as well as the substance of the policies, will be
accepted as a given in this paper. More specifically, this paper draws upon
research conducted in thirteen local California communities. The thirteen
jurisdictions were chosen so that they would include areas that had suffered
damage from a recent (within ten years) earthquake as well as those areas
that I\.lve not had a damaging earthquake within the adult ltfe of those
persons currently holding positions of influence within the local
government. Small cities. suburbs, and large central cities were chosen.2

For several reasons. local governments are an appropriate focal point
in an examination of seismic safety policy implementation. Although local
governments have no formal standing in the American constitutional
structure, they have assumed a vital place in the arrangement of
governnents. Not surprisingly, the initial growth of local goverrwent
importance coincided with the dramatic population growth of cities in the
first several decades of this century. Suburban development after World
War II accelerated efforts to increase local independence--financial and
political--from state governments; these efforts were moderately
successful. To SOllIe extent, the increased financial independence from
state government has been achieved only by an increased financial
dependence on the federal government. Today MOst cities function within a
constitutional and political structure in which the states (and the federal
government) establish boundaries or outlines for what is acceptable policy.
Within these boundaries some policies must be adopted by local governlents,
while others remain subject to local discretion. Local gover~V. always
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retain some room for maneuverability in the actual implementation of
policy; this is true for policies that are optional as well as those
policies more specifically mandated by state Or federal government edict.
Delegation of implementation responsibility--whether it be in education,
law enforcement, or seismic safety--creates i~SO facto an opportunity to
exercise independent judgment about how to imp eme~e policy. Seismic
safety policy implementation in California illustrates these trends.

California state government has established the outlines of seismic
safety policies. With the exception of school and hospital construction and
dam safety, local governments are where the policies must be given
operational meaning. For example, California requires that each city and
county government prepare a "Seismic Safety Element" of its local land use
plan. Guide1i nes that ind icate the kind of seismologi cal and geologica1
data to be incoroorated into the Elements are published by the state. Local
governments, however. actually prepare the Element and then are solely
responsible for any implementation. 3 Such land use decisions as whether to
permit a residential subdivision in a certain location remain the
responsibility of local government, whose Judgment is supposedly informed
by the state reQuired Seismic Safety Element. This modus operandi also
prevails in the areas of building code enforcement and emergency response
planning. Therefore, the success of seismic safety policy inplementation
by California local governments heavily influences the fate of most
earthquake mitigation efforts. 4

Implementation: Theoretical Frameworks

Seismic safety has been on the public policy agenda in the
United States. and especially in California. for most of the last decade.
Using the more precise terminology of Roger Cobb and Charles Elder, seismic
safety has been on the "systematic agenda" consistently and on the
"governmental agenda" sporadically. Cobb and Elder define the systematic
agenda as consisting of:

all issues that are cOlII1IOnly perceived by members of the
political cOIlIIlunity as meriting public attention and as
involving matters within the legitimate jurisdiction of
eXisting governmental authority. [Cobb and Elder, 1972.
p. 85]

The governmental agenda is differentiated by defining it as:

that set of items explicitly up for the active and serious
consideration of authoritative decision-makers. [Cobb and
Elder, 1972. p. 86]

The difficulty of sustaining a place on the systematic agenda should not be
minimized, nor should the strategic and tactical posturing of those who wage
political battles over governmental agenda items relating to seismic
safety. Once having achieved goverllllental agenda status, many proposed
policies have been adopted; again, especially in Ca1ifornia.S What should
concern us at this point. however. is the tate of those policies after
adoption. Put more bluntly. there is no point to continued arguing over
agenda status and the specifics of proposed additional seismic safety
policies without haVing some understanding of how preViously adopted policy
has been implemented.
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The last few years have seen an upsurge in efforts to construct a
generalizable conceptual framework of the public podcy implementation
process. A brief presentation of several theoretical frameworks usefully
precedes an examination of seismic safety policy implementation in
California. Only a representative sample of this literature wt1l be
discussed. but this sample includes the frameworks most widely cited.
These frameworks contribute to our present concerns because they permit a
fuller explanation of seismic safety policy implementation activities and
because they remind us of both similarities and differences inherent in a
comparison of seismic safety policy to other policy areas.

Utilizing a systems theory perspective. Donald Van Meter and Carl
Van Horn 11975] suggest the intervention of six major variables between
po 1icy enactment and ult imate performance; by performance they mean t~F.'

impact of policy. Integral to any policy, they argue. is the
estabHshment of (1) standards and objectives and the allocation of (2)
resources (or lack thereof). These two var 'lab1es create the open ing
conditions for the core of the implementation process in which (3)
interorganizational communication and enforc~ot activities. (4)
characteristics of the implementing agencie~. (5) personal disposition of
the imp1ementors, and (6) the political. social, and economic environment
all interact so as to produce an impact or policy performance. Although
the various interactions can become quite complex. the model has the
virtue of ident;fying the key c()q)onents of any policy implementation
effort.

Eugene Bardach [1977] characterizes implementation as a series of
games. In a description that would also fit the Van Meter and Van Horn
model, Bardach starts with the Ressential implementation problem, R that
is:

to control and direct the vast profusion of program
related activities carried on by numerous and disparate
organizations and individuals so as to achieve program
objectives. keep costs down, and reduce delay. fBardach.
1977. p. 250]

By using the metaphor of a game. Bardach can highlight actions that
may have adverse effects on implementation. The games can be categorized
by the slakes at issue. Four adverse effects lIIay result frOftl the
implementation games:

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

diversion of resources. especially money
deflection of policy goals stipulated in the original
mandate
resistance to eKPlicit. and usually institutionalized
efforts to control behavior administratively
dissipation of personal and political energies in
9ame playing that might otherwise be channeled into
constructive programmatic action. [Bardach. 1977,
p. 66]

The -Budget- 9'.me diverts resources because hllPlellentors have an
incentive to spend their full allocation in a given fiscal year so that
funding for succeeding years will not be reduced. Deflection f".
original policy goals can occur in the ·Up for Grabs· g-.e when a program
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is ambiguously designed or when there is no enthusiasm for the program
among the implementors. The game of MTokenism- emerges from efforts to
control behavior ad.inistratively. Here there are public expressions of
support and agreement, but privately only token implementation is
forthcoming. Probably the most pervasive game that dissipates energies
Bardach labels MTerritory.1I This game is played by bureaucrats who
invest substantial energies and time in the protection and expansion of
their own domain. Therefore, they are unable to devote very ~th to
actual policy implementation. These various games, which are
illustrative and not exha~stive, have effects that hinder successful
policy implementation.

After praising authors such as Van Meter and Van Horn and Bardach
for their pioneering efforts, Paul Sabatier and Daniel Maz~anian [1981a]
argue for an approach to implementation analysis that considers the
importance of three factors. two of which are not explicitly contained in
previous conceptualizing endeavors. They suggest an examination of the
(1) tractability (or solvabil1ty) of the problem being addressed in the
policy. (2) the way in which the statute structures implementation
capability, and (3) the net effect of political variables for the support
given to goal attainment during implementation. Sabatier and Mazmanian
forcefully make the case that a problem'S tractability can be categorized
along several dimensions, and that any attempt to understand policy
implementation must take into account the degree of tractability posed by
the original problem. This reasoninq is a logical and important
contribution. The second point which se',:'; Saeatier and Mazmanian apart
is their insistence that the composition and .::haracter of the enabling
statute--and the way in which the st~tute delegates implementation
responsibilities--must be carefully ~nalyzed for its impact on
implementation success. The law, in ot~~r words, should not be taken for
granted in an implementation analysis.

Several important implementation issues related to seismic safety
emerge from the three conceptual frameworks presented above. Only a few
can be dealt with in this paper. In subsequent sections three types of
implementation issues are discussed, each having a place in one or more
of the frameworks, but not being a comprehensive treatment of any. I
will consider the important role of key personnel, some implications for
implementation of the political environment surrounding the issue of
seismic safety, and the tractabil ity of the issue itself. The operating
thesis guiding this discussion can be simply put: Seismic safety is not
an issue that generates consistent expressions of organized public
support and, therefore, implementation will always be problematic at best
unless a highly cOlll1litted and motivated core of officials dni~ntly

pursue implementation. Absent these per.onnel, the perceived
intractability of the problem and lack of visihi'e palitical rewards for
supporting seismic safety make seismic safety afllther policy area prone
to unsuccessful or incomplete implementation.

Personnel

The personal disposition of strategically placed local officials is
an important ingredient in determining the success of seismic safety
policy implementation. Whl1e a similar statement could be advanced for
almost any policy area, personal disposition seems especially important
in seismic safety because non-governmental interests are not usually
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pressing local government for action. What policy that is implemented-
and the degree of its implementation--will be determined in spite of and
not as a result of public expressions of organized local interest groups.
As Var, Meter and Van Horn explicitly argue. and as Bardach implicitly
suggests. the dispositions and attitudes of the imp1ementors IllAst be
examined in order to understand the fate of seim1c safety policy
implementation.

A brief look at the seismic safety policy behavior of officials in
two cities that have undertaken several successful implementation efforts
as compared to the attitudes and behavior of officials in two cities that
have done very little to implement seismic safety policies underscores
the importance of personal dispositions. The cities of Los Angeles and
Santa Rosa fall into the first category while Burbank and Oakland lapse
into the latter. 6 Santa Rosa city government has several individuals,
both elected and appointed, who view their city's efforts to replace old
structurally unsound buildings with something approaching missionary
zeal. Following the 1969 Santa Rosa earthquake. they began vigorous
implementation of a local law requiring rehabilitation or demolition of
many older buildings in the downtown area. Resisting the initial heavy
opposition were several city officials who personally believed the
unsound buildings must be fixed. Over the last ten years, a small number
(3-6) of city staff members and a few elected counci1members have
persevered in supporting implementation efforts because of their own
convictions and not because of any visible public demands or obvious
political benefits.

The same may be said about los Angeles. although some modest public
support for seismic safety came from a few professional associations
(e.g •• structural engineers) and the local press. Nevertheless, it has
been the determination of a few city staff members. including one in the
mayor's office. that has accounted for the reasonably successful
implementation of the 1975 city Seismic Safety Element. For example. the
Seismic Safety Element called for the adoption of a law requiring the
identification and rehabilitation or demolition or structurally unsound
old buildings. Six years after making a cOIIIIIitment to pass such a law
the city council actually did so. Those intervening years were
noteworthy for the delays caused by the ever-intense opposition to such a
1aw by the owners--and sometimes the tenants--of the 14.000 buildings
possibly affected. At numerous points during the six year controversy it
would have been possible to abandon the effort without anyone suffering
political repercussions or embarrassment. Only the strongly held beliefs
of a few councilmembers. mayor's office personnel. and high ranking city
staff members kept the matter alive and eventually completed. 7

Burbank and Oakland offer examples of cities with public officials
who generally do not feel seismic safety matters are worth much
attention. and, therefore. implementation of policy has been minimal or
even non-existent. Burbank suffered some modest damage from the 1971
San Fernando earthquake. but the event did not seem to catalyze a
heightened seismic safety awareness by city officials. Numerous city
officials have expressed a bel ief that the city ·can't do RIch about
earthquakes and their damage·. A variation on this theme is the
statement that only the private sector. and not the city, should think
about the risk from an earthquake. A high ranking official in Burbank
indicated that the city's Seisllic Safety Element. which contains llI4fIy
recOlIIIIendations for policy implementation, has never been usedi indeed,
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this official could not find a copy of the Element after a diligent
search of his office.

In similar fashion Oakland city officials, elected and appointed,
almost uniformly disavow any interest in implementing seismic safety. No
one within city government feels that seismic safety goals are worth
pursuing and making a high priority. It 15 not the case that Oakland
offich1s want to ignore the risk from earthquakes and not iq>lement
policies designed to mitigate damage, but it is rather a matter of
Oakland officials feeling that many other policy areas demand their
attention because of their more inmediate relevancy. Oakland does not
have city officials who have made seismic safety an i~ortant goal.
Studies have been completed and reports filed, and little implementation
occurs. Oakland city hall itself was the subject of one such report,
with the conclusion pointing to the dubious integrity of the structure in
the even t of an earthquake. Emergency response plann ing and sei smi c
safety building code enforcement have been given very low priority
because of the prevailing attitudes.

The inclinations and tendencies--in a word, dispositions--of public
officials in these four communities have made a clear difference.

Political Environment

As Van Meter and Van Horn, Bardach, and Sabatier and Mazmanian all
indicate, the political environment in which implementation takes place
has an important bearing on the likelihood of successful implementation. S
Three aspects of the political environment of seismic safety policy
implementat ion deserve mention: organized interest group support, mass
public support, and the political benefits or incentives for
officeholders.

Seismic safety is not an issue that has stimulated the creation of
new interest groups, nor, for the most part, has it been an issue that
has attracted the support of already estab1 ished local interest groups.
When the California local governments which were studied were considering
the adoption of their seismic Safety Elements. Virtually no interest
groups appeared to support the concepts or the specific policies embodied
in the Elements. On several occasions interest groups expressed their
opposition to parts or all of the E1...nt. Locally based interest groups
have not initiated requests for new seismic safety pollcy.9 Given this
lack of visible support for policy adoption. it is not at all surprising
that implementation of seismic safety policy has not been supported by
local interest groupSi any interest group involvement in implementation
has been primarily opposition by affected parties.

There were only a few occasions .mere seismic safety concerns were
part of the political behavior of local groups in the thirteen
communities studied. In those few instances, local groups opposing
proposed residential developlllents used the possibility of future
earthquake damage as one of several reasons for their opposition. In no
case was it the primary or sole justification for their political
behavior.

Mass public support for seis.ic safety policy and its i~le.entation

remains latent and has not been translated into overt political behavior.
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Recent research by Ralph Turner and his colleagues strongly suggests that
the mass publ ic. at least in Southern Cal ifornia. bel ieves that local
g1vernment should actively pursue seismic safety goals. crurner. et al .•
19BOJ Those attitudes. however. have not been ~ufficiently motivating to
generate any significant political behavior. 10 Until the research of
Turner. et.al.. even the existence of this latent support was not
realized.

local officials do not perceive seismic safety and the
implementation of policy about it as providing any political benefits to
them. In their eyes, the public does not know much about seismic safety,
ranks it very low on any priority list of cOlllllUnity problems. does not
communicate with officials about it. and does not engage in any sustained
organized political activity regarding it. No elected or appointed
officeholder in any cOlIIIlunity studied felt that seismic safety had been
an issue in a recent political campaign. Political incentives and
rewards are almost entirely lacking, at least as perceived by those who
must implement seismic safety policy.

Tractability

Sabatier and Mazmanian introduce the concept of tractabi lity as it
relates to policy implementation by saying.

Totally apart from the difficulties universally assochted
with the implementation of governmental programs. some
special problems are much easier to deal with than others.
[Sabatier and Mazmanian. 1981a. p. 6]

While there are surely public problems of greater complexity and
difficulty. seismic safety, nevertheless. is not an easy problem. For
instance. the benefits from seismic safety policy implementations are not
always obvious. Rather. an act of faith is required by officials and the
pub 11c. both of whom may never have exper ienced an earthquake nor know
much about them. lack of personal experience or acute awareness of
potential earthquake damage or of possible mitigations--all of which
accurately characterize most people in public office--makes seismic
safety a less tractable issue. Designing buildings in a certain way or
spending public money on an improved emergency cOlllllunication system does
not confer clear benefits immediately upon completion. but only when an
~arthquake occurs--and that occurrence may be a long time in coming •
.~ere is a strong probabll i ty that most of those in pub lie office today
w 11 not be required to respond officially to an earthquake. Given the
relatively short time perspective of most officeholders, ft is not
unusual for them to say that the actual seismic safety problems generated
by an earthquake will not occur while they are in office.

The seismic safety issue itself is imbued with considerable fatalism
because earthquakes cannot be prevented. This simple reality encourages
some fatali~ about efforts to mitigate the effects of earthquakes.
Several local government officials expressed thfs attitude as a
rationalization for their fnaction in policy implementation.

The tractability of seismic safety problems is reduced by the way in
which the costs and benefits of policy implementation are usually
arranged. Implementation of seismic safety regUlatory policies in the
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areas of land use and building code enforcement cft!ate costs borne by a
specific target group such as the building owner or land developer. The
benefits. however. are spread in a diffuse manner to all those
individuals. for example. who may happen to be in or around a building
that would hav~ otherwise collapsed in tn earthquake. absent successful
implementation of seismic safety policy.1

These and other aspects of tractabi 1ity make imp lementat ion
difficult. This discussion of tractabil ity also highl ights tne
previously mentioned importance of the personal dispositions held by
staff and elected official~.

Concluding Comments

This paper has argued that local government is the appropriate focus
of study if our interest is in seismic safety policy implementation. As
with many policy areas. local governments' discretion in implementation
may lead to policy consequences which vary by jurisdiction. Some
differences in California local governments were discussed. most of them
stemming from various personal dispositions of certain officeholders.
Several uniformities in implementation problems were also mentioned. The
political environment of seismic safety in most local jurisdictions is
characterized by weak or nonexistent political interest group support.
opposition by interest groups directly affected. latent but not overt
mass public support for local governmental seismic safety regulatory
actions. and a perceived lack of political rewards for officeholders.
Because of concentrated costs and widely distributed but not obvious
benefits. and a fatalistic attitude. seismic safety presents policy
problems that are not easily solved.

The conchlsion is inescapable--successful implementation of seismic
safety pol icy cannot be simply assumed. Rather. the nonn may be delay
and less than full accomplishment of the policy goals envisioned when the
policy was adopted. Reasons for this are scattered throughout the paper.
and in many more ideas not mentioned. but the essence of the problem lies
in the inherent nature of policy implementation. It is a process filled
with organizational. personal. and politically based obstacles.

A generally negative tone has been struck in this paper. Policies
are desc~ibed as less than fully implemented. a lack of political support
for seismic safety is discussed. and the issue itself is characterized as
less than solvable. While this is accurate, it is not the entire
picture. In fact, some seismic safety pollcies have had an impact
through their implementation. Most buildings in California are designed
and constructed according to more stringent standards, residences and
other structures are not permitted on or near known actlve faults. many
structures which were proposed on "problem soils" have either been
prohibited or speclal engineering has been required to reduce the
likelihood of failure. and some cOIIIIIunities, such as Los Angeles County.
have improved their emergency communications systems as a result of
previous earthquake experlence. What is important to remember, however,
is that these and other implementation efforts did not just happen. They
were accomplished by exertion and in the face of the problems discussed.
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FOOTNOTES

Some of the major research on policy imp1emtntation includes:
[Pressman and Wildavsky. 1973]; [Bardach. 1977J; IMazmanian and
Sabatier. 1981]; [Van Meter and Van Horn, 1975J; Ungram, 1977];
[Berman, 1978]; and[Edwards. 1980].

The larger body of research upon which this paper draws was
conducted in collaboration with my colleague Dean E. Mann and was
supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. Those
juri sdi ct ions inc luded in the research that had recent earthquake
experience were: City of Los Angeles. County of los Angeles.
Burbank, San Fernando. Glendale, Simi Valley. and Santa Rosa. Those
included that have not had recent experience with an earthquake
were: Oakland. Alameda County, Berkeley. Hayward, Fremont, and
Salinas.

Most jurisdictions hired private consultants to write the technical
part of the Seismic Safety Element. Some jurisdictions. however. did
utilize their own staff.

This is not to deny the potentially important contributions to seismic
safety that may come from other 1eve1s of government. What I am
arguing is that most of the action occurs at the local level. It is
also important to remember that the private sector helps define the
level of seismic safety in a cOl1lllunity. This paper only discusses
governmental regulation of certain private sector activities
pertaining to land use and construction. and, therefore, does not
consider any voluntary private sector mitigation.

Time and space constraints prevent the presentation of an inventory of
California seismic safety policies adopted in the last decade. See the
following for an indication of what has been adopted: [California
Seismic Safety Commission, 1979] [Executive Office of the President.
1978. ]

While there is no hesitancy to identify the jurisdictions by name.
specific officials will not be identified because promises of
confidentiality were made to them during interviews.

I have characterized the passage of this old building law as an
implementation of the Seismic Safety Element, but. of course, the more
important implementation issue must be the carrying out of the law
itself. It is too early to make any judgments about that.

The concept of an "environment" for policy implementation encompasses
more than politics. Social and economic circumstances as well as the
physical environment should also be considered. For present purposes,
however. we will confine ourselves to political aspects.

An exception to this generalization is the Southern California
Association of Structural Engineers.

Joanne Nigg U981] offers several reasons why this may be the case.

James Q. Wilson [1973, pp. 334-335] refers to this as a case of
Ndistributed benefits and concentrated costs.-
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SPATIAL AND URBAN PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
IN EARTHQUAKE-PRONE AREAS

Vladimir Braco Music

Introduction

In man's coping with natural and other environmental hazards, modern
urban planning and design can be seen as a major preventi ...e instrument.
At least on Ofl_ side, while on the other side these activities seem to
influence only a mir.cr portion of environmental change. Leaving aside
some of its historical aspects, e.g., the tradition of the fortified city
or the recommendations of Vitruvius and others for selection of safe and
healthy sites on which cities ought to be built, one is inclined to
observe the history of modern urbanism as an account of activities aimed
primarily at the concentration of internal urban functions, e.g.,
resident, production and consumption, transportation and recreation.
Even the great methodological turning point initiated by Sir Patrick
Geddes with his dictum "survey before plan" has meant more for the
consideration of general physical, social, and economic conditions of the
site, the population and its activities, than the considerations of the
prob1ematique with which we try to deal in such specific areas as
earthquake engineering, or the mitigation of earthquake impacts in human
settlements, for that matter.

A number of major earthquakes and other natural di sasters, as well
as the awareness of the fragile state of international peace and
security, have--in my view--only during the last decade or so brought
about a more organized and systematic specialization in urban planning
and development. Therefore, it seems natural and necessary that a series
of international professional deliberations on earthquake engineering end
up with a link to the broad field of social and economic aspects of
earthquakes and of planning to mitigate their impacts.

This being said, one must mention that the planning and development
criteria introduced to increase the resistance and the resilience of both
human settlements and their component parts have been appropriately
formulated to cope with a variety of risks or catastrophic impacts. It
is definitely very difficult, or even inappropriate, to differentiate too
strictly among the requirements imposed on urban planning and development
for reasons of safety against natural or other disasters. Such
complexities becOllle particularly relevant when we start to deal with
various aspects of disaster-relief actions, e.g •• i..ediate help to the
affected, evacuation, temporary housing. etc.

-299- Prececlng page ~ank
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Coming back to the more specific examination of the role of
environmental planning and development, we would like to emphasize two
essential conditions, related to the Qualitative characteristics of our
activity: First, in this context (and. of course, in many others),
planning and development of human settlements ought to be seen in its
broader spatial interdependency and its more narrow (physical)
relationship with the builC:ing itself. Secondly, it is important to be
aware of the basic nature ')f planning achieved or practiced in a given
country, e.g., is planning primarily a corrective or an adaptive
activity, or is it of more innovative or comprehensive character.

As far as the first characteristic is concerned, planning acts and
documents at various levels serve to ensure upward and downward
coordination. But, the second characteristic seems to be more demanding
for one principal reason. What we have in mind is the fact that the
incrementalism of adaptive planning and the holism of comprehensive
planning do present themselves as two pole~ of one dialectic pair. By
its virtue such a relationship h~lps in simultaneously dealing with the
detail and with the general structure of a given system. In reality the
two poles could be dealt with in different institutional frameworks, but
they can still jointly influence most important decisions.

In th is paper, a short account wi 11 be made of Yugos1av urban i sm
before the Skopje earthquake of 1963, and paths it has followed in the
aftermath, since the catastrophe of the capital city of the Macedonian
Republic does represent a point of reconsideration of many professional
criteria in our country. At the same time, it is interesting to compare
this concrete experience with the urbanistic consequences of the
Ljubljana earthquake of 1895. Before I limit myself to the
generalizations necessary for the presentation of Nthe state of the art
in Yugoslavia," based on such examples. let us remind ourselves that we
deal with two completely different historical and social cases. The
Ljubljana earthquake at the very end of the last century was a
relatively modest event. although it caused considerable damage to
buildings. including some important historical monuments which were lost
forever. The memory of this earthquake was very much alive with the
elderly until recently. and it renders a theme, obviously worth
exploring in fiction and even in a movie. It brought to this provincial
and sleepy capital of the Slovenes a considerable reconstruction effort,
followed by local entrepreneurship, and it also occasioned the birth of
Slovenian town planning.

There was a design competition for the new master plan in which at
least two important figures of that time participated. Among others who
submitted entries were Camillo Sitte and Max Fabiani, the first of whom
became later a world symbol of the "culturalistic· approach in urban
planning while Fabiani during the years to come engaged as his assistant
a young Slovenian architect who ultimately became the principal author
of the first city plan of Minneapolis, Minnesota. This was Ivan-John
Jager. Fabiani's urban design structure. further developed by local
architects. became an extraordinarily persistent system controlling the
formation of the central urban area for many decades. The Austro
Hungarian Empire poured in assistance, of which the most visible were
three complexes of military barracks designed in the best tradition of
19th century eclectic architecture.
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The lesson to be learned from this case--de1iberately introduced
here with a few anecdotes--repeated itself many times later on. The
concentrated reconstruction effort. the reevaluation of the city's
function. and similar circumstances gave a strong development impetus.
followed by the influx of new population and many other coinciding
factors.

Skopje in 1963 had a pOI"'Jlation of approximately 180.000
inhabitants. It was the fourth largest Yugoslav community. It no. has
more than 400.000 inhabitants and is the third largest city in this
country. The Skopje earthquake was one of the most severe in Europe in
recent times. Within five seconds more than a thousand people had been
crushed to death. three times as many injured. and 150,000 rendered
homeless.

By the nature of the emergency which prompted it. the Skopje Urban
Plan Project .as unlike any other operation of its kind. It was
undertaken by the United Nations Special Fund. and brought together some
of the best talent in urbanism of our era. The impressive voll8e.
titled Skopje Resurgent. became not only a monumental account of the UN
to.n planning project but also the first reference book for students of
disaster relief.

The massive material assistance of the international community. and
above all of the citizens of this country. the heavy emphasis on
development of technical and social infrastructure. and the over-all
situation of regional development in southern Yugoslavia. have been
crucial causes of the extraordinary growth and change of Skopje.

The two examples cited. and the spirit of their presentation. could
be interpreted as valid arguments for natural disasters as triggers of
accelerated development. Whi le they in fact remain SUCh, these cases
were brought forward to indicate another argument, i.e., the change of
attitude within the planning profession. both locally and on the
international level. In a certain way this Conference seems to be a
late aftermath of all these events. of course strongly ·supported· by
other sad events that have occurred in recent years, at the least: the
earthquakes of Banja Luka--Bosanska Krajina (1969). of Friuli and Soca
(Isonzo) Valley (1976), and of the Montenegran coast (1979).

All this brings us to the essential questions of the frame of
reference for our theme. I am indeed far from the ambition to assume
that a complete frame of reference could be presented in one paper of
thh kind. but I also think that our Conference will help to build one
to the degree needed for the articulation of adequate urban planning and
design criteria for human settlements in earthquake-prone areas. I am
probably sharing the views of many others. if I say that what we have
right now are simply fragments of empirical knowledge and a very initial
embryo of a relev6~t general theory.

Let me suggest (w·. f,n no further explanation) that a possible frame
of reference could be constructed around the following structure:
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THE (EVOLVING) CONCEPT OF CONTINGENCY PLANNING

Institutional and Methodological Base (permanent vs. emergency)

Planning and Design Criteria (common /for disasters/ vs.
specific ifor earthquakes)

Information Base (past vs. new experiences)

The State of the Art in Yugoslavia

Concepts

Among several innovations in Yugoslav planning two are particularly
important and have permeated methodological discussions for several
years. The first. and indeed the essential one, is the concept of self
management planning. It is an instrument of direct democracy. obl iging
the self-managing subjects. i.e., the basic organizations of associated
labor. the self-managed conmunities of interest, and the local
commun it i es to play the pr imary ro1e in the plann i ng process. The
second is planning for contingencies. manifested in an ever increasing
importance exerted by the aspects of civil defence. disaster prevention.
disaster relief facilitation. and defence and security in general.

The nature of the socia-pol itical organization is dual. i.e •• one
of the state and the other of self-management exist side by side;
various levels of government (and self-management organizations and
cOlllllunities) are engaged in the encountering planning process. This
process is especially emphasized on the level of local government, the
municipality. and/or the commune.

The normative concept is. as usually. much more evolved than the
reality of new planning practice, but since the introduction of the new
system of planning in 1974. considerable progress has been made and
sophistication achieved.

Urban design in modern terms. meaning spatial and morphological
conceptualization of planning and goals parameters. has not been fully
integrated into the new planning system as yet. It nevertheless shows
several new characteristics. primarily in the area of synchronization of
site planning (and designing) with the mid-rang~ (5 years) societal
planning targets.

Urban planning and development find the-elves linked to the
governmental institutional structure on one side, and to the socialized
decision-making of the self-managed subjects on the other. Different
stages in the progrillllling, designing. and implementation processes are
functionally linked either to the binding legal requirements of the
state or to the "contractual· obligations formulated by the self-managed
societal factors.

Let us use an example from the area of contingency planning. The
self-management part of the role dwells at the level of an organization,
or a local cOlRunity. or a self-management community of interest. It
takes care of defence and prevention requirements at this level,
including the co-ordinating procedures of self-management negotiations
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(of self-management subjects among themselves). On the other hand. the
COIIIIIUnal Assemblies. and respectively the Assemblies of the Republics
provide for choices of strategies and goals.

Regional Planning

At the level of regional planning which. in tact. begins at the
level of one or more conmunes. the most important concept, emerging
particularly in the S.R. of Slovenia. is the concept of polycentrism.
Polycentrism means balanced development, means conscious
decentra1;zat ion (and deconcentrat ion), and means --above a11--a source
of mobilization of creative forces of the comnunity at large. The
concept of po1ycentrism is visible 1n the system of settlements or in
the network of urban centers. The inherited structure of distribution
of settlements over the territory. excellent accessibility and other
natural and anthropogenous factors. here definitely enhanced the
polycentric pattern of development. although political reality sometimes
drives it into an exaggerated dispersion or fragmentation.

The self-managing system as the basic characteristic of our socio
political reality. the awareness of the exposed position of this country
(in all aspects), and the resulting forms of contingency planning. and
finally the concept of po1ycentrism of development. form the background
against which a short--but much more concrete--description of planning
and development technicalities and indeed. dilemmas will be depicted.

Structural Planning Level

Here we deal with the human settlement as a whole and its immediate
physical and socia-economic hinterland. The plan is long-term in
principle. but must contain implementation strategies. The last
"generation" of plans is gradually turning towards a very pronounced
emphasis on the information base and information flows.

If we remain in the domain of seismic contingencies, we must remark
that this level of plans includes a seismological analysis and seismic
zoning (microseismic regionalization). On the basis of this the detailed
criteria for site plans are established. taking into account social and
economic (or even financial) considerations connected with a seismic
contingency.

The second relevant element of the contents is the spatial
articulation of urban areas. observing similar considerations as above.

Next are the communal facilities systems with a seismological
sensitivity analysis. then the communications corridors. etc.

Contingency planning components bring into structural plans
a1t~rnative land uses in the case of emergencies. provisional housing.
and other areas. etc.

It is beyond any doubt that t"'e legal requirements and by-laws,
guiding the preparation of plans in many instances do not correspond
with the real ity: the real environment meaning lack of funds for
analysis. lack of qualified professionals, difficulties with
implementation of land use policies. let alone the land managment
problems.
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Detailed Planning Level

On this level, the ~uration of the built environment is
expressed, and we tend to lTnKliere the translations of broader urban
planning and development criteria with architectural and engineering
aspects of structures themselves. The latter enable us to apply very
detailed structural requirements as far as seismic risk is concerned.
It is here again that the mitigation of earthquake impacts must be
explored and presented in operational detail.

There is one most important factor to be considered on this level
of planning and development and that 1s the attitude of §opulation. It
spans all the way from cultural values to the time-bu geting of the
individual households. Our people show a dominant preference for
individual homes, they are to a large degree engaged in private
initiative. as far as housing is concerned, and they also tend to
cultivate a very close relationship with the social and physical
environment of their origin. These attitudes are most relevant elements
of any contingency planning, but as such they are not easy to cope with.

The level of economic development. and the inherited problems ~ith

housing shortage, underdevelopment of urban facilities, and many other
aspects are forcing the planners into w,any extremes as far as settlement
densities, urban development strategies, and the like are concerned.

It is probably not necessary to repeat the well-known fact that the
detailed planning level is to a maximllll degree 1inked with forms of
implementation. Thereby we try to maximize the earthquake contingency
criteria at this level, too.

The Problems of Conflicting Criteria

Paradoxically enough. the concept of contingency oriented urban
planning and development is rather pronouncedly provoking man}'
conflicting criteria. The planners and designers are often will1ng to
leave their resolution to political decision making.

We do not have time to enter a thorough analysis of such
conflicting criteria, but we must Mention a few:

construction economics vs. earthquake safety (expressed or one side
by the height of buildings and by the density. and by the
limitation of both on the other side).

social V5. engineering aspects of settlement pattern: (compact and
Nsocio-petal N as against dispersed and ·socio-fugal" patterns;
individual istic vs. controlled; continuous vs. intermittent
patterns. etc.).

architectural variety ys. safety conditioned compactness. etc.

It is clear that we should not aim at any polarization when
faced with such dichoto.ies. but the right choice of the intermediate
solution still seems to be a real art. Our eM' experience indicates
that multiple hazard prevention requireMents help. In other words. the
choice depends not only on earthquake considerations. but also fire
destruction. contamination. and other rights.
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The problem of conflicting criteria is especially grave when we are
faced with lack of buildable land, high cost of communal infrastructure,
housing shortages, etc.

Detailed Urban plannin~ and Design Provisions for Alternative Uses of
Urban Spaces and Facilt es

The general guideline is simple: make possible the quick
alternation of land uses and facit ity functions; a park becomes a
hospital area, or a housing estate, a square or a stadium becomes a site
of improvised municipal government offices. These examples are not
fictional, the author saw them in Skopje and Banja Luka. The
improvisations had a charming appeal in spite of the tragic
circumstances. 80th cities have later become planned in a more spacious
fashion.

Our contingency pl ans provide for alternat he uses and al so for
alternatives of the alternatives. In technical terms such provisions
are integrated in the overall contingency plan and are not discussed
publicly. The inwninent problem of adjustment is solved later at the
level of the local community civil defense system.

There are two elements of a conventional urban plan or site design
which are extremely sensitive in terms of alternative uses, and indeed
also in terms of generic use in the contingency conditions. These are
roads and streets and COlllllunal util ities. We know of one general
recommendation which states that sub-systems which are capable of
functioning independently must be foreseen. Obvious as such a
recommendation is, it is not easy to fulfill principally for economic
reasons of high initial investment costs and of demanding maintenance.

By and large, the planning and development criteria, stemming from
the evaluation of future contingencies, require a certain time to enter
into the subconsciousness of the planner's or designer'S working
process. Once they are there, they in fact enrich the argumentation for
additional open spaces, articulation of urban spaces, amount of greenery
in the settlement, order in the pattern, etc., etc.

More elaborated planning and development controls, requested in the
more responsible contingency planning system, must work against some of
the concepts or habits in current urban development philosophies of the
general public. For example, some limit must be imposed on the concept
described as Nfreedom to build. N Similarly the laxness of land policies
ought to be corrected. Eventual loss of human life and property and of
cultural values is hard to compare with the above mentioned advantages,
often advocated in the populistic jargon of socially sensitive planners
of today.
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URBAN SCALE VULNERABILITY:

SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANNING

Myer R. Wolfe
Assisted by Susan G. Heikkala

Introduction: The Mandates and Imperatives of Earthquake Hazard
Mitigation

The notion of intervention in the environment to mitigate the
consequences of disasters--in the specific instances earthquakes--implies
the use of fundamental government powers to manipulate environmental
change towards the goal of achieving public safety. The Question in a
comparat ive context is what are the mandates and/or imperat iyes that
emerge relating to institutional, political. Or even cultural
determinants. Secondly, as it is premised on the abi lity to wield these
powers, what is the function of planning in this milieu?

The powers which sovereign bodies can bring to bear on disaster
mitigation might be characterized as coercive on the one hand and
permi ss i 'Ie on the other. Numerous precedents ex ist for the use of
coerche measures, or those leading to regulation by pUblic bodies, to
influence environmental change which may be useful in a pre- or post
earthquake situation. Land use regulations, such as zoning and
subdivision ordinances, are now extensively utilized. These mechanisms
were first employed only as a means of preventing problems arising from
the juxtaposition of noxious uses, but 11ter as a means of promoting the
development of amen1ties. As this exemplifies. applications of police
powers are dynamic.

In fact. as the understanding of environmental complexHy becomes
more sophisticated, the network of regulations to deal wit~ it has become
correspondingly more detailed. As a case in ptllnt. the 1969
Environmental Policy Act of the United States requiring i~act statements
for federal actions which have a "direct and significant" iq)act on the
environment. is neither regulation per se nor an incentive per se, but an
instance of institutionalized evaluation. By examining a proposed action
for its impact--inc1uding adverse effects, feasible alternatives. long
and short term applications--the assessment is relying on a systematic
and selective predictive ~rocess. The relevance for hazard mitigation is
obvious. As Andrews note • the "process of planning is shot through from
start to finish with judgments. intuitive predictions and assuq)tions
about the impacts of alternative actions· [Andrews. 1975J. Coastal
management planning which in and of itself is a voluntary national
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program precipitated by the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. requires
that those states which choose to take federal money to develop a plan
include an assessment of natural hazards in the coastal zone [The
Conservation Foundation. 1980].

Precedents also exist for the use of permissive measures to achieve
planning goals using incentives between and among levels of government.
The national flood insurance program requires states to identify and
employ development controls in floodplains in order to be eligible for
national insurance. an approach which may have application in known fault
lones or areas of severe ground instability. Requirements for the
disclosure of hazard information in real estate transactions have been
adopted in some states which then rely on the public to act In accord
with the information lKockelman, 1981J. Public education and information
programs, like the State of Texas' Hurricane Awareness Program, assume
the knowledge of risk prOVides incentive for action. whether it be for
financial or personal safety reasons. although skepticism remains
regarding the efficacy of such an approach. Financial incentives in
general, provided primarily through the federal government. often
motivate state and local governments to undertake planning programs such
as coastal zone management. water quality planning or even research in
the area of hazard mitigation. Although the U.S. is a federated country.
the ostensible allocation of power is deceptive. For ex~le. the dual
coere ive and incentive efforts of the tax power are we 11 known, and
federal. state and local government policies and programs have
significant effects on investment, development and the resultant urban
scene.

Urban Planning: Changing Views of the Planning Process

Before looking at earthquake hazard mitigation as a planning issue.
the word "planning" must be explored. Broadly speaking. planning is an
approach to problem solv i ,.. it is ~ process for making informed
decisions about the future, But since its inception as a profession
applied to the urban environment. the scope and method of planning have
been the subject of continuing debate. From planning's early focus on
civic design and municipal order. there was an emphasis on product.
Underlying the notion of ! general plan was the implicit assulIJ)tion that
problems and relationships could be precisely defined in physical terms;
therefore the master plan identified physical relationships betweenland
uses projected to a future point in time. COlllD\mity decisions. such as
capital expenditures or public regulatory measures, would deliberately
follow from the plan. This physically deterministic perspective was
intrinsically static. Much of the ensuing planning enabling legislation
reflected this predisposition.

This determinist view is now held to be an untenable model of how a
city functions, and the concept of planning as a dynamic if not
cDq)ret,ensive process has taken its place. The newer outlooks on
plannin~ emphasize the development of general geals statements and the
recognit :on of informational feedback and iterations. Physical planning
is coupleo with policy and program planning where there is deliberation
on goals. developenent of alternative physical or policy configurations
related to those goals. and consideration of implementation through
S?~ific action programs. The process approach also recognizes the need
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for continuing adjustment to reflect changing circumstances.
Significant, too, is the fact that the scope of planning expanded far
beyond physical land use relationships. Problems caused by urban growth
and resource development and a more sophisticated understanding of urban
decision-making dynamics have led planners to consider growth management
approaches and more sophisticated views of economic development;
environmental Quality; energy and resource conservation; historic
preservation; and health, education, and welfare programs among others
[American Planning Association].

Although the American Planning Association now defines planning as
a "comprehensive. coordinated and continuing process," theoreticians
debate whether planning can be truly comprehensive or remains relegated
to the incremental [APA, 1979]. Indeed, social pressures have given rise
to the advocates of "advocacy" planni ng, i.e., participat ion of pressure
groups who have hithertofore been closed out of the decision-making
stream of public action. Fu:-thermore, in doing planning, many state and
local governments operate fr~ the basis of legislation that is premised
on a static general plan mode1. There is a dilemna inherent in the
process definition of planning, however. Local plans must be reliable
and predictable guides for public and private community development
decisions, particularly since litigation in the courts seeks precise
description and analyses insofar as can be developed. Therefore, plans
balance a degree of stasis with the need to recognize that they ~re part
of an ongoing process. Consequently, in the absence of visionary
guidance, most local governments prepare plans.

Since urban planning is an exercise of the police power which was
generally reserved to the states when the Constitution of the
United States was drafted, the federal role in overt planning is
restricted to providing incentives, and usually those incentives have
been monetary. American cities have relied to a large degree on federal
programs to support comprehensive conmunfty planning and urban
development programs. Programs administered by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. such as Comprehensive Planning Assistance 701.
COllIRUnity Block Grant an~ CCIIIlIunity Development Block Grants have been
the mainstays of comprehensh~ cfty planning. In recent years. other
incentive programs have been ins~:·utionalized. reflecting the broadening
scope of planning. For example. fun~ing is available to support economic
development planning through the Economic Development Administration; the
Environmental Protection Agency's 208 planning grants provide funds for
water quality planning, and the Office of Coastal Management provides
funds to support comprehensive planning in the coastal lone. As an
additional incentive. federal agencies agree to act in accordance with an
approved state coastal management program.

They hold the purse strings. so federal agencies have a great deal
of fnfluence over the planning that is done across the nation; and fn
most cases. state and local planning follow the federal lead. Thus. in
spite of the "Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977" (Public Law 97
124) which is aimed at reducing risks to life and property. the act
focuses on action at the federal level and does not include any direct
incentives for states to engage in hazard mitigation planning. Since the
federal government is usually called in to bailout areas hit by large
scale disasters, it is surprising that planning incentives were not
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incorporated. In the absence of an incentive to plan for earthquakes as
well as the absence of a sense of risk. few state or local g~vernments

have adopted planning as a means to mitigate earthquake hazards.

Urban Planning: Earthquake Hazard Mitigation in California--An Example

To exemplify the American approach to planning in general and
seism~c hazard mitigation specifically. the State of California will be
used. Although it may not be at the zenith or nadir of American planning
practice. California probably represents the state-of-the-art in its
approach to earthquake hazard mitigation.

California is unusual in that since 1955 it has required county and
city gove~ments to adopt a general plan (Government Code Sections 65300
et seq.). In addition to requiring local governments to prepare and
adopt a general plan, zoning and subdivision ordinances were required to
be consistent with the plan after 1971. Following the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake wh ich took 64 1ives and caused over $500 mill ion in property
damage. the California legislature passed a bill requiring local
governments to add a seismic element to county and city general plans as
a means of reducing losses of life. property damage. and other social or
economic disruptions as a result of earthquakes. Each plan must include
at a minimum all of the following elements: land use. circulation.
housing. conservation. open space. seismic safety. noise, scenic highway.
and safety. Required to contain data and analysis. policies. and an
implementation program, the seismic element must specifically include:
II an identification and appraisal of seismic hazards such as
susceptibll ity to surface ruptures from faulting. to ground shaking. to
ground fai lures, or to effects of seismically induced waves such as
tsunamis or seiches" (emphasis added) (Goverlll1E!nt Code 65302{f)).
Mudslides. landslides. slope stability and other hazards are also to be
considered. Ttie 1980 draft General Plan Guidelines further state: liThe
seismic safety element is primarily a vehicle for identif'ying hazards
that must be considered in lannin the location t e ana densit of
deve o~nt emp aS1S a e lce a annlng an esearc. •
State ~delines thus give local governments latitude in determining how
the identification and appraisal of hazards will be reflected in land use
decision-making. Indeed. California's approach apparently relies upon
structural soundness and building restriction in specified hazard zones
as the major means for promoting seismic safety. Although there is no
mandatory state planning review and approval process, cities and counties
must submit their seismic safety elements and any related technical
studies to the State Division of Mines and Geology (Government Code
Section 65302( f)).

Oakland. California. a large city on San Francisco Bay which sits
astride traces of the Hayward Fault. ;s typical of cities in the most
seismically active part of the state. Its Environmental Hazards element,
combining the seismic and safety requirements. is also representative of
how local governments approach earthquake mitigation. The document
contains four essential parts [City of Oakland. 1974J:
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1. The Environmental Hazard Identification section technically
describes and maps the history and current status of the various
hazards as specified in the code, but at a gross scale. It also
predicts some urban development implications of these hazards.

2. Structurdl Hazard Identification. The plan identifies areas where
the potential for structural or facility damage is high. It
identifies by census tract where there are concentrations of
residential structures containing three or more units; of those,
which dwellings were built before 1939 (date the earthquake resistant
building code was instituted); number of cOfllllercial and industrial
masonry buildings built before 1940; and the location of several
cr it ica1 fac il it ies: schoo ls, hospi ta1s and fire stat ions. The
vUlnerability of utility and transporation facilities is acknowledged
and the existence of stricter development standards with back-systems
are noted.

3. Hazard Prone Areas. Based on analysis of the previous data,
general hazard prone areas are iso~ated, and hazards specific to each
area are described, including structural hazards, special studies
zones (faulting), poor ground response, and other non-seismic
hazards.

4. Policies and Programs. The policies and programs ~ttempt to
prevent the creation of new risks and eventually eliminatE' existing
ones. To that end, programs emphasize information dissemination,
hazard identification, siting key facilities and other buildings away
from identified fault lones, and enforcing codes for new and old
bui ldings.

Like Oak land, most other seismic elements for California cities
stress structural safety or development setbacks near known faults. For
exa~le. a 1969 San Francisco ordinance. seldom enforced, required the
removal or strengthening of unsafe parapets or building appendages
[Blair, et a1., 1979] and £Lu. 1978J. San Jost! has identified seven
ground-response zones where ground-shaking may cause serious damage to
certain types of structures [Blair. et a1., 1979]. Portola Valley has
adopted building setbacks along known fault traces as well as hired a
town geologist to review building permits. supervise town geologic
mapping. and advise on General Plan amendments [Mader. et al., 1972].

To generalize from California's experience, the focus of mitigation
to date has been on: (l) hazard identification and location, (2)
bUilding and structural soundness. and (3) development of setbacks-
especially for critical facilities--near known faults. Facilities such
as conrnunication lines, roads, water and services are acknowledged to be
susceptible to damage, but this has yet to be approached from a planning
perspective.

There is yet a need to step back and look at the urban scale, that
is, how the town morphology and physical form and activity patterns
impinge upon urban VUlnerability.
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Urban Planning and Urban Scale Vu1nerabi1ity--A Model

The general subject area here enr.:>hasizes the preventative. This
does not preclude attention t~ or evaluation of detailed seismic damage
to individual buildings or other facilities. but there is an additional
task of anticipation, or planning, for alternative spatial and regional
considt:rations given the potential for earthquake disasters. In so
doing, however, the preparatory and remedial are not set aside. but
should be conslcered implicit in ant;cipatint some key factors that
contribute to recovery if and when earthquakes strike. It is the nature
of planning to pose alternatives and to evaluate and compare their
respective consequences, but this does not seem to be incorporated into
the experience or literature of disaster mitigation at the urban scale.
The following proposes to isolate out significant elements and factors
f~r study at several scales. noting the comparative issues. and then test
firlether these fundamentals are reflected in current planning practice.

Any effort that compares, presumably compares similarities and
differences. so that the immediate problem is to abstract out the
internal and external variables that pertain to the general scene or to
specifically designated study areas selected for comparison. Therefore,
the additional intent here is to: (a) pinpoint problems, issues, or
areas for comparison and (b) construct a more abstract. or prototypical.
model to compare to. while (c) suggesting methodologies for the use of
proxy or surrogate measures for comparison. For planners. this implies
considering systems of operation or hierarachical frameworks before
fOCUsing on the specifics.

Scale is to be considered a major issue. "Urban scale"
vulnerdbil ity in this Celse may be conceived in both macro and micro
terms. The principal concern is the context, that is where. when, and
how the disaster takes place given the constraints, possibilities, and
probabilities of the preventative or remedial acticns that would occur.
It Should be emphasized, however, that territorial scale. or "where" is
crucial.

The urban scale can be broken down into regions. city-wide areas.
and city sectors. Although such words are ambiguous, for purposes here
the area under examination encompasses a city center plus the area
surrounding it that affects and is affected by the daily rhythms of urban
regional life. Without differentiating between rural vs. urban or dense
vs. scattered development, such an area could be construed to mean
centers and subcenters encircled by a number of overlapping e~loyment.

recreational. housing. and various service or catchment areas.

DistingUishing between macro and micro analyses. it is hypothesized
that the~ urban settlement form and patte~n may be broken down into:
(1) density and land use intensity patterns; (2) regional nodes and
focal points. or the centers and subcnters of urban activity; and (3)
the lines of accessibility, communication. and transportation,
considering the systems of interaction, points of clustering and
focusing, and fields of ·traffic· generation. What should be sought is a
diagranmatic portrayal of macro-scale development or redevelopment as
shaped by economic intervention and socio/political factors.
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Then, given the above contextual framewor~, micro analyses follow.
The "micro" scale, as such could be construecfas a residential
neighborhood with its anci llary shopping facilities, schools and
recreation areas. The same generics of macro scale exminations as
described above apply here, but the scales - or level of dilllension,
texture or activity - are different. Basically, the inmediate locale
should be viewed within the city sector and the city region,
conceptualizing the micro problem in a macro setting, but with each
"zone" differenti ated by measurement or evaluation characteristics. At
the micro scale, there may be surveys of building groups and their
existing conditions, particularly in areas of potential change or damage.
It might also be relevant to examine the adaptive reuse potential of
certain structures with the possibi lity of emphasizing inherent
differences in past building practices in a sector of a city.

Before describing a hypothetical urban scale vulnerability model
for use in a comparative context, two bases of comparison must be
defined: the homological and the analogical. In urban and regional
planning terms. the first means comparison of"a" or "the" plan for
act ion. whereas the other emphas i zes the lip 1ann i ng". or the process out
of which a plan emerges. One contemplates a product and the other, a
process. Planners must do both, but at varying scales in various places
at various times.

Given. therefore, that planners are concerned with systems and
interactions within macro and micro spheres of urban enviroments. the
underpinnings of earthquake hazard mitigation must be examined apropos
the foregoing. While much of the work to date has been directed towards
the avoidance of structural failure of individual buildings. it is
recognized that the secondary effects of urban systems failure may cause
equal or even 9reater disruption to the urban equilibrium than specific,
direct losses l Krimgo1d, n.d.l Fires in the absense of a functioning
water system can decimate a city reeling from a quake; transportation
system fai lure can frustrate both rescue and long-term recovery. In
addition. on a more intimate scale. the disruption of community and
individual activity patterns can have longer term social, psychological
and economic ramifications. Due to their nature. Hfeline facilities and
other network systems are certainly susceptible to earthquake disruption;
moreover. because they function as a network. the failure of one element
or one segment of the system can impair the function of the entire system
[Krimgo1d. n.d.].

At the risk of oversimplification. an earthquake disrupts a
physical system consisting of four major elements cOlllllOn to any urban
environment, each of which is an integral to the whole. Therefore,
disequilibrium induced in one will have ramifications for all the others.
Although the distinctions blur at the edges. the four include: the urban
artifacts itself; the spatial dimension; an activity element; and a time
element.

1. The urban artifact consists of all the man-made structures and
systems~he environment. including buildings and lifeline systems.
Also subsumed here are considerations of land use density and
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intensity, age and technology of development, types of construction,
materials used, existing conditions, and the like.

2. The spatial dimension is concerned with the location of these
artifacts in the physical environment--the morphology of the place-
as characterized by form, spatial relationships, distribution,
linkages, custom, and socio-economic forces as well as geophysical
characteristics. It also includes the spatial ecology of urban resi
dents, especially of critical groups such as the elderly, ill or the
young.

3. The activity element includes the types of activities that take
place in the environment--work, shop, play, rest, etc.--and look at
their distri~ution, density configurations, and their relationship to
the urban artifact.

4. Finally, the time element examines the temporal and seasonal
aspects of the macro-region, recording the "pulse" of activities in
time and at places. Changes in the "configuration" of these elements
obviously can make a significant difference in urban scale
vulnerability.6

The forthcoming model thus serves two purposes. First, it sets
forth those elements which an earthquake mitigation strategy must
address, and second, it provides a bas is for comparabil ity wi th other
countries.

There are however two other realms that also have critical
implications for earthquake hazard mitigation. The first is so obvious
it only needs a passing mention here, and that is knowledge of the
underlying geology of an urban area. Nevertheless, in spite of the
central role it should playas the grounding for hazard mitigation, many
planning agencies have shortcut this category of data collection, and in
addition, planning professionals frequently do not know how to use the
information if it is available.

The other realm is the overriding political decision-making system
which is responsible for carrying out policies, plans, and programs. The
physical environmental elements and systems are governed and managed by a
complex network of federal, state. and local government agencies and
pri vate sector players. Coordination among jurisdictions, agenc ies and
governments is essential to avoid delays, ineffective responses, and
ineffectively coordinated support delivery in the event there is a cata
strophic earthquake. Not only is this coordination essential to respond
to a disaster, it is also essential if preparation is to be successful in
mitigating the hazard. International comparisons of the organization
framework to deal with disasters would also be instructive.

Thus, -men addressing the issue of urban scale vulnerabi 11 ty to
earthquake hazards from a planning perspective, the problem goes beyond
public safety, least cost, and workability alone. Clearly, it becomes a
matter of perception and analysis of the continuum extending from public
policy actions to the achievement of community goals in a three
dimensional built or rebuilt environment. As the urban form represents
the physical result of the exogenous forces embodied in public and
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private policy decisions, these physical outcomes must be seen in an
interrelated context. Applying this logic to the issue of earthquakes
implies that attention to structures or lifeline systems alone ignores
the contextual issues and is therefore inadequate.

Using the model, some areas for comparison fallout:

1. The age and pace of development in selected geographic areas and
the "appropriate technology" that was or was not traditionally used,
and thus its consequent vulnerability. The types of construction
should be a significant issue here as well.

2. The morphology of development as characterized by time, custom,
socio-economic forces, and geophysical characteristics.

3. Regionalism and political decision-making. For example, what
impacts do the historical as well as existing patterns of unitary vs.
federated forms of government have on regu lat; ons, appropriat ions,
and the like? (Italy represents a more unitary form of government,
Yugoslavia is Quite federated, while the U.S. is, comparatively at
least, somewhere in between.)

These three are on 1y gross eXam(>1es of what cou 1d be cons idered
proxy measures for international comparison that will serve as indicators
of political, social, physical, and economic history.?

Urban Planning and Urban Scale Vulnerability--The Model Tested in Oakland

The assumption has been made in this paper that the foregoing is a
reasonable model of an appropriate planning framework for evaluating
urban scale vulnerability. Taking this somewhat abstract model, it may
be valuable to return to Oakland's seismic element to assess the scope of
planning in one of the U.S. 's most seismically sophisticated states. As
an initial caveat, it should be mentioned that the analysis here is not
meant to be exhaustive, rather it only highlights by key areas of
coverage.

California's Government Code directs local jurisdictions to
"identify and appraise" a variety of seismic hazards. which, in a sunmary
fashion. the Oakland element does for generalized geology, known faults,
susceptibil ity to ground shaking, and 1andsl ide potential. The mapping
scale is gross, but at the same time, the general absence of precise
geological information makes more detailed mapping somewhat specious and
mis1eaciing.

Examination of the (I) urban artifact is limited to ~n overview of
management structures with some attention to age, construction type. and
building conditions. Density and intensity considerations as they may
impinge upon vulnerability and recovery are absent. There is only a
passing assessment of standards for urban infrastructure systems.

(2) Spatial dimensions -- while attention is paid to hazard location,
the morphology and distribution of urban areas and activities are
virtually ignored. The location of several critical facilities and
certain seismically vulnerable structures represents the extent of
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Oakland's attention to the complexity of the spatial aspects of
vulnerability. But equally important are the relationships between
the built environment and transportation. communication. and open
space systems vis a vis the hazards, the location of activity nodes,
special districts. and the like. A conspicuous omission is the
absence of any consideration of system 1inkages and interactions.
Earthquakes do not recognize political boundaries: while Oakland may
not be physically damaged by an earthquake in San Francisco,
secondary impacts on transportation. communication. flow of goods.
and the general economy could be severe.

(3) The Oakland element does not examine the vulnerability of various
activities and activity centers other than several critical
faCilities. For example. what might the implications be for a
disaster occuring during work hours or rush hours vs. a major
sporting event in terms of pUblic safety, rescue. or short- Or long
term recovery?

(4) Temporal or seasonal considerations are also overlooked, although
it is well-known that the coincidence of the factors of time, season,
and activity can significantly effect the extent of loss and the
difficulty of recovery, i.e., emergency shelter in the middle of
winter entails a different set of requirements than during the
sunmer.

Oakland's implementation system relies upon codes and ordinances
addressing structural soundness and the location of certain structures
with respect to known hazardous areas. It recommends developing criteria
or regulations for streets, utilities, transmission lines and other
faci lities which may traverse hazard areas, but again the focus is on
structural integrity of the individual systems. not the overall pattern
of the utility network and its response to disaster. Since utilities and
transportation systems themselves influence the morphology of urban
growth. it is essential that earthquake hazard mitigation expand its
definition of the scope of the problem.

The plan acknowledges that the city has yet to identify the level
of "Acceptable Risk"--or that point below which no specific local
government action is deemed necessary. that is where costs, both economic
and social, outweigh the value of minimized hazards. As a study which
identifies and locates the hazards. discusses potential consequences, and
prOVides information, the Oakland Environmental Hazards Element
represents a step toward that end.

The City's Emergency Operations Plan, adopted in 1973 to conform to
the previously mentioned federal mandate for such plans, has the stated
purpose of providing governmental continuity, providing emergency
services, restoring essential systems and services, and coordinating with
Emergency Services organizations of other jurisdictions in the event of a
significant disaster. Although the sufficiency of this emergency plan is
not examined here. in 1980 the Federal Emergency Management Agency
evaluated California's readiness to cope with the effects of a
catastrophic earthquake. They concluded: -While current response plans
and preparedness measures may be adequate for moderate earthquakes,
federal. state. and local officials agree that preparations are woefully
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inadequate to cope lIIi th the damage and casualt ies from a catas trophi c
earthquake. and with the disruptions in cOlllllUnications. social fabric,
and governmental structure that may follow" [FEMA, 1980]. Coordination
among overlapping jurisdictions, agencies, and levels of government
deal ing with the panoply of urban systems and services affected by an
earthquake was also found to be inadequate. As a case in point,
Oakland's Emergency Operations Plan is apparently not integrated into an
earthquake mitigation decision-making continuum, but considered apart
from land use planning approaches.

In summing up, California's code and guidelines ask for little more
than an identification of seismic hazards. There is no quality control
or approval process required for the elements (although they are
submitted to the California State Division of Mines and Geology). nor do
the guidelines provide direction on what additionally should be
addressed. In view of the fact that California may be America's most
sophisticated state in dealing with earthquakes and Oakland a typical
example of a local government's approach, the absence of a well-developed
concept of urban scale vulnerability in the United States becomes
apparent.

Applications and Directions

Planners and urban designers could examine the possibilities of
developing an "urban vulnerabil ity index" which incorporates the variety
of vulnerability determinants that have been preViously mentioned--from
geologic data; land use type. intensity and density; structural form.
age. material. and size; spatial configurations; lines of access and
services; general morphology; activity patterns; time envelopes. seasonal
dimensions; to the magnitude of the event and others. Such a system
could be particularly versatile if it were computerized to facilitate the
development and execution of numerous scenarios and allow the
manipulation of a variety of intervention or mitigation approaches.
Since earthquakes will continue to be unpredictable events for some time
to come, a vulnerability index would allow governments and individuals to
target attention to those areas most in need of code enforcement, zoning
changes, land use redistribution, restoration, or any of a number of
alterations.

A more sophisticated vulnerability index should also factor in the
economic and other costs of mitigation. In so doing, cCllll1lUnities may
develop a repertoire of mitigative responses that respond to safety,
social, cultural, economic and political considerations and range from
preparation, prevention to recovery. For example, in certain areas
complete retrofitting or renewal may be economically infeasible and
CUlturally, socially, and architecturally undesirable. The COMmUnity may
then be willing to accept a higher level of risk exposure, but balance
that with a greater emphasis on preparation for disaster and recovery
should an earthquake strike. Residents or other users of the area may be
the subject of an unusually intensive information campaign, ·safe areas·
may be provided for gathering and refuge following a disaster, t~orary

housing could be stockpiled, and a rebuilding strategy could be developed
ahead of time so that important CUltural and social attributes would '1e
retained and extreme hazardous conditions eliminated.
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The Que~tions for urban planners operating in an international com
parative context therefore revolve around new probes into:

1. Land use plannine and regulation in disaster i~acted urban areas
considering the ur an morphology and examining t e applica6i lity of
e)(isting regulatory and incentive measures to disaster mitigation,
including institutionalized impact analyses. In addition, the
effects of changes in land use management and seismic zonation, zero
lotline housing, and downtown development can be compared.

2. The vulnerabilit and rebuildi" rob1ems of an urban attern
considering: a and use densities and intensities, b nodes of
activities, or centers and sub-centers, (c) the accessibility system,
and (d) the upgrading of eXisting structures.

3. Building typology guidelines which inventory the urban fabric and
volumetric aspects of the extent and character of bui lding groups,
and develop classifications and evaluations of existing buildings
along with methods of documentation and assessment. Respective
international experiences in developing and applying various
technical methods can be investigated, such as the Vugos lavidn and
Italian expertise in assessing and documenting their built
environment and the American experiments with remote sensing,
computerized as built draWings, and computerized geo-based
information systems.

4. Systems analysis of activity patterns, and the primary, secondary,
and tertiary impacts of disruption.

5. Emergency planning and the continuum of hazard mitigation
strategies for a range of earthquake magnitudes.

6. Preparation of risk and vulnerability map..!. incorporating time and
tempo of urban activities and networking oTservice areas. Defining
Hacceptable risk M at the urban scale should be considered here.
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FOOTNOTES

1. States are required to have Emergency Preparedness Plans as a result
of the "Disaster Relief Act of 1974" (Public law 93-288). but are not
required to have hazard mitigation plans.

2. It should be noted that this paper rel ies almost exclusively upon
American examples to illustrate key points, but it does so within a
framework that is designed to accommodate extrapolations to the
international scene.

3. All states have planning enabling legislation, but fewer require
local jurisdictions to adopt plans, and fewer still specify their
content by means of required elements.

4. For exe""lification of the use of proxy measures as described above
and for comparative purposes. "land use intensity" relates to
activity per unit area (not "density" per g) and involves
considerations of: (1) quality - measurements of. say, volumes of
traffic generated within given land use areas, (2) time shape. or the
variations in su.:h tr'affic, (3) zones of influence - hard or soft
edges of activity areas, service--or -Catchment areas, etc., (4)
mater;al effer:~s - sensory perceptions of noise, odor, mass, bulk,
opacit:V-- and the like [Modified from Guttenberg, 1959).

5. The implications here have been debated historically, extending from
the works of those who have analyzed human activity patterns in space
to those who have set up numerical models [ Losch, 1945], and [Geddes,
1950 ] (Appendix I, Part 2. details Geddes' extension of Frederick
LePlay's "Piace, Work and FOlk"). The framework and the questions
coming forth are:

1. What is the population of an activity?
2. What is the activity of a population?
3. What is the population of a location?
4. What is the location of a population?
5. What is the activity of a location?
6. What is the location of an activity?

(Indebted to Professor Barclay ,:tones and Charles R. Wolfe for this
exa""le. )

6. One eXi1~le which spans several of the four elements will suffice to
illustrate the general point here. Ugo Morelli points out that the
severity of the recent Italian earthquake resulted from: (l) The
season and the time of day, in that at 7:35 PM on a Sunday in November,
most people were at home preparing dinner and watching a soccer match;
(2) The age and morphology of the towns, reflected in the unreinforced
masonry construction with roofs of heavy wooden beams and clay tiles.
Here is where a comparison becomes interesting. As Morelli goes on to
state, in the United States, most homes are of wood frame construction,
mak ing them res 11 ient to earthquake damage and re lat ively safe refuges
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in the event of an earthquake. Unreinforced masonry construction, on
the other hand, is typical in Italian towns and pror:~ to collapse from
earthquake shaking. (3) The inabiHty to muster aid quickly; thus
guestions of responsibility become as iq)ortant as physical mobility
[Morelli, 1981),

7. As a case in point, one can examine and cOlJ1)ere how patterns of
development. which might now be different, may be r,loving toward being
similar. What are the experiences in forlllJlating ,'egulatory measures
that tend to encourage recycling in an area where. historically,
preservation has been going on. yet where conservation efforts are
hampered by the development of outlying centers? A more pertinent
question here is: given earthquake possibilities, what potential
effects can be expected. what gross and fine alternatives exist for
rebuilding and/or prevention? More pointedly, are the Yugoslav and/or
Italian efforts at conservation of historic structures useful for
cOll1'arison with the U.S. in this context? If not "historic". are the
reuse potentials greater in those countries; are the regulatory
measures more efficacious. but are our distribution (transportation)
patterns more efficient? Given the necessity of rebuilding, what are
the urban form implications within political, social and economic
constraints that make countries similar in some ways but different in
others?
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EARTHQUAKE SCIENCES AND CITY PLANNING

ARE STILL OISCONNECTEOl

Aydin Germen

It is our conviction that if city planning, and regional planning,
are to contribute to disaster prevention or "mitigation ll

, the starting
points should not be in city or regional planning, but planning
principles should be derived from geophysics, tectonics, structural
engineering, relief and rehabilitation operations, and certain social
processes. This raises the question of evaluation of each field in
itself, and also the contributions they should be making to each other.
In this paper the "input" from structural engineering to city planning,
and certain internal characteristics of city planning will be emphasized
over other relationships.

One main reason for this is that there is not a general usage at the
present to rely on geophysical data for location decisions, without first
having them "translated" and transformed through structural engineering.

Of the disaster phases, Nprevent ion Il and preparedness will be
implicitly emphasized over relief and rehabilitation periods, even if it
is clear that at the present city planning gains most significance at the
rehabilitation phase, and that its major decisions are forced and formed
in the relief phase. Instead of inquiring for more input from relief
work.ers and social scientists, I prefer to leave the question open for
them to express whether they see any significant role for city planning,
and if so. in what phases. details, or Ilfunctions·.

Still more important, do any of the earthquake sciences see the
contribution of city planning through land use controls, should lifeline
planning and investment be expressed through city planning, should
administrative difficulties be coupled to it. or if it is to be seen
mainly as a social process, could it be a good way of coordination with
respect to hazard, risk, warning, disaster psychology, and relief?

The Main Thrust of Engineering Research

Japan, and the State of California possess institutions which engage
in the broadest front of research with respect to earthquakes. However,
much of the structural engineering research in these two leading centers
seems to be removed from a broad front approach.

-323-
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In California and in Japan the building codes appear to have had
more success than in other areas as seismic counter-measures.
Engineering practice itself may adopt new counter-measures more speedily
than in other regions. In the recent, and relatively speaking, not major
earthquakes of these two regions several new types of failure are
analytically isolated after each earthquake. Structural engineering then
addresses itself to these questions.

This type of approach neglects two major aspects of the matter: 1)
site effects are not considered either statistically or analytically; 2)
engineering solutions are developed which in no way can be extended to
the world regions which suffer the heavier blows, nor to the structures
which are likely to be built in these regions, nor to the social
structures and levels of income they are likely to possess.

In my own country, in the most recent interchange between structural
engineers and city planners (geophysicists also being present), the
rather enlightened engineering attitude was that seismic counter-measures
should be stated in terms of soil-structure interaction. Let us first
observe that very few elaborate or even concede this point. Even if this
is conceded in the Turkish circles, the problem still cannot be stated
very much in locational or urban planning terms.

In micro-zoning approaches, which seem to have been abandoned by
certain circles but are very much alive in others. it was assumed that
rather small differences in the physics of the soil would lead to
differences in seismic coefficients, in height and other characteristics
of buildings, and particularly in construction costs.

If these various factors are taken together, and then compounded by
problems of political process, social structure, control and
implementation, micro-zoning and structural engineering seemed to be
mainly expressible in city planning. On the other hand, even in the
engineering approach which emphasizes soil-bui lding interaction, less
than-major differences in soi 1 physics are considered per project, and
disregarded as classes of phenomena and hardly given a place in
generalized research. Only the following extreme cases are constituted
as classes: liquefiable ground, very soft soils, marshes.

In this type of engineering research, it is nearly i~ossible to
follow consequences in overall costs and in incremental costs associated
with any seismic coefficients. In this way the problem of costs escape
comment from social groups which pay for them, or even groups which make
large-scale decisions.

Urban or regional planning will have little contribution to disaster
prevention measures under these circumstances, and consequently less
incentive to overcome the Shortcomings in their own fields.

The above exposition may be related to the experiences of the
preceding several decades. At least two of the other parallel attitudes
must be cited: increasingly abstract character of structural research,
and neglect of the treatment of existing buildings.

Advanced structural research contains two opposite tendencies, among
others. In the case of anti-seismic measures in nuclear power plants,
the seriousness of the question and the relatively large funds available
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make possible attention to detail and to interaction among elements.
But, for nuclear plants again, and in general, there is a tendency
towards increa~ingly abstract structural problem-positing.

In the case of the most destructive recent earthquakes, however,
(Tangshan, Ciudad de Guatemala) as well as in other isoseismal
microzoning work (Kumamoto) there is aq»le evidence that: 1) intensity
measurements may be more affected by urban district than by type of
structure; 2) more effort should be spent on the design of statistically
predominant, "mediocre" buildings than on specialized types; and 3) more
effort on strengthening or retrofitting the existing buildings than on
new design r Liu and Zhang, 1980 ][ Husid, 1980][ Migita and Tanaka, 1980 l.
(These conclusions are ours and not those of the authors cited).

In essence and outcome for the present. then: the modal response to
earthquake disaster mitigation is in the field of engineering, and
tendencies towards purely structural responses not specific to sites will
keep land use and/or preventive measures at uninformed and ineffective
levels.

Significance of Specificity in Urban Sites

Few researchers remember that the rural areas suffer most from
earthquakes. The larger cities still hold our attention most. If we
should follow such a line of emphasis in this paper, the following will
have to be pointed out:

1. In spite of all atteq»ts at prediction, and our predilection for
extrapolation, disaster strikes larger cities in unexpected places.
Tangshan and Skopje are good examples. (Very few areas, such as the
Central San Andreas fault, show any regular tendencies for a given
period; if we observe other consistencies, they are over much larger
areas.)

2. This suggests: a) an emphasis on predictive methods other than
extrapolation for most parts of the world, especially if we wish to
have our predictions in terms of location; b) more research on the
effects of hypocentral distances per characteristic region; and c)
less tendency to reduce causality to a single factor.

3. Improvement in predictive techniques should make many cf the
counter-measures expressible through city planning, especially if we
keep in mind that it may be a way of concentrating supervisory or
financial resources in certain areas and sub-areas.

4. In the absence of great i~rovement in predictive techniques,
eq»has isin city plann i ng shou ld go to ex i st ing sett lements and
their structures and roads and public services, and to minor rather
than exhaus1tve intervention.

5. In the absence of more precise information input from structural
engineering with respect to zoning of sites, reinforcement or retro
fitting of existing bUildings will be closely allied to city
planning, if not necessari ly through investments, at least in terms
of constituting alternatives to density decisions. or lifelines
plann i ng.
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Discrete Observations on Site-Specific Research

1. The value of insurance is eq>has1zed in various countries (U.S.A.
[Sauter, McCann, and Shah, 1980 J (Steinbrugge, Lagorio, and
Algermissen, 19801; U.S.S.R. (Koridze. 1980J), while it is not in
others (Turkey and other countries respond by government
rebuilding). and it cannot be considered a preventive measure such
as city plannin~ may become. While earthquake insurance is not
widely purchased in California (Steinbrugge. lagorio. and
Algermissen. 1980J it seems to generate some funding for site
specific studies [Lev. 1980 J[ Steinbrugge. lagorio. and Algermissen,
1980]. Lev points out that unless information on site and oUler
matters is detailed disaster response will be weak.

2. Even though there are atteq:lts at definition [ lev. 1980, p. 257J
{Kung. 1980, p. 981, the concepts hazard. risk. vulnerability. etc ••
remain fuzzy throughout the literature. especially with respect to
site.

3. Parameters used in seismic risk analysis until now. and strong
ground motion models raise doubts, at least in certain quarters; the
impact of earthquakes on "spatially distributed systems" will be
studied (Shah and Gere. 1980. PP. 133-1341.

4. We must keep in mind that most of the available site-specific or
zone-specific knowledge is in the form of post-earthquake i50
seismal contours. In these it is impossible to correlate precisely
magnitUde, intensity. strong ground motion and finer parameters.
This information is further useless in practical terms for these
particular epicentral zones for a long time to come. and as research
goes now, no possible lessons could be drawn for other regions. It
is furthermore noted that isoseismal contours are far from providing
"site-by-site preciseness H because of the smoothing-out process
[Ohta. Goto. Satoh. Ergunay and Tabban. 1980, p. 402).

The need for local Effects Arrays is recognized by the International
Workshop on Strong Motion Earthquake Instrument Arrays Workshop
£Iwan, 1980].

5. Whi le even empirical research shows IllJch tendency toward structural
abstraction, the iqlortance of site-specific research is more or
less recognized. and as a minor item. only in the larger
institutional programs (Berkeley, livermore laboratory, U.S.A.
National Bureau of Standards. M.E. T.U.. etc.) [Penzien. 19801
[leydendecker. Harris. Wright. and Pfrang. 19801 [Tokarz. 1980]
[Germen. 1980]. This may range towards spectral study (Livermore
laboratory). or by implication, "ttenuation relationships
(Berkeley/Taiwan; M.E. T.U.). We find it very instructive to note
the present chasm between this research, and the gross rigidities of
classification adopted when governments have to produce building
codes. or insurance institutions have to establish risk classess.

Discrete Observations on City Planning

1. There seem to be no grounds at the present for generalisations on
·proper ll planning measures against earthque::.kes. The cities and
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their districts need case by case attention. In the absence of
clear prediction or definition of risk. which will apparently change
from region to region. our attention will have to focus on selection
of priority for measures. case by case.

2. City plannert ~ou1d be rushed into disaster areas not only for
reconstruction planning. but for observation and for developing new
analytical approaches.

3. Perhaps a good deal of the effort now spent on prediction
methodologies should be diverted into totally new instrumental
tt>chniQues for loning and micro-zoning. If new avenues are explored
the need for highly precise prediction would be circumvented. and
the uncertainties in risk analysis clarified.

These remarks may be derived from the preceding observations. Now
certain other remarks about the field of city planning itself.

4. It is perhaps for other discipHnes of prevention and mitigation to
decide whether city planning is enmeshed with their own and other
activities. or their activities could be better performed
independently. as a "vertical" operation.

5. Some of the information input necessary for city planning is not
going to be available at the present.

6. Some others are simply not thought about. or stated. This may often
be the case in preparedness. relief. etc.

7. City planning and reconstruction constitute the major response by
far of most countries to earthquake disasters. Furthermore. and for
example. a more swift response than others in Turkey: new town
"ready" in six months. reconstruction finished in three months on a
sub-region. city planning teams on site one half day after the
disaster.

But this significance accorded to city planning. for which ends.
which results? Is there much that is satisfactory in the response
we show to earthquakes?

To make city planning more useful. I should think that pressure on
governments should come from the fields of preparedness and relief.
if they should in turn deem that it can contribute to their fields.

8. Since city planning seems to be ineffective as a prevention or
mitigation measure in its normal operation. spec;al pressures should
be exerted for another mode of operation in disaster areas.

9. The developments in city planning are not sufficiently transmitted
to the "earthquake sciences": there are not enough planners
concerned with this purpose. and there are few takers on the other
side.

10. In the co~r.try where we are meeting. there has been lively
controversy over recent practices in city planning. How much of
this has J.;e:·colated into planning discussions on disaster prevention
and mitigation?

.. .
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11. Are the dominant urban models of the twentieth century suitable for
earthquake response? Many fields associated with disaster
prevention, including town planning itself, seem to favor use
exclusive urban zones. This attitude has not only the backing of
some three centuries of Anglo-Saxon law, half a century of ClAM and
functionalism, 15 years of Turkish sociology, but also the building
of many cities to show, including New Zagreb, and the argument that
mixed uses wi 11 lead to secondary disaster effects. On the other
hand city planning and architecture have taken to other directions.
More important, can we or should we proliferate cities without mixed
uses?

12. In recent engineering work there are tendencies to find previous
conclusions as too "conservative" (running in the direction of
larger safety factors and therefore, costs). [Hintegraber and
Jungmann, 1980) [Tokarz/Livermore Laboratory, 1980]. These findings
may have only very remote effect on city planning. but provide a
parallel. In much of the existing planning wisdom interchanged
between the professions concerned with disasters, the proposed city.
design uniformly emphasizes very wide streets, low gross densities,
thorough "modernization- and new construction, new towns, all of
which amount to much conservatism 1n the same sense.

FOOTNOTES

1. This paper is not intended to be exhaustive in its scope. Quite to
the contrary, I have tried to exclude subjects and arguments
developed in the paper submitted to the 7th WeEE September 1980
[Germen, 1980], in the booklet prepared for UNORO in 1975-1976
[Germen. 1976]. and in other previous work.

Instead, Volume 9 of the Proceedings of the 7th WeEE was surveyed
thoroughly for the new developments. All references are to that
volume. Other material recently available to the author will not be
explicitly referred to.
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PHYSICAL PLANNING IN SEISMIC REGIONS

Tiberije Kirijas

Introduction

Large scale destruct ion caused by the effects of disastrous
earthquakes in areas with high seismic activity indicates the necessity
for undertaking corresponding protective measures for the purpose of
reducing destruction to the lowest possible level. This is especially
the case because of the possibility earthquakes can affect large urban
areas. Wit.h the permanent development of urban areas and consequent
construction of a large number of structures requiring significant
expenditures (energy, transportation, industrial and other structures)
respons ible author i ties more and more face the requ irement to protect
such large investments from the destructive effect of earthquakes as much
as possible.

Earthquake destruction has provided the motivation for detailed
investigations of earthquake effects upon buildings and civil engineering
structures as well as infrastructure systems with the basic aim of
undertaking corresponding protective measures. depending on the economic
and technical power of the country involved. The implementation of
technical regulations for design and construction in seismic areas is the
basic protective measure which provides the required resistance of the
structures against earthquakes.

The implementation of protective measures against destructive
earthquake effects upon structures is much more effective than mitigation
of other direct or indirect consequences of earthquakes. The present
leve 1 of knowledge and techni ques enab les effect ive imp lementat ion of
protective measures against the destructive effect of earthquakes upon
structures through the methodology of physical planning and urban design
in earthquake prone areas. The physical and urban planning for seismic
areas is a young discipline. It has evolved for the most part. since the
disastrous earthquake of Skopje in 1963. i.e. with the development of the
General Urban Plan of Skopje.

The protective measures against disastrous earthquakes through
physical planning and urban design in seismic areas are carried out,
mainly. through the following basic methodological elements:

- determination of land-use zones for location of urban areas (towns.
industrial complexes and other settlements).
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- deconcentration of production and other activities,

- determination of land-use zones within urban areas, and

- decreasing the density of construction in settled areas.

In implementing these methodological elements of physical planning and
urban design in seismic areas the following results must be considered:

- by selection of construction sites for settlements or important
structures in areas wHh lower seismic activity the damage due to
disastrous earthquakes will be diminished;

concentration of productive activities (industry and other) in
densely settled areas through physical planning will result in
greater damage in case of a disastrous earthquake, and vice versa;

- the land-use patterns in seismic urban areas can greatly contribute
to diminishing or increasing levels of damage;

damage will be much less when the density of development in larger
urban areas is lower and vice versa.

The following maps form the basis for effective implementation of the
protective measures through planning and urban design in seismic areas:

- map of seismic zoning of the region with a number of appendices
•

- map of seismic microzoning of the urban area.

Regional Physical Planning in seismic Areas

Regional physical planning in seismic areas is performed in the same
way as for non-seismic areas, with the difference that the map of seismic
zoning of the region with appendices is also taken into consideration as
basic information. Regional physical planning in seismic areas is not
based exclusively on seismological engineering aspects, but these factors
are considered together with other basic aspects of regional planning.
Including the map of seismic zoning of a region in physical planning
considerations can ass11redly decrease seismic risk, i.e. mitigate the
effect of a disastrous earthquake upon human lives and material goods.

On the basis of detailed regional seismological, seismotectonic.
enginee";ng seismological and other investigations a seismic zoning map
of a region can be developed. Such a map defines the general seismic
risk of a region. It shows the distrihution of regions of different
seismic intensity from VI to X degrees according to MCS scale (Mercalli
Cancani-Sieberg). The seismic areas marked with seismic intensity of
VIII and IX degrees are characterized as of high seismic intensity.

The seismk risk shown on the seismic zoning map is determined by
the follOWing elements:
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- seismogene zones with maximal expected seismic intensity. with
their characteristics and parameters. are defined:

fault zones and faults. as well as their relation to seismic
activity are delineated:

seismic sensitivity i~ established based on different geologic
media in the region.

Basic maps appended to the seismic zoning map are the following:

- map of foca 1 zones and approx imate return per iods of earthquakes
(100, 200. 500 and more years)

- seismotectonic map, and

- seismological-engineering map.

Mitigation of seismic risk through physical planning is achieved by
application of the following basic elements:

- establishing land-use areas within a region for location of urban.
industrial and other settlements;

location and expansion of infrastructure networks. and

- deconcentration of production facilities from the larger centers of
the region.

These basic elements for the mitigation of seismic risk are implemented
through the development of national and regional physical plans. as
follows:

In the selection of construction sites for urban. outlying,
industrial and other settlements. which are considered in regional
physical planning, the seismic zoning map with all appendices are
analyzed in detan for the purpose of mitigating seismic risk as
much as possible from the very first step of sell!cting locations
for these settlements. The location selected should be those with
smaller sei~mic intensity. with longer return periods without
active seismic faults, and within geological media which have weak
seismic sensitivity.

- All regional life-line syste~ (railroads, motorways. gas pipe
lines, oi 1 pipelines, etc.) represent very large investments and
constitut~ structures of vital importance. Protective measures
against earthquakes are implemented through regional physical plan
ning in seismic areas, primarily through the following elements:

- location of life-line structures and

- location of structures which are functionally related to life
line structures (bridges. viaducts. reservoirs. power stations,
etc. )
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In locating life-line systems in the context of physical planning,
the seismic zoning map with all appendices should be considered along
w4th other factors. It is of great importance to avoid regions of high
seismicity, unstable terrain and potential land-slide areas. Locations
should be selected far from potentially active seismic zones, and
especially should not cross such lanes. The procedure for selectlon of
location for the life-line systems and related structures (bridges, via
ducts, reservoirs, etc.) is the same as for settlements.

- Regional physical planning also projects the general patterns of
future development for urban and other settled areas in the region.
Usually, in larger towns, and especially in the centers of some
regions, major concentrations of different activities are planned,
such as economic (industry), pulll ic, cultural, health, education
and other. In the case of strong earthquakes in such regions with
high concentration of activities the vulnerability is much greater.
This can have disastrous effects, not only on the economic activi
ties in the region, but in many cases on other regions far beyond
its limits. A well-considered dispersion of activities over the
region provides for the safety of some economic and' olher
activities which can continue even after a seismic event. Such
considerations in regional physical planning in seismic areas are
of great importance since they provide greater resiliency of the
economic system to the effects of disastrous earthquakes.

Urban Planning and Designing in Seismic Areas

One of the basic elements in urban planning and design in seismic
areas is the seismic urban microzoning map with its appendices. This map
is developed on the basis of previously performed detailed investigations
of the urban area including seismological. seismotectonic. seismological
engineering, geophysical, geological-engineering. geomechanical, hydro
logical and other stUdies.

The seismic microzoning map of an urban area should sh~ zor,es of
maximal expected seismic intensity, and even sub-zones. The map should
also show all characteristics from performed seismotectonic, geological.
geomechanical, hydrological and oth~r investigations, i.e. the character
istic elements of the soil, which show the suitability of the terrain for
construction. For this purpose the following maps are presented as
appendices to the seismic microzoning map: seismotectonic. geological,
goemechanical and hydrological maps as well as the map with predominant
periods of the ground. This set of maps gives a clear picture of:

- the detailed distribution of seismic risk in terms of each zone and
sub-zone within the urban area, and

- the suitabi 11ty of the terrain for construction in diffe"ent lones
and sub-zones of the urban area, i.e. the bearing capacity of the
ground, the ground .ater level, flood areas. unstable terrain,
possibility of land-slides. seismically active faults, etc.
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The results obtained as a result of the investigations mentioned above
show the influence of t~ local soil conditions upon the seismic
intensity and the character of the earthquake effect.

The seismic microzoning map of an urban area is used as the basis
for urban planning and design for the purpose of mitigating the se;slTlic
risk from the effect of disastrous earthquakes. In the development of
the physical concept of the urban plan, in addition to other considera
tions, the following elements are also taken as basic:

- The seismic microzoning map of the urban area shows clearly the
possibilities for rational utilization of the terrain for
developing the physical concept of the urban plan (zonal plan).
The zones with most favorable conditions. i.e. where lowest maximal
seismic intensities are expected are clearly defined. Usually,
these zones are preferred for construction.

Such seismically favorable terrains should be used as construction
sites of the most il'lllortant basic urban activities as well as for
future urban development (center, important industrial structures,
housing, hospitals, university campuses, etc.). However, the dis
persion of industry into several industrial zones within the urban
area of larger towns should also be considered, so that disastrous
earthquakes will not have the same effect in all industrial zones.

Terrain unfavorable for construction should be allocated in the
physical concept of the urban plan. if possible, to other activi
ties (light industry, services. warehouses. etc.).

- Terrain with unfavorable soil conditions should be considered in a
similar manner as seismically unfavorable terrain, unstable terrain
with most unfavorable ground characteristics. unstable terrain with
potential for land-slides, terrain with high liquefication poten
tial and flooded terrains. Such terrain in the concept of the
urban plan should be used for green areas or open spaces.

It is reconmended there be 1arger green areas and open spaces than
provided by the usual urban regulations. In case of disastrous earth-
quakes the green areas may have a variety of useful advantages.

- Terrain with high ground water level and periodically flooded
areas. if possible. should be first improved by application of
various hydrotechnical measures and then be included in the general
concept of the urban plan. Otherwise such terrain is seismically
unfavorable.

- The position of faults and fault zones can be observed on the seis
motectonic map. In designing the land-use patterns in the physical
concept of the urban plan seismically active fault zones should be
considered.

Important facilities should be located distant from seismically
active fault zones.
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In planning and designing all structures and various types of infra
structure in large urban areas with high seismic activity special
attention should be given to protective measures so that they can remain
effect ive in case of catastrophic earthquakes. Bas ic recorrmendat ions
concerning planning and design of infrastructure in urban areas are as
follows:

- The urban plan should avoid organization of a single main traffic
center, since that can result in complete disruption of normal
traffic after a disastrous earthquake.

Interregional through traffic should be accomodated by a system of
roads which do not traverse the urban area but are easily connected
with it.

- The complete water supply system. or at least large portions of it.
of these settlements should give priority to the gravitation system
if possible. since it does not require another energy source.

- The main water collectors. i.e. from the reservoir to these settle
ments should consist. if possible. of double pipes.

- The combined sewerage system collecting both waste and storm water
is considerably more effective than other kinds (the pipes are
placed deeper). This system should also consist of two pipes, if
possible.

In principle. gas systems should be avoided, if possible. since
they can cause secondary damage by fire in large urban areas with
high seismic activity. In case such systems are planned it is
necessary to provide for automatic disconnection of the system in
the event of a catastrophic earthquake. as well as for devices
which will enable disconnecting damaged sectors from the system.

Preparation of a detailed urban ?lan often involves considerations
of various aspects of structures and building complexes. In such cases
in addition to other basic principles for urban design. the following
measure for protection against the effect of disastrous earthquakes
should also be taken into consideration:

In principle. systems of structures should be separated from each
other. If structures have some distance b~Lween them the
possibility of damage due to battering each other is diminished.
If structures are located at reasonable distances from each other
the possibility of damage by buildings collapsing on each ~ther is
minimized.

- The detailed analysis of the causes of destruction and damage of -a
great number of structures due to the effect of catastrophic earth
quakes has established that the shape of the base and its dimen
sions have considerable influence upon seismic stability. Thus.
the outline of a bUilding should be syanetric to the main ortho
gonal axis. It is best if buildings have square or rectangular
shapes.
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In case of structures with complex bases and structures where
certain parts have different numbers of c;tories, they should be
divided by seismic joints in such a way that the bases of the
divided parts should have simple geometrical shapes.

Construction in rows should be, in principle, avoided. In case
such construction is planned, such buildings should be separated by
seismic partitions at selected intervals.

- Structures which vibrate with the same resonanc~ as the so; 1 are
subjected to greater damage than those which have u different reso
nance. Because of this, when determining the number of stories of
a bui lding complex in the framework of urban plans, the map of
predominant periods of the urban areas should be taken into
consideration along with other factors. This map shows the distri
bution of zones with the same predominant periods. Thus, in areas
with very small predominant periods, usually from 0.15 - 0.25 sec.,
it is recommended construct ion of low bui ldings be avoided, i.e.
buildings of one to three stories. On terrain with small predomi
nant periods low buildings can be constructed, as well as high
ones.

The preceding discussion provides a very brief summary of considera
tions that should be taken into account when developing physical plans
for seismic regions in order to mitigate the effects of disastrous earth
quakes. It has not been possible in this short paper to elaborate the
points presented. All problems discussed above have been presented in
more detail in my lecture notes for the postgraduate course of studies in
the field of earthquake engineering and engineering seismology organized
by t"'e Institute of Earthqualre Engineering and Engineering Seismology at
the University of Skopje.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF A MASS EDUCATION PROGRAM
IN ORDER TO MITIGATE EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS

IN CALABRIA

Francesco Battisti

Introduction

This paper is intended to be an account of one of the first
experiences in mass education undertaken by a local government in Italy,
after the approval of the official rules of application of civil
protection (Law No. 996 of December 8, 1970).1 Indeed, after the last
earthquake in Irpinia (November 23, 1980), many local governments
situated in seismic territories. have been concerned by the lack of local
emergency plans for natural calamities. The rules of application for
civil protection give them the ~ossiuility of organizing a local
emergency network, with the technical support of experts. engineers and
scientists knowledgeable of such problems, in cooperation with central
authorities. The civil protection program of the Conmune of Rende was
made possible by the cooperation of the local administration, interested
in taking the lead in this field, of the Department of Sociology of the
University of Calabria, and of the Irpi Institute of the National
Research Council of Italy.2

The Commune of Rende (5,479 km2; 13,157 inhabitants according to the
1971 Census) is located a few miles north of the city of Cosenza in
Calabria. and actually constitutes one of the new, developing suburbs of
this city. It was struck by an earthquake, affecting the whole Cosentine
Valley, on the 20th of february 1980. causing considerable damage to
bui ldings and infrastructure. A few weeks after that event, a research
team from the Department of Sociology of the University of Calabria. in
cooperation with Rende's Social Center, carried out a survey of 295
families living in the Connune. Four subsamples were selected according
to soc 111 class and type of dwe111 ng. A1though the survey was not
specifically designed to meet the requirements of a program of .ass
education, which was later requested by the local administration, it
certainly served as a source of practical info""ation to the research
team. In this paper, indeed. some of the findings from the survey will
precede the description of the structure of the program which is based
upon them.
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Immediate Collective Behavior

The first actions after an earthquake strikes are intended to save
one's life. Although it had no serious consequences in tenns of
casualties. the 20 February earthquake caught the population in the least
favorable conditions for response: namely, at 3:00 a.m. in the middle of
the 'flinter. If this quake had been more violent, it could have taken a
heavy toll of lives. The first shake woke up 621 of the interviewed.
Twenty nine percent could feel the quake because they were not sleeping.
just having returned from Carnival parties. 3 Five percent of those who
perceived it did not think it was a quake; 4' continued to sleep until
they were informed by other members of the family. This was a 6 to 7th

Table 1

Question 8.1 "Did you feel the earthquake, on the
night of February 20. with epicentre between

Cose:lza and Montalto?"

Response

Yes, certainly (respondent awake)
Yes, by waking up suddenly
Yes, I felt the first Shake, but did not

think about an earthquake
No, I was sleeping (awakened by others)
No, I did not feel it (for other reasons)
Other answers

Percent

27 .8~

62.0
4.7

3.7
1.1

100.01
("-295)

degree earthquake on the Modified Mercalli SCale; that is, strong enough
to wake up sleeping persons and to send people outdoors. but too weak to
cause the 111111ediate collapse of any built structure. The panic and the
spontaneous flight behavior it created cannot be ·simulated- by a social
science experiment. The seiSMic phenomenon, however, was not as
destructive as it might have been: it perllitted the maintenance of
family and social groups and the resun.,tion of social activtties a few
days after the first quake. It did not require a massive intervention on
the part of rescue teallS frOll other regions. Officers on dut.V from the
fire and police corps were sufficient to keep the situation under
control.
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Immediate collective behavior can be catalogued into a set of
actions which are described in Table 2. As the first answer to the ques
tion, "What did you do at the beginning of thp. quake?" the majority of
respondents (40%) said they informed other family members (e.g., children
or relatives living in separate rooms).4 ~eventeen percent got dressed,
11% immediately left the living quarters, 1~ preferred to stay where
they were. As the second answer most people, after getting ready, said
they left home. This especially applied to families with children who
cannot make individual decisions about w~at to do, but must first collect
everyone in the group. To further stimulate evacuation from housing, a
second seismic wave followed the first one after a few minutes. At this
second violent warning, 94% decided to leave homes.

Tabl e 2

Question B.2 (If answers 1,2,3 to question B.l)
"Do you remember the first thing you

have done after the first quake?"

Percent

12.5%
9.1

40.1
2.8

17.4
4.9

11.1
0.7
1.4

Response

Stayed in bed
Woke up wife/husband
Informed other family members
Got up and looked out for a safe

shelter
Dressed rapidly
Assisted other family members
Went outdoors
Gave help to somebody
Other actions
N.A.

First Second
Answer Answer

0.3~

0.6
3.1
1.0

10.1
3.1

42.2
0.3
0.3

39.0

100.0% 100.0%
(N-287)

Five percent rema i ned for the fo 11 owi ng reasons: the quake was not
considered dangerous. they could not easily move out from their apart
ments (old age, sickness) or they had to assist close relatives in the
same condition.

The patterns of immediate collective behavior can best be studied by
making reference to the primary group environment. They can be
classified as "little reaction" (such as staying in bed), "symbolic
behavior" (waking up and informing other members of the family). "helping
behavior" (assisting family members who cannot be evacuated) and "escape"
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(getting dressed and leaving the apartment). Table 3 (crosstab between
mar i ta1 status and react ion patterns) shows that both over and under
response, escape and little reaction from underestimation of the danger
are patterns characteristic of the unmarried, whereas fami ly groups are
more likely to engage in symbolic behavior leading to group mobilization
and solidarity.

Table 3

Crosstabulation between marital
status and question B.2

Marita1 5ta tus
First thing done Married wi
at the quake Unmarried Married chil dren Total

Scarce reaction (1) 20.7% 9.1% 9.0% 12.5%

Symbolic behavior (2+3) 21.8 50.0 62.4 49.2

Helping others (6+8) 3.4 4.5 6.8 5.6

Escape (4+5+7) 50.5 36.4 21.3 31.3

Other reactions (9) 2:.! -2.:.Q ~ ......l.:.i
Total % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

N (87) (22 ) (178) (287)

Chi sq. • 68, sign. a 99.9

Seeking Refuge

Out of 275 interviewed people who left their dwellings, most
respondents (88.4%) did so because they were afraid of a stronger quake;
23.3% expressed the intention of moving the family to a safer place; 8%
thought their house was much too dangerous; 7.6% gave other reasons. It
should be noted that the percentage of people thinking their house
dangerous rises from 2.8% for concrete buildings to 21.8% for housing
made of masonry. Table 4 shows the connection between building typology
and reasons for going outdoors. A comparison with other earthquakes,
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Table 4

Motivations for Leaving the Apartment by Building Typology

Building Typology
Iron and Tradit. Reinforced Tota'

Mothations Concrete Masonry Masonry Masonry Avg.

Afraid of a stronger 94.3~ 88.4~ 54.5~ 55.2S 88.4l
quake

House was dangerous 2.8 2.9 21.8 10.3 8.0

Moving the family to 20.6 24.6 16.4 24.1 23.3
a safer place

Other motivations 9.9 7.3 10.3 7.6

N (141 ) (69) (55 (29) (275)-
(Column percentages add up to more than lOO~ because of multiple answers.
Four missing cases in the crosstablulation because they could not specify
building typology.)

Table 5

Question 6.6 "Where did you find a Shelter?"
by type of building

Building Typology
Farm. House Building

Type of Shelter Villa (1-2 floors) (>2 floors) Total

Safe place, near to the 92.9~ 87.5% 75.2l 81.8%
house

Safe place, far from 7.1 10.2 21.8 15.6
the house

Shelter outside town .2:l -ll --l:!
Total ~ 10O.ot 10O.0~ 100.0% 100.0J

N 14 128 133 275

Chi sq. • 26, sign. • 99.9
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which is not possible here. would show that an alarmed perception of
one's house tends to increase with the violence and the repetition of
seismic phenomena.

From Question 8.6 in Table 5 it can be ascertained that people did
not go very far from their liVing quarters (the majority, 82~ moved to a
"safe place. close to home"), 16S went farther away and about 2S decided
to leave the town (mostly young people and residents from surrounding
vi llages). There is a weak correlation between building typology and
place of evacuation (corrected contingency coefficient = 0.22) in the
sense that people living in taller buildings and in densely populated
areas tend to move farther away in their attempt to evacuate. The
preferred refuge is an open space within the city (large squares, parks,
unbuilt spaces) and the next best one is in the countryside. For
practical reasons the refuge is not located far frOlll home. as people-
after the first reaction--tend to return to their apartments to check
that all is in order or to pick up what they might need for the night.

From newspaper accounts it can be determined that the search for an
appropriate refuge was easier in the new neighborhoods where housing was
constructed according to seismic standards and buildings were
considerably distant from each other. In the old town of Rende, built at
the top of a hill with narrow streets and interconnected hous ing, the
problem of access to open space was more serious, as only two streets led
out of the town. The same problem was felt by the population of the
medieval city of Cosenza. built with narrow streets. tall buildings,
staircases and galleries before the enforcement of seismic standards. In
fact the problem of prOViding adequate refuge and safe avenues of
evacuation from high risk areas is one which any cOIlI1Iittee for local
emergency planning must face with a set of policy measures: (1) it is
necessary to establish emergency evacuation routes and to keep them free
from traffic, available for flight from the area and for the delivery of
first aid; (2) it is necessary to improve the security of those streets,
in the historical centers (not only in Italy but also in other nations)
which may becOllle bottlenecks for the evacuating population. This can be
done without large scal r renewal, but more simply by reinforcing
buildings. walls and roofs and by removing dangerous hanging objects from
the streets; (3) during the program of mass education. it is necessary to
point out safe sites of convergence in each neighborhood, not far from
the dwellings, where people can expect to receive the necessary help and
information, and where the filllilies can group together and wait for the
shocks to cease.

It was found from the survey that private means of transportation is
often used as a shelter. Seventy one percent of the respondents said
they spent the night in their cars. Automobiles were first used to carry
people to the hospital, to reach relatives and friends in other parts of
the town. in the absence of functioning public transportation. Cars were
used to reach safer locations and as a protection against cold
temperatures during the night. A major problem was that the city of
Cosenza and other districts remained jammed for hours by private traffic.
Traffic jams have been reported in other earthquakes, including that of
Naples (November 23. 1980). All emergency plans suggest that people
should not use their cars to move about in disasters. This obvious
suggestion. aimed at improving the de1ivery of first aid and rescue teams
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Table 6

Question B. 7 "Did you spend all the night outdoors?"

Response

No
After the quake. came back home
Stayed outdoors 1 hour
Stayed outdoors 2-3 hours
Outdoors all the night

Table 7

Question B.8 "Did you spend the
following ni,hts outdoors?"

Response

No
Yes. the following night
Yes. 3 nights
Yes. 4 nights
More than 4 nights
N.A.

Percent

5.81
1.7
1. 7.
5.8

85.0

lOO.O~

(N-295)

Percent

23.4%
39.0
16.6
4.7

14.9
-l.:.!
100.0%

(N-295)
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does not seem to be followed in practice for a number of leg i t imate
ind iv i dua1 reasons. The on ly means of prevent ion seems to be that of
developing a plan to regulate traffic in advance, to coordinate and to
instruct officers to discourage the use of private transportation in the
urban context.

life Styles during the Emergency

The danger represented by the quake considerably modified the living
habits of the disaster stricken community. Eighty five percent spent the
night of the quake outdoors. especially the families with children (see
Table 6). Thirty nine percent avoided sleeping indoors the following
night (Table 7); 20l stayed outdoors for more than three nights. It can
be said that people faced the earthquake experience with considerable
prudence. The preferred shelter, in most cases, was a car stationed
somewhere in an open space. However. other people succeeded in changing
apartments and moved to what they thought were safer homes. located on
the first floor and lived with relatives or friends from whom they could
receive help (see Table 8). This was especially true for the elderly or
for women with small children. A minority used tents or trailers owned
for summer holidays. The extensive use of emergency shelter is reported
for greater earthquakes. For at least one day. the disaster prevented
the prosecution of normal working activities (42% did not go to work and
4% went to work but came back after a few hours). About 13% of the
offices or factories were closed. In the following days, some office
buildings which had remained open were closed by the request for a
technical inspection. The respondents who did not work or could not work
spent the day at home in a state of alertness ready to give their
families assistance at the next sign of danger. Other people moved their
families to a safer location, and others took care of the damaged
housing.

Past Earthquake Experience

for 84% of the respondents. this was the first time they had
experienced an earthquake. For 3% it was the second time; only 12%
stated they had experienced more than two earthquakes. The data do not
support the hypothesis that in regions classified as major seismic areas
people have accumulated a sort of "cultural experience" of this
phenomena. On the contrary, for the majority of respondents this was
considered a new event in comparison with minor seismic disturbances
which occasionally occur in the Province of Cosenza.

Out of 295 respondents, 26 mentioned quakes happening in Calabria
and in other parts of Italy, dating as far back as 1925. Twenty three
described what could be termed a "non-disastrous event". and only 3
reported being present at a major disaster. Two persons said they were
present during quakes which caused several casualties. but none of them
had any victims among relatives. It can be concluded that. in spite of
the presence of small seismic disturbances, the inhabitants of Rende
never felt seriously threatened by earthquakes, and that the disaster
which happened on February 20, 1980 was a relatively new experience to
them. It is hard to estabHsh whether any psychological motivation or
represion mechanism influenced the answers concerning past natural
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Table 8

Question b.9 "If you spent the following nights
outdoors where could you sleep?"

Response

In a car
In a bus
In a tent, roulotto
Apartment of friends
Apartment of relatives
Outdoors
In a hotel of another town

Percent

70.81:
1.7
1.7
3.0

18.5
3.9
~

100.01:
(N-233)

disasters. It is, however, certain that a direct seismic experience such
as that of February 20 has made the local public more aware of this
issue, of broadcasts and of news about earthquakes, and that the
solidarity shown for the victims of the November 23 quake in Irpinia was
greatly enhanced.

If the results of this survey can be generalized to other similar
cases, it can be stated that no program of mass education can rely upon
the estab1 ishment of "local traditions" concerning the knowledge of
quakes, since this same knowledge seems to be fragmentary and
discontinuous. It must, therefore, be taken for granted that the
earthquake is a new event for the conmunity and ttlat in general the
community is not spontaneously prepared to face it.

Housing and Safety

The bui lt environment of Southern Italy varies considerably from
that of American suburbia or of Japanese cities. The prescriptions given
for seismic protetion in those areas do not fully apply to Southerl'1
European housing. Homes and offices are made either of masonry or
concrete; there is little use of prefabricated materials, of plastic.
glass. and steel. Housing constructed before the present century is
built of masonry (bricks or stones) with wooden roofing. It can be found
in the historical towns or in scattered farm dwellings. Contetq:)orary
housing is mostly concrete structures, four or five floors high,
organized into apartments with staircases and elevators. In comparison
to wooden structures, this type of housing has some· undeniable
advantages: it lasts longer, under generally safer conditions, and it
can be easi ly renewed by restoration. Housing five centuries old is
still inhabited and constitutes a remarkable part of the office and
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Table 9

Question C.l "Is this your first
earthquake experience?"

Response

Yes
No, it's the second
The respondent has more experiences

of earthquakes
N.A.

Percent

83.7%
3.4

12.2

~

lOO.O~

{N:t295}

Table 10

Question C.2 (if 1 is answered to the previous
question) "How was your experience of

this first earthquake?"

Response

The respondent maintains to have
lived through this experience:

Well
Positively
Not Well
Very Badly

Percent

12.21
16.3
23.1
31.9

100.0'
("-246)
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Table 11

(If the respondent has experience
of other earthquakes)

Response

Type of quake described:

Non di sa stro us
Damagi n9
Heavily damaging

Type of damages:

Only damages to property
Casualties

Percent

88.5%
7.7
3.8

100.0%
(N-26)

92.3%
-Ll.
100.0%
(N-Z6)

residential buildings of city centers. It is generally quite resistant
to fire and to windstorms, more so than wooden housing.

However, from the seismic point of view, both concrete and masonry
are subject to collapse. Being heavier structures, they leave little
hope for persons crushed or buried alive under the rubble of their
buildings. For this reason, it is quite important to design earthquake
resistant housing.

The survey results showed that 5.41 of the respondent families lived
in a farm or vi lla (one floor apartment), 47.11 in a small house (1-2
floors), and 47.51 in buildings taller than two floors. 15.91 of the
housing was constructed before 1900, 19.41 between 1900 and 1960, 58.0S
after 1960. Major urban development occurred after 1960, when the
enforcement of seismic construction standards was already well
established by law. This area is fairly typical of new urban development
in Southern Italy. The answers given by respondents indicated 50.81 of
all housing was made of concrete structures, 24.11 with masonry using
iron bars for support of ceil ings. 9.21 with ancient masonry and wood
reinforced by chains holding opposing walls together, and 14.61 with
ancient, traditional masonry, without any reinforcement. Four
respondents (1.4S) did not specify type of construction. Masonry
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reinforced with chains is estimated to withstand shocks up to the 7th
degree of the Modified Mercalli Scale. whereas concrete is supposed to
guarantee against collapse up to the 9th degree. The last Irpinian
earthquake, which caused some concrete buildings to collapse, was
est imated to be between the 9th and the 10th degree of the Scale at the
epicenter.

The structural characteristics of the buildings are a good predictor
of their ability to resist seismic shocks. 161 of traditional masonry
construction suffered heavy damage compared with none for concrete. The
heavily damaged buildings were constructed before 1930, that is with
obsolete construction technology. The data in Table 12 clearly show that
older buildings are more vulnerable than newer ones. However. there are
some exceptions. The table shows that 51 of all concrete buildings
suffered cons iderab le damage, and newspapers report that at least three
new residential buildings. following the first earthquake. were declared
non-inhabitable by firemen and local government engineers. In response
to another question intended to reveal doubts about the safety of their
dwellings, some families maintained that the design and the location of
the structure could not guarantee any kind of safety. It can be assumed
that there is a small percentage of buildings which may not be able to
withstand severe earthquakes in spite of their technical specifications
for a variety of reasons. such as poor site conditions. quality of
construction. improper design. faulty foundations. etc. It is no wonder.
therefore. that in quakes greater than the 7th degree of the Modified
Mercalli Scale many masonry houses have not resisted. and some concrete
housing has collapsed (at least three cases--November 23 earthquake in
Naples and St. Angelo dei Lombardi).

These negative experiences with contemporary construction suggest
that officials should not rely on the general technical properties of
buildings. and that controls should be imposed individually for each
structure and each site. If structures show signs of unexpected damage
after a minor earthquake. this should be interpreted as an indication of
weakness. Immediate measures should be taken for reinforcing. even
though the inhabitants may not understand why so IIllch work is needed to
repair a little damage. According to the survey. 50% of all buildings in
the Commune of Rende had been inspected by officials and civil engineers
a month after the earthquake. These inspections, however. did not extend
to all housing. They were not carried out automatically. but had to be
requested by families living in the dwellings or by the owners. In the
case of the city of Naples (after Novser 23rd) inspections were made
within a few weeks after the first earthquake, but the continuation of
seismic activity over several months required technicians to reinspect
endangered buildings.

In response to the quest ion. -Do you know whether your house is
constructed according to seismic standards?- 251 an~wered that their home
is too old. 171 that it does not appear so, 23% tnat they do not know.
161 yes, probably, and 191 were positive about it. Usually, owners are
more knowledgeable than tenants about construction details. The level of
education and occupation are important factors also.

Table 13 shows the majority think that their house is safe enough to
withstand an earthquake (541). but only 111 answer that they are certain
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Table 12

oa..ges by construction typology

Butld1ng Typology

Dalllages
Iron and Tradit. Reinforced Total

Concrete Masonry Masonry Masonry Avg.

No damages

Light dalllages

Noticeable damages

Heavy damages

Total ~

N

46.0S 46.51 20.9S 44.41

4B.7 50.7 53.5 51.9

5.3 2.8 9.3 3.7

--.l§.d

100.0S 100.0S 100.OS 100.0S

150 71 43 27

42.0%

50.5

5.1

........L.4.
100.0S

295

{4 mtssing cases do not state building typology. Chi sq. • 50, sign. • 99.9)

Table 13

Perception of house's safety by building typology

Building Typology
Iron and Tradit. Reinforced Total

The house is Concrete Masonry ""sonry Masonry Avg.

"Safe" 18.01 4.2S 7.4S 10.8S

"Safe enough" 61.3 54.9 25.6 48.1 :i3.6

"Unsafe" 6.0 16.9 32.6 29.6 14.9

"Dangerous .. 2.8 20.9 3.7 4.1

Doesn't know 14.0 21.1 18.6 11.1 15.9

Other/n ••• --2.:.I Jd .....H
Total S 100.OS 100.01 100.0S 100.01 100.01

N 150 71 43 27 295

(4 missing cases do not state building typology. Chi sq. • 87 t sign. • 99.9)
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it is safe. 15% are dubious about the security of the bui lding, and 41
think it is dangerous. The remaining 181 either don't know or give no
answer. There is a strong correlation between building typology and
perception of safety. In fact, in the section of the questionnai!"e
concerning the safety of the house, building typology constituted the
principal causal link. Of 71 persons who think their house is not safe,
651 mention the building is too old, 14% say it is not built with
concrete, 111 say ceilings and roofs are not stable, 8% that stairs are
dangerous, and 81 that stairs are too far from the exit. Those living on
the top floors of apartments are afraid they might not be able to reach
the exit of the bui lding in the event of an earthquake. Other cases of
complaint include not enough space in front of the building, house not
well constructed, building close to a steep slope, which concern sites
and design.

Future Prospects

The earthquake dispelled the belief people had in the security and
safety of their natural environment. In response to a Question about the
possibility of another earthquake, the majority (78.0%) answered that one
can happen at any time, 3.1% add the danger is continuously present, 0.71
predict them each 2-3 years, 4.71 say that quakes are rare events, and
13.6% do not know. The data basically show that the population felt
threatened at any moment.

To the question, "What would you do if you were informed in
advance?" 48.6% responded they would immediately leave their house until
the danger was over, 16.9% would escape from the area. 24.4% would take
some precautions, and only 11.51 would continue their life normally.
However, according to the majority of respondents, (68%) it is not yet
possible to predict earthquakes.

Finally, the risk of an earthquake is not felt to be so important as
to cOll1>el families to relocate permanently. 55.6% of the respondents
said that they would not move their residence because of earthquake risk.
11.2% say that--if they could--they would change the type of house and
neighborhood. 18.31 say that they would change city and local government
area, 14.9% do not know. It can be concluded that proneness to
earthquakes in itself does not threaten the stabi lity of a location.
This has also been demonstrated by the will of the people of Friuli and
Irpinia to rebuild the same towns. However, this fact make~ the need
imperative for emergency organization and for mass education and training
directed at the younger generations in those cOImIUnities which may be
stricken again.

The Program of Hass Education

The role of mass education in relation to other programs of comnunity
preparedness.

First of all, a program of mass education must not be independent
from a whole series of measures for increasing the general preparedness
of the community against unscheduled events. In the case of earthquakes,
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these include knowledge of the geodynamical aspects of the territory
(past seismic activity and active faults). the seismic engineering study
of the resistance and the weakness of the built environment (housing and
infrastructures), and the study and practical improvement of
organizat ional response within the cOlllllunity. Mass education is a part
of the community's organizational response program which includes, on the
one hand, the intervention of the public administration, with all its
emergency powers and on the other hand the act ive cooperat ion of the
people. One cf the effects of mass education should be that of
distributing certain disaster related responsibilities--traditionally the
province only of police and fire corps--to a broad base of volunteers who
are not called from outside the community. but generated within the
community as soon as the need for intervention arises.

Aims and limits of mass education.

The first aim of mass education is that of preventing exposure to
danger by providing advance knowledge of safety measures. The results of
the survey about previous experiences with earthquakes showed that, in
the Cosenza area, this was a new event in comparison with minor seismic
disturbances. Olily a small minority shared an experience of damaging
earthquakes. A second aim is that of decreas i ng anx iety about unknown
danger by creating patterns of recognition and of discrimination between
false alarms. warnings and actual threat. Any type tremor is perceived
as equa lly threaten i ng, whereas there are important differences between
minor i1nd major events. A third aim is that of improving ad hoc
coord i "dt ion of family groups and of other spontaneous ly emerging groups
by transforming symbol ic beh~vior (observed especially among famil ies)
into pract ica 1 defense and escape. The program shou ld direct peop le to
safer locations by pointing out evacuation routes and should provide
precise expectations about the help lI«lich can be delivered by locally
based organ i Zilt ions. It shou1d a1so i nd icate patterns of respons i b t1 i ty
and roles of leadership within disaster stricken groups, sources of
coordinating information which families can access. There are a150 long
range effects of mass education lI«lich should be taken into account. Mass
education should teach practical procedures for increasing the safety of
the home environment by IlIOdifying furnishing and installing elementary
safety devices for fire, gas, and electricity. In the second place, it
should lead to an improvement of hazardous buildings by encouraging and
supporting restoration and reinforcement.

The research at this stage does not permit measuring the effects and
evaluating the efficacy of a mass education program. The first problem
consists in th~ organizational ability to spread knowledge in the
community over a long time period. so that people continue to be informed
before the next earthquake. Since there is no sure method of predicting
an earthquake. the success of such a program great ly depends upon its
timing with respect to the events. Mass education is most effective if
it is achieved one or two years before the earthquake; its utility
decreases as time passes before such an event happens again. It is
necessary to discriminate between information which is subject to
obsolescence and information which may continue to be effective
throughout time (see Table 14). The program should protect against
obsolescence by undergoing revision every four or five years.
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In the second place. the program cannot prevent by itself the
destructive effects of major earthquakes (such as the collapse of
buildings. massive casualties. the interruption of energy and
communications). Certain items which are suggested for minor earthquakes
may turn out to be irrelevant for major ones. The program was designed
to be adequate for earthquakes varying between the 5th and th~ 9th degree
of the Modified Merealli Scale for the Commune of Rende. In the case of
more severe earthquakes it ;s assumed that the cOIIIIIUnity loses self
sufficiency with respect to rescue. and that major help must be delivered
from outside. The improvement of the efficacy of the program largely

Table 14

Obsolescence in Educational Programs

Items not subject to obsolescence

1) Elementary notions of what is an earthquake
2) Patterns of recognition of earthquake
3) Personal safe behavior
4) Patterns of family organization and response
5) Procedures of evacuation
6) Home safety
7) Structural improvement of the building

Items most likely to become obsolete

1) Evacuation sites
2) Evacuation roads
3) Emergency for new districts
4) Location of health services
5) location of administrative offices and

emergency personnel
6) Channels of public communication (TV, radio)
7) Other channels of c~unicatton

depends upon the technological progress which is being made both in
earthquake prediction and in the design of bUilding resistance.

Families as Actio~ Units

Other studies of families during disasters show. as does this one,
that belonging to a family group makes individuals dependent upon
collective decisions: families are more likely to engage in symbolic
actions (warning and getting together) which may have the final effect of
retarding their time of response to emel"gencies. The purpose of the
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program of educat ion addressed to famil ies is that of increas ing their
efficiency as action units, by making clear dangers, roles and
expectations. Of course, in order to become efficient and safe the
family group needs minimal support from official organizations: the help
promised to fami 1ies must be fulfi lled in the presence of coordinating
officers in evacuation sites. Instructions to families are dhtributed
in a book let ("How to defend oneself from earthquakes", instructions for
families) which is intended to represent in a realistic manner (by making
extensive use of illustrations) the earthquake situation. The booklet is
prefaced by the Sindaco (the local government head) w~ich gives an
official appearance to the information being distributed. The earthquake
is seen, first of all. at home, with the damages it can eventually
provoke, and the dangers it can represent to human lives (such as fire,
furniture collapse, falling objects, breaking glass). Families are
instructed to stay where they are, to find a safe shelter within the
house at the moment of the earthquake. avoiding falling objects and
avoiding getting out of the bui lding. Instructions assume that the
building will be standing after the first shock. Next, the family must
group together. preparing children and helping the elderly to leave the
dwelling. Evacuation must be done as a group, avoiding falling objects,
without using elevators. Gas ~ Id energy must be turned off before
leaving the dwelling. On the streets families are able to join other
members of the community who have experienced the same situation.
Together, these groups must be directed to evacuation areas which also
become, dur i ng the emergency, serv ice areas for the cOllll1un i ty.
Evacuating people must help each other (including the elderly and the
handicapped) and as a group must discourage panic or individuaiistic
behavior. The urban context allows evacuation on foot which improves
face to face interaction and helping behavior.

The role of families, as reference groups for safety and evacuation,
is particularly important if the earthquake happens at night or in the
evening. During other times of the day other social groups and
organizations may work as reference groups for evacuation: for children
and young people the schools become the second important reference
point. For the adult it is the office and thE: factory. For the elderly
it is the neighborhood with its social services.

Mass Education in Schools

Schools. especially elementary schools, have been built to the
safest seismic criteria. In previous Italian earthquakes they have often
become important community coordination centers because as shelters they
withstood the strongest shocks. The main problem the school must face
during an earthquake is of an organizational nature. Children and
teachers must know in advance their respective roles and must perform
them. In particular, children should be assembled under the leadership
of teachers who are responsible for their safeguard until they are
returned to parents. Teachers must be knowledgeable of seismic safety
measures; they must be able to group and identify their class and guide
1t to a safer location outside the building until the danger is over.
For the purpose of drills, the danger of an earthquake can be equated to
that of fire. Fire and earthquake drills can be regularly practiced in
the school~ at the ringing of alarms.
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Another service schoo 15 can provi de to the conmunity is to teach
students elementary norms of safe behavior which they can transmit to
fami lies. In particular. chi ldren should be instructed to know what to
do (1) when the earthquake strikes at home during the evening or the
nighti (2) when it strikes at the playground or any other open space. not
far from home. Besides. they should recognize and be able to reach
evacuation sites in the district, where they can meet family members or
other relatives they might know. Although some notions of elementary
geodynamics already appear in 4th and 5th grade textbooks. children of
the last two years of elementary schools can receive specific seismic
training: it is possible to explain to them what an earthquake is, and
how to recognize one from basic signs. More advanced training is
possible in post-primary education by creating volunteer geodynamic
observation laboratories, and by training scouts to intervene in natural
ca lamit ies.

Training in the schools can be most effective if audiovisual
material is used (movies and videotapes where actual images of
earthquakes are shown). The use of audiovisual material is suggested at
the junior high school level (post primary) where students have a more
realistic perception of fi lmed images. In the elementary schools a sort
of euphemistic representation of reality (by stories. cartoons,
characters) can be more effective with young readers.

Mass Education in Factories

High concentrations of working personnel can be found in industrial
plants during working hours. If the earthquake strikes in the morning or
early afternoon, it will damage not only the plants but also endanger the
lives of the working population. Therefore, it is necessary that large
plants have their own local emergency plans. Factories can be divided
into two types: (1) industrial estab1istlnents which do not contain any
special hazard (e.g .• toxic substances, flammable materials. explosives)
and which can be evacuated without special procedures. and (2) hazardous
establishments which may become highly dangerous in the case of
earthquakes (e.g., dams. nuclear reactors, chemical plants, etc.) Type 2
is not found in the COIlIIlune of Rende, which is not characterized by a
high industrial activity, but should be kept in mind for similar programs
elsewhere. Emergency plans for factories are supposed to (1) assess the
stability of buildings where the industrial process occurSi (2) evaluate
the safety of any stockpiled material within the buildings or near them.
(3) provide emergency exits which are to be kept clear. and to point out
safe evacuation sites; and (4) establish terminating procedures for the
work in process during a natural disaster (e.g.. shutting off power.
storing raw materials. etc.) It is the task of the factory management to
organize a local emergency plan and to assign tasks to individual workers
or teams; however. the management can receive helpful advice from the
seismic safety board.

There should be a clear distinction between emergency plans for
before and after an earthquake. The plarl for industrial safety before
the earthquake concentrates upon the safety of personnel. After the
earthquake, certai n factories are cons idered resources from which
machines, operators. and technical equipment can be ordered in order to
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deliver first aid. The role of the construction industry becomes
extremely relevant, as it owns the machinery needed to remove debris of
collapsed buildings. Bulldozers and machine operators needed to remove
heavy debris are most likely to come from construction plants, from mines
or from highway construction. Saving lives within a few hours, can
depend upon their illl11ediate presence. For this reason, the Commune of
Rende- -as a resu It of exper i ence accumu 1ated in Irp i ni a and Fr iu1i - -has
completed a classification of necessary technical equipment to be found
in the local industries. Other industrial plants may contain useful
equipment which may become necessary in the weeks following the
catastrophe (such as tents, trailers, clothes, drugs, canned food). This
equipment may never become available to the local population if no
agreement has been made between the local administration of the COlllllUne
and private industry management. Therefore, it is necessary that a
program of mass education in the factories be carried out by considering
the double aspect of personal safety and corrrnunity emergency, and by
evaluating the contribution that specialized personnel can give to the
social organization of community survival.

Public Administration

Mass education should also take into account office personnel in
private employment (such as bank~, insurance companies. commercial
enterprises, power, gas, telephone compan ies and other pub 1ic ut 11 i ties)
or in public bureaucracies (employees in the COlllllune, in general
hospitals, in social and administrative services, in post offices. etc.).
Many of these services should be continued after the disaster, and
competent personnel should be instructed to do so. The safety of
buildings is the first subject to which the program of prevention should
pay attention: this includes the upgrading of unsafe structures. the
construction of safety exits where they are lacking, the establishment of
emergency lights an(1 emergency power. In the COlllllUne of Rende many
communal offices are not safe because they are located in ancient
buildings which may not resi~~ stronger shocks. The city hall is located
in the ancient castle. "certdin degree of risk can be taken, but other
structures need reconstruction to remain publ ic offices. During the last
Irpinia earthquake some important office buildings--the Prefecture of
Salerno and one local Army camp in the same city--had to be evacuated.
The vulnerability of offices which may become important during the
emergency needs to be ascertained.

As with industrial establishments. there are offices which may be
evacuated and shut down for a few days without major economic
consequences and there are other public services which need to work on a
24-hour schedule, such as medical services and administrative
coordination. These services need, first of all. autonomous power supply
and cOlllllunications. They also need the presence of specialized
personnel. This study found that there was no emergency planning in the
hospital, and this needs to be established as soon as possible (in fact,
this is the case with most local medical facilities). In addition. no
instruction has been given to administrative personnel in the case of an
earthquake; for some days, cOIIIIlunal offices were shut down after the
February 20 earthquake. It is necessary to create special procedures and
regulations which, approved by city hall. become effective as soon as an
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emergency is declared. By a set of ordinances. which are part of the
local emergency plan. the Sindaco is given legal tools to recall public
employees to their work. if it is considered a primary necessity. The
same is more difficult to establish for private employment. where worker
participation becomes more of a voluntary matter. Volunteerism must be
prepared for and planned. especially when it involves some degree of
personal risk. The program of mass education directed at public
employment should emphasize the primary role of social and administrative
services in responding to catastrophes. Expectations of the pos itive
role civil servants can play in comnunity protection should be
emphasized.

Evacuation Sites

Throughout the educational program families and individuals are
given the expectation they wi 11 find help and services in evacuation
sites which are identified to them district by district. The function of
these sites becomes extremely important and needs to be properly
established. In the general emergency plan--of which mass education is
but one part--the sites have a two-stage function. At the onset of the
disaster, the evacuation sites are meeting points where families and
officers from publ ic services converge to find each other, to group and
organize, to share first aid services. The site also represents a
shelter in comparison to a bui lt environment which has suddenly become
dangerous. The sites are connected to each other by radio communication,
each is served by emergency medical aid and ambulances. They collect. on
the one hand. the weak and the disabled, the injured who need imnediate
help; they represent safety for women and chi ldren. On th~ other hand.
equipment and active volunteer forces are supposed to converge on
evacuation areas to organize and start rescue of victims in the
surrounding districts. In the case of a minor disaster, where the number
of injured is minimal, the evacuation sites have the basic passive
function of sheltering. In a major disaster, it must become an
alternative to the destroyed built environment. and must emerge as an
active service and community center, as the number of volunteers
increases and technical equipment is supplied. Evacuation sites, pre
established in the disaster plan, also become the focii for rescue,
arriving from outside the disaster stricken area.

It is not the purpose of the educational program to elaborate all
possible functions of evacuation sites, as many of these may remain
latent in the case of a mi nor threat. The program simp ly states "know
your site"; it divides and allocates the population to meeting points
which can be safely reached without using transportation. Beyond
emergency health services, tents and food supply, communication is
another important function of the center. Immediate information,
available to the site. wi 11 reduce insecurity and uncertainty about the
future, and facilitate a realistic perception of the catastrophe in the
disaster-stricken community.
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Mass Education in the Context of the Emergency Program

Two viable alternatives were presented to the scientific cOlDDittee
which was requested to draft a mass educational program for seismic
safety at the Conrnune of Rende. The first one, which had already been
applied to other disaster stricken areas. was that of distributing to the
population general literature about seismic risk. personal safety and
first aid. This literature. once it was printed and given out, did not
require any further cOlll11itment from the Conmune or the University. The
second alternative, feasible in a context of mutual esteem and
cooperation, was that of attaching mass education to an integrated local
emergency plan. Without excluding the aims of the general program
mentioned above, mass education provided specific instruction about where
to go, what to do, reference areas and institutions to be found in the
context of everyday 1ife. Thi s second approach to the problem was
intended to have the advantage of mak i ng people more interested in and
attentive to the instructions which are given.

Mass education specific to seismic areas requires a greater effort
on the part of the board which is required to study the problem and
prepare plans, and on the part of the community based organizations which
must fulfill the promises and achieve the services which people are told
to expect. The program also needs continuity and maintenance. However.
compared to the past, it represents a qualitative step forward which.
hopefully, will be adopted by other collective safety programs.

FOOTNOTES

1. "Norme su1 soccorso e l'assistenza al1e popolazioni co1pite da
ca1amite--Protezione civile" Law No. 996, December 8, 1970.
However, the norms for applications of these laws "Approvazione del
rego1amento di esecuzione della 1egge 8 dicembre 1970, n.996" have
been recently passed on January 16 1981. This late application of
the law shows the low interest by the government in civil
protection, which was documented by newspapers after the last
Irpinian earthquake.

2. I wi sh to thank those who have kindly cooperated in the
establishment of t~is program: Senator Francesco Principe, who
first approved the project, the Mayor of the COI1I11une, Avv. Sandro
Principe, Or. Giovanni Perri. Chai~n of the Seismic Safety Board,
Dr. Lorenzo Chiappetta, Director of Rende's Social Center, Dr.
Marino Sorriso of the IRPI Institute, Dr. Franco Chiappetta for data
processing and Mr. Santino Fiorello for data input.

3. The actual date corresponded to Shrove Tuesday. This explains why
28~ of the people were still awake.

4. According to a small slllllPle preliminary survey in Montalto (N-120)
all boys below 13 years of age remained asleep during the quake.
This indicates the importance that they be awakened by other members
of the family.
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MEDIA COVERAGE OF DISASTERS: THE SAME OLD STORY

T. Joseph Scanlon
and

Suzanne Alldred

The headl ine of the 0t ly News today reads BRUNETIE
STABBED TO DEATH. Un erneath in lower case letters
'6000 Ki lled in Iranian Earthquake' ... I wonder what
color hair they had.

(Abbie Hoffman as quoted in Tuchman. [1978J frontispiece)

It might seem essential that any paper presented at a seminar on
earthquakes include material on earthquakes but. given the hypothesis on
which this paper is based, that inclusion is not necessary. This paper
argues that the mass media behave roughly the same way when responding to
all major events whether these are natural or man~ade disasters.
criminal occasions such as assassination attempts. hijackings. hostage
takings or other acts of terrorism or simply major. unexpected eltents.
If that argument is correct, then it follows that in order to predict
media behavior in relationship to one event. sayan earthquake. one
merely needs to know about media behavior in other events. say a hostage
incident or a flood: the behavior patterns will be very much the same.
(Other papers in this volume. particularly Dynes and Quarantelli, also
argue that disasters are treated generically.)

Although this proposition, as far as is known, has not been stated
explicitly before, it does fit with comon knowledge about the media.
Newsrooms are not filled with specialists on storms. earth movements.
criminal acts or air crashes. Instead. to a considerable extent, they
are the working places of generalists. It makes sense therefore that it
is generalists who respond to incidents and that they will apply their
generalist experiences in doing so.

It also fits with what research has been done about news
organizations and their operations, research which, on the whole suggests
media activity is far from an ad hoc reaction to unpredictable events
[Tuchman. 1978. pp. 22-2iJ l Gans,-HID. To quote just one such study-
Philip Schlesinger's book on BBC news:

The news we receive on any given day is not as
unpredictable as much journalistic mythology would
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have us believe. Rather, the doings of the world are
tamed to meet the needs of a product ion system in
many respects bureaucratically organized •••• Most news
is really 'old' in the sense it is largely
predictable, but a powerful occupational mythology
plays this fact do~n.... (Schlesinger. 1978. p. 47J.

Despite this general supporting evidence, the model advanced in this
paper is tentative. It has been tested through interviews with
journalists, through an examination of some journalistic memoirs and
through an examination of some of the literature about media in crisis
and disaster. It has not been field tested in the sense that the
completed model has been checked against an actual event. Therefore,
while the evidence to date does not seem to contradict the model's
present form. it is far from clear whether all the evidence is in.

One further point. One of the authors is a journalist of some
experience. His background includes coverage of such disparate events as
racial unrest in the southern United States, a hijacking that ended in
Brazil, a tornado in Ontario, two plane crashes in Quebec. He has also
been present at two major hostage incidents, in one case spending several
days with reporters covering the incident. This background of experience
has been applied to the propositions in this paper. This seems perfectly
re,~sonable given that we are developing theory rather than presenting
certified fact.

What we have done, therefore, is 11st, point by point, some of the
elements that appear to make up the crisis model. Then, in each case, we
hav€ tried to provide some supporting references andlor some expansion on
the point being made. We have included contradictory evidence where that
was available. We believe this form of presentation ~ill allow
individual discussion of the points raised. It will also allow testing
of the entire model even those elements in it which are not, as yet,
supported by any particular evidence.

It should be mentioned that the original idea for this paper was
developed during a discussion at Boulder, Colorado. Those present
included Tom Saarinen of the University of Arizona, Ed Epremian of the
National Acad~ of Sciences, Paulette Gilliam. who had been involved in
dealing with the media at Mount St. Helens and one of the authors of this
paper. What happened is that it became apparent that much of the media
behavior at Mount St. Helens paralleled media behavior at a n\llt)er of
Canadian hostage incidents. These similarities were later described in a
letter to William Anderson of the National Science Foundation on
August 1. 1980 [Scanlon, 19801. It was hoped at that time that Ms.
Gill i am wou ld follow up on them. She has not been able to do so. The
work reported here is, therefore, mainly the work of the authors although
they have consulted informally with Ms. Gilliam on a number of occasions.
Here, then, is the model.

1. The media will hear of an event.

When a major inc i dent occurs. SOllIe cit izens wi 11 usually call the
media. Other will tell friends and neighbors and--as the word
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spreads--the news wi 11 reach the media. The media also monitor the
activity and cOlTll1Unications of such key emergency agencies as police,
fire, ambulance, etc. Any major disruption is bound to be noticed.
Major incidents are difficult to conceal. Though this may appear
obvious, there is considerable doubt whether this will always be the
case. In some countries, disasters and criminal-type activities are not
reported though this is changing, especially with respect to disasters.
The media response in those countries will, therefore, be quite different
than reported here.

(It seems best to suggest that what is described in this paper on
the whole is the activity of the ·westernM press. This limitation is not
mentioned as a form of criticism. It is stipulated in the hope the
differences among press styles will be noted and accepted without
debate. )

2. The media will try to obtain more information.

The moment an incident occurs the media w111 start to use whatever
means are available to gather further information. Among other things
they will call all available sources--official and lor unofficial--by
telephone. They w111 also use radio links. The speed of this activity
may be incredible. cae broadcaster, Barbara Frum, reports what happened
when Lynette Fromme took a shot at U.S. president Gerald Ford:

The moment the wires flashed the news ••• we were on
the phone dialing for her room-mate and fellow Manson
family member, Sandra Good Frum, 1976, p. 165 •

3. The media will use its files to add to the story.

Most major news agencies have substantial 1ibraries--1ibraries which
include their own reports and clippings from other publications as well
as standard references. When an i nci dent occurs they wi 11 use these
resources to provide background stories. They will also rely on human
sources from previous stori es. This means accounts will be generated of
previous comparable events and previous events in the same location. It
also means past errors are extremely likely to be repeated since they
will be included in the memory.

4. The media will dispatch reporters to the scene.

Even as some reporters try to get through by telephone , others wi 11
be en route. Christie Blatchford, a reporter for the Toronto Star,
recalls how quickly she set out to cover an earthquake in Italy:

The day the earthquake happened we decided to
go.... literally within an hour a photographer and I
were at the airport and flew to London and then to
Rome. We rented a car 1n Rome and drove down to
Naples •••• Blatchford, 1981 •
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The same sort of response took place when the New York Times 1earned--it
had been monitoring the shipping distress channel--of the Andre. Dortl
Stoekhol. collision:

., .raced through the incoming bulletins. When he
gauged the full impact of the disaster, he ordered a
special American Airlines Convair to take reporters
to Boston••. He had von Hartz wake Meyer Berger,
Milton Bracker and Peter Kihss at their homes; had
them in the city within an hour ••• [Ad1er, 1966,
p. 265 J.

5. All staff resources will be applied to a truly major event.

The staff, technical resources, transportation faci 1ities, support
staff will all be put to work. They will collect data, run messages,
answer phone calls, make calls, arrange transportation, edit copy, etc.
Describing how a local paper handled the Mount St. Helens volcano
eruption, one of the staff reports:

The editors not only put their ll-member reportorial
staff on the story but also drew on staffers from
sports, the family' page. the computer section and the
composing room.•••[Stein. 1980. p. 105].

Harrison Salfsbury reported much the same response for New York Times
coverage of the Kennedy assassination:

In New York ... the ass ignment sheet ... shows at least
32 correspondents assigned to the Kennedy story. The
entire working staff in Washington ..•was drafted for
the task. So was the network of 10 re~ iona1 corres
pondents •••• The principle foreign bureaus--London.
Paris, Rome. Bonn. Tokyo, Hong Kong, and the United
Nations staff--were also commitLed to the Kennedy
story LSalisbury. 1965. p. 38J.

6. The media will use all of its technical resources and ingenuity.

Journalists tend to have connections which will help them gain
access to specialized vehicles (e.g •• sno.-obiles. helicopters. etc.) and
communications equipment. At Mount St. Helens the media combined access.
technology. and persuasion to get a rare report:

••. NBC took a helicopter inside the crater at a tillle
when the USGS (United States Geological Service)
regarded such flights as unsafe then persuaded a
geologist to view the invaluable resulting tape. The
geologist was reluctant to help th. at first. but
when they started showing the tape he couldn't stop
talking with excitement •••• [SCan1on. 1980].
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At Three Mile Island, the Philadelphia Inquirer used an all-out effort by
its staff to tap sources normally beyond its resources:

Reporters took down 1icense numbers at each shift at
the plant, got the names and addresses from the state
motor vehicle department •••• Then the Inguirer started
knock ing on doors. Many emp1oyees were be 11 igerent,
most were exhausted but fifty agreed to
interviews ... .r Sandman and Paden, 1979, p.48 J.

Numerous other instances of reportorial resourcefulness can be cited from
the l~terature on Three Mile Island. The most striking perhaps, is that
displayed by Rod Nordland. an investigative reporter for the Inguirer:

..•parked directly across the Susquehanna from the
plant, Nordland .•. too1ed with his fancy scanner
radio searching for TMI transmissions. Nothing on
the ut il i ty band nor the po1ice band. He sw itched
to a frequency the instruction booklet said was
reserved for 'federa1 interagency cooperation during
nuclear war'. And there they were. [Sandman and
Paden, 1979, p.52].

7. As information becomes available it will be reported.

Given the attention paid to immediacy as a canon of journalism it is
evident news will normally be reported as available. In radio this means
immediately, and this can be true in T.V. if the news seems to justify
interrupting other programs. This appears to be the case however scanty
or inadequate the information and however marginal the original source or
sources. That perhaps exp1ains why the di saster 1iterature expresses
concern about the accuracy of the original news flashes [Dynes, 1970,
p. 26J LBaker and Chapman, 1962, p. 258].

8. Information will spread from medium to medium.

The various news media are intertwined in a way which makes
information sharing inevitable. They also monitor each other in order to
pick up information they may have overlooked. A story by one is soon a
story for all.

To take just one example. CBC. Canada's public broadcasting
organization, receives information from the main Canadian news agency CPo
Canadian Press. CP is linked to Associated press (the U.S. co
operative). Reuters, the BritiSh agency, and AFP, Agence France Presse,
the French agency. It gets news from and prov ides news to a11 three.
CBC is also linked to two major U.S. television networks. CBS and NBC.
And it has several minor connections. In addition. CBC news, as a matter
of course, monitors its main rival, CTV, and watches the Toronto
newspaper, the Globe & Mail. which appears on the street between CBC
teleVision's first and second evening newscast productions. Such
interlocking and monitoring is cOIIIIlOn LScanlon, observations] [Tuchman,
1978, pp. 22-23J.
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9. The media will attempt to fit the news into a framework.

News organi zat ions expect di saster news to be reported in terms of
loss of life, injury, persons left homeless, cost, etc. They will push
very hard for this sort of information to be made avai lable. (There is
no perception that the confused aftermatch of a disaster may make this
almost impossible to obtain.) This desire for conformity is even laid
down as a norm by Curt i s MacDougall, author of a maj or text,
Interpretative Reporting:

Regardless of what is played uP. the occasion must
be identified in the lead by the amount of loss,
either in 1i ves or in property [MacDougall, 1968,
p. 282].

10. To give the news form and structure the media wi 11 demand official
news conferences at which official statements can be recorded.

One of the maxims of journalism is that while it may be important to
get a scoop (exclusive story) it is more important not to be scooped. It
is always preferable therefore to have the news delivered in packaged
form in some cOll1llon place. If there are confl icts between sources, the
media will try very aggressively to force the sources to clear up these
conflicts. Reporters do not want to have to make their own jud~nts.

They want to attribute their "facts" to others. The media will want news
conferences to be held often. even if nothing new has happened and the
offichl spokesman has no cOl1I1lent to make. This was certainly true of
reporters covering a hostage taking in Oak Lake Manitoba in 1978:

When the police had something to give out, the staff
spokesman would come to the hotel, the media would
gather arou:'ld, the TV lights would go on, and the
spokesman would issue his usual 'no cOl11llent'. Many
of these news conferences which led to the 'no
cOl11llent' remarks were held because the media wanted
some regular contact with the police ... Sometimes the
police officer would say he saw no purpose in
holding a news briefing. but the media indicated
they preferred to have a 'no conwnent' session to no
session at all •••• [SCanlon. Taylor, and Tait, 1978,
p. 258).

The demand for conformity even leads some agencies to insist material not
be used unless it comes from l!IOre than one source. A truly exclusive
story would, therefore. be suspect.

One of the persistent journalistic myths is that
newspapers like to be 'first' ..•• Few things could be
farther from the fact .••• Nothing causes more
alarm•.. than an unexpected, unasked for expose, or a
story•.• that goes contrary to the prevailing
conventional wisdom••• [Worthington, 1971, p. 68].
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This overall structure of news wi 11 not ~revent various national
media from shaping the story to suit particu ar needs.

While this nationalistic style--a story is reported as having a
Canadian, United States, Japanese or British angle--has been observed it
has not been well documented. It is certainly clear that reporters wi 11
focus on their own nationals. It is far less clear how much shaping of
the news takes place to satisfy local news norms. Blatchford describes
Canadian coverage of an earthquake in Italy.

An awful lot of it was just trying to make people in
Canada feel as though they were there--particularly
Metro Italians remember the name of their village or
picture their village again--how it was then and how
it is now [Blatchford, 19B11.

12. The location of an event will help determine its overall news
significance.

Since news judgments are to some extent tied to the western and
substantially caucasian characteristics of the main news agencies, it is
hard to get documentation on this point. But it is clear news is to some
extent tied to a story being s~en as affecting "people like us".

Italy is easier to cover than Guatemala and more
reporters are immediately available. But it is
mainly because Italians are seen as individuals with
physical and cultural characteristics familiar to
Americans. Many edltors and readers have been to
Ita ly and they recogn ize place names ••••Guatema1ans
are seen, on the other hand, only as faceless
residents of the underdeveloped world. The standard
is part of the unwritten but well-understood sliding
scale: a hundred Pakistanis going off a mountain in
a bus make less of a story than three Englishmen
drowning in the Thames. [Rosenblum, 1979, p. 1241.

News values are not determined by physical distance alone. Such
perceptions are based on a number of other factors in addition to
physical proximity, particularly cultural and linguistic similarity.

13. The media will persuade people to act in such a way as to conform to
news norms.

In a major strike situation in Canada, virtually every visiting
television news crew insisted on filming pickets carrying the appropriate
signs, etc. The fact was the company almost completely shut down and
formal picketing was virtually non-existent. The media could not
visualize a strike without pickets; so the pickets. The same sort of
thing was reported at Three Mile Island: ·TV crews asked people to move
indoors so they could show deserted streets· [Volkman, 1979, p. SO].
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14. The media will have trouble dealing with technical matters.

As the model suggests, most correspondents go from crisis to crisis.
This means they are generalists rather than specialists. It also means
they are easily in trouble when stories deal with technical matters.
Jim Panyard. a veteran Philadelphia Bulletin correspondent. said sources
at Three Mile Island seemed to speak in a foreign language:

You asked them a straight question about how much
radiation is escaping and they answered with mumbo
jumbo about .illirems, manrems. rads and picocuries.
Once you had figured out what they were saying you
discovered another source was saying something
different--and without a nuclear physics degree, you
couldn't come up with the right follow-up
quest ion •.•• [Sandman and Paden. 1979. pp. 44-45].

15. The various media--radio. television. and print--will act
differently.

Each medium has its own news needs and its own technical and
logistical problems. This will lead to dlfferences in style.
Television. for example. may have particular problems in shipping and/or
satelliting film and/or videotape. Radio and print reporters have more
concerns about the telephone. Print reporters, because print consumes
far more news (there is more "space") than radio or television, tend to
search for more background. more off-beat material. This has been
expanded in Scanlon. Taylor. and Tait [1978. p. 9].

16. Despite these differences the foreign press tend to support each
other and often antagonize local media.

Since the foreign correspondents travel from crisis to crisis, story
to story. they are to some extent a group of associates, even if formally
rivals. They are therefore likely to try to impose their own standards
on an event and to support each other in demands that i nformat i on be
provided to satisfy their perception of what is important. This can
easily lead them into conflict with local media. especially if officials
are somewhat awe-stricken by the apparent importance of some visiting
journalists lScanlon, observations].

17. The media will make demands on cannun icat ions, transportat ion and
other local resources.

The arrival--during a crisis--of a group of persons who want to be
able to move about, who want to cnnlunicate what they have seen and
filmed, who want to talk to persons means that strains wi 11 ineVitably
occur on local transportation. communication and. perhaps. interpretation
fact lities. In situations where damage resulting from an earthquake or
other nltural disaster has caused a breakdown in the local communtcation
and transportation systems. the media will create even greater problems.
In the extreme case. their demands may cOlllp1ete1y tie up any surviving
transportation and communication facilities. As a result, officials Gnd
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agencies may find themselves responding to the needs of the visiting
journalists instead of the needs of the affected population.

The media will operate in cycles focusin¥ on news highs then
searching for le_ss dramatic material to fi 1 in less spectacular
periods.

Reporters ~"l::d to major news events--particularly if they have
been sent to the scene at some considerable expense--are expected to
~roduce news. If there is no major news on any given day they must find
something to write about. Thus a fai lure by the authorities to produce
"news" means reporters will search for something to replace it.
[Scanlon, Taylor, and Tait, 1978, p. 7]. The idea of what is news can be
very quickly distorted. Sometimes this search will include a search for
someone to blame. In man-made events, there may be an attempt to blame
someone for the event. 1n natural disasters, the focus will be on blame
for perceived inadequacy of response. Given a dearth of other
information, the media can always locate someone who will have
complaints.

19. In a truly major incident almost all reporters will share what they
have.

Tom Wicker reports that in the wake of the Kennedy assassination
there was a great deal of sharing:

Throughout the day, every reporter on the scene
seemed to do his best to help everyone else.
Information came in only in bits and pieces. Every
man who picked UP a bit or a piece passed it on. I
know no one who held anything out [Wicker, 1966,
p. 281.

The same process occured at Three Mile Island:

From the moment the Harrisburg press corps heard
about the accident ... we all shared information. We
got drawings and pieced together events ....We went
out and got books on nuclear energy and compared
them and discussed how a reactor works ~andman and
Paden, 1975. p. 161.

Oespit~ these accounts, there is some evidence (obtained through inter
views)that sometimes sharing does not take place. This may be especially
true where reporters are employed by the same organization but work for
different elements in that organization. say news and public affairs in
te levis ion. They wi 11 have high ly compet it ive instincts. (Reporters
from newspapers in different countries are really not in competition with
each other and thus can afford to co-operate.) In some instances, co
operation will exist in the field, but competition will begin as soon as
reporters begin to phone in their stories [Tuchman, 1978, p. 771.
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20. The media--whatever techniques they use to obtain information--will
not publish it if they decide it could be harmful.

The media may sometimes even use discretion and block accounts that
would b~ useful if reported. This decision-making process--what shou10
be reported--seems to go on both in criminal type events ana--Tn
disasters. According to Rodney Kueneman, the withholding of such
information could be dangerous:

The withholding of information of potential natural
disasters can result in the loss of life or
increased property damage ... faced with the problem
of crying wolf, community officials occasionally
refrain from warning of a possible flood so as not
to generate panic and when the warning is finally
given, too little time remains to move or protect
property. [Kueneman and Wright, 1975, p. 161.

Despite this potential danger, Kueneman says the media continue to
withhold information from the public.

21. The media will also co-coperate with official requests that certain
information be withheld.

Co-operation of this sort will continue so long as all media outlets
honor the request. But if anyone outlet should break the agreement, the
others would follow suit. Lawrence Freiman makes this point in his
autobic,}raphy:

I called my friends in the press ... to a man, they
agreed to co-operate .•• after about a week ••. the
Toronto 1a'eri broke the story. The Ottawa press
cou ld ho t e r silence nCo longer. And our 1ives
became a circus of inquisitive reporters and
determined photographers [Freiman, 1978, p. 105].

Put all this togeth~r and the result is a scenario as follows:

An incident occurs in a particular country.
Correspondents are rushed in from major news
centers. Though they represent different media.
these jourr.alists know each other. have shared
CORlllOn experiences, have cornnon news norms. They
are generally unfamiliar with local customs,
conditions, language. They will, very quickly, try
to force definition of the incident in their news
terms--how many dead, how many injured, how many
homeless, cost. Thel will also strain the local
transportation, communication and interpretation
resources. They may demand official b:iefings and
get into conflict with the local press. Yet,
despite their conrnon background they wi 11 interpret
events from their own cultural and nationalistic
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perspective. And if the news ebbs and flows they
will fill in the gaps by digging out less
spectacular stories, perhaps even creating some.

Where do we go from here?

This model is not yet complete. For one thing, it needs to be
filled in with information on the pre-disaster situation. This wO:lld
include both warnings of impending events and mitigation reports. This
model also obviously needs field testing at a number of future incidents.
In the meantime. however. an examination can continue of existing
material and interviews can be conducted with other journalists. News
agencies can test the model against their own experience, and agencies
and governments can dec ide whether the mode 1 suggests a need for a re
examination of their contingency plans for media relations. They can
plan their response because they know how the media will act.

There is one further point. While this model is presented as a
crisis model of media behavior there is no reason to assume it would not
be applicable under less dramatic circumstances. If the media do as
suggested operate with a great deal of predictability this crisis model
may be equally applicable in normal times. It may be a model of general
media behavior in the coverage of unexpected events rather than a
specific crisis-oriented model. As Ruth leeds Love suggests, the
behavior of the media in a crisis situation may not be all that different
from the norm •

... Business was as usual in that the news department
was covering a story via film, 1ive telecasting and
commentary. Business was as usual in that Virtually
everyone carried out his normal duties. There was
virtually no pinch-hitting. Business was as usual
in that the news division had a bank of accumulated
experience to guide its responses ••.• Finally,
business was as usual in that the norms and values
of the news profession were in force more or less in
the same way as they are at any otl1er time (love,
1965, p. 771.

She was describing U.S. TV network ~overage of the K~nnedy assassination.
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MODELS OF EMERGENCY PLANNING:

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Russell R. Dynes

Introduction

In modern societies, there is increasing attention given to planning
for emergencies. Emergencies, simply defined, are those events which
cannat be dea1t with by ord i nary measures or rout ines • Some types of
events, which occur with frequency, such as fires or accidents, do evoke the
development of types of social structure within community systems to deal
with such "emergencies" in a routine manner. This institutionalization of
day-to-day emergencies generally has narrowed the role of emergency
planning to those types of events which are periodic, rather than routine,
and which are conmunity extensive, rather than institutionally focused.
The prototype for most emergency planning, then, would be such events as
earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, etc., which affect total conmunity
systems. While such events have a relatively low frequency, they often have
the potentiality for extensive community disruption.

Emergency planning usually has focused on four interrelated phases
organized along a time continuum. The first phase, miti~ation, generally
refers to any activity which would eliminate or reduce t e probability of
occurrence of an emergency event. Such examples would be the development
and implementation of bUilding standards or land use practices which might
forestall future structural damage. The next stage, generally tenned
preparedness, focuses on planning activities which would minimize disaster
damage and which would make an emergency response more effective and
efficient. Examples might be the development of monitoring systems whic~

can be channeled into warning systems to provide emergency infonnation on
appropriate behavior to avoid injury. It also might involve the development
of training emergency workers and the establishment of stockpiles of
materials and equipment. In general, the activity is oriented to assisting
organizations and individuals to respond to the consequences of certain
disaster agents. The third stage, generally tenned emergency response is
designed to provide assistanre for types of disaster casuilties, e.g.,
search and rescue, emerg~ncy shelter, etc.: to reduce the possibilities of
secondary damage, e.g., shutting down equipment which might produce further
damage, providing security measures to inhibit access to dangerous areas;
and to provide measures which would speed up recovery measures, e.g., damage
assessment. The fourth stage, recover~, centers on those activities which
continue beyond the emergency phase an move toward the reestablis~~!nt of
the community system. Some of these activities are short-term ones, such as
reestablishing vital community systems, such as utilities, transportation
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systems, food distribution systems, etc., to minimum operating levels. It
would also include such activities as debris clearance and temporary
shelter. There is, of course, a longer term recovery phase to stablilize
all systems at normal or improved operating levels. This can involve. of
course, extensive city planning, changes in land use, as well as changes in
traditional notions of financing such developments. Recovery can also
include the development of n~ mitigation measures. In many ways the
process is circular.

The potential contributions of the social sciences to emergency
planning can be suggested along the following lines:

1. The notion of emergency is basically a social science concept, since
it refers to a disruption of a social system, rather than to physical and
material damage.
2. The planning process itself is sociai.
, The notion of mitigation measures involves some idea about a future,
and organizing behavior in reference to that future. These are complex
cultural notions, rather than universal human assumptions.
4. The notion of preparedness involves ideas of risk, value and appro
priate anticipatory behavior.
5. The notion of emergency response is predicated on the social system as
the primary responding unit.
6. The notion of recovery is predicated on reestablishing some form of
balance between the demands made and the capabilities of the social system
to deal with these demands over time.

In effect, then, the whole notion of emergency planning, although
usually oriented toward abrupt changes in the physical enVironment, is
based on actions and activities in the social environment--the proper focus
for research and knowledge drawn from the social sciences.

The Dominant Model Currently Utilized in Emergency Planning

The intent here is not to detail the contributions to knowledge WhiCh
are already incorporated in current emergency planning nor is the intent to
develop a research agenda for "needed" knowledge. Instead I would like,
first. to identify what I see as the dominant model used for emergency
planning and, second, to critique that model ~Il the basis of the assumptions
that model makes about individual and social units in various types of
"emergencies". This model is most evident in the two middle phases of
emergency planning--preparedness and emergency response, although its
assumptions also permeate. in certain ways, the mitigation and recovery
phase.

On the basis of examining many different disaster plans and frem
discussion with a number of persons involved in disaster planning, I would
characterize thy dominant normative mode for planning as the "cOl1llland and
control" model. That the descriptive tenninology bears some resemblance
to military usage is not surprising since many of the assumptions under
girding emergency planning had wartime and national security roots. Many
emergency planners have had previous military experience and much of the
plan~ing occurs in organizations with para-military structures.

In general, this command and control model is based on the assumption
that emergencies create a severe disruption in social life which lowers the
effectiveness of individual behavior and that reduces the capacities of
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social systems. Given that basic assumption, planning efforts center on the
development of mechanisms to control widespread maladaptive behavior and on
the creation of ad hoc structures to replace "natural" structures. Planning
efforts also are d~cted toward the creation of strong authority to over
come the disintegrating effects created by the disaster agent. Hence, the
characterization here in terms of "conmand and control".

In general, planning under this model is oriented toward creating new
norms for individuals marking out appropriate emergency actions. For
example, "spontaneous" evacuation is often seen as inappropriate, or as
manifesting a "failure of will ll on the part of "disorganized" individuals
but "real" evacuation is something to be ordered by author1ties who are
capable of making rational decisions for others. Planning also makes exten
sive provisions for mass care of populatjons based on the assumption not
only that resources will be depleted but also that individuals and other
units, such as families, would be incapable of coping or remedying such
situations. Thus. new structures are needed to replace the old ones which
will be demoralized or ineffective. Planning is also preoccupied with the
development of a centralized communication and information system which can
evaluate information and thus create "official" and. thus, correct
messages. Such messages then are to be communicated only through correct
and official channels. Decision making for the collective good is designed
to be centralized and then such decisions communicated to induce the
compliance of the affected populations.

The planning efforts seem to be oriented around creating an
"artificial" and authoritarian structure to replace "natural" behavior and
structure since these "natural" units are incapable of functioning
effectively in the stress conditions which are created by the disaster
event. In effect. plans are created and people are assumed to fit into ~uch

plans as parts of the rational "clockwork".

An Alternative Model for Planning

It ;s perhaps more effective to present a cr;t~que of the "command and
control" model in the context of presenting an alternative model. called
here the "emergent human resources model·. That critique and the logic
behind the alternative model will be based on the existing research tradi
tion which has e~amined reactions to and adaptations to a wide variety of
crisis events. That research tradition, which has been developed
primarily, but not exclusively in the United States, suggests tha"2 the
behaVioral assumptions for the command and control mode are inadequate. It
further asserts that the planning effort should be based on existing
behavior and structures (that is, pre "mpact) as the primary base for
planning. In effect, it suggests that, instead of adapting people to plans,
it sh~uld adapt plans to people.

The alternative model suggests that a much more appropriate set of
assumptions would be that there is no severe and drlllllatic break in the
continuity of behavior and social structure. Thus. the rationale in
planning would be to utilize that "existing" base and to capitalize on these
emergent Qualities in the emergency, rather than to create an "artificial"
set of norms and structures. This idea of the "continuity· and persistence
of behavior and structure is evidenced in the following ways.
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1. Rather than experiencing emergencies as a distinct break in
"experience", there is a widespread tendency to normalize threat to
define situations as normal and to continue habitual patterns of
behavior.

2. Rather than exhibiting irrational and abnormal manifestations of
behavior, individuals exhibit traditional role behavior--maintaining
occupational and familial obligations. Irrational and anti-soci~l

behaviors do not. in aggregate, increase and, in fact, probably decrease.

3. Traditional social structures. such as fami1ie~, maintain their
viability and can be utilized to assume additional emergency responsi
bilities. For example. there is good evidence ttld almost all search and
rescue activity is done by Itin and neighborhood groups. In addition,
there is evidence that ·warning" messages are mediated through
traditional social structures, rather than through impersonal media.
There is evidence that kin and neighborhood groups provide ·mass shelter"
for the vast majority of affected populations and thus mass shelter is
useful for only a small segment of the population.

4. Rational social structures, such as community organizations, maintain
their viability and can be utilized to assume additional emergency
responsibi lit ies. For example, almost a11 emergency medical care is
carried out in traditional health care institutions. Health care offered
by "first-aid" stations or by hastily constructed emergency faci lities
tend to be ignored and rejected.

5. The way that people define the situation and determine appropriate
behaviors require heightening, rather than restricting, cOllDunicating.
The command and control model places great faith on "correct"
information, officially decreed. What are officially defined as rumors
to be controlled are in effect part of the definitional process.
Messages and channels of COIIIIlUn1cations need to be increased rather
than restricted.

6. Rather than seeing self-initiated helping action as disruptive
because such actions were not "planned for", it is more appropriate to
see planned action as supplemental to such self-initiation.

7. Rather than attempting to centra11 ze authori ty, it is more
appropriate to structure a coordination medel. The fact that
emergencies have implications for many different segments of social
life, each with their own pre-existing patterns of authority, and each
with the necessity for simultaneous action and autonomous decision
making, indicates it 1s impossible to create a centralized authority
system. In addition, it is prObably not necessary. The centralization
of authority is usually predicated on the image of disintegration of
social life. The evidence of viability of behavior and the
adaptabi 11ty of tradit ional structures suggest that authority is more
of a problem in the mi nds of planners than a problem Gf 1i fe under
emergency conditions. Planning should focus on the develOPMent of
cOlllllun1cat ion and coordination rather than on the creation of
authority.
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Specific Planning Implications from the Alternative Model

The basic assumption in the emergent human resources model is that the
local social system provides the logical and viable base for emergency
action, rather than assuming the necessity for the local social system to be
he1d together Iii ~t:-~ngthened centralized control. Given that bas ic
assumption, there are ce,'tain derivative implications for the direction of
emergency planning. The~e would include the following:

1. Utilize existin~ habit patterns as the basis for emergency action.
Knowledge of the patterns of social life and their routines is essential
in facilitating planniny. For example, in making plans for evacuation, it
is best to utilize usual patterns, e.g., school bus routes, or usual
transportation patterns, e.g., easily designated and usually traveled
routes.

2. Utilize existing social units, rather than create new ad hoc ones. If
families are the major point of resource allocation within the community,
utilize that system. This is a particular problem in Western disaster
assistance to Third World countries. Western notions of equity are often
embodi ed in i nd ividual ist ic terms and in bureaucratic forms. That form
may be appropriate in the Western world and thus consistent with the
principle outlined above but, in other societies, different social forms
may be the appropriate locus for eme~gency action.

3. If outside resources are needed, they should be consistent with local
socia-cultural practices. This is perhaps a variant of the previous idea
and could be i11ustratld by the importation of new building materials to
replace damaged structures which require a te~hnological base not
present within the community.

4. Utilize the existing authority structure, rather than create new
ones. The speed with which decisions are made can be more easily
increased by the use of a traditional structure than by creating a new
structure. The establ ishment of authority, which involves not only
power but the acceptance of that power, takes time, and it is not
reversed easi ly or quickly. It is better for outsiders to supplement
local leadership than to assume locals are incompetent and incapable,
or that outsiders are wise and competent.

5. Utilize existing channels ~f communication, and increase them,
rather than restrict and narrow them to "official messages".
Information about potential risk, potential threat and potential
preventative action are not disorganiZing, but the lack of information,
in the quest for certainty, may be. Any effective emergency plan is
based on the autonomous and independent decision of many to take
appropriate action. These actions are more effective when
communication is enhanced, rather than restricted.

6. The aim of any emergency planning is to move back to "nomal" as
quickly as possible. This means the reestablishment of cOlllllerce; the
reopening of schools; the reinstitution of usual corrmunfty patterns.
Inconvenience is more easily adapted to than absence. And the
therapeutic process, both for individuals and cOlllllunities, is enhanced
by the reestablishment of habitual actions.
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7. The recovery stage should not be seen as the opportunity for massive
(and directed) social change. Nor should possible mitigation opportuni
ties during the recovery be implemented so as to alter drastically the
traditional social structure of the community. This does not imply that
there are no opportunities for mitigation during the recovery period but
it does suggest that they be approached with humil ity rather than
enthusiasm. Mitigation efforts can be effective if adapted to local
community practices.

SUllll1ar,y

Emergency planning is a characteristic activity in modern societies
to deal with infrequent but disruptive events, such as earthquakes. Such
planning focuses on certain phases along a time continuum--mitigation.
preparedness, response and recovery. It is suggested that since emergency
usually implies disruption of social systems that research in the social
sciences would provide one major knowledge base for emergency planning.

The predominant model currently used in emergency planning was
identified and characterized as the "cOOI1Iand and control" model. That model
is based on certain assumptio~s about the response of individuals and social
systems to emergency which imply such responses are maladaptive. Social
science research on behavior in crises suggest that evidence for those
maladaptive responses is lacking.

An alternative model, the emergent human resources model, is
presented as a more realistic basis for planning. That model is based on
the idea of the importance of the continuity of behavior, both individually
and organizationally, from pre-emergency into the emergency P'!r'!od. A
number of specfic im,., lications for planning were indicated based on that
model.

FOOTNOTES

1. The analysis of some of those plans can be found in Dynes and
Quarantelli. [1979], and Dynes et al •• U979]. For a more general view
of disaster planning. see Dynes. Quarantelli and Kreps. [1972].

2. Some of this research background can be found in Dynes, [1975],
Quarantelli. [1978], Dynes and Quarantelli. (1977), Baker and Chapman,
[1962 J, and Barton, [1969].

I am fully aware that much of the work has been based on American
society and that certain features of this analysis might be modified by
particular cultural differences. See, for example, Mcluckie, [1977].
On the other hand. most of the argument here rests on a general
principle of t"e continuity of behavior and on certain cOftlllon
structural effects 1n emergencies. See Dynes. [1975].
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IN THE SPIRIT OF WILLIAM JAMES:

REFLECTIONS ON LEAGUE Of REO CROSS SOCIETIES EXPERIENCE

OF EARTHQUAKES

Enso V. Bighinatti

Conferences such as this often find it useful to have a symbol ic
standard-bearer, some pioneer in the field. let me suggest
William James, the American philosopher-psychologist who always stressed
the need to see experience for what it was, and to keep on learning from
it--also the man who lived through the April 18, 1906 earthquake that
devastated San Francisco, California, and who reacted to it by studying
the reactions of disaster victims.

J~mes was a Visiting professor at Stanford Univeristy in Palo Alto,
California, about fifty miles south of San Francisco, at the time of the
earthquake. He was awakened at abotlt five in the morning by an ear
splitting noise and the trembling of the earth: as he lay in his bed
with the world roaring and shaking all around him, he felt--he wrote in a
letter soon after the event, and then in an essay first published in a
magazine for boys and finally reprinted in his book. Memories and
Studies--as if something had picked up his house and was shaking 1t -as a
terrier shakes a rat". James recorded his deep awe at the overwhelming
power that had suddenly been let loose, and Ms feeling of frightened
exhilaration: "Go H!" he said he wanted to yell, "and go it stronger!"

In spite of the serious heart condit ion that was to kill him two
years later, this man of genius who must certainly stand as one of the
finest scientific observers of all time. decided to go see for himself
what effect the ~arthquake had had on the people of San Francisco. James
managed to get on the only train up to San Francisco on the day of the
disaster. and to return on the only one coming back the same evening.

He spent the day walking through a city just devastated. his
sensitive eyes watching the often stunned but seldom panicky reactions of
those whose 1i yes had been thrown into disorder. He saw the hudd11n9
together of peop le whose cOl1l1lOn bond is that they have lived through a
catastrophe, watched them a$ they immediately set about rebuilding their
lives. even while the city was still in flames. He did not leave us his
observations of the primitive disaster relief operation that began almost
at once, or attempt to follow up his own observations by starting a long-
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term study on the psychological aftereffects of the earthquake. All that
would come later. in eras of greater sophistication.

Between the lines of what James wrote about Ms experiences. the
reader can pick up his sense of pioneering. There was 1itt le precedent
for a visit by a trained scientific observer to the scene of a disaster-
so little precedent. in fact. that in the early stages it fell to such
disaster relief organizations as the League of Red Cross Societies to
serve as the instrument for gathering and evaluating a great deal of the
information we now possess about the social and economic aspects of
earthquakes. Though in the half century since its foundation the League
has conducted relief operations following many kinds of disaster.
earthquakes have always played an i"ilortant part in its work. In just
the last six years, sixteen of the League's most prolonged and expensive
actions have been launched in response to severely destructive tremors in
Afghanistan. Algeria. the Azores. China. Greece. Guatemala. Indonesia.
Iran. Italy. the Philippines. Romania. Turkey and Yugoslavia. As you
we 11 know. some of these countries have been struck more than once by
earthquakes during the last six years. Moreover. as one of the first
organizations to urge advance planning for the Quickest and most
effective response to the disasters we hope will never come. the League
has learned a great deal about mitigating the impact of earthquakes.

In what fo 11 ows. I want to offer some apparent constants that the
League has been able to disti 11 from a half century of disaster rel ief
experience; I am setting these remarks forward in the spirit of
William James. not as final truths. but ~i;nply as the best we have been
able to do so far.

A word about the League role in any disaster will be helpful in
setting the stage. The League of Red Cross Societies is the umbrella
organization for the world's national Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies--126 of them at present. As their description irq:llies. these
Societies operate on a national level, each responsible for providing
services within its country's borders. When disaster strikes, a Society
may conclude that it lacks resources and must appeal for them outside its
own national boundaries; that Society then asks the League for support.
and we coordinate the influx of money. supplies and expert personnel from
other national Societies--and. on occasion, from other governmental and
non-governmental organizations as well. The League always works through
its national Society members. always from the inside out. rather than
from the outside in.

The primal·y disaster relief responsibility lies with the national
government of an affected country. Often, however, the Red Cross can
begin disaster relief action before anyone else--a point that holds as
true of the League as of its members. Such speed is possible because the
Red Cross/Red Crescent IIIOvement has endeavored to achieve admi ni strat ive
streamlining. and because it can operate without reference to politics or
ideology.

Generally the League's disaster relief role is confined to the
emergency period following a disaster. This role is geared to supporting
its member Societies as they work to meet imediate emergency needs-
often assisted. as I mentioned earl fer. by support from other agencies.
As the emergency phase comes to an end, the League usually phases out its
operation.
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This quick summary needs two major qualifications. First, there is
a growing trend toward League involvement in the post-emergency recovery
phase. For ellall1»le, the League coordinated rebuilding of Red Cross of
Yugoslavia physical facilities in certain areas following the 1979
earthquake there, and after the 1976 Guatemala earthquake assisted in
providing new homes for victims most in need. Second, as pointed out
earlier, the League was among the first to urge pre-planning, and its
involvement is this field is expanding very rapidly.

Its general involvement with disaster situations has enabled the
League to sort out certain features that are peculiar to post-earthquake
situations, or at least more prominent in them. William James, you will
remember, felt that he was undergoing a very special experience. Others
have felt the same: earthquakes have so special a power to move and
impress that they have almost developed a mystique, and their occurrence
provokes great outpourings of public generosity. Unfortunately, this
generosity often leads to pressure on contributing countries to send more
aid than is needed or, just as often, inappropriate aid. This kind of
response creates problems--if nothing else, it blatantly fails to respect
the sovereignty of the affected country and the authority of national
officials in charge of the overall relief action. In addition, existing
channels become clogged with unneeded and--as we will see in more detail
shortly--sometimes even harmful assistance or material.

The solution to this difficulty, I want to stress, is not to set up
yet another agency to do the coordinating. Given the many organizations
already at work, and the difficulties many of them have in surviving
under present economic conditions, nothing would be gained by creating
another one un less we have some imperat ive reason to do so. The
solution, rather, is to work for more effective coordination and
cooperation among the agencies now working in the disaster relief field.

The dramatic quality of e3rthquakes also--all too frequently-
provokes a criticism that people with disaster relief experience find
strange and unfair. With the attention of every television viewer, radio
listener and newspaper reader riveted on an earthquake area within hours
after the first major tremor, the same public that is moved to massive
response is also moved to impatience. We often hear criticism because
there is confusion at the scene and because, with coomunication out or
curtailed, it is neither quick nor easy to find out the full extent of
the damage, the casualties. or even the exact extent of the affected
area. Although such criticism is probably inevitable in the excitement
of the moment, it rests on the mistake of confusing an event with 1ts
effects. The dead, the stunned and confused survivors, the lack of
communication, the disruption of public utilities, the shortage of food
and medical supplies--all those things and more combined are the
disaster. It is only a convenient ellipsis to say that an earthqUake is
a d1saster--1n strict accuracy, the earthquake causes the disaster.
Praise Dr blame should be given out to relief organizations on the basis
of speed and effectiveness with which a relief operation is instrumental
in helping restore order.
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Another special feature associated with earthquakes is the relative
shortness of the emergency period immediately following the event. It is
perhaps for this reason that after most earthquakes, existing medical
facilities can usually cope with the increased demand. though they may
need additiondl supplies.

Also. as William James noticed in San Francisco. there is not much
panic in the aftermath of an earthquake. What there J~--and James was
surely among the first scientifically trained observers to draw attention
to this fact--is psychological shock. The sooner a victim shakes this
effect off. the better for his or her long-range psychological health.
Therefore. it is extremely important to involve the victims in their own
recovery efforts, and aid is patterned accordingly.

More problems lie here than are at first obvious. The donor in an
industrialized nation wanting to send assistdnce will often send what he
himself would want to receive. It does not strike most people that
supplies appropriate to say. a Yugoslavian earthquake victim, might be
unappealing or even religiously forbidden from the viewpoint of a victim
in Afghanistan. Worse. some forms of food and medical aid create long
range expectation that cannot be sustained. or that will eventually
require resources unavailable to a given population. In the most extreme
cases. the wrong aid can do more damage to economic and social patterns
than the disaster itself. Every effort should be made to make
prospective donors aware of these problems. and the League has tried to
do its share in heightening government, agency and general public
awareness; but the problem persists. and may well persist for a long.
long time.

While I am far from having said everything about emergency aid and
post-emergency phase recovery that could be said, 1imited space obliges
me to move on to a concluding word about planning to mitigate the impact
of seismic incidents when they do occur. The most useful point I think I
can make is to stress the importance of accessible scientific knowledge.
Neither the League nor anyone else can plan well unless they have a good
idea of what they are planning for. Some factors--for example, the need
for well-stocked. accessible supply depots. and a network of trained
volunteers--obviously remain constant. but other elements require
specific technical advice. In the case of earthquakes. someone with an
idea of fault patterns can forecast probable damage and need--and this is
only one example of dealing with perhaps the only remaining natural
disaster of any frequency that we still do not know how to pred ic t
accurately.

Too often. the scientific cOllIlIunity does not do enough to bring
understandable information to the attention of the administrator and
field worker who will do the work of planning. An article, buried in a
hard-to-find journal, given a title that modestly conceals its true
significance for planning. and couched in technical jargon, can be of no
help toward alleviation of suffering. Information should be made
available in a form useful to those who have the disaster planning
responsibilities. and made available as soon as possible. You will
recall that William James did not contribute his i~ressions of
San Francisco to an academic journal: he wrote them out for a boys I

magazine. to make what he had learned accessible to a very large audience
at an age when curiosity and willingness to learn are at a very high
pitch.
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It would be appropriate to mention at this point that as part of
its general pre-planning work, the League is now conducting a study to
determi ne whether an internat iona1 convent ion is needed to protect the
rights of natural disaster victims--victims of conflict are already
protected under the Geneva Conventions and their protocols.

I want to end up with the observation that most of these brief
reflections will strike people as elementary if not obvious. Some of the
lessons we have learned are so elementary that it has taken decades to
learn them well, and others are so obvious they can hardly be repeated
too often. The insights I have reported rest on the observations of
disaster rel ief workers who have dealt over the years with problems of
victims i,.. countless earthquakes; these insights were formulated in the
spirit of the same William James who once said that in writing a long and
difficult book he had "forged every sentence in the teeth of irreducible
and stubborn facts".
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DISASTERS EPIDEMIOLOGY. AN EPIDEMIOLOGIST'S VIEW

OF HEALTH MANAGEMEMT IN DISASTERS

Michel F. Lechat

When I received the invitation to participate in this -Third
International Conference on the Social and Economic Aspects of
Earthquakes and Planning to Mitigate Their Impacts,- two points struck me
right away:

(1) There was no health section. Economics there was, and sociology,
and urban and regional planning, and science, publ ic administration,
and miscellaneous, but not health.

(2) As the only medical man invited, I was included among the
Sociologists! Indeed!

Still, earthquakes. like other natural disasters, do constitute a
major health problem. They may kill hundreds or hundreds of thousands of
people. They injure large numbers--many more than any other type of
natural disasters. They leave countless numbers maimed. They destroy
medical facilities, often in countries with scarce resources where such
destruction can mean the loss of decades of hardwon progress.

What is more, earthquakes trigger a huge medically-oriented
response from the cOllllaJnity, both in the affected country and in 50
called donor countries. Medical teams and unprepared volunteers of all
kinds rush to the ruins. Blood, drugs and jumble are shipped overnight.
And the radio vibrates with accounts of death and destruction
interspersed with discussions about the finer points of plate tectonics.

All this is authentic, of course, and gives a true picture of the
problem; that is of death, destitution and untended injuries.

As a medical man, now an honorary sociologist, I would risk a few
cDlllllents:

(1) the reaction to the purely medical needs in case of natural
disasters in general, and earthquakes in particular, has often been
remarkably ill-judged. Let me emphasize that I do not mean to
generalize to all disasters--sOllle of them have been remarkabl)' well
managed from a medical point of view. The statement should also be
qualified since definite progress has been made over the last decade
or so. But often in the past, and still too cOlllllOnly today, the
reaction has been inappropriate.

Stereotypes have been the basis of action: that doctors are the main
need--which is not true; that field hospitals are required--whkh
arrive too late to be of any use; that any kind of supply will do,
provided it has a medical connection--which is wrong.
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More important and worse. the whole context of health care in disasters
has too often been viewed as a purely inmediate post-disaster acute
phase problem, being dissociated from its whole context of prevention
and predi~aster preparedness on one side and the long term effects and
rehabilit.ation on the other.

(2) the hE1lth aspects of disasters have for a long time been serenely
ignored by public health officials. One has only to look at the
specialized literature of the past twenty years to be convinced of this.
So, the health problem has been tackled by various other organizations
such as the Red Cross. There is no doubt that such organizations with a
tradition of dedication and irllllunity from political involvement have
performed remarkably well. But the fact is that, with relative lack of
interest from the medical profession, various myths have been inten
tional1yor unintentionally perpetuated. This is related partly to the
fact that these organizations had to rely on enlisting public support to
allow them to carry out their humanitarian activities.

(3) the :'ealth management of disasters based on a "take each crisis as it
comes" approach has been amaZingly short-sighte::. As soon as the acute
phase of the disaster is over, interest seem~ to wane. After a few
weeks or months, medical teams go home, medical ,:'.id (appropriate or not)
is withdrawn, field hospitals are eventually left to stay as a memorial
to past benificence and testimony to present int.~petence.

(4) the health aspects of disasters have generally been over-emphasized
as compared to other health problems currently afflicting disaster
struck countries. A couple of years ago, at a seminar in Turkey, I
stated that, taking one year with another, earthquakes do no kill more
people than snake bites. This, I am afraid, later proved to be a cruel
jo~e taking what happened in Managua, Friul i, Tengshan, Montenegro.
El Asnam. Guatemala and Southern Italy.

However, attending a meeting of the local association of Public
Health in Guatemala City a few months after the February 1976 earth
G~ake, I got some st~ong reaction from the audience for merely
mentioning earthquakes as a health problem. What the Hell, I was told,
is twenty thousand mostly unpreventab1e deaths from an unpreditable
cause! What about the tens of thousands of infants dying each year from
treatable malnutrition and preventable infectious diseases. In the
tota I hea1th context of the country, the aud ience was fundamenta lly
correct, of course. Deaths and casualties from natural disasters
should not be singled out. They must be viewed in proper perspective.

The approach to the management of health problems in disasters has
changed considerably over the last decade. There has been a growing reali
zation, both in the health professions and among those whom I shall call the
disaster managers, that natural disasters can be viewed as an epidemio
logical problem. as amenable to study by appropriate epidemiological
methods as any other health problem.

Let us remind ourselves what epidemiology is. Contrary to what is
written in the Oxford Dictionary, it is not merely the study of epidemics.
It encompasses all health problems at the population level: chronic degen
erative diseases such as cardiovascular ailments and cancer. transmissible
diseases such as leprosy, influenza and cholera, mental diseases.
accidents. SUicide, violence, malnutrition. are part of it. Disasters,
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including natural disasters are accidents at the cornnunity level. It is
amazing that it took such a long time to realize that they were an ideal
ground for the epidemiological approach. The epidemiologist seeks the
answer to the questions: what, how many, who. when, where, and under what
circumstances?

He has the following aims:

(1) To Define the Problem and Measure its Extent.
This can be given various names: community diagnosis, or definitlon
of priorities. How many were injured and what types of injuries were
they? Related decisions will bear on the kind and amount of resources
needed for assistance: personnel, drugs, supplies, medical
faci 1ities.

(2) To Identify Risk Factors.
What ki 11s or injures people? How are casualties caused? This
requires an analysis of the effects as correlated to their supposed
determinants. eithel behavioral or environmental. This relates to
prevent ion. Is this or that type of house associated with h';gher
mortality or special types of fractures. Are some patterns of flight
from the disaster leading to higher mortality or on the contrary, to
better survival. Such factors could then be dealt with, for example
by adapting building techniques.

(3) To Define Vulnerable Population Groups.
Who dies and who is injured? Are they the children, or urban
dwellers, or passers-by? The objective is not very different from the
previous one. but it aims at directing the preventive measures to the
groups most likely to benefit from them. An example is the study of
age-spec ific death rates in earthquakes, which shows the sped a1
vulnerability of 5-9 year old children because they are mistakenly
thought by their parents to be able to look after themselves.
Educative measures for better preparedness are mostly based on this
type of study.

(4) To Design Strategies.
When the health proolems have been defined, what is then the best way
to control them? Should we vaccinate prior to epidemics or keep the
population under some kind of makeshift supervision to spot any
unexpected increase in the frequency of diseases? •

(5) To Evaluate Control Measures.
What is the record of performance of control measures including
external assistance, both for effectiveness and efficiency in
preventing or reducing the health problem, from death to long-term
changes in disease patterns? For example, to what extent does high
level sophisticated medical care or just plain slightly improved care
jeopardize future development by creating levels of expectation which
cannot be fulfilled and thus engendering counterproductive frustra
tions. Or more simply, for instance, does some kind of otherwise
hi gh ly val uab1e nutri tiona1 aid induce a defici t ; n vi teD; n A,
becoming responsible for large numbers of children subsequently going
blind?

Disaster epidemiology seeks to achieve in the field of health what the
sociologist has done regarding the psychosocial aspects of disasters.
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I shall just mention the so-called "disaster syndrome", because it
has directly stimulated the interest of epidemiologists. The observation
made by social scientists that a large majority of the survivors of earth
Quakes are soon busy extricating victims from the ruins, if not efficiently,
at least in an effective way, has led to the present concept that the health
management of disasters is part and parcel of primary health care. Respon
sibility for effective rescue and relief rests first with the community
involved. So its population must be given appropriate health education and
its health workers must be trained to meet this need.

This view is corroborated by the few and still meagre studies of the
effectiveness of external medical assistance. Patterns of health needs in
populations surviving disasters and the time distribution of referral for
health care, point definitely to the conclusion that field hospitals and
supplies arrive too late to efficiently meet most of the demand. The same
can be said of medical personnel, with its emphasis on highly skilled
specialists while the need in fact is most often for unspecialized multi
purpose health personnel.

A number of interesting epidemiological data have been collected in
recent natural disasters. I shall quote only two examples. The ratio of
the number of deaths to the type of building material employed has for a
long time incriminated the concrete slabs on reinforced adobe walls as a
major lethal factor in earthquakes, especially in Iran, in Turkey and in
Central America. In Guatemala, the distribution of bone fractures has shown
a large incidence of fractures of the clavicle associated with collapse of
bui ldings with this type of construction. When it occurs, this type of
fracture needs to be attended to in a special though unsophisticated way.
Immediate attention is needed, not by specialized physicians, but by
trained personnel using simple material not usually included in relief
sup:lies.

".~ other example refers to the ravages of several communicable
diseases with glamorous names, and the urge to indiscriminate vaccination.
Just let an earthquake happen and in we go randomly shooting vaccines in all
directions. Mass inmunization has replaced the incantations to patron
saints of yesteryear. Indiscriminate vaccination diverts resources which
could be better used in other ways. It may be totally inefficient and can
present definite risks when performed under strained conditions. Many
studies are being conducted at present on the risk of a number of communi
cable diseases as related to disasters. In many cases the main requirement
for control is the setting up of an adequate system of epidemiological
surve~llance.

The collection of epidemiological data in disaster-prone countries,
both before (or between) disasters, and after the impact, is therefore
essential, on the model of what has been done by the social scientists. It
is now realized that collection of information. both on the spot immediately
after the disasters and later. to measure long-term health consequences, is
as important a component of the health management of disasters as relief and
rescue. It is a necessary condition to make rescue and relief effective and
also to prepare for the next disaster so that mistakes will not be repeated.

Capacity for epidemiological assessment is not developed overnight,
however. It requires preparation. and the development of adequate methods,
with adapted sampling techniques and relevant epidemiological indices.
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Efforts along these 1ines are at present made by the World Health
Organization and international agencies in cooperation with universities.
A first international course on these two matters (WHO Course on Health
Aspects and Relief Management of Natural Disasters) for senior health
officials from some 25 countries was conducted 1n our University Department
at the University of Louvain in Brussels in October 1980 under the sponsor
ship of WHO. Disaster epidemiology is also a field of choice for TCDC
(Technical Cooperation between Developing Countries).

The health management of disasters has thus definitely moved beyond
rescue and short-term relief, to encompass the whole disaster process, from
predisaster planning and preparedness to long-term rehabilitation.

It should be pointed out that while natural disasters have major and
dramatic consequences in the field of health, being major causes of death,
casualties and permanent disability, they are far from being exclusively a
health problem. Disasters, in fact are non-health problems with heavy
health implications. Hence the complex interaction between their various
aspects.

To be effective, the planning of health care in natural disasters must
be closely associated with planning in other fields. There is still much to
do to ensure proper communication between health and other disciplines in
order to achieve better disaster management.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS IN THE MITIGATION OF EARTHQUAKE DISASTERS

Harun Alrasjid

It is a well-known fact that Indonesia is located along the equator
and bordered by two continents, to wit Asia and Australia, as well as by
two oceans, the Indian and the Pacific OCean.

Indonesia is an archipelagoan country, consisting of approximately
14,000 islands and a population of approxillltely 147,500,000 people, the
largest part whereof, approximately 92,000,000 people are located in Java
with an area of approximately 130,000 square ki lometers with an average
population density of 700 people per squ!re kilometer.

Indonesia itself is located on three earthquake-belts. The first
earthquake-belt is known as the Alpide or Tethys MOuntain-system.
stretching from the Asian mainland southward, west of the island of
Sumatra. and subsequently turning east, south of the island of Java,
towards the Moluccoan Archipelago.

The second earthquake-belt is the Pacific Circ.-belt, constituting
a part of East Asiatic 5yst., stretching from the islands of Japan all
the way down south through the Phllippines, the northern part of Celebes
and the Molucca islands. The third belt is the Australian Circ_elt,
constituting a part of the East Asiatic System, going frOM the
New Zealand islands through Australia and the Province of Irian Java.

Under these circumstances, Indonesia is subjected to an extretM!ly
high degree of seismic activities. with an average annual earthquake
incidence rate of 350, where 4 to 10 earthquakes are of considerably
formidable magnitudes. Relative to earthquake~itigation and
preparedness activities in Indonesia a nlilber of seismic stations have
been established, the combined capacity whereof is still inadequate
however for the need of monitoring earthquakes occuring allover
Indonesia, whether they be of a tectonic nature as the earthquakes that
have been IIIef1tioned. above, of a Yolcanic nature. caused by volcanic
activities or cau4i@d by landsl1des occuring on land as well as at sea.
One hundred twenty seven volcanoes exist in Indonesia of which 70 are
st111 cons iderably act i ve. Consequent ly, Indonesfa is subjected to a
considerably high earthquake incidence-rate of volcanic nature.

In its endeavor to mitigate the SUfferings of earthquake victi.s.
whether the earthquakes are of a tectonic or yolcanic nature or caused by
landslides. the Govern.ent has realized the following -easures:

1. Mechanisms for the Mitigation of natural disaster have been created
at all levels. frc.l the Central level down to the grassroots level.
to wit:
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a. At the Central level - a National Natural Disasters Mitigation
Coordinating Agency has been established chaired by the Minister
Coordinator of People's Welfare, seconded by three other Ministers
as Deputy Chairmen, namely: the Minister of Social Affairs, the
Minister of Home Affairs, and the Minister of Public Works; with a
membership of 21, consisting of representatives of all departments
inyo1ved in d; sas ter mi t i gat ion, the Search and Rescue Agency. the
Indonesian Red Cross, etc. etc.

b. At the Proy ince 1eve1. Proy inc ia1 coord inati ng agenc ies under
the name of Natural Disasters Mitigation Coordinating Units have
been established. chaired by the Governor in the case, with a
representat ive of the Armed Forces as Deputy Cha lfIl'm and with a
membership consisting of representatives of all agencies bearing a
relation to all disaster mitigating activities.

c. With similar patterns in the organizational structure of
disaster mitigation administering agencies at Regency- and
Municipa1it~ levels as well as a further sub-ordinated level,
namely the illage level.

2. The natural disaster mitigating apparatus has the function of
implementing activities of a preventive as well as of a repressive
nature.
a. Preventive measures. Moving the POPlildtion of natural

disaster-prone areas to more secure sites through local settlement
activities, wherein more secure sites in the vicinity of disaster
prone sites are selected as new settlement sites. or through
transmi grat ion act i vi ties wherei n the popu1at ion in the case is
moved to either other areas or to other islands. Especially in the
transmigration program the people are given agricultural sites that
already have been prepared to be planted immediately. jwellings. as
well as complementary elements of the social, educational, health,
roadwork infrastructure, etc. etc.

b. Relief and recovery assistance. Relief and recovery assistance
covers in sequential order the follOWing phases:
1. Search and rescue activities to help the victims of earthquakes

and other disasters, located in remote areas that are difficult
to reach by conventional means of transportation.

2. The first aid phase, wherein aid is given to the victims of
disasters by the dissemination of food, clothing. shelter.
medicines, hospitalization. sanitation. etc. etc.

c. The phase of rehabilitation. This phase covers the following
activities:
1. Aid for demolished or wrecked dwellings;
2. Aid for demolished or wrecked agricultural plant and equipment;
3. Aid for houses of worship. such as mosques, churches. temples,

etc. etc.
4. Aid for the economic infrastructure such as shops, market

places, etc. etc.
5. Aid for the rehabilitation of public utilities such as the road

network, the irrigation network. drinking water facilities.
bridges, etc. etc.

6. The rehabilitation of Government buildings such as hospitals,
schools, office bUildings, Government employee housing, etc.
etc.

7. Intensification of labor-intensive activities by the provision
of funds for financing people to repair their agricultural
equipment and strutures. irrigation systems, vi 11 age roads, etc.
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3. The phase of developmental assistance. As a follow-up to
rehabilitative assistance developmental activities are initiated in the
rehabilitated areas, such as:
a. The construction of new roads;
b. The construction of market places;
c. The provision of credit assistance for economic ventures;
d. The dissemination of agricultural packets;
e. The expansion and multiplication of educational. social and

cultural facn ities, the provision of means of transportation and
means of production, special seeds and seedlings. etc. etc.

4. Assistance to preventive activities. The Government has given
priority to people located in areas that are chronically subjected to
natural disasters. such as earthquakes, for transmigration to other
secure areas within or outside of the island of Java with no limits
imposed on the numbers of people that are to be transmigrated.

Prior to their transmigration the candidates are given occupational
training to equip them with skills of trade and capabilities so that in
their new settlement they will be in the position to develop in the
socio-cultural as well as in the economic sense.

This system of transmigration is known as the village removal system,
wherein ent~re village populations are transmigrated as complete
communities. even including their communal equipment in the field of
performing arts and other cultural fields.

In such cases the Government even provides assistance by distributing
equipment to practice their respective branch of arts, sports
equipment. and equipment for the practice of worship and religion.

The transmigration policy of the Government as implemented by the
Department of Manpower and Transmigration and aimed at IIIOving people
from over-popu lated areas in Java and Sali wi th an annual target of
moving 500,000 people has reserved an allotment specifically for
victims of natural disasters. In addition, the Department of Social
Affairs, either sol itarily or in cooperation with the Department of
Manpower and Transmigration, is carrying out its own transmigration
program, especially for the resettlement of the population of areas
that are chronically afflicted by earthquakes.

Similarly. other departments of government such as the Department of
Agriculture and more specifically the Directorate General of Forestry,
in relation to the granting of forest exploitation concessions, are
obl igated to provide new settlement sites for people who have to be
moved to new settlements.

5. Assistance for Relief and Recovery.
a. SAR assistance, the time and duration whereof are unspecified and

adjusted to the existing needs.
b. First aid consisting of rice and secondary food supplies, as well as

sanitation, medicines, health maintenance, cooking utensils
distribution according to cirCUMStance and existing needs;
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c. Rehabilitative assistance, the provision of dwellings that are
ready to be occupied, agricultural plots of approximately 3 ha. each,
prepared for illlllediate planting and agricultural equipment, food
supplies for a duration of 18 months, as well as assistance to
overcome other needs.

d. Assistance for development activities, usually included in the
budget allocation of the respective Departments.



RESCUE OPERATIONS AFTER AN EARTHQUAKE

Polde !'tukelj

Carrying out rescue operations after an earthquake is a complicated
and demanding task. Because rescue must be accomplished quickly, all
countries in which destructive earthquakes are likely to occur must have
advance preparations for rescue operations. All elements. organizations.
and public services that can help in any poss1ble way, must be prepared
to do so. They must know which tasks to perform and in what ways to
perform them. and they must also have the necessary assets, supplies, and
equipment needed for performing the anticipated rescuing tasks.

Rescue operations after an earthquake in Yugoslavia are the
responsibfl ity of the organization called "civilna za~~ita"--civi1
defense; this organization also undertakes rescue efforts in the case of
all other natural disasters and destruction caused by war. The
operations are. as a rule, directed from civil defense headquarters.
These headquarters also conduct the rescuing tasks after an earthquake in
which they direct the operations of all the organizations. bodies. and
services involved the process.

The civil defense headquarters are operative professional bodies
consisting of professionals for all the tasks that c1ll11 defense must
perform in all emergencies. Each particular headquarter has a commander
in chief. commanding officer, and members of the headquarter--al1
profess iona15. qualified for the specific act ivi ties of ctvi 1 defense.
Thus each such headquarter has a professional for first aid and treatment
of the injured. a professional for extinguishing fire. a professional for
rescuing people from the ruins of buildings, a professional for
veterinary first aid. a professional for building shelters, ~or

radiological-biological-chemical protection. and others.

Civil protection headquarters are organized within the working
organizations. communes. local communities as the smallest
socio-political communities, in towns with a n\Jlber of cOIIIIIunes, and in
the republic.

Each headquarter directs the rescue operations after an earthquake
.,ithin its territory. In order for the work to proceed smoothly and
effectively. all the headquarters have detailed plans for rescue actions
after an earthquake. These plans specify all the rescuing tasks to be
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performed and indicate the individuals responsible for performing them.
Accordingly. these plans provide specific instructions for rescuing from
ruins, taking care of the injured, taking care of the population left
without homes, and all the other tasks to be performed by civil defense.

The headquarters are responsible for the performance of their tasks
to the assemblies of their socio-po1itica1 communities or to their
self-managing bodies and their executive bodies. In turn. assemblies of
socio-politica1 cOlllllunities, COlIIIIunes, towns, and republics and their
executive bodies and self-managing bodies offer assistance to the
headquarters in every possible way, so that they can effective-Iy direct
the rescuing activities. In that way the headquarters are given all
possible assistance by the highest representative and self-managing
bod i es in their cOlll11un it ies. These se1f -managi ng bod ies bear the fu 11
responsibility to society for efficient action.

Cooperating in the rescue activities are all the inhabitants of the
earthquake stricken territory that remain uninjured, units of civil
defense, fire brigades, the Red Cross, working organizations in
construction, health services, veterinary medicine. and public utilities.
Aid to afflicted regions is a form of socialist solidarity with people
who have been stricken by a great disaster, and it is also a
responsibility which has been imposed by law. Cooperating also in rescue
operations are units of the Yugoslav People's Army.

First aid after an earthquake has to be given to people who have
been injured or wounded, buried beneath ruins, or left without homes or
the basic necessities for living. This is why rescuing people buried
under ruins, first aid and medical care of the injured, and temporary
acconmodation and material maintenance of the afflicted population are
the primary rescui ng tasks. The performance of other tasks has to be
coordinated accordingly, in order that the most rapid most effective
rescue effort possible can be achieved.

Rescuing from the Ruins

People who are not deeply buried under ruins and are within easy
access can be rescued by neighbors or other nearby inhabitants not
injured in the earthquake. These people can also give first aid, if
necessary. Experience has shown that up to 70 percent of those buried
under ruins have been rescued in this way.

It is clear that people must therefore be properly trained and
qualified. It is also very important that they know how to act in the
case of an earthquake and after it, so that they will not themselves
become victims and that they will be able to help inhabitants who have
been afflicted as effectively and as quickly as possible. People who
have been informed in these matters are less liable to panic, and their
actions will be more deliberate and effective than would otherwise be the
case. In Yugoslavia elementary and secondary school students are
instructed how to act in cases of natural disasters and wars. Similar
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instruction is organized for the adult population and is compulsory for
the population in general.

People buried deep under ruins to whom access is difficult are
rescued by technical civil defense units. This is performed primarily by
rescue special ists. Units must be adequately qualified and equipped.
They are directed by building technicians and engineers very hllliliar
with the construction of buildings, types of ruins, building materials,
and hazardousness of ruins. In this manner they can in each particular
case choose the most suitable way of access to those buried under the
ruins and the best way of rescuing them. Construction organizations help
in cases where people buried under ruins are still alive and only when
their techniques do not threaten to cause further destruction of
buildings, and they help to remove ruins from streets and other
communication lines.

The injured are given first aid while they are being rescued. If
possible, this is done on the spot, if not, later, after the injured have
been rescued.

Although rescue from deep under ruins is most often very complicated
and calls for appropriate caution, it must all the same be peformed very
quickly. People beneath ruins do not hold out long, especially if they
are injured or crushed under the ruins. Most uninjured people hold out
for two days, a few pople can endure up to four days, and only extremely
psychologically and physically strong individuals can hold out longer.

Because rescue must be accomplished as quickly as po'isible, it is
necessary to start with demol ished buildings under which it is certain
people are buried. Of course it is necessary to find out approximately
where these people are. Detecting this can be done in different ways:

by inquiring among inhabitants of neighboring buildings who know the
circumstances in the demolished buildings;

by calling to people beneath the ruins. This calling is done by
frequent consecutive beating at regular intervals on conduits or
other parts of buildings which easily transmit sound (water pipes
and conductors of heat or concrete structural elements). After each
beating we must listen for any response by pressing our ears against
the same part of the building;

by listening with the help of geophones (devices which enable us to
perceive very weak sounds coming from the ruins). Geophones are
part of the equipment which civil defense technical rescue units
always carry with them;

by searching for people beneath the ruins with the help of dogs
specially trained for this purpose. The organization concerned with
training dogs in the republic of Slovenia is the Mountain Rescuing
Organization which trains dogs to be used to rescue people from
under snow avalanches. These dogs are also trained to search for
people who have been buried beneath ruins.
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Treatment of the Injured

The number of injured in the case of severe earthquakes is very
high. For that reason the health services in the afflicted
territory--though widely spread--cannot take care of them all in the
quickest way possible. First aid, which must be given on the spot where
the wounded and injured are,is thus given by nearby uninjured inhabitants
and by first aid units, civil defense units, and Red Cross units.

The inhabitants usually are not sufficiently qualified to give first
aid in cases of severe injuries or wounds and can only offer first aid to
the less severely injured and wounded people. For bandaging of wounds
the material that is kept in houses or cars is used. According to
regulat ions each car must have an ample quantity of different bandaging
materials in a place well in sight.

The more severely wounded and inJured people are treated by the
units mentioned above. First aid civil defense units and other civil
defense units are organized in all cOlllllunities where people live and
work, hence, in all places, all working organizations and collectives,
and in each cOIIIIIune, where 1arger spec fa11 zed uni ts operate. The Red
Cross has more special ized first aid units only in comnunes with larger
centers. In other communes there are only Red Cross parties. Each first
aid party, whether a tivi 1 defense or a Red Cross party. is fully
equipped with all necessary material, stretchers for the injured and
blankets.

As soon as a wounded individual has been treated by the party. he is
taken to an aRlulance dispensary or medical station, if it is nearby,
otherwise special stations for general med;cal aid are formed. These
stations are formed by medical organizations from the afflicted and
non-afflicted regions. Each station has a physican and a medical
assistant and other personnel. The station can operate in tents or, in
case of good weather, outdoors. The medical organizations have all the
necessary equipment for forming such stations. One station for general
medical aid is formed for each ten first aid parties. If the station is
too far to take the wounded, they are brought together first and then
taken to the station by a motor vehicle.

At the station a physician treats the injured, if necessary, and at
the same time classifies them according to the degree of the injury into
three groups: the most severely wounded in urgent need of surgical aid,
those who must be sent to a hospital, and the less severely wounded and
injured who are sent into family treatment.

The severely wounded, requiring urgent surgical aid, are sent from
the station for general medical aid or from the medical ambulance
dispensary to the surgical station. The surgical stations are, like the
stations for general medical aid, temporary medical institutions
operating only for as long as the circumstances require. They are formed
by hospitals which also have all the necessary equipment for them. For
each three stations for general lIIedical aid one surgical stat10n is
organized. Surgical stations should best be located under big tents.
Here they are safe either in case of bad weather or in case of another
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earthquake. After the i'1jured have been given emergency surgical aid,
they are sent to a hospital.

Where earthquakes have demo1i shed many structures, they have also
demolished hospitals. Numerous aftershocks following the first
demolishing earthquake further handicap working in damaged hospitals.
The shocks disturb the injured and impede the work of the medical
personnel. For this reason, survivors have to be evacuated to hospitals
outside the afflicted area. If these are already full, new temporary
hospitals have to be set up. Temporary hospitals can work under tents,
weather permitting, otherwise they must be placed in adequate tourist
facilities outside the afflicted territory. For transportation of the
injured, ambulances, cars, and other vehicles such as vans, trucks,
buses, and helicopters are used.

Providing for the Afflicted Inhabitants

After a devastating earthquake many inhabitants are left without
homes, because their houses have either been demolished or so badly
damaged that living in them is no longer safe. Inhabitants who have lost
their homes have also lost all the other basic necessities for living:
clothing and footwear, bedding, food, means for preparing food, etc.

The inhabitants themselves cannot judge which damaged bui ldings are
not suitable for habitation because they are all potentially unsafe. To
avoid further victims from subsequent shocks, parties of building
professionals must examine as quickly as possible all dlllaged buildings
and determine which buildings must be vacated.

As quickly as possible new temporary dwellings must be arranged for
all the inhabitants without homes. Experience has shown that it is best
to locate temporary dwell ing places for afflicted inhabitants in the
vicinity of their former houses. If this done, the inhabitants can help
with reconstruction of the settlements, they can work in the fields, or
continue their professional work, -'atever it is, as soon as
circullstances allow. This kind of solution is at the same time cheaper
than, for instance, moving inhabitants to tourist resorts and placing
them in hotels and motels.

To arrange temporary habitation facilities, tents, vans, caravans,
trailers, railway coaches, buses. and the like are used.

Tents are the quickest to put up, but they are not suitable in
winter and they also give poor shelter against rain and wind. Therefore.
they must be replaced as quickly as possible. Large tents can be used
for COlman purposes such as storing goods, kitchens, classroa.s, and the
like. In past earthquakes tents were used as accOMMOdations for
inhabitants only for a short time. They were usually sent to the
affl icted area by camping organizations, trade union organizations, and
the Yugoslav People'S Army units.
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Sui lding sheds should be considered only when other solutions are
not possible or adequate; it takes a lot of time and is also rather
expensive.

In earthquakes that occurred in the the last ten years, afflicted
inhabitants were temporarily accOIIIIlOdated in caravans or trailers. The
majority of these had been lellt by trade union organizations. but a
number of them had been sent as a form of aid to the afflicted
territories by other republ ics. and a certain number was bought by the
afflicted republic.

Special attention must be given to areas where water supply systems
have been damaged. Damaged water pipes must be repaired as Quickly as
possible. Until that is done, water must be brought in tanks.

Supply of food to the afflicted territory likewise requires adequate
attention. Food must be brought as quickly as possible. Food can be
temporarily prepared in field kitchens even when this solution is
appropriate only for a short period of time. Field kitchens are set up
by the Yugoslav People's Amy units. civil defense units. and Red Cross
units. In the meantime. arrangement of special necessary kitchens and
dining facilities can be carried out. However. major attention should be
directed at the same time to creating conditions in which families can
prepare their own food. such as is possible, for instance. if they live
in caravans.

Red Cross organizations are very important for providing inhabitants
with clothing and bedding. Every year the Red Cross organizes regular
collections. These actions are very succesful and. after careful survey
and sorting, the collected clothing and bedding ;s sent to storehouses
that the Red Cross maintains in numerous communes. The material
collected in this way covers the most urgent needs which arise in the
case of an earthquake, and serves until aid from the other republics and
from the international Red Cross organization arrives. Whatever is still
lacking is bought by the Red Cross or the sociopolitical community.
Clothing and bedding is distributed according to need by ctvi 1 defense
parties for social aid with cooperation of the Red Cross and cOlllltunal
bodies for social security. Quickly supplying adequate wanm clothing and
bedding is urgent especially in case of bad weather.

Special attention must be paid to children and elderly people left
without relatives. The task of the social service is to see to it that
they get homes as soon as possible. either with their families. families
who are willing to take them in. or in homes for elderly people. For
children whose families have suffered most severely, the Red Cross
organizes temporary dwellings with their families or in other convenient
places. and also sees that their living together is made interesting by a
variety of pleasant and useful activities.

In temporary dwell ings it is very important to ensure that as soon
as possible people become engaged in a variety of activities so that they
can forget about the psychological stress suffered in the earthquake.
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It is very important that certain necessary hygienic-epidemiologic
measures are undertaken in the afflicted territory. and especially in the
temporary dwellings. These must be organized so that the maintenance of
personal and other hygiene is possible. Water sources must be controlled
imnediately after the earthquake. and they must be checked again later.
especially after stronger repeated shocks. Chlorine must be added to the
water to disinfect it.

The inhabitants must be vaccinated. especially in the warm seasons.
against infectious diseases that are 1iable to erupt in the affl icted
territory. It is also very important that vermin. rats, and mice be
destroyed, especially in temporary settlements. All these tasks are to
be performed by the medical sevice, assisted by the previously mentioned
civil defense units for social work, and if necessary first aid units.

Other Urgent Tasks

In order to accomplish all these tasks, rescuing people from ruins,
transporting the injured, and other tasks as quickly as possible, debris,
fallen rock, and land sl ides must be removed from the roads. The parts
of roads which have been demol ished must be repaired and/or other roads
constructed. These tasks are performed by road-construction and public
util ities services together with construction organizations and units of
the Yugoslav People's Army trained in the techniques needed for this kind
of work.

In order to make living bearable in temporary dwellings and
buildings which have survived, it is necessary to repair all
installations that have been damaged: water pipes, sewers. electricity
supp ly, gas pi pes. These tasks are performed by competent cOlll1luna1
organizations. In the case of a severe earthquake this work may be
rather extensive, and similar professional organizations from other
territories may have to send workers and technical aid. and. if
necessary. also civil defense units.

Livestock in the afflicted territory must receive special attention.
Wounded and injured cattle must be given first aid, while those animals
for which treatment would take too long or probably not be successful
must be slaughtered. First aid is given by cattle raisers and veterinary
services. If necessary, veterinary professionals from other areas are
called in. Where there are no slaughter houses, field slaughter houses
for kl11"ing severely injured animals are organized. They are organized
by civil defense units and supervised by professionals from veterinary
services.

A severe earthquake des troys numerous sta11$, many are dlllllaged to
the extent where they cannot be used until repaired. It is then
necessary to make temporary stables using wood planks open or covered.
depending on weather conditions and the time of year. This work is done
by cattle raisers and, if necessary. by other workers and professionals.
The material needed is supplied by wood processing industries.
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The situation after an earthquake when access to damaged flats,
stores, warehouses, banks, and other facilities is possible, provides
temptation for all sorts of criminals. Necessary measures for
safeguarding order and security must be taken and continued as long as
required. Police are in charge of order and security, if necessary they
are helped by teams from other regions.

Identification and burial of the dead must also be done as quickly
as possible. The dead are identified by rescuing teams as soon as they
are brought from beneath the ruins, either by the help of relatives or
neighbors or by means of documents that have been found with the corpses.
If this is not possible, identification is made by special identifying
units. Such units, including experienced professionals, are organized at
all medical faculties. Identifying teams are also formed within civil
defense units in the communes. Thus a number of teams can be operating
simultaneously in the afflicted territory. In case of severe earthquakes
where there is a great number of fatalities. it is frequently not
possible to perform identification in cases that call for longer
identifying procedures. A number of dead may remain unidentified.

It ;s necessary to try to bury the dead in the place and in the way
that relatives find desirable. Burial is done by appropriate comunal
organizations assisted by additional personnel. If the nlJllber of the
dead is high, it may be necessary to use collective graves. Special
machines are used to dig such graves quickly.

Inquiries about the victims and collecting of data about them are
handled by communal and republican Red Cross organizations that form
special teams for the purpose. These organizations give information about
victims to relatives directly or through international Red Cross
organizations.

Some of the rescue wnr':< must proceed continuously, day and night.
This is especially important while rescuing people from ruins. giving
first aid and medical treatment, arranging temporary dwell ings, giving
first aid to cattle, repairing cOlllltUnication lines. clearing streets and
roads of debris, and operating civil defense headquarters. It is
important to have electric light where the work is in process and in
medical institutions and centers. Since the electricity supply has
probably been damaged. other solutions must be found. Most medical
institutions and a number of civil defense headquarters have motor
generators to produce electric power and supply others. Many other
working organizations also have them. Gas lamps are also quite suitable
for illumination. If all that does not suffice, imprOVisations are
necessary. Emergency conduits from power batteries to where light is
needed can be installed. Ruins and other working areas can be
flood-lighted temporarily by car headlights.

Motor vehicles, machines, and generators are used in rescue
operations. They need a lot of oil and petrol which must be delivered
in sufficient quantities. This is the task of an appointed organization
regularly responsible for this !ection of supplies.



GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES USED TO ELIMINATE

THE IMPACT OF THE EARTHQUAKE IN THE solA VALLEY

Anton Ladava

The earthquakes of May 6th and 9th and later of S",:,tember 11th and
15th. 1976 which struck Fruili-Venezia Guilia. Resia Valley. a region where
a minority of the population is Slovene, and other places in Italy, also
reached our re9ion with destructive power. Frequent minor earthquakes
throughout the SUl1lller between the two major shocks caused addition.. l
losses. A large volume of social and conmunal buildings, houses and
industrial premises were destroyed or damaged. Fortunately. there were no
fatalities.

Particularly heavy damage occured in frontier settlements such as
the vi 11 ages in the Brlginje corner. Ladrll··Smast, Kobarid and places
between the villages of Zaga and Tolmin. Many of the areas most severely
affected were the less developed regions of the comnune, frontier areas
with little economic base, where the age structure of the population is
very high and from which for many years there has been high out
migration.

The earthquake affected to one degree or another all inhabited
settlements in the commune of Tolmin, as ascertained and estimated by the
commissions of civil-engineering professionals that inspected all settle
ments and buildings in the comnune. Groups of civil-engineering
professionals fram all over Slovenia working under the direction of the
Secretari at for Town Planning and Institute for Research and Testing
Materials and Structures of Ljubljana determined the situation after May
6th and September 15th in 1976 as follows:

Period BUildings to BUildings to be Demolished Total
be Repaired Industrial Housing

May 6th
September 16th

4.329
4.467

226
522

496
1,187

5,050
6,175

The losses were high: 221 of the population in the conmune was left
homeless, not to mention other losses and the impact on the developent of
the region. On the basis of an incOIlIplete estimate of damage. because
complete data were difficult to obtain primari ly for infrastructure and
some other buildings. it was ascertained that after the first earthquake.
the loss amounted to 2431 of annual social production and that 631 of the
total housing fund was affected. Special problems existed for schools.
health services, child care services. cultural and industrial bUildings.
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Approaches to Eliminate the [mpact of Earthquake

[n our political system. the role of the commune and local communities
is very important. and the measures for dealing with natural hazards and
disasters are the task of all working people and citizens. These tasks and
responsibilities are incorporated in the work of all bodies and organiza
tions. with the result that care for human bEings is the continuous focus of
our wor~ and includes both social property and resources in citizens' owner
ship. The better the bodies and organizations are prepared to act in the
event of natural disasters. the more efficiently the work will be carried
out. The functioning of the local cORIlIJnity and comnune should be
understood in the context of other republic or federal bodies, which jointly
operate in carrying out required measures. My contribution is intended to
show execution of measures taken in the commune and local community and I
shall not discuss other bodies.

I","ed iate1y after the earthquake on May 6th. 1976 the members of
socio-political activities in the commune met and began work. First.
jointly with professional staff at the disposal of the commune. we organized
inspection of villages and buildings to gather basic data. At the same time
that the inspection parties were out in the region. we prepared
organizational and other measures which ~arl to be undertaken that day. so
action could proceed in a coordinated and effective way.

On the morning of May 7th. the representatives of republic bodies,
Yugoslav National Army. bodies of internal affairs and others visited
Tolmin to offer us assistance. advise us, coordinate action and to undertake
jointly measures which are urgently required when natural disasters occur.
The maragement of action for ascertaining and eliminating the impact of the
earthquake was assumed by the socio-political leaders in the commune. and
each body executed its tasks, which were required by the conditions and
general situation in the commune.

Prior to the earthquake, in the region of Tolmin commune and through
out the whole area affected by the earthquake. civil defense had been
organized in accordance with the scheme and doctrine of national defense and
social self-protection. Civil defense. in our social system. is the
principal form of organizing, preparing and engaging the cooperation of
citizens. working people and all other bodies. organizations. and communi
ties in defending and rescuing inhabitants and material goods from acts of
war and the effects of natural disasters and other large scale hazards and
disasters. [n the area of the commune of To1min civil defense headquarters
and units had been formed, in addition citizens and working people had been
trained to take measures for self-protection and self-assistance.
Special ized organizations of associated labor (cOlll1luna1, health service.
etc.). social organizations and societies were linked with the system of
civi1 defense. Accordingly. before the earthquake. civil defense was
organized in local communities. organizations of associated labor and
COllllllmes.

In the afternoon of May 7th we dealt with the report of the situation
and conditions in individual local cOlII1Iunities (to the extent it was
possible to ascertain during the morning inspection).
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It was found that:

- the headquarters of civil defense in the most affected local
communitities had been activated;

- cit izens in the 10ca1 COlllllUn it ies were tak ing steps to fi nd
possibilities for setting up shelters and adopting measures for
protecting property.

The following tasks were adopted:

1. Civil defense headquarters must be activated in all local
communities. Agroup of workers was formed that immediately visited all
local communitities for the purpose of assisting and advising the civil
defense headquarters so their work would be eff~cient and directed at
the most urgent problems in the local community.

2. Permanent on duty service was brought into the cOlllllunes and local
COllll1unities.

3. Commissions for accepting aid were initiated to transact aid to local
cOllIllunities:
- cOllll1ission for receiving and distribution of caravans, tents and

other material,
cOllll1ission for catering,
cOllll1ission for defense, demolition and clearing of bUildings,
commission for inspection of all public buildings, with special
attention to schools, child care facilities and buildings for public
assembly,
cOllll1ission for social matters,
information centers.

Later, headquarters for evaluation of losses was established to
estimate the loss caused by the earthquake, and other working bodies were
also appointed, which I shall discuss later.

The position was adopted that each commission must have an overview of
the pos it ion in the 1oca1 cOlllllUn i ty. A11 aid and ass istance was to be
offered only through the bodies of the local COMmUnities so that the aid
would be allocated to the most affected villages and most needy citizens.
In addition to permanent connections among the Management of the activities
and the cOllllli ss ions, on the 1eve1 of the cOlllllune in the 1oca1 conaln i ty
special groups of active members were formed by the Conference of the
Socialist Alliance of Working People. In that way. for each local c~nity
one active member was responsible (for larger ones, two) to assist. follow,
and submit problems to the management of activities in the COMMUne with the
aim that adopted measures would be really executed in each settlement of the
connune.

Monetary assistance. which was immediately arranged, was collected on
special account-funds for basic disasters of the ca.mune of Tolmin. I have
not described the tasks of individual commissions, as they are apparent fra.
the purposes for which they were appointed. Let Me stress that each ca-is
sian carried out its work very well. enabling us to nOnlalize the position
rapidly, if we can use that term for such conditions.

In addition to the above tasks. the following were also undertaken:
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1. Social health services had to find places in homes for the plderly
from the most affected areas that had no shelter.

2. All women in advanced pregnancy and all sick p~ple had to be admitted
to the general hospitai -dr. Franc Derganc· in Sempeter pri Gorici.

3. Common canteens had to be organized in Breginja and Podbela.

4. An adequate number of caravans and tents had to be immediately assured
th~ctJgn the repub1ic ci vi 1 defense headquarters. the repub1ic Red
Cross, the republic Conference of Alliance of Socialist Youth of
Slovenia ~nd Alliance of Scouts' Organizations.

Commissions for information had to follow on a current basis the
impact of all actions and performances and they had to inform citizens of
these matters through the means of the media. They were also responsible
for giving available data to representatives of the media.

We also organized:

1. vacrination of the population in damaged settlements against
infecti~us diseases.

2. daily checks of water supply sources and chlorination of drinking
water.

3. extraordinary measures for sanitation and hygiene :n all settlements.
tents, other public places. and dumps.

4. lessons in all elementary and secondary schools 1n premises that were
safe (tents),

5. permanent telephone connections with a11 local conmunities--ci vil
defense headquarters (later on also permanent radio connections).

6. health service worked continuously in all areas with the assistance
of Yugoslav National Army group.

7. groups of scouts, members of Yugoslav National Army were formed to
help in setting up tents and caravans at appropriate places.

a. some services operated from temporary locations as the premises of
communal assemblies had been damaged.

It is understandab 1e that the execut ion of these and man.v other
measures in the local community depended on authority of the civil defense
headquarters (it was necessary to le~el unsafe premises). All these activi
ties were very useful. had a calming influence on people. and prevented
additional loss and possible victims. In the local community. care was
taken for the needs of the citizens. social welfare services were provided,
catering and other suppHes were arranged. cooperation with the health
serv.ce was organized, the needs of citizens for financial assistance was
assessed and decisions for distribution were made, the assistance of teams
clearing ruins was arranged. lists of damaged buildings were prepared.
reconstruction plans were developed, reconstruction measures for socially
deprived citizens were approved. the help of youth work teams was arranged,
etc•• participation was arranged in decisions for the distribution of f~ats
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and buildings to be constructed, the services of civil engineering teams in
the location and setting up of facilitities were also provided.

The coordinating committee for personnel matters of the connunal
Conference of the Socialist Alliance of Working People and the commission
for nomination and election of the cOllll1unal assembly created a special
committee, 35 members of which were nominated by the communal assembly, 29
members were nominated from organizations of associated labor, self
managing communities of interest. local communities, socio-political
organizations, assembly and the executive council, and 6 rnefti)ers were
delegated by local communities. The assembly appointed the president and
vice-president of the committee.

With the decree. the committee was ordered by the assembly:

1. to determine the losses and estimate the value,

2. to adopt a comprehensive plan for reconstruction and submit it to the
communal assembly for approval,

3. to adopt terms and conditions for granting loans and distributing
grants,

4. to prepare a balance sheet accounting for all funds,

5. to develop priorities for the reconstruction of buildings,

6. to decide on the use of funds,

7. to develop plans and arrange for the reconstruction of damaged
buildings,

8. to supervise reconstruction,

9. to report to the assembly on its progress,

10. to arrange a system for the provision of professional services.

The special committee would continue to function until the assembly
establishes that all tasks have been executed, pursuant to the overall
recovery plan.

Inter-COllll1unal committees were established by the communal assemblies
of Tolmin, Nova Gorica and Idrija to coordinate the work for eliminating the
impact of the earthquake in the whole area of the Soca Valley.

Procedures to Eliminate Impacts of the Earthquake

1. Housing

As soon as the earthquake occured, 28 groups of chi 1 engineering
professionals were appointed to inspect and evaluate all damaged buildings
and classify them into categories depending on the extent of damage. The
following procedure for overall recovery and construction of housing was
established:
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a) for the first category of damaged buildings (damages which did not
affect structural elements) the owners themselves should carry out
repairs. They would have acess to loans from cOllIIIercial banks,
according to the decree of the executive council, on terms and condi
tions for consumer credit. granted to persons that suffered losses in
the earthquke, in individual communes of SR Sloveniai

b) for the second category of damages (involving structural damage but
not requiring demolition) reconstruction would be carried out under
the supervision of the civil engineering service in accordance with
the plans prepared by them.

However, consumer credit was not sufficient, nor were the available
funds adequate (repayment in 10 years, interest rate: 2~) to meet the
carrying capacity of the citizens. Therefore. it was necessary to augment
the amount by funds (repayment in 20 years. interest rate: 2%) which were
pooled by housing communities in SR Slovenia.

The self-managing housing conmunity has offered tenders of special
housing loans for repair and rebuilding and new construction of housing
premises which were affected by the earthquake. Within the framework of the
housing community, special commissions were set up to expedite granting of
loans. The representatives of local communities took active part in these
commissions. In that way information was available through famillarity
with each individual applicant to supplement that provided by the documents
that had to be submitted.

For the housing in social property, the self-managing housing
community and basic organizations of associated labour were responsible for
the elimination of the impact of the earthquake. A large percent of the
Slovene civil engineering profession supplemented by engineers from neigh
bouring republics, working with specialized groups and youth work teams,
the Yugoslav National Army (construction material for 16 building sites was
brought by helicopter to the mountainous regions of the commune), one-day
actions of trade unions and working organizations and the efforts of the
affected population made it possible to accomplish a large volume of work in
a very short period. although weather conditions were bad.

The operation was carried out in such a way that civil engineering
professionals would be responsible for construction in one or two local
communitities, depending on the size and capacity of the work force and on
the volume of the impact of the earthquake. The housing credits would have
been granted in accordance with the Regulations on terms and conditions for
loans and grants to citizens affected by the earthquake in the So~a Valley 
communes of Tolmin, Nova Gorica, and Idrija.

Regarding the regulations, we must point out:

a) they were formally adopted by the delegational assemblies in
accordance with previous discussions with citizensi

b) they provided stipUlations for grants-in-aid as well as loans; and

c) eligibility criteria varied witil social situation (the lower the
personal income of a family the greater the eligibility for various
forms of assistance).
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2. Industrial bul1dings

The loss to the economy was of various types:

a. direct losses of bui ldings and equipment which varied from partial
damage to total destruction and amounted to din 221,060,000;

b. losses from lack of income, since for varying periods operations were
shut down completely because of damaged fixed assets as well as the
absence of workers who were engaged in reconstruction;

c. 10sses of reve1ue in production, which is objective, due to:
- absence of wOl'kers, who were engaged in reconstruction of their own

living premis~s (in some organizations this amounted at times to 8~

of the workers),
- decrease of productivity and work quality from psycho-social effects

on workers,
- reduction of production when emergency premises had to be used which

did not permit normal conduct of work,
lower productivity since personnel were overburdened with
reconstruction and their efficiency in the direct tasks of their jObs
was decreased.

Although the importance of the recovery and further development of
the economy was constantly recognized our main attention was directed to the
problems of the population. Economic recovery was postponed until the most
urgent housing problems had been dealt with. To assure appropriate working
and living conditions for the population, it was necessary to anticipate
implementation of development plans for work organizations, so reconstruc
tion results would approach the objectives of middle-range plans. Recovery
represents only one aspect of economic development. Reconstruction should
be carried out in such a way as to facilitate transition.

We agreed on the following principles:

a. Work organizations should develop plans which combine recovery with
development, recognizing that reconstruction of obsolete technology and
production processes is irrational and inappropriate.

b. Direct losses should be completely covered by pooling investment
funds of all commercial banks in SR Slovenia under the following terms
and conditions:

- repayment period:
- beginning of repayment:
- interest rate:

10 years
1979
5%

c. Loss of revenues due to the earthquake must be covered by work organi
zations from their own funds. In the case they operate at a loss
because of such circumstances, coverage will be ensured in the form of
grants or by taking out loans.

d. When implementing economic recovery and development programs in less
developed frontier regions, the Fund of common reserves of SR Slovenia
should participate to the extent of 10% of total investment value. The
funds of the reserve should be given as grants to individual users,
allocated according to the financial position of the individual
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investor on the basis of previous consideration of the request to the
bank, and in agreement with communal and inter-communal committee for
ascertaining and eliminating irq>acts of the earthquake in the Soca
Valley.

e. It is necessary to execute all procedures that are required for
implementing individual programs.

Work organizations developed plans and submitted them to the Bank of
Nova Gorica which adopted procedures for pooling funds.

3. Infrastructure

Damage to infrastructure (roads, water-supply networks, sewerage
systems, electric supply networks) was extensive. It was agreed that the
management of these systems had to prepare plans for reconstruction and
repair and immediately start to implement them. That was executed also.

Social Activities

To satisfy their personal and common requirements to implement CORlMn
interests in the field of social activities, working people and citize,1s
jointly with the workers of organizations of associated labor that cor-duct
these activities, self-managing communities of interest, in which they are
implementing free exchange of work, eQually and on self-management basis,
together decide on the execution of such activities. Through their common
interests they develop a development policy and policy for poc11n~ funds for
operating and developing such activities. The workers of organizations of
associated labor which conduct these activities are assured equal socio
political positions with workers in other organizations of associated
labor.

On the basis of the procedures adopted for eliminating impacts of the
earthquake in the field of social activities, self-managing communities of
interest and organizations of associated labor from those activities
assumed responsibility for el iminating impacts of the earthquake. The
funds were collected through solidarity action, pooling of funds and other
approved measures to restore the activities as rapidly as possible.

The losses after the May and September earthquakes were very great.
First Of all we assured normal operations of organizations of associated
labor in health services, schools, and child care services. The activity of
these services was maintained in the following way:

a) buildings Which were damaged but useable were operated for schools,
child care services, and health services,

b) newly set-up premises (mainly tents) were used where buildings were
destroyed.

The principle was adopted that only in extraordinary cases should
schools be relocated to other places. As a result, only:

oJ
- the pupils of the branch of the elementary school Zaga were

transferred to Pokljuka:
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- the pupils of the branch of the elementary school Breginj in Ladna
Smast were transferred to Lovran.

Socialist republics and autonomous provinces significantly
participated in the construction of new educational and training buildings.
Each participated in the construction of one building.

In this manner. from sol idarity aid. there were constructed or
completely restored:

- 5 educational-training buildings in Tolmin commune and.
- 2 educational-training buildings in Nova Garica commune.

In the years since the earthquake, through this organized procedure.
the following number of bui ldings has been constructed or completely
restored:

- for education and training

- health service

- child care service:

- social-welfare service:

- culture:

- recreation:

19 new buildings
8 restorations

3 new buildings for medical care
(first-aid station in Breginje})
2 new pharmacies .

a) in the construction of ne~
schools. premises were provided for
child care service;
b) new premises for kindergarten
in Kobarid and Volarje

a new home for elderly people in
Tolmin
one home for elderly people in
Podbrdo was reconstructed

4 new bufldings
2 restorations
A vast amount of funds was invested
in reconstruction of monuments
damaged by the earthquake in various
places

on the same principles. the funds
were invested in reconstruction or
construction of recreation halls and
grounds. Gymnastics requirements
were taken into account when new
schools were constructed.

This procedure made possible starting restoration of buildings for
social activities during the reconstruction of the housing stock. As early
as 1977. but mostly in the following years we had eliminated impacts of the
earthquake on those buildings.
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Working Group of Socio-Political Workers

Fast and efficient communication of measures adopted assigning tasks
and rights and defining duties of citizens is very important in the process
of reconstruction. The Communal Conference of the Socialist Alliance of
Working People involved one socia-political worker for each local
community, for some even two, in order that relations among communal bodies
and local communitities should become more effective. The task of these
active members was to assist the bodies in local communitities in interpre
tation of rights and duties, informing conmon bodies of inadequate work,
seeing how responsible bodies progressed with their work, etc. At regular
meetings they reported the position of local comrnunitities and proposed, if
necessary, additional measures.

During the first months of reconstruction these active members were
out in the region. They offered invaluable assistance to the bodies in the
local comunities after finishing their other work obligations. This
provided communal bodies regular and direct connections and relations with
the local community, which beside implementing tasks for reconstruction,
enabled consistent procedures. A single front was formed in that way,
combining all forces, all following efficient procedures.

Only so united and closely linked to the larger solidarity support of
all working people and citizens of SR Slovenia, as well as of Yugoslavia,
were we able to perform the work which will be remembered by later genera
tions in Tolmin commune.

';olidarity

The catastrophe that struck the Soca Valley and with it the whole
Tolminsko, was deeply felt in the hearts of the whole population of SR
Slovenia and Yugoslavia. This is attested by:

- conduct of solidarity action,
- measures undertaken by the working collectives and individuals,
- continual visits of different delegations that inspected the conditions

in individual settlements and reported to the bodies of self-management
and on that basis adopted concrete decisions.

The knowledge that all working people and citizens of Slovenia were
with us encouraged us, and we worked hard and approved tasks and in an
extremely short period life returned to normal. One cannot describe the
feelfngs of warmth, care, and solidarity that spread through our whole
society and which could be implemented only in the self-managing sociallst
society. The solidarity is present in all approved measures. In th;s
disaster the solidarity among working people was once again tested and will
be pr<lven whenever requ ired. All measures undertaken are part of our
solidarity which is Duilt into the base of our socialist society, from the
first day of its beginning, representing its strong cohesive power and
strengthening the feeling of security of individuals and families and
implementing actual division of labor, it opens perspectives of human self
managing society.

Eliminating impacts of earthquakes does not mean only construction of
new housing, Dut also hlnan relations towards other persons. In such a
situation, one discovers rapidly who is prepared to subordinate his own
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problems and difficulties to cOl1IllOn requirements and tasks. The self
~onfidence of people was increased through testing the actual self-managing
organization of the commune and local communities. and their initiative and
readiness was strengthened to solve common problems with joint powers. This
cannot be put into figures. These are elements of hlJ'llanity among people and
generations that should have lasting validity and positive influence on the
lives and perspectives of people in those places.

Conclusion

Good organization. division of labor. coordination of all elements in
the cOlll1lUne. and close connect ions with bodies in the republic and other
communes were pre-conditions for successful work. which in Tolmin commune
gained complete importance during the recovery from the earthquake. We must
again mention the steps carried out by every citizen. the special engagement
of the Yugoslav National Army and bodies of internal affairs which so
largely compensated for insufficient equipment. The solidarity of the
whole society in moral and material ways has most happily influenced the
success of action.



SOCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL IMPACT OF THE 1980 EARTHQUAKE IN SOUTHERN ITALY:

PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF CIVIL PROTECTION

Ada Cavazzani

The earthquake's characteristics

The earthquake of the 23rd of November 1980 (magnitude 6.7 Richter,
duration 90 01

) devastated a highly populated area of 28,000 square
kilometers, affecting 679 conmunities in two southern regions of Italy,
Campania and Basilicata (Figure 1). The epicenter area includes 36
cOtmlunities of the internal provinces of Avellino, known as Irpinia. a
traditional seismic zone, Salerno and Potenza. The same area was
devastated by a similar earthquake in 1694 when the same villages were
destroyed.

The 1980 earthquake resulted in 3,500 deaths (official record),
10.000 wounded and 350,000 homeless. According to official estimates
20.000 dwellings were destroyed, 50,000 seriously damaged, and 30,000
lightly damaged. The estimated damage amounts to 20 billion dollars,
that corresponds to 4~ of the total expenditure of the special agency
for the South, the "Cassa per 11 Mezzogiorno·, over the last 30 years.

This earthquake has been recognized as the greatest national
disaster in Italy since World War II, and the social disruption it has
caused is much greater than it appears from the general estimates of the
damage.

This paper will focus mainly on the social and institutional
implications both at the local and national level.

Structural features of the area

As several studies have already confirmed. the damage from an
earthquake depends more on the sochl organization of the area affected
than on the natural characterist ics of the di saster. Many of those
effects that can appear in the emergency phase as direct consequences of
the earthquake or of the lack of organization are on the contrary the
result of the structural features of the society.
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Southern Italy is usually considered as an underdeveloped region.
but this image does not reflect reality. It is rather an aggregate of
different "worlds". going from the extremely backward areas of the hi 11y
and mountainous regions to the highly developed coastal zones and plains.
with intermediate patterns of modernizing areas and growing urban
centers.

Such an image does not result from the aggregate indicators of
development usually referred to which constantly show a negative relation
for the South compared with the North. The South. in fact. comprises
about 40 percent of the territory of Italy and 35 percent of the total
population. Yet, it accounts for only one-sixth of Italy's industrial
output and has double the national rate of unemployment. The South
accounts for 23.6 percent of the GNP, while the per capita GNP is one
third lower than the national average and almost half that of the
northern regions (Table 1).

This is the result of a process of increasing differentiation within
the South, that now has impressive islands of prosperity and growth
connected with the modernization of agriculture in favorable areas and
the diffusion of industry. Together with the huge industrial plants
created by the special pol icy of the 1960's--the so-called "cathedrals in
the desert"--a network of industrial development zones has grown around
the urban centers as a result of the process of industrial
decentralization of the 1970's. Finally, the South is characterized by
the existence of a large tertiary sector that has been steadily growing
as a "refuge" area, because of the lack of employment opportunities in
the agricultural and industrial sectors. The tertiary activities are
only marginally connected with a pattern of autonomous industrial
development, but they rely mainly on the growth of public expenditures
and the process of urbanization.

The role of public expenditures is crucial for explaining the
particular features of the changes which occurred in the productive
structure of the South. strictly controlled by a new type of ruling
class. mainly bureaucratic and administrative. The huge development of
the tertiary sector is practically evaluated as a social phenomenon,
rather than economic. It is considered by economists as a burden sector.
mainly inefficient and not apt to sustain sound development.

Some of the most strik ing changes that occurred in the South in the
last 25 years have been the result of the massive out-migration of 5
million people. mainly young males. recruited by the industrial
develoment in northern Italy and central Europe. This huge migration has
left the South. mainly the internal zones. without young working forces:
old people. women and children are the usual inhabitants of the southern
vi 11 ages. They have been ab1e to surv i ve by comb i ning severa1 sources
such as the remittances from migrants. subsistence agriculture and social
security. On the other side. migration has also produced return factors
for the development of the South.

The first, and most visible. change has occurred in the housing
pattern of the villages. as one of the principal aims of the migrants has
always been to provide a decent house for their families. The new houses
bu1'+: with the remittances of the migrants have practically changed the
landscape of the South. Each village has a -new area-. often resulting
from the sum of private family enterprises governed by the principle of
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Table 1

~eglona I COIIIIlarl sons

Re~ i dent
Percentage P@r h@ad Indices population
of national GNP (Italy· (1971

Region GHP ('000 1ire) 100) census)

Pi edlllont 10.3 5045 128.7 4454

Valle d'AosU 0.3 6156 157.0 111

Lombardy 20.9 5222 133.2 8497

Tr@ntino-Alto Adlge 1.8 4709 120.1 847
Veneto 8.0 4096 104.5 4136
Friu1i-Venezia Giulia 2.5 4530 115.5 1245
Liguria 4.3 5093 129.9 1868
Emi I ;a-Romagna 8.8 4975 126.9 3853
Toscana 7.0 4309 ~09. 9 3503
IJmIlrla 1.3 3647 9J.0 773
Marche 2.4 3820 97.4 1351
Lazl0 8.8 3901 99.5 4764
Abruzzi 1.7 3042 77 .6 1121
Mollse 0.4 2644 67.4 300
CllIIIIania 6.2 2540 64.8 4985

PU91ia 4.7 2680 68.3 3499
Basllicata 0.8 2766 70.5 560
Calabria 1.9 2082 53. i 1862
Sicl1y 5.7 2562 65.3 4575
Sardinia 2.2 3014 76.9 1441

Italy 100.0 3921 100.0 53745
Nortll-Centre 76.4 4642 118. 4 35402
Sou til 23.6 2602 66.4 18343

Figures relate to GnP in 1978

~: Financlal Times Survey on Italian Regions, JUly 13, 1981.
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the maximum economy. The other major investment from migration has been
in the sector of small commercial businesses, again resulting from
private fami ly enterprises and contributing to the enormous growth of an
inefficient tertiary sector. Altogether, these changes have been
supported by a particu~ar socio-econOOlic unit, the household, that has
maintained a crucial role in the South, tightening the traditional strong
ties that already were at the basis of this society.

Another massive phenomenon of social change, partly similar to out
migration, has been the steady increase of urban population and the
growth of the metropolitan areas. In the last 30 years the population of
the urban centers in the South has practically doubled. While the same
trend has occurred in the North, connected with the industrial growth, in
the South this phenomenon has been fostered by the spread of the tertiary
sector, mainly characterized by small inefficient commercial and
professional businesses. The diffusion of public administration
activities has largely contributed to the transfer of population into the
large administrative centers, typical of the southern urban structure.
Nevertheless, only a minor proportion of this population has found a
stable occupation, and the rate of unemployment has remained double that
in the North. This unemployment is particularly difficult to bear for
young people, often with higher education levels, as the school, up to
the university, has been the only alternative to unemployment. The
massive growth of urban centers has further increased the problems of a
social structure already disrupted by severe inequalities. The lack of
sound economic activities and of prospects of employment, combined with a
degenerated urban structure is at the origin of the endemic social
problems of the southern cities, as the case of Naples clearly shows.

Deeply rooted in the economic and social structure mentioned above
is a system of political power that accounts for maintaining the South
substantially "altogether". A crucial role is played by the "new" ruling
class that has replaced the old agrarian block, whose source of power was
the rent from land property, that ensured social peace during Fascism,
but also opposed economic and social development. The new ruling class
is strictly connected with the new sources of economic power in the
South, resulting from the State investments in the economy and from the
welfare policies. These policies have required "he organization of a
large bureaucratic system for the administration of public expenditures
and of social security that has produced a new "social and political
block", as strong as the old agrarian block and as contrary to the
development of the South. Another major source of power is located in
the urban areas, in the multiple interests connected with the rent of
urban land and with the growth of the tertiary sector.

Altogether, this new ruling class bases its power on sources either
external to the South (State) or non-productive (urban rent and marginal
tertiary sector). This trend is common to all political parties that
tend to govern with no autonomous initiative, except for increasing their
power. C1iente1ism has remained the major feature of political exchange.
even if the objects of transaction have changed. The capacity of the
ruling class to channel public expenditures according to the rules of
c1ientelism is seen as one of the major obstacles to an efficient use of
public resources. This also explains, on the other hand, the success of
maintaining concensus in the South. as any prospect of improvement is
chiefly dependent on the good -relations" with those who control the
distribution of resources.
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COl1census and distrust characterize the relation of the people with
the ruling class, reproducing the old pattern of feudal relations. As
there are no other alternatives, it appears more logical to adopt a
behavior coherent with the rules of the system, rather than making an
effort to change them.

Impact of the earthquake in the emergency phase

In such a context. the immediate impact of the earthquake has
dramatically brought to the surface the major problems of the "southern
quest ion N

• as well as the inefficiency of the national chi I protection
system. The area affected includes the largest metropol itan region in
the South (Naples), other major urban centers (Salerno, Avellino,
Potenza) and a vast internal area of medium-sized towns and small
villages.

As in previous recent disasters the emergency phase was
characterized by the tardy movement of public intervention, by the
inadequate means and equipment for the rescue operations and by the
absence of an effective coordination of the relief organization. It has
been estimated that more than 1/3 of the victims died after several hours
and days because of the lack of rescue operations.

The magnitude of the disaster was init14l1y underestimated by the
center and several days passed before the army was mobilized and
transferred to the area. It was only after the visit of the President of
the Republic, Pertini, to the disaster regions that the government
reacted more rapidly. Pertini released a speech to the major television
networks, expressing his indignation about what he had seen. As a
consequence of this, the Minister of Internal Affairs, responsible for
civil protection, resigned his position. His resignation was promptly
rejected and only one local representative of the government. the Prefect
of Avellino, was removed.

In contrast with the inefficiency of the State civil protection
system, there was a massive intervention of voluntary groups, private
assoc iat ions, pub 11 c organizat ions. inst itut iona1 bodies. such as
regions, provinces, communes, universities. trade unions. The promptness
of this response often encountered various obstacles once in the damaged
area; the delivery of first help supplies was delayed by the local
authorities' inefficiency and by the lack of coordination. Long columns
of trucks were stuck on the roads for days; others wandered around before
finding someone wt11fng to accept their help. The area was inundated
with huge amounts of food commodities and clothes. piled up in stores or
even abandoned along the roads.

As the local authorities were unable to cope with the extraordinary
situation, a new power structure was set up by the center. A special
Commissioner for the earthquake was sent by the government to Naples. the
Sime person who had been in charge during the Friuli earthquake of 1976.
Zamberletti. Generals of the army were appointed as vice-cOlllllissioners
in the regions and provinces most heaVily damaged with power to
coordinate the operations not only of the army but also of civil
intervention. This earthquake has offered an opportunity of obserVing
the relative efficiency of the military structures. as compared with the
central government. The militarization not only of the emergency phase--
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as the army authorities have been appointed for six months--is the other
face of the absence of an effective civil protection system in Italy.

A major role was played in the emergency phase by the mass media.
which offered to all the country an inmediate and realistic picture of
the dramatic situation. Both the national radio and television networks
and the reporters of the major newspapers made an extraordinary
contribution to the diffusion of information as had never before been
done in Italy. Obviously, the impact of mass media lasted only for the
emergency phase and the major problems the earthquake had brought to the
surface were soon neglected.

Effects at the local level and problems of reconstruction

The earthquake had various effects at the local level, related both
to the magnitude of the disaster and to the characteristics of the area.
On one side, the case of Naples represents an aggregate of extremely
serious problems, as the earthquake has suddenly brought to the surface
the endemic crisis of the city. The housing problem already critical
before the earthquake. as Nap1~s has had the highest in-migration rate in
the South. cannot now be overcome by means of the old conventional
policies. The large transfer of population from the old crumbling center
into marginal camps on the outskirts of the city or to summer residences
along the coast cannot become a permanent solution. as usually happened
in previous disasters. The other major problem to solve is the
increasing unemployment that after the earthquake has been strongly
reconsidered as a crucial element of political action for opposition
parties and new emerging groups. The situation has been recognized as
extremely dangerous by the government that sent its special Commissioner
Zamberletti. to Naples.

On the other hand. there are the problems of the internal areas.
already impoverished by the huge migration and the lack of investments.
These zones have suffered the highest human losses and entire villages
have been wiped out. Hundreds of fil1l11ies were destroyed. mainly old
people. women and children of migrants who were working abroad or in
northern Italy. The reconstruction of these Villages cannot simply be
1imited to the supply of new houses, but is firmly connected with the
prospects of new employment opportunities.

At present. a conflict between multiple interests is emerging at the
local level. The p0l=uhtion's principal aim is to have a new house and
this explains the refusal of the local inhabitants to leave the villages
during the winter. The special evacuation plan prepared by Z_erletti
for these areas has completely failed. as it was designed on a pattern
that was experienced in Friuli in 1976. a completely different region.

The major concern of public authorities is to restore rapidly
orderly conditions of life. This need for order has inspired all the
public interventions from the center. aiming at social control. All the
various groups. organizations and decentralized institutions that were
acting along different lines or trying to activate local initiative were
considered dangerous. often contradicted or discouraged. Special
agreements were made with large bodies. such as regional governments of
the Center-North. for their inclusion in a general plan of intervention.
controlled by the center.
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Finally, a large set of economic interests have bfen attracted to
the area of the disaster by the huge prospects of reconstruction. This
is by no means simply a technical question, but has 9'eat economic and
political implications. It has been estimated that the amount of
investment for reconstruction will bring into these regions 2/3 of the
total annual flow of investments in the South. The past experiences of
the Friuli and Belice disasters have shown that the process of
reccnstruction tends to reinforce the previous productive structure, and
only rarely succeeds in promoting new forms of local development.

The major interests that have been inmediate1y active in offering
their "help" are medium and large firms of the building sector,
principally located in the northern and central regions. They are
capable of supplying highly industrialized building technologies and
prefabricated structures. A study conducted in 1978 shows that 70% of
the firms producing prefabricated elements and/or systems ar~ located in
the North. 16% in the Center and only 13% in the South.

In contrast with this type of interest, there stands the extremely
complex network of local firms that have flourished in the last 20 years
in the South in the shadow of the local political power in connection
with private building enterprise and with the policy of public works.
The building sector has been one of the most important areas of
employment in the South. While the national average of the population
active in this sector is 25.7%, the southern regions are all well above
this level with peaks such as 62.2% in Calabria and 50.2% in Basilicata.
Furthermore, there are the small family-firms grown upon the remittances
from migrants that in the last ten years have developed low-cost
techniques for private buildings. The local interests can count on the
support of the local political authorities, strictly bound with them, but
they cannot compete with the much greater strength of the northern
groups.

These groups have been emerging in the last ten years as a result of
the process of restructuring the bui lding sector. They rely upon an
advanced technological level, on a sophisticated know-hOW, on the contr01
of modern industrialized techniques. Their power has already been
recogn ized in the Fr i u1i reconstruct ion, where at the end of 1980 the
regional government has decided to reorganize the contracts for
reconstruction, as only 1,000 interventions out of 25,000 have been
completed. This reorganization has combined into 18 large projects all
the interventions and only one local firm has been able to get a
contract. The costs of these contracts are 15/20% higher than the
average in the northern and central areas.

The conflict between the local and external groups wi 11 mark the
future of these regions. where little space is left to local initiative.
There have been efforts to set up new associations and cooperatives of
local ~orkers for reconstruction, but they will get only marginal
opportunities. The changes that this process of reconstruction will
bring about are obViously proportionate to the dimensions of the
intervent10n.

But there are few chances that a prOCess of local development wi 11
take place in the sense of a deep transformation of the productive
structure. The eXisting differences will be increased and the power
structure will emerge at the end even stronger. The few contradictory
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signs of reconstruction controlled by the local people with external
support are at present only marginal exceptions.

The difficulties encountered by the large group of technical and
profess iona1 experts, main ly from univers i ties and research ins t i tutes,
ha\'e~reat1y reduced the chances of an independent intervention. Those
who have been ab le to remain after the emergency phase had to accept a
formal submission to the organization of the special Commissioner. There
has been therefore a large waste of resources. mainly engineers,
architects. geologists. planners, available for a different process of
reconstruction. The negative experiences of several teams that had
engaged in an immediate support of local communities are frequently
referred to in public conferences and debates.

Problems of the Civil Protection System

Since the earthquake the absence of a civil protection system in
Italy has been officially recognized. It was suddenly discovered that
the law of 1970, passed after the earthquake of 1968 in Belice, for the
"Protezione eivi le" was not effective because the Parl iament had
forgotten to approve the special regulations for its enforcement. At the
same time the absolute lack of investments in scientific research ap~lied .
to earthquake prevention became evident, as never before. In Dec~Cer
1980 one of the few groups that had been working in the last five years
on this subject--the special Project "Geodinamica" of CNR--presented to
the Parliament a "Relation on the Defense from Earthquakes". The
dramatic state of the country was clearly illustrated in this document.
Several proposals were advanced as to the up-dating of the obsolete
seismic map, the regulations for new buildings and the retrofitting of
existing buildings. A highly detailed program for seismic research was
advanced, together with proposals for land-use planning and for the
reorganization of the State services and research bodies. The Relation
ended with a pessimistic note about the possibility that such measures
would actually be taken by a government that traditionally represented a
literary-humanistic rather than technical-scientific culture.

The lack of confidence in the scientific cOlllllunity is one of the
most common features of the Italian political ruling class. An expert of
the Special Commissioner Zamberletti recently stated during a meeting of
Italian sociologists on disasters, "those who know act, those who do not
know research". The implications of such a culture, at the most
interested in a technical rather than scientific approach. are clearly
visiblE-' in the new trend adopted by the government with reference to
Civil Protection.

In F~bruary 1981 a decree of the President of the Republic
establ ished the lacking "regUlations" for implementing the Law of 1970.
These regulations provide instructions for the organization of a civil
protection system within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. as well as
special measures for intervention at the local level and rules for
immediate rescue and relief operations.

The two major principles are the centralization of the system and
the control of voluntary and private initiative. The paradox is that the
more inefficient the State actually is, the more centralized the system
becomes. An effective system of civil protection should be pivoted on
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the local level and supported with adequate equipment. Moreover, it
should take advantage of the valuable resources of voluntary and private
intervention, providing adequate coordination.

In June 1981 a second step was taken in this direction with the
creation of a new "Ministry for Civil Protect ion" that has been given to
Zarmerletti, the special COlllllissioner in 1976 and 1980. He has been
appointed because of his action capacities. that are undoubtedly greater
than average.

While at the Center these have been the major effects of the recent
earthquake, in the periphery there are few chances that something new
will happen. The prospect of a productive integration between research
activities and policy measures remains an intellectual utopia. Policy
makers will continue to be guided by their short time perspective. which
cannot be shared by earthquake "professionals".

New prospects of reducing seismic risk

While this is the negative state of civil defence in Italy, some new
perspectives have been opened within the scientific community. The
direct intervention of several universities in the area hit by the
earthquake has prompted the search for special funding of research and
some teams have already begun to work.

Among these. the University of Calabria, after directly intervening
in the earthquake area. has developed a new multi-disciplinary project
within the Center for the Study and Research on Natural Disasters. This
project is speCially designed for Calabria, the most seismic region in
Italy, and is presented as a pre-disaster study. It results from a
comb i ned intervent i on of spec iali s ts work i ng in the Un ivers i ty. such as
geologists. engineers. planners, sociologists and economists.

The principal aim of the project is to provide rel iable information
to the conrnun ity as to measures that can be taken to reduce future
seismic risk. The study will be conducted in one of the three fault
areas of the region. It will imply the extension of the seismic network
of the University, the introduction of new instruments for monitoring the
level of bodies of water. the investigation of the state of buildings
with priority given to public structures. the evaluation of land-use
patterns. the appraisal of the behavior of official agencies charged with
control over building standards. the study of the social and economic
conditions of the area.

The research team will be connected with two national research
projects of CNR. the already mentioned HGeodinamica" and the
"Conservazione del Suolo". as well as with the French "Arc CalabreH.

Two major problems have emerged at this stage. The first concerns
the need for the researchers to change their habit of a strictly
discipl inary approach and to use the tools of their discipl ine taking
into account the contribution of the others. The initial agreement on a
"cOlllllOn problem" wi 11 have to be constantly verified as long as the
research progresses. The other question regards the relation of the
research team with local communities and policy makers. Most likely the
area for the study will be chosen on the basis of an active involvement
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of local conmunities. In Calabria natural disasters are quite familiar
and !>ome areas show particular elements of an "earthquake subculture".

One of the major difficulties is the lack of interest from public
authorities that are as prompt in seeking the help of experts once the
disaster ha~ ~ccurred as they are capable of forgetting it as soon as the
emergency is over. Nevertheless. the need for medium and long-term
studies is now clearly recognized by all those who are willing to reduce
future disasters.
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AN EXTENSION OF THE CONCEPT OF SPECIFIC DESTRUCTION OF
EARTHQUAKES ON THE BASIS Of GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT Of AffECTED COUNTRIES

Vladimir Ribari~

Natural destructive earthquake hazard is defined as the probability
of occurrence of a strong seismic event--mostly above the value of 5.0 on
the Richter scale--in a given area and within a given period of time.
This probability is expressed ~hiefly on the basis of seismicity, meaning
that a number of seismic events within certain ranges of intensity or
magnitude have occurred in a given volume of the earth within an interval
of time. Seismicity parameters, seismic activity, and shakeability of a
territory have been defined in many ways, and numerous results have been
obtained for various regions of the world. The purpose of these
definitions has been to develop measures to represent recent neotectonic
activity of the region, to define potential hazard and risk at regional,
local, or sub-local levels, and to providp a measure to pennit making
comparisons between the earthquake Jlazards of various regions or
subregions of the world.

However, none of these definit~ons is able to deal with the complex
picture of human loss attribute1 \;0 earthquakes of a certain magnitude,
intensity, or energy with material damage of various kinds, or with
temporarily or permanently disabled persons. No attempt has ever b~en

made to est imate the total damage to the 1andscape ii, the case of great
catastrophic earthquakes simply because of the fact that we have not
developed measures for evaluating such types of damage.

An additional conceRt ca11ed "specific destruction" was introduced
some years ago by M. 81th [1967 J and is defined as a measure of the
number of human viet HrlS due to an earthquake per unit of seismic energy.
In this paper an extension of this definition is developed by
representing sums of human losses over a time interval of three decades
in various countries versus sums of released seismic energies of events
which caused these losses, compared with the gross national product of
the affected countries and normalized in relation to the per capita gross
national product of the United States in 1978.

The results of calculations frOll this new definition are suprising:
the effects of earthquakes are not necessarily associated with basic
seismicity or gross national product of a country alone. The
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vulnerability of a town or a region is mainly interconnected to a
specific category of earthquakes which will be briefly described. A
large destructive earthquake resulting in a considerable toll of hl.lllan
lives 1s not necessarily an event with a very important specific
destruction, especially when introducing the economic productive capacity
of the country.

There seem to exist some neurologic points in the world which
contribute mainly to our new definHion: densely settled regions or
towns with high probability of the existence of seismic toci of
considerable en~rgy content at very shallow focal depths in a country
with poor hous ing cons truet i on and low gross nat i ana 1 liroduct.
Certainly, inadequate safety of buildings is correlated with low gross
national product--at least to an important extent. On the other side,
the natural hazard is a function of seismicity or seismic risk, if we try
to ~xtrapolate the "seismic cl imate" into the future.

Some Important Cases

According to data obtained from the Smithsonian Institution in the
United States, natvral catastrophes in the period from 1947 to 1970 have
caused a death toll of 1,192,000 human lives, a number. which is
comparable to casualties in a large-scale war. From this number about
190.000 human 1i ves have been lost due to earthquakes, or on an average
about 7.900 per year. Some important seismic accidents in the past
decade have substantially changed these statistical figures. From May
1976 to June 1978 about 665,000 people lost their lives or about 332, 000
per year: this was due to the catastrophic earthquake in northeastern
Ch;na on July 27, 1970 (655,237 victims).

A catastrophic earthquake in Peru on May 31. 1970. killed 66,794
people. Other great earthquakes in the seism;c history of the earth
(China, three events in years 1290, 1556, 1920, caused a loss of
1.130.000 human lives) had as a consequence a death toll which in some
cases exceeds the number of victims in some past wars.

Host of these losses could be attributed to strong seismic events,
but there is no direct correspondence between them. Some relatively weak
events with magnitudes about 5.5 have in the past claimed hundreds of
human v;ctims, whereas some large sei~mic e~ents with magnitudes over 8.0
were not associated with any death t~(l, fo~ instance, if they originated
in vast oceanic areas and caused no seismic sea-waves. The problem
consists of how to define the susceptibility of a country to earthquakes.
if we do not cons ider material damage and some other nonmateri al factors
involved.

Basic Consideratio~s

The concept of specific destruction does not include any economic
factor, and it seems to be reasonable to provide for it in some practical
way_ But first, we have to define some basic facts and to explain the
definition of specific destruction.
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Examining the relations between 10 • the macroseismic intensity
expressed in an appropriate scale. and M. the Richter magnitude (Ms.
mb 0'- ~. we can easily find that for most regions of the world the
following expression is valid:

(1)

for h '" 5-10 km.

M - 0.66 • 10 '" 0

This means that in regions with very poor qualiJY of construction we
could expect structural damage to begin at 10 = 7 MSK. which further
means M '" 4.6 or 51 ightly more. naturally under the condition that the
hypocentral depth h is in the range from 5-10 km. The 10g(N) • f(M)
relation which is known for many regions of the world, shows the nLlllber
of earthquakes of certain magnitude intervals in terms of the
di 5tr i but ion of thei r val ues. For Greece. for example. the re lat ion
according to Karnik [ 1968-1971] shows that for 50 events with magnitude
6.0 we have to expect as many as 400 seismic events of magnitude 5. ThlS
means that there is a rather high probability that earthquakes may happen
which originate at shall~ depths in the range of 5-10 k;. ;l!"'~ have an
intensity approaching 8 MSK. and which according to the local
circumstances could have a potential to destroy buildings and to kill
people.

Therefore. on the bas i s of the frequent recurrence rate of smaller
seismic events the conclusion can be drawn that the potential hazard in
this region is to be expected to be equally or even more dangerous lII/ith
respect to events with M '" 5.0 than M = 6.0 or more. This apparent
conclusion has in fact also some physical and not only purely statistical
foundation.

Defining the earthquake volume V as the size of volume which is in a
state of stress and in which a simultaneous release occurs. by magnitude
dependent relation:

(2) log V '" 9.58 + 1.47 • M

where V has to be expressed in cubic centimeters. we find that for

magnitude'" 5.0 the radius of the

equivalent sphere has to be 2.7 km.

for M :: 5.5, r :: 4.8 km and

for M '" 6.0, r = 8.4 km.

It means that for spherical shapes of foci and M • 6.0 the focal depths
should exceed 8.4 km.

Of course, we could be confronted with cases where we might observe
a dipole source with an ellipsoidal form of the source zone. There the
minor axis of the ellipsoid could be very small, which would mean a very
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shallow focus and extreMly pronounced seismic effects along the major
axis of the ellipsoidal body, if this axis were parallel to the earth's
surface.

The relation:

(3) 'W'
hmin

is in this respect very important but physically limit!d and yields the

Table 1

Some Results of Calculations of f
(Typical values)

Earthquake

Agadir. Morocco (1960)
Italy (1857)
Avezzano. Italy (1915)
Skopje, Yugoslavia (1963)
Lar. Iran (1960)
Messina, Italy (1908)

Quazvin, Iran (1970)
Ambato. Ecuador (1949)
Ariano, Italy (1930)

Quetta. Pakistan (1935)

Value of f

8.6
7.5
7.2
7.2
7.0
6.9

6.8
6.8
6.6
6.5

after (l)

highest specific destructions. if the earthquake originates in a densely
settled arel with non-resistant buildings.

The specific destruction f is by definition represented by the
following equation:

(4)
c • (Nit + 1)

f • log E



The notation means: f
Nk
E
M
c
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= specific destruction,
= number of human victims,

seismic wave energy,
= Richter scale magnitude,
= a constant.

Combining this with the E{M) relationship

( 5) log E = 12.24 + 1.44 M

Table 2
Average Specific Destruction fav in SeismicQily

Active Regions of the World

Region

Mediterranean
Iran-Pakistan-Afghanistan
Centra1 Asia
South America
Japan-Taiwan
India
New Zealand
North America

Number of
Events Usea

11

6

6

7

11

3

2

6

Average Specific
Destruction f av•

6.3

6.0
4.8
4.7
4.6
4.3
3.3
2.8

(after M. 81th)

* The standard deviation on the average is 1.0

and the condition that f • 0 for Nk z 0 and M= 8.9, which ensures that f
~, we obtain the equation:

(6) f z log (Nt + 1) - 1.44 M+ 12.82

Specific destruction f depends on many factors. Type and quality of
building construction, subsoil conditions, slant distances to the focal
zones, density of population, time of the day when the earthquake occurs,
radiation properties of seismic waves, secondary seismic effects {sea
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waves - tsun~is, landslides or rockslides. inundations from dams. fires.
etc.) are implicitly included in this factor. The factor of specific
destruction is apt to give a good idea of which earthquakes rank as the
most destructive in relation to their energy release. However. it does
not account for the various categories of damage in the economic sense.

It is interesting to note that f for the above mentioned reasons is
not highest on some very spectacular occasions. The Quetta, Pakistan.
earthquake on May 30. 1935. with a death toll of about 30.000 human lives
and M = 7.5 yields a specific destruction of only 6.49. The Peru
earthquake in 1970 with Nk = 66.794 and M• 7.7 gives an f • 6.56 and the
disastrous Tangshar. events in China on July 27, 1976, characterized by Nk
= 655.237 and M= 8.2 result "only· in an f • 6.83. On the other hand
the Agadir earthquake in Morocco on February 29. 1960, yields for values
of Nk = 15.000 and M= 5.8 the specific destruction f of 8.64.

An attempt to define an average specific destruction f av has been made by
M. Bath L1967]. Calculations of the average specific destruction f av for
the seismically most active regions of the W<lrld have been presented by
the author. They are shown in Table 2.

Some coments are necessary on the contents of Table 2. On the
basis of small sample numbers it is hardly possible to draw any
conclusions about the "seismic weather" or "seismic climate" of regions.
Complete data for certain regions and defined time intervals are
requ ired. However, in spi te of the somet imes prob1emat ic m,nbers on
human losses and differences in magnitudes obtained by various methods
and techniques. a cumulative presentation of data for some countries and
time periods seems to be justified.

Mean Cumulative Specific Destruction f c for Selected Countries

The mean cumulative specific destruction--as it is proposed here--is
defined as the sum of individual specific destructions in a given country
during a time interval. expressed in decades of years. It includes all
seismic events of certain magnitude classes which caused human losses in
a certain country. It is definednby:

): f.
f :: 1 '
c n

n

=

•

sum of specific destructions for a country during a time
interval,

number of seismic events with human losses.
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A presentation of values of specific destructions for a selected nllDber
of countries in the Mediterranean seismic belt and partly in the
Transasiatic seismic belt for three decades from 1950 to 1979. as
compared with figures for the United States (see Appendix 1) yields the
mean values of fc shown in Table 3.

Marrocco has had in this time period only one seismic event of
considerable f. Iran with a destructive earthquake on March 21.1977. is
in the second place (f : 8.1427).

Table 3

Mean Cymulative Specific Destruction
f • Syms of f i and Number of Events
c n for Selected Countries for

the Period 1950 - 1979

Country

Greece
India
Iran
Italy
Morocco
Pakistan
Turkey
United States
of America
Yugoslavia

n
f c ~f;

4.7216 42.4944
5.2168 15.6504
6.1026 146.4624
5.9934 59.9340
8.6441 8.6441

5.6601 16.9803
5.6568 135.7632

3.9783 35.8047
5.4163 21.6652

n

9

3

24
10
1

3

24

9

4

Obviously the sums of fi indicate a seismicity level connected with
seismic vulnerability of a country. Iran and Turkey are in the first and
second place. Rare events. as for instance in Morocco. contribute to
mean cumulative specific destruction fc. but they are not significant for
a general long-term picture of specific destruction in the region because
the sum of f i (i • 1. ••n) is sma11.
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Involvement of Economic Factors

The susceptibility uf a country to earthquake hazard--partly
included in the vulnerability definition--has been presented in a way by
the mean cumulative specific destruction value fc for the past three
decades. It is obvious that f c would not have a constant. or even an
approxi~ate1y constant. value over a longer period of time. It depends.
as already has been said, on too many partly interdependent or
independent factors. as for instance the state-of-the-art level of
paraseismic construction. No attempt has been made in this paper to
include damage of various kinds caused by earthquakes in our
considerations.

However, the vulnerability of a country to seismic hazard on the
basis of specific destruction should somehow be defined also from the
economist's point of view. A long-term economic index of cumulative
specific destruction f ce is proposed and is referred to in this context
to 3 decades of years from 1950 - 1979. It is defined as

GNP 1 [f. GNP 1
010

( 8)

The notations mean:

f •
c =

n

f ce = long-term economic index of cumulative specific destruction for
a country and d cP..rtain time period dj. expressed in decades of
yE'ars.

.. number of decades of years under consideration. For instance
for j =3. dj = 30 years.

GNP gross national product per capita in USA (year 1978). i.e ••
9.700 US S.

GNPs " gross national product per capita in country ·s· under
consideration.

The results shown in Table 4 have been obtained.

In terms of economic capability and specific destruction. f, or
cumulative specific destruction. f c, it can be clearly seen that in the
past three decades India. Pakistan, and Morocco have been relatively more
endangered by earthquakes--if they occur. The United States with
relatively small number of seisms of this type. large territory, small f c
and high 9rosS national product per capita is in the best position.
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Normalized values in relation to (fce )3 ~ 1.00 (for USA) are
presented in Table 5.

Conclusion

Sums of specific destructions. 1: fit provide a measure of eartnquake
effects over the past three decades in cOIJntries compared. Mean
cumulative specific destructions, f c • provide ar, index for comparison in
accordance with the vulnerability of a country. ihis index is related to

Table 4

Values of (fce )3 (1950 - 1979)

Country (fce )3

Greece 14.00

India 289.16

Iran 27.15

Italy 14.13

Morocco 125.14

Pakistan 241.86

Turkey 45.35

USA 3.98

Yugoslavia 21.98

the economic capacity of the country by introduction of the index fee.
simply because rebuilding of the damaged area could in principle mainly
depend on this factor.
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Table 5

Values of (fee )3 in Relation to
USA (in ascending order).

Time Interval 1950-1979

No. Country (fee )3

1. USA 1.00
2. Greece 3.52

3. Italy 3.55
4. Yugoslavia 5.52
5. Iran 6.82
6. Turkey 11.39
7. Morocco 31 .44
8. Pakistan 60.77

9. India 72.65
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Appendix A

list of Catlstrophic Elrthqulkts, 1950· 1979.
In &reece, Indfl, Iran, Itlly, Morocco,
Plkfstln, Turkey, USA and Yugoslavfa

' ..r lMte locality "-bIr of M f
vfcU.. Nk

1950 AUG 15 Ass.. , India 1.530 8.7 3.4769

1951 AUG 13 Changra. Turkey ~ 6.8 4.7684

1952 JAN 3 Eastern Turkey 62 6.0 5.9793

1952 JUL 21 Tehlchapf, Kern County, USA 15 7.7 2.9361

1952 AUG 22 Bakersfield. Calif•• USA 2 5.B 4.9451

1952 OCT 22 Southern Turkey 18 5.0 6.8987

1953 FEB 12 Mazandaran. Provo Trud, 970 6.5 6.4472
Eastern Turkey

1953 MAR 18 Canakkale. Ballkeslr, 240 7.4 4.~60

Bandi,.... NW Turkey

1953 AUG 12 Ionfan S.. Isllnds. Greecl 460 7.4 4.8277

1954 APR 30 Clntral Greece 31 5.8 4.5331

1954 DEC 21 Eureka. Cal it .• USA 5.5 3.5170

1955 FEB 18 QueUa. Plkfstan 10 6.5 4.5014

1956 JUL 9 Then. Santorf n. Greece 57 7.4 3.9274

1956 JUL 21 Anjar. Cutch, Pakistan 117 5.5 5.5319

1956 OCT 31 Bastlk. Prov. Laristan. SE Inn 410 ~.8 5.6418

1957 APR 26 Fethtye. Turkly 23 6.3 5.1282

1957 MY 2B SIbiri-So1u, Turkly 53 7.2 4.1844

1957 JUL 2 AbIgI".. Iran-Caspi,n CGlst 2.500 7.2 5.8501

1957 DEC 13 FarsfnaJ. ItMIdin. KenIInshlh. 1.130 7.1 5.&794
Westlrn Iran

1958 JIlL 10 So"th. Alaska. Brit. Col_i, 5 7.8 2.3111
Yukon Territory

1958 AUG 16 Western KeNlnshill. Iran 191 6.7 5.4553
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'.ar Dttl Locality blllr of .. ,
wlctll1S Nk

1959 AUC 17 West 'Ill_toni, .... 28 7.1 4.0584
Uikl. Montenl. USA

1959 OCT 25 Hlnls. Vlrto. Ealt.~ TurklY 18 6.2 5.1708

1960 FEB 29 A9Idl r. Morocco 15.000 5.8 8.6441

1960 APR 24 GlrlSlI. Llr-Iran 450 5.9 6.9781

1961 JUN 11 Dellkuyell. Iran 62 '.S 5.Z593

1962 AUG 21 AWll1lno. Arlano Irplno. [taly 16 '.1 5.2564

1962 AUG 28 Southeast of Peloponnl.o., 5 7.0 3.5181
Greecl

1962 SEP 1 QezYln, OIllftfallln, Nortll- 12.230 7.1 6.5835
IlleStl"" Iran

1963 JUl 2& Skopjl. Yugoslawll 1.100 &.0 7.2218

1963 SEP 2 Kast.lre Valley, Pakistan 79 5.4 6.9471
border 1'191on

1964 lIAR 27 Prlncl ."'1l.. Sound. Anchora91~ 131 8.5 2.7005
S_rd. Valdez. Alaska, USA

1964 OCT 6 lurs•• IIl1ke.lr. Turkey 30 &.8 4.5194

1965 APR 5 Megllopolll. Greece 18 &.2 5.1708

1965 APR 29 Puget Sound. IIIsll. USA & &.5 ".3050

1966 AlII 19 Ylrto, ElSte~ Turke,. 2.5Z0 6.9 6.28M

1967 JIL Z2 AdaPtZlrl, Ilort....tern 97 7.2 4 .....32
Anato11a. Turke,.

1967 JIA. ZI Tuncal', Erzlnean Prov., 112 5.8 1.5210
Turta,.

1967 NOV 30 Delllr region, Yugoslayla - 20 6.0 5.5022
All11nl.

lM7 II(C 10 ICoJ'"l III9Ir, Indl. 172 1.5 5.llIIO

1918 ,JAIl 15 GII1111lna. Plnanna, SalIP1- 740 1.1 '.9058
rvt.I. ManteY.go, Slcfly, Ital,.

1918 m19 Aylos. Efstrattos. L_I 1s1 •• 20 6.5 ".7822
Aeglan Sea. lrelce
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Yea" Date Localtt, N'-'r 0' JIll ,
ytctfllS Nit

1968 APR 29 Nlltu, Rtzltyeh. Western 38 5.3 6.7791
Irln

1968 AUG 31 K~rlsl, KAlthlt. Desthe 20.000 7.4 6.41151
Blylr, Northelstern Irln

1968 SEP Ferdows. Irln 2.000 6.7 6.4732

1969 JAN 3 KhorlSln Pro\' •• Irln 50 5.6 6.46311

1969 lIAR 28 AllSthtr. ~stern Turlt.y 53 6 .• 5.33114

1969 OCT 26 BenJI Lukl. YUgoSllYl1 22 6.• •• 9657

1970 lIAR 23 Broech, Ind1l 26 5•• 6 ••7Sot

1970 lIAR 28 Gedt z. Proy. KUtlh¥I, Turltey 1.086 7.3 5.~2

1970 JUL 30 Gedtz, Khorlsan Proy •• 176 6.6 5.5639
Northelst.rn Irln

1971 FEB 6 Tuscanta, Prov. LattUi. Italy 24 4.11 7.5!139

1!l71 FEB 9 Sen Fernlndo, Ce 11 f .• USA 65 6.8 4.8476

1971 IlAY 12 8urdur, Turk.y 72 6.3 5.lI113

1971 "",Y-22 8tn911, Gene. Turltty 863 6.7 6.1085

1972 FEB 4 AncolWl. Itll y •• !I 6.0650

1972 APR 10 Fars. za,ros Itts •• ProY. 5.374 7.1 6.3213
6IItr. rln

1972 JUN 14 Ancone. Italy 2 •• 7 11.5291

1973 NOV 14 Irln 5.5 5.2010

197. FE8 I.t". Turltey 2 5.2 5.8091

1975 APR 7 Binder Abbes. I"ln 7 5.8 5.3711

1975 SfP 6 Ltc•• Turlt.y 2.700 6.8 6.4595

1975 DEC 30 Henl, Hazr. Turlt.y 3 4.6 5.6240

1975 DEC 31 Attolll. &rHee 5.5 5.2310

1975 APR 2 A".t. Tyrlt.y • 4.6 6.1149

1976 APR 29 Arcuhln. Turlt.y • USSR • 5.5 5.5_
bo"'r I'e9lon

1976 IlAY 5 Frhll. Italy 978 6.9 5.8748
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'11r DUI Locllfty "'-bit' of "
,

v1ett_. "k

1976 JUL 9 Turkey 4.2 7.0730

1976 AUG 19 Dtntzlt, Turkey 4 4.9 6.4629

1976 SEP 11 Fr1ult • Ittly 5 5.5 5.6782

1976 SEP 15 Frful t, Ittly 11 6.0 5.2592

1976 NOY 7 Ylndtk, Prov. Khorlun. Irln 17 6.2 5.1473

1976 NOY 24 Prov. Yin, TurklY 3,526 7.3 5.8675

1977 MAl 21 ..ndlr Abll.l. (KIlvortU. 900 5.3 8.1427
(lIll1l (lIZ1) Soutlltrn I rln

1977 MAl 25 Pllu. Elstlrn Turkly 30 5.1 6.9674

1977 APR 6 Ardll, 8oruJen. Centrll [rln 500 6.5 6.1598

1977 D£C 19 "bttnp1. S1sk, S.rIS1Ib. 584 5.4 7.8112
Provo KerwensllIh. Iren

1978 APR 15 Stel1y. IUly 5 5.9 5.1022

1978 JUIl 20 Thtssllontk1, &retee 49 6.4 5.3030

1978 SEP 16 Tabls. Iran 16.000 7.7 5.9361

1978 DEC 14 Iz.... "lSjld-..Soll~n. 76 5.5 6.7865
Iran

1979 JAIl 16 8ozlllll.ld. Eastlrn Iran 200 6.1 6.3392

1979 APR 15 MDntltlltro. Yugoslu1a. 156 7.0 4.9359
Alb1n1a

1979 SEP 19 .-na, Itt11 5 5.9 5.1022

1979 IIOY 6 Nort'-sttrn &retel 5.5 5.2010

1979 IIOY 14 NortlMlstirn Iran 280 6.0 6.6287

U79 NaY 27 Nort_stlrn Iran 17 6.1 5.2913

(cc.pl1ld by tilt author)



WHAT IS A DISASTER?
AN AGENT SPECIFIC OR AN ALL DISASTER SPECTRUM APPROACH

TO SOCIO-BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF EARTHQUAKES?

E. L. Quarantelli

Introduction: The Problem Question

Kenneth Burke once wrote, "A way of seeing is also a way of not
seeing" (quoted in Lindesmith and Strauss, [1949; p. 101 ]). One
implication of this remark is that all of us are partly blind in almost
all situations since we get accustomed to looking at various situations
in set customary ways. People interested in the disaster area are not
immune to this kind of blindness. We all have a habitual way of looking
at disaster phenomena.

This paper is aimed at mak ing us better aware, perhaps, of some of
the consequences of our usual blindness. If the connents and
observations made make us more conscious that the way we habitually see
phenomena is not the only meaningful way possible or the only obvious
one, it will have achieved its major goal. While later on, we eventually
advocate one kind of perspective for certain kinds of earthquake
phenomena, the purpose of this paper is less one of converting people to
a particular approach than it is to try to suggest that there are
different ways.

In this conference we are basically concerned with earthquake
phenomena, or more specifically, with the social and economic aspects of
earthquakes and planning to m;tigate their impacts. Less than twelve
months ago, I attended a workshop on aircraft disasters lQuarantelli,
198Oa]. Just about a year ago, at the Disaster Research Center we had a
national inVitational meeting on preparations for and responses to acute
chemical emergencies [Gray and Quarante11i, 1981]. Conferences on flash
floods have regu1ary been held for the last several years in the United
States. Earthquakes, aircraft accidents, acute chemical emergencies,
flash floods--in each case, one kind of disaster or disaster agent has
been the primary if not exclusive focus of attention of those in
attendance. In contrast, also in the last few years, I have been at
i nternationa1 and nat iona1 conferences where the over all or bas ic thetlle
of the meeting has been disasters of all kinds (e.g., The Sociology and
Social Psychology of Dis~sters at the 9th World Congress of Civil Defence
in Rabat, Morocco, November 1980) or eKtreme1y broad classes of disasters
(e.g., as at the annual Natural Hazards Workshop held at the University
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of Colorado) or very general categorical topics, such as disaster
medicine (see, for example [Quarantelli, forthcomingl, or disaster relief
(8aiseden, 1979]. The assumption in these conferences was that it is
possible to talk of disasters generally and to take a generic approach to
disaster problems. The first set of meetings I mentioned seemed instead
to assume an agent specific approach to disasters and to take a
particularistic approach, be it earthquakes, aircraft accidents. acute
chemical emergencies, or flash floods. This polarity between an agent
specific and a generic approach to disasters shows up in more than
meetings of those interested in the disaster area. Planning
organizations and operational agencies as well as researchers and
theorists also tend to divide in roughly the same way. In other words, a
polarity in orientation is pervasive ~ong those involved with disasters,
be it in mitigation, preparedness. response and recovery activities, or
in studying disaster problems.

For example, in my own state of Ohio in the United States, chemical
emergencies are handled by a state agency, the Environmental Protection
Agency, which is totally separate from the organization responsible for
planning and operational work for floods in our state. Some research
institutions have a specific agent focus, others do studies
acr~ss-the-board insofar as disasters are concerned. Thus, there is the
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, and there is also the Disaster
Research Center which looks at a range of accidents and catastrophes from
tornadoes to plane crashes, from hurricanes to acute chemical
emergencies, from coastal shore erosion to forest and building fires.
The literature in the area also tends to divide into agent specific and
generically oriented publications. There is the journal Disasters which
has articles involving a wide range of disasters from earthquakes to
aircaft accidents, from agricultural frosts to famines. Then there is
the Journal of Hazardous Materials which limits itself primarily to
chemically generated disasters. Similarly, we have the newsletter
Unscheduled Events which in practice covers civil disturbances and
disorders and other mass emergencies, as well as a very wide range of
natural and technological disasters. In addition there is the the
newsletter The Earthquake Information Bulletin or the Bush Fire Bulletin.
Not unexpectedly, funding agencies and policy groups in governments also
represent a mixture of agent specific and generic disaster orientations.

This kind of polarity or dichotomy also shows up at another level,
which I will only briefly and indirectly discuss. but is worthwhile
noting because it involves what almost everyone would agree would
represent an extreme manifested in both planning and activities as to
whether wartime nuc lear catastrophes and peacetime natural di sasters can
or cannot be treated as meaningful members of the same class. or whether
the differences between the two kinds of phenomena are essentially
differences in kind rather than just degree A U.S. National Acade~ of
Science committee, of which I was a member, recently struggled with this
problem. It attempted to identify similarities and differences, for
eXall1>le, between the detonation of privately made nuclear weapons by
terrorists and the i""act of tornadoes, between 1imited nuclear attacks
and earthquakes. between nuclear power plant accidents and riverine
floods, and between hazards associated with the transportation of nuclear
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mated a1s and those involved in the transportation of hazardous
chemicals. The comparisons attempted clearly showed a conscious belief
that trying to perceive phenomena which are not usually grouped together
within the same framework might prevent us from being partially blind in
the way stated at the beginning of this paper. However. the conmittee's
final report has not yet and in fact may never be published because of a
strong difference of opinion among the reviewers of the report as to
whether it is or is not scientifically meaningful or even possible to
compare hazardous nuclear incidents and non-nuclear disasters. To some.
the agent specific characteristics of the nuclear phenomena puts it into
a different class than other disaster agents. Thus, there are those who
argue that any type of dangerous nuc1ear-re1ated happen i ng produces such
special and unique problems that neither the research findings nor the
organizations' plans cnd operations pertaining to other types of
disasters have signifl •. ant relevance. Perhaps some of you may have the
same view about earthquakes.

On the other hand, even in the admittedly extreme case of the
nuclear area, a different position is sometimes taken by those with
policy and operational authority and roles. Thus, when there was a
reorganizatlon last year of those multiple groups in the federal
government of the United States most concerned with mass emergencies
which had national implications. certain responsibilities for a very wide
range of emergencies was in principle and nominally, if not in fact or
practice, centralized in one agency. the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). This new organization is intended to deal with wartime as
well as peacetime natural disaster emergencies, as well as a variety of
technologically generated accidents including those in the nuclear area,
plus a variety of other potential crisis situations resulting from fires
or terroristic acts. Clearly FEMA was established with an all hazards
approach in mind and an assumption that for many purposes the management
problems of any emergency are similar irrespective of the agent involved.
There is an implicit view that plans and programs designed to mitigate,
prepare for. and counteract the destructive forces emanating from natural
and other peacetime disasters, can be applicable to whatever efforts
might be required for various nuclear hazards, including full scale
nuclear war.

In the last two paragraphs. therefore. we see how an agent specific
or a generic disaster approach can be taken even in the extreme case of
nuclear phenomena. It also illustrates that the issue we have raised is
not merely an academic exercise but has meaning in what is or is not done
at policy. planning. and operational levels. Put another way. different
decisions are made, different actions are taken. different resources are
mobilized, etc., depending on whether or not an agent specific or an all
disaster spectrum approach is assumed.

1 do not think that further illustrations are needed to show we
sometimes approach disasters 1n very specific agent terms and that
sometimes our approach is in generic terms. All of us, researchers and
planners. operational people and policy makers. vary in our approaches.
some of us taking on'=! approach. others assuming the opposite approach.
Perhaps this bothc~s you; perhaps it does not. But to me this
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polarization or dichotomy in approach is something we should consciously
and explicitly address. I think we need to clarify what we are assuming
one way or another. Thus. the title of my paper and its question: An
agent specific or an all disaster spectrum approach to socio-behavioral
aspects of earthquakes?

Jhe Question Behind the Problem Question

Of course, this questions begs a prior question. Why does the
distinction. the polarity or dichoto~ exist? What accounts for why
different peop1e and groups tend to take one or the other of these
approaches? Few have attempted to answer this question. The basic
imagery or model of the phenomena. which underlies how disaster planners
and disaster researchers go about their work. has not been a focus of
much scholarly concern or academic scrutiny. Yet. to the extent that the
reasons for the polarity in approach to disaster phenomena remain
unexamined. there will have to continue to be uncertainty about the
relative efficiency and effectiveness of using one approach as opposed to
the other.

We will not pretend we will be able in this paper to examine in
tota11ty why two perspectives exist. We will certainly not attempt to
examine in historical terms how one disaster agent or limited classes of
related agents became the focus of some bureaucratic domain even just in
the United States. It is relatively clear. for example. that the
historical fractionalization and compartmentalization of federal agencies
with responsibilities in planning. research. or operational functions
relating to disasters. hazards. and emergencies have tended to emphasize
differences rather than conmona lit ies among various types of disasters
and have supported an agent specific orientation. Thus, we have or have
had the U.S. Fire Administration. the Defence Civi 1 Preparedness Agency
(with a nuclear warfare orientation). the Environmental Protection Agency
(with a focus on certain kinds of liquid. gas. and solid waste
pollutants), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (with major responsibility
for nuclear reactor plants). the National Weather Service and the U.S.
Geological Survey (With foci on different meteorological and geophysical
hazards). etc •• not to mention the National Hurricane Warning Center. the
Center for Disease Control. the Tsunami Information Center. the Severe
Storms Forecast Center. etc •• as well as the Flood Insurance Program. the
Federal Dam Safety Program. etc. Also, we will do no more than mention
that at regional. state. county. and local cOIlII.mfty levels there are
myriad agencies. cOl1lllissfons. and departments each focusing on only one
separate. specific kind of disaster ranging from urban drought to rural
fire problems.

Since one review a few years ago found over 100 federal level
agencies alone had some formal disaster responsibility in the United
States [Fritz. 1977]. to trace how and when different groups were
assigned or took over different specific disaster related activfties or
functions would be a herculean task. I do think such a historical
reconstruction would be very informative. In the case histories we
should be able to see what factors entered into the dynaJllics of how
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"disasters" were divided up and parcelled out to different governmental
agencies (and even a few which were primarily left for the private sector
as in the chemical hazards area). In addition, a cross-cultural study of
which different government agencies in various societies have taken over
or been assigned the phenomena of earthquakes might be especially
interesting and how earthquake prediction is currently being
organizationally assigned could be a fascinating examination of some of
the interface between the world of scienc-:! and the world of politics.
However, such research and scholarly excurc;ions are for others at some
other time.

Our i"",ediate goal is much more modest. It is to suggest that what
lies behind the distinction between an agent specific and a generic
approach is the simple matter of how disasters are conceptualized in the
first place. I use the term "simple" here solely to indicate that what
is primarily involved is basically a conceptual problem. The problem
itself is very complex.

What is a disaster? Elsewhere. I recently stated that people in the
disaster area have unfortunately mostly avoided explicit and systematic
attention to this question [Quarantelli, 1980c]. Too many have accepted
the view that "a disaster is I?erhaps easier to recognize than it is to
define" [Barkun, 1974. p. S1J. But while there has been relathely
little manifest academic attention to the problem, at an implicit level,
anyone who conducts studies or undertakes planning for disasters
implicitly does have to have an image or conception of the phenomena.
From the few explicit discussions (e.g., [Carr, 1932] [Barton, 1963]
[Barton. 1970] [Stodda~d. 1968]) and the many implicit assumptions about
the phenomena, it is possible to pull together what people and groups
assume or think about when they use the word or term "disaster."

Different Conceptions of Disaster

There are at least seven different major ways in which disasters
have been either implicitly or explicitly conceptualized. At least in
ideal type terms we can say that the problem has been or is approached in
these relatively distinct. although in some cases. related ways. The
seven views we will note do not cover all the defini~ional and
operational ways that have been and are used to designate "disasters"
(e.g •• the American National Red Cross operationally defines as disasters
those situations of distress involving five or more families). They do
not represent all the arguments made or all the empirical phenomena
pointed to in discussions about what constitutes a "disaster" (e.g., that
disasters are actualizations of structural vulnerability, see [Pelanda.
1981]). Furthermore, even the same writers or speakers are not always
consistent in their usage of the term. and. of course. there is no
widespreac.i consensus about the label--it is a sponge word or concept as

. noted over a decade ago [Quarantelli and Dynes. 1970, p. 328].
Nonetheless. the seven ways we will discuss do represent relatively
different emphases in answering the question: What is a disaster? As
such. we will identify what is being pointed to. and briefly note the
case made for each particular formulation. Later, by contrasting
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extremes. we will note what ill1)lications there are for theoretical and
practical purposes in accepting one version or another of what
constitutes a disaster.

In ideal type terms. disasters have been equated with:

1. Physical agents;
2. The physical ill1)act of such physical agents;
3. An assessment of physical impacts;
4. The social disruption resulting from an event with physical

impacts;
5. The social construction of reality in perceived crisis

situations which may or may not involve physical ill1)acts;
6. The political definitions of certain crisis situations; and
7. An inbalance in the demand-capability ratio in a crisis

occasion.

Some general comments are first in order. There have been changes
in emphasis in the course of the efforts to reformulate the term
disaster. The first three formulations noted above, the earliest in the
area, primarily have physical referents. For about two decades now.
however. socially oriented definitions have also been advanced. with
probably Fritz I S [l961l statement being a turning point in setting the
stage for later definitions of a more social nature. If anything. and as
we will discuss below. the more recent definitional and conceptual
attempts, as manifested in the last four formulations listed above, have
been variants of an attempt to view disasters as essentially social
phenomena of some kind. The emphasis has been changing from the physical
event to a focus on social situational aspects. Thus. as an example. the
physical land movement which is an earthquake, is in the later
formulations. conceptualized as a disaster only if it involves certain
social phenomena--an event. a construction, a political position. or an
occasion with particular social characteristics.

To be sure. even most of the newer social conceptions tend to assume
relatively identifiable. focused events which can be located in space
time terms IQuarantelli and Dynes, 1977]. This. as critics have noted.
leaves unclear the categorical status of very diffuse occasions, such as
famines and epidemics, that have traditionally been and in cOl1l1lOn sense
terms are classified as being disasters. This. in turn, has led some to
argue that the emphasis on a specific event as a distinguishable feature
reflects a Western society bias and is unsuitable for identifying
disasters in underdeveloped societies [Westgate and O'Keefe, 1976). The
most extreme attack is mounted by those who argue that the word disaster
is an outmoded concept. a residue from the flow of history which captures
relatively insignificant phenomena at best instead of the newer terrors
and pervasive perils that have emerged in the modern world [Barkun,
1974] •

The critics just noted may be making some valid points. However, it
does seem premature to discard totally the concept of disaster. and it
may not be completely inappropriate for theoretical and practical
purposes. that the term as used in some current research. scholarly.
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policy, and administrative discourse does not fully capture what was
caught by older, everyday usages of the term. Historically. scientific
concepts are often developed by progressive refinements which exclude
part of what was pointed to in the original common sense usages of words.
For the time being, the better part of wisdom would seem to dictate
continuing efforts to answer the question: What is a disaster?

While we will look at each of the seven formulations listed above in
more detail, in no sense will the discussion be exhaustive. For the most
part, we will ignore the reification and anthromorphism which is rJmPant
in many definitions of disasters, and the misplaced concreteness and the
logical flaws that permeate efforts to conceptualize disasters. Instead.
for purposes of exposition, we present the formulations as they are
either explicitly or il11llicitly advanced by users of the term.
"disaster."

1. Disasters as physical agents.

The word "disaster" is sometimes equated with certain kinds of
physical agents such as earthquakes. fires, floods. (':ld explosions. The
basic idea here as [Dynes 1976] has pointed out. is that there is
"something" which can potentially produce an effect on the environment.
These "somethings" are designated as disaster agents, with a frequent
distinction being made between "natural" or "acts of God" and "human" or
"man-made" agents. Thus. a natural land movement of a certain kind is
called an earthquake; the accidental transformation. as a result of
human error, of an inert liquid into an expansive gas is called a
chemical explosion.

In this image of disaster, there is a search for primarily the
physical cause of whatever occurs. Now many philosophers and scientists
see a search for cause as a chimerical exercise, since in their view
"causality is a property of theoretical systems rather than of the world"
[Mullins, 1974, p. 41. However, if one accepts the notion of cause. it
follows that there would be different natural causal agents for different
phenomena. An earthquake is caused by something different than a fire.
Extremely agent specific causes are involved, and knowlege of one agent
tells nothing about another. Studies of a radically different nature are
necessary for different agents.

2. Disasters as physical impact.

Since a disaster agent is not the same as a physical impact. it is
not surprising that in some usages the term "disaster" is only equated
with the latter. In this usage, there is a disaster when there is some
kind of noticeable physical impact in some part of the environment. A
hurricane will move air and water; an earthquake w111 move land and
water. But what is important in this conception is that the physical
impact is discernible.

Attention is paid 1n this formulation to both how characteristics of
the disaster agent may affect impact, and in what sphere the impact
occurs. With respect to the latter, impact can be seen as occurring in
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the geophysical sphere or environment, in the biological environment,
and/or in the socio-technical sphere ~ynes, 1976]. Also, certain
characteristics of disaster agents are seen as having impl1cations for
producing particular types of impact !pynes, 1975]. Thus, it is noted
that disaster agents differ in their frequency since they are not
randomly distributed over space. Localities generally have to be near a
geological fault to be impacted by discernible earthquakes. Tsunamis
cannot directly impact areas not bordering on large bodies of water.
Disaster agents also differ as to their duration. A volcanic eruption,
as in the case of Mount St. Helens may have a prolonged duration. The
typical earthquake impact is relatively short, although there can be
repetitive shocks or aftershocks. The usual chemical explosion is of
very brief duration. Discernible physical characteristics may not be
socially significant, but there is little question that the features of
many physical impacts can be ascertained and often in quantitative terms.

3. Disasters as assessments of physical i"1Jacts.

Discernible physical impacts of disasler agents may occur, but
depending on the assessment made, in one formulation. only some would be
categorized as "disasters." The event to be classed as a disaster has to
be assessed as "disastrous" in some manner or other. This seems to be
the reasoning behind, for example, the old U.S. Office of Emergency
Preparedness (a partial predecessor of FEMA) report on preparedness for
ten natural disasters. Causes and characteristics of each of the ten
agents are discussed. Thus, in the instance of earthquakes there is a
discussiorl of their primary and secondary effects, the probability and
places of their occurrences, and what they may do to people, property,
economy, and ecology. IDisaster Preparedness, 1972. pp. 71-83J.

In this approach, there is the notion of a benchmark or a threshold
beyond which there is a negative assessment which allows for calling the
event a disaster. Often the assessing criteria used are implicit, but
sometimes they are semi-explicit as manifested in the Mercalli and
Richter scales of earthquakes strengths. Both scales, the flrst
measuring intensity and the second measuring magnitude. involve
combinations of discernible physical impacts and some assessments of
those effects. Ana logous assessment measures of impact have recent ly
been developed for hurricanes and tornadoes. In this approach to
disasters. most would seem to be agreeing with some variant of a
statement by Barkun. "Disaster means damage--physical, SOCial. and
psychological" [1974, p. 72] although many focus primarily on the
physical effects.

The three conceptions of disasters noted above, While similar and
related, do have different emphases. In the first conception. the focus
is on antecedent conditions or causes responsible for the physical agent.
In the second formulation. the distingUishing feature of disaster is that
it is characterized by a diScernible physical impact. In contrast,
something is a disaster in the third conception when the effects are
assessed as being notable. Put in other words. the three formulations of
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disaster respectively stress causes, characteristics, and consequences of
physical agents and their impacts.

4. Disasters as social disruptions from events with physical impact.

Conceptions of disasters involving social aspects start to come to
the fore in this fourth view of disasters. In this approach, a physical
impact is charactet'ized as a "disaster" if the magnitude of the impact,
as indicated by property damage and casualties, is bel ieved to be high
enough to result in disruption of social life. Thus, if there is a
degree of destruction of material goods and/or the killing and injuring
of people are relatively large, the event is viewed as a disaster. it is
a disaster not because of the physital impact per se, but because of the
assumed consequences for social life emanating from the physical
happenings. As such, this formulation of disasters differs somewhat from
conception #3 Just discussed because relative emphasis is on the social
ra4-"t:r than the physical.

Thus, in this approach to disasters, physi:al indicators by way of
dead bo~ies and wrecked buildings. etc •• are taken primarily as a s1gn of
probable social disruption. For example. a frequently used definition by
social scientists is that a disaster is

an event, concentrated in time and space, in which a society, or a
relatively self-sufficient subdivision of a society. undergoes
severe danger and incurs such losses to its members and physical
appurtenances that the social structure is disrupted and the
fulfillment of all or some of the essential functions of the society
is prevented ([Fritz, 1961] derived from [Endlemen. 1952]).

As someone who was personally involved with the group of social
scientists at the University of Chicago from whom this definition
emanted, I can say that the original statement assumed a very close
correlation between extensive physical impact and social disruption. In
fact, disasters were to be found for study purposes by noting indications
of death and damage. since it was assumed that social disruption was a
necessary consequence if an event involving major impact had occurred.
Although the defining group deliberately and successfully avoided the use
of the term "social disorganization." it is clear, at least in
retrospect, that the definers expected physical destruction or disarray
to be reflected in social disorder or disorganization. This use of
physical signs to find and identify a disaster, because of the assumed
resulting social problems, continues to this day.

5. Disasters as a social construction of reality in perceived crisis
situations which may or may not involve physical impacts.

The four conceptions of disasters noted in this point assulle a
phys i ca1 impact of some kind. However. soc i a1 sc i ent ists in part icu 1ar
have always been troubled by the easily made observation that there is no
necessary correlation between physical impact and social activity. The
New Madrid earthquake of 1811-1812 had massive physical effects on the
topography of the region, even changing the course and channel of the
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Mississippi River [Penick, 1976]. But many do not characterize this
major physical upheaval as a disaster, since the area at that time was
very sparsely populated and there was very little damage or destruction
of property and possibly no loss of life. On the other hand, a
completely false story circulating about a major break in a dam above a
town precipitated flight and evacuation [Danzig et al. 1958]. This
behavior, however I is not distinguisable from that studied in the actual
Teton dam break Golec, 1980 J. So many define both of these cases as
instances of disasters despite the lack of any physical il1¥)act in the
first instance. from the viewpoint of social reality, both of the dam
situations had been socially constructed so they were perceived in the
same dangerous way by the involved populations. The principle here is an
old sociological one that "if a situation is defined as real, it is real
insofar as consequences are concerned.- Therefore, to some, the
question, insofar as a disaster is concerned, is not the presence or
absence of physical il1¥)act, but whether there is a belief of threat and
danger to important values such as life, well-being. property, and social
ora~r.

In this conception of disaster, there must also be a socially
constructed perception of a crisis situation, that is, a situation
necessitating unexpected collective action because high priorHy values
are involved (see, e.g., [Form and Nosow, 19581 who conceptualized
indi'/idual, group, and organizational actions where previous modes of
behavior are no longer applicable as a crisis situation, and illustrate
it from the social aftermaths of a tornado in Michigan). According to
this view. actual impG:t is not the crucial element. As one of the very
earliest researchers who grappled with the concept of disasters said:
"The nature of agent--flood, fire, wind, poiso", disease, explosion,
etc.-··has meaning as well as consequences; that is, it makes differences
in the subjective response of threatened people, as well as in the
rneasures that have, objectively to be taken against it or because of it"
[Powell, 1954, p. 11.22]. The relevant meaning in this conception of
disaster is the perceived need for collective action, a consensus type of
crisis in contrast to dissensus crisis ~uarantelli, 1970].

Clearly this aporoach with its differential perceptual possibilities
as a result of different social constructions of reality make the concept
of disaster a relativistic rather than an absolutistic term. In fact, a
completely social constructionist approach to the problem can lead to the
eventual position that there is no one entity as such which can be called
a disaster. As I wrote elsewhere:

a disaster is not a unitary whole. For different areas or
cOlllllunities. for different organizations and families. the "same"
disaster may start and may stop at different chronological points.
For example, a weather service may start getting involved in a
disaster with the first sighting of danger cues picked up by its
monitoring system, and its involvement may end after a warning
message has been issued. In the "same" situation, the disaster from
some governmental agricultural agency may start six months after
actual impact because certain crops might not be planted until that
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time due to salt water contamination. and the organizational
involvement may end only two years after that.

The importance of noting this is that what is considered a disaster
and its duration can vary. and usually does. even for emergency
organizations which may become involved. Thus. what may appear to
be an urgent matter to one group requiring immediate action. is not
seen in that light at all by another organization. There are
differential time involvements and differential time withdrawals
from a disaster. A disaster is not a fixed entity out there with a
fixed time duration. A disaster. insofar as its existence is
concerned. is always a relative matter. varying according to whose
perspective is being applied. [1977. p. 1021.

6. Disasters as the political definitions of certain crisis situations.

Certain writers have pushed the social construction of reality
approach to one extreme point and have argued that disasters are not only
soci a1 construct ions but bas ica11y are pol1t ica1 phenomena [Brown and
Goldin. 1973] [Westgate and O'Keefe. 19761. As such. whether crisis
situations even get defined as disasters are pol itical decisions in the
broad sense of the term. Such political decisions are reflective of the
interests of the eli te. or power ho1ders ina soc iety or cOlllllun ity.
Thus, in this view, disasters should be seen as certain kinds of
political definitions.

It is noted that there have been instances of nations officially
declaring that no disaster has occurred when by other definitions of
disasters there has been such an occurrence. The formal denial of an
earthquake. cyclone. or famine disaster in certain cases not only
prevents international disaster relief. but in some instances even leads
to little or almost no internal domestic response [Freudenheim, 19791.
Conversely, of course, there are opposite examples, where "disasters"
have officially been declared to have occurred when disinterested outside
parties could not see that the designated situation had materially
changed from everyday happenings. Thus. some students of the problem
argue that definitions of disasters are less related to "objective"
happenings than they are to the involved interest of those who can effect
the political decision making of a system at crisis time [Davis. 1975]
[Glantz, 19761.

Those who define disasters in this way are not impressed by
arguments that in most such cases something has actually happened and
that what is involved is simply an unWillingness for political reasons
officially to define a situation with a particular label. They observe,
as noted above, that the formal designation can make a difference in
everything from mitigation and prevention. to response and recovery
activities. If. as has happened in the United States in the past, there
is an official presidential declaration of a disaster or there is a
denial of such a declaration. various resources can or cannot be
mobi Hzed. different programs can or cannot be implemented. etc. It
makes a difference. Unless one is very naive. it would be foolish to
deny that political considerations have not entered into the decision to
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make or not make a declaration. as well as affecting other aspects of the
situation being addressed.

For a variety of reasons, disaster researchers and theorists have
generally shied away from looking at the political aspects of disaster
phenomena (Quarantelli and Dynes. 1977, p. 421. Planners and policy
makers involved in disaster-related matters often well understand the
issue involved. but they too in general have said very little openly
about the matter. Yet it seems that political processes are involved in
all aspects of disaster phenomena (for specific research questions, see
[Taylor. 19781) and particularly whether an occurrence will or will not

be called a disaster, with subsequent effects on what happens. For some
disaster theorists and definers this is enough to argue that disaster
should be conceptualized as a pol itical statement about certain crisis
situations.

7. Disasters as an inba1ance in the demand-capability ratio in a crisis
situation.

There are those who argue that a "disaster" is better thought of as
a particular kind of crisis situation, a social occasion, different from
an impacting event, a perceptual construction, or a political definition.
These analysts see a disaster when the demands for action exceed the
capabilities for response in a crisis occasion. There is a perceived
urgent need to act because high priority values are threatened, thus the
crisis, but the capabilities--intangible and otherwise--are not enough to
meet the demands of the occasion. The occasion (a term taken from
[Goffman, 1963] and specifically applied to disaster phenomena by [Brown
and Goldin. 1973]) typically requires non-routine and emergent collective
behavior. Thus an earthquake is a disaster if non-typical and new social
behavior is necessary to generate an appropriate balance between the
demands and capabilities present in the occasion. Emphasis in this
formulation is not on social disorganization. perceptual beliefs of
danger, or elite labeling processes --ideas respectively central to the
previous three social conceptions of disasters discussed--but on the
collective effort to terminate a particular crisis by restoring
capabilities to the level of demands.

The ideas involved in this conception of disaster were first
generally advanced with respect to the behavior of formal organizations
in extreme stress situations (see some of the initial ideas in (Thompson
and Hawkes, 19621 and later developed by Drabek [Drabek and Haas, 1970]
(Haas and Drabek, 1973]). However, the notions involved are equally
applicable at other analytical levels such as individual aggregations,
households, non-organizational groups, interorganizational systems or
networks [Taylor et a1, 1976]. cOIIIIIUnities or societies. Furthermore,
the general idea can be used whether the occasion is a very diffuse or
acute one, whether there is just a threat or an actual happening, whether
the agent is of slow onset, cunatlative and diffuse (e.g•• some toxic
substances) or rapid. impactive and focused (e.g •• earthquakes), or
whether the crisis is of very long or short duration. As SUCh, some
disaster researchers fir.d value in conceptualizing disasters as crisis
occasions where the demands exceed the capabilities. They would
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generally see their view consistent with the statement that: "on the
most general level, an anticipated disaster is a contradiction in terms.
Without the element of surprise, defenses both material and psychological
may be erected. Much of the force of a di saster comes from the sudden
manner in which it assaults unprepared societies, institutions, and
psyches" lBarkun, 1974. p. 571.

Implications of the Conceptualizations

We made an excursion in the last few pages into different
conceptions of disasters because we believe that the view of what
cons t i tutes a di saster mostly under 1i es tak i ng an agent spec i fic or an
all disaster spectrum approach to earthquakes or other kinds of
"disasters" for that matter. Instead of looking at the separate
implications of each formulation, time and space considerations will
limit us to making a collective contrast between the first three
conceptions. and the last four conceptions. As a whole, the first three
are either consistent with or require an agent specific disaster
approach.

Especially with respect to conventional geophysical and
meterological agents, worthwhile work has long been undertaken on
specific physical agents. Even if the mysticism of causation is set
aside, it is certainly meaningful to ask why, for example, the earth
sometimes suddenly shakes and to answer that it results from the movement
on a fracture of the earth's crustal rocks. usually by a sliding along a
rupture plane or fault. It does not matter in such a framework if there
are no discernible human or social consequences for the physical agents.
In fact, the vast majority of earthquakes are not even discernible except
by sophisticated measuring instruments ThUS, it has been estimated that
"perhaps as many as one mi 11 ion earthquakes occur each year over the
globe," but that only perhaps 6.000 of these are felt by human beings
[Cornell, 1976. p. 110l. Higher figures are given by others lDisaster
Preparedness. 1972, p. 75]. Nevertheless, there is a phYSical phenomena,
whether sensed directly by humans or not. the dynamics of which can be
and are usefully studied.

But an important Question is whether it is equally val id to also
look at earthquakes as a special and unique case of a disorganizing
event, a perceptual construction, a political definition, or a particular
kind of crisis occasion? Put another way. will social and behavioral
scientists gain more by approaching earthquakes as very agent specific
disasters or looking at them as but one med>er of a broader class of
disasters and sharing much in common with such other disasters?

Our answer. obvious by now, is that more is to be gained by taking
the latter rather than the former position. It is not only defendable
but necessary, for example, for seismologists to look at earthquakes as
disaster agents in very specific terms. It is not as defendable for
social and behavioral scientists to do so; it is far more useful for
them to approach disast~rs involving earthquakes as part of a more
generic class. In fact, we think it becomes increasingly necessary to do
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so as one moves from a conception of a disaster as a disrupting event to
one of a crisis occasion, although we will not argue this point further.

The socially oriented conceptions of disaster force a focus on the
properties of the social situation and away from the characteristics of
disaster agents and i""act as such. Vastly oversimplifying for purposes
of illustration, was it important that in the San Fernando earthquake of
1971 approximately 60 persons were killed and two hospitals put out of
commission? For certain purposes, yes. But for other purposes it is far
more crucial, in understanding the social situation, that in terms of the
demand-capabi 1i ty rat io of that occas ion there were seven and one-ha lf
million "survivors N and 120 intact hospitals. If we use these simplified
figures only, there is even a question whether, from a sociological point
of view, there was a San Fernando earthquake Ndisaster."

More important is the fact that social factors can be quite similar
across many social situations in a way agent characteristics cannot be
(and even less than we ourse1yes once postu 1ated ~uarante 11 i and Dynes,
1970. p. 3281. This can be more than stated. While it is an
occupational disease of researchers to complain that very little is known
about whatever they are studying, and this lament has been expressed
about the disaster area [Mileti et al, 19751 [White and Haas, 19751, the
fact of the matter is that we are not totally ignorant of socio
behavioral aspects of disasters, and that relatively speaking we have
advanced tremendously in knowledge and understanding since the first
social scientists took to the field to study disasters in the United
States in the middle 1950s and in the early 1960s in Japan.

Crucial for the argument in this paper is that the cumulative
research and theory in the disaster area shows that there are many socio
behavioral features which are not disaster specific and cut across many
different types of disaster agents. Thus, it has been possible to derive
principles of disaster planning and emergency management [Quarantelli,
19811. In a recent disaster primer in a discussion of similarities and
differences between cOlllllUnity planning for natural hazards and chemical
hazards, some differences are noted, but it is then observed that

these differences do not necessarily rule out the appl ication of
principles of natural disaster planning to problems of chemical
hazards. In fact ••• studies on natural disaster planning and
response can be of value for persons connected with chemical
disaster preparedness.

It is then stated

regardless of the characteristics of a particular disaster agent and
the spec if ic demands generated by it, the same kinds of conmuni ty
response-related tasks are necessary in both kinds of disaster and
for all disaster phases. In any cOdmUnity, for example, the
assessment of hazards and the aggregation of disaster-relevant
resources are necessary, regardless of the specific hazards and
resources in question. Similarly, post-impact communication and
decision-making procedures must be planned for and activated in any
community crisis.
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To draw an analogy, a battle or. land is fought with different
weapons, material, personnel. and support systems than those used in
sea battles. but, nevertheless. the general overall battle
requirements are the same for both. In both cases. intell igence
about enemy strength and movements must be gathered. resources must
be collected, trained personnel must be led effectively, and so on.
The same ;s trup for disaster planning; although disaster agents
and the human and mater i a1 resources needed to respond to them may
vary. the same generic kinds of activities must be performed in the
predisaster, prei~act, response. and recovery periods, regardless
of the specific threat [Tierney, 1980. p. 18-19].

At a less abstract level. we have in the disaster area. for example.
substantial research findings on such disaster relevant topics as warning
[Mlleti, 1975), evacuation [Quarantelli. 1980bl. delivery of emergency
medical services ITaylor. 1977). search and rescue [Drabek et al,
forthcoming). etc. We also have considerable understanding of such
disaster related problems as looting [Quarantelli and Dynes. 19691.
mental health consequences [Perry and Lindell. 1978]. panic flight
[Quarantell i. 1979]. The point in noting these few ex~les, from the
very many other studies which co~ld be cited, is that they are typical in
their ignoring of the specific disaster agent which might be involved.
The findings are generalized across-the-board because the research effort
was not agent speCific. Thus. when Parr wanted to understand the
emergence of groups of disaster occasions. he looked at the Alaskan
earthquake. but also at tornado. explosion. flood. and plane crash
disaster occasions (1970). Anderson. in order to develop our knowledge
of civilian-mi litary disaster relations, looked at earthquakes in Chile.
Japan, and El Salvador. at tornadoes and floods as well as the Alaskan
earthquake in the United States. and a dam disaster in Italy [19691.

It has also become increasingly clear that what has been called
response generated demands are far less agent related than what has been
called agent generated demands in disasters [Quarantelli. 1981]. The
latter (never visualized as agent specific, however) are demands or tasks
generated by a disaster when it impacts or threatens to do so and
includes such activities as warning. search and rescue. care of the
injured. welfare needs. restoration of community services. etc. Response
demands. in contrast. are those tasks which must be carried out if the
agent related demands are to be met at all and include cOlllllUnication.
continuing assessment of the disaster situation, IIIObllization and
utilization of human and material resources. coordination and exercise of
authority. Although there is no space to document the point. Disaster
Research Center studies do suggest that even agent demands are inherently
related to the social situation involved and seem to have little direct
relationship of any kind with any specific agent dimension. In research
on planning for and response to acute chemical emergencies. we have found
chemical agent related dimensions less directly important than we had
originally hypothesized.

Even when social aspects seem agent specific related. closer
examination frequently indicates that is not the case. For example. the
concept of disaster subculture was initially linked to a specific agent.
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a flood subculture, a hurricane subculture. etc., [Moore. 1964] [Osborne,
1970] [Wenger, 1978J, but now there is reason to believe experience and
other situational factors are more important in the development of the
subculture than the characteristics of the specific disaster agent per
se.

I have cited mostly emergency time disaster phenomena. but this
mere ly reflects my major profess iona1 interest and work. Other topics
and issues could be cited such as resistances to hazard mitigation
measures, disaster insurance LKunreuther et a1, 1978]. obstacles in
recovery and reconstruction work, long run demographic and economic
consequences of disasters [Rossi et al. 1978]. Here too the findings are
disaster generic rather than agent specific. Most of the work mentioned
is derived from the American scene. and there may be cross-cultural
differences in some respect. [Cattarinussi and Pelanda. 1981] [Hirose.
1981 J and as suggested by McLuckie [1975], but if so, that is a social
situational rather than agent specific differentiating factor.

We think an all disaster spectrum or g<'neric approach is justified
whether problems are divided by time stage. 0.1 function, or levels of
response. That is. earthquake related issues could be looked at in tenms
of the pre-impact. the emergency. and/or the post-impact periods.
Similarly. earthquake relevant problems could be divided with respect to
functional tasks such as mitigation. preparedness, response. and/or
recovery. The responding units may be individuals. households. groups.
organizations, communities. societies, or international systems. Our
view is that we will gain more regarding time stages. functions. or
levels of response by considering earthquakes as a member of a more
generic class of disasters. Thus. we would argue that even earthquake
predictions are not that agent-specific a case. and. in fact. a recent
statement by Turner [1980] seems to imply that much of what we know about
how people respond to threats and warnings for other dangerous
pass ibil iti es is equally app1icab1e to pred ict ion scenarios for
earthquakes (but compare Panel on Public Policy Implications. [1975]).

It may sometimes appear that a generic approach to disasters may put
together rather dissimilar kinds of physical agents or other
heterogeneous elements and otherwise violate common sense. In one way
this is correct. but not necessarily significant. An analogy may make
this point better than a direct discussion.

Biologists have long classified whales. bats. and human beings as
manlllals. There are many manifest differences in sizes. structures. and
functions of these three creatures. but these obvious common sense
differences for purposes of biological study and application are far less
significant than less overt structural and functional similarities.
Thus. all mlllllllals are lIIarm blooded. bear their young alive. etc. For
these purposes. the physical size of a Whale compared with a bat. or that
the former necessari ly needs a water environment whereas hllftln beings
basically have to live in a land environment. etc•• are unimportant and
irrelevant.
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To put togethp.r manifestly different physical agents or overtly
distinctively different disaster related elements can be viewed in a
parallel fashion. For certain theoretical and practical purposes. a case
can be made for a generic rather than agent specific approach to
disasters. Thus. our answer to the Question in the title of our paper:
we should take an all disaster spectrum approach to socio-behavioral
aspects of earthquakes.

The general position we have expressed is hardly unique to us. When
the United States Congress was considering the Implementation Plan
required by the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act of 1977. the Office of
Technology Assessment was asked to develop "Criteria for Evaluating the
Earthquake Mitigation Implementation Plan." A sUlllllary of the report
which discussed the criteria said a major issue was "earthquake versus an
all natural hazards strategy." With respect to this matter. the report
concluded that

While it may be convenient for researchers and the large Federal
agencies to handle hazards categorically. the practicalities of
State and local government organization and function increasingly
require integrated planning and operations for all hazards.
Similarly. federal construction anrl housing programs also could be
responsible to all hazards. not just to one or a few selected
hazards. (quoted in nne Hazard Monthly. July. 1980, p. 3] see also
[Coates et al, 1979]).

Our view will not be easily accepted by others. This is
understandable. even apart from differences in conceptualizing disasters.
There are a number of other reasons--bad. indifferent. and good--for not
accepting or agreeing with a disaster spectrum approach to earthquakes.
There is a historical reasen. Much early work on disasters have
initially focused on the physical agent, and to some this becomes a
habitual and traditional way of doing things. As said earlier, "a way of
see;ng is also a way of not seeing." I have observed a similar
reluctance to moving away from an agent specific orientation in the fire
research and the chemical hazard areas. Researchers and operational
people in those two areas have been struggling with questions as to the
physical agents involved and the agent specific characteristics of the
agent. Accustomed to thinking in that way. they have difficulty in
seeing that socia-behavioral studies of other disaster situations have
di rec t app1icab il i ty to the i r own areas. But even in these areas the
generic disaster approach is making headway [Tierney. 1980).

Even recognizing that there may be a mere valid approach than an
agent specific perspec.tive is handicapped by the fact that many of us
involved in disaster problems have difficulty in cOllllllnicating because
our worlds of specialization and knowledge are different. Some of us are
specialists and knowledgeable in depth about one kind of disaster agent-
it may be earthquakes. famines. or explosions. Others of us are
specialists and knowledgeable in depth about topics and questions that
cut across various kinds of disasters. and thus. we may primarily think
in such topical terms as warning, evacuation. medical treatment. or care
of the dead. In a sense. some of us divide the disaster world
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horizontally; others of us divide it vertically. This does not
facilitate communication from one axis to another. Furthermore. I
believe that it is more difficult for vertical communicators (agent
specific specialists) to understand horizontal communicators (general
disaster specialists) than vice versa.

Finally. the usefulness of an agent specific and an all disaster
spectrum approach to earthquakes or any other kind of disaster varies
with the purposes involved. It can be quite valid to resist an all
disaster approach. It is functional to take an agent specific approach
for certain purposes, but it is not true for all purposes. We have tried
to show why with respect to socio-behavioral aspects an all dhaster
spectrum approach to earthquakes would be the more fruitful approach
[rY"es, Quarantelli and Kreps, 19B1l.

At times, I\'hp.n the polarity in approach is raised and discussed, a
statement is made to the effect that, yes there is a difference in
approach possible, but the division is a practical versus a theoretical
one. Thus, it is said that operational personnel faced with dealing with
an immediate emergency situation need agent specific knowledge. How far
do people have to be evacuated to avoid the toxicity or flying debris if
a tanker of chlorine is threatening to explode? On the other hand, it is
said that those with more theoretical concerns can deal with more generic
questions. What, for example. are the general factors which are involved
in motivating people to evacuate?

I do not see the practical-theoretical distinction as a valid one.
It seems to me to confuse tactical matters (e.g., the distance to
evacuate), which would vary in any situation involving either similar or
different disaster agents, with strategic matters (e.g., general
principles of motivation applicable in all situations). "I"here are
strategies for dealing with disasters which cut across dfsl1sters; the
tactics may be more sftuationa11y specific although even the military
from where the strategy-tactics distinction is drawn seems to feel that
soldiers can be taught tactical principles.

We can also note that such a practical and applied field as medicine
proceeds as if planning and responses in disasters need not be agent
specific. It is extremely rare to find disaster medical personnel
training and preparing for only one kind of medical treatment. Disasters
are viewed generally (e.g.. the World Health Organization defines a
disaster as "a situation which implies unforeseen, serious and innediate
threats to public health" [Lechat, 1980, p. 18], and disaster medicine
e~hasizes general principles and organizationally focus is on triage.
allocation of patients to hospitals, and other non-specific disaster
agent aspects. Parenthetically, it was the Oi saster Research Center I s
extensive studies of the delivery of emergency medical services in mass
casualty situations (Quarantelli, forthcoming] which have been an
i~ortant influence in my own thinking about the importance of taking an
all disaster spectrum approach to very many disaster problems and issues.

However, there would be considerable theoretical and practical
usefulness if we could develop a meaningful typology of disasters.
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Although the first analytical typology was offered nearly a half century
ago [Carr. 1932]. most efforts today sti 11 do not go much beyond the
simple and unrewarding distinction. for example. between acts of God
versus human generated di sasters. What we need in the disaster area
instead is the developmert of a typology which uses general dimensions
which not only cut across different disaster agents. but also the same
disaster agent. As many have said. what is important is not the physical
differences between an explosion or an earthquake. but that neither
usually allows time for warning. etc. Or as other have said. "•.• a flash
flood resulting from a broken dam might have more similarity to a sudden
tornado than to a slowly rising Mississippi River flood- [Stoddard. 1968.
p. 121. " •.. a flood in Cincinnati for which there may be two weeks
warning is simply not a comparable event to a flood in Denver with six
hour warning. or to one in Rapid City where warnings were received as
flood waters entered dwellings" ~ileti et al, 1975. p. 5]; or
"differences between damaging events due to the same natural or man-made
agent may be larger than between events initiated by a different agent
[Hewitt and Burton. 1971. p. 124]. Another extreme but illustrative
example was the earl ier mentioned attempt to compare different kinds of
nuclear related crises with natural disaster occasions. If we could
develop disaster typologies based on combinations of meaningful
dimensions of social occasions. we could better grasp the commonality of
socio-behavioral phenomena across different agent differences and
differences within the same agent.

None of what has been said to this point argues against specific
studies. including socio-behavioral ones. of earthquakes. We have a good
start on such studies in a number of different countries [Abe. 19711
[Adams. 19691 ~nderson. 19661 [Bates et al. 19791 [Bolen and Trainer.
1978] [Bourque et a1. 1973] [C01ll\; ttee on the Alaska Earthquake. 19701
[Dynes. Haas and Quarantelli. 1964] [Geip(~ 1979] [Haas et al. 1977]
[Kates et a1.. 1973] [Kennedy. 1971] [Krelmer. 1978] [Kunreuther and
Fiore. 19661 [Mitchell. 1977] (Oliver-Smith. 1979] [Olson and Olson. 1977]
[Strassoldo and Cattarinussi. 1978] [Takuma. 1978] [Trainer and Bolin.
19761 [Turner et al.. 1980] lYutzy. Anderson and Dynes. 1969]. However.
their findings should be seen as not specific to earthquakes; the
results ought to be incorporated into whatever we know of other disaster
phenomena. Equally important. observations about generic disaster
phenomena ought to be brought to bear when socio-behavioral studies of
earthquakes are undertaken. Instead of having what I consider a narrow
agent specific focus. whether it be with respect to mitigation.
preparedness. response. or recovery activity. we should take a generic or
all disaster spectrum approach to the phenomena. at least for socio
behavioral questions and research.

Some. perhaps most of you. may not be convinced of the validity and
usefulness of the approach advocated in this paper. But if I have
provoked you to think consciously about your own position, my general
goal has been achieved. Furthermore. if the provocation has been strong
enough and you basically disagree. I would hope this will eventually
evoke an explicit reply. and we can continue the dialogue at some other
time in some other place.
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THE USE OF A CROSSCULTURALLY VALID LEVEL OF LIVING SCALE
FOR MEASURING THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF EARTHQUAKES

AND OTHER DISASTERS AND FOR MEASURING PROGRESS IN RECOVERY
AND RECONSTRUCTION AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE CASE OF THE

GUATEMALAN EARTHQUAKE OF 19761

Frederick L. Bates

and

Charles D. Killian

Introduction

Social science research on disasters is hampered by the lack of a
commonly accepted measuring instrument for assessing the social and
economic impact of disasters. A need therefore exists for a valid and
reliable measuring scale through which the impact of disasters on human
social systems can be measured. Furthermore, there is a need for an
instrument that not only measures the impact of a disaster on the social
system but which permits the monitoring of the recovery process as it
takes place over time.

Even though physical science measures for assessing the i~act of
disaster agents are available, these instruments do not yield the kind of
information necessary to social research. A Richter scale number, for
example, does not furnish an indicator of the social and economic impact
of an earthquake. What the social sciences need is a scale that measures
the impact in terms of social indicators. In short, it must measure the
i~act of a disaster agent on a human system and must permit the
measurement of recovery of that system as the reconstruction process
takes place.

Ideally, what is needed is a scale which can be applied to lIIany
different kinds of disaster situations involving various kinds of
disaster agents. It should be usable in measuring the impact of
hurricanes, floods, tornadoes and earthquakes, and even man-lllade
catastrophies such as wars, violent explosions and fires. In addition to
being applicable to various forms of disasters, to be maXimally useful, a
social impact measure should have cross-cultural relevance.
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The Richter scale used for measuring the force of earthquakes is
useful anywhere on the face of the earth. This means that an earthquake
occurring i~ the Middle East can be compared in magnitude to one
occurring 1n Central America. Furthermore, their physical
characteristics can be compared along various dimensions measured by
phys ical sc ience methods. The soc ia1 sc i ences need a s imil ar sort of
instrumentation so that the results of research in various parts of the
world can be accurately compared and knowledge from social research
accumulated and made cross-culturally relevant. It is of course a tall
order to create a scale that has bot~ cross-cultural and cross-disaster
relevance. Nevertheless, efforts need to be made in this direction.

This paper reports on one such effort. Specifically it deals with
the use of a modified level of living scale technique for measuring the
social and economic impact of a disaster at the household level. To
create the type of instrument described above, it wi 11 be necessary to
add conmunity and societal level measures to the household level scales
so that the total impact of a disaster can be measured accurately.

Theoretical Perspective

Social scientists have been accustomed to dealing with the magnitude
of a disaster's social and economic impact by the use of crude
indicators. For example, casualty figures in terms of the number of
people killed and injured or the total population affected by the
disaster are used as measures. Similarly, figures on the total vall.le of
property destroyed or damaged, or on the number of homes and bus i nesses
destroyed, often serve as crude indicators of a disaster's size. It has
long been known, however, that these figures are notoriously inaccurate
and form a very weak basis for scientific inquiry. They represent the
sorts of figures useful to disaster rel ief agencies in assessing the
magnitude of a disaster's impact during the first few days after it
occurs so that relief and reconstruction programs can be set in motion.
They are not, however , very usefu1 for research purposes. As ide from
their inaccuracy, the major fault in such measures is that they represent
aggregate level data and can not be easily broken down to the household
level or to the level of small geographic areas such as neighborhoods or
cOl1lllunities. High qual ity social science research on disasters IIlJst use
a stable measure of the impact of the disaster on specific social units
upon which other data are collected to test specific hypotheses
concerning the relief and reconstruction process. Most often a social
scientist needs to know how a disaster has affected specific households
so that hypotheses concerning the effectiveness of rel ief and
reconstruction programs can be tested. In a sense, the impact of the
disaster represents the independent variable at the first stage of social
research on the disaster process since it measures the effects of the
disaster agent on a social unit. later in the research process, recovery
measures based on the same scaling technique used to measure impact can
be used to measure recovery and thus become a measure of the dependent
variable for the reconstruction process.

This paper proposes the use of a technique based on level of living
scales to measure the soc1al impact of disasters and to IIIOnitor the
recovery process. level of living scales were originally developed to
measure the socio-economic well-being of households using phys1cal
possessions as indicators of the household's life style. By using
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physical possessions, level of living scales also measure indirectly the
socia-economic status of a household relative to others that are part of
the same sochl system. Early scales, such as that designed by Chapin
[1935] and later modified and improved by Sewell [1940J and Belcher
[1951J, measured level of living by merely determining the possession or
non-possession of certain physical characteristics in the household. For
example. households were given points on the level of living scale if
they possessed such physical objects or characteristics as: (1) running
water (2) electric lights (3) a radio or television (4) a refrigerator or
washing machine (5) etc. One defect of such scales lay in the fact that
as the economic situation of a society or cOllIRunity changed. the items
which were used on the scale had to be changed in order to measure
differences in a population. If. for example. everyone in a society
owned a radio, then radios could not be used as a means of
differentiating the status of various household units and another item
which was unequally distributed within the population would have to be
added in its place. This meant that such scales could be used in cross
sectional studies performed at one point in time but had inherent
weaknesses with respect to longitudinal studies. Furthermore. they had
the more serious weakness of being highly specific to a given social and
cultural context. A scale that would measure level of living in Mexico
would be of little value in Western Europe or the U.S. One that measured
well in the U.S. in 1900 would be useless in 1980.

Still another weakness lay in the fact that the underlying dimension
being measured could never be defined accurately enough to satisfy all
critics. If level of 1iving scales are intended to measure well-being,
then the question arises as to what items should be included to represent
such a relative state. For example. how does the possession or non
possession of a color television relate to the well-being of a household
as opposed to having running water in the house? One can see a
relationship between running water. health and sanitation and therefore
can argue that one dimension of well-being is being tapped by such an
item. Arguments concerning the beneficial effects of color television
with respect to well-being are less straightforward.

In order to overcome some of these difficulties. especially those
related to the use of such scales in longitudinal and cross-cultural
studies. John C. Belcher [1972] created what he refers to as a cross
cultural level of 1iving scale. It is this scale which is used as the
basis for the work being discussed in this paper. It has many advantages
in measuring disaster impact and recovery. Aside from its cross-cultural
and longitudinal advantages, such a scale records in detail the types of
phys;cal possessions associated with the household. These include
housing characteristics. urbanized services. and other household
equipment. S;nce disasters destroy property, this offers a chance to
measure impact in terms of property damage.

In creating his new cross-cultural scale. Belcher reasoned that
households in every society face certain common functional problems. For
example, in every society there is a need for shelter n the form of
housing. As a consequence every society. no matter what its level of
development or cultural preferences. provides some means of sheltering
the household. Furthermore. households around the world utilize water in
performing household functions. store and prepare food. dispose of human
waste, utilize utensils for cooking and eating. face a problem of
providing light during periods of darkness. and so forth. For any given
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function, however, there are alternative means by which the function is
performed within a given society and between various different societies
that range along the scale of economic and technological development.
For example, taking the function of food preservdtion, there are various
ways in which food may be stored or preserved within the household. One
way is to simply place it on the ground or on the shelf. Another is to
use a clay jar or basket or wooden box as a storage device. Still
another is to employ a spring house or cellar. Finally, one might employ
an ice box or an electric or gas refrigerator. These various means of
preserving food can be ranged along a scale representing what Belcher
called techn ical efficiency. Starting at the top the most technically
efficient method would be an electric or gas refrigerator. Next would
come an ice box or ice chest; then a "pring house or cellar, and towards
the bottom, clay jars, baskets or woc:den boxes. For each of fourteen
separate functions, Belcher identifiec. five alternative levels through
which the function could be performed at the household level and assigned
scores in an arithmetic progression to these five alternatives. The
alternative with the highest level of technical efficiency received a
score of 5, the next 4 and so on, with the lowest receiving a score of 1.
Thus an interviewer could obtain a level of living score for a household
by determining how the fourteen different functions were performed within
that household and giving appropriate scores to each item. The highest
possible score would occur when the household performed a11 fourteen
functions, using the highest or most technically advanced method of
performing the function and the lowest scale would be obtained at the
opposite extreme. A copy of the Belcher scale is given in the appendix
of this article.

In connection with the Guatemalan earthquake study, eleven of the
fourteen items in the Belcher scale were employed as a means of
determining the level of living of households. A means was devised for
using these same items to measure the impact of a disaster on the
household. This was done as follows. Respondents were asked, for
example, what the walls of their house were made of at the time of the
earthquake. This would allow a score on the Belcher scale depending on
the type of wall employed. For example, if the walls were made of brick,
concrete block or masonry, they would receive a score of 5. Respondents
were then asked how much damage occurred to the walls during the
earthquake. Damage was rated on a scale which ranged from destroyed
through heavily da'llaged, to sl1ghtly damaged, and finally, to no damage.
These damage ratings were then used as a means of depreciating the score
for the walls of the house in terms of t~e 1'.l1Ount of damage which had
occurred. If the walls were destroyed. the score was multiplied by O.
If they were heaVily damaged, it was multiplied by .33; if slightly
damaged, by .67; and if no damage occurr'ed, by 1.00. This procedure was
used for all household functional dreas upon which damage could be
computed. As a consequence, a post-impact level of living scale
reflecting the amount of loss or damage suffered in the earthquake was
obtained. The reasoning upon which this procedure was based is apparent.
The house and household equipment were depreciated in value, so to speak,
according to the amount of damage that they suffered, thus yielding a
lower level of 1iving sr:ale which reflected the physical impact of the
disaster on tne individual household.

The modified Belcher level of living scale employed in the
Guatemalan earthquake study contains items particularly suited to the
Guatemalan case and is also given in the appendix of this report. For
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e~ample, wall types used in Guatemala did not conform completely to the
Belcher list and additional types had to be included; adobe, for example.
The scoring procedure, however, is identical to that used in the Belcher
scale.

The Guatemalan earthquake study utilized a quasi-experimental design
which called for collecting data on four points in time on experimental
and control groups: (1) T1. pre-earthquake (2) TZ' earthquake impact (3)
T3, 2 years after the earthquake (4) T4. 4 years after the earthquake.
At each one of these time periods a level of liVing measure was obtained
using the strategy outlined above. so that four separate level of living
measures of the same households are ava i lab le. The idea was to use the
level of living measure as a means of measuring earthquake impact on the
household and of ':lOnitoring the recovery process. Thus the amount of
loss reflected in the damage scale discussed above reflects the impact of
the earthquake at the household level. Measures taken two and four years
after the earthquake reflect recovery in level of living as a consequence
of the reconstruction process. The pre-earthquake measure furnishes the
base line against which to measure both impact and recovery.

During the course of analysis of these materials, certain questions
arose concerning the underlying reasoning behind the Belcher scale,
especially as it is reflected in the weighting of ftems in terms of
"technological efficiency." To resolve some of these questions. a new
modified scale was created. The problem was as follows. The Belcher
scale weights different alternatives for performing a given function
along a 5 point scale representing technological efficiency. Each
alternative is spaced equally with respect to those adjoining it. It was
observed. however. that the househo1d itetnS represented by these scales
varied considerably in cost. For example. taking the food preservati:....n
item. a clay jar or basket in Guatemala used for food storage costs in
the neighborhood of $1.00 to $3.00. while an electric or gas refrigerator
costs $700. If a person's clay jar were destroyed in the earthquake he
would lose 1 point on the Belcher type level of living scale. Similarly.
if he lost his refrigerator he would lose 5 points. This did not seem to
reflect the value of the loss although it did reflect some proportional
amount. furthermore. 1t was observed that all items on the Belcher scale
seemed to share this conmon characteristic. It was more like the items
at the top of the scale for each function cost SOD to 1000 times what the
ones at the bottom cost. while they were being weighted only 5 times as
heaVily. Since we were interested in measuring change it became
important to weight the items according to some metric which would
reflect change more accurately. Using the Belcher scale. a person could
move up or (~()wn a point on the scale. either at the bottom or the toP.
and the amo~nt of change would be equivalent. If. however. the items on
the scale were weighted according to cost. this could not happen.
Furthermore. it was observed that the two ethnic groups in Guatemala,
Indian and Ladino. differed substantially in how they scored on the
Belcher level of living scale. Ladinos scored near or above the middle
of the scale. while Indians scored closer to the bottom. As the recovery
process progressed, it appeared that the Indians were catching up with
Ladinos at a fairly rapid rate. This. however. could be a function of
the way in which the items on the scale were scored in arit~tic

progression. If one goes from the bottom of the Belcher scale to the
next highest level he has moved. so to s~eak. an average of one point.
Suppose we were dea1ing wi th a case at the top of the scale wh ich IIOved
from next to the top to the toP. thus gaining one point. The two would
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appear to have moved the same distance in level of living but the cost of
making such a move in terms of investment in household equipment would be
quite different. Furthermore, the economic gain would be
disproportionate. It could cost as much as 500 to 1000 times as much as
to make the same change at the bottom of the Belcher scale. The
observation that the Indians were improvin~ faster than the Ladinos could
therefore be misinterpreted since their movement was from one very low
level of living to one just slightly better, while the Ladinos at the top
could be moving fron. a high level of living to one that is a good deal
higher. economically speaking. As a consequence of these problems, data
were obtained from Guatemala on the cost of various items included in the
Earthquake Study version of the Belcher level of 1iving scale. These
data were used as a means of weighting the items on the scale to create a
new scale. This scale reflects the cost of obtaining the capital
equipment to establish a given life style. When damage scores are
figured it reflects the amount of dollar loss suffered as a result of
impact. This method has the advantage of using a clearly defined
underlying scaler dimension, cost, as the basis for measurement. It
makes no assumptions about well-being or technological efficiency in so
doing and therefore escapes some of the criticisms of other level of
living scales. This new scale measures the relative cost of establishing
a given household life style. To distinguish this scale from other level
of living scales, it can be called an "Index of Domestic Assets." For
convenience in this paper it will be referred to as a cost weighted level
of living scale.

Another advantage claimed for this measure relates to its cross
cultural interpretation. If an earthquake of similar magnitude strikes
two different communities and does the same proportional amount of
damage. but the two communities differ in household level of living, this
will be reflected in the scores. For a very poor cOlll1lunity where each
household function is performed usir] the lowest cost, most primitive
methOd, the value of the loss will be proportionately lower than in one
where the opposite is the case. Furthermore, the cost of reconstructing
the communities will be quite different. It may cost a thousand times
more to reconstruct one than the other, although both suffered loss of.
say 501, of their household level resources. Similarly, a small amount
of financial aid to one community will have a gredter impact on changing
household level of 1iving than in the other. These facts have far
reaching poliCY implications for the international disaster relief
cOlIII\unity.

Another impl ication is that the same amount of aid given to the
lower socio-economic and upper socio-economic group will have quite
different change implications for household level economies. The way aid
is distributed could partially close the economic gap among strata in the
same society and thereby set in motion modifications in the
stratification system. This too has far-reaching policy implications for
how disaster relief funds are utilized. [n the following pages these two
forms of level of living scales will be compared in terms of what they
show about the impact of the 1976 Guatemalan earthquake and what they
reveal about the r~covery process.
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It is possible. using the design of the Guatemalan earthquake study.
to compare several level of Hving scales in terms of how they measure
the impact of the earthquake and restoration of level of living over a
four year period following it. The design for this study employed a
group of earthquake-affected cOIlIllUnities as a kind of experimental group
in which to test hypotheses about the recovery process against a second
set of lightly affected or unaffected communities which serve as a
control group. In each cornnunity a random sample of households was
interviewed using three waves of interviews coming about a year apart.
On the basis of these interviews. level of living measures can be
constructed for four points in time as shown below:

T1• Pre-earthquake Level of Living. 1975

T2, Level of Living Day After the Earthquake. 1976

T3• Level of Living Two Years After the Earthquake, 1978

T4, Level of Living Four Years After the Earthquake, 1980

From these various level of living scores differences in levels of
living. or differences in amount of change between time periods can be
computed for any sub-sample group of households. For purposes of this
paper, three level of living measures will be compared in terms of what
they reveal about experimental control group differences through time.
The first will be the Belcher scale which uses the five point weighting
technique in which each individual item is equally weighted. This scale
employs eleven functional dimensions and therefore scores can vary from a
maximum of fifty-five to a minimum of eleven.

The second scale is one in which eight of the same items employed on
the Belcher scale have been weighted according to an estimate of their
dollar cost. The total score on this scale for a given household
reflects the dollar value of the household possessions they use to
satisfy eight of the functions on the Belcher scale. This scale is
called a "cost weighted" level of living scale. or an Index of Domestic
Assets. It should be understood that individual functional areas are
unequally weighted on this scale since their weight is determined by
actual dollar cost of the item used to satisfy a given function. All in
all, the cost of housing weighs heaviest compared to other functional
areas.

In general. these two scales represent the household situation quite
differently conceptually. The ~lcher scale posits a straight line
relationship between levels of technological efficiency and level of
living value. wtlile the cost weighted scale builds in a curvilinear
function. The relationship between the two can be diagranmed roughly as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

General Relation Between Belcher and Cost Weighted
Scales of Index of Domestic Assets

In order to make the cost weighted scale more usable employing
parametric statistics and. at the same time. to dampen the effects of
extreme values, a third scale is presented in this paper. This scale
weights each functional area by the log of cost and then sums the logs of
the items to obtain a score for an individual household. This scale will
be called the Log Scale in the following discussion.

Table 1 shows the mean and medians for these three scales for the
control and experimental groups at various points in time. It also gives
the results of an appropriate test of significance between control and
experimental group values. The t test is used for the Belcher scale and
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for tne log scale since botn form reasonably normal distributions. The
median test is employed for the cost weighted scale since it is heavi ly
skewed toward lower values.

This rather complex table reveals several important conclusions
about the earthquake and the reconstruct ion process, and about the three
level of living scales. First is the fact tnat just before the
earthquake in 1975 the control and experimental groups were similar in
level of living as revealed by all three scales. For example. the
Belcher scale shows the experimental group's average level of 1iving as
28.16 as compared to 28.79 for the control group. Medians also show
remarkable similadty on this scale, 26.00 and 26.13. The cost weighted
:.~ 'le shows that the average cost of household possessions contained in
the scale was $1212 for the experimental group as compared to $1148 for
the control group. The difference is not statistically significant.
Examination of the median cost of household equipment for the two groups
shows $1022 for the experimental group and $935 for the control group;
again not statistically significant. It can be seen by cOllJ,)aring the
mean and median, however, that the cost weighted scale is skewed
considerably, with most of the cases falling at the lower end of the
scale. Finally, the log scale, which shows a mean for the experimental
group of 53.42, and one for the control group of 54.38, also does not
achieve statistical significance. In short, all three ways of measuring
pre-earthquake level of 1iving show similar results for the control and
experimental groups. This means that differences which emerge at the
time of the earthquake or later can be viewed as a consequence of things
associated with the earthquake or with the reconstruction process.

The 1976 figures represent level of living the day after the
earthquake. These figures were obtained by depreciating the 1975 level
of living scale by the proportion of damage to each item which occurred
in the earthquake as described earlier in this paper. The first thing to
note is that all three scales show a significant difference between the
control and exper~mental groups. This is not a particularly surprising
result since the control group was selected deliberately to consist of
communities with very light or no damage. It can be seen that some loss
of level of living did occur in the control ~roup, but not much, compared
to the experimental group. The experimental group dropped from 28.16 to
19.22 on the Belcher scale, from $1212 to $466 on the cost weighted
scale, and from 53.42 to 32.59 on the log scale. Both means and medians
reveal major losses in the experimental as compared to the control group.

At this point it is well to note that the cost weighted scale
reveals a loss of $746 out of $1212 for the average person in the
experimental group. This amounts to a 61.55 percent loss in level of
living as measured by this scale. It can be assumed that at least an
investment of this aMOunt per household would be necessary to restore the
level of living of families in the earthquake area to their previous
level. Since the scale only measures losses on a selected group of
household items, it is morp. useful to view this figure as an indicator of
the disaster's magnitude than an actual cost figure.

Differences between the Belcher scale and the others sh<lW up as the
levels of living two years after the earthquake are examined. In 1978
~he Belcher scale shows that the experimental and control groups are
again statistically similar on level of living, with the experimental
group scoring 29.94 on an average and the control group 30.45, a
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difference which is similar to that observed before the earthquake. If
this scale is used to measure recovery, then it appears that it has taken
place by 1978. Because of the nature of the Belcher scale. however.
changes at the bottom of the scale and changes at the top are counted
equally and compensating errors may lead to incorrect conclusions.

As can be seen. the cost weighted scale leads to an opposite
conclusion. It shows the control and experimental groups to remain
unequal in 1978, with the experimental group lower in the dollar value of
level of 1iving. Similar results are ol>tained from the log scales. The
results of the cost weighted scale reveal that the experimental group
remains 8.4 percent belo~ its pre-ea~thquake level of living, while the
control group has increased its level of living 5 percent above its pre
earthquake level. leaving a gap of 13.4 percent between them. At the
bottom of the table, change scores are given for the period 1975-1978.
It can be seen that a similar situation is registered here where the cost
weighted and log scales show the experimental group still below 1975 ~re

earthquake levels. while the Belcher scale shows them as essentially
equal. For the cost weighted and log scales it is necessary to clAclude
that recovery had not yet c3ken place in 1978.

By 1980 the three scales show no difference between the control ar:d
experimental groups and therefore would lead to the similar conclusioJi
that recovery. as measured by household level of living, had
substantially occurred by that time. However, the three scales would
lead to different conclusions where the total amount of change in level
of living between 1975 and 1980 is concerned. Here the Belcher scale
shows a significant difference in the amount of change between the
control and experimental groups. with the experimental group increasing
in level of living more than U,e control group. This leads to the
conclusion that the earthquake and the reconstruction process actually
resulted in positive gains in the experimental group and not just
recovery. The cost weighted scale leads to the opposite conclusion. It
shows that the experimental group gained $178 in level of living as
compared to $244 for thp. contro' group. but that the difference is not
statistically significant. The log scale shows that the control group
gained less (2.49) than the experimental group (3.10), but again the
results are not statistically significant.

When the median levels of living, as represented by the cost
weighted scale. are plotted on a graph, they reveal both a general
economic trend which was affecting the control and experimental groups
al ike, gradually raising the1r levels of living and also the effects of
the earthquake (Figure 2). They show the experimental group slightly
higher than the control group at the beginning ~f 1975, and slightly
below it in 1980, five years later. In the meanwhile. the earthquake
devastated the experimental group and drove 1ts level of living down by
around 60 percent. During the next four years the experimental group
recovered to very near its original level. Meanwhi le the control group
whicl. was only slightly affected by the disaster gradually improved in
level of living.

The conclusion that can be drawn from the data presented in Tables 1
and 2 1s that the three types of scales yield similar results in most
cases. The Belcher scale. however, has a tendency to mask differences at
the extremes, and therefore to be less useful in dealing with change than
in cross-sectional comparisons. The cost-weighted scale has certain
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definite advantages associated with the fact that it measures difference
and change in monetary units that are easily understood. It furthermore
has the advantage of giving heavy weight to losses of expensive items and
light weight to the loss of less costly ones. Thus it comes closer to
representing change and loss in units meaningful to policy decisions. It
has the disadvantage of weighting the losses of a rich man heavier than a
poor m" I. This is the price for using the value of what is lost as the
underl'ing metric. The scale. however, contains the information
neces'ary to create a proportion of loss score and thus to equate people
in d' {ferent economic strata 1n terms of how hard they were hit relative
to tneir economic base. The log scale is most useful in deal ing with
change, and in using level of living as a variable in regression analysis
or with other parametric statistics. Each scale has a use and is of
value in analyzing disaster impact and recovery.

Now that the three scales have been examined in relation to one
another, it will be useful to examine what the cost weighted scale
reveals concerning the disaster's impact on various sub-samples and what
it shows about the recovery process for these groups.

Political Status of Communities

Table 3 shows median cost weighted level of living scores for each
type of conmunity studied in the Guatemalan earthquake stUdy for each
year that data exist. These data are shown in graphic form in Figure 3.
The highest median level of living was registered in departmental
capitals before the earthquake (S1233). the next in the city, then the
municipios and, finally. the aldeas or rural villages. The city sample
used in this study was unlike the samples drawn in other types of units.
It consisted of four urban neighborhoods which were formed after the
earthquake to house lower socio-economic status disaster victims and
therefore does not represent a random sample of Guatemala City. In all
other cases the samples represent the type of unit listed. If a random
sample of the city had been drawn. it would have undoubtedly resulted in
the highest level of living being registered there. In other words.
level of 1iving in Guatemala before the earthquake varied directly with
the size of place or with its political status in thp. Guatemalan
Governmental administrative system.

The 1976 fi gures show that the earthquake seems to have had its
greatest impact on the municipios studied and a relatively smaller impact
on department capitals. with the city and aldeas ranking in between.
When the 1978 and 1980 figures are examined the effects of the
reconstruction process show up. Indications are that the city not only
recovered quickly. but exceeded its previous level of living by a

\ relatively large amount. Similarly. but not as dramatically. municipios
recovered and exceeded their previous level. Aldeas. in contrast.
recovered more slowly and from all appearances. have not yet reached pre
disaster levels of 1;ving. Interestingly enough. department capitals
seem to display this same pattern. but to a lesser degree. These
di fferences at present are bel ieyed to be the consequence of differences
in housing programs in the various types of communities. In both of the
department capitals studied. and in all but one of the aldeas. temporary
housing programs dominated. In the municipios. and in two out of four
cases in the city. permanent housing programs dominated. Permanent
housing programs, for the most part. furnish more costly houses to people
and. along with them. such housing amenities as running water.
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electricity and sewage. Further analysis is needed to determine if this
interpretation is correct, but if it is, then Figure 3 may present a
picture of how temporary housing programs slow down recovery from a
disaster.

Figure 4, along with data in Table 3, show differences between the
two major ethnic groups in Guatemala comparing Indians and Ladinos from
the Highlands experimental group at various points in the disaster
process. It can be seen that Indians scured lower on level of living at
each point in time. For a period of two years, they appear to have
recovered more quickly from the disaster than Ladinos in the same
communities, but during the last two years the spread between Indians and
Ladinos appears to have increased. Differences at every point along this
line are significant statistically. The explanation for these facts
probably 1ies in the nature of the managl!lllent of the reconstruction
process during these time intervals. Most of the work by foreign
agencies was done in the first couple of years following the earthquake.
They seemed to prefer to work .:ith Indians in the Highlands and may "ave
given preference to this ethnic group in reconstruction. During the l«st
two-year period, reconstruction became more of an internal Guatem~' an
effort, with self help being more important than agency programs in
general. T~is meant that the more well-off, better placed Ladinos of the
Highlands had a greater chance to improve their situation since they,t"ad
greater economic and political resources to begin with.

Another comparison that can be made is between two major regions of
Guatemala. the predominantly Indian Highlands, and the totally Ladino
East. Figure 5, along with figures in Table 3, give comparisons along
these lines for the experimental group only. These data show that no
real significant difference existed between these regions at any point
except in terms of disaster impact. The Highlands lost more than the
East but has recovered about as fast and there are now no significant
differences in their level of living scores as measured by the median on
the cost weighted scale.

Sunmary

This discussion illustrates the utility of a level of living scale
for measuring the impact of a disaster and for monitoring the recovery
process. There are a numbt>r of weaknesses present in the scales used in
this particular study that are not inherent in the technique in general.
Because the idea of cost weighting did not occur to the researchers until
late in the project, it was not possible to go back and change the data
collected to conform to this idea. Instead, available data had to be
employed. Essentially this meant that only eight household items could
be employed in the final scale. These eight are treated as indicators of
what overall costs would have been, had exhaustive information been
available.

Future scales designed specifically to be cost weighted can easily
employ a different set of items more reflective of the cost of
maintaining a given level of living. It is believed, however, that the
work in Guatemala demonstrates the utility of using such scales as a
means of obtaining reliable measures of disaster iq»act and recovery.
Belcher has demonstrated in his work that these scales have cross-
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cultural relevance. It is obvious that they can be applied in many
different kinds of disaster situations. regardle~s of the disaster agent,
since the measure is of impact on household assets and not the force of
impact as a physical measure.

FOOTNOTE

1. This I"esearch was supported by a grant from the National Science
Foundation. Division of Problem Focused Research Applications. The
authors, and not the Foundation. are fully responsible for the
contents of thi~ report. Dr. W.T. Farrell and Dr. JoAnn K.
Gl i ttenberg are co-pri nc ipa1 ; nvest igators of the 1arger project
from which these data derive and contrihuted substantially to
conceptualization and data collection related to it. Thomas E.
Edwards and Walter G. Peacock assisted in all stages of the larger
project.
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Appendix 8

Co-parlson of IteMS Us.d on Belcher Sea'e and Scales
Used In Guate-alan Earthquake Study

Used 1n Eleyr.n It.. Used 1n EIght Item
Earthqu.ke St~~, Cost Wei ghted

Function A~.~ on Belcner Sc.le 8tleher Type Scale Sc.le

1. Shelter: Construction & Wa 115 1es Yes··
2. Shelter: Construction Of Floor Y!s 1es-
l. Shelter: Construction of Roof 1es Yes··
4. Storage of Water No* No
5. Transport.tlon of W.ter (..Ur 1es Yes

source)
6. lighting in Ho... 1es Yes
7, Preservation of Perlsh.ble Food Yes Yes
a. Eating: Place Settln9 I'f Flatware No ~o

g. Disposal of H~n W.stes Yes No
10. Transportation (of f'1I11y No No

mMbers)
~ 1. COOking Equipaent Yes Yes
12, Fuel for COOking Yes No
, J. Cleaning of Floors No ~o

1., Washing Dishes Yes Yes

*Olstlnce to water used 1nste.d on 11 Item sClle In GUlt""1 The grelttr
the distance. the lower tne weight given.

"Cost figures wert applied using a stlnolrd ~use of 3 , .. meter. cant., nln9
either one or two rcas. If house had tIOre thin two rOOlllS. the cost of
Wills. roof and floor were llIultipl1ed by follOWing fletors: 3 ••1.25 •
.. • xl.50. 5 • xl.75. 6 • ,2.00. 7 ••2.25. 8+ • x2.50. This me.ns thlt
nUlllber of roas represents In Iddltlonl1 It.. used In cast weighted sCllt.



THE CASE OF FRIULI. ITALY

THE IMPACT OF AN EARTHQUAKE IN A HIGHLY DEVELOPED OLD CULTURE:

REGIONAL IDENTITY VERSUS ECONOMIC E~FICIENCY

Robert Geipel

Introduction

During the past decade there has been a considerable increase in
the number of research publications concerning natural hazards in
general and earthquakes in particular. The reports on the 1964 Alaska
earthquake [1970]. the 1971 San Fernando earthquake [1973] and disasters
in Managua, Anatolia and elsewhere provided information which could be
used to develop rules for disaster management and reconstruction [Haas
et a1.. 1977]. [Friesma et a1.. 1979). [Wright et a1.. 19791. However,
the publications show the tendency to apply a systems analysis approach
to these experiences and lose sight of the individual characteristics of
a particular disaster. Because authors seek to fit their findings into
existing models (which are taken mostly from a background of the two
Americas), the individual traits of a particular disaster are often
neglected. although they might be useful in giving breadth to models
which are too narrow. This is especially apparent when disasters happen
in the region of a highly developed older culture.

The purpose of this paper on the earthquakes of May 6 and September
15, 1976. in the Friuli area of northeastern Italy is to re-examine and
extend existing knowledge about how a regional society behaves in a
catastrophe. It 1s indispensable in doing so to take a careful account
of soc1al. economic, cultural and political circllllStances in Friul1 as
they were before and at the time of the disaster, as well as during the
period of reconstruction. The paper is intended as a contribution to
the quest for a better understanding of the nature of natural hazards
and the way in which inhabitants of vulnerable areas respond to them.
While it draws upon the findings of research undertaken previously and
especially in North America, it attempts to break new ground. Much of
the previous work has been devoted to developing llIOdels of h.-an
reactions to disaster in a single c1ty or parts of a city. In addition,
many of the studies have not taken 1nto account the problem of external
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influences. The Friul1 earthquake affected nearly 100 rural and urban
cOIIIIIunities spread over 4800 km2. The impact varied not only with
phys i ca1 c i rCLWllstances but also wi th cultural. soc f a1 and pol i tica~.
characterfstics. The results of the studfes undertaken in 1976 through
1980 wfth the support of DFG led til the publ ication of four books
(Geipel. 1971]. [Steuer. 197ru. [Geipe·. et a1.. 1979], (Dobler. 1980]
and clearly indicate that the cultural context of natural dis6~ters ~as

an important and perhaps critfcal influence on how they i!re perceh~d

and dealt with. It seems that. although there is a considerable
variatfon in physical circumstances in North America. there is a certain
uniformity fn the perceptfon of hazards and human responses to them.
Thus. the perception of flood hazards by householders in one Ci~V in t~e

United States might resemble very closely that of residents in -!nother
city. Similarly, because adjustments relating to such disaster~ have
often been fnstitutional ized (in this cas~ through the U. S. Corps of
Engineers). perceived solutfons often have a certain unfformity. In the
case of Europe, however, there is often considerable cultural diversity,
even over very short distances. It is not surprising, therefore. that
human responses to natural disasters differ sharply from one region to
another and in many instances differ considerably frOlll experiences on
the other sfd.: of the Atlantic. Thfs has been strikingly confirmed
through the Naples earthquake of November 23. 1980. In spite of the
fact that Giuseppe Zamberletti, the fonner deputy Secretary of the
Interfor (and since June 27. 1981. Italy'S first Min;ster of Civil
Protect ion). the same Emergency COIIIII15s foner who had been quite
successful in the Friuli disaster was in charge of this second
earthquake, the socio-political and psychological situation was totally
different. Thus we have a case 1n which the same person using the same
strategies of evacuation to nearby resort hotels in the same country led
to different results.

The Events

On May 6. 1976. at 9 p.m •• an earthqu~ke with a strength of 6.4 on
the Richter scale and lasting almost a minute took place in the area of
Frfuli in northern IUly. Its epicenter lay only 5 km belolf the
surface. The nlJllber of dead and wounded was very much affected by the
particular time of day and the weather; most people were at home. but
out of doors because of the heat of the early SumMer evening.
Nevertheless. 939 persons perished in the wreckage of the 17.000
co11 aps 1ng houes. and 2,800 were i nj ured . The homes of 32,000 peop1e
were totally destroyed. Several hundred tretllOrs. aftershocks and the
heavy rain that set in imMediately after the quake pulverized the
already badly damaged buildings still further, making the homes of I
total of 157,000 people unusable. Altogether, an area of 4800 kml
_racing nearly 100 cOlllllUnes with a population of half a 1II111ion. was
affected by the catastrophe, and a zone of 25 km across, containing 1766
kll2 was totally levelled. The first, sOllleWhat exaggerated. esti.ates
placed the daaage at S6 billion.

The initlal relief lIeasures were favored by the fact that around
two-thirds of the ItaHan Army were holding maneuvers in northeastern
Italy at the tillle of the catastrophe. and NATO troops and Austrian and
German relief organizations arrived quickly on the scene. Camps with a
~!3t.J of 16,000 tents sprang UP. railway cars were brought into the

ruined sett18llents and small IIIObfle caMPers were set up. An Enlergency
COIIIlIissioner sent frOlll Rome assliled charge of the administration in
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Udine and Pordenone Provinces and set up emergency headquarters in the
provincial capital of Udine.
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There was no mass flight from Friuli, despite the extent of the
damage, even though after centuries of emigration many Friulians live
all over central and western Europe, the United States, Canada,
Australia and South America, keeping close connections with their
homeland, and on this occasion offered their hospitality and suggested
their kin leave Friuli and join them. On the contrary, the people
wished to begin reconstruction forthwith and to bypass the phase of
merely temporary accomodations.
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Figure 2

The Sequence of the Evacuation Operation

The fears of Friulians that tlfe fate of victims of Sicily's Val
Belice earthquake of 1968 might be repeated in their case gave rise to
the motto -Dalle tende alle case- (straight from the tents into the
houses and not into barracks first), a strategy that was followed by the
Yugoslav authorities just across the border [Adamic. 1979]. An end came
abruptly, at 11:30 a.m. on September 15, 1976, to the four and a half
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months of continuous and energetic rebull ding of houses and especi ally
factories. After numerous light shocks a second earthquake, at a
strength of 6.1 on the R'chter scale, struck Friul i again. The number
of homeless, which had decreased by the beginning of September to 45,000
because of the repair of less badly damaged buildings and because people
found shelter with friends and relatives elsewhere, swelled again to
more than 70,000.

Even though the quake was weaker than the first on May 6, the
psychological effects on the people were much worse this time. Bad
landslides and rockfalls blocking escape routes out of the mountains,
the loss of savings that had already been invested in reconstruction,
the dangers of the severe mountain winter in prospect, all overwhelmed
the resistance capacity of a mountain population accustomed to
privation. Although the loss of life this time was much less (only 11
additional fatal ities) and despite the felct that nearly 400 tremors
between the May and September earthquakes had made the inhabitants aware
of the riskiness of the ruined buildings. it was only at this point that
the great exodus from the afflicted area began.

The Emergency Commissioner installed on May 7. who had planned
relief measures only until July 27. was nevertheless reappointed on
September 13 because the regional administration was totally
overwhe1med, and he recei ved expanded powers once more after September
15. He was thus able to requ;sition hotels and apartments in the
Adriatic coastal towns. occupied only during sUlllller and standing empty
in winter, as housing for the elderly, the disabled and women and
children.

Many able-bodied people were also evacuated to the coast. however. and
had to contend with a long dai ly journey to their jobs within the
disaster area. Farmers who did not wish to leave livestock unattended,
as well as persons who were determined to get on with the rebuilding of
work places and homes. mostly refused evacuation, however, and spent the
unusually cold winter of 1976/77 in primitive emergency quarters.
Illness due to the cold and to overwork was cOlllllon not only within the
disaster area but also in the coastal towns, foggy, chilly, and
inhospitable in winter, where many of the hospitals simply had no
heating. Lignano and Grado bore the brunt of the evacuation.

Recon struc t i on plans after the first earthquake were hampered by
the Italian parliamentary elections set for June 20, 1976, discouraging
politicians from carrying out unpopular measures such as identifying and
requisitioning areas suitable for building barrack settlements, or from
deciding not to plan for the reconstruction of places that were too
remotely located. At the end of 1976, 2,500 people were already li~ing

in newly erected prefabs, temporary shelters and railway cars; 15,000
were occupying small camping trailers; 1.000 still dwelt in tents
despite the hard winter; and 25,000 remained in the evacuation centers
on the Adriatic Coast. Thus housing space had to be created for some
66.000 people. A major prefabricated housing program made provision for
about 21,000 units. Despite the hindrance of an extremely severe
winter, the evacuees were successfully returned from the coast towns by
mid-April, just before the beginning of the tourist season. A\. that
period the Department of Geography of the Technische Universitat Munchen
started a survey among the occupants of prefabricated houses with a
Guestionnaire: 6,568 of them, representing households with a total of
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20,538 members, were returned for data process ing. Thi s 40% response
rate can be regarded as reasonably high in a disaster area and under the
prevailing circumstances. We will discuss the results of this survey
1ater.

The Importance of a Specific Geographical Location

Friul i occupies the northeastern corner of Italy, wedged between
Austria and Yugoslavia. Ethnic minority groups speakin~ German and
Slovenian live within the Italian territory, which may account for the
exceptionally high degree of aid given to the disaster Il"'ea from the
adjacent countries. At the same time, being geographically remote from
the central government in Rome, the local inhabitants, 400,000 of whom
were native Friulians of Romance (rhaetoromanicl language, tended to be
uncertain about the roles that should be or were played by outside aid
giving agencies from Switzerland, Austria, West Germany and Yugoslavia.
Such influences, overtly or otherwise. could indeed lead to a loss of
authority by the central government.

The peninsular state of Italy at the moment of disaster was
evidently seen by a large part of the population of Friulf as far more
remote than the neighboring countries in the Alps. Since links to the
Italian nation as a whole were not very strong, the previous struggle
for more autonomy for the Region of Friul i--Venezia Giulia--started to
become even more emphatic, and the earthquake did not appear as an
Ital ian but as an Alpine catastrophe. The criteria for efficiency in
disaster management were derived from the performance of Swiss, Austrian
and German rescue and reconstruction teams and NATO troops and less from
the performance of the Ital ian government for which the earthquake in
Val Bel ice. Sicily, of 1968 was used as a negative example. The
Friulfans. in a situation of disaster. literally speaking. were looking
more to the North than to the South. the more so since qu i te a few
economic problems such as farming in high altitudes. small family farms.
or possibilities of mountain tourism seemed to have more in common with
the overall Alpine than with the normal Italian environment.

This can be illustrated by the example of the border settlements at
high elevations. The boundary area lies relatively high in comparison
to peninsular Italy and is in some cases (Sauris; Prossenicol inhabited
by members of ethnic minorities. This location of settlements at high
altitudes has developed over the centuries on the basis of farming in
the valleys and on the slopes and of cattle raising at still higher
altitudes.

This lifestyle. in the meantime. has become obsolete because of the
smallness of farm units and the economic pressure from the Common
Market. These villages in higher altitudes were populated mostly by
elderly people, frequently single. using agriculture for self
subsistence only and liVing from pensions or the remittances of younger
members of the family who had not emigrated. High costs for the
maintenance of roads and a not very effectively used infrastructure of
cribs and schools, etc .• made it reasonable for the government in Rome
to think of radically modifying this obsolete settlement pattern.
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especially since the catastrophe had put an abrupt end to the most
important argument to keep the remote villages viable at al1--house~ and
apartments. Thus, a process which might have taken two more generations
to accomplish has been accelerated remarkably.

These concepts which derived from a "standpoint in the plains"
conflicted with the wish of the Friu1ians and still more so of the other
ethnic groups to stay in their harsh mountain environment; wish that
was supported by the Swiss, South Tyro1ian (German-speaking Italian
citizens), Austrian and German aid-giving organizations for whom (in
another sociocultural context) the maintenance of the border settlements
at ,igher altitudes was an emotional value in itself, as it was across
the border in Yugoslavia. So aid was concentrated on those poor,
overaged and remote mountain communities which resembled the
environments of the donors and which indeed might have needed it most.
But it was spent in the opinion of some Italian planners in a
counterproductive way. The coalition between homesick Friu1ians and
emotionally engaged mountaineer helpers from outside outmaneuvered plans
to abandon remote villages.

Regional Identity versus Economic Efficiency

The settlement pattern in Friuli consists of small towns and large
villages in the plains, the hilly zone and the major mountain valleys.
There are, in addition, hillside villages, hamlets and isolated groups
of farmsteads in the mountains. This settlement pattern arose over a
mi llenium of natural resource exploitation, mostly centering on
agricultural land use. The catastrophe provided an opportunity to
change this pattern thoroughly into a more modern one, bringing
commuters, whose homes were destroyed anyway, closer to the i ndustri a1
parks in the plains and provide a much more rational and economic layout
for both the provinces of Udine and Pordenone, at least in their
northern parts. In the most extreme case, !>lanners could conceive of
not returning large proportions of the popu1at.ion to their home cOlll1lunes
from the coastal towns after the evacua~ion, but concentrating the
people where possible in new towns. Outside the destroyed area and away
from the zone in which there is a high risk of repetition of seismic
disasters, away from the mountain districts that can hardly be served by
an adequate infrastructure, one or several such "new towns", perhaps
along the development axis of Pordenone-Udine-Gorizia-Trieste or simply
just "New Udine", would be conceivable. A building program to provide
emergency accomodation in temporary housing to 65,000 persons by May 1,
1977 would have been able to accomp1 ish this, and need not be dispersed
over 95 communes, but could be used to implement a growth pole theory at
one or a few places. Our survey questionnaire therefore asked 'Could
you imagine yourself liVing for the rest of your life in a town like
Udine or Trieste?' The response is shown in Table 1.

Of course, rural people could be expected to say 'no,' but many of
them had migrated to and 1ived in big cities previously and one could
expect the younger ones to agree to living in a city. (It should be
noted in passing that it might have been better to name other,
preferably smaller, cities along with Udine and to omit Trieste
completely because of the hostility in Friu1i against the regional
capital.) Obviously. Friu1i was not to be turned into 'another
monotonous suburb of Milan'. In contrast to a much more mobile society
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in North America. linkages to the home community are very strong.
Analyzing the data from our questionnaire for relationships between (1)
demography and social situation. (2) impact of the earthquake. and (3)
reaction to the catastrophe. Figure 3 indicates that owning one's own
house and land within the cOlmlune predisposed respondents strongly to
remaining there and proceeding with reconstruction. Of the respondents.
77.3% owned a house. Most des ired the reconstructed house to be of
stone. Latin people are masters of stone construction and resort
naturally to this native building material because of the scarcity of

Table 1

Rural Household Interest
in Relocation to large

i:ity Environment

Response

No reply

Yes

No

Total

Number of
Households

261

610

5.697

6.568

Percent

4.0%

9.3

86.7

100.0%

wood in their lands. The torrential streams of Friuli produce a
specially dangerous construction material in the fonn of rounded river
boulders often used in place of quarrystone which is superior but costs
more. These rounded river stones laid up with little mortar customarily
form the outer walls of older houses. mostly occupied by the older.
poorer people. But even more modern houses proved to have inadequate
roof-support systems. so that total collapse occurred in them as well.
Furthermore. the double-rowed tile roofs sealed with mortar were very
heavy and were particularly prone to collapse.

Would the people draw conclusions from the disaster that would
influence rebuilding? Were the beginnings of acceptance of the wooden
houses present in other Alpine regions and. of course, in earthquake
prone areas such as California. or had the unpopular wooden barracks had
a negative effect? The response to the question 'In what type of house
would you prefer to live in the future?' is shown in Table 2.
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In spite of the fact that famil ies today are much smaller and the
style of the rural economy has changed, Friuli evidently will be rebuilt
in the traditional form. Elements of its material culture "'ith a
symbolic meaning, such as the fogolar (an open fireplace in the middle
of the room) are experiencing a renaissance. IlIn time of stress,
nations safeguard the fhYSiCal legacy that embodies their communal
spirit .. [lowenthal, 1975 •

Table 2

Type of House Desired

Number of
Response Households Percent

No Reply 347 5.3

In a wooden house resistant 1.110 16.9
to earthquakes

In a cement/brick house 5,111 77 .8
resistant to earthQuakps

Total 6,568 100.0

A simi lar issue, at the larger scale of reconstructing cities not
only rebuilding houses, is to prevent further urban sprawl by bringing
people closer together and back into the medieval cities. Venzone is an
excellent example of this strategy. As a medieval city of rare
completeness. Venzone enjoyed a certain income from tourism. The old
town was surrounded by a high wall, Venzone's especial pride, which was
strictly protected as an historic .nonument. Pierced by only four
fortified gateways, during the earth:,uake it turned into a fatal trap.
All four gateways became blocked with debris, and the people. for the
most part advanced in years. were unable to escape from the closely
built streets. Most of the 49 fatalities in Venzone died beneath the
ruins of the medieval city. Hence the demand was widely expressed to
fill in the city lIIOat with the material of the wall. In the stress of
the disaster the s)'llbol and totten of the city underwent a change in
value. But now it will be reconstructed, together with the old tOllln
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itself. This reconstruction will be based on module-elements derived
from units and multiples of the classical Friulian measure of 7 m, a
unit in turn determined by the length of logs used in rafts on the
Tagliamento river. When such modular elements are assembled and
earthquake-proof methods of building applied, the reconstruction of

-~.
.~_ ..~,~i...,.

Figure 4

Modular Elements Use<: for the
Reconstruction of ~~nzone

(Courtesy of R. P1rzio Birol;. In: 'document; sulla
ricostruz1one. Monografie di ricostruire. 3. Udine 1977.
vol. 1 nr. 3. p.5.)

Venzone is supposed to combine facade elements, such as arches, portals,
balconies, elaborate stone window frames etc., rescued from the debris,
with mdern elements in a way that reflects the city's character but
increases its functional qualities. Of course, this reconstruction
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process takes more time and money than just building houses. but it
preserves the regional identity.

Trends Accentuated and Accelerated by the Disaster

The 'laboratory conditions' of a disaster not only bring sudden
change in the physical landscape but in the potential ity of change in
the social environment also.

Community Activities

Competitive political elements seek to govern the reconstruction
process. Different concepts of reconstruct ion pl ans can be traced to
pol it i cal power re1at ionships. Pol; t ica1 fact ions struggl e to control
the "right" future. For example, the charitable organizations from
countries providing relief were sometimes embarrassed by the task
suggested to them by conservatives to "stabilize the system" by
providing support primarily for single family houses on their own
parcels, while elsewhere leftist communal goverl'1llents were trying to
achieve a decrease in the "bourgeois" character of the population by
means of larger collective buildings.

Seculari zat ion

In communes that had anti-clerical majorities there was sometimes a
tendency to el iminate the church as the ruins were cleared away. The
Catholic Church was foresighted enough, in view of the need in which the
population found itself. not to press for the collection of funds for
rebuilding the churches. It spread the motto. "Prime i case, dopo i
chiese" (Nhouses first, churches afterwards"). But the seCUlarization
that had taken place between the construction of a church 1n. say, the
17th century and its reconstruction in 1980 became Quite evident.
People had to decide for themselves and sacrifice; they could not just
follow tradition.

c\gr i culture

Processes long overdue were set into motion. for example.
abandoning farming on uneconomically small units. Once the stables were
destroyed and cattle had to be slaughtered before the evacuation to the
coastal areas, a development became irreversible which might have taken
at least one generation to accomplish.

Industry

Industry seems to have entered a stage of accelerated development
in spite of and perhaps even because of the earthquake. Factory
equipmeht was modernized. Since the catastrophe was widely publicized,
national and international credit institutions could be counted on to be
s.>""Pathetic. State subsidies and low-cost loans promoted additional
investments and increased the number of jobs. especially in the
construction and bUilding materials industry.
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Loyalty of workforce

Friulian workers are industrious, have an enormous capacHy for
hard work, and are intensely loyal to their companies. This was an
important factor. Being skilled do-it-yourself craftsmen, they switched
from their destroyed regular work places and themselves repaired the
damage to the plants. While their own dwellings lay still in ruins, the
rebuflding of plants was accompl ished in an astonishingly short time.
This was found by Fritz as early as 1963:

The renovation of the actors within the system and the consequent
total concentration of societal energy on the goals of survival and
recovery usually result in the rapid reconstruction of the society
and, beyond that, often produce a kind of -ampllfied rebound"
effect, in which the society is carried beyond Us pre-existing
levels of integration. productivity, and capacity for growth
[Fritz, 1963].

Search for more autonomy

The earthquake stimulated the emotional feeling of identity among
the Friulians. Their status as a frontier folk between three countries
colors their historical experience and unifies them. The Comissario
Straordinario (Emergency Commissioner) became the symbo1 of Roman
Centralism pitted in this situation against a heighte~2d sense of
regional autonomy. The role of this publ ic servant in ~;,e emergency
brought into focus all the problems and tensions between political
central ism and aspirations for regional autonomy in Italy. There 1s a
separate regional political party that tries to channel and cultivate
this sentiment. The greatest gains of the Movimento Friulano during the
elections of 1978 were in the disaster area, and greater in the north
than in the south of the area populated by Fr1ulians. There is a desire
for a regional university in Udine, independent of the larger one in the
capital of the region, Triestp.

Integration into another spatial context

Friulians interpreted their region as the "gateway to Central
Europe" and not just a northeastern appendage of Italy. On occasions,
they have revealed through poster campaigns their belief that in reality
they belong to a growing new transnational federal union. (Some of the
posters, to the astonishment of neighboring Austria, proclaimed
affection for the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 60 years after its
dissolution following World War I or declared ·We want a Germ~n

government"). This idea of "European Federalism- was accentuated by the
fact that all of the aid-giving neighbors already had a federal
structure (Switzerland with its cantons, the Federal Republics of
Germany, Austria and Yugoslavia). Federalism is intended to grant more
individuality to distinct regions.

These seven trends discussed briefly above did not uniformly apply
to Friuli as a whole. Regional differentiation followed pre-quake
trends. They can be summarized in a map (Figure 5) and a model (Figure
6) •
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Supposed Future Trends of Destroyed Communes
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Conclusion

The New World has supplied not only the locus for most hazard
research but also the concepts and models. to understand the i""acts of
disasters. A very rational model has emerged but it does not account
for some of the imponderabilities of people's perceptions of disaster in
the Old World. Some of the assertions ma1e by some scholars [Haas, et
al., 1977] apply broadly to the events here too, but based on the work
in Friuli additional generalizations can be made.

a) The persistence of tte previously established spatial
structure increases with the strength of the historical
tradition and cultural importance of a disaster area.

b) When thpre clre ideological tens ions in a country. political
groups apply their ideas about society. roost notably those
having to do with property rights anc reconstruction plans
derived from them. to cornnunes where they can realize their
political ideas. This produces competitive reconstruction
planning and takes advantage of the tabula raza laboratory
situation for socia-political experimentation.

c) The spatial solution (the 'three-country-corner') and the
peculiar cultural and linguistic status of an area. expressed
in the Autonomy Statute. intensify its sense of identity and
weaken the leadership authority of central government
initiative. The latter is forced to compete in some cases for
the loyalty of its citizens, particularly if national
minorities like Slovenes or Austrians live in a disaster area.

d) Long periods of seismic inactivity within the area of a very
trilditional culture allow the existing stock of buildings to
go for hundreds of years without proper maintenance and
restorative tests of stress-laads. Since mostly the older and
poorer populations are in the oldest and least maintained
buildings of the city cores, the hypothesis that a catastrophe
and its consequences are extremely 'inegalitarian' events
hitting the most helpless hardest is confiMfted.

e) If a disaster happens to coincide spatially with the
approximate settlement area of a given ethnic group (in this
case the 400,000 friul1ans). it is extrelllely illlPortant not to
forget the cultural identity of the people affected, which
manifests itself in numerous features of the sochl spatial
situation, when dealing with the probll!llls of geological
security and architectural form. Reconstruction planning on
the part of the central government should try to incorporate
regional character as much as possible into its projects.
This aids regional identity and avoids fostering uniformity
and anonymi ty.

f) Societies. as has been noted by other scholars [Friesma et
al •• 1979] [Wright et al., 1979) recover rapidly after
disasters. The case of Friuti shows that a catastrophe may
actually inspire the population of an area to I heightened
self-awareness and determination to take their fate into their
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own hands. The return of many emigrants from abroad, the
emergence of a Ft'iulian Regional University in Udine,
increased enthusiasm for a more extensive regional auttlnomy,
and even th~ appearance of an avowedly ethnic Friulian
political party, attest to this effect.

Table 3

Comparison of Earthquakes in
Friu1i 1976 and Southern

Italy '980

Facts Fri ul i Southern Italy

Date

Time

Magnitude

Depth

Duration

Epicenter

Affected Area

Number of Communities

Deaths

Homeless

Damage in $ billion

May 6, 1976

9:00 p.m.

6.4 R

ca. 5 km

55 sec.

2 km Wof Venzone

4,800 km2

119

1,000

100,000

4.45

November 23, 1980

7:35 p.m.

6.7 R
ca. 20 km

90 sec.

5 kin E of Teora

28,000 km2

314

3,500 ?

300,000

15.9 ?

In the meantime, on November 23, 1980 another even more severe
earthquake of 6.7 on the Richter scale occurred in Southern Italy. The
same emergency conmissioner as in Friuli was again in charge of the
operations in the Naples area. But there were markedly different
responses to the same disastrous event, not only because of physical
characteristics (Table 3) but also because of the characteristics of the
inhabitants, their attitudes and beliefs.
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Evidently variables such as cid': ilJaturity. neighborly solidarity
and administrative integrity (difficult ·~C measure as they are) should
be given more important weighting in all models of disaster assessment.
Even events in the same country and under aOOli ni strat ion of the same
emergency commissioner are not guaranteed to take the same course.

On the basis of our studies. we are in agreement with the
Injunction that ".•. hazard management policy stands to gain considerably
from sound compal"'C'tive research" [Torry. 1979]. We believe. moreover.
that our' discuss·:on of the spatial differentiation of earthquake effects
and responses is the sort of study which in the future might bring a
geographical view into hazard research which may be lacking now because
of too much abstraction from the real world of disaster areas and their
victims. Social geographers should work more closely with social
psychologists. anthropologists and sociologists and perhaps less with
economi sts and systems analysts. In thi s manner soc ia1 geography can
help to redirect hazard research from what can be a dangerously naive
preoccupation with administrative technologies and procedures and bring
it closer to the mainstream of humanistic geography.
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VICTIMS. PRIMARY GROUPS AND COMMUNITIES

AFTER THE FRIULI EARTHQUAKE

Bernardo Cattarinussi

Introductiun

The sequence of 435 earthquake shocks that occurred over a period
of two years in Friu1i, a northeastern Italian region, commenced on the
night of May 6, 1976, with a severe tremor (4.5 Richter) followed one
minute later by an even stronger one (6.4 Richter) which lasted almost
one minute. The effects were devastating: 950 persons died and more
than 2,500 were severely injured. Twelve thousand houses were
destroyed, 25,000 were damaged, and 191 villages were razed to the
ground. In analyzing the social response to this catastrohpe we caro use
the scheme suggested by Mileti, Drabek and Haas [1975] which indudes
behavior of individuals, groups, organizations, conmunity, nation, and
international systems in the phases of preparedness, warning.
mobilization, inmediate post-impact, relief, and reconstruction. Since
the fi rst three phases do not app 1y in thi s case. we will 1imi tour
analysis only to social responses in the phases of post-impact. relief.
and reconstruction.

Immediate post-impact

Individuals

It is necessary to distinguish between the response of victims and
non-victims. As regards the first group. the literature documents
extensively such responses as an absence of panic, an initial
narcotizing effect which temporarily prevents people from comprehending
the event, altruism, gratitude for assistance, minimization of personal
losses, concern for one's family. enthusiastic participation in first
aid activities. Concerning the conditions under which the catastrophe
occurs, these authors find that maximum social and psychological
disruption will emerge from events characterized by: suddenness. high
uncertainty. prolonged duration, broar.l scope of physical destruction.
death, and injury partiCUlarly when the events occur at night [Mileti.
Drabek and Haas 1975]. All these condUions characterized the Friuli
earthquake. The only favorable condition appeared to be the less-severe
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initial shock (4.5 Richter) which preceded the strongest one and in
several cases served as an alarm.

A survey carried out by means of in-depth interviews of 80
residents in a town near the epicenter found that 50% of the persons
surveyed did not stir at first because of inhibition. hindrance or
previous experience. Only 12% inmediately left their houses. Another
11% left their houses but returned immediately to rescue a member of the
family or remained at home to switch off the TV set or to turn the water
tap off. Behavior directly after the shock as reported in 74 intervie~s

was as shown in Table 1. Altruistic behavior appeared to be twice as
prevalent as self-oriented behavior. Other hypothesized behavior such
as gratitude for assistance. minimization of personal loss. creation of
1ittle groups of "helpers" which form the phase that C.A. Chandessais
[1975] defines as the "informal mass struggle" are confirmed by
individual accounts. journalistic reports and participant observation.

Table 1

Survey Results Concerning Immediate Behavior
After First Tremor: Friuli, 1976

RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENT---
Sought safety alone, in presence of others 16 21.6

Sought to save self and children in presence
of others 16 21.6

Sought to save self and assist others 15 20.3

Too astonished to act 22 29.7
Fled or tried to escape 5 6.8

74 lO"O:"o

The literature concerning the behavior of non-victims indicdtes
that persons learn ing of a nearby disaster tp.:ld to be curious, wonder
about the involvement of kin and friends and will very likely go to the
stricken area [Fritl 1968). Once there. 1il~y seek ways to help. If
they cannot assume the role of helper. they feel frustrated. in these
moments, class. race, rank and age differences fade out, while role
conflicts may arise in choosing which group to assist: family, kin.
friends. neighbors or strangers. All such hypothesized behavior was
confirmed by observation and Journalistic reports. In the Friuli
earthquake the phenomenon of volunteers was especially prevalent. These
were mostly young people who converged from allover Central and
Northerr Italy [Moretti 1960).
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Organizations

Various organizations, frequently uncoordinated tend to converge on
the site of a disaster. Among these are firemen and military
organizations. which possess a more effective degree of response to
disasters than civilian organizations because they have equipment
essential to deal with emergency situations, their personnel have had a
specific training. hierarchical relationships are precisely defined. and
they have an efficient communications network [Tellia 1978]. In Friuli
the intervention of the military organizations was massive and timely.
because more than half of the active Ital ian Army is stationed in this
border region. Specialized detachments sent by foreign armies,
especially the Germans, created a strong impression of efficiency.

Comnunity

One of the main findings of disaster research is that the initial
reaction to a disaster is characterized by a massive response of
individuals. groups and organizations that at first tend to act in an
uncoordinated way and can result in a chaotic convergence of persons.
material and information. The centripetal movements exceed both in
quality and quantity the centrifugal ones. Some cOlllllunities seem to
respond better than others. The explanatory variable appears to be
prior emergency experience or preparation. The earthquake of May 6.
1976, also affected some villages in Yugoslavia where a community
organization exists that has been trained to deal with emergency
situations. Certain accounts indicate the inmediate Yugoslav response
was bette.' abl_~ to handle the demands imposed by the disaster situation
[Orolen Adami~ 1980]. However. the damage there was less and the
stricken area was much more limited.

Barton [ 1970 J states that disaster situations create an overload of
problems local governments are often unable to handle, and they must be
replaced by an emergency government that acts as an overridin9
coordinating superstructure. On May 7 the Central Government appointed
a "Commissario Straordinario" who took charge of the direction of the
relief effort until July 25.

A genera 1i zed find i ng 0 ~ research on human behav ior after
catastrohpes is that there t~nds to be a decrease in conflict.
According to Dynes and Quarantelli [1971], this happens because: 1) the
precipitating event is outside the community system. 2) a consensus on a
hierarchy of values quickly emerges within the conmunity. 3) emergency
period problems reqUire immediate and obvious action. 4) disasters
produce an orientation to the present which minimizes previous memories
of and future opportunities for conflict, 5) disasters reduce status
differences, 6) disasters tend to strengthen conmunity identity. The
reduction of conflict in Friuli is reported by interviews with children.
A decrease of parochialism is also reported as is a rising sense of
ethnic awareness. Along with the decreases in conflict the author and
participant observers recorded a growth in internal solidarity that gave
rise to an altruistic attitude resulting in cooperation and mutual help
[Wolfenstein 1957] rraylor et al. 1970].
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Restoration

In 1;10'" restoration phase people try to regain acceptable conditions
of life and to re-establish the exercise of the essential functions of
a~ organized life [ Barbina 1976]. In this phase the damage to
i:I~rastructure. houses. economic structures. artistic heritage and so on
are evaluated and indemnities are fixed. Peo~le try to salvage all that
can be recovered. Tottering buildings are buttressed or demol ished.
IllI1Iedi ate relief organi zat ions start to leave the zone. The length of
this phase. also. varies according to the severity of the catastrophe.
the response capability of the stricken population and the efficiency of
the local authorities. We can distinguish between the behavior of
victims and organizations.

Victims

The restoration phase is very delicate both from the psychological
point of view. since phenomena of depression and discouragement may
arise. and from the social point of view. since anomie and apathetic
attitudes may develop. Symptoms of such aspects in friuli were
increases in admissions to mental hospitals, in suicides. and in the
abuse of alcoholic beverages.

The destruction or extensive damage of dwellings leaves many
families without shelter and makes necessary temporary housing or. when
possible, refuge in the homes of friends or relatives. According to
information obtained from a survey of evacuated children [Cattarinussi
1978]. the solutions to housing problems during the sunmer of 1976 were
as shown in Table 2. The earthquake and numerous aftershocks caused
strong feelings of claustrophobia and a sense of insecurity in
structures. Consequently many individuals whose homes were barely
damaged or absolutely intact preferred to sleep in the open.

The possibility of looting abandoned buildings and evacuated areas
after a disaster is a major concern. However. Dynes and Quarantelll
report the number of looting cases is usually very limited. This was
the case in Friul1. Only four thieves. who had come from outside the
region. were discovered.

Efforts to gain relief aid fraudulently might be considered a form
of loot i ng. Drabek notes that the frequency of such phenomena and the
tactics used are hardly mentioned in previous research findings. There
is some quantifiable evidence from friuli in connection with claims for
damages due to the loss of furniture and fittings. According to
Prefecture off ic ia15. there were about a hundred contes ted cases among
the 16.000 claims 1n which the claimed damage was nearly double the
actual loss. The questionnaire used for a survey carried out by
interviews of shopkeepttrs and innkeepers of six villages destroyed by
the earthquake com~~red the amount of damages to the premises. equipment
and supplies as claimed by the shopkeepers and innkeepers and as
ascertained by committees of the ChaMber of Commerce. Of a total of 288
shops and inns. 8l claimed damage greater than that which was
ascerta i ned [Sambri 1979 J.

The Repetition of the Earthquake

The rather exceptional pttenomenon of the repetition of the
earthquake after an interval of four months took place in Friul1. On
September 15 there were two strong shocks at 5:15 a.m. (6.0 Richter) and
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Table 2

Temporary Shelter Used by Families
Friul i, 1976

TYPE OF SHELTER NUMBER PERCENT--
Home 47 17.5
Tent 126 47.0
Garage 12 4.5
Home and Tent 45 16.8
Trailer 8 3.0
Car and Home 2 0.8
Cabin 4 1.5
Home and Hut 3 1.1
Home, Tent and Hut 21 7.8

TOTAL ~ 100.0

Source: Cattar i nuss i , 1978.

at 11:23 a.m. (6.2 Richter), with epicenters somewhat to the north of
those in May. The shocks further damaged the communities that for four
months had been living in uncomfortable conditions and suffering a very
large number of minor aftershocks. During this period, a great deal of
psychological energy had been used up in order to adjust to new
situations and to restore social and psyChological balances. In
September no more reserves of moral force were 1eft, and the responses
were, therefore, very different from the individual and social reactions
of May. People fled the encampments as huge rocks tlMllbled down the
mountains. Thousands of "restorable" buildings, to which people had
already returned, collapsedi other homes shattered before the amazed
eyes of those who had repaired them during the SLllllleri scaffolding and
bracing revealed its uselessness. Car-mounted loudspeakers urged people
to leave the area and retreat to the Upper Adriatic resorts and added to
the sense of impending cataclysms of still larger magnitude.

The Evacuation

The unexpected repetition of the seismic phenomenon caused the
recall of the "Commissario Straord1nario·, who organized the evacuation
of the homeless to the beaches of the Upper Adriatic Sea and devoted
himself, with the Regione Friuli-Venezia G1ulia, to the cQnstruction of
prefabricated Villages. As many as 32.500 individuals IF.ft the area.
The number of evacuees over time 1s shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows the motivations for evacuation identified by a sample
of 241 persons interviewed in a town on the Upper Adriatic Sea [Boileau
1977]. The unsatisfactory living conditions of the temporary shelters
were the chief reason.

Organizations

Wh il e part of the popu1at ion was evacuated. the restoration
activities such as barracks construction began again and were completed
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.......
Figure

flumber of People Evacuated by f1onth: Friu1i,1976-1977

Figure 2

Motivation for Evacuation:
Friuli, 1976-1977

Source: Boileau, 1978.
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by Spring 1977. During the first year after the May earthquake a number
of organizat ions operated in Friul1. Figure 3 shows the opinion of
these organizations expressed by a sample of 434 workers from 19 damaged
factories [Cattarinussi, 1978). Vat'ious levels of the government were
perceived to have performed the least well. The Italian and foreign
armies, the Red Cross, the Firemen and the Alpini Association were felt
to have functioned best.

International Solidarity

The data on financial assistance from foreign nations to Friuli are
shown in Tab 1e 3. They are drawn from the documents of the
"COIm\issariato Straordinario del Governo" and completed by those of the
R~d Cross, the Charitas Internationalis and the "Ente Friuli nel Mondo".
The generous financial aid of several European countries is explained by
geographical proximity (Austria and Yugoslavia) and by a long tradition
of Friulian emigration (Switzerland, Germany, Luxemburg and Belgium).
Emigration also can explain the aid from Canada, Australia. and
Venezuela. For the U.S.A. there is also the factor of the economic and
political partnership with Italy [Delli Zotti 1978).

Reconstruction

The reconstruction phase that started one year after the first
earthquake probably shows aspects of the response more clearly than the
earlier phases. since the socio-structural characteristics of stricken
cORlllunities and the socio-cultural features of the population become
more relevant over the long tern1.

Among the socio-structural features we can consider demographic
restabilization and economic aspects. The geographer G. Valussi has
analyzed the former by looking at the demographic dynamics of the 45
Friulian communes most heavily struck by the 1976 earthquake. They are
characterized by a steady return of migrant workers since 1971, mainly
due to the European economic recession. The balance between
registrations and cancellations at the registry offices in 1972 was
6.3%; in 1973. 8.7%. in 1974. 7.1%; in 1975. 5.2%. In 1976 the balance
collapsed to 0.9%. but in 1977 it rose again to 4.9%.

If we examine the population movements by months for 1976. we notice
that departures prevail in June. while arrivals highly preponderate in
July and August. After September cancellations increase considerably
and exceed registrations until April. In the ensuing months
registrations are more numerous than cancellations, and at the end of
1977. they surpass the levels of 1975.

Concerning the economy. analysis of the industrial [D'Angiolini.
1979]. artisan [Nodari, 1979] and trading [Sambri. 1979] sectors
indicetes that the speedy use of the available financial sources
permitted rapid economic re-stabil izat ion. both in terms of emp lO,Yl'llent
and in level of production. Other research on the industrial sector
[Regione. 1977). shows that there was no decrease in emplo,Ylllent and
furthennore a 10% increase was expected by most manufacturers over the
next three years (1978-80).

Another study carried out two years after the earthquake of a sample
of 62 factories [Gottschalt 1980] found that the area near the epicenter
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TABLE 3

International Assistance: Friuli. 1976

TOTAL TOTAL/POP TOTAL x IOOO/GNP
NATION (It.lire) (1972) (1972)

S. Marino 80.000.000 4210.52
Austria 9.596.020.000 1251. 54 612.86
Yugoslavia 3.471,294,000 165.64 243.24
Switzer land 3.655.000,000 568.34 173.94
Norway 668,181.000 170.94 60.62
W. Germany 5.740.347.000 84.78 32.31
Luxemburg 28.000.000 79.77 29.41
Belgium 452.892.000 34.11 12.55
France 575.486.000 11.03 3.61
Great Britain 330,322,000 5.90 2.58
Holl and 18,915.000 1.40 0.58
Saudi Arabia 4.325.000.000 512.25 1223.13
Canada 3.424,139,000 154.76 41.49
Austra1i a 1,186.568.000 90.35 36.10
USA 24,142.685.000 114.74 24.32
Venezuela 171.000,000 15.15 14.55
New Zealand 40,450,000 13.65 6.41
Brazil 200 .000.000 1.97 4.52
Iran 43.250.000 1.38 3.34
Tunisia 4,591,000 0.90 2.85
South Africa 30,520,000 1.25 1.76

experienced a particularly strong wave of expansionary investment which
clearly indicates a positive economic response by entrepreneurs. The
large investments made in the stricken area led to an absolute growth of
jobs. which not only succeeded in warding off the danger of out
migration. but acted as an attraction for Friulian migrants.

A sample of 900 people was interviewed four years after the
earthquake [Cattarinussi. Moretti. Te11ia. 1981J. Most believed that
the disaster induced economic development in the stricken areas.
Indeed, 60.3~ of the sample believed that in the post-seismic period
there was an improvement in economic conditions and 77.1~ believed that
employment opportunities had increased. However. a strengthening of the
industrial structure was evident only in some municipalities--those that
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already had a high level of industrial ization before. On the contrary
in other municipalities that had had a lONer level of industrialization
the situation worsened. As for trade establishments. most of them
res~ed their activity after a period of interruption of variable
length.

From the urbanistic point of view the tendency to reconstruct the
Friulian region "where it was and as it was" prevailed over other
innovative but perhaps less realistic proposals. The choice in the
reconstruction was the reaffirmation of the anthropo-geographic design
existing before the earthquake. The volumetric relations among the
urban spaces were reproduced (Nimis 19781.

In the political sphere no substantial change in the electoral
choices were apparent in Friuli after the earthquake. This stable trend
is shown by analysis of both before and after earthquake polls [Tellia.
19811 and the answers to two specific questions in the already cited
research on long-term effects [Cattarinussi. Moretti. Tellia. 1981l.
Other research, conducted by interViewing mayors in the stricken area.
indicated that the decision making process has become more personalized.
FrOOl this same research it appears that local administrators are much
more highly valued than the central government and fellow citizens.

Socia-cultural changes were induced by the earthquake. This was
revealed through the opinions of the sample of people interviewed in the
course of the research on long-term disaster effects cited above.
Respondents were asked to choose which of the following items reflected
their opinion:

1) The earthquake resulted in some positive consequences.

2) No changes at all were induced by the earthquake.

3) Hardships and worries resulted from the earthquake but they
were only temporary.

4) After the earthquake one's whole 1ife-style changed for the
worse and will continue so for a long time.

Almost half the sample (48.6~) selected item 3. A quarter (24.~)

chose item 4 revealing a pessimistic view of life after the catastrophe.
The remaining fifth of the sample (19.61) perceived the existence of
some positive consequences of the disaster. Males. younger people and
those with higher social status tended to have a more positive outlOOk.

Regarding physical health. almost half the sample reported a
worsening. General psychic conditions were felt to be deteriorating as
well (45.3%) mainly by women and older people. Personal contentment,
together with family economic security (rz .25) is positively correlated
with self-reliance (r-.35) and with the perception of contentment on the
part of neighbors and fellow citizens (r-.24). Improved physical and
psychical conditions are positively correlated with an active attitude
towards work (r-24; r-21) and with a satisfactory sexual life (r-.18;
r-.21).' A rather contented atmosphere seemed to be prevalent in most
faRIit ies. but some intra-fllllily relations were deteriorating because of
the COMPlex problems linked to the process of reconstruction. It
appears that portion of the sample that claimed to suffer from
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diff icu 1t i es in the rebu i lding process (costs and town P1ann ing
restrictions) also reported that family relations often broke down and
that quarrels increased after the earthquake (r=.17). This response was
more frequent on the part of families living in barracks.

8y examining correlation coefficients we tried to draw up a
typology, i.e., to identify ~ocial types as characterized by the
presence of a set of elements.

a) Relations to the envirorunent: "isolated" and "involved"
people ("misanthropes" and ·social" individuals).

The misanthrope, an isolated person with no family, neighboring, and
cOlllllunity relations, has been defined in terms of interactions witI'}
their milieu of the people interviewed.

These types were identified by the variables "family help" (little
help given to or received by one or more relatives), "neighborly
interaction" (little or no confidence in neighbors), "misanthropy" (no
wish to see other people), and finally "community involvement" (interest
in civic affairs decreased since 1976). The emerging character of the
"solitary" is not at all cOlllllOn within the sample: only 12 people
(1.3%) possess all four traits, and rather few (86 or 9.6%) possess
three.

Few people indeed seem to be far from a "normal" state, and it
appears that the traditional stereotype of the Friulian as
i nd ividua Iist ; c, peerish, iso1ated. has to be rejected. On the other
hand, the opposite image does not appear clearly either. The "social
individuals" the exact reverse of the former were also very few: on1y
13 eQuivalent to 1.4%. These can also be labelled as "involved people":
get and give help from and to most relatives, feel that most neighbors
are reliable, never wish to remain alone, are more interested in what is
happening around them now than in 1976.

b) The personal state: ·anxious· and "miserable" people.

Such types have been singled out by combining internal and external
traits of the individual's personal situation. The anxious individuals
are those experiencing hostility and irritability, are unable to cope
with the earthquake aftershocks, and feel insecure in their dwellings.
145 people can be so defined equivaler4t to 16.1% of the sample, the
highest percentage among those identifying a "type". Among them, 47
individuals (5.2l) are the most anxious.

The miserable people are characterized by a wide range of negative
traits. They live in barracks, had their houses destroyed or badly
damaged and are not planning to rebulld them. Moreover they have been
feeling worse both physically and psychically since 1976, have lower
educations and incomes, are aged 55 and over. On1y 52 people, however,
(5.8), can be so defined. Very often the miserable people are anxious
as well. Indeed the same individuals tend to score very high on both
miserableness and anxiety scales.

e) The perception of the situation: "pessimists", ·cOlIlPlainers",
"optimists".
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These types were identified on the basis of the questions relative to
the economic and social situation. local. national and personal. The
first type. the pessimistic individual, includes those who think that,
since 1976, the Friulian economy has worsened. alcoholism. crime, drug
abuse have increased. the whole situation has deteriorated irremediably.
There are few of these people (24 = 2.6S) but their number increases to
13.5S if we leave out the variable relative to economic developme,t.
Indeed very few believe that there was no economic improvement at all.

The second character is the "complainer" who believes that
government's and the administrators', and fellow citizens' ability and
honesty have decreased since 1976. and that the reconstruction process
is behind schedule and inefficient. The tendency to complain is present
in only 9.6% of the sample, and it is usually unrelated to objective
situations of misfortune.

Finally the "optimists" are those who are more willing to be
active. feel self-confident, have positive expectations for the future:
those who maintain the economic situation has improved both in their
families and in Friuli, single out some positive consequences of the
earthquake, who believe the reconstruction process is going rather well.
As with fully unhappy people, fully happy and optimistic people are very
rare. Indeed only 18 individuals (2%) were so classified. fewer than
the complainers, and fewer than the miserable people.

The Friul i earthquake presented a unique research opportunity for
study of social responses to a disaster because of the double event of
two major seismic shocks. four months apart. The reaction to tne first
event very much resembled cases well documented in the literature. The
second event was particularly devastating from a social and
psychological point of view because it destroyed so much of the
reconstruction efforts which had been made during the four months after
the first shock. While the immediate effects were severe, it is
remark ab 1e under the c i rcums tances that the 1ong-term effects have been
so moderate. Those individuals who severely suffered the most
psychologically and socially tend to be late middle-aged and elderly,
females and those of lower socio-economic status. The most resi lient
individuals tended to be males in younger labor force age groups. the
young, better educated and those wHh higher incomes. The restoration
of the economic system was amazingly rapid, the attitudes toward
coamunities and the region optimistic and the effects as reflected in
changed political behavior minimal. The long-term effects seem to
confirm earlier studies but distinct patterns emerge related to
demographic characteristics.
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THE EFFECTS OF THE 1976 EARTHQUAKE IN THE SOtA RIVER BASIN

Milan Orozen Adami~

•
The Anton Melik Geographical Institute of the Slovene Academy of

Sciences and Arts of Ljubljana has among its tasks t~at of recording and
attempting to explain from a geographical perspective various major
natural disasters which occur in Slovenia. The consequences of the 1976
earthquake are the first major earthquake disaster effects analyzed by
the Institute. The work demonstrated that the methodology for examining
natural diasters has not been sufficiently studied and developed. A new
set of problems had to be faced and could not be solved in a completely
satisfactory manner. In the fut~re, much more attention must be devoted
to developing geographical methods for studying natural disasters and
applying the findings in practice. The work carried out attempted to
record and explain as completely as possible the consequences of the
earthquake in the most severely stricken areas.

Various kinds of natural and other disasters occur relatively
freqently and, therefore, must be taken into consideration and dealt
with as typical phenomena for any social cOlllDUnity within some larger
regional context. For the most part disasters and catastrophies have in
connon the two properties that they are space and time specific. The
spatial aspect is related to the extent of the disaster and to other
influences in process at that time in the affected region and subareas
of it. The temporal aspect of the crisis can be very different. A
distinction can be made between the time duration of the occurence or
event and the period necessary for recovery. This second period of time
can last years or even decades, depending upon the circumstances and the
severity of the impact of the event in a specific region.

The earthquake of 1976 was the most severe one in Slovenia 1n this
century. The next most severe was that of the 7th degree MCS in the
Kozje area in 1974. See Table 1. A stronger earthquake occured on
April 14, 1895, with the epicenter in the neighborhood of Vodice (the
well-known Ljubljana earthquake), estimated at 7th to 9th degrees MeS.
The disaster striking the So~a River Basin tn 1976 was the strongest
earthquake in Slovenia in the last 81 years. Within the epicentral
region itself this earthquake was considerably stronger and more
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disastrous than that of Ljubljana in 1895. The 1895 earthquake,
however, had comparatively more extensive consequences for the Slovenes.
occurring in the central part of Slovenia and causing considerable
damage. However. if one takes into consideration the vast impact of the
earthquake in the Sota River Basin, the particular problems of that
region, and in addition the consequences suffered in the Venetian
Slovenia, Resia and Goriea areas, this event was undoubtedly one of the
greatest affecting the Slovenes in recent centuries.

Table 1

The Earthquakes Occurring in Slovenia from 1956 to 1976.
Having a Strength of 6th Degree MCS or More*

Number of Shocks
Year Stronger than 6 MCS MCS Date COIIIIlune (Area)

June 20

May 6
Sept. 15

Jan. 31
May 19
March 18
Dec. 12

7

8
B

7.5
7
6
6

Ilirska Bistrica
Litija
Ilirska Bistrica
~ofja Loka
IPolh. Dolomit1)
~rje near
Jetse
(Kozje area)
Tolmin. Idrija
N.Garica (The
S~a River
Basin)

*Statistieal Yearbook of the SR Slovenia 1976. The Institute of
Statistics, the SR Slovenia. Ljubljana
**Hrfic. 1977

1976- 478

1974 100

1956 16
1963 84
1964 74
1973 53

The Stock of Dwellings in the S<Ka River Basin, and the Consequences of
the Earthquake

In the So~a River Basin there were relatively few structures made
of reinforced concrete. The predominant bui ldings were old houses,
mostly built of stone, with lime mortar and wooden roofs. According to
the data of the census of population and dwellings of 1971 [Popis
stanivista ••• 1972J 50.4 percent of the dwellings in the conmune of
Idrija were built before 1918. 46.6 percent in the cOlRIUne of To1min,
and only 22.4 percent in the cOllIllUne of Nova Gorica. Dwellings built
between 1915 and 1945 comprised 30.5 percent of the <hIellings in the
cOlllllune of Tolmin, and 7.7 percent of those in the cOlIIIIUne of Idrija.
Dwellings constructed between 1946 and 1960 account for 9.7 percent in
the cOlIIIIue of Tolmin, 17.4 percent in the cOlllllUne of Idrija and 18.5
percent in the cOIlIIlUne of Nova Goriea. There is a great difference
between the ca.munes in the proportion of new dwellings built from 1960
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to 1971; 12.3 percent in the conmune of To1min, 21.9 percent in Nova
Gorica and 23.4 percent in Idrija. Approximately half the dwellings in
the cornnunes of To Imin and Idrija before the earthquake were more than
50 years old. Only in exceptional cases had reinforced concrete or
other up-to-date materials been used in such dwellings. Slabs made of
reinforced concrete and other similar construction elements were
introduced for the most part only after 1946. Before the earthquake,
approximately 80 percent of the dwellings in the commune of Tolmin were
built in the traditional manner. without the use of concrete, iron,
bricks. or similar materials.

The considerable differences between individual places reflect
urbanization and vi 11 age stagnation. At Borjana 79.3 percent of the
dwellings date from before 1918. 86.9 percent at Breginj, 100 percent at
Podbela, 94.3 percent at Volarji. The percentage of the dwellings built
before 1918 in Borjana is a little lower than in other neighboring, less
urbanized places because part of the ~i1lagesJwas carried away by a snow
avalanche on February 14. 1952 GallS, 195. An entirely different
picture is presented by the more urbanized places where there is a
considerably smaller proportion of dwellings built before 1918. In
1971. 53.7 percent of the dwellings at Kobarid were from this period,
but only 12.8 percent at Tolmin. Other factors account for some
differences such as at StanoviUe where 95.8 percent of the dwellings
have been reconstructed after 1946. s inc, the village was burnt down
during the war. In reconstructing Stanovis(e in most cases the original
ground-plans were preserved to the largest possible extent using the
existing ruins and not materially impro'(jng the quality of the
buildings. Similar situations exist in Zaga, completely destroyed
during th, First World War and heavily damaged again in the Second World
War [Ursie. 1968]. The final picture of the damage. including that from
the original earthquake on May 6 and the additional destruction caused
by the second earthquake on September 15, 1976. tan be estimated by the
seismic effect caused by a shock of 9th degr~ MCS scale at the most
severely impacted places of Breginj, Podbela, Zaga, Ladra-Smast, etc.,
and by the effect caused by an 8th degree shock at other heavily damaged
places of the Upper Sola River Basin.

The Direct Effects of the Earthquake in the Region

The very first reports testified to the extensive destruction
caused by the earthquake in the ~OIlIIUnes of To1..in, Idrija and Nova
Gorita and to the widespread disruption in neighboring areas in Italy.
and to the sevP"e d.age suffered by the Slovenes Hving across the
frontier. In a matter of lIlOIIents, many people lost their homes, since
many houses were destroyed or heavi ly damaged. In the most heavi ly
stricken places the people took refuge in various kinds of emergency
shelters in the open air. In less illlPacted p1aces people found refuge
at night in emergency shelters erected near their hOllIes. These se1f
provided shelters were one of the most startling visual evidences. They
were built mostly of a wide variety of light llnd silllPle lIate:~·lals

displaying great ingenuity and inventiveness on the part of indi'lic'uals
[Kriznar, 1977]. Gradually, as organized assistance appeared people
were moved from these primitive emergency shelters, mostly covered with
polyvinyl. to proper tents, automobile trailers, and wooden shacks.
Alongside sa.e of the most iMPacted places entire new settlements
appeared with relatively well-arranged .-ergency dwellings. with I ·.ain
street", shops, perhaps I restaurant in an old bus, water-supply,
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electricity, etc. Such provisional settlements occurred at Podbela,
Stanovis!e, below and above Breginj, in gardens and in the sports
grounds of Kobarid, and a number of other places.

With the construction of prefabricated houses in the winter of
1976/77, the population started relocating into permanent dwellings. In
response to this distress, and particularly after the second strong
earthquake in September, the entire Slovene public rendered assistance
in many different ways. The whole Yugoslav people joined in the broadly
organized solidarity action as did numerous Yugoslavs liVing abroad.
Working establishments and individuals temporarily lent their automobile
trailers on a temporary basis. Efficient relief and reconstruction
efforts were accelerated at the end of September and the beginning of
October when the Republic Coordination Headquarters for the
reconstruction of the S~a River Basin started its successful
operations. Cleanup and reconstruction efforts were hampered by
impossible weather conditions, as there were more hours of rain than of
sunshine that Fall with many heavy downpours. More than 3,000 workers
from allover Slovenia and the rest of Yugoslavia came to the region to
lend assistance to the earthquake-stricken population.

In the most heavily stricken cOlllllUnes of Tolmin, Nova Gorica and
Idrija the damage was surveyed and assessed in a relatively short period
of time. Special Commissions for the purpose were organized which
included, in addition to technical construction experts, representatives
of the local communities. A special survey of damage ~as also organized
by the Monument Conservation Service. A report on the consequences of
the earthq~ake in May 1976 was drawn up using a uniform methodology for
the cOflll1unes of Tolm1n, Nova Gorica and Idrija. The methodology was
prepared by the Institute for Testing and Research in Materials and
Structures of Ljubljana [The Report ••• 1976]. It was developed and
supplemented on the basis of experiences acquired by the drafters in
surveying the consequences of earthquakes in the Kozje area and
elsewhere in Yugoslavia.

Each structure was individually inspected and appraised in one of
three categories relating to the degree of its further usability as
shown in Table 2. The survey which was designed primarily for assessing
the quantitative extent of the damages suffered by individual
settlements would immediately form the basis for operations for
demol1tion and removing debris. It was completed on June 18, 1976. At
later dates, the basic original survey materials were supplemented by a
number of amendments and corrections (the manuscript materials prepared
by the cOlllnUnal services) which were taken into account as much as
poss i b1e. After the second stronger earthquake 1n September 1976 the
first survey was supplemented and revised gradually in January and
February, but the data processing has not been performed, llnd it has
remained in manuscript form (February. 1977). The additional
supplements and revisions resulting fra. the second survey have not been
processed and merged with the data from the first survey.
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Table 2

Classification Scheme for Damage Assessment

Category

1

2

3

Usability

structure habitable

structure temporarily
uninhabitable. habitable
only after repair

structure to be demolished

Description of the
Condition of the
Construction

main structural
elements damaged.
lesser damage to other
parts of the structure

main structural
elements damaged.
damage to other
parts of the structure.
repairs economically
justified

demolition, partial
demolition or heavy
damage to the main
structural elements.
repairs not
economically justified

The damage caused by the earthquake was tabulated 1n two
classifications:

1. the costs of repair of ~tructures classified in the first and
second categories.

2. the numbers of structures placed in the third category - those
to be demolished since their repair is not economically
justified.

It has been unfortunate thst the value of these latter structures were
not assessed. to have provided a more complete evaluation of the damage.

It is regretable that the survey covered only the structures
damaged by the earthquake. For this reason. the survey materials have
lost considerable value. for it is impossible to .ake appropriate
relative comparisons. Attempts were made to eliminate this deficiency
in the analysis in various ways. but were not entirely successful. It
was not possible to obtain reliable data on the nllllber of structures
damaged and on their characteristics. Future similar surveys should
take account of this. and a special record and survey of non-damaged
structures should also be carried out. This was not taken into
consideration when the damage assessment was taking place. for
understandable reasons: at that time it was iMPossible.

Assessment of Damage to Existing Developments

The total numbl!r of structures damaged in the cOlRlunes of ldrija.
Nova Gorica and Tolmtn, according to the data from t~first survey, was
9226 (Table 3). In the c~nes of Radovljica. Skofja Loka and
Ljubljana-Center the communal services assessed the d.-age through Local
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Communities or Departments for Constructional-Communal Matters and
COIlIIIunal Civi 1 Defense Headquvters (handwritten or typed material for
the COl1IlIunes of Radovljica. Skofja Loka. ljubljana-Center). In the
conrnune of Radovljica it was ascertained there were no less than 356
damaged structures. of which 342 were. using the criteria for the So~a
River Basin. classified in the first category, 11 in the second
category. and 3 structures were:t so badly damaged that they had to be
demolished. In the commune of )kofja loka 95 structures were damaged,
and in the local community of ljubljana-Center 31 structures.

Table 3

The Number of the Structures Damaged by the Earthquake
in Slovenia in 1976

Cegree of Damage

Commune of 1st category 2nd category 3rd categor-y
Total

Idrija 463 316 34 813
ljubljana-Center 31 31
Nova Gorica 2082 625 214 2921
~adOV1jlCa 342 11 3 356
kofja Loka 59 26 10 95

Tolmin* 3003 1744 785 5532
(Tolmin**) (3516) (1365) (1455) (6336)

First Survey Total 5980 2722 1046 9748

Including the 2nd
Survey for the commune
of To1min 6493 2343 1716 10,552

*The data for the COMmune of Tolmin including supplements of the first
survey. before the September serfes of the earthquakes.
**The data for the commune of Tolmin after the September series of the
earthquakes. the second survey.

An accurate count of the damaged structures cannot be ascertai ned.
The data indicated in the su...ary table rely on the surveys for the
cOllIllUnes of Tolmtn. Idrija and Nova Gorica. and in addition whatever
reports made by the cOIIIIIunal services that could be collected.
According to the available data and the first supplemented survey for
the cOIIIIlUne of To 1min there were, up to the IIIOnth of September 1976.
9748 structures damaged in Slovenia. By substituting the second survey
for the COMMUne of Tol.in the final incOMPlete nUiber of damaged
structures rises to 10552. Between the first and the second survey the
number of the dlMaged structures in the COMMune of Tol.1n rose by 804 or
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Figure .. - ,.
Earthquake Damage in Breginj. Yugoslavia. 1976

Demolition of an old house badly damaged by the earthquake at Breginj.
It was particularly difficult for aged people who lost their homes to
accustom themselves to new living conditions.

Figure 2

Earthquake Dan~ge at Podbela. Yugoslavia, 1976
A demolished wall of an old house at Podbela constructed in the traditional
manner. It was built of stone without use of concrete or other more up
to-date construction materials.
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by 14.53 percent. Considering this increase and the fact that outside
the most stricken areas the damage has not been 1isted in such detai 1
(for instance in the communes of Ljubljana. Vi~-Rudnik. Aidovscina.
etc.) it is safe to state that the final number of structures damaged by
the earthquake in 1976 was approximately 15 to 20 percent larger than
the number indicated. It is estimated that most of this increase falls
in the first category cf damage. As a result of the earthquakes. a
total of approximately 12,000 structures were damaged in Slovenia. Tne
Report on the removal of the consequences of the earthquake in the Sota
River Basin (December II, 1977) states that after the September
earthquake a total of 11.224 structures were damaged in the communes of
Tolmin. Nova Gorica and Idrija. This indicates extraordinarily
extensive damage. In total the survey tabulated 1716 structures
assessed as so heavily damaged their repair was not economically
justified. Based upon this figure we estimate that there were in
Slovenia as a whole from 1750 to 1850 such structures. In the second
category of severely damaged and temporarily unsafe there were 2343
structures which means that by the end of the earthquake activity there
were in Slovenia as a whole 2250 to 2350 such structures. In total in
Slovenia approximately 4000 to 4200 structures were temporarily or
permanently unusable, which means approximately 30 percent of all
structures listed as damaged. Other structures suffered minor damage
and were usable.

The finding that some 15 percent of the structures were so damaged
that they had to be demolished surprisingly checks with the detail
quoted by Pavlin [18951 regarding the earthquake at Ljubljana on
April 4, 1895. That earthquake, with its epicenter in the neighborhood
of Vodice. had the strength of the 8th to 9th degree on the MCS scale
[Shebalin. Karn1k. Hadzievski, 19651. Pavlfn reports on the damage:
"The best picture of the entire disaster can be made by taking into
consideration the estimates formed by the experts on the structures.
They say that SOlll(. twenty-five percent of all the houses should be
partially or completely demolished, sixty-five percent should be
radically repaired or reconstructed, and only the remainder could be
restored to their original position at small cost ll

• J.R. [1896] says
about the same earthquake in a booklet: IlThere is a large portion.
almost 20 percent of the houses. that should be. in any case, pulled
down. Half of them should be reconstructed and repaired, before
enabling them again to be safe habitations.- Further. he goes on: IlAt
first the damage was much underrated, as the damage cannot be seen from
outs ide. Most houses suffered in their internal parts; the vaults
cracked, the vault buttresses were broken. the ceilings collapsed, the
staircases became dangerous. the iron reinforcements were all twisted.
Every day new damage is found, and the f i na1 assessment of the damages
will certainly be even much greater.-

This was also the case with the damage in the S~a River Basin.
for, prima facie, except for the IlIOst devastated places, it was not
apparent the a.age was extensive. The similarity 15 not surprising.
The quality of the construction of housing in 1895 in Ljubljana and its
surroundings did not differ essentially from the numerous older
structures in the Tolilin area today, except, of COurse. in larger and
more urbanized places.

The analysis of the n&lllber of d.aged structures by local
cOIIIftUnities shows that the IIlOst severely stricken area was the Breginj
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Corner including the two cOI1Il1unities of Breginj and Borjana. This
western-most part of Slovenia was nearest to the epicenter. A somewhat
smaller number of damaged structures occurr~ across the So~a Valley in
the comunity of ladra-Smast. In the Soca Valley .petween Bovee and
Kobarid the most impacted conmunities were those of hga and Srpenica.
The Bas in of Bovee itself was considerably less impacted than the So~a
Valley between Kobarid and Most-na-Soti. In this part of the Upper Sota
River Basin which in general was less stdcken the most damaged places
were around Kobarid while those around Tolmin were much less so. A
relatively high degree of damage occured in the Ba~a Cleft (Baska
grapa). The Ba~a Cleft as a whole was more damaged than the comm~nities
in the neighborhood of Tolmin but less than the places 1n the
surroundings of Kobarid. In the ~entvid Plateau. at places on the river
Idrijca and in the Cerkno area there was considerable damage. however.
considerably less than in the areas already mentioned. The only area
having the same degree of damage as Kobarid and its cOl1ll1unity was the
Goriska Brda (Goriea Hi 11s). the most damaged area in the cOIIIlIUne of
Nova Gorica. Similar or lower levels of damage were found in Banjsciee.
Trnovski gozd (the Trnovg Woods) and in the Vipava Valley. Exceptions
are the eOlllllUn it i es of Cepovan and Dornberk. whose greater damage was.
probably. influenced by local tectonic and geological conditions. Of
the three cOl1IIIunes dealt with the Karst was the least impacted area.
which can be explained by its more stable geological basis. and. ~n

part. by its greater distance from the epicentral region.

In addition to the estimated damage. losses to the economy and
other activities is ascertainable. In the cOlllllUne of To1min alone the
income of the social organizations was reduced by 24,386.000 dinars.
The earthquake disrupted the ent i re act i vi ty of the regi on. On the
other hand. however. the reconstruction assistance gave a strong impetus
to the region as a whole. Similarly. as in the cases of the earthquakes
of Skopje and Banja luka. we can expect the development of the region to
be promoted and changes from the past facilitated.

~sis of Earth~uake Impact by the Index of the Share of the
~ation Without helter

The number of damaged dwe11 i ngs and the extent of the damage is
only one index. since the total damage to all types of structures must
be taken into account. A deficiency of the index of damaged structures
as a measure of impact is the fact that the total number of non-damaged
structures is unknown and the percentage or ratio cannot be found. The
analysis of the population that is temporarily or permanently without
shelter is much more indicative (Map 1). in spite of its having. in the
case presented here. certain deficiencies that could not be cOlIIPletely
eliminated. Categories were assigned according to the percent of
population without shelter as shown in Table 4.

After the May series of earthquakes (the first survey) in the
commune of Tolmin 4599 inhabitants were temporarily or permanently
without dwellings. in the cOlllftune of Nova Gorica 2324. and in that of
Idrija 1409. for a total of 8332 persons.
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Table 4

Analysis of Population Without Shelter

Category

1
2
3
4
5
6

Percent Population
Without She1ter

over 501
30 - 50
10 - 30
2.5 - 10
under 2.5
- 0 -

Number of
COlIIIlUnities

8
4

12
12
3
3

Of these. 1365 people, or 16.38 percent of the population had lived
in structures assessed in the third category, to be demolished. In the
conrnune of Tolmin the dwellings of 969 inhabitants had to be demolish'2d
and those of 3630 inhabitants were in the second category of damage;
temporarily uninhabitable and requiring major repairs. In the conmune
of Nova Gorita 328 inhabitants had dwellings requiring demolition while
the remaining 1966 lived in dwellings of the second category. In the
commune of Idrija 1341 inhabitants had lived in structures in the second
category and only a inhabitants were frOOl dwellings to be demolished
(the third category).

In the commune of Tolmin the number of structures in the third
category rose by 53.95 percent after the September shock, between the
first and the second surveys. Therefore, we estimate that after the
September series of earthquakes there were 1n this commune alone
approximately 2000 persons without dwellings. The situation in the two
other communes was similar where, according to our estimates, the
dwellings of 2700 to 3000 persons were so badly damaged that they had to
be demolished. The number of the persons in structures of the second
category was reduced by the extraordinary increase in the third c.tegory
after September from 6967 to 5500. or by approximately 20 percent. The
total number of 8332 inhabitants temporarily or penmanently without
she1ter in May increased after the Septetllber earthquakes by
approximately another 10 percent.

Lacking accurate data. we can estimate only approximately that
there were in Slovenia 9000 to 9200 people for a longer c.. shorter
period of time without shelter. It was necessary to construct new homes
for apprOXimately one-third of these inhabitants, or 3000 people, and it
was necessary to reconstruct the previous dwellings for apprOXimately
6000 people through major repairs.

The Impact of the Earthguake in Tenms of Social and DeMOgraphic
Characteristics of the local cOIlIIIunities 1n the CDlm'Une of Tolm1n

Slovenia has experienced in recent decades a decline in the
traditional agrarian structure. Consequently rapid changes have been
taking place also in the demographic structure of the Slovene
population. There has been a considerable decrease in the peasants as a
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Map 1

Percent of Population Without Shelter. local Communities of
the Commune of Tolmin. Yugoslavia As a Consequence

of the Earthquake in 1976

~ 50% and above

[;:):?:t1 30-49.9%

I:;':>J 10-29.9%

c=J 2.5-9.9%

c=J 0.1-2.4%

c:J 0%

Source: Damage Survey. 1976.
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share of the population which has been aging at the same time [Gosar,
1976]. The dependence of the population upon the land has become
weak.er. A detailed social demographic analysis of the population among
other things. has been presented by Gosar ~976]. and a similar analysis
has been made for the canmune of Tolmin by local conmunities by Petrle
[1977J. Since this analysis shows accurately the complex cor,ditions in
the commune of Tolmin we will use the results as a comparative basis for
the ana1ysis of the population left without shelter by the earthquake.

The change in population size in the period 1961-1971 and the index
of aging, the change in size of the peasant population in the period
1961-1971, the share of the peasant population in the year 1971 and the
composition of the active population by sectors of activity, were used
as the principle indices of the social demographic anal,lrsis. Through
these indices the local communities 1n the commune of Tolmin were
divided into types as follows:
Type 1. The areas of high outmigration, declining population, high

percentage peasant population and high age structure.
Type 2. The areas with declining population. having a moderately high

percentage peasant population and a high age structure.
Type 3. The areas with a moderate decrease or a modest increase in the

size of the population, a smaller percent peasant population and a
high age structure.

Type 4. The areac; with increasing population, having a low percentage
peasant population and a lower age structure.

The social demo9raphic t.xpes are shown in Map 2. We must emphasize
the finding [Klemen~i~, 1978 J that the process of deagrarization after
the Second World War was accompanied by a spatially differentiated
process ot social and economic restructuring of the population. Vojvoda
and Ton~ic [1975] have described the substatttial transformation of the
mountain-seasonal-pastoral areas. Berginc l1978J has found that the
difficult natural and economic conditions forced the inhabitants of the
Bata Cleft to emigrate ~arly. At the time of the construction of the
railroad through the Baca Cleft the villages above the cleft started
moving to its bottom. In addition to a considerable outmigration from
the region, intraregional migration was also taking place. This was a
characteristic feature of the Upper S:)~a River Basin as a whole.
P0p.ulation left the more distant mountainJus areas in the valleys of the
So~a and its tributaries mainly for the principal axis of the
concentration of the population, Bovec-Kobarid-Tolmin-Most-na-So"ti.
However, the movement into th i s area was not so great; as to cause much
increase in population. but it is reflected in the more favorable social
demographic structure of the places.

Ten local cOIIIIIUnities in whiCh 13.5 percent of the population of
the conmune of Tolmin lived in January 1976. which account for 20
percent of the area, are classified as Type 1. having high outmigration,
very high percentage peasant population and a high age structure. These
are the mountainous areas, most distant from the traffic centers, and
include the Breginj Corner, heavny impacted by t}le earthquake, the
Livek area, a part of the Bala Cleft, a part of the Sentvid Plateau. and
Trebu'Sa.

There are fourteen Type 2 cOlllllUn i ties wh i ch occupy 43 percent of
the area of the COlllllune, and contained in January 1976 24.6 percent of
the population. This type has similar characteristics to the first one,
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Map 2

Classification by Social Demographic Type, Local Communities
of the Commune of Tolmin. Yugoslavia

_ Type 1

_ Type 2

l:·:-:-:;:J Type 3

I I Type 4

Source: L. Petrle. Ljubljana: Urbanisticni Institut SR
Slovenije, 1977.
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of which it is a variant. The chief difference is that the majority of
the places are nearer to or have better access to emp 10,Ylllent centers.
The two most unfavorable social demographic types comprise together 63
percent of the area and 38 perent of the popu 1at ion of the cOlllOOne of
Tolmin.

The third type, having moderate decrease or modest increase in
population size, with a smaller percentaye peasant population and with a
high age structure, includes 15 communities. These are mostly in the
lowland, with better infrastructure./he communities of this group are
concentrated around Bovee and Tolmin, inclUding Most-na-Sot;. Podbrdo
is also included and is the most materially developed comnunity in the
Baea Cleft. This group of communities contains the largest share of the
population, 41.1 percent, and covers 35 percent of the area of the
commune of To1min. The areas of this type considering change in
population size can be characterized as stagnant and with unfavorable
age composition.

The influence of nearby centers, Kobarid and To1min. is not strong
enough to exert a significnat influence on the social demographic
structure of these COlllnl.tnities. The local centers are too modest to
influence the neighboring communities.

Only the communities of To1min and Kobarid have the relatively
favorable social demographic structure of Type 4. Whi 1e these two
commun i ties compri sed on 1y 2 percent of the area of the commune of
Tolmin, they contained in January 1976 20.8 percent of the population.

Similar conclusion$ about conditions in the Tolmin region were
reached by Gosar [1978J through the analysis of the distribution of
emplo,Ylllent in non-peasant activities, as a force for the transformation
of the area through concentrat ion of popu1at ion and the economy. He
emphasizes in particular that outmigration in recent decades should be
attributed chiefly to poor traniPort access which characterizes such
areas as: Gorenja Trebu~a, the 5entvid Plateau, the Bata Cleft or its
hinterland, the Breginj Corner, and Trenta. The main migrations flow
radially from the mountainous and poor access areas to the local centers
or the main transport line.

The question of the comparability of data used in the social
demographic analysis and that used in the analysis of the portion of the
population made hOlleless by the earthquake must be addressed. We have
already discussed the differences between the censuses of population for
1971 and 1976 and found they are not great. The most important
consideration for comparability is that the data refer to the same
spatial unit--the comnunity--and that conditions existing before the
earthquake have remained basically unaltered. The technique used to
combine the results of the analyses consisted quite simply of adding the
two numbers together to produce a combined score and assign the sums to
new categories. The most unfavorable conditions in both the analyses
were indicated by 1. In the social demographic analysis the values
range from 1 to 4. and in the analysis of the population without shelter
from 1 to 6.

The two analyses were cOlllbined by adding the scores to fom new
classes designated A, B, C, D. The possible combinations of scores on
the two indices that could result in the new combined classifications
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are shown in Table 5. The combined classification and score on both
indices for each local community in the commune is shown in Table 6 and
the location of the communities is indicated in Map 3.

The numerical values of the two analyses and their sums represent
conceptual values of the individual analyses. Since the analysis of the
shelterless population established 6 categories and the social
demographic differentiation of the communities four. the combined score
is a more subt Ie and more accurate representation of the impact of the
earthquake. which is of primary interest.

Type A communities were most heavi ly stricken by the earthquake.
and at the same time were those undergoing outmigration and aging of the
population. and which had a ,ery high percentage peasant population and
a weak age composition. Of the communities within the commune of
Tolmin. only those of Breginj and Borjana were of this type. Thi s
affirms the very critical conditions after the earthquake in the Breginj
Corner. which suffered the greatest damage and also had very unfavorable
social demographic characteristics. All other places in the Upper So~a
River Basin areas which suffered equal degrees of damage from the
earthquake had more favorable social demographic characteristics. a very
important consideration in their ability to recover.

The second group. Type B. includes the communities which were in
terms of one parameter of the comparison or the other in a more
favorable position. They include communities heavily stricken by the
earthquake but having more favorable social demographic characteristics.
Such areas lay near the Soea River or along the central transport routes
but were in the most impacted area. Since these communities were more
distant from the ep;center. the degree of damage was somewhat less. In
contrast. communities in the mountainous hinterland of the Tolmin and of
the Baea Cleft suffered 1esser degrees of damage but had unfavorable
conditions, because of their unfavorable social demographic
char..:::teristics in this moun-:.llnous and inaccessible area. Supplying
ass i stance to Hl'se places had to be accamp1i shed by helicopter (the
Yugoslav Peopl Army). because of the absence of traversable roads.

Type C includes communities which had a total of 5 or 6 points. On
the one hand are communities with the most unfavorable, or next better.
social demographic characteristics but considerably less eJrthquake
damage. Such communities are along the Trebuh and in the Baca Cleft,
relatively distant from the most stricken area. NeJrer to the heavily
impacted area are a series of communities in the Soca Valley with more
favorable social demographic characteristics or even the most favorable
ones (Kobarld, Kamno. Vrsno), which suffered high degrees of damage by
the earthquake; 30 to 50 percent of the population were without shelter.
They include above Bovec the communities of Trenta and of Log pod
Mangartom. Also among thenv are a group of comunities along the lower
Idrijca Eiver and on the Sentvid Plateau (Slal?, ob Idrijci. Ponikve,
Peeine. ~entvi~ka gora). The cOIlIIIunities of Volce, Oolje and Zatolmin,
on both banks of the Soia above Tolmin, have intermediate score on both
indices.
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Table 5

Possible Combinations of Socio-Demographic Population
Without Shelter Indices Scores that Would Result

in Various Combined Classifications

Soci al Shelterless
Combined Demographic Population Number of
Type Type Type Sum COIIIllUnities

A 1 1 2 2

B 1 2 3
1 3 4 12
2 1 3
2 2 4

C 1 4 5
1 5 6
2 3 5
2 4 6
3 2 5 18
3 3 6
4 1 5
4 2 6

0 1 6 7
2 5 7
2 6 7
3 4 7
3 5 8 9
3 6 9
4 3 7
4 4 8
4 5 9
4 6 10
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Table 6

Socio-Demographic Index, Population Without Shelter Index,
and Combined Category, Local Communities of

the Commune of Tolmin, Yugoslavia

Social Analysis of
Demographic Population Combined

Community Types Without ShelterScore Category

l. Borjana 1 1 2 A
2. Bovee 3 4 7 0
3. ~eginj 1 1 2 A
4. adrg 1 3 4 B
5. ~ezsota 3 1 4 B
6. Dolenja Trebusa 1 4 5 C
7. Dolje 3 3 6 C
B. Drezn;ca 2 5 7 0
9. Gorenja Trebusa 1 4 5 C

10. Grahov9 ob Ba~i 2 3 5 C
II. Hudajuz;na 2 3 5 C
12. Idrsko 2 2 4 B
13. Kal-Koritnica 3 4 7 0
14. Kamno 3 2 5 C
15. Kne1a 2 3 5 C
16. Kobar;d 4 2 6 C
17. Krod 2 2 4 B
18. Ladra-Smast 3 1 4 B
19. Livek 1 3 4 B
20. Ljubinj 2 6 8 0
21. Log pod Mangartom 2 3 5 C
22. Lom 3 6 9 0
23. Mo~t na Soci 3 4 7 0
24. Pecine 2 4 6 C
25. Podbrdo 3 4 7 0
26. Podljubinj 3 4 7 0
27. Ponikva 1 5 6 C
28. Rut 1 3 4 B
29. Slap ob Idr;jc; 2 4 6 C
30. Soca-Trenta 2 4 6 C
31. Srpsnica 3 1 4 B
32. ~trzi~se 1 5 6 C
33. entviska gora 2 4 6 C
34. Tolmin 4 4 8 0
35. Trnovo ob Soci 2 1 3 B
36. VOlrje 3 1 4 B
37. Vol e 3 3 6 C
38. Vrsno

"
2 3 5 C

39. Zadlaz-Cadrg 1 3 4 B
40. ~atolmin 3 3 6 C
41. aga 3 1 4 B

Note: The serial numbers indicate the location of the Communities
on the maps.
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Map 3

Combined Classification by Socia-Demographic Index and
Population Without Shelter; Local Communities of the

Commune of To1min, Yugoslavia

_ Type A

_ Type B

Source: Table 6.

'.:::::..:::J Type C

c:=J Type D
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The last group, the relatively least stricken COlII1I.Inities 1n the
commune of Tolmin. Type D. includes areas with both more favorable
social demographic characteristics and relatively low degrees of damage.
The fine appearance of the group of cOllamities around Tolmin (Toll'in.
Poljubinj. LjubinJ. Most-na-Soli. Lam) which is probably the consequence
of a generally somewhat better stock of dwellings and a larger
concentration of the active population. The same is true of Podbrdo.
the most developed cOllll1llnUy in the Bala Cleft [Berginc 1978). and in
the Bovee area (Bovec. Kal-Koritnica). where the impact of the
earthquake was surprisingly low in spite of the relative proximity of
heavily stricken places, the cause being. probably. that the main fault
1ies more to the south. This group also includes the conmunity of
Dreznica where there was relatively little damage. which has already
been dealt with. Several factors seem to have contributed. among them
in particular the location of the settlements where the water content of
the soi 1 is low. This should be examined geoseismically in a more
detailed manner.

The vast changes in the region are reflected in the physiognomy of
the settlements. In most cases the new prefabricated houses are on new
sites ;lIIl'Ied i ately adjacent to the old sett lement nuc lei. Consequently.
the settlements in the mos.t stricken areas have completely changed from
their former appearance. There remain only a few houses recalling the
old settlement, or the center of the old village. as for instance at
Logje, where many houses were repaired using the reinforcement system
(ZRMK). In the less damaged areas of Types C and D the transformations
of the settlements have not been as radical. The physiognomy of the
places retains the fonner vistas. There have been great geographical
changes in living and working arrangements that are still emerging. The
revitalization process in impacted places engendered a series of new
relationships. In the future we can reasonably expect the
revitalization process to influence the social denographic structure of
the most heavily damaged areas. Since revitalization is still under
way. it is difficult to assess what the effect will be. Similar
revital ization measures at Skopje. Banja Luka and elsewhere in
Yugoslavia would lead us to expect accelerated general development of
the Upper Tolmin and other stricken areas.

The final influences and effects cannot be assessed as yet as the
changes tak i ng place ; n the region are not completed. The earthquake
with its effects and the accompanying intensity of post-earthquake
activities will be a significant factor in the transformation of the
stricken areas. Pale [1978) states that the effects resulting from the
earthquake in the stricken region are reflected. primarily. in the
following:

1. changes in the physiognomy of the region
2. changes in the economy of the region
3. changes in the population distribution.

All three kinds of effects are closely interrelated.

New prefabricated houses or other new construction have been built
mostly IIi the illll1ediate vicinity of the old villages (Figure 4). When
demolished structures were cleared in Breginj an open space was created
(Figure 5) where individuals started constructing new houses. The
appearance of old villages has been greatly altered. Some villages.
such as Podbela. have almost completely disappeared. with only here and
there a house to remind of the former settlement. The prefabricated
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houses have altered the physiognomy of the countryside. farm and
industrial buildings are still missing. new roads are under
construction. etc. These vast alterations happened in a very short
period of time. within a few months. New social relationships are being
established which should not be underrated and to which it is necessary
to pay attention. In the new common stables and cowsheds things will
not be the same as they were in the past. The traditional 1ffe and
relationships have been fundamentally changed. This is reflected in
changing patterns of migration which alters the characteristics of the
population.

In the commune of Tolmin in 1975 social product amounted to 30,135
dinars per capita. and national income 26.599 dinars. National income
in the commune of Tolmin was only 64 percent of that of the SR of
Slovenia. The dnage from the earthquake exceeds seven times the
national income in the cOlllllll,lJle. The estimate of the resources needed
for reconstruction in the So~a River Basin and for economic development
of the area stricken by the earthquake in 1976 is 4.787.385.000 dinars.
This amounts to 6.3 percent of the national income from &11 the sectors
of the econom~ in the SR of Slovenia in 1975. [The Monthly Statistical
Survey ••• 1977 J

The economy i;1 the Soca River Basin has been stagnant in recent
years because of the low level of investment. the lack of cadres. the
configuration of the land. the isolation and inaccessibility. the
location along the frontier. etc. This is true not only of the most
heavily damaged commune of 101min but also of some areas of the commune
of Nova Gorita. and because of the recent decline in mining. of the
connune of Idrija. It is not possible to restore the effects of the
earthquake without creating simultaneously a more stable economic and
social position for the population affected by the earthquake. The
progress of the region can be ensured only by promoting more rapid
economic development. This is a necessary condition of a complete
elimination of the effects of the earthquake.
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Figure 3

Temporary Housing So~a Valley, Yugoslavia, 1976

Temporary settlements of vacation trailers collected and lent to the
population of the stricken areas appeared beside the villages during
reconstruction.

Figure ~

Prefabricated Permanent Housing So~a Valley, Yugoslavia, 1976

This type of new prefabricated house was built on stable foundations with
reinforced concrete supports. The decision was made in the So~a River
Basin not to construct temporary dwellings, but instead in a very short
period of time (four to six months) to erect up-to-date, non-luxurious,
but functionally arranged permanent structures.
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Figure 5

View of Breginj, Yugoslavia

A view of Breginj which was the most severely damaged settlement in
Yugoslavia in this earthquake. The former settlement was in the fore
ground, alongside the church. Most of it had to be demolished and only
a few houses remained. In the background is the new settlement. However,
new houses were also built on the site of the former settlement. People
were free to decide whether to become owners of new prefabricdted houses.
or to start constructing a new house by themselves on the site of the
former settlement.
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GOVERNMENTAL ROLE IN MITIGATING THE IMPACT OF EARTHQUAKES

IN YUGOSLAVIA

Sergej Bubnov

Introduction

While natural phenonena cannot be avoided, at least at the present
state of our knowledge and ability, nevertheless, the impact of a natural
phenomenon on human lives and property can be mitigated.

Recent earthquake disasters in Montenegro, Al-Asnam, South rtaly and
Greece have proved once again that the main problems of earthquake
proter.tion are the disaster prevention measures to be taken by governments
in order to avoid the loss of lives and the destruction of property, as much
as possible. The analyses of the impacts of all these disastrous
earthquakes have shown that the scope of the disaster could be substantially
mitigated if appropriate governmental predisaster measures were adopted and
realized before the earthquakes.

At present a great deal of theoretical and experimental research in
the field of earthquake engineering has Deen carried out or is still in
progress in many parts of the world. In the last decade tens of thousands
of reports have been presented at various international conferences all
over the world. Nevertheless, every new earthquake proves that the
protection of human lives and property has not been essentially increased
during recent years.

This is due mainly to the fact that most of the governments of the
countries with earthquake prone areas, where earthquakes occur
sporadically, are not sufficiently aware of the social and economic impact
of disastrous earthquakes. As a consequence these governments have not
prepared measures to mitigate the impact of strong earthquakes nor have they
been able to organize and carry out emergency measures immediately after the
earthquake disaster. Usually the first strong disastrous earthquake
triggers governmental activity of this sort. Sometimes little by little
this activity diminishes when no new strong earthquake occurs for a long
period.

Disaster Prevention Measures

In YugoslaVia the first earthquake protection measures were
instituted in Slovenia after the strong earthquake of 1895 in Ljubljana-
intensity about VIII degrees MCS scale. There were no reinforced concrete
structures at that time, b' t the design and technology of brick structures
after the earthquake were improved. Since no earthquake resistance
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a~alyses of structures were available then, increasing the seismic
reshtance of brick structures was accomplished by means of increasing
the thickness of bearing walls, which were thickest in the first story
and diminishing in the upper stories. In this way the center of gravity
was lower and the bearing section was the strongest at the base, where
the highest stresses from earthquake loading occurs.

After the earthquake in 1895 a seismological station in Ljubljana
was establ ished, one of the first in Europe, equipped with up-to-date
instruments.

In the first part of this century between the two World Wars
requirements for very low horizontal li>ads for c;eismic analysis were
adopted in standards of bui lding loading, namely uniform horizontal load
of only 21 of the weight of the structure. This requirement was kept
also after World War II. However, a number of small earthquakes felt in
Slovenia at this time as well as the development of earthquake
engineering in the world, stimulated the Slovenian ministry for industry
and building to create a special governmental commission to prepare
updated regu 14t ions for earthquake res istant dos ign. These new
regulations were adopted by the government of Slovenia in 1962.

After the disastrous earthquake of Skopje in 1963, these
regulations with minor additions were adopted in 1964 for the whole
territory of Yugoslavia. The philosophy of the regulations is as
follows: since the complete protection against any damage of all kinds
of buildings for the strongest possible earthquake is economically not
feasible, the earthquake resistant regulations should provide security
for human lives in the case of a major earthquake in a region, however,
permitting some amount of structural damage.

This means that buildings in any case should not collapse nor
suffer such damage as to endanger human 1i ves. The bearing structure
should resist the strongest earthquake without heavy damage. These
regulations also introduce a sophisticated approach to structural design
by the use of the dynamic response analysis. The influence of local
geological conditions is also taken into account.

Thus the regulations insured the proper design of buildings to be
built in earthquake prone areas. However, design alone cannot ensure
earthquake protection. Construction on the site according to the adopted
design must be assured through strict supervision of the quality of
materials and technology of construction.

This problem is not completely resolved satisfactorily in our
legislation as yet, but we are on the way to finding the right solutions
for it. We have at present no governmental regulations about town
planning in earthquake regions, but professional organizations have made
a number of recommendations.

All of these regUlations govern the construction of buildings to be
built in the future. However. most of the buildings in Yugoslavia were
constructed before the adoption of modern earthquake resistant
regulations. The problem of how to provide earthquake protection for all
these older buildings is a very compl1cated one from the juridical.
economic and technical points of view.
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The easiest problem is the technical one. We have developed in
Yugoslavia efficient methods for reinforcing and strengthening existing
buildings in order to ensure their earthquake resistance. More complicated
is ttle problem of finding the necessary financial means for executing
reinforcement, but the juridical problem is probably even more difficult.
How can one justify compelling an owner to spend money for the reinforcement
of his own house.

The parliament of Slovenia adopted in 1978 a law which is called: the
law on the seismological service. This law not only defines the duties of
the Seismological Institute of Slovenia, which is created by this law, but
also institutes measures to ensure the protection of some existing
buildings, built before the adoption of the seismic resistant regulations.
Since it was not feasible to force the private owners of houses and
dwellings to reinforce them, the requirements of this law are limited only
to important public buildings, namely:

- buildings the collapse of which could cause further disasters such as
nuclear power plants, warehouses of toxic materials, high dams;

- buildings which are important for relief after earthquakes such as
hospitals, fire stations, water supply stations, communication centers,
power stations;
buildings where many people congregate, such as theaters, cinemas,
schools, kindergartens;

- very high buildings and buildings with large spans;
- precious cultural monuments;
- the most important governmental bUildings.

The Seismological Institute is a governmental body, which is
empowered by this law to establish the procedures by which the analysis
of the seismic resistance of these buildings should be carried out. If
the analysis shows that the structures are not sufficiently resistant to
the seismic intensity of the area, the users (owners) of these buildings
must reinforce them. The modes of the reinforcement, specifically the
time period for compliance, are to be determined by the building
authority of the commune where these buildings are located. If the user
of a building does not reinforce the structu~e within the specified time,
this authority can forbid use of the bUilding. This law is a lex
perfecta which means also that penalties are provided for those who fill
to meet its requirements.

The introduction of this law in practice is still in the very early
stages, and we are aware that in the realization of its requirements many
problems and difficulties will emerge. However, the law exists, and
sooner or later it must be respected. The problem of the protection of
rura1 houses and PI'" hate dwe111 n9 houses is not as yet reso1ved by th i s
law. Some owners reinforce their houses at their own expense, however,
they are very few.

One can also consider as disaster prevention measures governmental
regulations which provide funds to ensure financial means for emergency
measures immediately after an earthquake and for later relief and
reconstruction. Strong earthqual,es cause such illlllense amounts of damage
that stricken cities or communes cannot restore all the damage from their
own resources. Therefore, in Yugoslavia there have been created at
various administrative levels (commune, republic) solidarity funds which
can be used in the case of severe natural disasters to provide relief and
reconstruction assistance to stricken areas. These funds cannot be used
for relief after every natural phenomenon which causes damage, but only
for
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those which are considered as disasters causing an amount of damage in a
specified rate to the GNP of the stricken administrative unit. The
interrepub1ican agreement has set as the threshold for this amount the value
of 3% of the GNP of the corresponding administrative unit of the year before
the disaster. This means that if the amount of damage to a commune exceeds
this limit, other communes. respectively the full republic, must assist by
means of these solidarity funds. The very strong earthquakes of Skopje
(1963), Banja Luka (1969), and Montenegro (1979) caused damage which
exceeded 3% of GNP of the republics of Macedonia, Bosnia and Herce90vina,
and Montenegro. Therefore, all republics of Yugoslavia. according to the
agreement, were obliged to provide financial assistance from their
solidarity funds or from elsewhere to ensure the relief and reconstruction
of the damaged areas.

The percent of the participation of each republic in meeting the full
amount of the damage is determined by the ratio of the GNP of the republic
to the national GNP of Yugoslavia. If the amount in the solidarity funds of
all the republics is not sufficient to cover the full damage. a special
federal law is issued which imposes a special personal tax based on a
percent of wages for the entire population of Yugoslavia for several years.
The solidarity funds in each commune and republic are created according to
the above ment ioned agreement of 1974 in such a way that every year the
amount of 0.2% of GNP of the year before must be paid into the solidarity
fund. This payment continues until the amount of the fund reaches the value
of 2% of the GNP of the year before in the commune and republic
respectively.

Post-Disaster Measures

Councils (staffs) for civil protection against natural disasters are
established in all administrative units of the country (commune, republic,
federation). The local council of the commune (respectively of the republic
if the disaster exceeds the bounds of the commune), leads the local
emergency relief of the stricken area and contacts the councils of other
conmunes (or republics), in order to obtain necessary assistance (tents.
medicine, surgeons and physicians. engineers, etc.).

One of the first important tasks of the local civil protection staff
after a disastrous earthquake ;s to determine the serViceability of damaged
buildings. During an earthquake many buildings, houses, and dwellings
suffer damage to the bearing and nonbearing elements of the structure. The
inhabitants usually are not able to assess the meaning and importance of
various cracks of the structure. Fear caused by the earthquake and the
uncertainty of the security of their houses leads the population to approach
civil protection staffs requesting temporary shelter. This may complicate
the actions of emergency relief staffS, which at the first moment usually do
not have enough temporary shelters available.

The evaluation of the serviceabil ity of damaged buildings after an
earthquake is one of the most important tasks of the emergency staffs. This
task can be accomplished only by specialized engineers familiar with the
problem of the statics and dynamics of structures. Disastrous earthquakes
cause such quantities of damage that the local available staff of engineers
is not sufficient to fulfill this task in a short time. Therefore after
major Yugoslav earthquakes (Skopje. Banja Luka. Montenegro). engineers from
all Yugoslav republics were engaged to accomplish this task. The
involvement of engineers recruited frQl other republics was on a free basis.
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For engineers from enterprises and companies, the loss of income was
restored from the solidarity funds.

The main task of the first staff of engineers is to determine the
serviceability of buildings. Therefore, all buildings in the stricken area
are marked with one of the following colors:

- green for serviceable bui1dingsi
- yellow for buildings which must be repaired before using; and
- red for heavily damaged buildings beyond repair.

This classification by means of three colors was used in the
earthquakes of Skopje (1963), Banja Luka (1969), Slovenia (Friu1i 1976),
and Montenegro (1979). In the case of Montenegro subdivisions of each color
(one, two, or three lines) were used to show the degree of damage. primarily
for later evaluation of the cost of repair or rebuilding.

The evaluation of damage from the point of view of serviceability is a
very responsible and complicated task, since it is impossible to predict if
new strong shocks can occur in the near future. Frequently within one to
five months after the first strong shock a second shock, usually slightly
weaker than the first one, can occur. This can be even more dangerous for
buildings than the first one. since the bearing capacity of the structure
was already weakened by the first shock. Therefore, the decision about the
serviceability of buildings must be taken with a great deal of caution,
having in mind the possibility of the occurrence of aftershocks. The second
task of engineers and technicians is to evaluate the amount of damage in
order to determine the financial resources required for the repair and
reconstruction of buildings.

The evaluation of damage must be carried out uniformly since in the
case of a disastrous earthquake all republics partir.ipate in collecting the
financial resources for reconstruction. In order to avoid disagreement
between recipients and donors of assistance. a federal unified methodology
for evaluation of damage after natural disasters was adopted in 1979. This
methodology defines how to evaluate the damage to buildings llnd civil
engineering structures, the damage to equipment, the loss of income due to
shutdown in the industry, the cost of the emergency relief, etc. The
problem of reconstruction of damaged buildings has to consider the previous
level of resistance of the damaged building before the earthquake as well as
the requirements for resistance according to the seismological map of the
region. The resistance of old buildings usually was not sufficient for the
seismic intensities, which have been defined in recent times on the basis of
the new seismological maps. Problems arise in reconstruction as to whether
the building should be restored to its status prior to the earthquake or
should be reconstructed to ensure higher resistance, corresponding to the
seismological maps of the country where the strongest intensity of the
earthquakes to be expected in the region are indicated.

The solution of this problem in Yugoslavia was the following: the
reconstruction of public buildings should be carried out in such a way that
the resistance of the reconstructed structure should correspond to the
requirements of seismic resistance according to the seismological map. For
private houses it is up to the owner to decide how to use the loans which are
granted under favorable conditions for the reconstruction of his house.
From the technical point of view various methcds for reinforcement and
strengthening of brick and stone buildings are developed. The program for
the reconstruction of the area stricken by the earthquake is to be developed
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by the cOlmlUne or republic respectively and should be approved by the
council for civil protection and other authorities in the republic or
federation respectively.
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fINANCING THE LOSSES AND THE RISKS

DUE TO EARTHQUAKES

Branko Zelenkov

In this paper. three topics will be discussed. elaborated. and
clarified.

1. A brief definition will be given for tne way in which the terms
financing the losses and risks due to earthquakes i~ used here;

2. A comparative analysis will be made of the basic approaches and
mechanisms for financing the losses due to earthquakes in Skopje in
1963 and Montenegro in 1979;

3. A model will be presented of a way in which losses and especially
risks due to earthquakes can be financed.

Defining the Terms: financing the Losses and the Risks Due to Earthquakes

For the purposes of this paper. it is necessary to define how the terms
financing the losses and risks due to earthquakes will be used. This
involves addressing three issues:

- what the term financing denotes;
- how losses due to earthquakes are defined and determined;
- how risk due to earthquakes is defined.

The term financing the losses and the risks denotes supplying
financial resources to mitigate or eliminate the material and human losses
that result from earthquakes. It means that financial resources should be
made available to compensate the losses.

financial resources can be obtained from various sources: domestic
and foreign credits. loans. percentage assessments of the national product.
bank reserves. monetary remissions and transfers. etc. It is important to
identify the specific sources of financial resources to be used. the precise
amount. and the means and terms of repayment. if the resources are assigned
as returnable. as precisely as possible.

In addressing the problem of financing the losses and the risks due to
earthquakes. attention should be given to several considerations.

First of all. to determine the total -.ount of financial resources
necessary to restore the losses that occurred.
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Second, to determine the various sources of the resources;

Third, to identify those who will make the resources available;

Fourth, to determine the time period over which the resources will be
collected, and

Fifth, to determine the way of establishing the magnitude of the losses
(in value indicators) that have resulted from earthquakes in as objective a
way as possible.

The term losses due to an earthquake denotes all those losses (material
and human) that occur as a consequence of an earthquake disaster. This term
comprises both direct material and human losses and indirect losses and
damages, the amount of which are difficult to determine. Indirect losses
are the results of the interrruption of normal economic and social life for
a more or less protracted period in a region which has suffered an
earthquake. Determination of these losses which occur much after the event
is also very important in order to eliminate completely all the losses due
to earthquakes.

In any case, it should be noted that the magnitude (the value) of the
total of all the losses should be determined as objectively as possible, and
the estimate should be based on a uniform methodology which is objectively
defined for the evaluation of losses due to earthquakes and other natural
disasters.

The term risks due to earthquakes denotes those losses (human and
material) that are expected to occur as a result of future earthquakes.
Risks due to earthquakes apply to future expected losses. The evaluation of
risk should be determined on the basis of experience over a period of ten or
more years, i.e., on the basis of evaluated losses due to earthquakes in
earlier periods in a region either geographic or seismic. This region can
be a country, a region in a country, a continent, or larger regions within a
continent, etc.

A Comparison of the Systems and Mechanisms of Financing the Losses Due to
Earthquakes in Skopje in 1963 and in Montenegro in 1979

A compar ison of the approaches fo 11 owed after the earthquakes in
Skopje in 1963 and in Montenegro in 1979 can serve as the basis for
inquiring as to the most appropriate system for financing losses and risks.

Financing the losses and the damages which resulted from the
earthquake in Skopje in 1963 was carried out by a system characterized by
the following basic and more important rules:

1. Law or Legislative Act which created the Fund for renewal and
reconstruction of Skopje:

2. Law or Legislative Act establishing the method by which
contributions were to be made to the Fund for renewal and
reconstruction of Skopje;

3. Law or Statute determining the total amount of resources that the
social community was to provide for the renewal and
reconstruction of Skopje;
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4. Law or Statute establishing the level of contributions for renewal
and reconstruction of Skopje, and;

5. Law or Statute establishing the level of public loans for renewal
and reconstruction of Skopje.

The purpose of the first two temporal laws or acts was to create a Fund
for the renewal and reconstruction of Skopje for restoring the damage to the
city. and to establish a means for supplying financial resources by which
the larger social community was able to participate in the effort with the
SR Macedonia and the city of Skopje to eliminate the consequences of the
earthquake.

The resources of the Fund were created by:

a) contributions from the resources that are designated for
investments,

b) contributions from the resources designated for material expenses
for general consumption or operating expenses.

c) contributions from the resources available for personal income of
the employees both in payments and benefits,

d) contributions from a special levy or tax on income paid to
individuals,

e) grants from the social-political communities at various levels,

f) domestic and foreign grants and loans.

g) annuities and income on the loans issued from the resources of the
Fund, and interest on the resources of the fund deposited in the
banks.

The total amount of the resources of the Fund were determined by the
law or statute under number three above. It was based on the estimated cost
of executing the progr~ for renewal and reconstruction of Skopje as it
was adopted by the Assembly of the City of Skopje. This law or statute was
enacted by the end of 1964. Until its enactment, for the first part of
1964, the Law cited under number two temporarily determined the level of
contributions cited in item (a) to item (d) from the sources identified
above.

That Law, when enacted, established the level of contributions from
the resources designated for investment, the contributions from the
material expenses for general consumption, and the contributions from the
taxation on the resources avai 1ab1e for personal incOllle at the level of
2S of the quoted resources. and the spec fa1 levy or tax on the personal
incane of the empoyees was set at IS. These types and levels of
contributions and rates were also determined later in the Law of
contributions for renewal and reconstruction of Skopje. The total amount
of resources for renewal and reconstruction of Skopje was set at four
hundred billion old dinars. The time period over which these resources
were to be collected was established as the five years from 1965 to 1970.
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The resources of the Fund were to be used especially for renewal and
reconstruction of economic prcductive capacity, residential areas,
conmunity facil ities, social service facll ities, publ ic facil ities
required for the provision of state services, equipment for technical
assistance, for cleaning up the ruins, and for research, plal~ning and
design for the reconstruction of the town, and for building temporary
shelters for the population that lost their dwellings. The resources of
the Fund were assigned to the beneficiaries primarily as grants without
obligation for repayment, and also to some extent in the form of loans.

As mentioned above, at a later point, Article No. 11 of the Law
determining the total amount of resources with which the larger social
conmunlty participated in the renewal and reconstruction of Skopje, the
Fund for renewal and reconstruction of Skopje was eliminated, and its
resources and all other rights and obl igations were transferred to the
Assembly of Skopje. According to the Law, the resources governed by it
were to be assigned to the Assembly of Skopje as a grant without
obligation for repayment.

Another instrument for supplying resources designated for restoring
the consequences of the earthquake in Skopje was the Law or Statute
providing for publ ic loans for the renewal and reconstruction of Skopje.
By this Act resources were supplied for publ ic loans which amounted to
thirty billion old dinars above and beyond the amount of the
contributions.

In sunmary, it can be seen from the brief description above that:

1) The resources required for the elimination of the consequences of
the earthquake in Skopje were supplied, for the most part, in the
form of gifts and contributions from various sources throughout
the economy of Yugoslavia as a whole, and a portion of them were
supplied in the form of public loans for the renewal and
reconstruction of Skopje.

2) The resources for elimination of the consequences of the
earthquake were assigned to various beneficiaries largely as
grants without obligation for repayment, and to a lesser extent
in the form of loans.

3) The total amount required for el imination of the consequences of
the earthquake in Skopje was determined on the basis of the cost
of carrying out the Programme for the renewal and reconstruction
of Skopje, which was adopted by the Assembly of the City of
Skopje.

In comparison. the financial aspects of dealing with the
consequences of the earthquake in Montenegro in 1979 were quite
different. The main features are as follows. The system and the
mechanism that was established for financing the consequences of the
earthquake in Montenegro in 1979 is basically regulated by two
legislative acts: The ~.aw for supplying resources for the elimination of
the consequences of the earthquake disaster that hit the region of
Montenegro in 1979, and Law of resources for elimination of the
consequences of the earthquake disaster that hit the region of Montenegro
in 1979.

The effect of these acts was tc establish the following system and
mechanism for financing actions dealing with the consequences of this
earthquake:
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1. The resources for elimination of the consequences of the earthquake
disaster in SR Montenegro are to be supDlied by contributions from
the republics and the autonomous provinces.

2. The contributions of the republics and provinces is determined by
their proportional share of the nominal national product of the
who 1e economy of SFR Yugos 1av i a as of the year pr ior to the
earthquake, calculated on the basis of net product, and on the basis
of official statistical data that are available at the time of
determination of th€ contribution.

3. Thp. amount of the total resources for the elimination of the
consequences of the earthquake disaster in Montenegro is determined
to be and is to be supplied in the total amount of 53,637,000,000
dinars.

The largest share of the &nout, 39,937,000,000 dinars, is to
be supplied by the contributions of the republics and the
provinces, and these resources are assigned to SR Montenegro
without obligation for repayment.

The remainder of the resources, 13,699,635,000 dinars, also to
be supplied by contributions of the republics and the provinces,
are assigned to SR Montenegro in the form of loans to be used to
provide loans to citizens for renewal and reconstruction of
residential buildings and economic production facilities within the
region of Montenegro.

4. The time period over which the republics and the provinces are to
supply the resources required for eliminating the consequences of
the earthquake in Montenegro by their contributions is set at 10
(ten) years, from 1979 to 1989.

5. The amount of total resources is determined on the basis of the
final evaluation of the magnitude of the losses incurred. The
estimation of the magnitude of the loss is determined on the basis
of an Instruction for a unified methodology for evaluating the
losses due to natural disasters. This methodology was adopted in
1979.

As can be seen from this brief description, the standards and
approaches taken in financing the actions dealing with the consequences of
the earthquake in Montenegro differs cons iderably as compared wi th the
procedures regulating the financing of the consequences of the earthquake
in Skopje in 1963. The chief differences are as follows:

1) Unlike previously, it is now the republics and the provinces which
supply financial resources by their contributions, and not the
whole economy, as was the case with the earthquake in Skopje in
1963.

2) As previously, the financial resources are supplied, for the most
part, without obl;gation for repayment, but in this case a much
larger share of the total is 1n the form of loans, with the
obligation for repayment.

3) The amount of total resources is determined on the basis of
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evaluated magnitude of the loss incurred as determined on the basis
of a unified methodology for evaluation of the losses due to natural
disasters, and not as previously on the basis of the cost of
execution of a reconstruction programme.

This comparison of the differences in the approach and procedures
followed in supplying the financial resources for eliminating the
consequences which resulted from the earthquakes in Skopje in 1963 and in
Montenegro in 1979 establishes several points. Until now this problem has
been solved partially not comprehensively, on an ad hoc basis case by case,
and not systematically by a unified approach, nor ~on permanent sources
of resources.

The conclusion derived from this review is that the problem of ensuring
financial resources for dealing with the consequences resulting from
earthquakes and other natural disasters should be resolved on a permanent
and unified basis, in the sense of ensuring a permanent source of resources
for this purpose. In short, the conclusion is that these resources should
be ensured by establishing a Fund against risks from earthquakes and other
natural disasters. We shall discuss this concept in detail in the following
section.

A Model for Financing the Losses Resulting from Earthquakes and Other
Natural Disasters

Regarded from a systemic point of view, there are two basic approaches
that can be taken for financing the losses and the risks due to earthquakes
and other disasters.

1) By creating a Fund for financing the renewal and reconstruction of
regions which have suffered losses by earthquakes and other
disasters. In essence, it would mean creating a Solidarity Fund
such as are currently established.

2) By creating a Fund against the risk of financing the elimination of
the consequences of earthquakes and other disasters.

From all that has been stated above, it is clear that we speak in favor
of a solution which assures a permanent supply of financial resources for
eliminating the consequences which result from disasters. Rather than
creating funds after the fact for the renewal and reconstruction of regions
which have suffered losses from earthquake, it calls instead for creating a
fund against the risk of the elimination of the consequences of earthquakes.
In short, not financing the concrete losses due to earthquakes ex post, but
rather financing the risks of losses due to earthquakes ex ante.

This approach to the problem presupposes the capability to determine
the risk first of all, i.e., determinin9 future value of anticipated losses
that would occur by future earthquakes.

One question that must be addressed is the way of creating such a Fund
against risk and accumul ating resources by which the consequences due to
earthquakes would be eliminated, i.e., the losses that would result from
eventual earthquakes would be restored.

Resources in a fund against risk for eliminating the consequences due
to earthquakes could be created in two ways:
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1) in the same way as the resources for risk insurance of fixed assets
of organizations of associated labor are presently created;

2) in the same way as the obligatory resources of the Federation fund
for development capital for the undeveloped republics and socialist
autonomous province of Kosovo are presently created.

Resources in both cases would be ensured obligatorily and permanently
as a percentage of the national product or of the national income of the
whole country. Every organization of associated labor, the social
political corrmunities, and eventually the citizens would be obliged to
contribute to this fund.

This amount of resources which should be accumulated each year would be
determined on the basis of the value of the calculated losses resulting from
earthquakes over some previous period, say the last five or ten years.
Consequently, the basis would be established in accordance with the actual
experience concerning value of losses over a determined period of time.

If the resources accumulated in this way do not prove adequate for the
requirements of a year or in the long term, then the basis can be adjusted
in light of experience and additional resources can be supplied.

The Fund wou 1d be organ ized and wou 1d operate as an autonomous and
self-managed institution. The resources of the Fund against risk would be
assigned to those regions where losses occur from earthquake disasters and
other similar natural hazards covered within the risk.

The resources would be assigned for the most part without obligation
for repayment, and to a lesser extent for specified purposes with such an
obligation in the form of loans.

It ;s our opinion this way of financing the losses resulting from
earthquakes is superior to the existing one which is rather partial and not
sufficient ly efficient and rational. Certainly this way of financing is
more difficult in appl ;cation because of the difficulties in determining
the risk of eventual earthquakes: the probability of disasters, and the
magnitude of the losses.

AithVi.igh t!'lpre are difficulties in developing this system, we consider
the approach to financing iil~ lcssps resulting from earthquakes by creating
a fund against risk to be a better, more Justifierl, more efficient, and more
ntional proct:dl:rl! than the existing one. The pres~llt approach has
considerable shortcomings in practice, especially in the supply ur
financial resources on short notice, and this 1s extremely important and
decisive in the efficient elimination of all the losses due to earthquakes
and other disasters.



EARTHQUAKE INSURANCE AND
EARTHQUAKE RECONSTRUCTION:

THE NEW ZEALAND CASE

Arnold R. Parr l

Introduction

The most practical way to approach the questions of
earthquake dama~e is by way of insurance against it.

[Freeman. 1932. p. lJ.

This view, expressed by an American engineer in 1932, was manifested in
New Zealand society, commencing in 1944 and continuing up to the present.
Since 1944, a national, compulsory program of earthquake insurance has
operated in New Zealand.

The major problem that is thought to characterise New Zealand's
national compulsory earthquake insurance program is that sufficient funds
will not be available to bring about complete restoration after a serious
earthquake in a major urban area. This paper, through analyzing the
origins and the 37 years of functioning of the program, hypothesizes that
a number of other problems as well as insufficient funds will be
assoC iated with earthquake insurance and earthquake restorat ion 1n the
event of a serious earthquake in a major urban area.

Origins

Officially, the earthquaKe insurance program came into eXistenc~

when the Earthquake and War Damage Act was passed by Parliament in 1944.
However. the program ,ctually arose out of developments which had started
as early as 1941. In that year, the War Damage Act was passed by the New
Z~~land Parliament.

The Act was modelled on the Brit. i~h <:::~:np1~. which had been passed
in the same year. but some differences existed. Both Acts established
War Damage Commissions. In Britain, the Commission was empowered to levy
a charge against the assessed value of all property in England and Wales,
whereas in New Zealand the levy was on buildings only. excluding land and
property such as fences and perimeter walls, and the levy was based on
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the value of the buildings as assessed for fire insurance. In Britain.
the rate of levy was 2s. in the pound for bui ldings and 6d. in the pound
for all open and agricultural land, and in New Zealand, the rate of levy
was 5s. per 100 pounds of fire insurance coverage (S .25 per $100). The
Comission funds in both societies were to be used for compensation for
war damage. (O'Riordan, 1971, pp. 4-7J.

A fairly strong case can be made that developments in New Zealand
over war damage recompensation were at least initially a result of
diffusion from Britain. But diffusion is not a complete explanation for
New Zealand setting up a War Damage CO/lllllssion. The British model did
not diffuse to Australia, for example, suggesting that the situation was
more conducive for its adoption in New Zealand.

From the very beginning, the War Damage Act was oriented toward
genera1 disas ter coverage. The i ntroduct ion of a nat iona1 earthquake
insurance program in New Zealand was foreshadowed in the Parl iamentary
debates in connection with the War Damage Act in October, 1941. In thes~

debates, there was discussion about the use of surplus funds for covering
other disasters. Coverage of earthquake disasters was specifically
mentioned. ''It was decided ... that any surplus in the fund should be set
aside to meet any disaster that might arise, such as an earthquake."
(Pr ime Minister Nash, House of Representat i ves' Debates, Tuesday,
7 October 19i'4).

The poss ibil ity of refunding to premium payers any surplus :n the
fund at the ~nd of the war was cons idered, but di scarded in favor of
making "grants to persons who have had damage done to their property as a
result of earthquakes or other disasters .•. " [Wilson, leader of Council,
legislative Council Debates, 9 October, 19411. Thus, the War Damage Fund
was always viewed as a general disaster fund.

The most impor~ant aspect of the origins of the earthquake insurance
program is that the Earthquake and War Damage Conmission arose during a
period of international crisis. A situation of stress, which directly
affected New Zealand society, was the setting in which the earthquake
insurance program emerged.

The national earthquake insurance program was a war-time development
f...r New Zealand. In a national emergency, sectional interests in a
society are often downgraded in the national interest. In the early
years. at least, of the war, there was considerable overall consensus,
solidarity, and unity in New Zealand society. This was c?nducive to t~e

emergence of a disaster fund that was based on equity of costs and
benefits. Thus, the war situation initially produced and then led to the
consolidation of the fund which became a means of reconstruction after
earthquakes and other disasters.

The New Zea1and earthquake insurance program was based on
i~eoloyical commitment to equity. This was first manifested in the fact
that recom~ensat i on for war damage to property was to be shared by all
property owners. In the case of earthquake insurance, Freeman speaks of
spreading the risk, and he is referring to geographically spreading the
risk over as many cOlllllunities as possible and also o\'er a long term of
years [Freeman, 1932, p. 23].
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Spreading the risk is a collective strategy for achieving equity of
costs and benefits. The operation of the program over a long period of
time disperses the costs and permits the accumulation of funds. A pool
of accumulated funds is then available to be disseminated on a widespread
basis when an earthquake occurs. The compulsory nature of the programme
achieves equity by assuring that the costs are spread over the entire
population of the society.

The earthquake insurance program in New Zealand originated as a
state init iated and controlled enterprise. Freeman. a major analyst of
earthquake insurance. was not in favour Of government earthquake
insurance [Freeman, 1932. p. 691]. He thought it would remove the
incentive for building earthquake resistant structures, it would be
difficult to determine a premium rate for manifestly unsafe structures.
and it would also be difficult to discriminate between the different
degrees of risk in different localities. He did. however. feel that
government. in this instance. state governments in the United States.
could offer some sort of concurrent excess insurance.

New Zealand. with a documented history of considerable state
involvement in social life. particularly in the area of national economic
policies and developments. did not accept Freeman's views. Instead. the
government established national, compulsory earthquake insurance. and
furthermore. all earthquake insurance issued by the Commission is
government guaranteed.

From its origins. the New Zealand earthquake insurance program has
bpen coupled with fire insurance. New Zealand's decision to base
earthquake insurance on property insured for fire is perhaps related to
Freeman's claim that "it is easily possible to combine earthquake
insurance with fire insurance in the same P01iC~ at an increase in cost
which would be exceedingly small ... " [Freeman. 19 2. p. 3]. In any case.
the main motive of combining fire anij earthquake insurance is to reduce
overhead costs such as office expenses. soliciting, inspection, and
commission of agents.

Freeman's hypothesis that compulsory earthquake insurance would
result in building construction being less earthquake resistant than it
could be. has not eventuated in New Zealand. The argument that incentive
to increase resistance would be lost because coverage would be available
for the 1ess as we 11 as the more res istant structures at the same rate
has not proved sound. After 37 years of compulsory insurance in New
Zealand. there is no evidence that bui lding standards have lowered or
even remained static. On the contrary, research on earthquake resistant
con$truction and implementation of bUilding codes have been emphasis~d in
New Zealand society.3

Functioning

By 1944. when the War Damage Act was repealed and replaced by the
Earthquake and War Damage Act. the COlIIllission fund had accumulated to
$7.944.956. By 1980. the accumulated amount was $410.384.512. (See
Appendix A.) Freeman in 1932 pointed out that the success of earthquake
insurance depended upon "The bUilding up of a raserve; recognising that
earthquake insurance •••meets its severe loss only once in a
quarter-century or half-century. with many intervening years without
noteworthy loss, and that funds well into the mi llions of dollars. must
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at all times be kept in readiness to meet this rare emergency."
[Freeman, 1932, p. 24]

In tenns of this criterion, the New Zealand earthquake insurance
program has not been successfu 1. UP to the rresent time, ,:.uff icient
funds have not accumulated to cope with a s~vere e)rt~quQ~e. The
existing amount in the fund would constitute only a small fraetior, of the
total liability if a serious earthquake affe'~s a Majer urban area.

This weakness in the earthquake insurance program has been carefully
analysed by Sherburd [1981, p. 4-6]. In his analysis, the following
earthquake specifications were used.

Magnitude: 7.5 on the Richter Scale
Intensity: X on the Modified Mercalli Scale
Source Region: Close to Wellington, capital. population 350,000
Depth: Shallow, less than 40 kilometres
Aftershocks: One 6, one 5, numerous tremors
Time: 10:30 a.m. on a working and school day.

The Earthquake and War Damage Commission has estimated that such an
earthquake would produce a claims cost of $2.000,000,000. This is based
on a 20 per cent loss ratio on the total sum insured at risk in the
greater Wellington area. This estimated claims cost greatly exceeds the
existing reserves in the earthquake insurance fund, and also exceeds any
previous claims cost, the highest being $2,513,321 in 1969 (see Appendix
8). Since the earthquake insurance of the Commission is government
guaranteed, the funds for meeting claims in excess of existing reserves
will probably be obtained through substantial overseas borrowing.

However, dependency upon overseas resources, particularly for loan
capital. may not be a straightforward matter. In 1968, after a major
earthquake occurred in a sparsely populated part of New Zealand, it was
claimed that "with the economy now strained to the limit of overseas
resources and available investment, and likely to remain so. the
possibil ity of sufficiently substantial loans to ensure quick recovery
would be slight indeed. H [Power, 1968, p. 26]

One proposed solution to the pr'lhl~~A of insufficient accumulation of
funds is to increase the rate of levy. When the earthquake insurance was
officially made a romponent of the COlIIlIission's prograllllle, the rate of
levy was lowered f, "ill $.25 to S100 of fire cover to $.05 per $100 of
cover. The rate has remained the same ever since.

The premium rate is unifo"" throughout the society; there is no
variation from one region to another. All parts of the society are
treated as of equal risk. Critics make the case that low risk areas are
subsidising areas of high risk since the program is uniformly compulsory
with no variation in rate according to degree of risk.

However, field assessment of risk is a challenging task. it
involves consideration of local ground conditions and an engineering
knowledge of the expected performance of the existing building.

Very recently, on the basis of submissions from the Earthquake and
War Damage COlIIIlission, a COIIIIIission of Inquiry reconnende<l significant
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changes in the premium levy system. (Report of the Commission of Inquiry
into the Abbotsford Landsl ip Disaster, 1980: 162-163). The proposed
changes are:

1. The premium should be collected by local authorities as part of the
rating demand.

2. There should be an annual premium based on the unimproved value of
each landowner's land.

3. The local authorities should account to the Earthquake and War
Damage Commission for collected premiums.

4. An annual premium of $.02 for each S100 of unimproved value.

5. The level of the premium should be reviewed after three years.

6. The insurance should not cover rural land used for growing crops,
standing timber, orchard trees, fences, gates, irrigation works, and
other similar classes of rural improvement.

The liability and benefits of the earthquake insurance programme
have developed into Quite an unsatisfactory situation. The liability of
the Commission is the lesser of (1) of the sum insured or (2) the
indemnity value at the time of loss. ThUS, most liability payments are
on the basis of the assessed indemnity value at the time of loss. The
Earthquake and War Damage Act does not define indemnity value and a legal
definition of the concept is not readily available.

Especially in the 1970's, replacement insurance has become more
available, and it is interesting to contrast liability for indemnity and
replacement value. In the case of a 50 year old dwelling, the
replacement value could be $60,000 whereas the indemnity value would be
only $20,000 [Sherburd, 1981, p. 2]. The owner in the event of complete
earthquake destruction of the building would receive an insurance benefit
of $20,000 from the Co","ission and to accomplish complete restoration
another $40,000 would have to be obtained privately.

It is simply the case that an insurance program which provides
coverage on the basis of indemnity value of property is not going to
provide sufficient funds to satisfactorily ac-complish earthquake
restoratinn. The indemnity value payments will not come close to meeting
the actual costs of reconstruction.

When considering earthquake insurance as a strategy for
accomplishing earthquake reconstruction. a number of other problems arise
in the New Zealand context. Scale of activity is one of these problems.
New Zealand is a small, island society cf 3,000,000 residents. The
over-all economy operates on a relatively small scale. Thus, a serious
earthquake would disrupt the entire economy and set back development of
the society for a decade. In contrast, a similarly strong earthquake
would ~ave only a minor effect on the over-all economy of Japan because
of the difference of scale.

Another problem area centers Or. the relationship between the state
and private sector in New Zealand society. Virtually all earthquake
insurance ;s handled by the Earthquake and War Damage Commission which is
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a state agency. When earthquake insurance is avai 1able only from the
private sector, a number of difficulties arise. In areas of low risk,
very little insurance coverage will be taken out. In high risk areas.
insurance compan ies wi 11 be reluctant to issue much in~urance and the
amounts insurable will be relatively small. Also, premiums will be
relatively high. The policies will be characterized by strict
limitations. making them largely unacceptable to the insuree.

In New Zealand society, these difficulties have been circumvented by
the state requiring compulsory earthquake coverage on fire insured
property at a very modest uniform premium of $.05 per $100 of cover.
However. involvement of the state in assuring the existence of earthquake
insurance does not resolve all the problems in a capitalist society. In
New Zealand there is a tension between the state and private sector when
it comes to earthquake reconstruction. as the building industry is
largely private enterprise. The tension manifests itself in a number of
ways.

Competition can become extremely intense and stressful. Even though
some financing may be available for earthquake reconstruction from
insurance payments, in New Zealand society there will be strong. and at
times invidious. competition for scarce bUilding resources which will be
largely controlled by th£ private sector. A scarcity of both material
and labour resources will occur for the building industry in the area of
impact. In fact, because of the small scale of the New Zealand economy,
if t~e entire building industry largely diverted all of its resources to
reconstruction there would be complete disruption of the over-all
economy.

The last major earthquake affecting a built-up area occurred in 1968
when New Zealand society was experiencing a severe economic recession.
One consequence of this was that the bUilding industry in the earthquake
area was qu i te run-down. There was a shortage of sk i11ed tradesmen,
equipment. building supp);es, and other resources crucial for earthquake
restoration. Coupled with this was the reluctance of the bui Iding
industry to extend credit. The building industry c1ai~d that it was not
in a position to carry book debts [Gill, 1969, p. 117J. Thus, those who
were able to pay cash were able to have their property restored
immediately, if the building industry had the available resources. This
means that socia-economic differences played a significant part in how
earthquake restoration was actually accomplished. A program which is
philosophically based on equity does not produce equity in practice when
it comes to what actually happens during earthquake restoration.

The ex; stence of a state insurance program does not mean that the
state will control priority over which tasks should be done first. In
New Zealand, the mobilisation of material and labour resources will be
largely controlled by the private sector. This mobilisation and
deployment of resources will be largely influenced by monetary incentives
rather than altrUistic consideration of societal needs and goals. In
other societies. with socialist economies, earthquake reconstruction
could become a rallying point for intensified efforts for the good of the
entire society. Resources would be allocated in the national interest.
Moral and collective incentives would prevail.4

Another problem is whether insurance payments are used for
earthquake reconstruction or are diverted to some other possibly quite
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unrelated use. This was of minor significance. at least. following the
1968 Inangahua earthquake in New Zealand. According to the Secretary of
the Earthquake and War Damage COItIlIission. "in some cases it was found
that all earthquake repair work was not being carried out. with the
possibility that some, if not all of the settlement monies being used for
other purposes. 01 LGi 11, 1969, p. 117]

This problem, of course, relates to whom the payments are made and
when they are made. Perhaps the payments should be made directly to the
part ies who actually carry out the restorat ion and as progress payments
once the reconstruction is underway. At the present time in N~w Zealand,
in the case of encumbered property, a proportion of the insurance payment
is made to the mortgagee.

Conclusion

As has already been noted, some changes have been recommended in the
premium levy system for the New Zea land earthquake insurance progranme,
and at this point the possibility of other changes will be considered.
The general question is: what is the future of this unique strategy for
earthquake restoration?

What will happen u1t imate1y to the New Zea 1and Earthqu ake and War
Damage Commission if it has to respond to a severe earthquake in a major
metropo 1i tan area? The fund is government guaranteed and so coverage of
insured properties is assured.

Once the earthquake crisis is looked after, will the Earthquake and
War Damage Conrnission survive and continue to operate as it has in the
past? Perhaps not. The New Zealand egalitarian ideology may no longer
be sufficiently strong ~nd viable to sustain a societal development which
is based on sharing costs and benefits equitably. There will probably be
a strong r,ove to have the private sector assume co~lete responsibility
for earthquake insurance. This would end national. compulsory coverage
and bring about insurance on a user pay basis. In the event the
Commission has to respond to a major earthquake in a built-up area. the
end result may be that monetary incentives will supercede moral and
collective incentives and the COI1I1Iission will cease to operate as it now
does.

A major conclusion of this paper is that the possible demise of the
Earthquake and War Damage Commission and its program of national,
compulsory insurance is .. totdlly unac.ceptable option and should not be
permitted to occur under any circumstances. A compulsory earthquake
insurance progranme, as a national policy for disaster response. is a
fairly unique option for a society to pursue. In New Zealand's ca~e. it
has operated with considerable success, but should not be regarded as the
utopian solution to earthquake restoration. On the other hand. even
though national compulsory earthquake insurance is associated with
certain problems, it is proposed that the program be modified rather than
abandoned. In western capitalistic societies, there seem to be very few
alternatives that could bring about earthquake restoration on a similar
equitable basis.
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The modifications to the program which have already been suggested
in this paper are in the context of a nat iona1 model of earthquake
response. The major recOlIIIlendation is that all property be levied as a
source of capital for a disaster fund. The ultimate aim should be to
accumulate sufficient funds within the society to be able to financially
bring about satisfactory restoration after a serious earthquake. This
approach is based on the strategy of self-reliance and progressive
national ism.

Another approach to modifyng the existing program uses an
international model. The main recommendation is that overseas insurance
be taken out for purposes of earthquake coverage. A case for the
placement of insurance overseas is made by Power. "A lthough the premi urn
rate may be high, there is no question of the ability of the insurance
companies to payout, and to pay. from overseas fund sources - an
important factor" [Power, 1968, p. 26J.

Both the national and international model seem to be viable
possibilities but with each having certain weaknesses. The national
model has the weakness of requiring a widespread and prolonged period of
commitment. To be successful in a small society such as New Zealand, the
program would have to be comprehensively compulsory and operate for many
years in order to bring about the accumulation of a reservoir of
sufficient funds to handle major earthquakes as they occurred. For New
Zealand, at least, the national model involves extremely long-term
operation and very comprehensive support and participation from the
entire society.

The international model has the weakness of creating an undue degree
of dependency in New Zealand society. Once insurance is placed overseas,
New Zealand loses some control of the situation. For example, control
over how the insurance premium funds are invested would no longer be a
New Zealand decision. In the case of Earthquake and War Damage
Commission funds. at the present time most of the funds are invested
internally in local body and government stocks. S Carrying overseas
earthquake insurance would mean that New Zealand no longer controlled
this investment capacity and would, in effect, put New Zealand in a very
dependent position and subject to considerable foreign influence.

A further weakness of the international model, possibly of the
nationa~ model too, is that attention is almost exclusively devoted to
the purely fina::c ial aspects of earthquake restoration. It must be
realised that the availability of adequate funds will not be sufficient
on the'r own to bring about satisfactory earthquake restoration after a
serious earthquake in a built-up area in New Zealand society. Adequate
funds are a necessary but not a sufficient basis for earthquake
restoration.

Adequate funds are a material resource. Social and organizational
resources are also essential for earthquake restoration. The
sociological aspects of disaster response are as important a~ the
material and technological aspects. For examp·,e, perhaps one ( the
least recognised problems with New Zealand's earthquake insurance and
reconstruction program is that the mixing of state and private sector
activities can produce severe difficulties. 6 This is a problem area that
will not be resolved by simply making available more funds.
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In very general terms, the sociological aspects of earthquake
response in New Zealand are generally analysed from only one perspective
which can be narrow. confining and restrictive. Implicit in IllIch of the
discussion about the problem~ that would occur over earthquake insurance
in the event of a severe earthquake is the view that New Zealand society
usually operates as a finely-tuned and well-balanced entity, especially
in the economic sphere. Power, for example, claims: "At the very best
only a proportion of the building industry could be directed to the job
of reconstruction without complete disruption of the economy, so that
this burden would set the country back for possibly 10 years." [Power,
1968, p. 26] Thus. it is evident that much of the think ing about
earthquake reconstruction in New Zealand is strongly influenced by the
consensus, equilibrium model of social life.

The final conclusion of this paper is that sociologists and others
concerned with disaster response need to consider alternatives to the
consensus model, especially when dealing with the restoration phase of
disaster response. Is it possible to view earthquake restoration as a
creative. adaptive. and dynamic process for the entire society. rather
than emphasising disruption and dislocation with a view to restoring the
status QUO as soon as possible?

FOOTNOTES

1. The research assistance of Mr. Gregory Seymour is gratefully
acknowledged.

2. It should be noted that in 1949 the Earthquake and War Damage Act
was extended to cover extraordinary disaster. storm and flood
damage. The premium levy remained unchanged. A separate account,
the Disaster Fund, was created by diverting one-tenth of the premium
levy from the Earthquake Fund into the newly created Disaster Fund.

3. Seismic building regUlations were introduced in New Zealand in 1932.

4. A capital ist and a social ist society, the United States and China
are compared by Gimenez in her analysis of social response to
earthquake prediction. She found that moral and collective
i ncent. ; ves predominated over monetary incentives in the 50'.111 1st
society of China. [Gimenez. 1976]

5. In 1980, $372 million was invested internally and $40 million was
invested overseas.

6. This situation is similar to "The Tragedy of the COlIIlIOns" where
severe problems arose because the graZing land was owned publicly
while the cattle were owned privately. [Hardin. 1968]
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Appendix A

Earthquake and War Damage Fund Statistics

lIIlount It Incr•••• (OlllO , " Incr.... R.tio "
In.urad Ov.r Oi ... t.ar iI/Ilount. or O".r Of runcl to

( (. /'lUBon.) Prall Yaar F'r./Il1u". (QUO rund Prall Y••r Amount InadYear

19'" 1,139 2,846,610 7,944,956 .70

~ ',281 17.5 640, SloB 8,762,426 10.3 .68

6 1,463 12.4 731,722 9,678,456 10.~ .66

7 1,640 12.0 820, 130 10,656,162 10.1 .65

a 1,980 20.7 989,816 11,858,&26 7.~ .60

9 2,163 9.2 1,081,408 12,658,652 5.0 .56

50 2,349 8.6 1,174,334 13,904,584 11.6 .59

2,810 19.6 1,405,220 15,476,740 11.3 .55

2 3,351 19.3 1,675,360 17,37'2, 012 12.2 .52

3 3,823 16.0 1,911,218 19,546,538 12.5 .51

4 4.,-;t4 9.2 2,086,794 21 ,968,278 12.3 .53

S 4,732 13.4 2,365,784 24,708,788 12.6 .52

6 5.209 10.0 2.604,392 27 ,784,9 12 12.4 .53

7 5,761 10.6 2,880,414 3
'

,186,314 12.2 .56

8 6.143 6.6 3.071,512 34,9\8,1342 1~.O .57

" 6,703 9.1 3,351,266 39.071,76Q 11.9 .sa
50 7,031 4.9 3,515,306 a3,683,966 11.3 .6~

7,643 8.7 3.821,736 43,424,026 11.4 .63

2. 8,296 8.5 ",147,970 53.982,904 n.s .65

3 8,764 ~.6 ',381,868 59,956,578 11.0 .68

4 9.426 7.6 ',713,000 66,590,374 11.1 .71

5 10,229 8.5 5,114,288 73,904,248 11.0 .12
6 '0,821 S.B 5,413,&60 81,102,826 10.6 .76

1 11,116 8.2 5,BS7.B!!6 90,333,840 10.6 7"• I

8 '2,630 7.8 b,314,BSIi 101,131,652 12.0 .80

9 , 3, 71 1 8.6 6,8S5,681 109,449,976 8.2 .80

70 14,233 3.~ 7.116,523 121,21'.2Sil 10.7 .85

115,242 ".1 8,121,212 13t,92g.640 11.3 .83

2 11,567 8.2 8,783,4154 150,306,030 11.4 .e6
:3 21,::584 21.7 10,692,337 164,896,'27 9.7 .77

4 23,892 11.7 ",9415,006 181,969,232 10.4 .76

S 30,275 26.7 IS, 1:17,:199 2J.e. :69.594 ".S . 59

6 ::le, :121 26.6 19,163,416 2:!9.967,920 15.2 .f3

7 45,2')2 17.9 n,6~1,021 257,77:3,163 " .Ii .59

e ~1,5!)O 13.9 15.7~<;.e'?6 310.S35,2'O 16.0 .60

9 ~9,5;>6 15.6 29,763,175 ~5!).1S7.iJ!i7 16.0 .60
(From: Abbotsford lands1ip Commission of Inquiry: Phase 4: Submissions on Behalf of

Earthquake and War Damage Commission, 1980)
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Appendix B

Earthquake and War Damage Claims

Year

1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
:956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
:962
1963
:964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
:974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Number of
Claims

Nil
29
16
2

82
134
401
343
306
544
232

69
457

86
125
318
308
140
624
228
357

2,381
221
86

1,945
1.749

300
13.005

288
240

1.848
3.700

567
4,274
1.728
2,113

836
270
639

Amount(S)

1.912"
110"
164

1,014
3.558

15,834
25.752
4.222

38.682
8.iJ88
1.786

24 .392
4.186
9,108

17,150
17.394
10,426
73.542
31.036
16.658

248.224
10.184
4.742

242.574
193,018

19,850
2,573.321

120.373
35,048

210,897
27~,747

91.515
419,988
181.757
337.236
80.198
21,021

122,965

"War Oamage

(From: Abbotsford landslip Commission of !nquiry: Phase 4: Submissions
on Behalf of EarthQuake and ~ar Damage Commission. 1980)
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Appendix C

Claim Statistics for Larger Natural Disaster Occurrences
(Earthquakes from which more than 200 Claims have Resulted)

DATE GENERAL EPICENTRAL AREA MAGNITUOE CLAIMS APPROX COST Of
RECORDED CLAIMS (!JOO)

23.5.19 .. 8 r~"rth Canterbury (5.0.) fore. vII 7JS 25

11.1.1951 North Canterbury (6.0) forc:e VII-VI II 380 30

29.9.1953 Opotilo:i & South (5.0) forc:e VI 365 20

n. 5. 1S~9 Pic:ton 5.0 1I61 50

10.5.1962 Westport 5.9 2.243 22S

5.3.1966 Gisborne 6.2 1,900 225

23.1I.1966 Seddon 6.0 1, ~75 180

211.5 1968 Inangahua 7.0 10,500 2,430

25.9.1968 Puysegur (Southland) 5.5 250 3

1.11.1968 Wellington 5.5 2,200 136

9.1.1972 Te Aroha 5.1 1,300 150

6.1.1973 Hawkes Say 6.7 2,300
200

n.3.1973 Hawkes 8ay 5.7 BOO

26.3.1973 W"lli,'gton 5.5 350 ?OS

19.4.19711 Dunedin 5.0 2,767 300

21.3.1976 WairoB 5.5 829 130

5.5.1976 f'iilford Sound 7.0 450 50

18.1.1977 Cape Campbell 6.0 S80 150

1.6.1977 Ed';lec:ombe 5.25 360 :>0

(From: Abbotsford Lands!io Commission of Inquiry: Phase 4: SubmlS S ions on BeMa! , of
Earthquake and War Damage Commission, 1980)
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Appendix 0

Seismicity of New Zealand: Shallow Earthquakes of
Richter nagnitude 6 or Greater
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FIGURE 1 LARGE SHAllOW EARTHQUAKES IN NEW ZEALAND

(S"/-,,,'It!U by th~ St!lSmologic.1 Obse".rory. D~D.rrm~nrof
• SCienrlflc .nd Indusr".1 Rese.rch. Wellingron!.

(From A.V. Hatric~. "Dams and Earthquakes in New Zealand", Bulletin of t~e

New Zealand National Society for Earthquake Engineering. 11 (June~
100. )
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LAND USE PLANNING AFTER EARTHQUAKESl

George G. Mader

This study has two objectives: 1) to determine why land use
planning after earthquakes has not been more effective as a method of
reducing seismic risk. and 2} to reccunend ways to improve
post-earthquake land use planning. The study stelllS from observations
that typically little attention has been given to avoiding or restricting
development or reconstruction in areas revealed by an earthquake as
especially hazardous. An underlying concept of this project is that
well-planned land use changes following an earthquake can effectively
reduce risk from future earthquakes. Possible land use responses include
changes in 1and use plans and regu1at ions, changes in 1and use or
occupancy. relocation of facilities. redevelopqent. and land acquisition.
Furthermore, it is believed that planning for reconstruction can take
place without unreasonable delay or hardship.

Of course. many pressures foster rebuilding as rapidly as possible
and tend to ignore longer-range land use planning issues. Quite
naturally, the prevail1ng attitude after an earthquake is a desire to
help those who have suffered injuries, disruption of their lives. and
property damage. Given this attitude, actions to reduce future risk can
be seen IS interfering with rapid recovery. The overriding concern is
with immediate needs. not with future disasters.

In addition, land use planning has' tended to be ignored because of
an emphasis on improving safety by rebuilding and repairing structures to
withstand shaking better. Also, operating against effective land use
planning after earthquakes is the very nature of land use
changes--changes which can draml\tically affect the value of land and are
therefore politically very sensitive. Nonetheless, the potential role of
land use planning after earthquakes is seen as very significant and
worthy of investigation.

To deal with the questions relevant to post-earthquake land use
planning. case studies of reconstruction after three recent U.S.
earthquakes formed the major research base. The three case studies .ere

'selected to illustrate as broad a range of earthquake effects and
response as possible. The selection of these earthquakes .ade it
possible to interview people who participated in the post-earthquake
reconstruction efforth gave reasonable assurance that information on
geologic and seismic effects and structural daMage was at or close to the
state-of-the-art, and set the investigations in the context of lIOdern
planning practices and procedures. In fact, the choice was very liMited.
Fra- 1959 to 1978, eleven earthquakes occurred in the United States which
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caused damage in excess of S1 million (dollars at the time of the
earthquake). Of these, only three (Alaska 1964. Puget Sound 1965. and San
Fernando 1971) were federally-declared major ~isasters.

As by far the largest and best documented recent earthquakes. Alaska
and San Fernando were obvious choices for study. In addition, Santa
Rosa. 1969. was chosen because of the interesting local effort t~ abate
existing structural hazards throughout the city after the earthquake.
For each case, the project team reviewed available background material
related to the earthquake. geologic and structural effects. and
reconstruction efforts. Key people involved with the reconstruction were
then interviewed to learn further what actions were taken and. to the
extent possible, the factors that influenced the decisions made.

Reconstruction experience following selected other domestic and
foreign earthquakes and natural disasters was reviewed and sunmarized.
This part of the study involved reviewing pUblished accounts and other
records of reconstruction following the tornadoes in Xenia. Ohio in 1974
and Qnaha. Nebraska in 1975; the flood in Rapid City. South Dakota in
1972; the tsunami in Hi 10. Hawaii in 1960; and the earthquakes in
Managua. Nicaragua in 1972 and Skopje. Yugoslavia in 1963. In addition.
the Bluebird Canyon landslide of OCtobe~ 1978 in laguna Beach. California
was studied and revealed valuable lessons. The information was used to
confirm or to raise questions about conclusions from the detailed case
studies and to explore' possible similarities between reconstruction
problems after earthquakes and other disasters.

To investigate the problems and potentials of post-earthquake land
use planning an interdisci~ linary l'esearch team was formed. The team
included members from the firms ;'f Earth Sciences Associates, a
geotechnical firm. H.J. Degenkolb and Associates. structural engineers,
and William Spangle and Associates. Inc .• city and regional planners. In
addition. special consultants in public administration and law were
retainl"d.

A Discussion Group Panel cDq>osed of recognized experts in various
aspects of post-disaster response was organized and met with the study
team four times during the two-year study providing comments on the work
program. case study reports. and the conclusions and recommendations
emerging from the study. After completing the case studies. the project
teafll assembled the conrnents of the Discussion Group Panel and other
reviewers of the case study reports. reviewed the material on other
earthquakes and disasters. and reassessed the conclusions and
recommendations drawn from the case studies. From this evaluation.
recommendations were developed for improving post-earthquake
reconstruction. particularly with respect to land use planning.

The project team recognizes that the three case studies are a small
sample to illustrate the wide variety of possible conditions and problems
pertaining to post-earthquake reconstruction. However. cOIIIOOn threads
are identified and reinforced by the review of reconstruction following
other natural disasters and earthquakes. These cOIIIOOnal ities form the
basis for the conclusions and recOlllllendations to improve post-earthquake
land use planning.
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Major Factors Affecting Post-Earthquake land Use Planning

A central objective of this study has been to identify the factors
influencing land use decisions following a damaging earthquake. A key
finding is that realistic options for land use change after an earthquke
are more limited than the study team expected at the outset of the study.
Usua11y if1'4)Toved safety can be more eas 11y ach ieved through improved
structural design and construction than through changing land use.
However, in specific instances. changing land use is the best response.
The major iindings regarding whether land use changes are appropriate and
likely to be carried out can be grouped under four headings:

- cause and extent of damage
- hazard and risk evaluation
- capabilities of local government
- role of the federal government

Cause and Extent of Damage

The need for land use change following an earthquake depends, in
part, on the cause and extent of damage. Rarely, if ever. wil 1 a U.S.
city be leveled; areas are not equally hazardous and most damage is
likely to be scattered. Every major earthquake seems to yield its
photograph of the totally collapsed building next to a seemingly similar
one standing unscathed. The greatest loss of 1ife. injury and property
damage in North American earthquakes result from the failure of man-made
structures. Most structural failures are caused by ground shaking and
the results can be extraordinarily capricious, related in some degree to
variations in ground conditions, but more importantly, to building design
and condition. In addition, different earthquakes produce different
ground shaking characteristics such as intensity, predominant frequency.
and duration of motion, which result in correspondingly different effects
on different types of structures. Damage from ground shaking alone
rarely justifies a change in land use, because improving structural
design and construction can usually reduce risk to an acceptable level.

An exception arises when heavy damage from ground shaking is
concentrated in areas of older and poorly constructed buildings,
particularly where unreinforced masonry is a widely used bUilding
material. Often such areas are deteriorating, functionally obsolescent.
and in need of redevelopment before an earthquake. The earthquake
presents the chance to move ahead with redevelopment as an integral part
of reconsruction. However, even in such cases. reducing seismic risk is
usually achieved through improvements in structual characteristics and
not necessarily because of changes to less vulnerable land uses or
occupancies.

land use change is IIIOst likely to be appropriate in areas where
ground failure has occurred. whether from surface fault rupture.
landsliding. soil liquefaction. or other causes. and in areas where
flooding has occurred. Whether from seiche or tsunami runup or dam or
dike failure. Achieving reasonably safe reconstruction in such areas is
often difficult and usually expensive. Where there is a high risk of
future ground movement. either the area IMIst be stablized to prevent
further movement or structures must be designed and constructed to
overcome adverse site conditions. Adequate protection against future
flood damage requires construction of flood control works. flood-proofing
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or elevation of structures. In both cases. restrictin~ land use and
occupancy may be the most economical and effect ive method of reducing
future risk.

Changing land uses in area~ Of ground fai lure and flooding may not
only reduce future seismic risk. but also contribute to other cOIlIIa.Inity
objectives. Ground failure often occurs in steep hillsides, on coastal
bluffs. and in low-lying areas along rivers, streams, lakes, and other
bodies of water. low-lying areas may also be subject to flooding. These
areas can often be beneficially used for park, or other low-intensity
open space uses. Some seismically haza~dous areas may also be subject to
other natural hazards such as wild fires, high winds, non-seismic
flooding, or storm surges. Reducing intensity of land usc in these areas
after a damaging earthquake may not only avert future needs for disaster
assistance because of earthquake damage, but also reduce exposure to
damage from other natural hazards.

Hazard and Risk Evaluation

Efforts to reduce risk from natural hazards through land use
planning and regulation depend on the ability to delineate hazardous
areas and evaluate the level of risk pertaining to potential uses in
those areas. Delineating hazardous areas is often easier after an
earthquake than before. For example, it is possible to delfneate areas
where the ground failed, flooding occurred. a fault ruptured at the
surface, and ground shaking was unusually intense or damaging. In all of
the e~rthquakes studied, hazardous areas were readily identified in
studies made soon after the earthquake. The most systematic hazard
evaluation after a U.S. earthquake wes that conducted by the federal
Scientific and Engineering Task Force after the Alaska earthquake.

Although delineating hazardous areas after an earthquake is fairly
readily accOlIlP'ished, evaluating risk is far more difficult. Risk is
exposure to loss of 11fe, injury and property damage. Its level depends
on the probability of a hazard recurring and the use and occupancy of the
hazardous area.

In the cases studied, risk was assessed by engineers. In San
Fernando, risk was explicitly considered in the structural design for
rebuilding Juvenile Hall and Olive View Hospital. The objective was to
design buildings to overcome hazardous site conditions and to meet
commonly accepted engineering standards for the safety of high-occupancy
and critical structures. In Alaska, the Scientific and Engineering Task
Force del ineated hazardous areas, determined that the areas could be
unstable in future earthquakes and made recowftendations for stabilization
and/or use limitations to reduce risk. No explicit consideration was
given to the probability of recurrence and risk was expressed in relative
terms (high risk, nominal risk, etc.). Explicit assessment of risk was
made by engineers in the design of the Fourth Avenue buttress and in the
development of specific building restrictions.

A determination of risk expressed as the annual probability of loss
of life. injury, or damage is unlikely to be avaiiable after an
earthquake to guide land use decisions. However, decisions will still be
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made and should be based on the best information and professional
judgment available. Information regarding the level of risk can
significantly help public decision makers make the necessary value
judgments concerning the acceptable level of risk.

It would be helpful to have some standard or guideline as to
acceptable risk, such as the 100 year flood standard, to serve as a basis
for federal decisions to fund reconstruction projects. It is not likely
that as specific a standard for acceptable earthquake risk can be set.
The many variables affecting acceptable risk make wide agreement very
doubtful.

I~roved techniques of hazard evaluation and risk assessment,
including advances in earthquake prediction, will help in making
decisions. As presently defined by the earthQuake reseach community, an
earthquake prediction reGuces uncertainty about when an earthquake can be
expected and its locati~n and magnitude. This allows more precise
definition of risk in areas known to be hazardous and more accurate
assessment of the benefits or results of public actions to reduce those
risks. Still, for the foreseeable future, except in the area of
structural standards, federal funding decisions will likely have to be
based on imprecise judgments of risk.

Capabilities of Local Government

Through grants of authority from the states. local governments
appear to have adequate authority under the police power to respond to a
damaging earthquake. However. local public attitudes may strongly
inhibit the full use of this authority, especially to plan and regulate
land use. After an earthquake (or other disaster) local public officials
and political bodies are understandably anxious to do everything possible
to help disaster victims. Although local government has the power to
impose limitations on rebuilding in hazardous areas, public sentiment. in
the absence of adequate public information and strong leadership, is more
likely to favor relaxing restrictions rather than increasing them. The
desire to return quickly to normal usually overrides concerns about
future safety unless strong incentives for change are present. These
incentives are usually of two kinds--first, strongly held community
objectives which are consistent with actions to reduce seismic risk, and
second. conditions attached to the use of disaster relief funds.
Understanding community objectives helps predict where changes to achieve
risk reduction are llkely to be most acceptable to a local community,
The use of disaster' relief funds offers the major opportunity to
accomplish greater safety through reconstruction.

The post-earthquake performance of local government is largely
determined by pre-earthquQ~e actions. If a community has acted before an
earthquake to adopt and enforce adequate bui lding codes, abate structural
hazards, locate critical facilities on safe sites. and prevent or
appropriately control develor:r.ent in hazardous areas, then clearly it
wi 11 suffer less damage and face less of a problem in recovery after an
earthquake. These actions are of primary concern and have been gradually
taken by many local governments. less obvious are the pre-earthquake
actions which, although they do not in themselves reduce damage from the
next earthquakp., assist a local goverl'llllent in managing reconstruction.
The actions include:



1.

2.
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E!reparinq and keefin~ up-to-date realistic land use, circulation,
and pUblic fad h,es plans. The cOlIIIlJnity which has a
well-established planning function, experienced planners. and
realistic plans is more l1kely to recognize and seizt: opportunities
for community improvements during reconstruction than other
conmunities. Having ~el1-defined conmunity development objectives
helps federal, state, and local officials set reconstruction
priorities and judge the public acceptability of potential land use
changes or restrictions.

3. out redevelo ment
nva u eater an

earthquake if redeve opment is to be used in reconstruction.
Pre-existing p~ers and familiarity with techniques of redevelopment
planning, project executiJn, and funding requirements make it easier
for a local agency to use redevelopment in reconstruction after an
earthquake. A cOllllllnity with up-to-date redevelopment plans or
specific plans for older areas likely to be damaged in an earthquake
is in an excellent position to move quick ly into redevelopment, if
needed, after the earthquake.

4. obtaining and using geologic and other natural hazard related
information. Familiarity with the techniques and products of hazard
evaluation will greatly assist the local government staff and public
officials in malting use of the technical information that will be
forthcoming after a major earthquake. Less time ~i1l be needed to
explain the nature of seismic hazards and the range of appropriate
responses.

The effectiveness of local response will also be affected by factors
such as the size of COllIlIUnity, degree of iSolation, existing land use
pattern, economic health, and a variety of social and cultural factors.
These are factors that cannot be readi ly altered before a disaster, but
~hich help define the options and problems of reconstruction. Changes of
land use may be more difficult to achieve in a large metropolitan area
with its complex and interdependent land uses and infrastructure than in
a relatively small and isolated community. Opportunity for major
relocation of all or part of a conmunity is greater if the cOlIIOOnity is
small and isolated than if it is an integral part of a metropolitan area.
IsolaHon ilJ1)lies vacant land that may be available for relocation and
the chance to contain the disrupting impacts of relocation. Relocation
was a feasible option for the town of Valdez after the 1964 earthquake
and for a portion of Hilo after the 1960 tsunaNi. The impacts of
large-scale relocation IllIltiply with the size of the cOlIIIUnity and its
degree of interdependence with surrounding communities.

The existing land use pattern. largely determined by local actions,
is very important in defining options for land use change after an
earthquake. The feasibility of relocating uses or structures is affected
by the availability of suitable alternative sites and by the presence of
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reasonable alternative use:; for the damaged sfte. The possible cost of
engineered solutions to hazardous site condit ions has to be weighted in
terms of the importance of the location for a particular use or structure
and realistic options for changing location.

A cOlIIIlunity with a growing economy may even benefit economically in
the long run from a damaging earthquake with the stimulation provided by
federal disaster relief funds, increased construction acti/ity, and,
sometimes, the modernization of previously obsolete industrial and
commercial operations. The fish processing plants destr~yed in the
Alaska earthquakes were replaced by more modern and efficient facilities.

The effect of economic conditions on opportunities for land use
change after an earthquake is mixed. In a growing economy, political
pressures and the economic means to reconstruct quick ly can act against
efforts to reduce land use intensity in hazardous ar~as. This is seen in
the privately-funded recontruct ion and new hi gh-dens ity construct ion in
the l Street slide area in Anchorage. In a declining economy, the
private economic incentive to rebuild is far less intense. In Seward.
where Standard Oil. Texaco, and a fish processor chose not to rebuild
their destroyed facilities in the town. little economic pressure has
developed for new building in the waterfront area. In spite of publ ic
investments in the Alaska Raiload terminal and small boat harbor.
Seward's economy continues its pre-earthquake decline.

The Santa Rosa case illustrates another potential effect of economic
conditions on response to an earthquake. The city's healthy and growing
economy with concomitant increases in property values has made
redevelopment an attractive and economically viable option and has
provided a climate conducive to the abatement of structural hazards
through privately-funded rehabilitation.

The contrast between the accomplishments of Anchorage and Santa
Rosa. both with growing economies, illustrates an important point. With
insufficient funds for stabilization or purchase of the L Street and
Turnagain slide areas, Anchorage's only real option for reducing future
risk was to prohibit or severely limit "ew development in these areas.
In a growing economy with strong development pressures, this is difficult
to achieve. In Santa Rosa, however. future risk could be reduced by
gradually upgrading structural safety. This approach presents no direct
challenge to development and can be aided rather than undermined by
economic growth.

Role of the Federal Government

The major conclusion derived from the study is that the availability
of. and conditions for the use of. federal funds for post-earthquake
recovery largely determine the actions and decisions of local
governments. financing rp.covery from a major earthquake is likely to be
beyond the fiscal capacity of state governments and almost certainly of
the affected local governments. Private funds may be avai lable for
reconstruction of private property, but such reconstruction is often
dependent on repair or restoration of public facilities. especially
streets and utilities. Relatively few property owners carry earthquake
insurance. The federal role in financing reconstruction has been crucial
in past earthquakes and is likely to continue to be crucial in the
foreseea~le future.
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The scope and limitations of federal aid to disaster victims and
state and local governments are set forth in the Federal Disaster Relief
Act of 1974 and regulations issued May 28. 1975. The major provisions of
the Act are. as of July 1979. administered by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). Observations of the strengths and weaknesses
of the federal role under prior legislation has provided a basis for
evaluating the adequacy of the present legislation and regulations as
they apply to earthquake disasters. S~ven problems are identified.

1.

2.

Lack of specific authorization and funding for redevelopment
projects. Where used for reconstruction. publicly-funded
redevelopment proved to be a particularly effective tool for
achieving changes in land use and safe reconstruction in heavily
damaged areas. However. current programs and funding for
redevelopment following earthquakes is seen as inadequate. A
special fund has been set aside for use at the discretion of the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development for disaster-I'e1ated
projects. However. the present appropriation is a small percentage
of this discretionary fund and likely to be inadequate to cover
needed projects following a major earthquake in a metropolitan area.

Lack of requirements. procedures. and funding for ~lannin~ and
i,!!!lementing Qlans for ron~:term reconstruction. Tit e V 0 the
Dlsaster Relfef Act provldes for establishment of a Recovery
Planning Council to prepare a 5 year "recovery investment plan"
recorrrnending "revision. deletion. reprogranming. or additional
approval of Federal-aid projects and programs within the area ••• II

(Sec. 802). The main objective of the Title is to assist a disaster
area in achieving long-term economic recovery. The Title has not
been implemented and no federal agency has been assigned
responsibility for carryi:'lg out its provisions. Title V imposes no
planning requirement for use of federal funds in reconstruction of
heavily damaged areas and fails to authorize funding for such
planning and implementation of plans. Project applications for
repair and reconstruction of public facilities are considered
individually and there is no requirement for coordinating the
restoration of public facilities and services with private repair
and reconstruciton.

In many of the U.S. communities studied. plans for reconstruction
were quickly prepared after the disaster. Most of the plans were
for redevelopment projects and dealt with the most severely damaged
areas. Redevelopment plans for areas with hazardous site conditions
effectively addressed those conditions. However. several problems
were observed in the planning efforts: 1) Small Business
Administration loans were often approved for repair or rebuilding of
privately-owned structures without regard for planned uses or
decisions of other federal agencies to fund rebuilding of pub1k
facilities. 2) limitations of federal funds for redevelopment led to
restriction of the scope of some projects and abandonment of others.
and 3) projects that required adoption of local land use and
building regulations or acquisition of significant amounts of
private property for pub1 ic uses seemed to generate strong local
opposition. There appears to be a need after a disaster. for
preparation of a plan for long-term reconstruction. and also for
procedures to ensure that federal and local decisions affecting
rebUilding are consistent with the plan.
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Disincentives for relOtatin, public facilities or repairing and
reconstructing faci Htes to ,roved standards not in force at the
time of the earthquake. ection 2205.54 of the Rules and
Regulations states that the federal contribution for permanent
repair or restoration of pUblic faciHties "shall not exceed the net
eligible cost of restoring a facility based on the pre-disaster
design of such facll ity and on the current codes, specificatio'\s,
and standards in use b.Y the applicant for similar facilities in the
local ity." The regulations permit lOOl federal funding for the
repair or reconstruction of public facilities. The Regional
Director of FEMA may authorize relocation of a facility to a less
hazardous site; however, any additlonal cost must be borne by state
or local government.

The effect of this provision is to discourage relocation of
damaged facH ities to less hazardous sites unless suitable,
publicly-owned sites are available. After a damaging earthquake,
local governments rarely have the financial resources to purchase
new sites for relocation of pub~ic facilities and the tendency is to
seek engineering solutions to hazardous site problems with little
consideration of possible advantages of relocation.

Little consideration of lon~-term hazard mitigation in administerin~
disaster assistance. Alt ough explicit consideration of hazar
mitigation is required in Sec. 406 of the Act, no rules have been
adopted to implement this section. Section 406 states:

As a further cond it ion of any loan or grant made under the
provisions of this Act, the State or local government shall
agree that the natural hazards in the areas in which the
proceeds of the grants or loans are to be used shall be
evaluated and appropriate! action shall be taken to mitigate
such hazards, including safe land-use and construction
practices, in accordance with the standards prescribed or
approved by the President after adequate consultation with
the appropriate elected officials of general purpose local
governments, and the State shall furnish such evidence of
coqlliance with this section as may be required by
regulation.

In Apri 1 1979, the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration.
now the Office of Disaster Response and Recovery in FEMA, issued
proposed rules for implementing this section of the Act follOWing a
major disaster declaration. The rules call for a Survey Team to be
formed by Hazard Mitigation Coordinators (HMC's) from federal.
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state, and local governments to identify significant hazards,
evaluate the impacts of the hazards and possible mitigation
measures, and recommend appropriate mitigation measures. The
recoamended measures would be required by FEMA as a condition of
receiving federal funds, authorized under Sec. 402 of the Act. for
the repair, restoration. reconstruction, or relocation of public
facilities. The state would be responsible for verifying compliance
of local governments with hazard mitigation requirements.

These proposed rules would help correct the lack of consideration
of hazard mitigation in reconstruction decisions after natural
disasters. Because of the importance of federal funds in
post-earthquake reconstruction, the proposed federal requirements
are likely to be particularly effective in encouraging safer
recons'!:,lIction after earthquakes. However, local ability to meet
hazard mitigation requirements after an earthquake is likely to
depend on the availability of funds.

6. lack of explicit consideration in administering disaster assistance
of opportunities to achieve other federal community develo~nt
object ives. Federa' cOIlIOOnity deve 1opment objectives as set orth
in the Housing and COdIIIunity Development Act of 1977 (Sec. 101)
include:

(1) the elimination of slums and blight.

(2) the elimination of conditions which are detrimental to
health, safety, and public welfare,

(3) the conservation and expansion of the Nation's housing
stotk,

(4) the expansion and improvement of the quantity and quality of
the community services.

(5) a more rational utilizaton of land and other natural
resources,

(6) the reduction of the isolation of income groups within
cOdlllunities and geograp~ical areas,

(7) the restoration and preservation of properties of special
value for historic. architectural, or aesthetic reasons. and

(8) the alleviation of physical and economic distress through
the stimulation of private investment and community
revitalization in areas with population outmigration or a
stagnating or declining tax base.

Often after a major earthquake, reconstruction can be carried out
in a way that significantly furthers one or more of these objecties,
typically through redeveloment of heavily damaged areas. Such
opportunities need to be considered in federal decisions to fund
recovery projects. Successful projects are likely to be those
clearly related to damaged areas and consistent with comnunity needs
and objectives. However, trying to accomplish too much or extending
projects significantly beyond damaged areas is likely to be rejected
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locally unless the public is convinced the projects will not
interfere with the return to normal and will lead to substantial
benefits. Some redevelopment (or develop~nt) projects may be
needed to accommodate uses displaced from high hazard areas.

7. Lack of flexibility in administering disaster assistance sometimes
leadin to federal local conflict. In spite of the presumably
a trulst c nature 0 lsas er re ef efforts, there are elements of
conflict in the relationship between federal and local officials in
the post-disaster situation. Local people are striving to maximize
assistance to victims and local governmental agencies, while the
federal officials are anxious to minimize the cost of relief, insure
that funds are spent on 1y for authorized purposes and avoid any
possible irregularities that might bring criticism at a later date.
Even when officials have broad authority, there is a tendency to
interpret it narrowly. The effect of this conflict is to slow down
the reconstruction effort and create uncertainties which can lead to
private actions undercutting public attempts to reduce future risk.
Procedures are needed to encourage sufficient flexibility in
administering disaster assistance to take account of variations in
local conditions and minimize chances for conflict.

Recommendations for Land Use Planning Following a Major Earthquake

Land use planning after a damaging earthquake can be an effective
tool to reduce future seismic risk. It can and should be a significant
part of the total intergovernmental response to a major earthquake.
Present 1y, when a 1arge damagi ng earthquake occurs, the governor of the
affected state requests that the President of the United States declare a
major disaster--by definition a catastrophe of such severity and
magnitude that effective response is beyond the capability of the state
and the affected local governments.

If the President declares a major disaster. a federal/state
agreement. specifying the categories of federal assistance to be made
available for recovery, is signed by federal and state representatives.
Federal funds may be available for: temporary housing assistance,
mortgage and rental payments. unemployment assistance. individual and
family grants, food commodities, reloccStion assistance, emergency public
transportation, repair and restoration of public (and certain private)
facilities, debris clearance, and loans to cover substantial losses of
local tax revenues. Less extensive assistance may be authorized for
federally-declared "emergencies"--disasters of less severity and
magnitude than the "major disasters."

The Presidential declaration fonma11y inaugurates coordinated
federal. state. and local efforts in response to a disaster. The
organization and procedures governing these efforts are geared prillarily
to handling emergency response. However, there is a need for more
explicit consideration of hazard mitigation in actions related to
long-term recovery from major earthquakes. Thus, the recOMmendations are
presented in the form of suggested federal regulations and procedures to
incorporate hazard evaluation. land use planning for hazardous areas. and
funding for plan iq)lementati,)n into the present fr-.ework for federal
disaster assistance. State legislation and regulations may be needed to
authorize the participation of state agencies and local governllents in
the activities recommended.
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Figure l outlines the sequence and interrelationships of the
govern~ntal a~tivities essential to land use planning in a
post-earthquake context. The key functions. as shown on the left side of
the diagram. are hazard evaluation and plan preparation. review and
approval of maps and plans, and implementation of land use plans for
hazardous areas. Figure 1 also shows the sequence of steps needed to
provide hazard area information for use in preparing plans and for
hazardous areas within the framework of a community-wide plan. As shown.
the functions of hazard evaluation and reconstruction planning are
interrelated, but, carried out by two teams which would work together
during recor,struction. Procedures for review and approval and
implementation actions are described for each map or plan which emerges
from the actions shown in the figure.

Hazard Evaluation

The need for timely and credible evaluation of hazards after J
damaging earthquake is clear. The function is viewed as essentially 3

federal responsibllity to insure that federal funds for reconstruction
are allocated in a way that reduces damage potential in future
earthquakes and, in particular. reduces the likelihood of repeated
federal assistance in areas which have already experienced earthquake
damagt'.

Hazard Evaluation Team. Immediately after a major earthquake disaster is
declared. the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
should appoint a Hazard Evaluation Team (HET). The purpose of the HET
should be to provide scientific and technical information and
reconmendations needed to plan for the safe reuse or reconstruction of
hazardous areas. Members of the HET should be selected from a list
preViously prepared by federal and state agencies and professional
organ izat io"s. Profess iona ls wi th exper ience in, and fam11i ari ty with.
the local area should be included on the team. In most cases, the team
would include geologists, engineering geologists, geotechnical engineers.
structural engineers, and seismologists, but the c~osition should be
determined by the characteristics of the earthquake hazards involved.
Expenses of the team should be paid by FEMA.

Provisional Hazard Areas. Within two to three weeks of appointment, the
HET should prepare a report inclUding maps showing Provisional Hazard
Areas (PHA's). PHA's should include areas of ground failure, flooding.
and concentated structural damage. The PHA's shoulCl be drawn large
enough so that refinement of data is more likely to result in a decrease
in size than an increase. The report should describe the reasons for the
designation of PHA's and reconmend design and construction standards for
federally-assisted repair and reconstruction throughout the earthquake
damaged area. The report should be released simultaneously to the
federal and state disaster relief personnel. officials of affected local
governments. property owners. local financial institutions. and the news
~ia for review and COMment. Following approval of the maps and
recOMmended standards by the Regional Director of FEMA. federal funds to
assist property owners and public agencies with permanent repairs in
areas outside the PHAls should be made available. The maps and
reca.ended standards should be used by special districts and the state
governnent to guide post-earthquake planning activities.
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High Hazard Areas. After completion of the provisional hazard area maps,
the Hazard Evaluation Team should conduct, or call in appropriate experts
to conduct more detailed evaluations of the PHA's to determine: 1)
potential for damage in future earthquakes. 2) potential means of
mitigating the hazard and estimated costs. 3) appropriate building design
and construction standards. and 4) more exact boundaries of areas subject
to high seismic hazard. In evaluating uses for the PHA's. the HET should
consider those uses identified by the Reconstruction Planning Team (RPT)
as potentially appropriate. Following the detailed evaluation.the HET
should issue maps delineating High Hazard Areas (HHA's) and final
recoornendat ions. Th is shou ld be accompli shed wi th in 16 week s of the
disaster declaration. HHA's should include the PHA's or those portions
of the PHA's in which there is 1) a high probability for recurrence of
ground failure or flooding. and 2) a need for redevelopment or
reconstruction to improved building standards to achieve reasonable
safety. Results should be fully communicated to the public and to
affected public and private agencies. Following review and comment by
affected state and local governmental agencies. the Regional Director
should approve. with any modifications deemd neessary. the maps and the
HET final recOl1lllendations. No federal funds should be allocated for
permanent repairs or reconstruction in the HHA's until plans for reuse or
reconstruction. consistent with the recommendations of the HET. have been
adopted by 1oca1 government. The federa1 fund i ng agency shou1d be
responsible for determining consistency of the locally adopted plan with
the HET recommendations.

Reconstruction Planning

Planning for long-term reconstruction after a damaging earthquake is
an important responsibil ity of local governments. However. because of
the wide variability in local capabilities. federal and state assistance
is often needed in planning and in providing information on federal and
state assistance programs. The following sections outline procedures for
reconstruction planning and ways to link such planning to the hazard
evaluation and. ultimately. the funding of reconstruction projects.

Formation of the Reconstruction Planning Team. Following a Presidential
declaration of a major disaster or an earthquake. each affected local
government shnu ld appoint a Reconstruct ion Pl ann ing Team (PT). The team
should be headed by the planning director or the staff member responsible
for planning and include staff members from key dep3l"tm-"ts such as
public works. building inspection. and engineering. Other professionals.
such as experts in land use and redevelopment planning. land appraisal.
property acquisition. finance. social planning. housing. and economic
development should be called in to work with the team as needed to
provide the expertise to address the particular situation. FEMA should
fund the work of the RPT and provide technical assistance either by
assigning federal personnel to work with the RPT or by funding contracts
with private firms to provide the needed expertise.

The purpose of the RPT should be to guide and assist local
governments in 1) revising community land use plans which recognize
altered conditions brought about as a result of the earthquake. and 2)
preparing specific reuse or reconstrution plans for the HHA's designated
by the HET. including relocation plans. if needed. The RPT should work
closely with the HET in preparing plans for the HHA's.
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Revised Community Land Use Plan. The first task of the PRT is to re~iew

existing land use and circulation, cOlIIIlUnity plans and regulations, and
the location of critical or high-occupancy facilities in relation to the
initial damage assessment. The review should be completed within two to
three weeks of the disaster declaration. Following issuance of the maps
of Provisional Hazard Areas, the RPT should make preliminary revisions in
the community land use plan to provide a conrnunity-wide perspective and
framework for planning for the reconstruction or reuse of the PHA's,
identify areas suitable for relocation of major facilities or for the
location of temporary housing, identify specific problems related to
reconstruction, particularly of critical and high-occupany facilities and
lifelines outside the PHA's, and evaluate the land use and circulation
relationships between the PHA's and the rest of the community.

The preliminary revisions should be reviewed by the HET, appropriate
federal and state agencies, and local legislative bodies and serve as a
guide to further planning. Comments from the public and, in particular,
property owners in the PHA's should be solicited. Reconstruction
projects outside of the PHA's should be reviewed for consistency with the
preliminary revisi\Jns to the plan. The plan should be considered a
working document to be progressively modified and refined as a guide to
the reconstruciton effort and specific planning for the PHA's. Following
release of the maps of the HHA's and initial planning for the PHA's, the
cornnunity land use plan should be revised as needed and such revisions
adopted by the appropriate local government legislative bodies.

Options for PHA's. On release of maps of the PHA's, the RPT should
prepare a preHminary report outlining the options for reuse or
reconstruction of each designated PHA. The preliminary cOlllllUnity land
use plan should serve as a guide in defining the range of possible land
use options. The report should be used by the HET in determining the
range of land uses which should be evaluated for potential reuse of the
PHA's. It should also be used in establishing final boundaries of PHA's
designated because of concentrated structural damage. The report should
also be used in preparing or revising the community land use plan.

Review and cooments on the report should be sought from the FEMA
Regional Director, state government, local government, affected special
districts. property owners. and the general public.

Specific Plans for HHA's. As maps are released designating HHA's, the
RPT should prepare a specific plan for the reconstruction or reuse of
each HHA. Each specific plan should include:

1. Map of the High Hazard Area.

2. Recomnended land uses, regUlations. and building standards for
each HHA.

3. Description of any recommended engineering or stabilization
measures for each HHA.

4. location, capacity, and design standards for any public
facilities, lifelines, critia1 or high occupancy structures to be
repaired, reconstructed or relocated in a HHA.
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5. Identification of properties to be acquired, demolished, or
rehabilitated.

6. Owner-participation options and relocation plans as needed.

7. Cost estimates and specification of federal, state, and local
share of costs for implementing each plan.

8. A time schedule for implementing each plan.

Each plan should be adopted by the appropriate local legislative
bodies and, if federal funding is proposed for implementation. should be
consistent with the recOlIIIlendations of the HET. The federal funding
agency should make the determination of consistency. No federal funds
for permanent repair of public facilities or non-emergency aid to private
property owners in a High Hazard Area should be cOl1l1litted until a plan
has been locally adopted and determined by the funding agency to be
consistent with the recOIIIIIendations of the HET. Adoption and
determination of consistency should represent a federal cOIIIIIitment to
provide the specified share of funds needed for implementation. In
redevelopment projects. covenants should be placed in deeds to ensure
continuity of the restrictions contained in the plan.

Long-Term Monitoring

Both the HET and RPT should be responsible for recommending
procedures to ensure that their recOllll\endations are followed after the
teams are offically di sbanded. The HET should recOIIIlIend procedures to
ensure that its design and construction standards are complied with, to
authorize changes in the boundaries of HHA'ls based on new information, to
arrange for the installation and monitoring of any instrlJDents needed in
the HHA1s, and to advise local officials concerning other potential
hazards in future earthquakes. The RPT should recOlllllend procedures to
ensure that plans for reuse or reconstruction of the HHA's are carried
out and to authorize changes in the plans consistent with changes in the
HET recommendations.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The paper draws extensively from a study for which the author was
principal investigor, Land Use Planning After Earthquakes (1980).
The study was financially supported by National Science Foundation
Grant ENV 76-82756 and carried out by Will iam Spangle and
Associates, Inc. as principal contractor.
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HOUSING R~CONSTRUCTION

IN THE CARIBBEAN AND IN LATIN AMERICA

Alcira Kreimer

Introduction

In recent years we have seen the development of a renewed concern
for the confl icts posed by the iqlact of uncontrolled urban growth in
Latin America, the frequent occurrence of damaginll disasters, and the
lack of appropriate policies to guide reconstruction, to minimize adverse
effects of emergency activ;t'ies, and to promote the adoption of
preventive and mitigating measures. This paper focuses on the problem of
housing reconstruction and attempts to identify several issues that are
key in the response to housing needs after natural disasters.

Housing is an important component of human life, its nature and
form structure everyday life. Adequate, safe, and sanitary housing
conditions are basic to health, productivity, personal well being, and
self-esteem. Housing is a complex phenomenon that comprises not only the
dwelling itself but also the necessary infrastructure and public
uti lities (electricity, water supply, sewage disposal, storm drainage,
roads, transportation, conmunications), land use and land tenure. and
access to employment and to social services (health, education). The
form and organization of housing reflect cultural values, traditions, and
the social organization of different groups.

Disaster iqlact and deficient housing conditions are two
interrelated phenomena. The housing situation of the poor in Latin
America and the Caribbean is a very critical problem. Shanty towns,
slums, and marginal settlements are rapidly developing as a result of
uncontrolled urbanization, uneven distribution of economic activities,
and increasing differences in the distribution of income. It is
estimated that in Latin America in 1970, 40 percent of the population
lived under poverty conditions, that is, with an income that could not
cover the cost of essential goods ·and services. That percentage supposes
the existence of 113 rnil1ion of poor people [Economic Commission of the
United Nations for Utin America, 1980, p. 381. In the Caribbean, per
capih incOlMS for 1973 showed that the richest group of islands had an
average 1come per head forty-five tillles that of the poorest. Thus,
altho~~r. there are relatively rich territories, the majority of Caribbean
peop~e are poor [Cross. 1979, p. 44).

-607-
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Low-income settlements are plagued by problems of access to land
tenure. high densities. deficient infrastructure. poor health. and lack
of pub 1ic serv ices. In rura1 areas. the lack of serv ices and
infrastructure and the dispersed nature of sett lements tend to aggravate
the conditions of housing. Under "normal" conditions the poor are
excluded from access to adequate housing through several mechanisms such
as the distribution of service costs that prices services out of their
reach; loegulatory mechanisms like zoning and financing that excludes
them; the costs of land. construction materials and labor that are beyond
their ability to purchase; and requirements of high construction
standards that place housing beyond their reach.

Despite its importance for human life housing is often treated as a
residual category in the national plans of developing countries.
Improvements in the housing sector are often regulated by national
governments until a higher level of economic development is reached.
Investment in housing. erroneously considered to be unproductive by
government officials in many developing countries who disregard the
significant impact of housing on income and employment through multiplier
linkages [Grimes. 1976. p. 321. is often postponed in favor of investment
in other sectors. However. waiting until a country reaches a certain
level of development to address its housing needs may allow the deficit
to reach intolerable proportions and it may jeopardize the development
objectives of the country [United Nations Educational. Social. and
Cultural Organization. 19771. National development policies that
increase regional imbalances by promoting a high concentration of
industry. commerce. and amenities in major cities are factors that
contribute to increased deficiencies in the housing sector.

Disasters and Human Settlements

Large areas in the Caribbean and Latin America are prone to
disasters. Severe earthquakes, volcanic erupt ions. droughts and floods
bringing about heavy destruction were factors beyond control which
inhibited growth even before the time of the Conquest. The Economic
Commission of the United Nations for Latin America (ECLA) has estimated
that the damage caused by natural disasters in the five countries of the
Central American Common Market reduced the average annual growth rate of
Gross Domestic Product (GOP) by approximately 2.3 percent over the 15
year period between 1960 and 1975 [United Nations, 1979. p. 2]. This
figure does not take into account the indirect effects of disasters or
the cumulative effect of many disasters of secondary importance whose
overall illlpact is nevertheless substantial. For instance. there was an
overall deficit of approximately $200 million in Honduras during the two
years follOWing Hurricane Fifi--this figure is greater than the country's
total gross annual investment (U.S. S154 million in 1973) and is
equivalent to four years of public investment. In Guatemala after the
earthquake of 1976. the deficit increased six times in relation to 1975
[United Nations. 1979. p. 81.

Major disasters cause significant damages and losses to the housing
sector of stricken countries. Conditions predominant in -normal· times
are aggravated when a catastrophe occurs. Examples from Latin America in
the past decades illustrate this phenomenon. The 1965 earthquake that
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affected the central and most populated region of Chile destroyed
approximate ly 8,500 houses and damaged 11,800 [Thompson and Thompson,
1976]. The 1971 earthQuake that affected the same region destroyed
approximately 25,300 houses and damaged 31,400 houses [Thompson an~
Thompson, 1976]. The earthquake that struck the north centr~l region o·
Peru in 1970 destroyed over 70,000 houses [Ooughty, 1980J. In the
earthquake that struck Managua, Nicaragua, in 1972 it is estimated that a
quarter of a million people lost their homes [Kreimer, 1978]. The storms
and floods of June-July 1974 in the Central and Southern areas of Chile
severely affected three important urban areas (Santiago, Valparaiso, and
Concepcion), damaged and destroyed thouSii;lds of homes and disrupted the
infrastructure [Agency for International Development, 19741 About a
million persons--a sixth of the population--found themselves homeless
after the earthquake in Guatemala in 1976 [Kreimer, 1978]. After
Hurricane Fifi in 1974 it is estimated that 10,000 people were made
homeless in Honduras [Snarr, Neil, and Brown, 1978, p. 239]. It is
estimated that approximately 125,000 housing units were destroyed or
damaged in the Dominican Republ ic [Agency for International Development,
1981] and 80 percent of the houses were destroyed or damaged in ttl-e
southern half of Dominica [Economic Comnission for Latin America, 19791
as a result of Hurricanes David and Frederick in 1979. These disasters
not only aggravated the shortage of dwellings, but the housing sector,
considered in its broader definition, was affected. In all these cases
damages to infrastructure (roads and bridges), to the power section
(generating facilities, transmission and distribution network). and to
the industrial sector were extensive. The economies were severely
affected by the destruction of crops and 1ivestock, the interrruption of
services, and the impact on production due to impairment of productive
capacity.

The extent and nature of the damage to housing depends on the type
of disaster (earthquake, floods, high winds, fires), the intensity of the
impact, (the severity and magnitude of the earthquake, the velocity of
winds, the extent of flooding), the construction materials used (adobe,
tiles, bamboo, taquezal, timber, masonry, concrete, etc.), and the
topographic location of buildings (in low lying plains. in ravines,
coastal areas. near fault lines, etr..). In earthquakes, the distribution
and intensity of damage is influenced chiefly by the type of
construction, geometry, mass distribution, and degree of flexibility.
During an earthquake, ground motion is transmitted to structur'!s through
their foundations. Unreinforced load-bearing walls of masonry or
concrete construction are highly susceptible to earthquake damage because
of their relatively low in-place shearing capacity. The strength of such
walls is further reduced by window and door openings [Fattal, 1974,
pp. 3-12]. Defects in foundations, wall construction, and roofing are a
major cause of building failure in earthquakes. For instance. some of
the construction defects that can. be found in adobe houses--a material
widely used in developing countries--are poor adobe-making techniques,
use of insufficiently dried adobe. incomplete fill of the verticAl points
between adobe blocks, poorly aligned walls. poor interlocking wall
intersections, and timber tie-beams connected with carelessly executed
joints [United Nations, 1975, p. 110].

The damage associated with tropical cyclones results from the direct
action of winds (e.g. during Hurricane David in the Caribbean winds
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reaLhed surface velocities of ISO miles per hour). from rainfall. and
from storm surges [Simiu. 1974. pp. 28-37). The critical wind pressure
depends on the geometric characteristics of the house--configuration of
the house. angle of the roof. configura~ion of the roof. connections
between the roof and the walls. and between the walls and the ground--and
on the arrangement of buildings in a group. Wind may cause a building to
slide or overturn. and the storm surges and heavy rainfall characteristic
of typhoons and hurricanes may cause floods that damage the foundation
soil or the foundation itself [Simiu. 1974. pp. 28-37).

Housing Reconstruction

Disasters destroy considerable investments in housing and in some
areas deplete the hous i ng stock of low- income groups. Next. we will
explore a number of issues that characterize the problem of housing
reconstruction.

1. Predisaster housing conditions help to configurate the extent of
post-disaster housing damage and needs.

The extent and characteristics of losses in the housing sector are
not only consequences of each specific disaster agent. but also of the
housing conditions prevalent before the disaster in the affected country.
In Latin America and the Caribbean, substandard housing conditions are an
endemic problem. an important component in the vulnerability of the
population to hazards. VulnerabiHty can be defined as the
susceptibility to loss of a population at risk when a hazard of a certain
magnitude occurs [Committee on International Disaster Assistance. 1978.
p.43). Population groups living in highly vulnerable conditions--poorly
built houses located in unsafe areas. crowded, and lacking sanitation-
are more likely to suffer damage and losses than groups who live in safer
environments that hcH itate their survival. Vulnerable conditions in
normal times result in greater damage after disasters. For instance,
accelerated urban growth in Latin America in recent years. massive urban
migration. and the increased cost of urban land controlled by a
speculative land market have accelerated the construction of settlements
in vulnerable areas. In Kingston. Jamaica. new buildings are constructed
on alluvial and unconsolidated soils. highly unstable in earthquakes
[Burton et a1.. 1978. p. 14 J. Inflanmable materials. high densities. and
limited accessibl1 ity for fire engines that often Characterize squatter
and marginal settlements increase the chances and intensities of fire
incidences. About 95 percent of disaster-related deaths occur among the
two-thirds of the world's fOPUlation that occupy developirlq countries
(Burton. et al., 1978, p. 14 •

Figure 1 sUlllllarizes the relationship among predisastE:r and
postdisaster components of housing reconstruction and indicates the
interaction between hazards and socioeconomic conditions.

Disasters create a situation in which the demand for housing
increases substantially and to which the supply side cannot adequately
respond because of the prior shortages of housing. the constraints posed
by the lack of institutional organizations to address the problem of low-
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income housing, the control by market forces of costs of land and
materials, and the polarization of resources in countries where those
with certain means can respond to the needs posed by the disruption while
the poor are confronted with restricted opportunities. For instance, the
housing needs and the reconstruction process following Hurricanes David
and Frederick in 1979 in the Dominican Republic were shaped by the
~eficiencies that affected the housing sector during normal times (i.e.,
a vast proportion of substandard housing, shortage of services and
infrastructure. lack of a national poliCY for low-income housing. a
housing strategy based on the provision of housing subsidies to the
middle class). After the hurricanes the reconstruction process was
hampered by all those factors and compounded by the lack of coordination
between the agencies responsible for the development of specific sectors
such as urban and rural housing. rural development, water provision, and
land acquisition and distribution.

ICand tenure~ lLand use IConstruction techniques II Density I, •
..til Vunerabi 1it ...

"IType of Housin
"

~ ILoss and Damage I~ Socio
I Hazard I economic.. Reconstruction Strategies ... conditions

... I Prevention and Mitigation I ..... I,.

Figure 1

Interaction Amo~~ the Dimensions that Help Configurate the
Predisaster-post-Disaster Situation

It should be noted that the predisaster situation affects the
postdisaster context at the level of the overall economy. According to a
study conduc~ed by the United Nations Disaster Relief Organization
(UNDRO). the weaker the external situation in the country at the time of
the disaster, the more acutely it will feel the effects on its balance of
payments. In the case of Honduras. after Hurricane Fifi in 1974, while
direct personal losses were estimated at U.S. $150 mi llion in 1974. it
was estimated that exports of goods and services would decline by U.S.
$144 mi 11 ion in the same year and by U.S. $115 million in the following
year in relit ion to the anticipated performance (i .e. with no disaster)
in 1974. At the same time. imports increased by some U.S. $26 million
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during these two years in order to meet the demand for priority consumer
goods and as a result of the additional investments made necessary by the
disaster (United Nations, 1979, p. 13].

2. The increased visibility of housing shortages caused by a disaster
can bring about changes in housing.

Under "normal u conditions new housing in developing countries is
usually planned and built very slowly for a small fraction of the
population. Investment in housing is often delayed and the few housing
programs that are imp1ement~d are addressed to economically stronger
people. Even the programs that are designed to provide houSin9 subsidies
through low-interest loans or tax exemptions cannot be afforded by those
groups whose incomes are too low to allow them to qualify. Low-income
groups usually build their houses on the basis of high personal and kin
related labor time with occasional use of skilled labor for specialized
tasks. Construction materials are rudimentary and in many cases do not
have a conmercial value and often land costs are avoided by the illegal
occupation of unused land.

Disasters change these conditions. As mentioned above housing
shortages are substantially aggravated. Housing deficiencies achieve
Visibility and usually there is an increased sensitivity on the part of
the national government and the international community towards the
social and political repercussions of housing shortages. Both the
national government and the international conmunity have to respond to
the problem. Efforts to solve the housing shortage by national.
bilateral and international agencies become concentrated in terms of time
and capital investment. Disaster-stricken communities face problems
requiring rapid and extensive departures from routine activities. In
general they have great resourcefulness and adaptability and there is
considerable spontaneous and highly organized social ar-tion (COllIllittee on
International Disdster Assistance, 1979]. Funds to build low-income
housing, to subsidize construction materials, to form associations, and
to create jobs become more easily available.

Housing losses and the increased Visibility of the housing shortages
can generate some positive actions. But also massive. uncoordinated
responses from a number of agencies with different degrees of previous
experience in the affected country and in disaster assistance. each of
which has its own priorities and peculiarities, may hurt the victims they
are intended to help. In add~tion. the use of relief and reconstruction
as political tools by certain governments can have serious negative
repercussions. The political manipulation of the reconstruction process
by the government of Nicaragua after the 1972 earthquake is a case where
the emergency was one of the tactors that contributed to sharpen the
tensions existent during the decade prior to the earthquak~ [Economic
Commission of the United Nations for Latin America, 1979, p. 7J.

3. The indirect effects of disasters, although often overlooked are
sometimes as important for the housing process as the direct
effects.

Indirect effects. although in many cases are not taken into account
by damage assessment mechanisms. can be as important as the main effects
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of the disaster [United Nations. 1979, p. ~. The direct effects include
losses of capital. destruction of housing. damage to infrastructure. loss
of stocks. etc. Indirect effects can be varied and range from a
reduction in family income to a reduction in the health of the
population. Michel Lechat provides a good example of the importance of
the indirect effects of a disaster in the increase of malaria in Haiti
following Hurricane Fifi in 1963. That hurricane caused extensive damage
to housing in Haiti. about 68 percent of the houses in the affected area
were destroyed. and most of the roofs were blown away. The disaster
occured during the course of an extensive malaria eradication campaign
and flushed away the residual insecticide that had been sprayed on the
walls of dwell ings. A severe malaria epidemic. involving about 75.000
victims, developed apprOXimately two months after the hurricane. Haiti's
subsequent problems with malaria may have been in some way related to the
occurrence of this hurricane [Connittee on International Disaster
Assistance, 1978. p. 44].

4. In most cases, housing reconstruction strategies in Latin America
and the Caribbean follow a repair or palliative approach rather than
a preventive approach.

Disasters generate a substantial increase in the demand for housing
and the postdisaster situation provides a very conducive context to adopt
measures to prevent adverse effects of potential hazardous events. In a
very hypothetical ideal case. major changes and the reduction of
VUlnerability in the reconstruction of the housing sector require not
only the provision of housing to the homeless. but also the introduction
of preventive measures in the development of housing. As shown in Figure
2. there are a number of options for addressing prevention in
reconstruction.

Preventive measures vary substantially and they include non
structural methods (legalization of tenure, regulation of land use.
definition of appropriate bui lding codes and safety measures. training
and technical ass istance. etc.) and structural methods (improved
construction techniques. improved land use. improved urban design.
construction of dikes to prevent river flooding. etc.).

Reconstruction proceeded in the Dominican Republic after Hurricane
David. in Peru after the 1970 earthquake, and in Nicaragua after the 1972
earthquake. without really implementing structural or non-structural
measures that could have changed the reconstruction strategy from
palliative to preventive. According to Ian Davis [1978, p. 36]. one of
the most disappointing aspects of the Ilassive reconstruction effort in
Guatemala has been the fact that virtually all the relief agencies have
placed their emp"asis on building large numbers of houses. ignor1ng the
opportunity the "isaster presented to instigate training procedures in
safe construction

In some cases. the introduction of new technologies not adapted to
the hazard risk of an area can increase the vulnerabil ity of housing.
For instance. precolonial architecture in Latin America was characterized
by a natural regu let ion of the climate and env ironment. As new IIIOde15
from more developed soc1eties progressively took over. there were changes
in housing forms and construction Methods that increased the
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vulnerability of housing. A study conducted by Glass et al. in Guatemala
after the 1976 earthquake in the village of Santa Maria Cauque [ 1977 t

pp. 638-643] establ ished that all of the deaths and serious injuries in
the village were associated with housing and in every case the collapse
of an unreinforced adobe structure was involved. Either the adobe or the
be-.ns that supported it were identified as tt-e instrllllents of tral.l1la.
Aoobe was a relatively new construction material 1n the village. In 1942
all of the houses were built of cornstalk. mud-covered slats and similar
materials attached to a s1~le wood frame. In the earthquake of 1918
there were no deaths and few injuries from these houses. even though
every structure 1n the vi 11 age was destroyed. In 1925 the adobe houses
were introduced in the village IIlOdeled after the houses built by the
Spaniards in Guatemala City. in spite of the fact that the Spanish city
dwellers had suffered many deaths in the earthquake of 1918 from adobe
brick.

L_It~."_.,'........,.et• .,-

Figure 2

Options for Addressing Prevention
in Reconstruction

According to Glass et al •• to the Indians. the adobe houses represented
the status and prestige associated with the Spanish culture.

In the reconstruction in the Dominican Republic and in DeIIinica.
very few of the houses rebuilt during the first year and a half after the
hurricanes incorporated any wind resistant techniques. in spite of the
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fact that both countries are prone to high "Iinds and that between 1973
1974 Dominica experienced twenty-six tropical storms.

The ability of society to adopt a preventive \lis-a-vis a palliative
approach after a disaster depends upon the organization of the society.
the orientation of the government. and the availability of resources. It
is obvious that a reduction in vulnerability comes not only from specific
measures to reduct: risk for the population but also from an overall
improvement in the quality of life of the in\lolved population.

5. In most cases. housing reconstruction in Latin Amer'ca and the
Caribbean focuses pdmarily on the provision of shelter and ignores
other elements that are essential to the housing process.

As defined by Linn [1979. p. 208]. the most important attributes of
housing are the following: (1) access to employment opportunities. to
services such as health and educatIon facllities, and to community
ccntact~; (2) mace as reflected by the size of the lot; (3) security of
land tenure; on-site services such as water. energy supply. waste
d1'SPo~rainage. and security from crime and fires; and (5) shelter
structure to provide protection from the elements. privacy, and domestic
1iving spaces. The majority of post-disaster housing programs in Latin
America and the Caribbean reflect concern with only one aspect of these
five attributes: shelter structure. Most of the programs in the past
have been concerned with the provision of the material structure of the
houses and ignored the other four attr ibutes. The importance of those
attributes is based on the issues that are described next.

Location. The differential advantage of various locations derive
essentially from their differential access to employment opportunities.
According to Grimes [1976, p. 40] the location of a dwell ing is as much a
part of its essence as its plaster and bricks. A dwelling located far
from employment opportunities and social services is more expensive than
one with better access, because travel expenses must be included in the
cost of hving at that location. spacfb as reflected by the size of the
lot is not only important for the poss ility of progressive development
and evolution of the house, but it can also affect the safety of the
house. Plots too small to permit an adequate separation between
buildings can increase the risk in earthquake-prone areas and the
vulnerability to fires. securit~ of tenure is an essential component in
the housing equation. Accord ng to Dunkerley [1978. p. 7]. tenure
arrangements are of prime i~ortance in projects directed to stilllJlating
dwelling construction or i~rovement. since they affect security of
occupancy and heno the wi 11 i ngness of occupants to invest thei r effor C:.
and savings in buildings on their own plots. The provision of land
tenure can be an important incentive to the rapid reconstruction and
consolidation of housing. In Dunl,terley's words. "the investment by plot
holders in the building or improvement of their dwelling is largely
condit. ional on their perception of the risk that their tenure wi 11 be
contested on their investment and lost by forced relllOval by a private
landlprd or public action. without satisfactor~ compensation" [1978.
p. 24J. On-site services are another essential component of housing.
Adequate sanitation. electricity, waste disposal. and drainage are not
only important to the health of the population. but to the success of the
reconstruction process. Lack of services creates added costs to low-
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income populations. A study conducted by Thomas in Peru measured spatial
dif-erences in poverty and estimated that the price of water sold by
water vendors in those areas that are not serviced by piped water is as
much as twenty-five times that of water from metered connections.
Alternative sources of light (e.g. candles). are estimated to be over
twice as expensive as electricity [1978, p. 78]. If services are not
considered from the outset. upgrading may be a very slow or non-existent
process. After the 1972 earthquake in PUcaragua, $3 million were spent
in building Las Americas. temporary settlement of 11,000 housing units
that inmediately became permanent. Although an additional S15 million
were provided in concessionary loan funds to improve and expand the basic
housing structures and to add individual water and sewage connections,
improvements to the existing homes proceeded very slowly. The drainage
system was ill-maintained, garbage collection was poor, malaria was a
problem, and fire protection was barely adequate four years after the
settlement was built [CoqJtroller General of the United States, 1977,
p. 47].

The emphasis of reconstruction programs on the shelter structure
without an adequate cons iderat ion of the other four major components of
housing is a widespread tendency in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Post-disaster reconstruction is an instance when the physical and social
characteristics of housing for vast sectors of the population are
determined. Given the increased housing needs posed by disasters and the
massive investment they require, an understanding on the part of housing
related agencies of the importance of access, land tenure, size of lots,
and provision of services is crucial.

6. Under the tradit iona1 economic mechanisms, the equil ibrium between
supply and demand may bring about a rise in the price of housing
related items.

Unless a strict control of prices is established by the government
of the affected country, the context of scarce resources will create a
rise in the prices of basic construction materials, land, and labor.
Considerable inflationary pressures were felt after Hurricane Fifi in
Honduras in 1974. after the earthquake in Nicaragua in 1972, in Guatemala
in 1976, and after the hurricanes in the Dominican Republic and in
Dominica in 1979. This phenomenon is the result of a rapid increase in
the prices of imported goods (i.e. roofing materials), shortages of
labor, and inelasticity in the supply of certain local products affected
by the disaster [ United Nations. 1979, p. 16]. For instance, in the case
of Guatemala, at the end of 1976, the Reconstruction Committee estimated
that the effect of inflation following the earthquake would raise the
costs of construction from $1,021 million to S2 billion. By that time,
the price of bricks had already increased to three times the predisaster
level [United Nations, 1979, p. 23]. In the Dominican Republ ic after
Hurricane David, increases in the prices of essential building materials
were substantial and the cost of low-income housing suffered a 41 percent
increase in the year following the disaster [E1 Listin Diario. 1980].
Inflation and speculation are promoted by the lack of actions on the part
of the involved goverrnent to cDntrol and regulate individual activities
in the private sector. Price contrDls, control of speculation. and
hoarding of materials should be established at all points in the housing
reconstruction process. For instance, in the reconstruction of
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Guatema la, the government fa iled to contro 1 the add-on transportat ion
costs that were applied to lamina and cement. When distributing these
commodities throughout the country, the cost of cement that was U.S.
$2.00 at the factory per bag rose to as much as five dollars a bag, less
than 100 kilometers from the point where it was produced (Cuny, 19781.

Conclusion

The type of disaster agent, the magnitude of the damage, historical
and cultural factors, access to resources, the new visibility attained by
existing housing sho!"tages and deficiencies, and the characteristics of
the built environment are elements that help configurate the nature of
changes in housing during the reconstruction following disasters.

In disaster-prone countries, it is not hazards in general but
spec i'~ic disasters that generate support. However, the frequency and
magnitude of disastrous events in the Caribbean and Latin America,
indicates that ad hoc responses and emergency measures are not enough.
Predisaster planning and prevention are critical strategies that should
be emphasized. Disasters have the potential to be accelerating factors
of housing changes. Preventive actions rather than palliative approaches
are essential for development and frequently ignored by the short-term
considerations that prevail inmediately after a disaster. Government
could use the emergency situation to play an important role in land
acquisition, regulation of tenure, and provision of services. Special
efforts should be made to minimize the adverse effects of emergency
activities on housing. and to use the opportunity for developing an
improved structure for human settlements.
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HOUSING PATTERNS AFTER A LANDSLIDE

Orjan Hultaker

Evacuation is a common response to disasters, and many students have
looked upon the short term aspects of evacuations [Hult~ker, 19761
[Perry, Lindell. and Greene, i9801. Much less is known about long term
consequences.

Studies have shown the i"llortance of family and kin when people
decide to evacuate [Bates et a1., 19631 [Drabek, 19691 and their
preferences for staying with relatives rather than in public shelters
[Young, 19541 [Moore et a1., 19631 [Haas, 19781. Families gather to

decide if they should evacuate and where they should go. They want to
keep together if they leave their homes. and they try to stay with their
kin or with friends if they lack relatives. Hultiker [19791 has analyzed
some factors affecting the family decision to leave and to stay away from
a disaster site. People compare the disaster site with their best
alternative available, i.e., they cO"llare their home with their potential
place of evacuation. Among factors taken into account are the 'standard
of living, the risk of injuries, the cultural values. and the social
norms. ~Mileti, Drabek, and Haas [1975, p. 121 have indicated the
shortage of research on reconstruction following natural disasters.
Others, like Cuny (1978), have stressed the need to evaluate housing
programs, their efficiency and consequences. There 1s a need for more
empirical studies and for systematic analysis of permanent housing.

The 1ength of time before people can move i nte "ermanent houses is
of great importance after a disaster. Two out of c,hrt':t. necessary houses
were constructed within ten months after an earthquclke in Turkey, which
is a developing country [Mitchell, 1977], but three years were not enough
in northern Italy. Four years after the event, Pelanda (1980)
characterizes the disaster site of the 1976 earthquake in FriuH as a
temporary housing system; so-called temporary horsing often becomes
permanent [Davis, 1977]. Cuny [1978] has made a sUr!IIllary of difficulties
in providing permanent housing after a disaster. He observes that houses
cannot be efficiently provided without taking into consideration the
pi'ocess through which houses are normally provided in the society.
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Ik le [1951 ] and [1958, p. 221 ff. ] reports that Germans wanted to
return to their earl ier living areas when their cit ies and towns were
reconstructed after the Second World War. Local business men returned as
well, and the various parts of the cities conserved their social
character. It is also reported that people want to repair their cwn
houses rather than look for a new one after a disaster [Oacy and
Kunreuther, 1969, p. 142]. One reason given for the return is the fact
that land holdings often represent the only asset of the disaster
victims, and that they want to retain it [Hawley, 1955].

Other students have observed the social differences between people
who return and those who stay away during the reconstruction period
(e. g.. [Moore, 1958, p. 137]). Hingson [1977) reports that after an
earthquake in Guatemala many disaster victims fled the area and that 80
percent of the remaini ng peop1e owned the i r own homes. Simi 1ar resu1t s
are reported by Weymes and Holt [1977]. Few studies have recorded the
quality of repaired and rebuilt houses, but some reports indicate
increased quality of the permanent houses as compared with the pre
disaster ones [Moore, 1958, p. 138] (Snarr and Brown, 1978).

The construction of buildings in a disaster area does not guarantee
that the victims will get permanent housing. The houses and the
environment must be acceptable to the victims or they will not live
there. Mitchell ~977] reports from the earthquake in Lice, Turkey, that
many of the victims did not accept the permanent houses provided for
them; the houses were abandoned. and the victims returned to their
original or other villages.

Housing patterns are instances of the structural and individual
change that occur after a disaster. It is thus necessary to study the
pattern of movements, not just the housing at a given period of time.
The movements of famil ies IIlJst be looked upon as a process. It is not
enough to classify different dwellings as pre-disaster, temporary. and
permanent; there are degrees of permanency, and some families pass
through more temporary homes than others. A family may move into a
temporary house but decide to remain there since it suits the wishes of
the family. Others may leave a home intended to be permanent.

It is necessary to consider the societal conditions under which the
disaster recovery occurs, ~ince the social meaning of homes and houses
differs between culturp.s. The place and type of a house may be entirely
determined by the soc ia1 pos it ion of a family or it may be only one
indicator of social status. The quality of housing may be related to the
stratification system of the society, so that the geographical mobility
of fami lies is interrelated to their social mobi lity in the
stratification system. Families will change their social position
s imu 1taneous 1y wi th a change of house. The economic importance of a
family's house and land tenure will diffEr between cultures as will the
propensity to move after a disaster. So~ fami lies in some cultures can
enhance their social and economic standing by moving, and they will
accordingly be likely to do so. Others will not have the same option,
and they wi 11 show a tendency to remain where they 1i ved before the
disaster. Ownership of land and houses will have varying consequences.

The rest of this paper will report on the housing pattern after a
land-slide that occurred in Sweden. The housing problems were of a
magnitude that should be handled fairly easily by a welfare state, and
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there was no real 1ack of resources. The major prob1ems centered around
the allocation of resources during the recovery period as in Dyne's
[1975] Type III society. l)':-a will show the nl.l1lber of dwellings occupied
after the disaster, the length ,Jf time that families remained in their
houses and flats. and t'le time that elapsed between the disaster and the
day when the families ';.·)ved into what they believed to be their permanent
residence. There will be an analysis of change in housing quality caused
by the disaster.

The Landsl ide

On November 30 in 1977 a landslide occurred at Tuve. a parish
s~~uated twelve kilometers north of Sweden's second largest city,
Goteborg. The stricken area consisted of quick clay in a river valley
where the slide was caused by rainy weather. Excessive rainfall
saturated the clay which could then no longer carry the weight of the
houses in the area.

The slide moved 65 houses and flats within a triangle whose base was
1800 feet and whose sides were 2,400 feet. Some houses moved as far as
900 feet and were totally destroyed. Another 130 houses and flats
remained outside the border of the directly affected area, but they were
immediately evacuated since it was feared that more slides could follow.
Some of the houses were left hanging on a steep cliff of about 45 feet.

A fortnight afterwards 46 famil ies were able to return to their
homes which were then judged to be outside of the dangerous area.
Nevertheless, 84 other families had to remain out of their homes for
extended periods, and responsible authorities evaluated their needs for
temporary and permanent housing to be similar to that of people directly
affected.

The slide happened at four o'clock in the afternoon, and the
majority of the family members were at home. especially women and
children. Some of the families had visitors. It seems as almost a
miracle that no more than nine persons in four houses were killed.

The Victims

The disaster-stricken area was a well established suburb with a
fairly homogeneous, middle-class population. Most families owned their
terraced houses or bungalows. while a few lived in flats in condominium
houses of two stories. There was little movement in or out of the area.
and the majority of the familles had lived in their houses for more than
ten years, i.e •• since their houses were built. Sane of the people had
been born in Tuve.

The educational level was high. and one man out of four had studied
at a university. Three out of four women were gainfUlly employed. Sixty
percent of the families had children living at home, and every third
family had preschool children. The majority of the adult population was
between 36 and 52 years old.

$(JI\e of the neighboring areas were profoundly different. They
consisted of flats in large buildings owned by the city of GB'teborg. and
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the population had entirely different characteristics. Although efI1)ty
flats were available in these buildings, many fami lies refused to move
into them even for a short period, since the areas had bad reputations.

Methods

The families directly and indirectly affected were interviewed about
their responses after the disaster. The interviews were highly
structured but unstandardized. They were conducted by trained
interviewers who generally talked with several family merrt>ers for at
least an hour. Among the topics covered were the movement of the family
after the disaster.

A mail survey was co~ducted three years after the landslide in order
to follow up on changes that had occurred after the interviews. Many of
the questions were devoted to housing changes and problems. Official
descriptions of the landslide was gathered through 68 interviews with
responsible authorities and other representatives of disaster relevant
organizations.

Most of the data in the present paper will be taken from the mail
survey. The population consists of the 65 directly affected families and
the 84 indirectly affected families who could not return to their homes
until long after the landslide. The directly affected families had 215
members among whom 100 were children, whereas the other group of families
had 255 members (100 children). The study therefore concerns 149
families with 470 members of which 206 were children.

The sample included all 149 families except those where at least one
member was killed by the slide. There remained 145 families to be
studied, but one family died before the questionnaires were posted. Ten
families refused to be interViewed, and 14 families did not return their
Questionnaires. The response rate was 93 percent for the interviews and
90 percent for the mail Questionnaires.

Economic Conseguences

All directly affected victims lost their houses and most of their
property kept at home. Objects were scattered all around the area, and
many families could only rescue a few things of great personal value.
All the directly affected houses were destroyed.

The houses of indirectly affected families remained intact, but they
could not be used for an extended disaster period because of the danger
of their collapse. Some of these houses were hanging on a steep cliff,
and there was the risk that successive landslides would demolish them.
It was poss ib 1e to remove furniture and other family property from most
of these houses.

Half of the families had valid inslJrance covering most of their
losses, but half of them were insufficiently insured. They were
promised, however, that the government should cover all their losses,
when the Secretary of the State for Home Affairs vislted the disaster
site two days after the landslide. He was asked in public about the
economic consequences for the victims.
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There was some discussion afterwards about the meaning of the
promise. but the government paid 50 percent of the value of lost property
not covered by insurance. The government also reimbursed the affected
victims for their houses at the market price. Some of the houses closest
to the edge of the slide area were also reimbursed at the same price
level.

The rest of the families living in the indirectly affected area had
two options to choose between. They could either sell their houses at
the market price, or they could move back into their own house after a
period of seven to eighteen months after the ground had been
strengthened.

The disaster area was ent ire ly reconstructed after 18 months. No
new ho~ses were built. but the majority of the houses had been repaired
in the indirectly affected disaster area. Some were used by the same
families as before the disaster. but most of the houses and flats were
sold on the market at a price somewhat lower than the one at which the
government had bought them.

There are at least three markets for houses in Sweden. The
economically most favorable one is the market for new houses and bUilding
plots, which are generally distributed through municipality offices. The
prices are fairly low, and it is possible to borrow most of the money at
a favorab le rate of interest. The second hand market is much more
expensive. and it is harder to borrow the full price. Nevertheless. most
people believe it to be more favorable to own than to rent a home because
of the fiscal system.

The regular distribution of new houses and plots was stopped
immediately as a consequence of the landslide. Local authorities decided
that all available resources should be used for the disaster victims. A
large numer of families who had queued up for new dwellings for many
years were by-passed in this process.

About 100 dwellings were available to the victims less than two
months after the slide, and 19 of them were fairly close to the disaster
site in Tuve. People could have moved into them a litt le more than one
year after the slide.

The disaster stricken families had four alternatives:

To rent an apartment or to buy one tn a condominium
(available within a few months);

to buy a house on the second hand market (available within
a few months);

to buy a new dwelling from the town (available in twelve
to eighteen months);

to return to their pre-disaster dwelling (available to
most of the indirect ly affected fami lies within seven to
eighteen months).
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Results

Number of temporary dwellings and length of residency

The average disaster victim lived in three to four different places
since the landslide occurred, and there was almost no difference between
the directly affected families and t"ose indirectly affected. No family
was able to move directly to a permanent home from their destroyed pre
disaster home, but 14 families needed to pass through only one temporary
dwelling.

Two families did not find a permanent home until they arrived in
their seventh house, and two families were on the move until they reached
their sixth. More than ten percent of the families had to stay in at
least five places, and almost every second family moved to at least four
homes.

The median family lived in temporary dwellings more than two years
before they could move into a permanent home. More than four out of ten
tami lies had to wait between two and a half and three years, and the
situation was the same for indirectly as for directly affected families.
No fami 1y had to wait more than three years for a permanent home. A
sma11 mi nor i ty of ten percent were ab 1e to move into a permanent home
within a year, and less than five percent could do so within six months.

There is no simple association between the nUnDer of dwellings and
the length of time that people had to wait for a permanent home.
Families with only one temporary dwelling had generally to wait more than
two years and a half in order to get a permanent house.

The victims stayed for only a few days in their first temporary
dwellings. One third of them had moved out within three days, and every
second fami 1y left before a week. Nevertheless, 20 percent of the
victims stayed in their first temporary home for more than a month.

The families stayed longer in their second and third temporary
dwellings, and the latter seems to have been the most long-lasting.
Forty percent of the families stayed more than a year, and two out of
three stayed more than six months. The fourth dwelling was more
transitory, and half of the families moved out of it within three months
after their arrival there. It has to be noted, however, that there was a
limited number of families who stayed in more than three temporary
dwe 11 ings.

Many of the families had very vague ideas about their intended
length of residency when they moved into their various temporary homes.
They planned to live there for the immediate future, or they were simply
unable to answer questions about their intentions. An ana1ys1s shows,
however. that many of the families stayed for longer periods than
intended. especially in their third and fourth temporary houses.

The wait for permanent homes was much longer than expected. Srnne
fami lies said that they would have acted differently if they had known
how long the waiting time would be. They should either have chosen a
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Table 1

Number of Dwellings Occupied by Disaster
Victims During Three Year Period

Fai"!'il i es Numbpr of Dwellings Total
2 3 4 5 6 7

Directly
affected 0 3 19 19 5 2 2 50

Indirectly
affected 0 11 32 28 9 0 0 80

All famil i es 0 14 51 47 14 2 2 130

Table 2

Number of Months in Temporary Dwellings before
Moving to Permanent Homes

Families Number of Months
6 7-12 13-18 19-24 25-30 31-36 Total

Directly
affected a 15 8 7 19 50

Indirectly
affected 5 8 13 10 5 36 77

All families 6 8 28 18 12 55 127
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Table 3

Proportion of Disaster Victims by Length of
Residency in Temporary Dwellings

Length of residency
Dwell in9S da~s months
number 1-3 4- 8-30 2-3 4-6 7-12 13-

1 .32 .17 .30 .17 .02 .03 .00 N- 113

2 .07 .04 .15 .24 .17 .10 .24 N- 103
3 .00 .04 .07 .11 .12 .25 .40 Nz 57

4 .00 .06 .12 .35 .06 .12 .29 N- 17

Table 4

Relationship between Permanent Homes of Victims
and Type of Residence before Landslide

Permanent R~!1. f d~nc~ b~fore Disas ter
residence Bungalow Terraced Condominium Total

house flat

Bungalow 13 68 10 91
Terraced
house 0 16 3 19
Flat 0 2 6 8

Total 13 86 19 81
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type of permanent house that was available earl ier than the one actually
chosen, or they should have organized their temporary homes in a
different way. The number of different temporary dwell ings seemed to be
more annoying than the length of residency in each of them.

The Quality of permanent homes

The majority of the victim families, 73 percent, lived in terraced houses
before the landslide. 16 percent lived in condominium flats, and only 11
percent in bungalows. Their living standard had changed ~ntirely three
years after the landslide.

An overwhelming majority of the disaster victims had moved to
bungalows. and the proportion of families in flats and terraced houses
had diminished. The number of families who lived in bungalows had
increased from 13 to 91, or to 77 percent. No family .,ho lived in a
bungalow before the disaster had left that type of housing, but the
majority of those living in flats or in terraced houses had moved into
oungalows. This change was in accordance with the wishes of the victims,
among whom the majority declared that they wanted to move into bungalows
irrespective of their predisaster type of home.

Dwellings as well as people Ciln be rank orderd in a stratification
system. where bunga lows represent the upper status, terraced houses the
middle, and flats the lowest. There are, of course, exceptions: some
terraced houses are more exclusive than many bungalows, and there exist
high qual ity flats in central areas of the cities. Nevertheless, the
general pattern holds, and some families used this opportunity to move up
the ladder. This was not, however, the only reason for people to prefer
bungalows to terraced houses. There was at the time of the landslide a
shortage of terraced houses.

A few families wanted to return to their pre-disaster home. Some of
them did so, although after a few months many of them moved to a new
permanent house. Other fami lies wanted to live in Tuve. but they
preferred a new bungalow to their pre-disaster house. Almost half of the
victims, 59 families, returned to Tuve, where the disaster occurred. An
additional 17 families moved into neighboring parishes north of G8teborg.
and 26 families preferred to move to the southern part of the city, often
to popular areas. Three families left G&teborg and the remaining were
scattered around in diverse areas of the city. The disaster victims were
aware of the reputation of different areas of Gtfteborg. One out of four
families said that they wanted to avoid bad living areas.

Many famil ies wanted to return to Tuve. but there were others who
wanted to stay away from the parish. Every fifth famtly was afraid of
the risk of future landslides. Another group wanted to stay away because
of disaffection over conflicts which mostly concerned the allocation of
houses and plots. Still another group wanted to live near other families
hit by the disaster.

Many families mentioned that they wanted to l1ve close to relatives
and friends or near certain institutions such as their jobs or schools.
It is worth not1cing that the institutions of children were more
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Table 5

Areas Where Families Relocated Permanently

Area

The parish of Tuve

Other Parishes close to Tuve

Southern GOteborg

Other parts of GOteborg

Outside GOteborg

Table 6

59

17

26

13

3

Proportion of Families Considering Various Factors
in Choice of PerNanent Residence (N-130)

Factor

Wanted to avoid bad areas
of the town

Wanted to stay away f~
risky disast~r area

Wanted to live near other
f.-ilies hit by the disaster

Wanted to get away fro. the
conflicts in the disaster area

Proportion

.27

.20

.09

.10
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1mportant than the institutions of adult persons. Only 13 fami 1ies, ten
percent, indicated that they had no choice between alternative dwellings.
They said that they had to take the only alternative offered to them. A
majority of 90 percent made choices.

Summary and Conclusions

Houc::ing problems occur in all types of societies after a disaster,
including welf~re states where there are enough resources to provide good
housing for all citizens. About 150 families lost their homes in a
lands 1ide that occurred in a middle-class suburb close to the center of
the second largest city of Sweden. Goteborg. Most observers would guess
that the victims would find new permanent homes which would be acceptable
to them fairly soon. Nevertheless. three years passed before they all
had moved into permanent houses. and half of the families had to wait for
more than two years. They also had to occupy a great number of temporary
dwellings. Every second family lived in at least four different homes
after the landslide, and some families lived in as many as seven
different homes.

The same pattern could be found in many different societies at
various levels of development. The social and economic causes are
different, however. Sweden is a Type III society in Dyne's [ 1975]
typology, while developing countries belong to Types I and II. The
latter have problems after a disaster because of their lack of material
resources; a society of the third type has the resources needed for
reconstruction, but it faces problems of allocation. Both the lack of
resources and allocation problems may have the same consequences: a
prolonged period until permanent dwellings are provided.

The allocation of resources concerns the bureaucratic structure of
decision-making. No Swedish family is allowed to construct a new house
without being permitted to do so. Various bureaucratic organizations
have to study the plans and approve of them. There are certain standards
that must be met, and all houses have to fit into a general plan.

Nevertheless. many of the bureaucratic problems were efficiently
handled after the landslide at Tuve. The decision-making process was
coordinated in a way that made things move faster than usual, and the
rules were changed in order to help the disaster victims. But. three
years passed before the families moved into their permanent houses.

One of the characteristics of modern western societies is the type
of .narket through which resources are allocated. People can improve
their material and social situation by choosing between alternatives
offered to them. There are. however, always limitations. and people must
have economic or social resources in order to support their demands in an
exchange situation.

The largest part of a family's resources generally are not available
to be used on the market of exchange since they are already invested.
Their material resources are found in their houses. furniture, and other
private objects. Their social resources are invested in their friends.
their relatives. and their neighbors. These resources canr.ot easily be
made available.
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A disaster changes that situation; material and social resources
are s'lddenly set free. Families have lost their homes, but they have
cash money received from insurance companies and official authorities.
These funds can be used to buy an entirely new house.

There are more options open to the families than ever before because
they can start from scratch; they can decide where to invest their
housing money, in what type of home they should invest it. They are in a
new situation. To choose between, say, a terraced house in a southern
suburb and a bungalow in a northern one, is quite different from choosing
between painting and not painting the old terraced house.

The same type of change in social resources; investment in social
surroundings are often lost during disasters. Fami 1ies first experience
an increase in the disaster area solidarity. but it is usually weakened
when the victims are spread outside the disaster site. The families are
reimbursed in social resources since they are the focus of a general
interest. It becomes a matter of publ ic concern to help the disaster
victims. and they are often welcomed, at least during an initial period.
The families can use their social resources as well as their economic
ones to invest in their future. They can choose between alternatives
that they have never had before.

Only ten percent of the victims in Tuve said that they had no
options to choose between. while the rest of the families compared
different housing areas in several respects. They thought about the
general reputation of different parts of the city. the risk of a new
landslide, the type of people they wanted to have in their neighborhood.
and their proximity to various types of social institutions. The
families also used their social a~d economic resources in order to
improve their general level of living; they moved upwards in the
stratification system of houses. Few of the victim families had lived in
bungalows before the disaster, but an overwhelming majority did so three
years afterwards.

The situation is very different in a society where there is a lack
of economic and material resources. There are not many alternatives open
to the victims; they have lost their houses without receiving any cash
money instead. The social resources may also diminish since they not
only have to compete with their fellow victims but also with all other
members of a poor society. A developing country cannot afford the same
priority to disaster needs as can be given in developed countries. Thus.
disaster victims in a poor society lase their homes and houses without
being reimbursed. either economically or socially. They often stay on
the disaster site because they may own a parcel of it, or it is the only
social context where they feel that they are welcomed.

The decision to stay in the disaster area or to leave it is not a
question of universal human propensities. Nor is it a difference between
the western culture and other cultures. Whether people stay or leave is
a consequence of the reward system of a society hit by a disaster. Human
beings try to make the best of their situations; they also try to find
the best possible home that is available to them.

Disaster responses cannot be analyzed without taking into account
the social and economic context in which they occur. There is no need to
ask whether people stay or leave a disaster stricken area or whether they
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evacuate or not before a disaster. It is necessary to understand the
rewards and costs of a given society. It is also necessary to understand
the change that occurs in the social and economic resources available to
the disaster victims.

Just a word of caution: To say that disaster victims increase their
available social and economic resources is not to say that the victims
profit from the disaster. On the contrary. They receive their increase
in available resources as small and insufficient compensation for their
overall losses. Moreover. many of the victims at Tuve had to pay an
additional price: they had to wait almost three years before they got a
permanent house. Some of the fami 1ies drew the conclusion that the.)'
would have employed their resources differently if they had known about
the waiting time. They might have chosen different houses or made other
arrangements during their period of temporary housing.
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CLOSING REMARKS

Michael P. Gaus

It is a pleasure for me to offer some comments at the closing of the
Third International Conference on the Social and Economic Aspects of
Earthquakes and Planning to Mitigate Their Impacts. I have been
particularly interested in this conference for two major reasons. The
first is that this conference is being held approximately ten years after
cooperative projects in earthquake research between U.S. and Yugoslavian
researchers were initiated under National Science Foundation Programs. I
have had the honor of part icipat ing in the estab1ishment of a number of
these programs, and it is gratifying to reflect on the progress that has
been made through these efforts. The second is that the subject matter
of the Conference is an indication of success in achieving a more
comprehensive approach to the earthquake problem in which social and
economic con~equences are being studied in addition to considerations of
physical damage to constructed facilities.

In looking back at the research programs of the last ten years. many
sllccessful accomplishments can be identified. These progrllllls were of
great assistance in establishing a network of strong-ground motion
instruments in Yugoslavia. This network has recorded a number of
significant seismic events and has provided data which improve our
knowledge of how the ground act'Jally moves at different locations during
an earthquake. Such information is an important key to establishing
design levels and conditions for various types of structures. A
comprehensive program of laboratory testi~g. computer modeling. and
dynamic tests on real buildings has improved our capabilities during the
design stage to predict in advance the seismic behavior of structures.
One computer program. which is known under the acronym TABS or XTABS has
made dynamic analysis of three dimensional structures much more feasible.
The original versions of this computer program were developed under the
cooperat ive research program. and the computer progrlll is being
extensively used by both designers and researchers. A great deal of
valuable research on masonry structures is being carried out. In the
planning area joint studies have been carried out leading to new
procedures for estillllting building stocks and for reconstruction
planning. Many other valuable acca.plishnents could be listed, but this
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sampling provides an indication of the success of these cooperative
programs.

It is hoped that the momentllll and linkages which have been bui It up
through these cooperative research efforts can be maintained in the
future. This conference and the two preceding ones have provided a basis
for continued joint efforts which include cooperation between disciplines
which have too frequently followed separate paths even within a single
country. I hope that in the future fruitful interaction between
researchers and professionals in the U.S. and Yugoslavia will continue.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the substantial efforts of
Professor Barclay Jones and Dr. Jore Vi1intin, Co-chairmen of this
Conference. It is through their unusual ski 11s in organization and
investment of substantial amounts of energy that this Conference was
organized in a very short -..aunt of tillle--particularly considering the
~omplexities of international communication. I would also like to
express ~ appreciation to the large number of people in both countries.
and I will not even try to name all of them. who worked to make this
Conference a success. I have found the Conference to be stimulating and
to provide me with a broader insight into approaches for understanding
and dealing with the earthquake problem 1n a more comprehensive way. I
hope you have found it to be a similar experience.
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THIRD INTERllATlOIW.. COW'EREICE:
THE SOCIAL All) EtOrGUe ASPECTS OF EARTtQJAKES

AND P...IIIG TO MITIGATE THEIR I..ACTS

June 29-July 2, 1981

Grand Hotel Topl1ce
Bled, "l.I9Oslavi.

FINAL PROGRAM

St*MY, JlIIE 28
ARRIVAL Of PARTICIPANTS AT BLED

tlJNDAY, JtIIE 29

0800-0845 REGISTRATION

0900-1000 OPENING CEREMONY
Chairmen: Dr. Joz~ Vilintin

Dr. Barclay G. Jones

Welcome: Mrs. Marija ZupanCi~-Yi~ar
Representative of the

Socialist Republic of Slovenia
Dr. Huris Osmanagit.
Chairman of the US-Yugoslav Joint

Board on SCientific and Technological Cooperation
Acad. Prof. Or. Janez MilEinski
President, Academy of Science and Arts,

Republic of Slovenia
Prof. Sergej Bubnov. President,
European Association of Earthquake Engineering

Opening Remarks: Mrs. Marija Zupan~il-Vi~ar
Ur. Charles Zalar
Dr. Jakim Petrovski
Or. William A. Anderson

1000-1030 Coffee

1030-1230 SESSION I
Subject: MIcro- and Micro-E~tc considerations

Chairman: Or. Vladimir Frankovi~

1) Dr. Jerome W. Milliman "Modeling Regional Economic
Impacts of Earthquakes"

2) Or. Randall Baker "Land Degradation in Kenya: EconOMic
or Social Crisis?"
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Monday. June 29. Continued

3) Prof. Sergej Bubnov "Governmental Role in Mitigating
The Impact of the Earthquake Disasters in YugoslaviaN

4) Dr. Branko Zelenkov NFinancing the Losses and the Risk
Due to Earthquakes"

5) Or. William D. Schulze NThe Benefits and Costs of
Seismic Building Codes"

6) Prof. Vladimir Ribaril "An Extension of the Concept of
Specific Destruction of Earthquakes on the Basis of
Gress National Product of Affected Countries·

1600-1700 SESSION II
SUbject: Risk Evaluation

Chairman: Dean Myer R. Wolfe

1) Dr. Janez Lapajne "SocJal ~d Economic Aspects of
Seismic Risk"

2) Mr. Wiratman Wangsadinata "Risk Criteria as a Rational
Basis for Seismic Resistance of Structures of Different
Grades"

3) Prof. Jakim Petrovski "Post Catastrophic Earthquake
Studies for Planning of Immediate Actions and Seismic
RiSk Reduction"

4) Dr. E.M. Fournier d'Albe "The Problem of Assessing
Seismic Risk to Existing Buildings·

1700-1730 Coffee

1730-1830 SESSION 111
SUbject: Attitudes Toward Risk

Chairman: Dr. Stane Saksida

1) Prof. Ritsuo Akimoto ·Some Prospects of Earthquake
Prediction in Japan·

..
2) Colonel (ER) Charles Chandessais "Fausse Alerte a

Pouzzoles·

3) Dr. Thomas F. Saarinen ·Warning and Response to the
Nt. St. Helens Volcanic Eruption"

4) Dr. Rise I.K. PalM ·Public Response to Mandated
Earthquake Hazard Disclosure by Real Estate Agents·

1830-2000 Reception, Grand Hotel Toplice
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TUESDAY. JUlIE 30

0800-1000 SESSION IV
Subject: Social Systell Vulnerability

Chairman: Or. Jerome W. Mllliman

1) Or. Russell R. Dynes "The Contribution of the Social
Sciences to Emergency Planning"

2) Prof. Carlo Pelanda "Disasters and Sociosystemic
Vulnerability"

3) Dr. Enrico L. Quarantelli "An Agent Specific or an All
Disaster SpectruRi Approach to Socia-Behavioral Aspects
of Earthquakes1"

4) Or. Ralph H. Turner "Disaster Subcultures i~
Earthquake Country: Between Earthquakes in Southern
California"

5) Dr. V~t Karnick: "Problems of Earthquake Hazard
Assessment and Vulnerability Analysis"

6) Michel L. Lechat. M.D. "Disasters Epidemiology: An
Epidemiologists's View of Health Management in
Disasters"

1000-1030 Coffee

1030-1230 SESSION V
Subject: Preparedness Measures

Chairman: Prof. Sergej Bubnov

1) O~an Myer R. Wolfe "Urban Scale Vulnerability: Some
1~p1ications for Planning"

2) Prof. Aydin Genmen "Earthquake Sciences and City
Planning Are Still Disconnected"

3) Mr. Vladimir Braco Mu!i~ "Spatial and Urban Planning
and Design in Earthquake-Prone Areas"

4) Mr. Stanley Scott "Formulating and Implementing
Policies for Seismic Safety"

5) Mr. Robert A. Olson "The California S~i~nic Safety
Commission. 1975-80: Public Policy and a
Practitioner's Observations"

6) Dr. Alan J. Wyner "Implementing Seismic Safety Policy:
The Case of Local GovernMents in California"
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Tuesday. June 30. Continued

1600-1700 SESSION VI
Subject: ~gency S1tuat1ans

Chairman: Dr. Ralph H. Turner

1) Mr. Harun Alrasjid -Social and Economic Aspects in the
Mitigation of Earthquake Disasters-

2) Prof. Bernardo Cattarinussi -Victims. Primary Groups
and Communities After the Friuli Earthquake-

3) Prof. Enso V. Bighinatti -In the Spirit of William
James: Reflections on league of Red Cross Sociaties
Experience of Earthquakes-

1700-1730 Coffee

1730-1830 SESSION VII
Subject: Ecluc:atian IIMI Inf.....tian in DisAsters

Chairman: Prof. Viktor Turnsek

1) Prof. Francesco M. Battisti -The Organization of a
Mass Education Program in Order to Mitigate Earthquake
Hazards in Calabria

2) Prof. T. Joseph Scanlon -The Mas~ Media in Crisis: A
Predictive Model-

01

3) Mr. Polde Stukelj -Rescuing Actions After Earthquakes-

2000-2200 Dinner. Grand Hotel Toplice

IEDlESMY. Jtl.Y 1

0800-1000 SESSION VIII
Subject: Disaster IlIIPacts Iftd Effects

Chairman: Mr. Stanley SCott

1) Dr. Frederick l. Bates -The Use of a Crossculturally
Valid level of living SCale for Measuring the Social
and Economic Effects of Earthquakes and Other Disasters
and for Measuring Progress in Recovery and
Reconstruction as Illustrated by the Case of the
Guatemalan Earthquake in 1976.-

2) Dr. Robert Geipel -The Case of Fruili/ltaly: The
I~act of an Earthquake in a Highly Developed Old
Culture: Regional Identity versus Econo-ic Efficiency-
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Wednesday. July 1. Continued

3) Prof. Viktor Turnsek "Earthquakes as a Social Problem"

4) Prof. Ada Cavazzani "To Be Announced"

5) Mag. Milan Oro!en Adami~ "The Consequences of the
Earthquakes which Occured in 1976 in Slovenia"

1000-1030 Coffee

1030-1230 SESSION IX
Subject: Post Oi saster Response

Chairman: Mr. Vladimir Braco Mu~it

1) Prof. T:berije Kirijas "Physical and Urban Planning
and Design in Seismic Areas"

2) Mr. Anton Ladava "Guidelines and Procedures to
Eliminate the Impact of Earthquakes in Soca Valley"

3) Dr. Alcira Kreimer "Housing Reconstruction in the
Caribbean and Latin America"

4) Mr. George G. Mader "Land Use Planning After
Earthquakes"

5) Prof. Orjan E. HultXker "Housing Patterns after a
Landslide"

6) Dr. Barclay G. Jones "Estimates of Building Stocks as
a Basis for Determining Risk"

1400-1945 SESSION X
Study Trip to Institute

1500-1700 Visit to the Institute for Research and Testing Materials and
Structures in Ljubljana

1700-1730 Closing Ceremony: Cultural Center "Ivan Cankar"
Chairmen: Dr. Jole Vilintin

Dr. Barclay Jones

Greetings: Dr. Marjan Ro~i~
President, AsseMbly of City of Ljubljana

Closing Remarks: Vladimir Braco Music
Dr. Michael P. Gaus

1730-1900 Reception: Cultural Center "Ivan Cankar"

1900-1945 Return to Bled
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1lUlSDAY. JU..Y 2

0630-2000 SESSION XI
Study Trip

Excursion by bus to the Soea-Valley damaged by the 1976 Friuli
Earthquakes (Via Kranjska gora-vrsi~-Bovec-Kobarid-Tolmin-Cerkno
Skofja Loka)

0930-1100 Visit to Podbela and Breginj

1200-1400 Lunch at Breginj

1500-1700 Visit to Partisans' Hospital Franja

2000 Return to Bled
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THIRD INTERNATIOfW. CCWEREIICE:
THE SOCIAL All) ECCMCItIC ASPECTS OF EMTlQJAKES

AJI) Pl.AM'eING TO MITIGATE THEIR IflFACTS

.June 29-July 2. 1981

Grand Hotel Toplice
81ed. Yugoslavia

LIST OF ATTENDEES

'rofessor Ritsuo Aki-oto
D"llartllent of Socfology
Waseda University
42 Toya-a-cho Shinjuku-ku
TOkyo
JAI»AIl

Dr. Wi ill .. A. And.rson
I»r09r.. Dfrector
Earthquake Hazards Mitigation Pr09r..
Hational Stfenc. Foundation
1800 GStreet
WaShington, DC 20550
UNITED STATES

Pr~fessor Randall Baker
School of Developnent Studies
University of East Anglia
Norwich "R4 7TJ
UNlTED IC.IIIGOOM

Dr. Frederick L. aates
Dellartllent of Sociology and AnthrollOlogy
University of Geargla
Athens, Georgia 3Q6IJ2
UNITED STATES

Prof.ssor FraPe'SCO M. Battfsti
Dellartlllllt of Soc fo logy
Univtrsity of Calabria
Via Rlcalo 11 13
00185 ReM
ITALY

~r. Enso V. lighfnattf
Spectal Advtsor Oisasttr Rtllef
League of Red Cron 5«fttll5
17 Ch,,'n dts Crets
Pt\it-S.connlll
P.O. Box 216
CH-1211 Qlneva 11
SWITZERLAIIO

lng. Ludvfk Bonal
Instltute for Research and Testing

",&.rfals and Structures
01.ie.va 12
61000 Ljubljana
YUGOSUVIA

Professor SerglJ BuDnov. I»residtnt
YU90slav Assoclat1on for Earthquak.
E!I91neering
Strekljtn 2
61000 lJutllJllna
YUGOSLAVIA

Professor Bernardo Cattarinussi
lnstltut. of International Sociology
(ISI6)
&orlzla, Via Milta Z
ITALY

Professor Ada CavazIani
Ofpartl-.nto dt sOCiologta

e dl scienzi politiche
UniversiU di Calabria
87030 Arclvacata dt Rend. (CS)
ITALY

Colonll (ER) Charl.s Chand'ss.'s
Institut international du feu C.£.P.S.P.
155 rue Danlen 92 Levallots
FRAIlCE

Dr. Russell R. Dynes
Executive Officer
~1ean SocIologIcal Association
1712 If Street, NIl
Washington, DC 20036
UIHTED STATES

Dr. E.M. Fournier d'Alb.
Chllf Techntcal Advlsor
UlfOP-UN£SCO S.'kan Region Project
lutltllt. of Urban PlanniI\CJ and Destgn
IlUl,.,.r rftol1lC1jl 2
81000 Titograd
YUliOSlAYlA

Profasor Dr. Vlldl.1 .. fr"lIlkOy1f
Olin, Faculty of ro;,or.-iC!
Unherstty "Edvard Kar.lj"
~ardtlJtva ploilad 7
61000 lJubljan.
YUGOSLAVIA
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Dr. Mich.el G.us
Progr.. Dir.ctor
E.rthquake H.z.rds Mitig.tion Progr..
M.tion.l SCience Foundation
1800 G Street. NW
W.Shington. District of Colu.bi. 20550
UNITED STATES

Dr. Robert Geipel
Dep.rtnent of Geogr.phy
Technic.l University of MUnich
Arcisstr.sse 21
0-8000 Munchen 2
~EST GERMANY

Professor Aydin Germen
Faculty of Architecture
Middl. E.st Technic.l University
Ank.ra
TUIlKEY

Professor Orjan E. Hultlker
Department of Sociology
Upps.l. University
Box 513 5-175 20 Upps.l.
SWEDEN

Dr. Sarclay G. Jones. Director
Progr.. in Urban .nd Regional Studies
209 w. Sibley Hill
Cornell University
Ith.c•• ~ York 14853
UNITED STATES

Dr. Vit Karnik
Unit.d N.tions DiSaster Relief Office
P.l.is des N.tions
CH-1211 Glneve 10
SWITZERLAND

Professor Tib.rije Kirijas
Institut. for E.rthqu.ke Engineering and

Engineering Sei.-olo91
91000 Skopje
YUGOSI.AVIA

Professor Alcir. Krei-.r
Department of Urb.n Regionll Planning
George Washington University
2023 G Street. III
W.shington. DC 20052
UNITED STATES

Dr. Frederick Kri-vold
Progr.. Director
Earthquak. Hazards Mitigltion Progr..
National SCience Foundation
1800 G Street. NIl
W.shington. District of ColUlllbia 20550
UNITED STATES
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"'". Anton LadaVi
Int.r-C~ne COllIIittee. Nova Gorica
65000 Nov. Gorica
YUGOSLAVIA

Or. Jan.l L.pajne
Sei.-olog1cl1 Institute of Slovenia
K.rsnikova 3
51000 Ljub 1jlfta
TUGOSUVIA

Michel F. Lechat. M.D.
Centre de recherche pour l'epide.io1ogie

des desastres - EPID/UCL 30.34
30. Clos Ch.pelle-.ux-Ch.-ps
B-12oo Bruxelles
BELGIUM

"'". George G. M.der
Vice President
Willi .. Sp.ngle and Associates. Inc.
3240 Alpine Road
Portola Valley, C.liforni. 94025
UNITED STATES

Ac.d. Prof. Dr. Janez Mil~1nski
President
Acld.y of Science and Arts
Republic of Sloveni.
Novi trg 3
61000 Ljub I j In.
YUGOSLAVIA

Dr. Jerlllle W. Mllll1l"
Dep.re.tnt of EconDl'cs
Matherly Hall
UnIversity of F'oridl
G.inesville. Florid. 32611
UN ITED STATES

Dr. Jay Moore
Physical Pl.nn.r ana Urban Designer
United Nations Centre for~
Sett lllllflts
Physical Dev.loo-ent Plan S.R.
Mont.nevo
Republl~k1 Zavod za Urbaniz.
ProJektovanj.
Bulev.r RevoluciJ. 2
81000 Titograd
YUGOSLAVIA

Mr. V1ldi.ir Br.co Muli~. Ch.i,...,.
Plannin, and Environ.ent.1 Protection
Ca..iUee
Ljubljana City AsslIDly
61000 Ljubljana
YUGOSLAVIA



Mr. Robert Olson, Executive Director
California Sets~ic Safety Cam-ission
1900 K Street, Suite 100
Sacra.ento. California 95814
UNITED STATES

~ag. Milan Oroien Adamlc
!nstitute of Geography "Anton Helik"
Academy of Sc ience and ArtS
Republic of Slovenia
Novi trg 3
61000 ljub ljana
YUGOSLAVIA

Dr. Huris Osmanagie. Chairman
U.S.-Yugoslav Joint Board on

Scientific and Technological Cooperation
Kosanci~ev venae 29
11000 Beograd
YUGOSLAVIA

Dr. Risa I.K. Palm
Associ ate Dean
College of Arts and Sciences
CllIIIluS Box 230
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309
UNITED STATES

Professor Carlo Pelanda
Institute of International Sociology (ISIG)
Gorizia Via Malta 2
ITALY

Professor Dr. Jakim Petrovski. Director
Institute for Earthquake Engineering

and Engineering Seismology
91000 Skopje
YUGOSLAVIA

Professor Enrico L. Quarantelli
Department of Sociology
Ohio State University
1775 SOuth College Road
ColumbUS, Ohio 43210
UNITED STATES

Prof. Ogtt. Ing. PlOlo Rldogna
Chief Planner/Coordinator
United Nations Centre for~ Settlellftts
Physical DeveloPlllent Plan S.R. Montenegro
Aepubli~ki Zaved za Urbaniz.. i ProjektovanJe
Bulevar revoluciJe l
81000 Titograd
YUGOSLAVIA
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Professor Vladi.ir AibariE
Seis.ological Institute of Slovenia
Kersnikova 3
61000 Ljubljana
YUGOSLAVIA

Dr. Marjan Rozie, President
ASSeibly of the City of Ljubljana
""stl trg 1
51000 Ljubljana
YUGOSLAVIA

Professor ThOlllas F. Saarinen
Department of Geography, Regional
Develo,..nt and Urban Plann1ng
university of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
UNITED STATES

Dr. Stana SakSida, Director
Institute of Sociology
University "Edward Kardelj" Ljubljana
Trg osvoboditve 11
61000 Ljub Ijlfta
YUGOSLAVIA

Mr. T. Joseph 'Scanlon
Senior Researcher
Emergency CallUnication
Research Unit
Carleton University
Ottawa US 586
CAIWlA

Professor Willi .. D. SCftulze
Deparu.nt of Econa.lcs
AoSl Hal1
university of Wyo.ing
Lar.ie. WYClllllng 82071
UNITED STATES

Mr. Stanley Scott
Assistant Director
Institute of Governllht Studies
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley. California 94720
UNITED STATES

Mr. Polde Stukelj
Secretariat fOr People'S Defense

of Slovenia
fUPlftci~e~a 2
61000 LjubIJ1fta
YUGOSLAVIA



1119. "Ihl TClIIuevl~
Instltute for Reselrch and Testlng

"Iteri,ls and Structures
01.I~eYl 12
61000 Ljubljana
YUGOSLAVIA

Professor Ralph H. Turner
DepartMents of Sociology and Anthropology
Unlverslty of Callfornia at Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CalifornIa 9002.
UNITED STATES

Professor Vlktor Turnsek
Institute for Research and Testlng

"aterials and Structures
Dllli~eva 12
61000 Ljubljllla
YUGOSLAVIA

Or. lIag. inz. Jole Vlfintln
Director
Institute for Research and Testing

"aterials and Structures
Oilli ~ev. 12
61000 Ljubljana
YUGOSLAVIA

Mr. Wlrat.an wangsadlnatl
Bandung Institute of Technology
Jalan Gllleca No. 10
Bandung
INDOIlESIA
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Dean "yeT R. Wo1ft
College of Architecture and Urban Plannln9
Gould Hall JO-26
University of washington
Stattle, washington 98195
UNITED STATES

Professor Alan J. wyner
DeDart.ent of Political Science
University of California at Santa Barbara
Santa Barb,ra, Callforni' 93106
UllITED STATES

Dr. Charles Zalar
Progr. Manager
Division Of International Pro9"1M
IIItional Sclence foundation
1800 6 Street. IlII
Washington. District of ColUIDia 20550
UNITED STATES

Or. Branko Zelenkov
Institute of EconOllY
New Delhijska B.B.
91000 Skolljl
YUGOSLAVIA

Mrs. "arija Zupanci~~VI~ar, President
C~ltt.. for Envlron.ental Protection
¥ and Urb,n Pl,nnin9 of Slovenia
£upanllfen 7
61000 Ljubljana
YUGOSLAV IA

LIST Of AlJT1IJRS fl)T ATTEIIJIII6

Mr. Harun AlrasJld
Director-General for Natural Disasters
Ministry of Social Affairs
Jllcarta
IIIlONESIA

Professor "",netll ..Itt
oe,artMi.~ of lieogrllltly
Wilfred Laurier University
waterloo. Ontario
CAIlA~ "21. 3CS

Professor Arnold Parr
Deparment of PSychology and Soc10 logy
University of Canterbury
CIIr Istchurcll 1
MEW ZEALMO


